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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

This chapter introduces both the Goemai language and this grammar: it presents 
the language and its speakers (section l), describes the fieldwork setting (sec
tion 2), outlines the main typological characteristics of the language (section 3), 
and summarizes the structure of the book (section 4). 

1. The Goemai language and its speakers 

Goemai is an Afroasiatic (Chadic, West Chadic A, Angas-Goemai group) lan
guage that is spoken in Central Nigeria by around 200,000 speakers. The name 
'Goemai' [gamai] is used by the speakers themselves to refer to both their lan
guage and their ethnic group. To outsiders, they are better known under the 
name 'Ankwe' - a name that is also commonly found in the older linguistic, 
anthropological and historicalliterature.1 

This section summarizes information on the language (section l.l) and its 
speakers (section 1.2). 

l.l. Linguistic classification and history of documentation 

Figure ( l) illustrates the classification of Goemai, depicting its position relative 
to its closest relatives of the Southern and Northern branches of the Angas
Goemai group ofWest Chadic A. 

Today, the Angas-Goemai group is firmly established as a subgroup of 
Chadic on the basis of regular sound correspondences and pronominal forms 

1. The origins of the names Goemai and Ankwe are unknown. Goemai probably de
rives from the singular nominalizer goe- (see chapter 3, section 4.2) and an un
known root mai. This root is otherwise only attested in the word moemai 'people, 
strangers' (containing the plural nominalizer moe-). It is likely that these two words 
are diachronically related. Synchronically, however, they differ semantically, and 
the use of Goemai is no longer restricted to singular reference. The name Ankwe 
bears no similarity to any other Goemai word. Folk etymology attributes its origin 
to the Rausa word akwai 'there is, exists' It is said that the land was so fertile that 
the Goemai answered akwai '(yes), it exists' whenever the early Europeans in
quired whether a particular crop was farmed there. 



2 Introduction 

(see Greenberg 1966; Ho:ffi:nann 1975; Jungraithrnayr and lbriszimow 1994; 
Jungraithrnayr and Shimizu 1981; P Newman and Ma Newman 1966; P. New
man 1977a; Takacs 2004). Initially, however, languages of this group proved 
difficult to classify: Westermann and Bryan (1952) left them unclassified (and 
included Fyarn, a non-related Benue-Congo language, as part of this group); 
Greenberg (1955) subsumed Tarok (Benue-Congo) under Angas-Goemai; and 
other researchers explicitly commented on lexical and grammatical similarities 
to surrounding Benue-Congo languages (Ho:ffi:nann 1970; Jungraithrnayr 
1963b). Such difficulties in classification are not surprising given that these 
languages are spoken in a region that constitutes a linguistic area or sprachbund 
(see section 1.2). 

Angas-Gerka 

Angas-Goemai 

Southern 

Goemai 
Koenoem 
Montol 
Pyapun 
Tal 

West Chadic A 

Rausa Bole-Tangale 

Yiwom (Gerka) 

Northern 

Cakfem-Mushere 
Jorto 
Mernyang 
Mupun 
Mwaghavul 
Ship 

An gas 

Figure 1. The linguistic classification of Goemai 

Ron 



The Goemai language and its speakers 3 

The Angas-Goemai group is divided into a Northern and a Southern branch. 
Most of our knowledge is restricted to the Northern branch: there are extensive 
grammars and dictionaries of Angas (Burquest 1973; Foulkes 1915; Gochal 
1994; Jungraithmayr l964b; Ormsby 1912, 1913), Mupun (Frajzyngier l99la, 
1993) and Mwaghavul (Jungraithmayr l963a); and some additional information 
is available on Ship (Hoffmann 1975; Jungraithmayr l964a; Kraft 1981) and 
Mernyang (Hoffmann 1975; Netting 1967, 1977). All Northern languages are 
closely related, sharing many grammatical and lexical characteristics. 

Our knowledge of the Southern branch, by contrast, is limited. With the ex
ception of a short grammatical sketch of Montol (Jungraithmayr l964a), only 
Goemai has received any documentation. Goemai itself is subdivided into four 
dialect areas that correspond to political and geographical units: Duut, East 
Ankwe (or Derteng), Dorok and K'wo (see map l). These dialects are mutually 
intelligible, and their differences seem to be restricted to the phonological and 
lexical level. None of them is standardized at the expense of the others. How
ever, both the Duut and the K'wo dialects have gained some wider currency due 
to the political supremacy of the town of Shendam (Duut) and the influence of 
the Goemai catechism (K'wo). 

Hoffmann (1975) is a comparative phonological study of the Angas-Goemai 
group with Goemai (K'wo dialect) as the representative of the Southern branch; 
Kraft ( 1981) is a phonological sketch of Goemai that also includes a word list 
(possibly Dorok dialect); and H. Wolff (1959) is a phonological inventory of 
Goemai (Duut dialect). Furthermore, the missionary Eugene Sirlinger has com
piled four unpublished documents of the language as it was spoken around 
1930 (based on the K'wo dialect, but with additional information on other dia
lects): a catechism (Sirlinger 1931), two dictionaries (Sirlinger 1937, 1946) and 
a grammar (Sirlinger 1942). All manuscripts contain reliable lexical and gram
matical information on an earlier stage of the language, revealing a number of 
interesting grammatical differences to the present-day language (which will be 
discussed in the relevant chapters). His catechism has played a major role in 
promoting literacy in the Goemai language among members of the older gen
eration. In recent years, the Goemai Literacy and Bible Translation Committee, 
in cooperation with the Nigerian Bible Translation Trust, has started its transla
tion work, has introduced a practical orthography (Ohikere and Tiemsan 1999) 
and has published a collection of folktales (Ohikere and Tiemsan 1998; Tiem
san 1999). 

This grammar is part of a long-term project to describe and document the 
Goemai language. It focuses on the K'wo dialect, but contains additional infor
mation on the Dorok and Duut varieties. So far, it has resulted in a monograph 
and articles detailing the grammar, semantics and pragmatics of the language's 
postural-based system of nominal classification (Hellwig 2002, 2003, 2006c, 
2007b, 2007c, 2009c), a grammatical sketch focusing on the open word classes 
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(Hellwig 2004), as well as descriptions of serial verb constructions (Hellwig 
2006a, 2006e ), pronouns (Hellwig 2008b ), complementation (Hellwig 2006b ), 
clause linking (Hellwig 2009a), property-denoting expressions (Hellwig 2007a, 
2009d, 2009f), argument structure and lexical aspect (Hellwig 2006e, 2009b, 
2009e), and aspects of Goemai syntax (Hellwig 2008a). This grammar repre
sents my current state of knowledge of the Goemai language: new data were 
taken into account, additional parts of the grammar were investigated, and for
mer analyses and underlying assumptions were extended further, refined and -
sometimes - corrected. That is, in cases where a previous analysis differs from 
the one presented here, the latter should be taken as more accurate. In addition 
to the published work, there is a corpus of approximately 20 hours of naturally
occurring data as well as data generated with visual stimuli. All data are depos
ited in two electronic archives: data collected between 1998 and 2003 in the 
archive of the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics 
(http://corpusl.mpi.nl/ds/imdi_browserl), and data collected between 2003 and 
2005 in the Endangered Languages Archive (http://www.hrelp.org/archivel). 

1.2. Historical and sociolinguistic background 

The Goemai live as farmers, fishermen and hunters in villages throughout the 
lowland savannah region south of the Jos Plateau and north ofthe Benue River, 
an area that is known geographically as the Great Muri Plains (see map l). The 
economy is based on agriculture (yam, millet, guineacom, groundnut, beniseed) 
and is supplemented with fishing (in the Dorok area) and hunting (see also 
Monday 1989). Politically, the area belongs to Plateau State, and more specifi
cally to the Local Government Areas Shendam and Qua'an Pan. Smaller Goe
mai speaking communities are found in surrounding Local Government Areas 
as well as in Jos, the capital of Plateau State. 

Oral traditions suggest that speakers of Goemai migrated from the Jos Pla
teau to their present location in relatively recent times (see the contributions in 
Isichei 1982b; Yearwood 1981). It is generally assumed that the ancestors of 
the present-day inhabitants of the Jos Plateau did not arrive there before the 17th 
century. Presumably, the first speakers of Chadic languages arrived at an even 
later stage. They first settled on the Plateau, and later some of them, including 
the ancestors of the Goemai, migrated further south into the lowlands. 

The history of the whole region is characterized by numerous small-scale 
migrations that are linked to the formation and expansion of powerful regional 
states: the Kororofa Empire of the Jukun (14th to 18th century) and several 
Emirates established in the wake of the Hausa!Fulanijihad (19th century) (lsi
chei 1981, 1982a; Morrison 1982). The lowland societies were incorporated 
into the newly established states, and the mountainous Plateau became a refuge. 
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While some refugees were integrated into the indigenous societies, others dis
persed the original inhabitants, setting off a chain reaction of further migra
tions. As a result, new ethnic groups were funned, interethnic marriages took 
place, and trading networlc:s were established (Agi 1982; Ames 1932; Banfi1 
1982; Danfulani 1995; Fitzpatrick 1910; Gunn 1953; Isichei 1981, 1982a; 
Meek 1931; Unomah 1982; Weingarten 1990). This continuous and frequent 
contact led to the establishment of a language (and culture) area in which unre
lated Chadic and Benue-Congo languages share numerous lexical and gram
matical features (Ballard 1971; Gerllardt 1983b; E. Wolff and Gerhardt 1977; 
Hoffinann 1970). 

Plateau 
State 

Nigeria 

Map 1. Nigeria, Plateau State and the Goemai area (based on Kurungtiem 1991) 
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Like other groups in this region, the Goemai had (and still have) extensive 
contacts with speakers of different languages. As a lowland society, they were 
under the influence of first the Jukun Empire and later the Bauchi Emirate (Agi 
1982). In both cases, they were integrated politically, culturally and economi
cally into the regional states. In fact, many present-day Goemai speakers trace 
their origins back to the Jukun, i.e., to speakers of a Benue-Congo language. 
Despite this firm integration, they continued to maintain close personal and 
commercial ties to societies on the Jos Plateau (Unomah 1982). 

The regional states disintegrated with the arrival of the British colonial au
thorities at the beginning of the 20th century (lsichei 1981, 1982a; Kurungtiem 
1991; Onotu 1982). In 1901, the British established their headquarters in Shen
dam and, in 1908, centralized the Goemai chieftaincy under the leadership of 
the chief of Shendam. Around the same time, missionaries of the Roman Catho
lic Church arrived, settled in Shendam (in 1907), and later established secon
dary missionary centers in Demshin (in 1909) and Kwande (in 1931). In 1911, 
Shendam became headquarters for the Prefecture North-East; and from 1931 
onwards, it hosted the Vernacular Training College, which supplied parts of 
Nigeria with trained teachers. Shendam was thus an early administrative, reli
gious and educational center of Northern Nigeria. For the Goemai, this coloni
zation process resulted in establishing their political and ethnic unity (under the 
authority of Shendam); and their education within the colonial system allowed 
many of them to assume leading roles throughout Nigeria. 

The population of the present-day Goemai area is heterogeneous. Sizeable 
immigrant communities in search of fertile farmland have settled in and around 
all villages, including speakers of both closely-related Chadic and non-related 
Benue-Congo languages. Goemai is the major indigenous language in this area, 
but its importance is decreasing rapidly in favor of Hausa. Hausa is the lan
guage used in administrative, religious and educational settings as well as in 
everyday contacts with non-Goemai neighbors. Among the younger generation, 
Hausa has become the language of everyday communication even in intra-group 
contexts. And children in all larger settlements grow up with Hausa as their 
first, and often only, language. To date, there are an estimated 200.000 ethnic 
Goemai (SIL 2008), but the number of actual speakers is assumed to be less: 
while members of the older generation are still fluent speakers, the variety spo
ken by middle-aged speakers already shows considerable influence from Hausa; 
and those among the younger generation who still speak Goemai resort to ex
tensive code-mixing and code-switching strategies. The growth of a regional 
lingua franca at the expense of a minority language is a common pattern all 
over Africa (see, e.g., Bamgbose 2000). The Nigerian national language Eng
lish, by contrast, has not gained the same distribution as Hausa, although it 
encroaches on some official domains. 
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2. The fieldwork setting 

The data for this grammar were collected during 14 months of fieldwork (be
tween 1998 and 2005) among the K'wo Goemai in the village of Kwande (in 
the main Goemai area) and the city of Jos (to the north of this area). This distri
bution of fieldwork across two settings was partly motivated by choice, and 
partly by necessity. In the beginning, Kwande was the main fieldsite, as it was 
possible there to observe people speaking Goemai in their daily interactions. 
During this time, Jos was retained as a minor fieldsite, because it happened to 
be the residence of Mr. Louis Longpuan - a very gifted speaker of Goemai, 
who became more and more of a colleague in the course of the fieldwork. To
wards the end, the political situation in the main Goemai area deteriorated, and 
civil strife made access difficult. Jos and its sizeable Goemai community now 
became the main host. 

Throughout this time, a number of different speakers have contributed lin
guistic data to the project on a regular basis. Table ( 1) lists all major contribu
tors, together with their (approximate) age in the year 2000, sex and dialect. 

Table 1. Major contributors to this grammar 

Code Name (Approximate) age in 2000 Sex Dialect 

A Louis Longpuan 65 male K'wo 
B Yusufu Sule 65 male K'wo 
c Maria Miaphen 60 female K'wo 
D Thomas Longpuan 52 male K'wo 
E Philomena Njin Abau 32 female K'wo 
F Moegaji 25 male K'wo 
G Mesenji 25 male K'wo 
H Tsoho 24 male K'wo 
I Victor Longpuan 24 male K'wo 
J Shalyen Mbai Nwang 23 male K'wo 
K Naanshep Longpuan 18 male K'wo 
L Immanuel Mbai Nwang 17 male K'wo 
M Naantwaam Kwande 17 male K'wo 
N Andreas Shakum 60 male Dorok 
0 Augustine Shakum 60 female Dorok 
p Bibiana Loekur 60 female Dorok 
Q Eugene Maigari Longnaan 24 male K'wo 
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Each consultant is assigned a code letter, which appears as part of the identi
fier of example sentences, i.e., all examples in this grammar can be traced back 
to their speaker (see Abbreviations and Conventions for details). Most consult
ants are men, either in the age range between 15 and 30, or above 50 years; 
unfortunately, it proved difficult for many female and middle-aged speakers to 
find the necessary time. All speak Goemai as their first language- most speak 
the K'wo dialect, and some speak the Dorok dialect; data on the other dialects 
was obtained through consulting with the late Pastor Jimoh Ohikere who 
worked with the Goemai Literacy and Bible Translation Committee in Aji
kamai and Shendam. All consulted speakers are bilingual in Hausa; most also 
speak other local languages and some also English. 

The corpus collected with the help of these speakers contains about 20 hours 
of recorded texts (approximately 250.000 words), covering a variety of genres 
(including conversations, different types of narratives, descriptive texts, proce
dural texts, speeches, riddles, proverbs and songs). All recordings are comput
erized, transcribed, linked to the time axis, glossed and translated. Parts of these 
data were volunteered by the speakers, while other parts were prompted, i.e., 
speakers were asked to talk about specific topics (so-called "staged communi
cative events" in the terminology ofHimmelmann 1998). These data were then 
supplemented with data from focused elicitation: to minimize the risk of mis
understanding that inevitably occurs when relying on translation equivalents, 
elicitation was based, whenever possible, on natural text examples and visual 
stimuli (see, e.g., the discussions in J. Lyons 1977; Samarin 1967: 205-217; 
Vaux and Cooper 1999: 37-43). In addition, responses to non-verbal stimuli 
and questionnaires were collected. All three types of data- natural, elicited and 
stimuli-based - were taken into account for the grammatical analysis presented 
in this book (see Hellwig 2006c, 2006d, 2007a, 2009c, 2009ffor further discus
sions of Goemai fieldwork), and the identifier of each example sentence con
tains information about the type of data (see Abbreviations and Conventions). 

3. Language profile 

This section introduces the salient characteristics of the Goemai grammar (sec
tion 3.1), and highlights possible diachronic origins (section 3.2). 

3.1. Typological sketch 

Goemai is a tonal language with two level tones (high, low), two contour tones 
(falling, rising) plus a predictable downstep. The functional load of tone is re
stricted: most minimal pairs belong to different parts of speech, grammatical 
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tone often neutralizes lexical tone, and grammatical constructions are primarily 
marked by segmental morphemes rather than tone. Nevertheless, tone plays an 
important role in that many constructions also exhibit a distinctive tonal pat
tern. The segmental phonology is characterized by a complex consonant inven
tory that includes a three-way distinction in all obstruents (voiceless aspirated, 
voiceless non-aspirated and voiced), as well as implosives. The vowel system 
has undergone some recent changes, presumably triggered by the reanalysis or 
loss of consonants. In present-day Goemai, seven vowel phonemes are recog
nized, and there is evidence for vowel length being contrastive. The syllable 
structure is CV (V)( C), whereby the first consonant can be modified by the sec
ondary features of labialization, palatalization or prenasalization. Morphemes 
tend to be monosyllabic, and words tend to be monomorphemic. 

Goemai can thus be characterized as a predominantly isolating language. As 
such, it has retained only few remnants of the inherited Chadic verbal morphol
ogy (largely restricted to number marking on verbs). But notice that it is cur
rently developing some nominal morphology (connected to marking the modi
fying function and number), and it makes use of cliticization (mostly of 
nominal modifiers and subject pronouns). Given its largely isolating nature, 
word classes are identified on the basis of syntactic criteria, i.e., on the basis of 
distributional and combinatorial possibilities. Their identification is aided by a 
certain syntactic rigidity: Goemai has fixed word and constituent order, its lexi
cal expressions are usually not indeterminate as to their word class, and the 
syntactic functions of different classes usually do not overlap. As such, it is 
possible to identify word classes, and give evidence for the existence of phrasal 
units. 

The open word classes are nouns, verbs and adverbs. Goemai does not have 
a word class ofunderived adjectives. 

Nouns usually have concrete reference, and there is a scarcity of underived 
nouns that denote activity and abstract concepts. Overall, the nominal lexicon is 
characterized by a high degree of semantic generality: most nouns are compati
ble with singular, plural and collective interpretations, some also with mass 
interpretations; and many nouns can refer to both an entity and its natural or 
man-made produce (e.g., a single word is used for clay as well as for the bricks 
made from that clay, or for a plant, its leaves and its fruits). This type of seman
tic generality has probably motivated recent developments in the area of nomi
nal morphology. More specifically, Goemai has innovated a system of nominal 
classification based on canonical postures (coded in deictic classifiers and clas
sificatory verbs) as well as an elaborate system of modification and number 
marking (which derives number-marked modifiers and headless modifiers from 
all parts of speech). Both systems serve to restrict the reference of semantically
general nouns. But notice that classification, modification and number are usu
ally expressed in different elements within the noun or verb phrase, while un-
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derived nouns tend to be monomorphemic. Goemai has retained only remnants 
of Chadic number-marking morphology on the noun (in some kinship, bodypart 
and collective nouns), and it has largely lost the Chadic category of gender 
(only retained in speech act contexts); there is some evidence for remnants of a 
Benue-Congo noun class prefix that has entered the language through contact 
(marking nouns that denote insects, birds and small animals). Nouns are the 
only words that function underived as heads of noun phrases. They cannot 
function as modifiers within simple noun phrases, nor can they function as 
heads of predicates. 

Verbs tend to express a change of state, and there are only very few unam
biguous activity and stative verbs. This predominant type of lexicalization has 
probably motivated the innovation of structures to derive activity expressions 
(i.e., cognate object structures) and stative expressions (i.e., serialized and no
minalized structures). In particular, Goemai employs its few stative verbs -
the postural-based classificatory verbs - to derive stative expressions. Verbs 
tend to be morphologically simple: a subset of verbs has retained remnants of 
Chadic number-marking morphology (indicating participant number in one of 
their arguments), but there is no evidence for distinguishing verb classes on the 
basis of segmental or suprasegmental shape; nor has Goemai retained any of the 
verbal extensions that serve to indicate or change the thematic role or the transi
tivity of an expression. Instead, the language employs formally unmarked ar
gument structure constructions (one intransitive, three transitive and one ditran
sitive construction). Many verbs participate underived in more than one of 
these constructions, and their possibilities are determined by their lexical par
ticipant structure and lexical aspect. Goemai has only limited possibilities for 
detransitivizing expressions, but it freely adds participants in adverbial function 
or through verb serialization and juxtaposition. Syntactically, verbs can only 
ever function as heads of verb phrases. 

Adverbs express quantification (including numerals), space, time and aspect, 
and (less commonly) manner and evaluation. They are formally similar to 
nouns in that they can be modified by some nominal modifiers and conjoined 
by nominal conjunctions. Despite these similarities, the syntactic functions of 
nouns and adverbs are clearly distinct and do not overlap. Quantifying adverbs 
share also similarities with nominal modifiers in that they are not only event
oriented, but also participant-oriented (i.e., they are oriented towards a partici
pant of the event), thus allowing them to semantically modify noun phrases. 
Syntactically, however, they still function as adverbials, and they need to be 
formally derived in order to function as nominal modifiers. Most present-day 
adverbs seem morphologically complex: it is very likely that they were derived 
from other word classes by means of prefixes and reduplication. But since their 
sources are no longer attested in present-day Goemai, they have to be analyzed 
synchronically as non-derived. 
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In addition to these three open word classes, Goemai has the following parts 
of speech: 

Pronouns. Their independent form constitutes a subset of nouns, while 
their dependent form is currently developing into a grammatical system 
for cross-referencing subject arguments on the verb. The pronouns in
clude two sets of logophoric pronouns that indicate co-reference with 
the speaker and the addressee respectively. Both sets, as well as 2SG 

pronouns, distinguish gender - i.e., Goemai maintains remnants of the 
Chadic gender distinction in speech act contexts. 
Modifiers. These occur within noun and adverbial phrases, where they 
code the referential status of their head, qualify the head or (less com
monly) quantify it. 
Ideophones. They are analyzed as a subset of adverbials. Interestingly, 
they do not only serve an expressive function, but also - or even pre
dominantly - a lexical aspect function, in that their presence conveys an 
accomplished state-change. As such, they are largely restricted to co
occurrence with inchoative state-change verbs. 
(Spatial) prepositions, prefixes and nominals. All three parts of speech 
function as heads of prepositional phrases, marking spatio-temporal re
lations as well as peripheral arguments. Goemai has only one preposi
tion and one prefix, but employs a large number of spatial nominals 
(which usually derive from bodypart nouns). 
Particles and coordinators (marking tense I aspect I mood, focus and 
emphasis, topic, question, negation and different clause types), interjec
tions, and interrogatives. 
Some recently-developed proclitics, enclitics and prefixes. 

Most lexical expressions belong to one word class only - only inherently
locational nouns and spatial nominals can participate in more than one class 
(i.e., they function underived as nouns and adverbs, and are hence analyzed as 
ambiguous). Derivational mechanisms exist, but their possibilities are limited: 
the adverbialization of verbs derives adverbs that occur in some restricted envi
ronments; verbs cannot be derived from any other word class; and although 
nominalization is widespread, the resulting expressions often do not have the 
same syntactic possibilities as non-derived nouns. Goemai nominalizes verbs to 
create abstract nouns and activity nouns, and it nominalizes members of all 
word classes to create modifiers and headless modifiers. In both cases, the 
nominalization serves to close a gap in the lexicon: there are only few on
derived abstract and activity nouns; and there is no class of adjectives. Goemai 
further nominalizes verb phrases (to function as participles and as complements 
of auxiliary verbs) and clauses (to function as modifiers and adverbials). 
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Goemai clauses have strict AVO I SV constituent order, and grammatical re
lations are conveyed through this constituent order alone. But notice that there 
is an incipient system of cross-referencing A/S arguments on the verb. There is 
no case marking on nouns; and peripheral arguments are marked through 
prepositions and prefixes. Some core arguments (3SG A/S and inanimate 0) are 
omitted if they are recoverable from the linguistic context. TAM categories are 
expressed by means of free particles and discontinuous constructions whose 
diachronic origins are often still transparent. The most common form is the 
verb unmarked for TAM, but the language allows for the grammaticalized ex
pression of absolute tenses, different aspectual categories (progressive, habit
ual, durative, anterior, resultative) as well as different types of irrealis modali
ties. Some of these TAM categories can be expressed in both verbal and non
verbal clauses. 

Verbal clauses are used for a great variety of states-of-affairs, including 
those that commonly receive non-verbal expressions in other Chadic languages: 
locative, existential and presentative concepts. And although there are non
verbal strategies for expressing equative, ascriptive and possessive concepts, 
these domains are gradually being taken over by verbal strategies as well. 
Again, it is the set of postural-based classificatory verbs that is used in all these 
domains. 

Goemai has a variety of multi verb constructions that impose different types 
of restrictions on the expression of TAM, person and polarity. In particular, it 
makes extensive use of different types of serial verb constructions to express 
temporal relationships, lexical aspect and deictic concepts; and of juxtaposition 
to express logical relationships. In addition, there are overtly marked complex 
clauses: adverbial clauses that serve to indicate temporal relationships; two 
complement clauses that occur with verbs of attention and thinking, and verbs 
of starting and stopping respectively; one consequence clause; different types 
of purpose and sequential structures; a reason clause; reported speech struc
tures; and a conditional clause. There are indications that many of these more 
specific clause types constitute recent innovations, and it is likely that Goemai 
originally made more extensive use of the formally unmarked strategies of verb 
serialization and juxtaposition. Furthermore, Goemai has borrowed many con
junctions from Hausa. 

The paragraphs above have outlined some salient typological characteristics 
of Goemai. In particular, two predominant lexicalization patterns deserve to be 
highlighted. First, the verbal lexicon is characterized by a large number of state
change verbs, with only few activity and stative verbs. This includes the pre
dominant lexicalization of property (or adjectival) concepts as state-change 
verbs. Second, both the verbal lexicon and the nominal lexicon are character
ized by semantic generality: many nouns have neutralized number distinctions 
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and do not distinguish between entities and their produce; and many verbs al
low for the expression of different thematic roles, transitivity values and lexical 
aspect categories. As a result, a large part of Goemai grammar consists of 
strategies that fill gaps in these lexicalization patterns (i.e., that create stative 
and activity expressions, or that derive abstract nouns) and that restrict the 
meaning potential of expressions (i.e., that allow for the categorization and 
classification of verbs and nouns). Given the typological profile of Goemai, 
these strategies are usually not expressed morphologically. Goemai is a pre
dominantly isolating language that prefers to make use of syntactic strategies. 
In particular, it has developed a number of morphologically-unmarked con
structions that allow for the co-occurrence of lexical items and that convey 
specific grammatical meanings. In all cases, there is evidence that these mean
ings do not derive directly from the individual meanings of the co-occurring 
items, but rather from the construction as a whole.2 These very general seman
tic and formal characteristics underlie the following pervasive patterns: 

A large part of Goemai grammar obligatorily makes use of a contrastive 
set of five postural-based elements: locative, presentative, serial verb, 
progressive, ascriptive and demonstrative constructions. In all contexts, 
Goemai speakers are required to choose one of the five elements, and to 
thereby pay constant attention to the position of referents in space. The 
spread of these expressions throughout Goemai grammar is motivated 
by their lexical properties. They are among the very few stative verbs of 
the language, and Goemai employs them to create stative expressions. 
And they classify nominal concepts - i.e., they serve to pick out refer
ents from among the many possible referents of a semantically-general 
noun. 
The modifying construction is another construction that has spread 
throughout Goemai grammar. This construction originally served to cre
ate stative predicates, in particular, to create stative property (or adjecti
val) expressions. In later developments, these stative expressions were 
first integrated as nominal modifiers into the noun phrase, and then the 
construction was extended to derive modifiers from all kinds of other 
expressions. As modifiers, they serve to restrict the reference of seman
tically-general nouns. Furthermore, the construction also distinguishes 

2. Given this characterization, constructional approaches are considered most promis
ing in analyzing Goemai grammar (e.g., Goldberg 1995). And although this gram
mar is not explicitly written within the framework of constructional grammar, it 
nevertheless subscribes to the view that constructions can be defmed in terms of 
their form and their meaning; and it attempts to describe both the constructions and 
the integration of lexical items into constructions. 
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number and thus further restricts the reference. In fact, the modifying 
construction is currently being extended to mark nouns, i.e., to overtly 
mark number on nouns. Notice that this construction is one of the very 
few constructions that receives a morphological - and not a syntactic -
expression. 
Verbal clauses instantiate one of five argument structure constructions 
that differ in their lexical aspect and in the linking of thematic roles to 
argument slots. Verbs usually have the potential to participate in several 
of these constructions (i.e., they are compatible with a number of differ
ent thematic roles and lexical aspect interpretations). The constructions 
serve to highlight specific thematic roles and aspectual properties (and 
downplay others), thus restricting the meaning potential of verbs. 

Edward Sapir (1921) speaks about the "genius" of a language, i.e., the logic 
that underlies it, that makes it unique and that motivates its grammatical struc
tures. For Goemai, it can be argued that its grammar is driven by the above 
verbal and nominal lexicalization patterns, combined with a scarcity of overt 
morphology. 

3.2. Diachronic origins 

The diachronic origins of present-day Goemai grammar can be traced to differ
ent sources. There is linguistic evidence for two types of language contact: an 
ancient contact with languages of the Jos Plateau area (including both closely
related Chadic and non-related Benue-Congo languages), and a more recent 
contact with the regional lingua franca Hausa.3 More specifically, Goemai 
shares many features that characterize the Jos Plateau sprachbund as a whole, 
including similarities in lexicon and non-productive morphology (e.g., forma
tives expressing verbal number and noun class), phonotactics (e.g., syllable 
types and the distribution of consonants within syllables), lexicalization pat
terns (e.g., a predominant lexicalization of property or adjectival concepts as 
state-change verbs) and syntax (e.g., verb serialization). Goemai - like many 
other Jos Plateau languages (including both Chadic and Benue-Congo lan
guages) - has also lost most of its inherited morphology, and has developed 
isolating structures instead. The more recent contact with Hausa has led to ex
tensive lexical borrowings and to the introduction of new categories (e.g., the 
categories of auxiliary verbs and of sentential and phrasal conjunctions). Cur
rently, younger speakers are in the process of shifting towards Hausa. In the 

3. In the first case, it is often not possible to trace the origins of a specific feature. In 
the second case, the direction of borrowing is clearly from Rausa to Goemai. 
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absence of detailed sociolinguistic studies, it is thus not always transparent 
whether a specific Hausa form or pattern has been integrated into the Goemai 
language, or whether it results from code-switching. 

This widespread contact has shaped Goemai grammar to the extent that it 
has to be considered a fairly untypical Chadic language. Its initial classification 
was based largely on common lexical and pronominal forms, on regular sound 
correspondences and on the presence of implosive sounds (see section 1.1). 
Based on the discussions in this grammar, it is now also possible to add the 
following features to the list of Chadic retentions: 

- remnants of a distinction in vowel length; 
- presence of the widespread Afroasiatic prefix *ma-: (i) some remnants 

in nouns of location, (ii) productive use in deriving (plural) nouns of 
agent, and (iii) further spread to mark the modifying function; 

- unproductive remnants of Chadic number-marking morphology on verbs 
and a few nouns; 

- remnants of verbal suffixes that occur as unanalyzable parts of a handful 
of present-day verbs; 

- possible reflex of a sequential morpheme *k-. 

All of the above features can be traced to the phonology and morphology of 
a proto-language (Afroasiatic, Chadic or West Chadic), and thus constitute 
further evidence for classifying Goemai as Chadic. At the same time, this list 
also indicates that the loss of Chadic morphology has been considerable: mor
phologically, present-day Goemai looks very different from many other Chadic 
languages. With the loss of morphology, Goemai has also experienced a com
plete or partial loss of typical Chadic categories such as grammatical gender 
(retained in speech act contexts only), nominal number (retained in unproduc
tive morphology; but being currently re-invented), or a perfective I imperfective 
dichotomy marked on the verb stem. 

On the one hand, these differences are undeniable, and they are described in 
more detail throughout this grammar. On the other hand, however, Goemai 
shares considerable similarities with other Chadic languages - not in the area of 
morphology, but in the area of semantics. Possible similarities are pointed out 
in the relevant chapters, but given that our morphological knowledge is more 
advanced than our semantic knowledge, more research is needed to ascertain 
the extent and nature of such putative semantic similarities, and to distinguish 
reliably between inherited and contact-induced similarities. Two important 
candidates for inherited semantic patterns are (i) a sensitivity towards the lexi
cal aspect and thematic roles of verbs (resulting in strategies that affect the 
semantics and syntax of verbs); and (ii) the predominant lexicalization of verbs 
as state-change verbs (resulting in strategies that derive activity and stative 
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expressions). That is, Goemai and other Chadic languages very likely share 
semantic patterns that motivate the existence of some grammatical strategies. 
But due to the typological characteristics of the languages involved, these 
strategies differ formally: Goemai, which is predominantly isolating, tends to 
have syntactic strategies, while other Chadic languages tend to have morpho
logical strategies. The first semantic pattern seems to be restricted to Chadic 
languages, while the second pattern is probably attested in Benue-Congo lan
guages, too. In-depth semantic studies of both Chadic and Benue-Congo lan
guages are likely to reveal more such similarities as well as differences, thereby 
making an important contribution to comparative Chadic linguistics, as well as 
to the study of language contact on the Jos Plateau. 

While many grammatical structures can be traced to either language contact 
or inheritance, there are other structures that seem to result from independent 
developments. Most importantly, Goemai has innovated a system of nominal 
classification based on postural information. And although the motivation for 
this system - the lack of underived stative expressions and the semantic gener
ality of nouns - is probably shared with other Jos Plateau and/or Chadic lan
guages, only Goemai is known to have developed such a system. 

4. Structure of the grammar 

This grammar is structured as follows: chapter 2 discusses the phonology and 
tonology; chapters 3 to 5 focus on the open word classes and their phrasal 
structure (nouns, verbs and adverbials); chapter 6 outlines the closed word 
classes and remaining parts of speech; chapter 7 summarizes the system of 
tense, aspect and modality; and chapter 8 describes the structure of simple and 
complex clauses. 



Chapter2 
Phonology and tonology 

This chapter describes the phonology and tonology of Goemai: section l dis
cusses the inventory of phonemes and tonemes, and presents the practical or
thography; sections 2 and 3 outline segmental and suprasegmental processes 
observed on the word and clause levels respectively; and section 4 summarizes 
the chapter. 

1. Phonemes, tonemes and orthography 

Table (2) summarizes the Goemai phonemes and tonemes (written between 
slashes /I), non-phonemic sounds (written between square brackets[]), and their 
orthographic representation (written without bracketing). 

Table 2. Phonemes, tonemes and their orthographic representation 

( 1) Consonants 

Labial Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 

Stops 
voiceless aspirated fphf p fthf t fkhf k [?] 
voiceless non-aspirated /pi p' It/ t' lkl k' 
voiced /b/ b /d! d /g/ g 
implosive /6/ b' /d! d' 

Fricatives 
voiceless aspirated /fh/ f fshf s If'/ sh /hi h 
voiceless non-aspirated If/ f Is/ s' If/ sh' 
voiced /v/ v /zl z 131 j 

Nasals /m/ m In! n /rj/ ngh\ ng2 

Liquids 
lateral /l/ 
trill /r/ r 

Glides /w/ wl,u2 1' y~,e 

1syllable-initial I -medial 2syllable-final 
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(2) Vowels 

Short 
close 
mid 
open 

Long 
close 
close-mid 
open-mid 
open 

1syllable-initial I -medial 

(3) Tones 

Level 
high 
mid 

e 
e 

low e 

Front unrounded Central 

IV [H] .!,! 

[e] e Ia/ e1, oe2 

Ia/ a 

/i:/ ii 
/e:/ ee 

/a:/ aa 
2syllable-final 

Contour 
falling 
rising 

Back rounded 

lui u 
[o], [o] o 

luul uu 
fool oo 
fool oo 

Some phonemes are represented by more than one orthographic symbol: 
these mismatches reflect positional alternations, and result from an attempt to 
integrate speakers' wishes, dialectal variation and existing orthographies 
(Ohikere and Tiemsan 1999; Sirlinger 1937, 1942; 1946; Tiemsan 1999) (see 
sections 1.1 and 1.3). The table also contains additional non-phonemic sounds: 
a glottal stop and some short vowels. The glottal stop occurs in predictable 
environments (before vowel-initial morphemes), and is written in word-medial 
position only (see section 1.1). The distinction between short and long vowels 
is not always phonemic, but length is nevertheless represented in the orthogra
phy (see sections 1.2 and 1.3). 

This section discusses in more detail the phonemes and tonemes, their dis
tribution and their realization. Whenever possible, comparative Chadic data is 
taken into account. Section 1.1 focuses on consonants, section 1.2 on secondary 
articulation, section 1.3 on vowels, and section 1.4 on tones. Section 1.5 then 
summarizes the orthographic conventions adopted. 
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1.1. Consonants 

The full consonant inventory, as depicted in table (2) above, is only attested in 
morpheme-initial position, and the discussions and illustrations in this section 
reflect this distribution (see section 2.1 for other positions). 

The most striking and typologically unusual aspect of the Goemai consonant 
system is its contrast among the obstruents: between voiceless aspirated, voice
less non-aspirated, voiced and, in some places, implosive. Cross-linguistically, 
a contrast between aspirated and non-aspirated consonants is well-attested in 
stops, but rare in fricatives (Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996: 66-70, 176-179). 
fu previous work on Goemai, this contrast was sometimes noted, but analyzed 
differently.4 H. Wolff (1959), for example, labels it as an opposition between 
fortis and lenis stops, but does not discuss its phonetic correlates further. Since 
these two labels are often used to subsume quite different features (see Lade
foged and Maddieson 1996: 95-99) and thus not very informative, they will not 
be used in this book.5 Hoffmann (1975), and possibly Sirlinger (1937, 1942, 
1946) analyze the same contrast as an opposition between glottalized and non
glottalized obstruents. fu my data, glottalization does play a role in the realiza
tion of the velar non-aspirated stop /k/, which is alternatively realized as non
aspirated [k] or as glottalized [k'] (see the discussion below). fu all other cases, 
however, waveforms and spectrograms indicate a contrast in aspiration rather 
than glottalization (as illustrated in figure 2 below). For these reasons, I use the 
label 'aspiration' in the description ofGoemai, not 'fortis I lenis' or 'glottaliza
tion' 6 

4. Rorvel (1985), Kraft (1981 ), Ohikere and Tiemsan (1998, 1999), and Tiemsan 
(1999) only note a contrast between plain /kl and Is/, on the one hand, and glottal
ized lk'l and ls'l, on the other. Their analyses are possibly influenced by comparing 
Goemai to Rausa, which has only lk'l and ls'l as glottalized consonants. 

5. Some Benue-Congo languages spoken on the Jos Plateau are said to have a fortis I 
lenis contrast among word-initial obstruents (in particular the languages of the Pla
teau-2 subgroup, including Kaje, Kagoro, Katab and Atakar, but excluding Zarek). 
These languages mark fortis consonants through lengthening and affrication. 
Gerhardt (1980) convincingly analyzes this opposition as a language-internal de
velopment, resulting from the loss of palatal noun class prefixes and verbal exten
sions. It is unlikely that this fortis I lenis contrast is related in any way to the aspi
rated I non-aspirated contrast in Goemai. 

6. Pawlak (2002: 56) notes that the variety of Rausa spoken on and around the Jos 
Plateau tends to replace the glottalized consonants with non-glottalized consonants. 
She suggests that this loss of glottalization may result from the lack of such conso
nants in the indigenous languages. Sirlinger (1937, 1942, 1946) possibly noticed 
the important role of aspiration (rather than glottalization) in Goemai: in his 
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1/thaJ/ 'ask, greet' 

J...L.ILL, ... . 

th ~ I 

0 0.309433 
Time(s) 

1/taJ/ 'pluck' 

.bb.ll., ... h.lo .I. ... . ......... 
. T 

t a I 

0 0.34381 
Time(s) 

Figure 2a. Voiceless obstruents: Stops 

orthography, he represents one of the fricatives as s'h (corresponding to /shl); and 
he occasionally (but not systematically) represents stops as ph and th (correspond
ing to fphf and fthf respectively). 
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1/shUk/ 'your bodies' 

.lillllllll. .l _, ..... 

............ 'T .,....,."' 

sh k 

0 1.006 
Time (s) 

1/sUk/ 'rubbish' 

• ll.tu ... • ..4. •. ...... "I'' 

k 

0 1.009 
Time (s) 

Figure 2b. Voiceless obstruents: Fricatives 

In the case of aspirated stops (figure 2a), the release of the oral closure is 
followed by a period of aspiration (between 50 and 90 milliseconds in duration) 
before the onset of the voicing period of the following vowel. This period is 
absent with the non-aspirated stops: a weak release burst is followed immedi
ately by the voicing period of the vowel, whose formants have not yet reached 
their target value. In the case of aspirated fricatives (figure 2b ), the period of 
aspiration tends to be longer than that of their non-aspirated counterparts. Dur
ing this period, formant transitions are often visible, and the formants are close 
to target-like value once the voicing period of the vowel starts. Non-aspirated 
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fricatives, by contrast, are shorter and are followed immediately by the voicing 
period of the vowel. Notice that the velar non-aspirated stop /k/ can be realized 
either as non-aspirated or as glottalized, occurring in free variation. Its glottal
ized realization could be the result of either of two factors: it could be a contact 
influence from Hausa (which has a velar ejective); or it could reflect the cross
linguistic tendency of glottalized consonants developing in the velar series be
fore developing elsewhere (Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996: 78). 

fu addition to voiceless aspirated and non-aspirated obstruents, Goemai has 
voiced obstruents and implosives. The implosives are similar to the creaky 
voiced implosives ofHausa and other Chadic languages, i.e., they are character
ized by a few irregular periods of voicing during the closure and an irregularity 
in the first few voicing periods at the onset of the vowel (as described in Lade
foged and Maddieson 1996: 85-86). 

Table (3) illustrates these contrasts among obstruents with the help of some 
(near) minimal pairs. 

Table 3. (Near) minimal pairs: Obstruents 

fphf /pi /b/ 
ph it red monkey p{t net d(,b(t 

phUk tree type pUk calf bUk 
phap master pat exit ba.bap 
ph6:l hide po:t narrow bo:i 
phcir.J puffadder pcir.J stone bcir.J 

fthf It/ /d! 
th{p press t(t sprinkle d(p 
thu kill tu bottle dU 
thap black tap next clap 
th;)k practice t61J sit d5k 
that) search tcir.J bat dar] 

fkhf lkl 
khu coil kU:r bum 
khap lake kap short 
kh61J stream k61J snake type 
khcir.J join kcir.J guard/wait 

all 
return 
pigeon 
cowrie 
calabash 

all 
PL.LOG.SP 

penis 
past 
tail 

lr/ 

/6/ 
6(t 

6u 
6ap 
66:t 
6cir.J 

/d! 
dip 
cfu 
dak 
dOk 
dar] 

2PL 

cut 
nose 
palm 

day 
grass 
fish type 
tie 
red 

hair 
smell 
up/down 
quiet 
lizard 
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Table 3 (continued). (Near) minimal pairs: Obstruents 

/fh/ If/ /vi 
fh{n grinding stone f{m cotton VWIJ circle 
fhWn fold fU scatter vU tuber 
£he owner fal.fe viper ve.lu grass type 
? f.S:t listen vo:m blind 
fha.lak liver fal.fe viper va.nun grass type 

fshf Is/ /zl 
shUk body.2PL.POSS sllk rubbish ba.zllr.J chest 
sham body.lPL.POSS sam name zam like 
sh.S:l iron s.S:m hom zo:m cold 
shan body.lSG.POSS san slip z~ barren 

!f!Y /~ 13/._ 
jh{m skin f£m iguana 3im ferment 
Jhal game Sal wound 3al surround 
jh.S:m guineafowl f.S:l locust 36:m chin 
jhcl!J glance falJ hunt 3cllJ careless 

The diachronic status of the different types of Goemai obstruents is not 
quite clear. The existence of labial and alveolar - and possibly velar - implo
sives is a typical Chadic phenomenon, and can be traced back to Proto-Chadic 
(Jungraithmayr and lbriszimow 1994; P Newman 1977a).7 Goemai does not 
have a velar implosive, but it is possible that it has merged with the alveolar 
implosive. The existence of two sets of voiceless obstruents, by contrast, has 
not been reconstructed for Proto-Chadic or any proto-language below this level. 
It has been suggested though that they may reflect an earlier voicing contrast. 
Greenberg (1958) was the first to argue that the Proto-Chadic contrast between 
voiced and voiceless bilabial stops was neutralized in the Northern Angas
Goemai group languages, but preserved in Goemai (and possibly the whole 
Southern group) in the form of voiceless and ejective bilabial stops (i.e., aspi-

7. Implosives have proved to be a stable feature in language contact situations: 
Chadic languages have tended to retain their implosives, while Benue-Congo lan
guages have tended to not borrow them. Conversely, the co-articulated stops typi
cal of Benue-Congo languages (such as ll<p/) have usually not been borrowed into 
Chadic (H. Wolff 1959; E. Wolff and Gerhardt 1977). 
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rated and non-aspirated in my analysis).8 And Hoffmann (1975) posits parallel 
developments for all obstruents (see also Jungraithmayr and lbriszimow 1994: 
xx-xxix; P Newman 1977a: 15; P. Newman and Ma Newman 1966: 226). Un
der this scenario, the existence of voiced obstruents in the Angas-Goemai group 
does need an explanation. They may go back to either prenasalized voiced con
sonants (as suggested by Greenberg 1958; Jungraithmayr and lbriszimow 1994: 
xx-xxix), or they may have entered the languages through recent borrowings 
from Chadic Bole-Tangale languages (as suggested by Yalwa 1998). Table (4) 
illustrates the presumed sound shifts (adapted from the discussion in Greenberg 
1958; Hoffmann 1975; Jungraithmayr and lbriszimow 1994; P Newman 1977a; 
P. Newman and Ma Newman 1966). 

Table 4. Possible sound correspondences: Obstruents 

Proto-Chadic 

voiceless 
{p, t, c, k; f, s} 

voiced 
{b, d,j, g; v, z} 

(?) voiced prenasalized 
{nb, nd, nj, ng; nv, nz} 

implosive 
{6, cf, 9} 

Northern Angas-Goemai 

voiceless 
{p, t, c, k- c; f, s} 

voiced 
{b, d,j, g; v, z} 

implosive 
{6, cf, 9} 

Goemai 

voiceless non-aspirated 
{p, t, k; f, s,.f} 

voiceless aspirated 
{ph, th, kh; fh, sh,jh} 

voiced 
{b, d, g; v, z, 3} 

implosive 
{6,d} 

If the diachronic scenario depicted in table (4) is true, then Goemai has re
tained contrasts that were neutralized in closely related languages, thereby mak
ing Goemai of special importance for the reconstruction of Proto-Chadic. How
ever, there is an alternative scenario suggesting that the contrasts found within 
Goemai result from independent developments (Takacs 2004: xxiii-xxiv). Un
der this scenario, the merger of Proto-Chadic voiced and voiceless obstruents 

8. Greenberg (1958) bases his analysis on the assumption that Goemai contrasts 
voiceless and ejective stops. Phonetically, it is conceivable that Proto-Chadic 
voiced stops would become voiceless, while voiceless stops would become ejec
tive. In the analysis adopted here, however, the contrast is in aspiration (and the 
lexical comparison suggests that his 'ejective' corresponds to my 'non-aspirated'). 
That is, it would now be necessary to account for why Proto-Chadic voiced stops 
became voiceless aspirated, and why voiceless stops became voiceless non
aspirated. 
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already occurred at the level of Proto-Angas-Goemai. It is possible that, at this 
stage, the merged voiceless obstruents were realized aspirated, but had a non
aspirated allophone in some environments, notably at the onset of unstressed 
syllables. Such a situation is reported for present-day Angas (Burquest 1971: 
37-39), and possibly also for Mwaghavul (Jungraithmayr 1963a: 16-17; H. 
Wolff 1959) and Cakfem-Mushere (Takacs 2004: xxiii-xxiv). In Goemai, this 
conditioned variation could then have been reanalyzed as a phonemic contrast. 
Such a scenario would explain the fact that non-aspirated and aspirated obstru
ents only contrast in syllable-initial position. However, further comparative 
research is needed to determine the likelihood of either explanation. 

Table (4) above indicates a further development: the development of Goe
mai palatal fricatives from the palatal stops of the proto-language. This dia
chronic development has its synchronic parallels in that Goemai speakers real
ize the voiced palatal fricative alternatively as a voiced palatal stop (in free 
variation). While some present-day palatal fricatives are reflexes of palatal 
stops, others probably result from a more recent development: a reanalysis of 
velar stops and alveolar fricatives (see below). Table (5) summarizes the two 
possible origins of palatal fricatives in Goemai. 

Table 5. Two possible origins for palatal fricatives 

Origins Present-day Goemai 

(1) Sound change affecting palatal stops { c, J, nJ} 
of Proto-Angas-Goemai 

(2) Language-internal reanalysis of: 

velar stop {kh, k, g} + {i, i:} 

alveolarfricative {sh,s,z} + {i,i:} 

alveolar fricative { sh, s, z} + palatalization 

palatal fricative {jh,f, 3} 

Evidence for a language-internal reanalysis comes from the synchronic dis
tribution of vowels: with very few exceptions, velar stops and alveolar frica
tives are not followed by a close front vowel; and alveolar fricatives never oc
cur with the secondary feature of palatalization.9 It is likely that the velar stops 

9. I am only aware of the following two exceptions: Jkhfl{p/ ('kitchen', which has a 
variant /thfl{p/) and Jkhllrkh(! (an archaic word occurring in the context of riddle
telling). Palatalized velar stops are attested (unlike palatalized alveolar fricatives), 
but they are subject to a dialectal alternation: palatalized velar stops in K'wo corre-
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and alveolar fricatives, in the specified environments, became reanalyzed as 
palatal fricatives. There are even some words that synchronically alternate be
tween an alveolar plus /a/ and a palatal plus Iii, e.g., /zarap/- /3lrap/ 'girls' A 
comparable type of palatalization has been described for Mupun (Frajzyngier 
1993: 3-32). 

The above analysis is further supported by the realization of palatal frica
tives. The secondary feature of palatalization is often still audible in the case of 
the non-aspirated voiceless palatal fricative, occurring in free variation with the 
non-palatalized form, e.g., 1Ji6:n] - IJ6:n] 'nail', IJialJ] - lfalJ] 'hunt' Further
more, palatal fricatives do not allow for the secondary feature of labialization. 
This restriction presumably follows from the observations that labialization and 
palatalization are mutually exclusive and that labialization cannot occur in the 
environment of a close front vowel. That is, labialization could not have oc
curred in the environments that gave rise to the palatal fricatives (see section 
1.2 for labialization and palatalization). 

In addition to the obstruents discussed above, Goemai has a glottal stop and 
a glottal fricative. Their phonemic status is not entirely clear, and they are best 
discussed together with the two glides, as they may constitute allophones in 
certain environments, i.e., in the realization of vowel-initial syllables. P. New
man (1977a: 12, 14) assumes that Proto-Chadic allowed for vowel-initial sylla
bles, although many present-day Chadic languages do not. He argues that pho
netic variation in the realization of vowel-initial syllables gave rise to new 
phonemes in several Chadic languages, notably to a glottal stop, but also to a 
glottal fricative. It is possible that a similar development occurred in Goemai. 
In Goemai, all vowel-initial syllables are phonetically preceded by a glottal 
stop. As such, the occurrence of the glottal stop is predictable, and it is (tenta
tively) not analyzed as a phoneme. However, the analysis is complicated by the 
observation that there are no close front or back vowels in vowel-initial sylla
bles. The glides, by contrast, show a complementary distribution in precisely 
this environment: /j/ precedes /i/, and /w/ precedes /u/. This distribution sug
gests that at least some glides are phonetically-conditioned variants, preceding 
close vowels in vowel-initial syllables. In other environments, however, glides 
do contrast, and are thus considered phonemes. A further complication is intro
duced by the glottal fricative: it is possible that it also plays a role in the reali
zation of vowel-initial syllables, as it never precedes close front or back vowels. 
Nevertheless, it was not possible to determine any difference in its distribution 
compared to that of the glottal stop, and it is thus (tentatively) assigned phone
mic status. The distribution of glottal stop, glottal fricative and the two glides is 
illustrated in table (6). 

spond to palatalized alveolar stops in Duut and Dorok, e.g., /klak/ - ft)akf 
'heart/neck', fkhJam/ - fthJam/ 'blood' 
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Table 6. Distribution of[?], lh/, /w/ and /j/ 

[?] /hi /w/ /j/ 

jin say 
u wUn sweat 10 

a ?a.ram beans han lSG wan search jan plenty 
0 ?6 yes h6 greetings wo snake j6 rise 
a ?an mind hcU.J tree wcU.J pot jcU.J stalk 

Finally, Goemai has nasals and liquids. fu the case of nasals, Goemai con
trasts three places of articulation (as shown in table 7). While the labial and 
alveolar nasals are frequently found in initial position, the velar nasal occurs 
only very rarely in this environment. fu the case of liquids, Goemai contrasts a 
lateral and a trill (as shown in table 8). It is generally assumed that Proto
Chadic had a lateral fricative, which has become a simple lateral consonant in 
West Chadic (P Newman l977a: ll, 13). Like other West Chadic languages, 
Goemai does not have a lateral fricative - although the plain lateral is occa
sionally realized as a lateral fricative (occurring in free variation), e.g., flat
!W 'produce', /H:s/ - lif.:sl 'tongue' 

It should be noted that Goemai does not have any geminated consonants oc
curring in native Goemai words. Pawlak (2002: 62) also comments that the 
Hausa variety spoken on and around the Jos Plateau has lost its geminate con
sonants. Outside the Jos Plateau, by contrast, geminate consonants are common 
in Chadic (and Afroasiatic) languages. 

Table 7. (Near) minimal pairs: Nasals 

/m/ In! 

mi be related n{ elephant 
' , mu.ru fig tree nu sea 

ma lPL na lSG.POSS 
m.SIJ study IJOIJ bells 
mat) take ncU.J DEM.DIST IJcU.l monkey 

10. The only attested counter-examples are /ju:tl 'accumulate' and possibly fn}U/ -
/nfjU/ 'chieftaincy title' 
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Table 8. (Near) minimal pairs: Liquids 

Ill /r/ 

ga.Hp bird type ma.rip soul 
lu settlement rU enter 
ma.lap wink rap itch 
khJ;Sk.l.Sk small rok sweet 
leU] hang/move rat] think 

1.2. Secondary articulation 

Most morpheme-initial consonants can occur with a secondary articulation of 
labialization, palatalization or prenasalization (as illustrated in table 9 below). 
Labialization and palatalization are common in all branches of Chadic, includ
ing the Angas-Goemai group. But despite their widespread distribution, there 
are many irregularities resulting from assimilation processes, and it proved 
almost impossible to reconstruct labialized and palatalized consonants (Jun
graithmayr and lbriszimow 1994: xix; P. Newman and Ma Newman 1966: 229). 
Only P. Newman (1977a: 11) reconstructs labialized and palatalized velar stops 
for Proto-Chadic. A similar picture emerges in the case of prenasalization (see 
also footnote 12). 

In Goemai, labialization and palatalization are mutually exclusive, but pre
nasalization can co-occur with either of them. Since it was not always possible 
to find minimal pairs exemplifying all four oppositions, some of the words in 
table (9) simultaneously illustrate labialization I palatalization and prenasaliza
tion. Notice that there are some systematic gaps in the table (marked "-") and 
that labialization is sometimes realized as [w] and sometimes as [ H]. 

Most gaps result from the diachronic process summarized in table (5) above: 
alveolar palatalized fricatives developed into palatal fricatives (thus accounting 
for the gap in the alveolar fricatives), and the new palatal fricatives cannot be 
palatalized again, nor can they be labialized since palatalization and labializa
tion are mutually exclusive (thus accounting for the gap in the palatal frica
tives). The gaps in lh/, /w/ and /j/ probably follow from their restricted occur
rence (as summarized in table 6 above). Notice also that palatalization and 
labialization never occur before close vowels. It is likely that such sequences 
have been reanalyzed as long vowels, possibly [wu] as [u:], and Pi] as either [H:] 
or [i:] (see section 1.3 on long vowels). 

Labialization is alternatively realized as [H]: all labial and glottal consonants 
only ever occur with the variant [H], thus forming the diphthongs [Ha] and 
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[Ha(a)]. The other logically possible diphthongs [He(e)], [Ho(o)] and [Ho(o)] are 
not attested. Given that the corresponding labialized sequences [we(e)], [wo(o)] 
and [wo(o)] are possible (albeit rare), I consider their absence an accidental gap 
in the data. With non-labial and non-glottal consonants, only the diphthong [Ha] 
is attested as a free variant of [wa], e.g., [thHar] - [thwar] 'fig tree', [khHat] -
[khwat] 'adze' Since the short vowel [H] only ever occurs as the first part of a 
diphthong in the environments above, I analyze it as a phonetic variant of labi-
alization, not as a phoneme (see section 1.3 for diphthongs). It is, however, 
written without a tone mark to reflect its diachronic origin (and the tone is writ-
ten on the second member of this diphthong instead). 

Table 9. (Near) minimal pairs: Secondary articulation 

Plain Labialized Palatalized Prenasalized 

phar lynx phuar fish phJar stone 'nphua in mouth 
p~ stone pwin remove plan break 'np~ north 
6at belly 6uat lay blat weak 'n6at in belly 
t"6 okay thw<) kill thJ6:p health 'nthw<) killed 
ta fall 'ntwaJ~ ant type tJak.l~ life 'ntwaJ~ ant type 
dan prevent dwan PL. LOG cllan past 'ncJa CONJ 

dam fever cfwam crave &am stand '"cfar] how 
khat fmd khwat hunt 'nkhJat straight 'nkhJat straight 
k61J snake kwo dialect kJolJ meal 'nk;)IJ back 
ba.ga well gwa SG.LOG gla dance 'ngla.ra kite 
?at bite ?wis grind 'n?at bitten 
far four fual yeast flal light 'nflal quick 
va.ram grass ~ wash vJ~ termite 'n~ washed 
shat her body shwat pull out - 'nshat at body 
sa hand swa drink 'nsa at hand 
z~ barren zwam viper 'nz~ fish type 
jhi thigh 'njhi bee 
fa.rap fish 'nja.rap ant type 
3a:n twin 'n3a ant type 
ha:s egg hW5 pierce 'nhW5 pierced 
rna surpass m~ liquid mJa related 'nma:n mine 
na see nwa PL. LOG nJa:l slender 'nna granny 
lat fmish lwa.t afraid Vak throw 'nVak thrown 
r~ think rw~ mad rJe lie 'nra weaving 
warn wet 'nwam fish type 
j{t eye/face ''j{t worm 
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Despite the existence of minimal pairs, consonants modified by secondary 
features are not analyzed as separate phonemes, but as a coalescence of two 
consonants. This analysis is supported by several observations, outlined below. 

In the case of labialization and palatalization, the modified consonants [ cw] 
and [Cl] are realized as [Cu.w] and [CiJ] in slow speech; although a [CH] se
quence is never broken up (illustrated in lOa). This variation suggests that the 
modification results from the loss of a syllable, which still surfaces in some 
contexts.11 Another indication of their non-phonemic status is that they are not 
subject to partial reduplication. In partial reduplication (see section 2.1; see 
also chapter 5, section 2.3), the initial consonant is repeated to the left and the 
vowel [a] is inserted. In the case of labialized and palatalized consonants, only 
the plain consonant is repeated (illustrated in lOb) - this pattern occurs regard
less of whether labialization is realized as [w] or [ H]. As an aside, notice that 
(non-) aspiration is part of the repeated consonant (in lOb), thus indicating that 
it has to be analyzed differently from labialization and palatalization. 

Table 10. Analyzing [cw] and [Cl] 

(lOa) thwa:m- thu.wa:m 
mi!A:n 
kJ at] - kiJ at] 

(lOb) khwak smooth (v.) 
shua long (v.) 
fJar big (v.) 

cause standing 
go 
hoe 

=> 
=> 
=> 

kha.khwak 
sha.shua 
fa.fJar 

smooth (adv.) 
long (adv.) 
big (adv.) 

There is furthermore evidence that prenasalization also resulted from a se
quence of two consonants. Phonetically, prenasalization is realized either as a 
modification of the consonant or as a syllabic nasal, bearing its own tone (being 
in free variation) (see also Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996: ll8-l3l on the 
phonetic continuum between prenasalization and syllabic nasals). Furthermore, 
a nasal prefix N- (realized as [m], [n], (Jl] or [IJ], assimilating to the place of 
articulation of the following consonant) can be posited in many cases of prena
salization. First, a prefix N- derives adverbs (from verbs) and locations (from 
nouns) (see chapter 5, sections 2.3 and 4). Many of the prenasalized examples 
in table (9) result from this productive process. Second, there are synchronic-

11. The diachronic status of such disyllabic words is not clear. The middle consonant 
(i.e., the glide) could either reflect a lost Proto-Angas-Goemai consonant, or it 
could have been inserted at a later stage to break up a sequence of two vowels (see 
chapter 2, section 1.3). 
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ally non-analyzable prenasalized consonants in many locative nouns (e.g., 
(nctf1:n/ 'inside') and adverbs (e.g., (nph'daf 'always')- given that they occur in 
the same contexts as the analyzable forms, it is possible to assume that they 
also originated by the same processes. Third, prenasalization is found with 
many nouns denoting insects, birds and fish. In this case, the prenasalized form 
often occurs in free variation with a non-prenasalized form (e.g., (nb;W -lh<W 
'pigeon'). A number of authors have convincingly argued that some Chadic 
languages have borrowed a nasal noun class prefix (for a class of small ani
mals) from their Benue-Congo neighbors (Frajzyngier and Koops 1989; Miehe 
1991: 175-263; E. Wolff and Gerhardt 1977) (see also chapter 3, section 2.2).12 

On the basis of the above discussion, labialized, palatalized and prenasalized 
consonants are not analyzed as phonemes but as resulting from a sequence of 
two consonants. 

1.3. Vowels 

The full inventory of short and long vowels, as summarized in table (2) above, 
only occurs in syllable-medial position. There are no vowel-initial syllables 
(see section 1.1), and the distinction between long and short vowels is neutral
ized in syllable-final position (see section 2.1). Some minimal pairs are shown 
below, illustrating the phonemic contrasts among short vowels in medial posi
tion (in 11.1 ), long vowels in medial position (in 11.2) and vowels in final posi
tion (in 11.3). Examples contrasting short and long vowels in medial position 
are discussed later in this section (see tables 12 and 13). It was not always pos
sible to give minimal pairs involving all vowels, but care was taken to exem
plify as many contrasts as possible. If a form was not found, the corresponding 
cell is left empty (and considered an accidental gap in the data); if a form is not 
possible, the cell is marked "-" Notice that table (11) does not exemplify the 

12. In any case, it is unlikely that prenasalized consonants of Goemai are retentions 
from Proto-Chadic. P. Newman and Ma Newman (1966: 223-225) and P. Newman 
(1977a: 11) do not reconstruct prenasalized consonants. Greenberg (1958) argues 
for the existence of prenasalized stops for Proto-Chadic, but assumes that these de
veloped into voiced stops in the Angas-Goemai group. Jungraithmayr and lbriszi
mow (1994: xix-xxx) reconstruct *b2, *d2, and *g2, which may have been prenasal
ized, but they also assume that most synchronic prenasalized consonants have 
developed independently. Given that prenasalization in Goemai is found with all 
consonants, not just stops, it cannot be analyzed as a retention from the proto
language. Furthermore, some words that have a prenasalized consonant in Goemai 
were reconstructed for Proto-Chadic without this nasal element, e.g., tnfhat/ 'mos
quito'(< *brt) (Jungraithmayr and lbriszimow 1994: 121). 
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phonetic variants [H], [e], [o] and [o]. The close central vowel [H] is considered 
a variant of labialization (see section 1.2). And the short vowels [e], [o] and [o] 
are considered variants of their long counterparts, occurring in specific envi
ronments only (see the discussion below). In fact, the Goemai vowel inventory 
is typologically unusual in that it contains more long vowels than short vowels. 
However, the phonemic status and the diachronic development of long vowels 
are not always clear, and further investigation is needed. 

The realization of vowels shows considerable dialectal variation, but there is 
not always sufficient data to verify whether these variants are different realiza
tions of one phoneme or representatives of separate phonemes. The discussion 
in this section is based on the K'wo dialect of Goemai, but data from the Duut 
and Dorok dialects are taken into account whenever possible.13 

Table 11. (Near) minimal pairs: Vowels 

(l) Medial position (short vowel) 

IV lui Ia/ Ia/ 

thil worthless thUl limpet thal deep thhl ask 
tflJ .gi.H:t hornbill tllrj fry taJJ tree tci!J bat 

dUm bend dam overthrow dam spoil 
dlk build cfUk pulsate ctak up/down dak care 
filJ mix f<llJ hunt 
jh{n do jhan beniseed Jhan enlarge 
3{r jealous 3al surround 3ar straight 
n(k effort 'nnUk whip nak thick nak fetch 
vf.HIJ circle khu.lllr.J vine laJJ hang (PL) lci!J hang (SG) 

jin SAY jan plenty 

13. The K'wo data is taken from my own fieldwork; the Duut data from discussions 
with Ohikere, and from Ohikere and Tiemsan (1998, 1999) and Tiemsan (1999); 
and the Dorok data from Kraft (1981 ). Notice that my own Dorok data differs from 
the data reported in Kraft. It is possible that my data reflects influence from other 
dialects (as I have collected it from speakers who live in an urban environment and 
who interact on a daily basis with speakers of other dialects). Alternatively, Kraft's 
data may represent not Dorok, but a closely-related Southern Angas-Goemai lan
guage. I have decided to base the discussion of Dorok on Kraft, as his data shows 
the most differences. If future studies find that his data represents a different lan
guage, it will be easy to accommodate this finding within the presented analysis. 
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(2) Medial position (long vowel) 

/i:/ /H:f lu:l /e:/ /o:l /o:/ /a:/ 

bli:r bu:r be:r ga.b6:r 
weed type wealth scrape hedgehog 

66:t 65:t 
able tie 

ga.bi:n tu:n ta:n 
shore hole fall 

k"e:m kh.S:m kha:m 
tree type season festival 

'ncfO:l.loi:n 'nke:n k6:n ko:n 
gecko thorn facedown snake type 

fi:t fii:t f.S:t 
perch fish vomit listen 

f6:n fa:n 
nail hoe 

JO:r f5:r 
duck ashamed 

he:s M:s ha:s 
sand tooth egg 

he:t h6:t 
move grinding stone 

mli:r mo:r m.S:r ma:r 
steal oily patient farm 

H:t lu:t 
lion afraid 

m:n ru:n 
shade insert 
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(3) Final position14 

/i, i:/ lu, u:l /e:/ Ia/ /o:l /a, a:/ 

th{.ni thu gwa.t"e tha t"6 tha.rap 
palm kill yam dish EMPH okay snap 

'nt{ tu ta.rap t6 ta 
rabbit's son bottle lie (PL) lie (SG) fall 

bu.lu.d{ du de da do da.bak 
fish type PL.LOG.SP DIR come very stomach 

dl cfu (')de cta.d31J cfa 
LOC.ANAPH cause sitting exist beautifully FVT.CL 

fl'{ £he tna.ram tna.lak 
dry owner knee(s) liver 

J1 fe jaJcl!J fa 
deny foot/leg pleasant desire 

mi mu me rna rna 
be related INTERR barn lPL surpass 

3i.rl rU kha.re ra.rok b6.r6 ra 
antelope enter crow sweetly Fulani weave 

j( ja j6 ja 
year 2SGF rise catch 

The distribution of close vowels is very restricted (see sections 1.1 and 1.2): 
the close front vowels /if and /i:/ cannot follow an alveolar fricative, a velar 
stop, a labial glide or a glottal; and the close back vowels lui and /u:l cannot 
follow a palatal glide or a glottal. Furthermore, no close vowels are attested 
following labialized or palatalized consonants - making it likely that at least 
some of the long vowels /i:/, /u:l and /'d:/ have developed diachronically from 
sequences of labialized or palatalized consonants plus close vowels. The front 
and back vowels /if, /i:/, lui and /u:/ are realized the same across the dialects; 
the central vowel /'d:/ is realized as ['d:] 15 in K'wo and Duut, but as [i] in Dorok. 

14. No examples were found for /o(:)/in final position; and /H(:)/was only found in 
/nakhHf 'grandparent', /nalffi'njlmf 'chameleon', and nHI 'goat' 

15. The long vowel [H:] has to be distinguished from the diphthong [Ha] (a variant of 
[w~], as shown by the following (near) minimal pairs: fphfi:r/ 'boil leaves' vs. 
fph~r/ 'fish'; /tli:r/ 'anthill' vs. fth~r/ 'fig tree' 
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Generally, Dorok seems to have collapsed the distinction between long and 
short vowels: the three long close vowels of other dialects correspond here to 
the short vowels [i], [u] and [i] or to the sequences [iCVELARi], [uCvELARu] and 
[iCvELARi]. A similar pattern is observed with the mid back vowels /o:/ and /o:/, 
which are realized as long vowels in K'wo and Duut, but as [o] and [o] or [oCo] 
and [oCo] in Dorok (see also the Dorok examples in 12.3 below). 

fu all cases above, it is questionable whether vowel length is really distinc
tive in Goemai: there are no or only very few minimal pairs- table (12.1) is an 
exhaustive list of all attested pairs that involve close vowels and mid back vow
els. fu the case of /i:/ and Iii and of /u:/ and lui, vowel length is nevertheless 
assumed to be phonemic. This tentative analysis is adopted because it was not 
possible to account for their distribution otherwise. But further research may 
show that length is predictable. fu particular, it is possible that /i:/ is a variant of 
/'d:/: /i:/ occurs very rarely; it never contrasts with /'d:/; and some words alter
nate between ['d:], [i:] and [iCi] (e.g., /jti:l/- /jf:V- /jfgfV 'rise'). fu the case of 
/'d:/, /o:/ and /o:/, no corresponding short vowels are posited. fu medial position, 
the close central vowel /'d:/ is always realized long (excepting ['d) as a variant of 
labialization). And the mid back vowels /o:/ and /o:/ are realized as short [o] 
only when preceding a velar consonant (see 12.2 for an illustration; and see 
footnote 16 for an explanation of the form !Jtorn! 'hyrax' in 12.1 ). Generally, 
there are no long vowels attested preceding velars; and there are instances 
where a long vowel is shortened in this environment, e.g., /a:/ in /ha:m/ 'water' 
is shortened when it occurs as part of the compound lhaiJ.ga.de/ 'water (lit. 
water that exists)' 

Table 12. Vowel length 1: /i:l, !H:I, lu:l, /o:l and /o:l 

(1) (Near) minimal pairs (K'wo and Duut dialects) 

Short 

fh{t 
kUr 
jhom 

grass type 
tortoise 
hyrax 

Long 

fi:t 
kU:r 
jhS:m 

(2) Complementary distribution (K'wo and Duut dialects) 

perch fish 
burn 
guineafowl 

Short (preceding velar) Long (elsewhere) 

[o] 
[<>] snake type 

k6:n 
ko:n 

bush cow 
snake type 
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(3) Comparative perspective 

K'wo; Duut (Ohikere and Dorok (Kraft 1981) Mwaghavul (Hoff-
Tiemsan 1999) mann 1975) 

/H:f loi:n salt ki.gin kaan- ka.gan 
nli:n mother ni.IJin na.gan 
'"<fli:n inside "din cfa.gan 
sli:r old sir sa.¥ar 

lu:l su:n dream su.wun SU.\'UD 

/o:l k6:n bush cow ? ka.ban- ka.gan 
f6:n nail ? ci.gin 
JO:r duck ? "cu.gur 

/o:/ s.S:m horn so.gom SO.¥Om 
36:m chin 3o.?om 3a.¥am 
vo:m blind vom VU.¥Uffi 

A long vowel in K'wo and Duut Goemai (and in the Angas subgroup) often 
(but not always) corresponds to a sequence [VCVELAR V] in Dorok Goemai (and in 
the Mwaghavul and Mernyang subgroups) (Frajzyngier 1993: 3-32; Hoffmann 
1975; Jungraithmayr l963a: 18; Shimizu 1974; Takacs 2004). Some such cor
respondences are illustrated in (12.3). It is possible to argue that long vowels 
resulted from the loss of an intervocalic velar consonant of the proto-language. 
Alternatively, Dolgopolsky (1982) analyzes this consonant as an epenthetic 
consonant that was inserted to break up a long vowel having a falling tone. That 
is, he assumes that the velar consonants are innovations, while the long vowels 
reflect the older pattern of Proto-Angas-Goemai. This debate has not been set
tled yet, but he seems to be right in arguing that there is a general West Chadic 
and Angas-Goemai group pattern that disprefers contour tones (see section 1.4). 

While the phonemic status of vowel length is unclear in the above cases, 
length is (or was) clearly distinctive in the cases of reconstructed */E/ and */E:/, 
and */a/ and */a:/. Some minimal pairs are given in (l3a) and (l3b), and the 
realization of the phonemes is discussed below. 

Diachronically, Goemai probably distinguished between */E/ and */E:/. In 
the present-day dialects, this contrast surfaces as a contrast in both vowel qual
ity and vowel length (as illustrated in table 14). The short vowel */E/ is realized 
as [a] (in K'wo) or [e] (in Duut and Dorok); in final position, [o] occurs as a 
free variant of [a] (in K'wo). The long vowel */E:/ is realized as [e:] in medial 
position, and as [e:] or [e] in final position (in K'wo and Duut); in Dorok, it is 
always realized as short [e] (see section 2.1 for final vowels). Based on the 
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K'wo and Duut data, it is possible to explain the synchronic variation by assum
ing the existence of */E/ and */E:/. Taking the Dorok data into account, it may 
become necessary to posit an additional phoneme * fjj that merged with *IE/ in 
K'wo and Duut. Since the Dorok data may not be entirely reliable (see footnote 
13), a systematic dialectal study is needed to investigate this question further. 
In the meantime, I assume that the proto-language only contrasted *IE/ and 
*IE:!. 

Table 13. Vowel length II: *IE:/, */a:/ 

(13a) 

(13b) 

Table 14. 

*IE/ 

*IE:! 

*IV(?) 

*IE/ 

pha 
hal 
sat 
han 
man 
rap 

*Ia/ 

6al 
kham 
ham 
man 

give 
pigeon 
bush 
1SG 
1PL 
itch 

hard 
RESULT 

carve 
know 

*IE:! 

p"e 
be:l 
se:t 
w~.he:n 
me:n 
re:p 

*/a:/ 

6a:l 
kha:m 
ha:m 
'nma:n 

Comparing K'wo, Duut and Dorok: *IE/, *IE:!, *IV (?) 

K'wo Duut 
(Ohikere and Tiemsan 1999) 

black thap b:p 
assemble tal td 

vein ve:l ve:l 

wood fap f£p 
two val vd 

place 
fish type 
buy/sell 
storage pot 
raw 
mix 

stick 
wide 
water 
NOMZ.1SG.POSS 

Dorok 
(Kraft 1981) 

b:p 
td 

vel 

ftp- .fip 
vil 

In medial position, K'wo and Duut distinguish between /a/ and /a:/ (see l3b 
above), but in final position this contrast is neutralized (see section 2.1). In 
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Dorok, this contrast surfaces as a contrast in vowel quality: the short vowel is 
realized as [a], the long vowel as [a]. All realizations are summarized in table 
(15). Notice that they parallel the realizations of other vowels in that Dorok 
again reinterprets a distinction in vowel length as a distinction in vowel quality. 
Notice also that there is a tendency for speakers of all dialects to realize short 
[a] in loanwords as [a], e.g., Hausaftha6a:J 'have ever/never done' is often real
ized as ftha6at. This synchronic observation suggests that a similar develop
ment could account for the existence of [a] in Dorok. 

Table 15. Comparing K'wo, Duut and Dorok: */a/, */a:/ 

K'wo Duut Dorok 
(Ohikere and Tiemsan 1999) (Kraft 1981) 

*Ia/ ear kwam fwam fwam 
woman mat mat mat 
beard phap pap pap 

*/a:/ duiker pha:p pa:p pap 

Summarizing the discussion so far, Goemai has four short (/i/, lui, Ia/ and 
/a/) and seven long vowel phonemes (/i:/, /'d:/, /u:/, /e:/, /o:/, /o:/ and /a:/). But 
although the language distinguishes vowel length, this distinction is not sys
tematic. Taking K'wo Goemai as the point of reference, the distinction can be 
accompanied by a distinction in vowel quality (i.e., between short /a/ and long 
/e:l). In some cases, the distribution is conditioned by the environment (i.e., /o:J 
and /o:J are realized as short [o] preceding velars; and /'d:/ is realized long unless 
it is a variant of labialization). And in other cases, vowels are sometimes real
ized short and sometimes long, although there are neither minimal pairs nor 
apparent conditioning environments (i.e., /i/, /i:/, lui and /u:l). Only /a/ and /a:/ 
clearly contrast in vowel length. Moreover, this contrast is only attested in syl
lable-medial position. In syllable-final position, the realization of a vowel as 
long or short is conditioned by other factors (see section 2.1). The only partial 
exception here is the contrast between [a] and [ e] (in K'wo ), which was ana
lyzed as reflecting the diachronic contrast in length between *IE/ and *IE:!, and 
which is preserved in final position. Furthermore, vowel length interacts with 
labialization and palatalization: when following such a modified consonant, 
short and long vowels occur in free variation, e.g., [thwam] - [thwa:m] 'cause 
standing', [nlak]- [nla:k] 'breathe' The same pattern is observed with the mid 
back vowels. Recall that these vowels are only realized short if they precede a 
velar consonant. However, following a labialized or palatalized consonant, both 
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short and long variants are attested, regardless of the nature of the fmal conso
nant, e.g., [tw6t]- [tw6:t] 'sit', [khJ6p]- [khJ6:p] 'health' 16 

Phonetically, a long vowel is realized at least twice - sometimes three times 
- as long as a short vowel, contrasting 200 milliseconds and above (for a long 
vowel) with lOO milliseconds and below (for a short vowel) (illustrated in fig
ure 3). This realization is attested regardless of whether or not vowel length is 
contrastive. It was therefore decided to analyze vowels as long even in those 
cases where there is no phonemic contrast in length. 

Finally, Goemai has a limited set of diphthongs. One group originated as a 
variant of labialization: [Ha(a)] and [Ha] (see section 1.2). Phonetically, how
ever, they are realized as vowels, and are quite distinct from labialization. A 
second group, occurring only very rarely, consists of [au], [ou], [ai], [ei] and 
[o:i] (illustrated in table 16). I assume that this second group of diphthongs 
originated in a sequence of [V(V)CGuoJ, since the second member can only ever 
be [ u] or [i] (i.e., corresponding to the two glides), and since this group of diph
thongs cannot occur with a consonant coda (i.e., unlike long vowels). Notice 
that short [ o] and [ e] are not attested in medial position otherwise; their occur
rence in diphthongs probably results from an assimilation in vowel height (of 
[o] and [a] to [u] and [i] respectively). The contrast between short [ou] and long 
[ o:i] possibly mirrors the distribution of short and long mid back vowels dis
cussed earlier in this section: short before a back consonant (i.e., a velar), but 
long elsewhere. 

Table 16. Diphthongs 

[au], [ou] [ ai], [ ei], [ o:i] 

gou small calabash ta.g<H middle-sized calabash 
mou NEG ga.mai Goemai 
6ou arrow 'n6ai.zwam jackal 

bo:i cowrie shell 
thau bow ttH yet 

16. The apparent counter-example /f'om/ 'hyrax' in table (12.1) possibly goes back to 
a form with a palatalized alveolar fricative *fshJ'tJmf (see chapter 2, section 1.1 for 
the development of palatal fricatives). Such an origin would explain why [o] is re
alized short, contrary to the expectation that a mid back vowel should be realized 
long preceding /m/. 
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l'phap/ 'hide (PL)' 

A. ~L h. lh ih II. !J. h. lA 
q• .,., .~ ............. 

ph a p 

0 0.150839 
Time(s) 

l'pha:p/ 'hide (so)' 

..~o1Hhildlbi .. ~~~U.I..Jdo.h..l..Hl~L..Iddu. 

ph a: p 

0 0.351746 
Time(s) 

Figure 3. Vowel length 

The two groups of diphthongs can co-occur. For example, the three vowels 
in the word /mHai! 'fellow' result from labialization plus vowel plus final glide, 
i.e., *fmwaj/. 

It is not clear how the Goemai vowel inventory compares to that of Proto
Charlie and of other Chadic languages. Chadic languages are known to distin
guish vowel length (P Newman 1977a: 12; Takacs 2004: xxi), but the Goemai 
pattern may not be inherited. One difficulty in relating Goemai to the proto
language is that reconstructions usually only take consonants into account, not 
vowels. But there are additional reservations that could argue against the long 
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vowels being inherited. As shown, vowel length is only clearly distinctive with 
very few vowels in restricted environments - other Chadic languages, by con
trast, generally do not have such restrictions. Furthermore, some closely related 
languages of the Northern Angas-Goemai group do not seem to distinguish 
vowel length at all (see Burquest 1971: 12, 39-40, 48; Hoffmann 1975), and 
there is some evidence for the recent development of long vowels in Goemai 
through the loss of intervocalic consonants (see the discussion of table 12.3 
above) and through the reanalysis of some instances of labialization and pala
talization (see the discussion of table 11 above). Interestingly, Pawlak (2002: 
55) remarks that the Hausa variety spoken on and around the Jos Plateau is 
characterized by the loss of vowel length as a distinctive feature - possibly 
reflecting the phonological systems of the various indigenous Jos Plateau lan
guages. A similar pattern is observed with Hausa loanwords that have entered 
Goemai. 

The reconstruction of vowel quality also poses problems, both for Chadic as 
a whole and for the Angas-Goemai group. A number of studies attribute this 
difficulty to the existence of only few vowel phonemes in Proto-Chadic, and 
the subsequent development of new phonemes in individual languages due to 
(i) the influence of affixes containing palatal or labial consonants (and the 
eventual loss of such affixes) (see Barreteau 1993; Mirt 1969; P Newman and 
Schuh 1974; P. Newman 1975; Schuh 1984; E. Wolff 1983) and (ii) the devel
opment of mid vowels from diphthongs (P Newman 1979, 1990b ).17 Within the 
Angas-Goemai group, the vowels show considerable variation across the differ
ent languages (Hoffmann 1975; Takacs 2004). Similarly, there is huge variation 
in the realization of vowels within individual languages: most authors explicitly 
comment on the fact that many vowels seem to occur in free variation, and oth
ers discuss the impossibility of determining which realization is to be consid
ered an allophone of which phoneme (e.g., Frajzyngier 1993: 9-15 who dis
cusses the status of schwa in Mupun; see also Burquest 1971: 39-40 for 
Angas). 

17. But see also Jungraithmayr (1966, 1968a, 1968b, 1968c, 1974, 1975, 1979, 1980, 
1989, 1992) who argues that Proto-Chadic had a number of stable vowels, which 
carried aspectual distinctions (similar to the consonantal roots and vowel patterns 
found in other Afroasiatic languages). Their variability only became possible when 
Chadic languages developed tone (due to language contact), and tones then took 
over aspectual functions, thereby taking the burden off the vowels. This assump
tion has been criticized by various authors, who argue that Proto-Chadic marked 
aspectual distinctions by separate affixes (Frajzyngier 1981; P. Newman 1977c; 
Schuh 1976, 1977; E. Wolff 1979, 1982). 
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1.4. Tones 

Goemai is a tonal language, and all lexical items and almost all affixes and 
clitics have an inherent tonal pattern. There are two level tones (high H and low 
L) and one falling contour tone (high-low HL) that can surface on single sylla
bles. Phonetically, a mid tone (M) is also present, which arises through assimi
latory processes (see section 2.2), downdrift (see section 3) or downstep (see 
below). An underlying rising tone (low-high LH) is posited for some words, 
although it never surfaces on a single syllable (see below). Previous work on 
Goemai notes either two (H. Wolff 1959; Kraft 1981; Sirlinger 1937, 1942, 
1946) or three level tones (Ohikere and Tiemsan 1999), plus one or more fal
ling contour tones. 

Tone serves both lexical and grammatical functions. Lexically, there are 
many tonal minimal pairs (as illustrated in table 17). Notice that most attested 
pairs belong to different parts of speech, i.e., the functional load of tone to dis
ambiguate between lexical items is low. Table (17) only illustrates contrasts 
between level high and low tones, since the vast majority of lexical items have 
level tones. But there are also a handful of minimal pairs involving contour 
tones, e.g., /kat! 'measure' vs. /kat! 'help' or /fakl 'tell folktale (PL)' vs. /fakl 
'soak (PL)' 

The falling contour tone can be analyzed as two level tones combining on a 
single syllable. This analysis is supported by the following two observations: 

First, the presence of some low-tone morphemes triggers falling tones. For 
example, whenever the clause-final question tag /=at cliticizes to a word ending 
in a high-tone vowel, a falling tone results (as in 1). Similarly, a clause-final 
low tone triggers a falling tone in those words that end in a high tone (see sec
tion 3). 

(1) pti:s la thJ6:p='la 'nda: (<'nda=1a)? 
sun pain health=INTERR father:INTERR (< father=INTERR) 

'(Is) the hot sun (treating you) well, father?' (o04ANTALDAAS2) 

Second, falling tones are predominantly found on long vowels - and long 
vowels often correspond to [V.CV] sequences in other Angas-Goemai group 
languages. This distribution could suggest that at least some falling tones arose 
through the loss of a syllable (see section 1.3). 

Unlike falling tones, rising tones never surface on a single syllable - instead, 
they are distributed over several syllables. For example, the rising tone verb 
/nat 'see' in (2a) below is realized with a low tone, and its high tone spreads to 
the following noun /ma:r/ 'farm' (whose underlying low tone, in turn, surfaces 
on the toneless enclitic /=hokl 'DEF'). In environments where a rising tone can-
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not spread, it is simplified to a level high tone. This is the case in (2b ): the 
speaker first utters the pronoun /han/ 'lSG' in its own intonation unit (realizing 
it high); following that, she realizes it low, and its high tone settles on the low
tone noun fbi/ 'thing' (see below for tone spreading in verbal clauses). On the 
basis of such behavior, underlying rising tones are posited for a small number 
of words. 

Table 17. (Near) minimal pairs: Tone18 

H L 

6ak here (adv.) 6ak disregard (v.) 
khUm foolish (v.) khUm masquerade (n.) 
kwat pay (v.) kwat coil (v.) 
jhfm skin (n.) jhim yam(n.) 
fe foot/leg (n.) se learn/teach (v.) 
3(k come from (v.) 3ik tree type (n.) 
ha:s flour (n.) hb egg (n.) 
man PROH (part.) man know(v.) 
re:p girl (n.) re:p mix (v.) 
j( year (n.) ji CONS (part.) 
wUn sweat (v.) wUm bury (v.) 
d{p all (adv.) dip hair (n.) 
cbi:t spear (n.) dli:t support (v.) 

dUr.J whisper (v.) dUr.J ridge (n.) 
clap raise ridge (v.) clap penis (n.) 
dS:r gift (n.) dO:r limp (v.) 

(2) a. de-9a nO./ ma:r=hbk ( ... ). 
PUR see farm(SG)=DEF 

'to see the farm ( ... )' (F990SHOOM) 

18. This table exemplifies monosyllabic morphemes only. Polysyllabic morphemes are 
rare (see chapter 2, section 2), and tonal minimal pairs even rarer. The only at
tested pairs are narap/ 'bite (v.)' vs. narap/ 'ironwood (n.)', and /h<ijak/ 'preg
nancy (n.)' vs. /h<ijak/ 'squirrel (n.)' Despite the scarcity of minimal pairs, no re
strictions on tonal patterns were observed: HH, LL, HL, and LH are all common; 
falling tones are not attested, but they are rare even in monosyllabic morphemes. 
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b. han/ 
lSG.I 

han=zam 
lSG.S=like 

b( wQ:p ( ... ). 
thing borrow/lend 

'I, I want a loan.' (FOOCGOEBETLA) 

Overall, the Goemai tonal inventory of two level tones is similar to that of 
more distantly related West Chadic languages such as Hausa (P Newman 2000: 
597-599; Jaggar 2001: 12-15; E. Wolff 1993: 55-65), but differs from that of 
the more closely related Northern Angas-Goemai group languages, which have 
three level tones (high, mid, low) (Frajzyngier 1993: 32-42; Jungraithmayr 
1963a: 19-22; Burquest 1971: 17-19, 1974). Despite this difference, at least 
one author comments explicitly on the restricted functional load of lexical tone 
(Burquest 1974). The limited distribution of contour tones is also common 
within West Chadic as a whole (Burquest 1971: 17-19, 1974; Jungraithmayr 
1963a: 19-22): contour tones usually arise through the loss of syllables or 
through the addition of tone-bearing grammatical morphemes; and their occur
rence is often restricted to heavy syllables. Similarly, the simplification of ris
ing tones to high tones is well-attested in Hausa (Jaggar 2001: 12-15; Leben 
1971; P Newman 2000: 597-599; E. Wolff 1993: 79-81). 

Although tone serves to distinguish lexical items, lexical tone does not nec
essarily settle on the lexical item itself. This is largely due to a high-tone 
spreading rule originating in some subject pronouns and nouns. This section 
outlines the general phenomenon, while the full set of paradigms is given in 
chapter?. 

Unlike many West Chadic languages (Schuh 1976), including closely
related languages such as Angas (Burquest 1973, 1974; Jungraithmayr 1964b), 
Goemai does not mark TAM categories tonally on the subject pronoun. While 
the segmental shapes of most pronouns are cognate in Goemai and Angas, 
Goemai pronouns always have an invariant tone: high-tone /n{/ '3SG', and ris
ing tone on all other pronouns. In verbal clauses, the high tone of both high
tone and rising-tone subject pronouns (as well as nouns) spreads to the right, 
settling on the first syllable of the next word, and interacting with the lexical 
tones of TAM particles, verbs and nouns. As a result of this high-tone spread
ing, tonally distinct lexical items frequently occur with an identical pitch con
tour. Figure (4) illustrates this phenomenon with the help of the tonally distinct 
verbs fkwaV 'talk' and fkhutf 'talk' In figure (4a), both verbs are realized with a 
low tone, while their cognate nouns are realized with a high tone (in the first 
person plural unmarked TAM paradigm). In figure (4b), the two verbs again 
receive identical tones, but this time the cognate nouns retain their lexical tones 
(in the first person singular irrealis paradigm). In fact, the lexical tone of a verb 
only rarely settles on the verb -one such instance is illustrated in figure (4c), 
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where the verb occurs within a consequence clause. That is, Goemai verbs and 
nouns frequently have identical contours despite different lexical tones. 

kut 
~ 

! 

~ ' moe= k'wal moe= kUt 
---..., .....____..... ~ ~ 

0 1.01981 0 0.92-
Tlme(s) Tlme(s) 

ma= kwhl kwai ( ... ). Ma= khut khut ( ... ). 
lPL.S=talk talking lPL.S=talk talking 

'we talk( ... ).' (DOOJPEOPLE) 'we talk( ... ).' (DOOJPEOPLE) 

Figure 4a. Pitch contours of verbs: Identical contours 

5()~-----------------------. 

n=t'ong ~ ~ 
-..........y 

Tlme(s) 

'"=tOIJ kwai kwai ( ... ). 
lSG.S=IRR talk talking 

'I will talk( ... ).' (D00JANIMAL6) 

1.81141 

n=t'ong 
~ 

kUt 
'"""-

Tlme(s) 

'"=toJJ khut khut ( ... ). 
lSG.S=IRR talk talking 

'I will talk( ... ).' (D00JANIMAL6) 

Figure 4b. Pitch contours of verbs: Lexical tone settles on noun 

1.48782 
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! ~t 
' ~ 

k'wal 
~ 

0 0.935873 0 0.95Z08! 
Tlme(s) Tlme(s) 

Na:n kwai jin ( ... ). p"e na:n khut ( ... ). 
god: CONS talk SAY THAT/wHEN god:CONS talk 

'So God said that( ... ).' 'so when God said ( ... ). ' 
(FOOJNAAN) (COOJMQUESTl) 

Figure 4c. Pitch contours of verbs: Lexical tone settles on verb 

TAM paradigms tend to have a LH tonal pattern, with differences arising 
through (a) the different behavior of cliticized and non-cliticized pronouns and 
(b) the lexical tones of other elements. Table (18) below illustrates this pattern 
for the unmarked verb form, taking two tonally-distinct transitive verbs (/kat/ 
'help' and fkhatJ 'find') and direct objects (/3ap/ 'children (PL)' and flat 'child 
(SG)') as examples. 

Table (18) allows for the following generalizations: 
First, if a rising-tone pronoun cliticizes to the verb, the low tone settles on 

both the pronoun and the verb, and the high tone spreads to the noun. As a re
sult, all underlying tonal differences are neutralized. 

Second, if a rising-tone pronoun or noun does not cliticize to the verb, the 
low tone is confined to the (pro-) noun, and the verb receives a high tone. The 
following noun receives its lexical tone, although a low-tone verb will trigger a 
mid tone in a high-tone noun (i.e., a downstepped high tone, see below). 

Third, a high-tone pronoun or noun spreads its high tone to the verb, and the 
following nouns behave as in the second case above. In some environments, the 
subject is realized phonetically with a mid tone, which results from a HH dis
similation rule (see section 2.2). 

Fourth, Goemai has two constructions without overt subjects. In one case -
the singular imperative - the tonal pattern is identical to that of a 2SG construc
tion (i.e., LH). The use of a low tone pattern in imperative and subjunctive con
texts is well attested in West Chadic languages (Burquest 1974; Frajzyngier 
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1993: 32-42; Jungraithrnayr 1963a: 19-22; P Newman 2000: 262-269). In the 
other case, the pronoun /nf/ '3SG' is omitted because it is recoverable from the 
linguistic context (see chapter 8, section 1.1). The tonal pattern, however, is not 
identical to that of a 3SG construction: instead, the verb receives its lexical tone. 
Similarly, it receives its lexical tone if the nominal subject has a low or falling 
tone. 

Table 18. Paradigm for the verb unmarked for TAM 

(1) Cliticized rising-tone pronouns: 

(la) /han/- IN lso 

(lb) /ga/ 2SGM, /jl/ 2SGF, /mal lPL, /gU/ 2PL, /31/ SGM.LOG.SP, /da/ SGF.LOG.SP, 
/dU/ PL.LOG.SP 

e.g. han=kat3ap 

sa=kat: 3ap 

han=kat la 

ga=katla 

han=khat 3ap 

sa=khat 3ap 

han=khatla 

sa=k~tla 

(2) Non-cliticized rising-tone pronouns (and nouns): /m.Jap/ 3PL, fgwat SGM.LOG.AD, 
/pat SGF.LOG.AD, fnwat PL.LOG.AD 

e.g. muapkat3ap muap katla muap khat 3ap muapkhatla 

(3) High-tone pronouns (and nouns): /nil 3so 

e.g. ni= - ni kat 3ap m= - ni kat la ni= - ni khat 3ap m= - ni khat la 

(4) Zero pronouns: 

(4a) 0 2SG.IMPERATIVE 

(4b) 0 3so (also low-tone and falling-tone nouns) 

2SG Ht 3ap Htla khat 3ap khatla 

3SG kat 3ap katla khat 3ap khatla 

In addition to the patterns illustrated in table (18), a number of further ob
servations can be made. The table only depicts verbs that have a level tone: 
verbs that have a falling tone behave correspondingly, but verbs that have a 
rising tone invariably trigger a high tone in the following noun (see the discus
sion of example 2a above). Furthermore, the table only depicts transitive verbs 
followed by direct objects. But the tone also spreads to particles, adverbs, pre
positional phrases and conjunctions. Example (3a) illustrates its spread to the 
first syllable of the particle /gaphef 'THAT/WHEN' Similarly, the pattern is 
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not constrained by pauses, i.e., it operates across pauses and intonation breaks 
(as in 3b). The only context where tone-spreading is blocked is in the case of 
verb serialization and juxtaposed clauses: e.g., the verb /na/ 'see' would trigger 
a high tone in the following expression, yet the form /mHap/ '3PL' in (3c) does 
not receive this expected high tone. 

(3) Ma=man gspha / swa hcl:m ba. a. m 
lPL.S=know THAT/WHEN 3SG.S:CONS drink water NEG 

'We didn't know that he drank water.' (DOlCLU) 

b. khU.ma ma=man/ gspha ( ... ). 
also lPL.S=know THAT/WHEN 

'and we know that( ... ).' (DOOJPEOPLE) 

nf 
/ maap hcl:r \ hcl:r ( ... ). c. na mHap 

3SG.S see 3PL.S gnaw 3PL.S gnaw 

'Okay, he saw (it): they ate (it), they ate (it) ( ... ).' 
(D00EWITCH3) 

Table (18) illustrates monosyllabic lexical items. While Goemai words pref
erably consist of one syllable (see section 2), there are also some disyllabic 
words. In the case of disyllabic verbs, both syllables are affected in the same 
way (as illustrated for /kalarj/ 'hear/smell' in 4a and 4b). 

(4) Han=lcal8rJ ba=cfe khU.t / a. ga. 
l SG .s=hear/smell HOW /WHERE=exist talking 2SGM.POSS 

'I heard the meaning of your talk.' ( cOOJMQUEST3) 

b. \ lcazav aHa( ... ). mHap 
3PL.S hear/smell voice:GEN 

'they heard the voice of( ... ).' (COOANYOUTHl) 

In the case of disyllabic nouns and other expressions following the verb, the 
high tone spreads to the first syllable only, possibly triggering a downstep in 
the next syllable. For this reason, the LH-tone expression /latarj/ 'fruit (SG)' 
surfaces with a falling HM pattern in (5a). The same pattern holds regardless of 
the nature of the syllable, e.g., it is also observed in the case of prenasalized 
words such as (ndat 'father' (as in 5b). 
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(5) a. da na ltf-t§rJ ga-lav. 
come see child(SG)-tree NOMZ(SG)-hang/move(SG) 

'(He) saw here a fruit hanging.' (R99DFROG) 

b. Han=man 'nda( ... ). 
lSG.S=know father 

'I know the father( ... ).' (DOOJPEOPLE) 

Finally, table (18) illustrates the verb unmarked for TAM. The other TAM 
paradigms operate in similar, yet slightly different, ways (see chapter 7 for the 
full paradigms), resulting in a general LH tone pattern for verbal clauses. 

Subject pronouns and nouns are the most prominent triggers for high-tone 
spreading. Other common triggers are clause-initial conjunctions and particles 
that spread their high tone to the following expression (e.g., the particle combi
nation /(ga-) phe"" f!:te/ 'THAT/WHEN' in 6a and 6b; the particle /de/ 'so.THAT' in 
6d; or the conjunction fshaif 'then/only' in 6e). Similarly, consequence clauses 
receive an initial high tone (as in 6c)- even though there is no overt clause
initial conjunction that could have triggered such a high tone. In all cases, the 
first syllable of the clause receives a high tone: the first syllable of a subject 
pronoun (in 6a and 6b ), a subject noun (in 6c ), a TAM particle (in 6d), or a verb 
(in 6e). The spreading high tone then triggers further changes: if the expression 
was originally realized low, a following high tone is realized as mid (i.e., as a 
downstepped high tone) (as ~6rj/ 'call' in 6a, and /t6rj/ 'sit' in 6d). If the ex
pression was originally realized high, no changes occur and the following 
words receive their lexical tones - this also holds true in the case of the high
tone pronoun /nf/ '3SG' (in 6b), which would normally have spread its high 
tone to the following verb. 

(6) a. phe gaphe 
place THAT/WHEN 

ma-dcl:s ( ... ). 
NOMZ(PL )-men(PL) 

ma8p j5JJ 3ap 
3PL.S:CONS call children(PL) 

'the place where they call the male children( ... ).' (DOlCLU) 
(From: MHap j61J 3ap mada:s.) 

b. Gaf'e n( mQ:v thcfsha=hbk ( ... ). 
THAT/WHEN 3SG.S:CONS take bowl=DEF 

'When she picked up the bowl( ... ).' (c01FGHJARAM6) 
(From: Nf maiJ thasha=hok.) 
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c. m8-dQ:s=hbk 
NOMZ(PL):CONS-men(PL)=DEF 

j6k ji ( ... ). 
retum.home(PL) CONS 

'and so the men return( ... ).' (DOlCLU) 

(From: Mada:s=hokj6k.) 

d. de gs t5v ji thJo:p. 
SO.THAT OBLIG:CONS sit(SG) CONS health 

'so that (the girl) should sit (in) health.' (cOOANDIALECT6) 
(From: Ga t61J khJ6:p.) 

e. Shcfi md!J imQ. 
then/only take(SG):CONS <NAME> 

'Then (she) took Ima.' (DOOEWITCH3) 
(From: MaiJ lma.) 

Goemai has borrowed many conjunctions from Hausa (see chapter 8, section 
4.9), including their tones, but speakers differ as to whether or not these bor
rowed conjunctions can trigger high-tone spreading. And there is further 
speaker variation in that many young speakers do not produce a high tone in 
any of the environments described above. 

The discussion above has mentioned the occurrence of downstep. Downstep 
is observed whenever a high tone displaces a low tone to the right, and the dis
placed low tone then settles on a high-tone syllable. In this case, the high tone 
is realized phonetically as a mid tone, and all subsequent high tones are also 
realized as mid. This phenomenon is observed in high-tone spreading triggered 
by subject (pro-) nouns (as in 7) as well as by conjunctions (as in 6a and 6d 
above). 

(7) mHap jh(n malcaranta nda bnci. 
3PL.S do school CONJ <NAME> 

'they did school (together) with Ima.' (DOOEWITCH2) 

All examples above illustrate high-tone spreading to the right. This type of 
spreading is the most common in Goemai, but there are also a few high
frequency lexical items that trigger high-tone spreading to the left, in particular, 
/(')ae/ 'exist' and /(')dM 'SPEC; CONJ' It is likely that such items are preceded 
by a floating high tone that originated in a lost syllable. In both cases, this lost 
syllable is presumably a syllabic nasal: /(')ae/ 'exist' is sometimes realized as 
f'naet; and /(')dat is used interchangeably with f'ndat. The floating high tone 
invariably settles on the preceding syllable (as in 8a and 8b). 



(8) a. m8n=cfe dr(. .. ). 
lPL.S=exist LOC.ANAPH 

'We are there.' (DOlCLU) 
(From: Man=(')ae dl.) 
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b. mat da=gurom ( .•. ). 
woman(SG):GEN SPEC=person 

'the wife of someone ( ... ). ' (NO 1 A TIME) 

(From: M<h (')da=g\:lrum.) 

Summarizing this discussion, it can be said that tone serves an important 
grammatical function in that it marks person I TAM constructions and some 
complex clauses. fu most cases, the tonal changes can be related to the lexical 
tone of the (pro-) noun and conjunction, and its interaction with the lexical 
tones of TAM particles, verbs and nouns. However, such an explanation is not 
always possible: as mentioned above, the origin of the high tone in conse
quence clauses cannot be explained in this way. 

The grammatical importance of tone is also reported for other Angas
Goemai group languages (Burquest 1974; Frajzyngier 1993: 32-42; Jungraith
mayr 1963a: 19-22), but the functions are not identical to those in Goemai: 
tone frequently serves TAM functions in other Angas-Goemai group languages 
- but it does not seem to distinguish verbal paradigms according to person I 
number categories; nor does it seem to play a role when forming complex 
clauses. Furthermore, a spreading of tone as discussed in this section has not 
been reported for other Angas-Goemai group languages. On the contrary, 
grammars report that tone is very stable in Northern Angas-Goemai (Burquest 
1974). While it is true that grammatical tone plays an important role in Goemai, 
it also has to be noted that these constructions are usually not marked by tone 
alone: in most cases, tone complements a segmental marker. Furthermore, 
grammatical tone very frequently obscures lexical tone, and gives identical 
contours to tonally distinct lexical items, further restricting the importance of 
lexical tone.19 

19. The stress patterns in Goemai are inadequately understood and need further re
search. Tone interacts with stress in that stress tends to fall on high-tone syllables 
(see Burquest 1971 for a similar observation in Angas). Furthermore, certain con
structions (such as the presentative) require a pitch-register adjustment, realizing 
high tones much higher than usual. 
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1.5. A note on the orthography 

This section briefly discusses the motivation for the orthographic conventions 
adopted throughout this book (see table 2 in section 1 above for a summary). 

The contrast between aspiration and non-aspiration is indicated by adding an 
apostrophe to the non-aspirated consonants. This convention should not be 
taken to mean that the non-aspirated series is more marked than the aspirated 
one.20 Instead, the convention was adopted to mirror Sirlinger's (1937, 1942, 
1946) orthography (which marks most non-aspirated consonants with a dot or 
line under the letter). For the same reason, implosives are represented as voiced 
stops followed by an apostrophe. The apostrophe is further used to represent 
the glottal stop preceding vowels. It is only ever written in word-medial posi
tion (to avoid confusion about the syllable structure). At the request of the 
speakers, the velar nasal is written ngh in the very few cases where it occurs in 
initial position (to avoid confusion with a nasal plus stop sequence), but ng in 
final position. Notice also that the Hausa letters R and ts are used to represent 
the ejectives /k'/ and Is'! in Hausa loans. 

Secondary articulation is represented as illustrated in table (19). The sound 
[H] is phonetically very distinct from labialization, and is therefore written with 
a distinct symbol, even though it occurs in predictable environments. But notice 
that it is not marked for tone to reflect its diachronic origin (the tone is marked 
on the following vowel instead). Prenasalization is alternatively realized as a 
syllabic nasal or as a modification of the following sound. In both cases, it is 
written with a simple n (subsuming the allophones [n], (Jl] and [IJ]) or m (sub
suming the allophone [m]). Furthermore, such a nasal is always written with its 
own tone mark, thus distinguishing, e.g., prenasalized glides from labialized or 
palatalized nasals, or a sequence of nasal consonant plus vowel from a prena
salized vowel. 

20. Phonetically, it can be argued that the aspirated series is marked (through aspira
tion). Notice also that older Goemai tend to realize both plain and glottalized con
sonants in Rausa loanwords as non-aspirated (see the examples under i). This pat
tern could suggest that the non-aspirated consonant is the unmarked variant. 
Younger Goemai speakers, by contrast, tend to realize loanwords with Rausa plain 
consonants as aspirated and Rausa ejective consonants as ejective, i.e., they adopt 
the Rausa realization. 
(i) ""R,.,.au,.,s.,.a'-------""'O..,ld.,.e:o....r ,.,G""'oe,.,ma=i'-----G=lo=ss 

saa [sa:] s'a [sa] 
tsiikaanii [s'a.ka:.nf:] s'ak'ani [sa.ka.nf] 
kUusaa [kU:.sa:] k'us [lois] 
{(Uusaa [k'u:.sa:] k'us'a [kU.sa] 

'make' 
'middle' 
'near' 
'nail' 
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Table 19. Secondary articulation as represented in the orthography 

labialization [Cw] Cw e.g., fnwaJ = nwa 'PL.LOG.AD' 

[CH] C!l e.g., /mHM = m!la 'liquid' 

palatalization [Cl] Cy e.g., Mak! = nyak 'refuse' 

prenasalization ["C] nC e.g., fnhat/ = ithat 'wind' 
["CGLIDE] nC e.g., rnwam/ = itwam 'fish' 
[n?V] n'V e.g., rn?at/ =it' at 'biting' 

The vowels differ considerably across the three dialects, and thus pose diffi
culties for any orthography. The conventions adopted here are based on the 
K'wo and Duut dialects, as there is not enough data to verify the patterns re
ported for Dorok. Vowel length is rendered by single letters (representing short 
vowels) and by double letters (representing long vowels); vowels are always 
written short in the following two environments: when following a labialized or 
palatalized consonant, and when occurring in syllable-final position (to reflect 
the neutralization of vowel length in these environments). Vowel quality is 
represented as shown in table (2), but notice the following idiosyncrasies:21 

proto *IE/ is written e in syllable-medial position, but oe in fmal position 
(to reflect its phonetic realization as [a] in K'wo; and to contrast it with 
*/E:/); 

- /'d:/ and ['d) are written uu and!£ respectively; 
long /o:/ is written oo (to contrast it with /o:/); short [o] and [o] are both 
written o (as the vowel quality is predictable). 

Diphthongs are written as a sequence of vowels, although they are analyzed 
as either a variant oflabialization or as a sequence of vowel plus glide. 

Tone is represented as follows: high tone with an acute accent, low tone 
with a grave accent, falling tone with a circumflex, and rising tones with a 
caron. Whenever lexical and grammatical tone differ, the grammatical tone is 
written. Downstepped high tones are written as high; and tones arising from 
processes described in sections 2.2 and 3 below are not represented. 

21. The symbols are adapted from the practical orthography developed by Sirlinger 
(1937, 1942, 1946), integrating some principles from a newer orthography 
(Ohikere and Tiemsan 1998, 1999; Tiemsan 1999). The adaptation is necessary 
because Sirlinger uses diacritics to represent some vowel qualities, which interferes 
with the marking of tone. 
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Throughout chapter 2, the IPA representation is used. From chapter 3 on, 
only the orthographical representation is used (unless stated otherwise). 

2. Syllables, morphemes and words 

This section describes the structure of syllables, morphemes and words, inves
tigating both segmental (section 2.1) and suprasegmental processes (section 
2.2). Many of these processes constitute phonological criteria for distinguishing 
free forms from affixes, clitics and members of compounds. 

2.1. Segmental processes 

The attested Goemai syllable structures are summarized in table (20). In pat
terns (i) to (iii), the initial consonant can be modified by secondary articulation. 
In pattern (iii), the VV sequence always consists of identical vowels, i.e., it 
represents a long vowel, thus contrasting with pattern (ii). This contrast in 
length is neutralized in cases of labialization and palatalization (see section 
1.3); and it is neutralized in pattern (i) where vowel length depends on prosodic 
factors (see below). Pattern (iv) is a nasal consonant; it represents those cases 
where prenasalization is realized as a syllabic nasal (see section 1.2). 

Table 20. Syllable structures in Goemai 

Syllable structure Realized with secondary articulation 

(i) ev ewv CN ncv ncwv ncJV 
(ii) eve ewve CNe neve ncwve ncJVe 
(iii) evve ncvve 
(iv) N 

The full consonant inventory occurs in initial position, and only a small sub
set is allowed in final position. Table (21) summarizes the attested consonants, 
and table (22) lists some minimal pairs. Notice that the distribution of fricatives 
and glides is limited: only the fricative /s/ is attested at all (albeit rarely); and 
the two glides occur infrequently. Recall that glides are realized as vowels in 
this environment, thus creating diphthongs (see section 1.3). Furthermore, a 
glide following a close vowel would result in a long vowel - and since vowel 
length in syllable-final position is neutralized (see below), such sequences then 
instantiate the CV syllable type. 
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Table 21. Syllable-fmal consonants 

/pi It/ lkl 
Is/ 

/rn/ In! /rj/ 
/l/ 
/r/ 

/w/ w 

Table 22. (Near) minimal pairs: Final consonant 

IV lui Ia/ 

/pi jh{p tree type khup lake 6ap mix 
It/ daJhit masquerade khut talk 6at able 
lkl jhfk body.2SGF.POSS khUk bark 6ak here 
Is/ ? khus rub 6as break off 
/m/ jh{m skin khUm foolish 6am stick 
In! jh{n do khoo count u.6an facedown 
/rj/ jh{IJ mortar khllrj leopard 6cl!J red 
/l/ jhfl shell khut left 6at hard 
/r/ gaJhfr grave khl.tr chieftaincy title ha.6ar wrap 
/w/ ? ? 6ou arrow 
/j/ ? ? 'n6ai.zwam jackal 

Following /u/, the labial stop /p/ is alternatively realized as the velar stop 
[k], e.g., /gulup/- /gulukl 'bat type' Since the converse pattern is not attested 
(i.e., there are many syllable-final velar stops that are never realized as labial 
stops), I assume /p/ to be the underlying consonant in these cases. Presumably, 
it assimilates to [k] in the environment of a back vowel. These assumptions are 
supported by the existence of derived forms that do not contain lui and, as a 
consequence, do not allow for the alternative forms, e.g., the plural of /sup/ -
/sukl 'wash' is /swap/ (not *fswakl). 

The contrast between aspirated and non-aspirated obstruents is neutralized 
in final position. At the end of an intonational unit (often coinciding with a 
clause boundary in normal speech and a word boundary in slow speech), the 
obstruent is realized aspirated (as in example 9a). In other environments, it is 
realized non-aspirated and frequently also non-released. These environments 
include word boundaries in normal speech (as in 9b) as well as word-internal 
positions (as in 9c) (see Burquest 1971 for a comparable distribution in Angas). 
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(9) a. nr kwaz lath 
3SG.S talk finish/ANT 

'he finished talking (lit. he talk finish)' (A-02/02/99) 

b. n( laf mou 
3SG.S finish NEG 

'he didn't finish (it)' (A-02/02/99) 

c. la:fkwaz 
<NAME> 

'Latk'wal (lit. finish talking) (a name given to a child whose 
parents have been childless for a long time)' (v04ANSEM1) 

The attested syllable structures and the inventory of syllable-final conso
nants are both characteristic of the Jos Plateau area as a whole, occurring in 
Chadic and Benue-Congo languages alike (E. Wolff and Gerhardt 1977; see 
also Burquest 1971; Frajzyngier 1993: 3-32; Jungraithmayr l963a). They are 
unlikely to be borrowings from either Chadic or Benue-Congo, as present-day 
languages of both families tend to have syllables that end in (long or short) 
vowels. For Proto-Chadic, P Newman (l977a) reconstructs some syllable-final 
consonants, but they differ from those attested on the Jos Plateau. It is therefore 
generally assumed that Jos Plateau languages have lost the final vowel of poly
syllabic morphemes, resyllabified the remaining sounds and imposed restric
tions on the consonants now occurring in final position. In particular, it is likely 
that a devoicing rule was applied: in most languages, no voiced obstruents are 
allowed in fmal position. The languages differ mainly in whether or not they 
allow for fricatives and glides in this position. 

Goemai words predominantly consist of one morpheme, and morphemes 
predominantly consist of one syllable. And although there are polysyllabic 
words and morphemes, most of them result from one of the following proc
esses: derivations with non-productive plural affixes, partial reduplication, pre
fixation, cliticization and compounding. The remainder of this section illus
trates polysyllabic words and morphemes in more detail. 

The largest group of polysyllabic words follows the pattern Cn)cCwtj)V.CVC. 
The two vowels are - with very few exceptions - identical; the word-initial and 
-final consonants follow the same distribution as in monosyllabic words, but 
the medial consonant is nearly always a liquid (some instances of /b/, /6/, /w/ 
and /j/ are also attested). Semantically, all words denote plurality or intensity. 
This includes plural verbs that mark plurality in one of their arguments (as ex
emplified in 23a) as well as verbs that describe iterative states-of-affairs (in 
23b). In addition, many verbs that denote property concepts follow the same 
pattern (in 23c). It is possible that these verbs (originally) coded intensity and 
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are related to ideophones - many of which occur in this group, too (in 23d). 
Finally, this group contains many nouns that refer to collectives and masses (in 
23e). Given their consistent semantics, it is very likely that this group of poly
syllabic words exhibits evidence for an old plural formative.22 

Table 23. An old plural fonnative 

(23a) /t;Ua!J/ 'pluck (PL)', /ka.6ant 'face down (PL)', /ga.ra.p/ 'divide (PL)' 

(23b) /6{.rf1J/ 'roll', lhbamt 'harvest, cut with scythe', /mJa.lap/ 'shine, flicker' 

(23c) /6a.lf11J/ 'hot', /du.lUk/ 'blunt', fswa.takf 'pointed' 

(23d) fpha.rat/ 'suddenly', /jl.Hm/ 'very black', /wa.rak/ 'boiling hot' 

(23e) /P.a.ram/ 'knee(s)', /fa.rap/ 'fish', lha.wap/ 'broth, pepper soup' 

Another source for polysyllabic words is partial reduplication to derive ad
verbs from property verbs (see chapter 5, section 2.3).23 In this case, the initial 
consonant is reduplicated to the left and a low-toned vowel /a/ is inserted fol
lowing it. The reduplicated consonant never occurs with any secondary articu
lation (see section 1.2), and implosives occur in free variation with voiceless 
non-aspirated stops in this environment (as in table 24). 

Table 24. Partial reduplication 

Simplefonn 

be good, beautiful (v.) 
become/make red (v.) 

Reduplicated fonn 

cta.d31J - ta.d3JJ 
6a.6f11J - pa.6f11J 

beautifully (adv.) 
redly (adv.) 

Finally, polysyllabic words arise from prefixation, cliticization and com
pounding. All prefixes have the shape CV (excepting a nasal prefix N). Pro
and enclitics tend to also have this shape: those that occur in cliticized form 
only have the shape CV; those that occur both cliticized and non-cliticized al-

22. It is possible that the different consonants and vowels carry different semantic 
nuances, e.g., l-ara-/ and /-ala-/ are most frequently attested with plural verbs; 
/-iri!J/ and /-ili!J/ seem to be connected to repetitive movement; and fonns ending in 
1-kl are usually found with property-denoting verbs and ideophones. Plural fonna
tives are discussed in more detail in chapter 4, section 1.2. 

23. Fully reduplicated fonns are rare, and full reduplication is not a productive proc
ess. It usually occurs as a discourse strategy for reasons of emphasis. 
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low for different shapes, but in all cases, the cliticized form has lost some pho
netic substance. Examples (lOa) to (lOc) illustrate some such clitics, together 
with their non-cliticized counterparts. 

(10) a. '"=tbv khut khut ( ... ). cf. /han/ 'lsG' 
lSG.S=IRR talk talking 

'I will talk( ... ).' (D00JANIMAL6) 

b. gaphe=Up 6e ( ... ). cf. /mYap/ '3PL' 
THAT/WHEN=3PL.S:CONS produce(PL) 

'when they gave birth ( ... ). ' (DOOJLAZINESS) 

c. \ ~~ " h.Lk ' ' mHap , ... Has= iJ me:t me:t. cf. /hok/ 'DEF' 
3PL.S scatter bone=DEF RED UP .aimless 

'they scattered the bones aimlessly.' (HOOJANCESTORl) 

In the case of compounds, all possible syllable structures are attested. Word
medial consonants are either syllable-initial (showing no restrictions) or sylla
ble-final (following the restrictions outlined in table 21 above). In addition, the 
following two changes affect word-medial consonants: 

First, consonant clusters tend to be simplified. If the first consonant is not a 
nasal, this consonant tends to be lost: it can sometimes only be reconstructed 
(as in 25a), but in some cases, it still surfaces in slow speech (in 25b and 25c). 
If the first consonant is a nasal, it tends to assimilate to the place of articulation 
of the following consonant (in 25d). There is variation in that the original nasal 
still surfaces in some cases (in 25e and 25f), while assimilation is absent alto
gether in other cases (in 25g). It is likely that this variation reflects a diachronic 
development, indicating the relative age of the compound. Finally, if an open 
syllable is followed by a prenasalized consonant, the nasal is realized as part of 
the first syllable (as in 25e). 

Second, a process of lenition is observed that affects intervocalic conso
nants: aspirated and non-aspirated voiceless stops are alternatively realized as 
fricatives (as in 26a), while implosives tend to be realized as voiced stops (as in 
26b). Similar processes are described for other languages of the Jos Plateau 
(Burquest 1971: 21-27; Frajzyngier 1993: 3-32). 

The discussion so far has centered on the realization of consonants within 
words and morphemes. In addition, there are processes that affect vowel length 
and vowel quality. 
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Table 25. Word-medial consonants 

Polysyllabic word Origins 

(a) jha.g~ 'village name' jhak 'select' g~ 'deleb palm' 

(b) ji.sha:m- 'sleep (n.)' j(t 'eye/face' sha:m 'sleep (v.)' 
jit.sha:m 

(c) maJha- 'friend, lady' mat 'woman' jhb 'friendship' 
matJha 

(d) h~.ga.de 'water' ha:m 'water' ga 'NOMZ' (')de 'exist' 

(e) phan.6at- 'intestines' p"e 'place' 'LOC' 6at 'belly' 
pham.6at 

(t) dam.ttH- 'already' dam 'this time' ttH 'yet' 
dan.ttH 

(g) ha:mJflJ 'gruel' ha:m 'water' f(IJ 'mix' 

Table 26. Intervocalic consonants 

(26a) ta.UJ a - ta.xaJ a hat 
ga.p"e- ga.fhe that/when 
ka.pa- ka.fa rice 

(26b) pa.6£t- pa.bft later, earlier 

As mentioned several times throughout this chapter, vowel length is only 
contrastive in syllable-medial position. In syllable-final position, this contrast is 
neutralized: all such vowels are realized short when they occur within a word, 
but long when occurring word-finally. This difference in realization is illus
trated with the help of the first syllable of the compounds in table (27a). The 
same pattern is found in the case of those vowel phonemes that do not have any 
short counterpart, i.e. /'d:/, /o:/ and /o:/ (see section 1.3): in non-final open sylla
bles, they are realized short, e.g., ['ng6.16.be:] 'fish type' Aside from the 
change in vowel length, an occasional simplification of diphthongs is also ob
served in this environment (as illustrated in table 27b). 
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Table 27. Final vowels and diphthongs (compounds) 

Realization in compound Realization in isolation 

(27a) phua.phin door (lit. mouth of hut) phua: mouth ph in hut 
ja.gt).rlun twenty (lit. catch person) ja: catch gU.rUm person 

(27b) pha.phin- door (lit. mouth of hut) phua: mouth ph in hut 
phua.phin 
pha.g6JJ upper lip (lit. mouth phua: mouth gOIJ nose 

nose) 

This process of vowel shortening is also observed during cliticization. Some 
pronouns such as /nf/ '3SG' can occur either as independent words or as proclit
ics to the verb. They are realized long in the first case (as in lla), but short in 
the second (in llb). Non-pronominal forms are always realized long in this 
environment (as the homophonous /nf/ 'elephant' in llc). 

(ll) a. ni: shu 
3SG.S run(SG) 

'he ran' (A-02/02/99) 

b. n(=shu 
3SG.S=run(SG) 
'he ran' (A-02/02/99) 

c. ni: shu 
elephant run(SG) 

'the elephant ran' (A-02/02/99) 

Another type of change affects vowel quality. In particular, short non
stressed vowels of polysyllabic words tend to be realized as [a] (see Frajzyngier 
1993: 9-15 for a corresponding neutralization of vowels in Mupun). Schwa is 
by far the most common vowel in polysyllabic words - and although the quality 
of the original vowel can no longer be determined, some observations suggest 
that it was not schwa. First, partial reduplication does not reduplicate the origi
nal vowel but invariably inserts schwa (see table 24 above). Second, there are 
many clitics that are realized with schwa, but that derive from a form contain
ing a different vowel (as illustrated in examples l2a and l2b; the clitic is writ
ten in boldface, and the original form with underlining). And third, there are 
correspondences within the Angas-Goemai group where the Goemai form has 
schwa, while other languages have different vowels (in l2c). But notice that a 
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subsequent process in Goemai occasionally assimilates schwa to the following 
vowel (in 12d). 

(12) a. ni: l8=muk 
enter(SG) home=3SG.POSS 

'(he) went (to) his home' 

cf.: ni: 'n-hl:. muk 
enter(SG) LOC-settlement 3SG.POSS 

'(he) went into his house' 

b. Za: l8=la: muk 
produce(SG) DIM( SG) :GEN=child(SG) 3SG.POSS 

'(she) gave birth to her little child' 

c. /la.6arj/ 'oryx (Goemai)', cf. /lu.6arj/ 'gazelle (Mwaghavul)' 

d. fpha.kun/- fphu.kun/ 'eight (lit. plus three)', from fphat 'give (im
perative)'+ /kun/ 'three' 

Vowel length and vowel quality furthermore interact with stress in that a 
stressed open syllable - independent of its position within a word - is realized 
long and never as schwa. Instead, schwa is realized as [ o:] in this environment. 
Such stressed syllables are illustrated in (13a) and (13b) (written in boldface); 
each sentence also contains its non-stressed counterpart (written with underlin
ing). 

(13) a. G6:/ gi 'la ga-klak/ 60.:n. 
2SGM.I 2SGM.I FOC NOMZ(SG)-heart/neck bec.warm 

'You, you are of hot temper.' (cOOJMQUESTl) 

b. mHap I tW6t kQ sa ga- 'n-s6:. 
3PL.S sit(PL) HEAD(SG):GEN food NOMZ-ADVZ-eat 

'they sit at (= are occupied with) eating food.' (FOOCFUAN) 

This section has described a number of phonetic processes that apply to syl
lables, morphemes and words. These processes are reflected in the practical 
orthography as follows: 

- Consonants in final position are written as illustrated in table (21) above 
(i.e., the presence or absence of aspiration is not noted). 

- Wherever sounds occur in free variation, the underlying sound is writ
ten. That is, the following processes are not represented: simplified con-
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sonant clusters; lenition of intervocalic consonants and reduplicated im
plosives; changes in vowel length and vowel quality in unstressed sylla
bles; and vowel lengthening in stressed syllables. Notice that this only 
applies to sounds in free variation: if only one variant is attested, this 
variant is written - even if the process resulting in this variant may still 
be recoverable. 
Since the assimilation of nasals to following consonants is not entirely 
predictable, the nasals are written as produced by the speaker. The only 
exception is a nasal followed by a velar, which is predictably realized as 
[IJg], [IJkh] and [IJk], and hence written as ng, nk and nk' 

- Affixes and clitics are written as part of the word throughout this gram
mar. However, in material produced specifically for Goemai speakers, 
some affixes and clitics are written as separate words (following exist
ing orthographies). 

2.2. Suprasegmental processes 

The realization of tone is affected by the tonological environment both within 
words and across word boundaries. 

In particular, the tones of light unstressed syllables tend to be assimilated if 
their underlying tone differs from that of the surrounding syllables (as illus
trated in 14). This observation holds irrespective of word boundaries: in fast 
speech, the process applies across word boundaries; while in slow speech, even 
light unstressed syllables receive their underlying tone. It is thus likely that the 
assimilation is due to speakers not having enough time to reach the intended 
target. 

( 14) Thamthis na I ta-tat 
folktale lSG.POSS REDUP-propel/tell.folktale(SG) 

u-tat ( ... ). 
REDUP-propel/tell.folktale(SG) 

'My folktale (is) being told, being told( ... ).' (FOOCKE) 

In addition, there are two processes that are sensitive to word boundaries. 
First, the high-tone spreading discussed in section 1.4 is affected by word 

boundaries. To summarize the discussion, the tone is spread to the entire word, 
displacing lexical tones to settle on the first syllable of the following word. If a 
contour tone is involved, the first part settles on all syllables of the first word, 
while the second part settles on all syllables of the following word, again dis
placing lexical tones to the right. 
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Second, a sequence of two or more high tones is dissimilated to a sequence 
of mid tone(s) plus a fmal high tone. This process takes place across word 
boundaries only (i.e., not within the word), and it is insensitive to syntactic 
constituents. For example, it can have scope over the subject and the verbs of a 
serial verb construction (as in 15a), over object and verb of a serial verb con
struction (as in 15b), or over subject, verb and object (as in 15c). See also Fraj
zyngier (1993: 32-42) for a similar phenomenon in Mupun. 

(15) a. Zr:t lap Yak 'nkDv 3(. 
lion receive throw BACK SGM.LOG.SP.POSS 

'the lion1 received (it) (and) threw (it) behind him1.' (F99DLIIT) 

b. Mav ais 6a8t. 
take bone cause.lying(SG) 

'(He) took the bone (and) lay (it) down.' (FOOCAAs) 

c. nr na gU.luv Zu 'nna ( ... ). 
3SG.S see dark.comer:GEN settlement LOC.ANAPH 

'he saw the dark comer ofthis house( ... ).' (DOOEWITCH4) 

The suprasegmental processes described in this section are not reflected in 
the practical orthography: the lexical or constructional tone (if different) is 
written, but not the tone as it is realized phonetically. 

3. Clauses 

The clause is characterized by two phonetic processes: downdrift and changes 
at the final clause boundary. Notice that these two processes are characteristic 
features of the clause as a syntactic unit, and are not conditioned by intonation 
breaks or pauses. Although clauses are frequently demarcated by pauses, there 
are instances where the clausal unit does not coincide with a pause, suggesting 
that the clause is the relevant unit of analysis. 

Downdrift in Goemai is triggered by low tones. That is, the immediately fol
lowing high tone is realized lower, and the realization of all following high and 
low tones is adjusted accordingly. Frequently, a high tone is realized at the 
same level as a preceding low tone, and its height can only be determined by 
examining the following tones. Figure (5a) below illustrates such a downdrift 
contour. And figure (5b) illustrates the resetting of pitch at a clause boundary: 
the particle /gaf!:te/ 'THAT/WHEN' introduces a new clause (see chapter 8, sec
tion 4.1 ), and its initial low-tone syllable is realized at the same level as the 
final high-tone syllable of the preceding clause. 
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a. G~-macl:n 

NOMZ(SG)-go(SG) 
muk de-g~ lap His '"n~=M ( ... ). 
3SGoPOSS PUR receive bone LOCoANAPH=exactly 

'When he went to take this very bone (o o o).' (FOOCAAS) 
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In addition to downdrift, the clause is marked by the following clause-final 
characteristics: if the last syllable ends in a vowel, it is realized long; if the last 
tone is high, it becomes falling; and if it is low, it becomes extra low. For ex
ample, (16a) illustrates the realization of the high-tone noun /'das/ 'bone' as 
falling. In other environments, by contrast, the tone remains high: compare the 
realization of the same noun in ( 16b ), occurring before a pause in mid-sentence 
(i.e., not at a clause boundary). Similar processes have been reported in more 
detail for Angas (Burquest 1971: 8, 1974). 

(16) a. GwQ:n de-ga mav als. 
howl:CONS PUR take bone 

'So (he) howled to take the bone.' (FOOCAAs) 

b. Mav ais I da 6aat. 
take bone come cause.lying(SG) 

'(He) took the bone (and) lay (it) down here.' (FOOCAAs) 

The clause-level phenomena reported in this section are not reflected in the 
practical orthography. 

4. Summary 

This chapter has discussed aspects ofGoemai phonology and tonology. Section 
1 presented the inventory of phonemes and tonemes, illustrating consonants 
(1.1), secondary articulation (1.2), vowels (1.3) and tones (1.4), and introducing 
the practical orthography (1.5). Section 2 focused on segmental (2.1) and su
prasegmental (2.2) processes involved in word formation, and section 3 out
lined such processes for the level of the clause. 

Goemai, like many other Chadic languages, has implosive consonants. In 
addition, the language has an unusual three-way contrast between voiceless 
aspirated, voiceless non-aspirated and voiced obstruents - unusual from both a 
Chadic and a typological perspective. It is not clear whether these consonants 
reflect a contrast in the proto-language or constitute independent developments. 
In morpheme-initial position, most consonants can occur with the secondary 
features of labialization, palatalization and prenasalization. These features re
sult from the loss of a syllable, and consonants modified by them are not ana
lyzed as separate phonemes. Unlike the consonants, the vowels show consider
able variation across the three dialects as well as within the Angas-Goemai 
group. Generally, Goemai distinguishes between long and short vowels, but 
only the vowels /a/ and /a:/ provide clear minimal pairs. In other cases, vowel 
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length is either conflated with vowel quality (i.e., short /a/ vs. long /e:!), or the 
vowels are basically long and only realized short in predictable environments 
(i.e., /'d:/, /o:/ and /o:!), finally, both /i/ and /u/ have long counterparts, but mi
nimal pairs are infrequent. It is assumed that at least some of the long vowels 
have developed recently in the environment of labialized or palatalized conso
nants, while others may have resulted from the loss of an intervocalic velar 
consonant. The syllable structure ofGoemai is typical for Jos Plateau languages 
(but not for Chadic): it has mainly Cn)cCwtj)VC syllables, but also allows for 
Cn)cCwtj)VVC and Cn)cCwtj)y syllables. Similar to other Plateau languages, the full 
consonant inventory can only occur in initial position, while a limited inventory 
is attested in fmal position. The contrast in vowel length occurs in medial posi
tion, but is neutralized in final position: a final vowel is realized short when 
occurring within a word, but long when occurring word-finally; vowel length 
also interacts with stress in that a stressed open syllable is realized long. 

Goemai has two level tones (high, low) and one contour tone (falling). The 
existence of a rising contour tone can be inferred, but it is generally not realized 
on a single syllable. Phonetically, a mid tone is present, but it does not have any 
phonemic status, as it results from downstep and assimilatory processes. Tone 
serves both lexical and grammatical functions. Nevertheless, its overall func
tional load is restricted: minimal pairs often belong to different parts of speech, 
grammatical tone obscures lexical tone (often to the extent that lexical tone is 
neutralized), and tone is usually not the only marker of a grammatical construc
tion (but accompanies segmental markers). 

Words predominantly consist of one morpheme, and morphemes of one syl
lable. With the exception of some synchronically non-analyzable words, most 
polysyllabic words result from one of the following processes: old derivations 
with non-productive plural affixes, partial reduplication, prefixation, cliticiza
tion, and compounding. In these cases, a number of phonetic processes are at
tested: simplification of consonant clusters, assimilation of nasals, lenition of 
intervocalic consonants and reduplicated implosives, and changes in the vowel 
length and vowel quality of unstressed syllables. Furthermore, some tonological 
processes are sensitive to word boundaries: the spreading of high tones, and the 
dissimilation of two high tones. 

Finally, the clause as a syntactic unit is characterized by downdrift as well 
as suprasegmental changes at the clause boundary. 



Chapter3 
Nouns and the noun phrase 

This chapter discusses Goemai nouns and noun phrases. Section 1 introduces 
the structure of the noun phrase, and gives evidence for its existence as a 
phrasal unit. Section 2 focuses on nouns, i.e., on those elements that function as 
the heads of noun phrases. Section 3 describes the possibilities for conjoining 
nouns and noun phrases. Section 4 illustrates processes of nominalization, cov
ering nominal expressions that function as heads of noun phrases as well as 
expressions that function as modifiers within noun phrases. Section 5 presents 
the non-nominal elements of the noun phrase. And section 6 summarizes the 
discussion. 

1. Noun phrase 

Goemai is a predominantly isolating language, and its nouns do not carry case
marking, nor are they (usually) marked for number, gender or noun class. Given 
their isolating nature, nouns thus cannot be identified on the basis of their mor
phology. Rather, they are identified by their ability to occur as heads of noun 
phrases, co-occurring with different types of modifiers. No other word class can 
occur in this function. In principle, all types of non-derived nouns can co-occur 
with all types of modifiers - in actual discourse, however, only common nouns 
are attested in this context with any frequency. (For the behavior of derived 
nouns, see section 4.) Table (28) illustrates the structure of the noun phrase, 
and cross-references to those sections that discuss the formal and semantic 
characteristics of each class of expressions in more detail. The table summa
rizes simple noun phrases only; complex nominal heads and conjoined phrases 
are discussed in section 3. The twelve subgroups in table (28) are identified on 
the basis of co-occurrence possibilities: members of one subgroup cannot co
occur, while members of different subgroups co-occur in the order depicted in 
the table. Examples of such co-occurrences are given throughout this chapter. 

The existence of the noun phrase as a phrasal unit can be shown in two con
texts (see section 1.1 in chapter 4 and section 1 in chapter 5 for other phrasal 
units). First, phrasal clitics always cliticize to the beginning or end of a phrase 
(see chapter 6, section 2.1 on clitics). For example, the enclitic =hoe 'exactly' 
cliticizes to the head noun in (Ia), but to the locative anaphor in (lb). Con
versely, the proclitic kO= 'any/every' cliticizes to the first element of the noun 
phrase (e.g., the specific-indefmite article ndoe= in 1c). 
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Table 28. The structure of the noun phrase 

Pre-head quantifier section 5.1 
2 associative plural section 5.2 
3 diminutive section 2.5 
4 specific-indefinite section 5.3 

Head 5 noun sections 2 - 4 

Post-head 6 nominalized verb phrase section 4.3 

(1) a. 

7 free possessive pronoun section 2.4 
8 modifying construction section4.2 
9 nominalized clause section 4.4 
10 demonstrative section 5.4 
11 locative anaphor section 5.5 
12 defmite article section 5.6 

M11_ep shat [shat]NP=hoe n-nil 
3PL.S knead porridge=exactly COMIT-3SG.I 
hen=s'oe yil hen=k'oom yi. 
lSG.S:CONS=eat CONS lSG.S:CONS=bec.strong CONS 

'They make porridge with it, and so I eat (it), and so I become 
strong.' (COOJMQUEST6) 

b. Aas fmoe t'o t'ong 1 haar [11_es 
dog LOC.ANAPH lie(SG) PROGR gnaw bone 

nnoe)NP=hoe 
LOC.ANAPH=exactly 

yi. 
PROGR 

'This dog lies chewing this bone.' (FOOCAAs) 

c. Hen=man ko=[ndoe=goe-mi 
1 SG .S=know any/every=SPEC=NOMZ(SG )-be.related(SG) 

men)NP d'e t'en s'uk san yi 
lPL.POSS exist PROGR wash(SG) body.lSG.POSS PROGR 

ba. 
NEG 

'I don't know any relative (of) us (who) was washing my body 
(when I was a child).' (cOOJMQUEST3) 

Second, Goemai has particles that overtly mark the final boundary of a di
rect object noun phrase or verbless clause complement noun phrase (see chapter 
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7, sections 4.1 and 4.2; and chapter 8, section 4.4). One such particle is the 
polysemous particle yi, coding consequence (in 2a) and progressive aspect (in 
lb and 2b). Expressions that precede this particle are part of the noun phrase, 
while those that follow it are outside the noun phrase, e.g., adverbs (as dip 'all' 
in 2a) or prepositional phrases (as M'uim s'et 'in the bush' in 2a). The distribu
tion of such particles is invariable, and Goemai speakers observe the rules for 
their placement even during complex utterances, hesitations and repairs. For 
example, the speaker in (2b) first utters a progressive clause without a direct 
object noun phrase, but then adds such a noun phrase as an afterthought - re
peating the particle yi to indicate its direct object status. 

(2) a. Liit I a toe [long Jap lwa]NP 
lion FOC EMPH chief:GEN DIM(PL):GEN animal/meat 

yi [dip]ADv [nd'uun , ' ] Set ADV· 

CONS all INSIDE:GEN bush 

'The lion (is the one who) is the chief of all the little animals in 
the bush.' (F99DLIIT) 

b. Masha toe d'yem t'ong pi! yi 1 
lady EMPH stand(SG) PROGR watch PROGR 

[bi goe:faru]NP yi. 
thing NOMZ-happen PROGR 

'The lady stands watching (it), the thing that happens.' 
(ROlNSTAGE) 

Noun phrases are unmarked when occurring in the following syntactic func
tions: subject of intransitive, transitive and ditransitive constructions (in 3a, 3b 
and 3c respectively), direct object (in 3b and 3c), secondary object of ditransi
tive constructions (in 3c), and subject and complement of non-verbal clauses 
(in 3d). fu all other functions, they have to be overtly marked by prefixes, 
prepositions or spatial nominals (as lu 'settlement' in 3e) (see chapter 5 on 
adverbials). 

(3) a. [nda=hok]s muut. 
father=DEF die(SG) 

'The father had died.' (DOOEWITCHl) 

b. [Aas]A kat [ngoegan=hok]o ba. 
dog find ring=DEF NEG 

'The dog didn't find the ring.' (FOOJNAAN) 
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c. A bi goe-sa toe 1 [Nilan ]A 1 poe 
FOC thing NOMZ-make 

[ko=wuroe] 0 I [bi 
any/every=who thing 

py_oe muk]o. 
mouth 3SG.POSS 

EMPH God give 

goe-s'oe muk goe 
NOMZ-eat 3SG.POSS COMIT 

'(This) is the reason (why) God gave each one (his own) things 
to eat with his (own) mouth.' (DOOJANIMAL7) 

d. [Pang]vcs I a [wo goe-fyer]vcc· 
NOMZ(SG)-bec.big(SG) puffadder FOC snake 

'The puffadder is a big snake.' (FOOJGOESEM) 

e. Muep buk [n-lu]ADV· 
3PL.S return(PL) Lac-settlement 

'They returned to the village.' (DOOEWITCH3) 

2. Nouns 

Nouns form the only word class that functions underived as the head of a noun 
phrase. They cannot function as modifiers within a simple noun phrase, nor can 
they function as the heads of predicates. They can, however, enter genitive 
constructions, forming complex heads (see section 3). 

Most Goemai nouns have concrete reference (referring to humans, animates 
and inanimates), and there is a scarcity of nouns expressing activity concepts 
(such as sh'it 'work') and abstract concepts (such as moos 'hospitality'). In fact, 
a large proportion of Hausa loanwords are abstract nouns, e.g., azaishe 'mean
ing' (from Hausa azancii 'meaning, sense') or !Okitshi 'time' (from Hausa 
!Ookitcii 'time'). Language-internally, the nominalization of verbs is the major 
source for creating activity and abstract expressions (see section 4.1). Further
more, Goemai noun semantics is characterized by a high degree of semantic 
generality: most nouns are compatible with singular, plural and collective inter
pretations, some also with mass interpretations (see section 2.1); and many 
nouns do not distinguish between entities and their produce (see section 2.2). 
This section focuses first on common nouns, discussing the semantic and 
grammatical categories relevant to them: nominal number (section 2.1) and 
noun class (section 2.2). It then illustrates the other subgroups of nouns: names 
and titles (section 2.3), personal pronouns (section 2.4) and the diminutive (sec
tion 2.5). In addition to the nouns discussed in this chapter, Goemai has groups 
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of locational nouns (see chapter 5, section 2.2.3) and relational nouns (see 
chapter 5, section 4), which function both as nouns and as adverbials. 

2.1. Common nouns: Nominal number 

Chadic languages often have an elaborate system of morphological plural mark
ing (Frajzyngier 1977b, 1997; P. Newman 1990a; see also P. Newman 
2000: 430-465 and Hellwig and Mcintyre 2000 for Hausa). By contrast, 
Chadic languages on the Jos Plateau tend to mark plural by means of an invari
ant particle that was grammaticalized from a 3PL pronoun (Jungraithmayr 
1963a; E. Wolff and Gerhardt 1977). Goemai differs further from this pattern in 
that it does not have a general and obligatory plural marker. As such, overt 
number marking is often absent - nevertheless, the category of nominal number 
is present and relevant. It can surface in the following environments: (i) on the 
noun, (ii) as an agreement feature, and (iii) in an associative plural marker. In 
all environments, Goemai distinguishes between two number categories -
termed singular and plural- although their semantic extensions differ. 

First, number can be specified on the noun itself. Goemai marks number 
lexically in a handful of non-derived nouns referring to human beings and 
bodyparts. But notice that the reverse does not hold true: most human and bo
dypart nouns are unmarked for number. An exhaustive list is given in table 
(29). 

Table 29. NoWls marked for number 

Singular Plural 

kwaram 'slave' 
k'en 'mother's brother, sister's child' 
Ia 'child; DIM'; yam 'son' 
mat 'woman, wife' 
mis 'man, husband' 
reep 'girl, daughter' 
k'a 'head' 
yit 'eye, face; in the eye of 

sharam 'slaves' 
k'an 'mother's brothers, sister's children' 
jap 'children; sons; DIM' 

sharap 'women, wives' 
daas 'men, husbands' 
zarap 'girls, daughters' 
k'ek 'heads' 
yat 'in the eyes of 

In addition, number is preserved in those nouns that are derived from verbs 
that lexically distinguish number (see section 4.1). In both cases, the forms are 
either suppletive or exhibit remnants of inherited plural morphology (see chap
ter 4, section 1.2 for the morphology). Notice also that all borrowed Hausa 
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nouns are specified for number, i.e., Goemai speaker would use both singular 
nouns (such as moto 'car' from Hausa mootoo) and plural nouns (such as 
motoshi 'cars' from Hausa mootoociz). In all cases, the singular noun refers to a 
single individual (as in 4a), while the plural noun refers to multiple individuals 
(in 4b) or collectives (in 4c). If a mass interpretation is possible (as with the 
diminutive morpheme that derives from the human noun Ia 'child' - jap 'chil
dren'), singular marking is observed (in 4d). 

(4) a. Mat liit p'et 1 doe d'yem. 
woman(so):GEN lion exit(SG) come stand(so) 

'The wife of the lion came out, (she) stood here.' (F99DLIIT) 

b. My_ep rwo I sharap muk rwo n-kilip. 
3PL.S enter(PL) women(PL) 3SG.POSS enter(PL) LOC-kitchen 

'They entered, his wives entered into the kitchen.' 
(F990GOELONG) 

c. Sharap na n-t'ong. 
women(PL) PRES PRES-sit(SG) 

'See the women sitting (as a collective).' (c01FGHJARAM8) 

d. zem ld=haam goe-d'wang. 
like DIM(SG):GEN=water NOMZ(SG)-bec.sour 

'he likes a little sour water( ... ).' (F99DMATWO) 

Furthermore, there are many nouns that probably contain an old plural for
mative: the sequence -V rV- (or, less commonly, another of the sequences intro
duced in chapter 2, section 2.1). These nouns are all compatible with collective 
or mass interpretations (e.g., arang 'ashes', gilrom 'person, people', sh'arap 
'fish'), and it is likely that they were originally specified for number. Synchron
ically, however, this formative - at least when occurring in nouns - cannot be 
analyzed as coding a collective or a mass: most of the nouns are also compati
ble with count noun interpretations (for examples, see 6a and 6b); and con
versely, many collective and mass nouns do not contain this formative (e.g., 
hitam 'water'' mp'ung 'dust'). 

Aside from unproductive number-marking morphology, Goemai has a pro
ductive mechanism for deriving (pro-) nouns by means of the modifying prefix
es goe- (so) and moe- (PL) (see section 4.2). The resulting (pro-) nouns are 
thus overtly marked for number (as in 5). Their semantic extensions differ from 
the above examples in that singular marking - instead of plural marking - is 
observed for collectives (see the discussion of example 7b ). 
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(5) ni a goe-f'yer. 
3SG.I FOC NOMZ(SG)-bec.big(SG) 

'it is a big one.' (DOOJANIMALll) 

Speakers have extended the use of these two modifying prefixes to overtly 
mark some types of nouns. Example (6) illustrates this phenomenon: (6a) to 
(6c) show the unmarked noun gilrom 'person, people' with reference to a single 
individual, multiple individuals and a collective respectively; while (6d) and 
(6e) exemplify the same noun overtly marked for number- the singular for a 
single individual and the plural for multiple individuals; a collective interpreta
tion is not possible. This type of number marking is optional, and speakers pre
fer to mark only the plural (leaving the singular unmarked). This development 
is largely restricted to human nouns, but other types of nouns are attested, too, 
albeit infrequently (e.g., t'eng 'tree' in 6f). 

(6) a. Ndoe=gurum goe-mis na n-d'e (. . .). 
SPEC=person NOMZ(SG)-man(SG) PRES PRES-exist 

'See a male person is (there)( ... ).' (ROlNSTAGE) 

b. To 1 pe=hok t'ong bi=muk 1 a de 
okay place=DEF sit(SG) thing=3SG.POSS FOC DIR 

gurum moe-daas. 
person NOMZ(PL )-men(PL) 

'Okay, the place sits(= is) in its own way for male people 
(only).' (DOlCLU) 

c. d'u gurum 
much/many person 

m-pe=hok. 
LOC-place=DEF 

goe-gam t'ong 
NOMZ-fill(SG) sit(SG) 

d'i 
LOC.ANAPH 

'many people sit (collectively) there assembled in the place.' 
(HOlAJOS) 

d. de-goe paar 
PUR send 

goe-gurum 
NOMZ(SG )-person 

de-goe sh'e boe=t'ong shin=hok. 
PUR learn/teach HOW/WHERE=IRR do=DEF 

'to send a person to teach (them) how to do (the work).' (TIEM

SAN 1999: III) 
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e. A nye-goefe moe-gurum muk I 
FOC because-THAT/WHEN NOMZ(PL)-person 3SG.POSS 

my_ep=my_imip dip. 
3PL.S=die(PL) all 

'(This) is because his people, they have all died.' (DOOEWITCH4) 

f. d'a goe=p'et yi goe=kilt 
COND:CONS 2SGM.S=exit CONS 2SGM.S:CONS=find 

gwen moe-t'eng muru=hoe d'yem 
ASSOC.PL NOMZ(PL)-tree:GEN fig.tree=exactly stand(SG) 

d'i nk'ong. 
LOC.ANAPH BACK 

'so when you go out, then you find kinds of fig trees (that) 
stand there in the back.' (DO 1 ALU) 

Second, Goemai marks number on some elements within the noun phrase to 
agree with their head noun: in modifiers derived by the prefixes goe- (SG) and 
moe- (PL) (as goenk'ong 'young' in 7a, goed'emen 'good' in 7b, goezoom 'cold' 
in 7c, and moenan 'big' in 7d) (see section 4.2); and in the diminutive mor
pheme (as jap in 7b) (see section 2.5). In addition, a recent development has 
seen the extension of the two modifying prefixes to optionally mark non
derived modifiers (see section 4.2). In all cases, the singular prefix is used for 
single individuals (in 7a), collectives (in 7b) and masses (in 7c), restricting the 
plural prefix to multiple individuals (in 7d). The semantic extensions of the 
diminutive, by contrast, pattern with those of nouns in that plural marking is 
also used for collectives. For example, the plural diminutive jap and the singu
lar modifying prefix goe- co-occur in reference to the collective in (7b ). 

(7) a. Kuma ni a yam-nuun 
also 3SG.I FOC son(SG):GEN-mother 

goe-nk'ong. 
NOMZ(SG )-bec.small/young(SG) 

noel 
lSG.POSS 

'And he is my younger brother.' (c01FGHJARAM3) 

b. Jap s'oe goe-d'emen na n-d'e. 
DIM(PL):GEN food NOMZ(SG)-good PRES PRES-exist 

'Little good food (items) are (there).' (MOOANDISPOS12) 
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c. t'ong goe=zem goe=s'up goe hcmgoed'e 
IRR 2SGM.S=like 2SGM.S=wash(SG) COMIT water 

goe-zoom ba. 
NOMZ(SG)-bec.cold NEG 

'you wouldn't like (to) wash (yourself) with cold water.' 
(COOANJOS) 

d. D'emde lwa moe-ntin I wul 
remainder:GEN animal/meat NOMZ(PL)-bec.big(PL) arrive 

goeme goeme t'ong doe tal liit 1 
one one IRR come ask/greet lion 

t'ong buk yok. 
IRR return(PL) return.home(PL) 

'The remainder of the big animals arrived one after the other, 
would greet the lion here (and) would return home again.' 
(F99DLIIT) 

Nominal number is also marked in the personal pronouns and hence in all 
pronominal reference to previously introduced nouns. Semantically, the pro
nouns pattern with the nouns in that the singular pronoun refers to single indi
viduals and masses, and the plural pronoun to multiple individuals and collec
tives. Goemai usually does not permit a personal pronoun to refer back to a 
lexical noun phrase within the same clause. However, there is a recent devel
opment that allows for the co-occurrence of a lexical noun phrase with a cliti
cized 3SG or 3PL subject pronoun- suggesting that Goemai is developing a type 
of grammatical agreement (see section 2.4 for details on pronouns). 

Third, Goemai marks nominal number by means of the associative plural 
marker. This marker originally marked associates of a person, but it has been 
extended to occur with inanimate and abstract entities. It is not (yet) a general 
or obligatory plural marker, and its use carries the semantic connotation of 'dif
ferent kinds' As such it can co-occur with any kind of plural count, mass or 
collective noun (see section 5.2 for details; see Corbett 2000: l 0 l-lll for the 
dissociation of associative plural from number; see also Moravcsik 2003). 

The discussion above shows that the semantic extensions of number mark
ing differ across the different strategies. These differences are summarized in 
table (30). 
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Table 30. Semantics of nwnber-marking strategies 

Reference to: 
individual mass collective individuals 

Number-marking: 
- noun I pronoun 
-modifying prefixes (giJe-, mOe-) 

so 
so 

so 
so 

PL 
so 

PL 
PL 

These semantic differences suggest that the following number categories are 
of grammatical relevance in Goemai: singular and plural, collective, and mass. 
A noun can be interpreted as a count noun (if it allows for singular and plural 
marking in reference to single and multiple individuals respectively), as a col
lective noun (if it allows for either singular or plural marking - depending on 
the strategy - in reference to groups), or as a mass noun (if it only allows for 
singular IDal'king). In addition, mass nouns are distinguished from count nouns 
in enumeration contexts: they co-occur with measure tenns (in Sa), while count 
nouns occur without them (in 8b ). 

(8) a. M11.aan goe s'eet k'uun=hok buhu goeme. 
go(SG) SEQ buy/sell(SG) salt=DEF bag one 
•(He) went and bought the salt, one bag.' (F99DSHOOM) 

b. mat ndt}e=g(Jrom 1 b'e jap 
woman(so):GEN SPEC=person produce(PL) children(PL) 
vel/ b'e jap k'un (. .. ). 
two produce(PL) children(PL) three 
•the wife of someone gave birth to two children, gave birth to 
three children( ... ).' (NOIATIME) 

Despite the existence of four different number categories, Goemai nouns 
tend to be semantically general over these categories. For example, a noun like 
lwa 'animal/meat' can occur as a count noun with either singular reference to 
an individual animal (in 9a) or plural reference to two or more individual ani
mals (in 9b ), as a collective noun referring to a group of animals conceptualized 
as a unit (in 9c), and as a mass noun referring to the substance of meat or flesh 
(in 9d). Almost all Goemai nouns are compatible with both singular and plural 
reference (occurring in contexts 9a and 9b), many also with collective reference 
(occurring in contexts 9a to 9c) (including human nouns such as prom 'person, 
people' in 6a to 6c), and some occur in all four contexts. In addition, there are 
nouns that exclusively denote substances (occurring in context 9d only). Given 
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this distribution, it is likely that most Goemai nouns are not lexically specified 
for the semantic features count (singular), count (plural), collective and mass. 
fustead, the other elements of the noun and verb phrase serve to restrict their 
interpretation (see also Allan 1980; see section 2.2). 

(9) a. Dip I ba ndoe=lwa n-s'et goepe 
all NEG SPEC=animal/meat LOC-bush THAT/WHEN 

nyang goe kaat I bi ba. 
hate(SG) SEQ greet thing NEG 

'All (ofthem), there wasn't a single animal in the bush whore
fused to greet the thing.' (FOOJFUAN) 

b. De t'ong moe=two ndoe=jap 

c. 

SO.THAT IRR:CONS lPL.S=kill(PL) SPEC=DIM(PL):GEN 

lwa men yi n-ni. 
animal/meat lPL.POSS CONS COMIT-3SG.I 

'So that we would kill our little animals with it.' 
(C01FGHJARAM7) 

my_ep dok d'e n-til lwa 
3PL.S PAST.REM exist PROGR -kill( SG) animal/meat 

a goe mmoe? 
FOC COMIT what 

'in the past, they used to kill animal(s) with what?' 
(C01FGHJARAM5) 

d. Guluk sh'ai tep I sh'ai lwa (. . .). 
bat.type show.pride blackness show.pride animal/meat 

'The guluk bat shows pride in (its) black (color), (it) shows 
pride in (its) flesh ( ... ). ' (D00JANIMAL8) 

fu summary, Goemai has retained the category of nominal number - even 
though it has lost most Proto-Chadic number-marking morphology. Thecate
gory is marked on some nouns, and it is visible in pronominal reference as well 
as in agreement within the noun phrase. Furthermore, a number of recent de
velopments have taken place in this domain: the extension of the modifying 
prefixes to occur with nouns and modifiers (where they overtly mark number), 
the use of the 3SG and 3PL subject pronouns to cross-reference arguments on 
the verb, and the occurrence of the associative plural with inanimate and ab
stract referents. That is, Goemai seems to be in the process of redeveloping its 
lost Chadic number-marking morphology. fu addition to the category of nomi-
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nal number, Goemai has the category of verbal number. Verbal number marks 
the participant number of an event, thus interacting with nominal number (see 
chapter 4, section 1.2). 

2.2. Common nouns: Noun classification 

Many Chadic languages distinguish gender in their concordia! agreement, and 
some have developed overt gender marking on the noun (see Jungraithmayr 
1970 for Fyer; P Newman 2000: 200-215 for Hausa; Schuh 1998: 190-193 for 
Miya). Some West Chadic languages, by contrast, have largely lost this cate
gory (see Schuh 1989 for an overview). Goemai is one of these languages: it 
distinguishes gender neither in the noun nor in 3SG personal pronouns. But it 
does maintain a gender distinction in 2SG and logophoric pronouns (see section 
2.4). In these cases, grammatical gender matches the natural gender, and per
sonified animals in folktales are assigned to default genders (e.g.,fo-im 'rabbit' 
is male, but shoom 'guineafowl' is female). Goemai also has a few derived and 
non-derived human nouns that have distinct feminine forms: in such cases, a 
neutral form (which refers to either gender) is opposed to a feminine form 
(which only refers to females). In the derived nouns, the feminine form is de
rived by means of the noun mat 'woman' (sometimes contracted to mit), e.g., 
goesha 'friend (male or female)' and masha 'female friend' (from shaar 
'friendship'). In non-derived nouns, these are distinct lexemes, e.g., Ia 'child 
(male or female)' and reep 'girl' In addition, a few non-derived human nouns 
have distinct male and female forms (e.g., fuM 'father' and nuun 'mother'). But 
most human nouns are neutral, and speakers add the modifiers 'male' or 'fe
male' if they intend to specify gender (as in lO). 

(lO) To 1 pe=hok t'ong bi=muk 1 a de 
okay place=DEF sit(SG) thing=3SG.POSS FOC DIR 

gurum moe-daas. 
person NOMZ(PL)-men(PL) 

'Okay, the place sits(= is) in its own way for male people (only).' 
(DOlCLU) 

Goemai - like some closely-related languages (see Frajzyngier and Koops 
1989; Miehe 1991) - shows evidence for remnants of unproductive Benue
Congo noun class prefixes that must have entered the language through lan
guage contact. More specifically, there is a large group of nouns that contains 
an initial nasal element, either a prenasalized consonant or an nV- morpheme 
(see also chapter 2, section 1.2). Semantically, such nouns tend to denote in-
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sects, birds and other small animals (illustrated in table 31 ), but this pattern is 
also attested with some isolated kinship terms (e.g., fuM 'father', nshik 'grand
child'), plant material (e.g., mbai 'large calabash'' nk'een 'thorn'), natural phe
nomena (e.g., mp'ung 'dust', nhat 'wind, air') and terms for clothing and 
adornments (e.g., mbime 'loincloth'' ngoegim 'ring'). 

Table 31. N- prefix in animal names 

Semantic field 
Insects 

Birds 

Other animals 

Some examples 
mftt, mfQQ[J, itjalang, itjir, itshi 'types of flies and bees' 
itgok, itg1Jut 'types of locust' 
itduusnaan, itgyarak 'types of crickets' 
itd'yerkum, itja, itsh'arap, itt'watang, itzuum 'types of ants' 
itget, iryit 'types of worms' 
itg1Jm 'beetle', itsh'am 'louse' 

cf. also naser 'grasshopper; wife of rabbit (in folktales)' 

mbel, itgwashu 'types of pigeons' 
itgyara, itk6eteng, itkya 'types of birds of prey' 
itg1Jul 'ground hombill', itjoon 'grey heron', itsh'ong 'sparrow type', 
itsh'ongkwarap 'swift, swallow', itteng 'hoopoe' 

cf. also nagU 'cattle egret', nuk'upsh'ip 'kingfisher' 

mb'oolshat, itd'in 'types of bats' 
itgolobe, itgiJmgoor, itwam, itzang 'types offish' 
itdap 'ya 'rat type' 
mb'aizwam 'jackal' 
itd'oolk'uun 'gecko' 

cf. also nak'!litsh'im 'chameleon', noem11.at 'frog' 

The origins of most of these words are unknown, and only some of them can 
clearly be traced back to Benue-Congo loans. Interestingly, some words were 
reconstructed for Proto-Chadic without an initial nasal, e.g., mftt 'mosquito' 
(Proto-Chadic *brt) (Jungraithmayr and lbriszimow 1994: 121). It is thus possi
ble that- at some stage - Goemai borrowed patterns of noun categorization, not 
words.24 But although the nasal element may be a remnant of a Benue-Congo 

24. For a long time, a nasal prefix was assumed to be an innovation of Bantu lan
guages, but researchers of the Benue-Congo Working Group and the Grassfields 
Working Group have established their existence outside of Bantu languages, and 
Miehe (1991) argues for their reconstructions for Proto-Benue-Congo. 
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noun class prefix, it does not constitute a productive system of noun classifica
tion in present-day Goemai: it does not trigger any concordial agreement, it is 
restricted to a few semantic domains, and present-day speakers often use prena
salized forms interchangeably with plain forms (e.g., mbel - bel 'pigeon'). 
Closely related Chadic languages on the Jos Plateau make use of additional 
noun class prefixes (see Frajzyngier and Koops 1989), but their existence is not 
attested in Goemai. 

The Chadic gender system and the Benue-Congo noun class system are of 
little or no importance in classifying present-day Goemai nouns. In recent 
times, however, Goemai has developed an elaborate system of nominal classifi
cation based on postural semantics. In this system, the nominal class is not 
marked on the noun itself but in deictic classifiers occurring obligatorily within 
the demonstrative word (see section 5.4) as well as in classificatory verbs oc
curring obligatorily in the progressive construction (see chapter 7, section 4.1), 
the locative construction (see chapter 8, section 1.2), the presentative construc
tion (see chapter 8, section 1.3), the ascriptive construction (see chapter 8, sec
tion 2.2), and different types of serial verb constructions (see chapter 8, section 
3). The deictic classifiers and classificatory verbs are used to categorize refer
ents in terms of their canonical position, 25 regardless of their current position. 
For example, animates canonically take lang 'hang/move', and this form is used 
in reference to them even in those cases where they are currently in a different 
position. As such, they exhaustively categorize the nominal domain, assigning 
each nominal concept to a category. Speakers can shift away from the canonical 
classifier to another classifier in order to draw attention to certain aspects of the 
current position, but this second use is pragmatically marked and carries spe
cific implicatures. The classificatory categories and their extensional uses are 
summarized in table (32). For details and extensive discussions, see Hellwig 
(2002, 2003, 2006c, 2007b, 2007c). 

The existence of this classificatory system is possibly motivated by Goemai 
noun semantics: Goemai has a large number of semantically general nouns that 
do not differentiate between a natural source and its (natural or man-made) 
produce (as nshi 'bee/honey' in lla and llb), or between an individual and a 
collective (as t'eng 'tree/forest' in llc and lld). Some other nouns are illus
trated in table (33). 

25. Notice that Goemai does not classify according to parameters such as dimensional
ity, verticality or extendedness (as shown to be of relevance in other classification 
systems, see Aikhenvald 2000: 176-183). 
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Table 32. Typical referents of the classificatory verbs and classifiers 

Category Referent 

tang (so), /eng (PL) has potential to move 
'(cause to) hang/move' 

t'ong (so), t'wot (PL) 
'sit' 

d'u (so), d'war (PL) 
'cause to sit' 

d'yem (so), d'yam (PL) 
'stand' 

twaam- twet (so), 
twat(PL)'causeto 
stand' 

t'o (so), t'oerep (PL) 
'lie' 

b'!l_et (SG), d'M.oe (PL) 
'cause to lie' 

(ft)d'e 'exist' 

loe 'cause to exist' 

( ... is attached to Ground) 

is located in a place 

projects from Ground & 
supports itself in a stable way 

remains I stays at a place 

occurs in large numbers 

fits well into the Ground 

projects from Ground & is 
supported by Ground 

( ... projects from Ground and 
is supported by its sh'e 'legs') 

is stationary 

does not project from 
Ground in a stable way 

is in any other position 

Examples 

animates, natural forces, 
suspended leaves and fruits 

(doorknobs, stamps) 

houses or roads in landscape 

containers, chairs 

(cars, tables) 

crops kept in a barn 

flock of birds in the sky 

shoes fitting tightly on feet 

trees, walls, holes 

(tables, cars) 

hovering birds in air 

masses, collectives, flexible 
objects, unfeatured objects 

abstract concepts 

(attached objects) 

Ground Entity with respect to which a referent is located (following Talmy 1985, 
2000). 

() Elements in parentheses hold for some speakers only. 

(11) a. Aas zak d'yem bi=Ji 
dog also/however stand(SG) thing=SGM.LOG.SP.POSS 

t'ong kUk I nshi goe-leng nd'uim 
PROGR bark bee/honey NOMZ-hang/move(PL) INSIDE:GEN 
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shimg 
bag 

dwen 
PL.LOG .SP .POSS 

yi. 
PROGR 

'The dog~, however, stood in its1 own way barking at the bees1 

that moved around inside their1 bag.' (ROOAFROG) 

b. Ji=d'y_oe lishi k'a. 
SGM.LOG.SP.S=cause.lying(PL) bee/honey HEAD(SG) 

'(He1 said) he 1 has poured honey on top.' (F99AMOESHAAR) 

c. byaap t'eng d'yem d'i. 
pumpkin:GEN tree stand(SG) LOC.ANAPH 

'a pawpaw tree (lit. pumpkin tree) stands there.' (DOlALU) 

d. T'eng yuut t'o sek p'ang. 
tree bec.accumulated lie(so) BODY:GEN stone 

'The forest lies vast at the hill.' (B00ADRAW4.24) 

Table 33. Semantically-general nouns 

(1) Natural source and produce 

d'a calabash plant, fruit, vessel 
gang palm tree, fruit, leaf, mat 
lwa animal, meat 
itshi bee, honey 
soot metal, money 
wan red clay, brick 

(2) Individual and collective 

giJriJm 
tu 
maar 
neng 
p'ang 
t'eng 

person, people 
compound I house, village 
millet stalk, millet 
cow, cattle 
stone, hill 
tree, forest 

This type of general noun semantics makes it possible to use the same noun 
in reference to many different entities in the world (see also section 2.1 for 
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number categories and number-marking restrictions).26 In all cases, contextual 
information then serves to convey the intended reading. In addition, the lan
guage has developed three grammatical strategies that allow speakers to sys
tematically restrict the reference. One strategy is the extension of the modifying 
construction to many different grammatical contexts (see section 4.2). A second 
strategy is the use of generic nouns in noun-noun compound - reminiscent of 
class terms or noun classifiers (see section 3.1). And a fmal strategy is the ex
tensive use of classificatory postural elements, as illustrated in (lla) to (lld). 
This last type of categorization is based on the observation that different enti
ties occur in different canonical positions: animate entities canonically 
'hang/move' (as 'bees' in lla), while masses canonically 'lie' (as 'honey' in 
llb); entities that are supported in their position through the Ground canoni
cally 'stand' (as 'trees' in llc), but collectives canonically 'lie' (as 'forests' in 
lld). 

Cross-linguistically, such a type of general noun semantics tends to co-occur 
with certain types of nominal classification. Ameka and Levinson (2007) pro
pose that semantically general nouns are characteristic for languages that em
ploy some form of postural elements for purposes of classification (see also 
Wilkins 2000: 179-186; Merlan et al. 1997: 82). And Broschart (2000) argues 
that a similar type of noun semantics is found in noun, possessive and locative 
classifier systems. This type of general noun semantics differs from the noun 
semantics reported for many numeral classifier languages. Such languages are 
often said to be characterized by a large number of mass nouns, i.e., many 
common nouns and nouns denoting artifacts are treated as mass nouns, not as 
count nouns (see especially the discussion in Lucy 1992). One function of the 
numeral classifiers is then to create an individual, bounded and contoured, unit 
that can be counted (Broschart 2000; Denny 1986; Greenberg 1990 [1972]; 
Grinevald 2000; Lucy 2000; Lucy and Gaskins 2001; Seiler 1986: 94-llO). In 
Goemai, by contrast, only nouns denoting substances are unambiguously mass 

26. It is difficult to decide whether such nouns are ambiguous or semantically general. 
Currently, there is no clear evidence for either analysis, and further research is 
needed. However, based on the following two considerations, they are tentatively 
assumed to be semantically general. First, polysemy tests of the kind proposed by 
Zwicky and Sadock (1975) do not show that these readings constitute different 
senses. Second, to analyze the nouns as ambiguous would make it necessary to 
posit separate senses for a majority of Goemai nouns. It is at least questionable 
whether an analysis in terms of such a regular polysemy can adequately reflect the 
lexicalization patterns in the language. Many Australian languages seem to have a 
comparable type of noun semantics, and Wilkins (2000: 179-186) analyzes such 
nouns as semantically general, arguing that they reflect a worldview based on the 
persistence of entities through transformation. 
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nouns, while common nouns (including artifacts) are usually count nouns, al
though they commonly receive collective and sometimes even mass readings 
(see section 2.1 above). 

The semantic generality that is characteristic of Goemai nouns has not been 
described elsewhere for Chadic languages, and comparable forms of nominal 
classification are not attested either. It is likely that the Goemai pattern consti
tutes an innovation that is restricted to this language. 

2.3. Names and titles 

Goemai has a large repertoire of names for human beings, ethnic groups, reli
gious groups and topography. These are treated as a semantically-defined sub
set of common nouns: like common nouns, they occur as the head of a noun 
phrase and can be modified by nominal modifiers, e.g., by the definite article 
(in 12a). But although modification is possible, names and titles only rarely 
occur modified in natural texts. Personal names and titles are additionally used 
as address terms (in 12b). 

(12) a. To I yi=mim reep=hok zem ni sosai I 
okay 2SGF.S:CONS=know girl(SG)=DEF like 3SG.O well 

[Patience=hok]NP I zem ni SOSal. 

<NAME>=DEF like 3SG.O well 

'Okay, and so you know the girl liked him a lot, (lit. the) Pa
tience liked him a lot.' (DOOEWITCH4) 

b. To I Shalyen I goe=gama mmak I 
okay <NAME> 2SGM.S=finish NOMZ.2SGM.POSS 

hen=ru mmaan. 
1SG.S=enter(SG) NOMZ.1SG.POSS 

'Okay, Shalyen, you have finished yours, I enter mine.' 
(C00JMQUEST2) 

Present-day Goemai makes use of Hausa and English names, but traditional 
names are often descriptive phrases that describe salient properties of a referent 
(as illustrated in table 34). 
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Table 34. Examples of proper names 

Name 

Hwnans 

Umgp'!l.tm 

Natmzem 

Sh'akum 

Ethnic groups 

Duus 
'Tiv' 

Moes'oehtias 
'Igbo' 

YarbUkyok 
'Yoruba' 

Literal Gloss 

long p'!ltin 
chief remove(PL) 

'the chief has removed (us)' 

Naan zem 
God like 

'God agrees (to it)' 

Explanation 

this child was born on the 
day the chief removed the 
family from their home 

it was God's wish that the 
child should be born 

sh'a kum the child was born on the day 
rattle:GEN <MASQUERADE. NAME> the kum masquerade per

'rattle of the masquerade' 

duus 
cricket 

'cricket' 

moe s'oe 
NOMZ(PL) eat 

haas 
flour 

'those who eat (cassava) flour' 

yar 
bird 

bUk yok 
return(PL) return.home(PL) 

'the birds returned home again' 

formed 

Tiv are said to resemble 
crickets because they file 
their front teeth 

cassava flour is used in the 
staple food of the Igbo 

a play on the Rausa word for 
Yoruba- Yarbawa -which 
translates into Goemai as 'the 
bird (so) returned home 
again' 
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Table 34 (continued). Examples of proper names 

Religious groups 

Moeb'oolnaan 
'Christians' 

moe b~ol Naan 
NOMZ(PL) beg/appeal God 

'those who pray to God' 

Moetokmuut moe tok muut 
'traditionalists' NOMZ(PL) practice trad.religion 

Moet'eknaan 
'Muslims' 

Toponyms 

LuNyiJ 
'Bakin Ciyawa' 

Ngootlong 
'Demshin' 

PM.oesh'ip 
'Bakin Kogi' 

'those who practice traditional 
religion' 

moe t'ek Naan 
NOMZ(PL) fall(PL) God 

'those who fall before God' 

lu nyu 
settlement:GEN <TITLE> 

'settlement of the Nyu chief' 

n goot long 
we cave:GEN chief 

'at the cave of the chief' 

PM.Oe sh'ip 
mouth:GEN river 

'bank of the river' 

describes the different ways 
of worshipping God 

this village is governed by 
the Nyu chief 

this village was a hide-out 
for chiefs 

this village is located at a 
river 

In addition, Goemai has an abundance of names for masquerades (such as 
Mimgap in 13a) and political titles (such as Nyu in 13b), but their composition 
is non-transparent. Like other nouns, they can be modified (as shown in 13a). 

(13) a. Kuma Mimgap dok yool ytt 
also <MASQUERADE.NAME> PAST.REM rise( SG) again 

zak bi=ji (. . .). 
also/however thing=SGM.LOG .SP .POSS 
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[Mangap nnoe)NP=hoe. 
<MASQUERADE.NAME> LOC.ANAPH=exactly 

'AndMangap rose again in its own way( ... ). ThisMangap.' 
(C01FGHJARAM7) 

b. Long K'wo Ia hes Nyu (. . .). 
chief:GEN <ETHNIC.NAME> COND pierce(SG) <TITLE> 

'When the chief of the K'wo (Goemai) installs the Nyu chief 
( ... ).' (H99BTARIHI) 

2.4. Personal pronouns 

The free personal pronouns are analyzed as a subset of nouns: they occur in the 
same syntactic functions as nouns and co-occur with the same types of modifi
ers. Other sets of personal pronouns, by contrast, do not constitute nouns. Nev
ertheless, they are discussed together in this section for ease of comparison. 

The personal pronouns are summarized in table (35). They do not distin
guish case, and their syntactic function is determined by constituent order. They 
also differ tonally in their various syntactic functions: the rising tones of the 
independent pronouns are simplified to high and the rising tones of the subject 
pronouns are distributed over the subject-plus-TAM-plus-verb complex (see 
chapter 2, section 1.4), the free object pronouns are toneless (receiving the op
posite tone of the preceding verb), and the possessive modifiers have a high 
tone. By contrast, the segmental shapes of the free pronouns, the possessive 
modifiers and the dependent pronouns are largely identical (and table 35 illus
trates their overlap by means of shading). Most segmental differences are re
stricted to the dependent form: they are reduced phonetically, and one form (yl 
'2SGF') shows assimilation to the preceding consonant- their reduction and 
assimilation probably results from their realization as clitics (see chapter 2, 
section 2 for phonological processes within the word).27 fu addition, the lsG 
and 3SG possessive modifiers have unique forms. The free possessive and re
flexive forms possibly contain remnants of old possessive suffixes, which are 
fused in present-day Goemai with the words 'own' (*m(k)) and 'body' (*z(k)). 
Both serve grammatical functions: 'own' is used to form the independent pos-

27. Notice that Goemai differs from many West Chadic languages in that the subject 
pronouns are not fused with the TAM morphemes (for a general discussion, see P. 
Newman and Schuh 197 4; for descriptions of closely -related languages, see 
Burquest 1973; Frajzyngier 1993; Jungraithmayr 1963a; P. Newman 2000: 476-
487; Schuh 1998: 186-190). 
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sessive pronouns, and 'body' to fonn the reflexive pronouns. Notice that there 
is some syncretism: the addressee logophoric set borrows its free possessive 
pronouns from the non-logophoric set, and uses its possessive modifiers to form 
reflexive pronouns; 3so and 3PL also use their possessive modifiers to form 
reflexive pronouns - possibly because the original 3so fonn sek has been re
analyzed as the generallexeme 'body', while the original 3PL fonn shak has 
been reanalyzed as the reciprocal fonn (see chapter 4, section 4.3 for details on 
reflexive and reciprocal fonns). 

Table 35. Personal pronouns 

Free Possessive Dependent 

(indepen- modi- 'own' (free pos- 'body' (subject) 
dent, subject, fierin sessive) (reflexive) 
object) NP 

ISO h&l n6e nlmAan san hin-fl 
2SGM g6e s6e obn8k s8k g6e· 
2SGF y"-yl .YOe; nUnik - mmit sbik yl 
3SG ni mUk nlmUk (sekmUk) ni- t2f8 
lPL lilb m6n :obnen sem m6e 
2PL gwiJl gwen obnUk (< *mnUk) sUk gil 
3PL ~ ~ nbn. y_ep (sek m]lep) JliY.!p-~p 

Logopboric pronouns 

SGM.LOG.SP jl jf nbn:Wln sWin jl 
SGF.LOG.SP (JOt dt!le nlmAt sat d~ 
PL.LOG.SP dw&l dw6n mmuut sUt di1 
SGM.LOG.AD gWl pa (n\mAk) (sek gwa) 
SGF.LOG.AD pJ. pj (nllnik- mmit) (sek pi) 
PL. LOG. AD nWI ·llWA (nbnyep) (seknwa) 

The first and second person forms have cognates in other Cbadic languages 
(see Blaiek 1995; Burquest 1986; Dolgopolsky 1988; Gouffe 1978; Kraft 
1974). The only exception is the lso form: the nasal is commonly found within 
Chadic, but the glottal is not attested. The 3so form is also common, but its 
origin is contested: Kraft (1974) and P. Newman (2000: 153-154) argue for a 
Proto-Cbadic origin, but Schuh (1983) mpes for a later grammaticalization 

28. The 3so fonn can be realized as zero if its referent is recoverable from the dis
course (see chapter 8, section 1.1 ). 
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from a demonstrative pronoun. And the 3PL form is possibly a borrowing from 
a Benue-Congo language (E. Wolff and Gerhardt 1977). Logophoric systems 
are attested in closely-related Angas-Goemai languages (Burquest 1973; 
Frajzyngier 1985a, 1985c, 1993: 105-118; Jungraithmayr 1963a); and in 
the more distantly-related languages Pero and Kera (Frajzyngier 1985a, 
1985c, 1989). However, given their overall scarcity within Chadic, they are 
likely to be innovations. It is not clear if this innovation is contact-induced: 
although some branches of Niger-Congo have logophoric systems (Hagege 
1974; von Roncador 1988), such systems have not been reported for Benue
Congo languages spoken on the Jos Plateau. In any case, the immediate 
source for the logophoric pronouns within the Angas-Goemai group are 
native elements: Frajzyngier (1993: 118) hypothesizes that the LOG.SP set 
may have developed from demonstrative pronouns, while the LOG.AD set 
has clearly developed from nouns (in Mupun, gwar is related to the word for 
'man', paa to 'young woman', and only the origin of nuwa is non-transparent). 
Since Goemai has cognate forms, it is likely that this innovation has al
ready occurred at the level of Proto-Angas-Goemai. Furthermore, the de
velopment of the LOG.AD set seems to be more recent than that of the 
LOG.SP set: its nominal origins are still discemable, and it does not have 
bound possessive suffixes (in the free possessive and reflexive sets), which 
are presumably reflexes of an older pronominal system. 

Free pronouns occur in non-verbal clauses (as hen in 14a), in prepositional 
phrases and focused constituents, in object function (of both transitive and di
transitive verbs) (as hen in 14b), and in subject function (as hen in 14c and 
14d). The possessive forms occur as modifiers within the noun phrase (as noe 
in 14b), or they are bound to either of the two nouns 'own' and 'body' (in 
which case the whole form functions as a noun) (as mmaim in 14c and scm in 
14d). And the dependent subject pronouns are cliticized to the verb phrase (see 
the discussion below). 

(14) a. [Hen]vcs [a la=gurum]vcc I hen=wul 
lSG.I FOC DIM( SG) :GEN=person lsG.s=arrive 
goe wee!. 
CO MIT worrying 

'I am a poor person (and) I arrive with worries.' 
(FOOCGOEBETLA) 

b. [nda noe]A I k'yap [hen]o. 
father lSG.POSS instruct lSG.O 
'My father instructed me.' (cOOJMQUEST3) 
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c. Kuma [hen]A=t'em [m'maan]o (. . .). 
also lSG.S=tell NOMZ.lSG.POSS 

'And I tell mine( ... ).' (c01FGHJARAM7) 

d. [Hen]A =s'uk [stfn]o. 
lSG.S=wash body.lSG.POSS 

'I wash myself- my body.' (cOOJMQUEST3) 

Free pronouns (except when occurring in subject function) can be modified 
or conjoined with other noun phrases, e.g., with the modifying construction (in 
15a), demonstrative, anaphoric and definite expressions (in 15b), or the spe
cific-indefinite article (in 15c). Such co-occurrences are rare, but possible. 
Cross-linguistically, languages tend not to allow for the modification of pro
nouns at all, or - if they do - tend to allow for interpretations that differ from 
those of modified nouns (see, e.g., Bhat 2004: 37-57). For Goemai, this ten
dency is possibly true in the case of demonstrative, anaphoric and definite ex
pressions: they serve to add emphasis to a pronominal referent (but not to a 
nominal referent). In other cases, however, the attested interpretations are iden
tical to those of modified nouns. 

(15) a. ndoe=bi Ia t'ong shin I my_ep yong men! 
SPEC =thing COND IRR do 3PL.S call lPL.O 

[men Moe-moek 'wo ]NP. 
lPL.I NOMZ(PL)-<PLACE.NAME> 

'if something would happen, they call us, us (who are of) 
Kwande.' (HOOJORIGIN) 

b. Kat Ia goe=lyak [ni=hok]NP. 
maybe COND 2SGM.S=throw 3SG.O=DEF 

'Or maybe if you (would) throw the very one (lit. the it).' 
(D04NTATMAT2) 

c. a mmoe sa toe muut nyang yi 
FOC what make EMPH death(SG) hate(SG) CONS 

goe mang [ndoe=dwen)NP (. . .). 
SEQ take(SG) SPEC=PL.LOG.SP.O 

'what made (it) that death refused to take one (of) them( ... )?' 
(F99DLIIT) 
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The following characteristics of the Goemai pronominal system are of par
ticular interest: (i) the expression of gender, (ii) the distribution of free and 
dependent forms, and (iii) logophoricity. 

First, Goemai distinguishes gender only in 2so, but not in 3SG. Many Chadic 
languages, by contrast, distinguish gender in both cases. Since this distinction is 
a common characteristic of Afroasiatic languages (Bhat 2004: 109-111; Bla.Zek 
1995; Burquest 1986; Dolgopolsky 1988; Gouffe 1978; Kraft 1974), it is likely 
that Goemai has lost an inherited distinction. But notice that it is typologically 
unusual for a language to mark gender in 2soonly (Siewierska 2004: 104-107). 

Second, the subject function can be realized by free or dependent forms. The 
distribution of these two forms depends on two criteria: on the pronoun set 
(illustrated in table 36), and on pragmatic factors. 

Table 36. Two sets of subject pronouns 

Set 1 Set 2 

lSG lPL 

3SG 2SGM, 2SGF 

3PL 2PL 

SGM.LOG.AD, SGF.LOG.AD, PL.LOG.AD SGM.LOG.SP, SGF.LOG.SP, PL.LOG.SP 

Subject pronouns of set 1 can occur either in their free form (in 16a) or in 
their dependent form (in 16b). In addition, a free and a dependent form can co
occur (in 16c and 16d). In the case of subject nouns, an additional third person 
pronoun is either absent (in 16e and 16f) or occurs in its dependent form (in 
16g). In all cases, the dependent form is a proclitic that attaches to the initial 
boundary of the verb phrase, i.e., it precedes TAM particles (in 16b and 16d). 

It is not entirely clear how to account for the distribution of the various pos
sibilities. In utterances where only one pronoun is present (i.e., in 16a and 16b), 
all speakers prefer free forms (except for 1so); dependent forms are mainly 
observed with younger speakers. This could suggest that the dependent pro
nouns are of a more recent origin. In any case, it is likely that they developed 
from the free forms. Cross-linguistically, such a development is especially 
common among subject pronouns (e.g., Siewierska 2004: 40-47). In Goemai, 
the dependent forms are often phonetically reduced, and both forms have simi
lar restrictions in that they cannot be modified. That is, the free subject pronoun 
in (16a) cannot be modified - however, if a free and a dependent form co
occur, the free form can be modified (as in 16d). Notice also that the free form 
in such a case tends to occur in a separate intonation unit (in 16c and 16d). This 
distribution suggests that it occurs in apposition to the dependent pronoun, not 
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in an argument slot. Similar properties are attested in languages that have ana
phone agreement (in the sense of Bresnan and Mchombo 1987: 41). It seems 
that Goemai has the option to incorporate pronouns into the verb phrase, in 
which case a free form (in l6c and l6d) or a noun (in l6g) can be added in a 
peripheral slot. This free form then serves a pragmatic function in that it em
phasizes the referent (in l6c and l6d). However, there are also indications of an 
incipient system of grammatical agreement: in the case of 3PL human referents, 
speakers preferably express both the noun and the dependent pronoun within 
the same intonation unit. In the case of 3SG human referents, this pattern is 
attested, too, albeit less frequently (see the first clause in l8c for a 3SG exam
ple). It is possible that this development is related to the restricted possibilities 
of expressing nominal number within the noun phrase (see section 2.1 ): the use 
of dependent subject pronouns can serve to unambiguously specify number 
(e.g., compare l6fwith l6g, where number is specified in the pronoun). 

(16) a. hen mim Jos tun nineteen-fifty-one. 
lSG.S know <PLACE.NAME> since 1951 

'I have known Jos since 1951.' (cOOANms) 

b. n =t'ong shin aram (. . .). 
lsG.S=IRR do conversation 

'I will tell a story( ... ).' (DOOJANIMALll) 

c. hen I n=man s'em my_ep ba. 
lSG.I lSG.S=know name 3PL.POSS NEG 

'I, I don't know their names.' (FOOJGOESEM) 

d. moe-nak!l men I miJ.ep 
NOMZ(PL)-grandparent lPL.POSS 3PL.I 

n-d'e-fmoe I miJ.ep=dok maar 
ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX 3PL.S=PAST.REM farm 

maar nt'it ba. 
farm/farming well NEG 

'our ancestors, these very ones (lit. these they), they didn't 
farm much in the past.' (H99BTARIHI) 

e. Moe-nye muk man mou. 
NOMZ(PL)-matter 3SG.POSS know NEG 

'His neighbors didn't know (it).' (FOOCKE) 

f. Goemai Ia b 'y_at t'ong. 
<ETHNIC.NAME> HAB beat HAB 

'The Goemai (person I people) used to play (it).' (cOlANHAND) 
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g. Goemai miJ.ep=yil 
<ETHNIC.NAME> 3PL.S=write 

'The Goemai, they write (on it).' (cOlANHAND) 

Subject pronouns of set 2, by contrast, obligatorily occur in their dependent 
form (in l7a), and optionally co-occur with their free form (in l7b). They co
occur for reasons of emphasis only (see also l8c below), and the free pronoun 
can be modified (in l7c) or conjoined with another noun phrase (in l7d). 
Again, the free pronouns usually occur in their own intonation unit (in l7c and 
l7d). 

(17) a. Moe=mim ba. 
lPL.S=know NEG 

'We don't know (it).' (NOOEWITCH3) 

b. Amma men moe=mcm ba. 
but lPL.I lPL.S=know NEG 

'But we, we don't know (it).' (DOOJPEOPLE) 

c. Nye-goepe I men Moe-moek'wo I 
because-THAT/WHEN lPL.I NOMZ(PL)-<PLACE.NAME> 

moe=zem bi ndoe=kUt ba I moe=zem 
lPL.S=like thing:GEN SPEC=talking NEG lPL.S=like 

bi ndoe=k'wal ba. 
thing:GEN SPEC=talking NEG 

'Because we (who are of) Kwande, we don't like any problems, 
we don't like any problems.' (HOOJKWO) 

d. Men lidoe Dorok I moe=p'y_at I moekwaan. 
lPL.I CONJ <ETHNIC.NAME> lPL.S=exit(PL) south 

'We and the Dorok Goemai, we come from the south.' 
(C00ANDIALECT2) 

Subject pronouns of set l differ from those of set 2 not only in the optional
ity of their dependent form, but also in their syntactic position. fu many multi
verb and TAM constructions (see sections 3, 4.1, 4.2, 4.4, 4.5, 5.1 and 5.4 in 
chapter 7; and sections 3.1, 4.5, 4.7 and 4.8 in chapter 8), pronouns of set l 
occur only once, preceding the first verb or TAM particle. For example, the set 
l pronoun pa 'SGF.LOG.AD' in (l8a) precedes the irrealis particle t'ong and is 
not repeated with the sequential particle goe. This distribution is the same for 
both the free and the dependent forms; and it is also found with subject nouns. 
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Set 2 pronouns in their dependent form, by contrast, only optionally precede the 
TAM particle t'ong (as in the first occurrence of goe '2SGM' in l8c), and obli
gatorily follow it (as j'f 'SGM.LOG.SP' in l8b and the second occurrence of goe 
'2SGM' in l8c); and they are obligatorily repeated with each verb phrase of a 
multiverb construction (asj'f 'SGM.LOG.SP' in the sequential structure of l8d).29 

(18) a. Pa t'ong b'oot goe shin sh'it 
SGF .LOG.AD.S IRR gain.expertise(SG) SEQ do work 

fmoe=a? 
LOC.ANAPH=INTERR 

'(He1 asked her2) would she2 be able to do this work?' 
(F99DMATWO) 

b. Gurum=hok yi 1 t'ong jf=b'oot 
person=DEF SAY IRR SGM.LOG.SP.S=gain.expertise(SG) 

ji=goe shin. 
SGM.LOG .SP .S=SEQ do 

'The person1 said, he1 would be able to do (it).' (F99DMATWO) 

c. Gurum=hok ni=t'ong ru toe ya dakd'y_oe 
person=DEF 3SG.S=IRR enter(SG) EMPH catch MIDDLE:GEN 

lu 1 de goegoe t'ong yi. (. .. ) 
settlement SO.THAT REDUP.OBLIG:CONS sit(SG) CONS 

Goe=t'ong goe=ru d'i dakd'y_oe 
2SGM.S=IRR 2SGM.S=enter(SG) LOC.ANAPH MIDDLE:GEN 

lu=hok bill nye-pe sen 
settlement=DEF NEG because-THAT/WHEN be.prohibited 

goe goe 
2SGM.O SEQ 

ru 
enter( so) 

d'i nd'uun. 
LOC.ANAPH INSIDE 

'The person he would enter (and) arrive in the middle of the 
compound, so that (he) eventually should sit (down).( ... ) You 

29. The different positions of the two sets of dependent fonns are probably not linked 
to differences in wordhood: both sets cliticize to the verb phrase, and are not bound 
to the verb. They only differ in their position relative to other elements within the 
verb phrase: set 1 pronouns always cliticize to the initial boundary; but set 2 pro
nouns vary - in some cases, they follow the TAM particle and cliticize to the verb 
(in 18c; in the first occurrence ofjf 'SGM.LOG.SP' in 18b), and in other cases they 
are proclitics to the TAM particle (in the second occurrence ofjf'SGM.LOG.SP' in 
18b) (the position is determined by the diachronic origins of the TAM construc
tion; see chapter 7 for details). 
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(however), you would not enter there in the middle of the com
pound, because (it) is forbidden to you to enter there inside.' 
(D04ADIK) 

The closely-related language Mupun also distinguishes pronouns on the 
basis of their position in multiverb constructions. In this case, the split is 
between 3SG and 3PL, on the one hand, and all other persons, on the other 
(Frajzyngier 1993: 229-231). Cross-linguistically, a difference between first 
and second persons (i.e., speech act participants) and third persons is not un
usual (see, e.g., Bhat 2004; J. Lyons 1977: 638; Siewierska 2004). In the case 
of Goemai, however, only set 2 contains exclusively speech act participants, 
while set 1 contains both participants (1SG, LOG.AD) and non-participants (3SG, 
3PL). It is more likely that the syntactic distribution results from different dia
chronic origins. Set 1 pronouns seem to have a nominal origin: the LOG.AD set 
was recently grammaticalized from nouns; the origins of 1SG, 3SG and 3PL are 
not entirely clear (but Burquest 1973 explicitly comments on the nominal be
havior of the cognate 3SG and 3PL forms in Angas). A nominal origin would 
explain their distribution in multiverb structures: they occur in the same slot as 
subject nouns. Set 2 pronouns, by contrast, do not have an obvious nominal 
origin: 2SG, 1PL and 2PL all have Chadic cognates; and the origins of the 
LOG.SP set are not clear. 

Third, Goemai has two sets of logophoric pronouns: one set indicating co
reference with the speaker (LOG.SP), and the other co-reference with the ad
dressee (LOG.AD). Both sets occur throughout reported speech, where they 
serve to track referents across clause and sentence boundaries (see chapter 8, 
section 4.7 for details). The LOG.SP set is additionally used in a second con
text: as possessors in noun phrases occurring in direct object (in 19a and 
19c) and adverbial functions (in 19b). This use extends to all types of pos
sessives: the possessive pronoun can either be a modifier within the noun 
phrase (in 19a and 19b) or a suffix bound to the root (in 19c). The pronoun 
serves to indicate local co-reference with the (expressed or non-expressed) 
subject antecedent, and it occurs independently of any speech act context. It 
is, however, restricted to possessive contexts. For example, in (19b), the 
possessive pronoun ji is taken from the logophoric set, but the object pronoun 
ni from the non-logophoric set- even though their referents are identical. 
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(19) a. Fy_im b'y_en ni I fifim b'y_en ni. 
rabbit watch 3so.o rabbit watch 3so.o 

Dum k'a jf n-yil. 
bend.forward head( SG) SGM.LOG .SP .POSS LOC-ground 

'The rabbit watched it, the rabbit watched it. (He1) bent his1 

head to the ground.' (FOOCFUAN) 

b. goepe goe-k'oon n-k'a 
THAT/WHEN NOMZ:CONS-bec.face.down(SG) LOC-head(SG) 

jf I t'ong d'em I goe wakilam 
SGM.LOG.SP.POSS sit(SG) this.time PLACE way 

goepe liit t'ong t'an ni. 
THAT/WHEN lion IRR pursue 3SG.O 

'after (he1) put (it) on his1 head, (he1) now sat on the road 
where the lion would pursue him1.' (F99DLIIT) 

c. Fy_an lap nimuun (. .. ). 
rabbit receive NOMZ.SGM.LOG.SP.POSS 

'The rabbit1 received his1 own ( ... ). ' (F99DLIGY A) 

In all possessive contexts above, the use of the logophoric pronoun is op
tional. Speakers merely point out that the use of non-logophoric pronouns could 
complicate reference-tracking (as in 20a). In cases where ambiguity is not likely 
to arise (e.g., due to pragmatic factors), non-logophoric pronouns are preferred 
(as in 20b). 

(20) a. gurum=hok my_aim goe ze nd'uun 
person=DEF go(SG) COMIT goods/clothes INSIDE:GEN 

moto muk 
car 3SG.POSS 

'the person1 went with a load in his1 - his2 car' (A-21/02/00) 

b. gurum=hok my_aan goe ze n-k'a 
person=DEF go(SG) COMIT goods/clothes LOC-head(SG) 

muk 
3SG.POSS 

'the person1 went with a load on his1 head' (A-21/02/00) 

This variation could point to an incipient system of reference tracking that 
originated in speech act contexts, and that is gradually extended to other con-
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texts to mark local co-reference between two arguments of the same predicate. 
So far, its usage is restricted to the possessive forms. Notice that, in this con
text, there is some overlap between logophoric possessive forms (as in l9a 
above) and reflexive forms following a head noun (as in 21 below) (see chapter 
4, section 4.3 for the distribution and semantics of reflexives). 

(21) fide kuma mimg k'a sek mukl goebi 
one/other also take(SG) head(SG):GEN BODY 3SG.POSS AS .IF 

ni a ndoe=bi yi (. .. ). 
3SG.I FOC SPEC =thing CONS 

'And another one, (he1) sees himself1 (lit. he1 takes his1 own head), 
as ifhe1 were something (special)( ... ).' (DOOJLAZINESS) 

2.5. Diminutive 

The form Ia (SG)- jap (PL) 'DIM:' functions either as a head noun or as a modi
fier to the head noun. Whenever it occurs as the head, it acts like any non
derived noun and can co-occur with all modifiers (such as (kO=) goenang 
'which( ever)' in 22a). Otherwise it functions as a pre-head modifier (in 22b). 

(22) a. 

b. 

Liit 
lion 

t'ong 
IRR 

b'ak haar. 
here gnaw 

til ko=[la goenang]NP 
kill(SG) any/every=DIM(SG) which(SG) 

'The lion would kill every little one here (and) eat (him).' 
(F99DLIIT) 

Yin ji=mang [la=p'ang 
SAY SGM.LOG .SP .S=take(SG) DIM( SG) :GEN=stone 

flnoe )NP (. .. ). 
LOC.ANAPH 

'(He1) said he 1 (will) pick up this little stone( ... ).' (F99ANTI) 

Its nominal properties follow from its diachronic origins: it is derived from 
the noun Ia (SG) - jap (PL) 'child' 30 The original noun is still used with this 

30. The Rausa diminutive has a similar source, and also occurs as a pre-head modifier 
(P. Newman 2000: 47). But notice that this type of grammaticalization is very 
common (Heine and Kuteva 2002: 65-67). 
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meaning (in 23a), and it is likely that the diminutive developed from a genitive 
construction similar to the one exemplified in (23b) (see section 3.1 on complex 
nominal heads). 

(23) a. Sai I mimg [ltl=hok]NP. 
then/only take(SG) child(SG)=DEF 

Then (she) picked up the child.' (DOOEWITCH3) 

b. Doe kilt [ndoe=ltl !f=hok]NP.GENmvE 
come find SPEC=child(SG):GEN goat=DEF 

kuut p'et goe k'oom muk nt'it. 
just exit(SG) COMIT strength 3SG.POSS well 

su 
run(SG) 

'(She) found here a child of the goat (that) just ran (and) came 
out in his full strength.' (F99DPAAP) 

Superficially, the diminutive construction in (22b) is identical to the genitive 
construction in (23b). There are, however, reasons to analyze the diminutive 
differently. First, the singular is often cliticized to the following noun, and 
tends to lose phonetic substance (as in 24a) (see chapter 2, section 2.1 on cliti
cization). Second, both the singular and the plural can co-occur with their dia
chronic sources (as in 24a). Finally, the two nouns in a genitive construction 
have some freedom in that both can occur with their own modifiers (see exam
ples 28a and 28b in section 3.1). This is not the case for the diminutive. For 
example, the specific-indefinite article cannot precede the diminutive - it has to 
precede the noun (as in 24b). To reverse the order in (24b) to Moe=la aas 
would give a genitive reading (i.e., 'a certain puppy of the dog'), not a diminu
tive reading. 

(24) a. Mangoro n-d'e-nnoe=hoe I Ia 
mango ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly COND 

Ia [ltl=la muk]NP. 
produce(SG) DIM(SG):GEN=child(SG) 3SG.POSS 

'This mango (tree), when (it) gave birth to its little fruit.' 
(DOlNTREE) 

b. Sai n-t'at ndoe=b'it my_aan goe mang 
then/only LOC-time:GEN SPEC=day go(SG) SEQ take(SG) 

[La =ndoe =aas] NP (. . .). 
DIM(SG):GEN=SPEC=dog 

'Then on one day, (he) went and picked up a certain little dog 
( ... ).' (FOOCAAS) 
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Semantically, Ia (SG) - jap (PL) 'DIM' expresses both diminutive and quanti
fying readings, depending on the referent. It expresses the diminutive when not 
referring to a mass (in 25a), but quantification when referring to a mass (in 
25b). Notice that it regularly co-occurs with other expressions coding similar 
concepts, e.g., with a modifier moed'yen 'small' in (25a) and an adverb tyok!Ok 
'small' in (25b). When referring to humans, its presence adds connotations of 
pity (as in 25c). 

(25) a. Jap lwa moe-d'yen 
DIM(PL):GEN animal/meat NOMZ(PL)-bec.small/young(PL) 

n-s'et fmoe zak. 
LOC-bush LOC.ANAPH also/however 

'The small animals in this bush, too.' (F99DLIIT) 

b. Goe=kat la=sool=hok tyiJklOk. 
2SGM.S=find DIM(SG):GEN=money=DEF small 

'You find a bit of money, a little bit.' (cOOANYOUTH3) 

c. Gwa goe ba goe sool 
SGM.LOG.AD.S OBLIG retum(SG) COMIT money:GEN 

la=gurum. 
DIM( SG) :GEN=person 

'He should return with the money ofthe poor/pitiful person.' 
(F99 AMOESHAAR) 

3. Conjoining nouns and noun phrases 

This section introduces the available possibilities for conjoining nouns (section 
3.1) and noun phrases (section 3.2). 

3 .l. Complex nominal heads 

Goemai joins nouns by means of either the genitive construction or the proprie
tary construction. In both constructions, the nouns have some independence 
with regard to modification. But despite this independence, they occur in the 
same syntactic slot, and function as the complex head of a single noun phrase. 

Genitive constructions are formed by juxtaposing two (or more) nouns, with 
the possessed preceding the possessor (in 26a). The same order is found in pos
sessive constructions containing free possessive pronouns (in 26b). 
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(26) a. muep yong 
3PL.S call 

Tudim Wada. 

[s'em pe=hok)NP.GENITIVE 
name:GEN place=DEF 

<PLACE.NAME> 

a 
FOC 

'they called the name of the place Tudun Wada.' (cOOANms) 

b. My_ep yong [s'em muk]NP a Anya. 
3PL.S call name 3SG.POSS FOC <NAME> 

'They called her name Anya.' (c01FGHJARAM6) 

In addition, the genitive construction is marked through low tones: non-final 
nouns receive low tones, while final nouns as well as non-final modifiers (pro
vided that they are not derived from nouns) retain their lexical tones. For ex
ample, the high-tone noun lOng 'chief' receives a low tone in (27a). Similarly, 
the noun lOng 'chief' and the modifierjap 'DIM(PL)' (derived from the nounjap 
'children(PL)') both receive low tones in (27b). Recall, however, that some 
environments trigger high-tone spreading, thus altering the surface tones (see 
chapter 2, section 1.4 for details). 

(27) a. yin ji toe [long likytf)NP.GENITIVE yi (. . .). 

b. 

SAY SGM.LOG.SP.I EMPH chief:GEN vulture CONS 

'(he1 said) he 1 is the chief of the vulture( ... ).' (FOOJouus) 

Liit I a toe [long jap lwtf)NP.GENITIVE 
lion FOC EMPH chief:GEN DIM(PL):GEN animal/meat 

yi dip n-s'et. 
CONS all LOC-bush 

'The lion (is the one who) is the chief of all the little animals in 
the bush.' (F99DLIIT) 

The nouns of the genitive construction can occur independently with all pre
head modifiers, i.e., with the quantifier d'u 'much/many', the associative plural 
gwen (as in 28a and 28b ), the diminutive and the specific-indefinite article. 

(28) a. fldoe [s'em gwen lwtf)NP 
CONJ name:GEN ASSOC.PL animal/meat 

'and the names of kinds of animals in the bush.' 
(C00ANDIALECT5) 

n-s'et. 
LOC-bush 
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b. [Gwen lu daas]NP (. . .). 
ASSOC.PL settlement:GEN men(PL) 

'The kinds ofmen's huts( ... ).' (DOlCLU) 

fu contrast to pre-head modifiers, post-head modifiers occur only once. This 
includes all types of nominalization (e.g., the modifying construction in 29a), 
the possessive modifiers (as in 29b), and all types of definite and demonstrative 
expressions (as the definite article in 29c). fu all cases, the modifier has scope 
over the possessor only. For example, in (29a) and (29b), the modifiers cannot 
be taken to modify the possessee (i.e., 'big compound' or 'his name')- for such 
a reading, the speaker would need to use the proprietary construction (see be
low). Notice also the co-occurrence of the specific-indefinite article (modifying 
the first noun) and the definite article (modifying the second noun) in (29c). 

(29) a. Goebi Ia goe=n'l n-lu I 
AS.IF COND 2SGM.S=enter(SG) LOC-settlement 

[lu gurum goe-f'yer]NP (. .. ). 
settlement:GEN person NOMZ(SG)-bec.big(SG) 

'Like if you enter into a compound, the compound of a big per
son( ... ).' (DOlCLU) 

b. [S'em ngwa muk]NP I a ngwa I Goed'er. 
name:GEN suburb 3SG.POSS FOC suburb:GEN <PLACE.NAME> 

'The name of his (the district head's) suburb is Goed'er sub
urb.' (DOOJROUTE) 

c. Doe kat [ndoe=la M.=hok]NP su kUut 
come find SPEC=child(SG):GEN goat=DEF run(SG) just 

p'et goe k'oom muk nt'it. 
exit(SG) COMIT strength 3SG.POSS well 

'(She) found here a child of the goat (that) just ran (and) came 
out in his full strength.' (F99DPAAP) 

The nouns form the complex head of a single noun phrase. As such, they oc
cur in the same syntactic function. For example, when occurring in direct object 
function, both nouns precede particles that indicate the final boundary of a di
rect object noun phrase (such as the progressive particle yi in 30). 
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(30) K'ab 'a! 1 d'e 
crab exist 

yi. 
PROGR 

toe t'ong 
EMPH PROGR 

k'angl 
guard/wait 

[haas I sh'arap]NP 
egg:GEN fish 

'The crab is guarding the eggs of the fish.' (FOOJKABAL) 

Speakers use the genitive construction to express any type of possessive re
lationship between a possessee and a possessor, including physical, temporary, 
permanent, abstract, inalienable and alienable possession (following the seman
tic types in Heine 1997b: 33-41). The construction is additionally used to re
strict the reference of nouns. Recall that many Goemai nouns are semantically 
general, and that Goemai has developed different strategies to narrow down the 
intended referent (see section 2.2). One of these strategies is the genitive con
struction with a generic noun as its possessee (as illustrated in 31a and 31b). 

(31) a. Amma goe-n-d'e-fmoe=hoe I a 
but NOMZ(SG)-ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly FOC 

[sh'ep d'fn]NP toe I [sh'ep d'fn]NP. 
wood:GEN sheabutter EMPH wood:GEN sheabutter 

'But this one is a sheabutter tree, a sheabutter tree (lit. wood of 
sheabutter).' (D01JTREE1) 

b. de moe=s'oe (IQ d'fn)NP yi. 
SO.THAT 1PL.S:CONS=eat child(SG):GEN sheabutter CONS 

'so that we eat the sheabutter fruit (lit. child of sheabutter).' 
(DO 1 JTREE 1) 

The use ofthe generic nouns sh'ep 'wood' and Ia 'child' in (31a) and (31b) 
shares similarities to that of noun classifiers and class terms (Aikhenvald 2000: 
81-97; Grinevald 2000). However, they do not constitute a consistent system: 
the classification is neither exhaustive (i.e., it only covers a small subset of the 
nominal domain) nor obligatory, and speakers have considerable freedom in 
choosing how to restrict the reference. For example, speakers interchangeably 
use the nouns sh'ep 'wood' (in 31a above) and t'eng 'tree' (in 32a below); al
ternatively, they can choose to not restrict the reference at all, and to leave the 
interpretation open to contextual information (in 32b). For these reasons, I do 
not analyze the examples under (31) and (32) as either noun classifiers or class 
terms. Instead, Goemai speakers employ an existing mechanism - the genitive 
construction - to further restrict the reference of semantically general nouns. 
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Goe-n-d'e-fmoe 1 
NOMZ(SG )-ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX 

n-d'yem-nnoe I s'em 
ADVZ-CL:stand(SG)-DEM.PROX name 

t'eng d'fn. 
tree:GEN sheabutter 

t'eng 
tree 

muk 
3SG.POSS 

a! 
FOC 

'This one, this standing tree, its name is sheabutter tree (lit. 
tree of sheabutter).' (DOlJTREEl) 

b. Kyap d'fn kUut. 
cut.off sheabutter just 

'He just split the sheabutter (tree).' (FOOAFUAN) 

The genitive construction constitutes the source for many nominal com
pounds, such as plfoe-pin 'door (lit. mouth ofhut)',jap-nuun 'siblings (lit. chil
dren of mother)' or !a-t' eng 'fruit (lit. child of tree)' Unlike the genitive con
struction, nominal compounds constitute single phonological words (see 
chapter 2, section 2 for phonological criteria of wordhood), and the two nouns 
do not have the same independence with regard to pre-head modifiers. 

The form of the genitive construction- juxtaposition and low-tone marking 
- is similar to that of other Angas-Goemai group languages (Burquest 1973; 
Frajzyngier 1993: 149-153; Jungraithmayr 1963a, 1963b). As in Goemai, the 
genitive construction is attested with any type of possessive relationship. How
ever, closely-related Angas is reported to distinguish in some contexts between 
alienable and inalienable possession (Burquest 1973); and the use of the geni
tive construction to restrict the reference of semantically-general nouns has not 
been described elsewhere. More distantly-related languages generally form the 
genitive by means of a segmental marker (see also Greenberg 1966), but Paw
lak (1994) and Schuh (1990) argue that these markers are the result of inde
pendent developments, and cannot be reconstructed for Proto-Chadic. They 
assume that Proto-Chadic marked the genitive by juxtaposition - most Chadic 
languages have then lost this strategy (or only retained it for the marking of 
inalienable possession). Jungraithmayr (1963b) assumes that the use of tone in 
this context may reflect a contact influence from Benue-Congo. 

The second possibility for joining two nouns is the proprietary construction. 
This construction makes use of the form mmuk 'NOMZ.3SG.Poss' (i.e., the free 
3SG possessive pronoun; see table 35 in section 2.4 above). It indicates that a 
possessive relationship holds between a possessee (expressed in the first noun) 
and a possessor (expressed in the second noun) (as in 33a). The possessee can 
be omitted if it is recoverable from the context (in 33b). 
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(33) a. K'imglu py_imimg zu men(. .. ) a! [long 
<TITLE> there/yonder settlement lPL.POSS FOC chief 

nimuk sharap)NP. 
NOMZ.3SG .POSS women(PL) 

'The K'anglu (chief) over there in our village ( ... ) is the chief 
belonging to the women (i.e., a chieftaincy title that belongs to 
the female side ofthe royal family).' (cOOANDIALECT4) 

b. Goe-n-d'e-fmoe 1 a [nimuk 
NOMZ(SG )-ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX FOC NOMZ.3SG .POSS 

nda men )NP (. .. ). 
father lPL.POSS 

'This one is (the one) belonging to our father.' (DOlJLU) 

The two nouns constitute a single noun phrase, and thus occur in the same 
syntactic function. For example, they both precede particles such as the conse
quence particle yi (as in 34a where it marks the final boundary of a verbless 
clause complement). Like nouns in the genitive construction, they can be inde
pendently modified by pre-head modifiers (as by the specific-indefinite article 
Moe= in 34b and 34c). But unlike nouns in the genitive construction, they can 
also be modified independently by post-head modifiers (as by the nominaliza
tions in 34d and 34e). 

(34) a. Nye-goepe mis doe poe I 
because-THAT/WHEN man(SG) SGF.LOG.SP.POSS give 

k'a muk n-doe sosai goebi 
head(SG) 3SG.POSS LOC-SGF.LOG.SP.I well AS.IF 

[nimuk I moe-;ar doe]NP 
NOMZ.3SG .POSS NOMZ(PL)-bec.jealous(PL) SGF .LOG.SP .POSS 

yi mou. 
CONS NEG 

'Because her husband doesn't put his attention to her as (he 
does to the things) belonging to her co-wives.' (F99DMATWO) 

b. d'a a goed'aar 1 d'a a [nimuk 
COND FOC tomorrow FUT.CL FOC NOMZ.3SG.POSS 

fldoe =gurum )NP. 
SPEC=person 

'if it (is) tomorrow, tomorrow (it) is (on the farm) belonging to 
someone (else).' (cOOANYOUTH3) 
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c. Sai n-t'at ndoe=b'it my_aan goe mang 
then/only LOC-time:GEN SPEC=day go(SG) SEQ take(SG) 

[la=ndoe=aas I nimuk nye 
DIM(SG):GEN=SPEC=dog NOMZ.3SG.POSS matter 

goe-d'emen)NP ba n-ni. 
NOMZ(SG)-good retum(SG) COMIT-3SG.I 

'Then on one day, (he) went and picked up a certain little dog 
having beauty (lit. belonging to beauty) (and) returned with it.' 
(FOOCAAS) 

d. [Sh'it goe-fer nimuk maar)NP toe(. . .). 
work NOMZ-weed NOMZ.3SG.POSS farm/farming EMPH 

'The work of weeding belonging to the farms( ... ).' (NOlNTIME) 

e. Goepe Ia wa ru [ndoe=lokitshi 
THAT/WHEN COND retum.home(SG) enter(SG) SPEC=time 

nimuk muut goe-n-tok 
NOMZ.3SG .POSS trad.religion NOMZ-ADVZ-practice 

nimuk 1 yil=hok]NP t'oet'ei n-ni (. . .). 
NOMZ.3SG.POSS ground=DEF all COMIT-3SG.I 

'When (there) arrives the time of practicing the traditional re
ligion ofthe whole land, all of it( ... ).' (DOlCLU) 

The proprietary construction is primarily used in cases of permanent posses
sion. In particular, it is used to stress physical and spiritual ownership (in 33a, 
33b, 34a and 34b). It is also used whenever speakers intend to modify the two 
nouns separately by means of post-head modifiers (in 34d and 34e)- recall that 
the genitive construction cannot be used in this context. It is furthermore used 
to characterize referents in terms of their properties. Goemai lexicalizes most 
property concepts in verbs, but some concepts are lexicalized in nouns (see 
section 4.2). If they are lexicalized in nouns, the proprietary construction is one 
grammatical possibility to express this property (as in 34c above and 35a be
low). Finally, this construction is very common in the case of novel abstract 
concepts expressed by Hausa or English loans (in 35b ). 

(35) a. [ngoegan nimuk azufa]NP poenoe=hoe I myalap. 
ring NOMZ.3SG.POSS silver thus=exactly shine 

'A silver ring like this, (it) shines.' (lit. ring belonging to sil
ver) (F99ANGOEGAN) 
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b. goepe I gwabna Lar I mang hen de-goe 
THAT/WHEN governor <NAME> take(SG) 1SG.O PUR 

shin [counselor riimuk education]NP I ndoe I 
do counselor NOMZ.3SG.POSS education CONJ 

[health I and social services]NP. 
health and social services 

'when governor Lar appointed me to do (work as) the counselor 
of education, and of health and social services.' (HOlCJOs) 

A proprietary construction has not been described in Chadic languages, but 
some of its functions in Goemai (in particular its use with property nouns) are 
similar to those ofHausa mai 'having, with'; notice that Goemai does not have 
any equivalent to Hausa maras 'not having, without' (P. Newman 2000: 323-
325). 

3.2. Coordinated noun phrases 

Present-day Goemai uses the conjunction Moe 'and' and the disjunction kO 
'maybe, or' to coordinate two or more noun phrases (in 36a and 36b ), including 
pronouns (in 36c) and nominalized expressions (in 36d). Both are also used to 
coordinate adverbials (see chapter 5, section 2.1), and ko is used to coordinate 
clauses (see chapter 8, section 4.9). Ndoe 'and' triggers plural verb forms (as in 
36c), while kO 'maybe, or' triggers singular verb forms. 

(36) a. [La goe-kyoklok=hok]NP I lidoe [nuun muk]NP I 
child(SG) NOMZ(SG)-small=DEF CONJ mother 3SG.POSS 

ndoe [nda muk)NP. 
CONJ father 3SG.POSS 

'The small boy, and his mother, and his father.' (DOOEWITCH2) 

b. Nilan goe sa I yi=m11_aan I de 
God OBLIG make 2SGF.S:CONS=go(SG) SO.THAT 

yi=wa yi doe yi=kat 
2SGF.S:CONS=return.home(SG) CONS come 2SGF.S:CONS=find 

[hen]NP I ko [Naanshep]NP I ko [Victor]NP (. . .). 
1SG.O maybe/or <NAME> maybe/or <NAME> 

'May God grant (it) (that) you go, so that you return back here 
and find me or Naanshep or Victor ( ... ). ' (sOOJFAREWELL2) 
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c. [Men]NP lidoe [Dorok]NP I moe=p'y_at I moekwcuin. 
lPL.I CONJ <ETHNIC.NAME> lPL.S=exit(PL) south 

'We and the Dorok Goemai, we come from the south.' 
(C00ANDIALECT2) 

d. t'ong langoede [goe-n-pai]NP ndoe [Ia 
IRR start NOMZ-ADVZ-blossom CONJ child(SG) 

goe-n-la]NP. 
NOMZ-ADVZ-produce(SG) 

'(it) would start to blossom and to produce fruit.' (POODCROPS) 

The coordinated phrases are independent of each other, and can each take 
their own sets of pre-head and post-head modifiers (as in 36a above). Gener
ally, it is not possible for them to share modifiers, but there are occasional ex
amples where a single modifier seems to modify both phrases. For example, the 
diminutive modifier Ia occurs with the first phrase in (37a), and the possessive 
modifier goe occurs with the second in (37b)- but in both cases, they seem to 
have scope over both phrases. Such examples are rare, and their syntactic struc
ture is not entirely clear. One possibility is that the two coordinated phrases 
form a single constituent that can be modified as a whole by a single modifier. 
In this case, prehead modifiers would precede the whole constituent (as diminu
tive Ia in 37a) and posthead modifiers would follow it (as possessive goe in 
37b). An alternative possibility is that modifiers can be omitted (i.e., diminutive 
Ia is omitted from the second phrase in 37a, and possessive goe is omitted from 
the first phrase in 37b). As indicated by the bracketing in (37a) and (37b), I 
tentatively favor the second possibility. This decision is based on the obligatory 
use of singular modifiers in such cases (e.g., the singular form of the diminutive 
in 37a). If the modifier were to modify both phrases, plural marking would be 
expected. Similarly, a preposition or spatial nominal can be omitted in cases of 
coordinated adverbials - if the omitted element happens to be the number
sensitive k'a (SG)- k'ek (PL) 'HEAD', the singular form has to be used (in 37c). 

(37) a. goeje ko t'en kat [la=ndoe=haam)NP 
THAT/WHEN maybe/or IRR find DIM(SG):GEN=SPEC=water 

ko [ndoe=s'oe]NP toe goe s'wa. 
maybe/or SPEC=food EMPH SEQ drink 

'that maybe (he) may find a bit of water or (a bit of) food (and) 
drink (it).' (D00EWITCH2) 
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b. goe=tu [shita]NP ndoe [k'uun goe]NP nt'it (. . .). 
2SGM.S=pound pepper CONJ salt 2SGM.POSS well 

'you thoroughly pound (your) pepper and your salt( ... ).' 
(POODCROPS) 

c. Hen=t'ong k'wal k'wal 1 [k'a ke]ADv 1 lidoe 
lSG.S=IRR talk talking HEAD(SG):GEN chicken CONJ 

[sh'oor]Aov I lidoe [aas]Aov. 
duck CONJ dog 

'I will talk about the chicken and (about) the duck and (about) 
the dog.' (D00JANIMAL3) 

While modifiers are only rarely omitted, heads tend to be omitted whenever 
they are co-referential (as in 38). 

(38) [Muut 
trad.religion 

goe-tok men )NP If doe [gwen )NP 
NOMZ-practice lPL.POSS CONJ 2PL.POSS 

goe=na I a muut goe-goeme. 
2SGM.S=see FOC trad.religion NOMZ(SG)-one 

'The traditional religion that we practice and (the traditional relig
ion that) you (practice), you see, (it) is the same (type of) tradi
tional religion.' (COOANDIALECT6) 

The coordinator usually occurs between phrases (as in all examples above), 
and forms a syntactic unit with the following phrase: it always patterns with 
this phrase in cases of intonation breaks (as in 36a, 36b and 37c above) and 
non-contiguity (see below). It is alternatively possible for the coordinator to 
precede each phrase (as in 4lb and 42 below)- this is common in the case of 
kO 'maybe, or', but rare in the case of Moe 'and' Its multiple occurrence does 
not add emphasis. Conversely, the omission of coordinators is attested only in 
one case: in a listing function, where each noun occurs within its own intona
tion unit (as in 39). 

(39) Naantwaam I Shalyen I K'wozem I moe =t'wot toe 
<NAME> <NAME> <NAME> lPL.S:CONS=sit(PL) EMPH 

b 'ak pe n-d'e-nnoe =hoe. 
here place ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly 

'Naantwaam, Shalyen, K'wozem, and so we sit here in this very 
place.' (COOJMQUESTl) 
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Coordinated adverbials are always contiguous (as in 37c above); and so are 
coordinated noun phrases occurring in elliptical expressions (in 36a and 38) or 
in apposition to core arguments (in 36c). If the coordinated phrases function as 
core arguments, however, they occur in different positions. Their distribution 
can be illustrated in the environment of particles that mark the final boundary 
of a direct object noun phrase or a verbless clause complement (such as the 
consequence particle yi): the second and all subsequent coordinated phrases 
follow this particle (as in 40a and 40b below). This position is obligatory, re
gardless of whether the phrases are coordinated to an object or verbless clause 
complement (in 40a), or to a verbal or verbless clause subject (in 40b). But 
despite their non-contiguity, the coordinated phrases in (40a) and (40b) have to 
be analyzed as occurring in the same syntactic function. The evidence is pro
vided by number marking: in (40b), the speaker uses the plural subject pronoun 
gil '2PL', reflecting the unit of 2SGM, the wife and the children. Notice that goe 
'2SGM' is not expressed as one of the coordinands - it is present in the preced
ing clause, and it occurs as possessive pronoun in the coordinated phrases mat 
goe 'your wife' and jap goe 'your children' That is, the plural pronoun gil 
'2PL' includes the singular referent goe '2SGM' This usage is reminiscent of 
the inclusory constructions found in many Pacific languages (Bhat 2004: 103-
105, Lichtenberk 2000; Haspelmath 2004: 25-16), but also attested in Chadic 
languages under the name of 'asymmetric coordination' (Abdoulaye 2004; P 
Newman 2000: 136-137; Schuh 1998: 277, 305-306; Schwartz 1989). 

(40) a. Duus I yin I ji toe [long nkyd]NP 
cricket SAY SGM.LOG .SP .I EMPH chief:GEN vulture 

yi 1 ndoe [nagu]NP. 
CONS CONJ cattle.egret 

'The cricket1 said that he1 is the chief of the vulture and (the 
chief of) the cattle egret.' (FOOJouus) 

b. pe goepe s'oe d'a d'e d'i I t'ong 
place THAT/WHEN food COND exist LOC.ANAPH IRR 

goe =kat goe =ba n-ni de lu 1 
2SGM.S=find 2SGM.S=retum(SG) COMIT-3SG.I DIR settlement 

de gu=s'oe yi 1 ndoe [mat 
SO.THAT 2PL.S:CONS=eat CONS CONJ woman(SG) 

goe]NP ndoe Udp goe]NP. 
2SGM.POSS CONJ children(PL) 2SGM.POSS 

'the place where ifthere is food, you would find (it) (and) re
turn with it to the house, so that you eat it, with (lit. and) your 
wife and your children.' (F99ANTI) 
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The coordinate structures above- both with the conjunction Moe and the 
disjunction ko - probably constitute recent developments that originated from 
two (or more) juxtaposed phrases. 

The conjunction Moe may have originated in the specific-indefinite article 
Moe=, which introduces specific referents into discourse (see section 5.3). As 
such, it frequently occurs in structures such as (41a), where two noun phrases 
are juxtaposed, each marked with the specific-indefinite article. Together, they 
add information on a referent that was previously introduced in a core argument 
slot (e.g., the subject gilrom 'person' in 41a). The two juxtaposed noun phrases 
can be analyzed as a type of natural coordination: it is not possible to coordi
nate any two phrases, but only "couples or pairs which are closely associated in 
the real world" (Haspelmath 2004: 13). Typologically, natural coordination is 
often conveyed by juxtaposition alone (Walchli 2005). It is possible that the 
structure in (41a) allowed speakers to reanalyze the specific-indefmite article as 
a conjunction. Initially, each of the coordinated noun phrases would have been 
marked with a conjunction, thus mirroring the diachronic source in (41a). Such 
expressions are still attested in present-day Goemai (as in 41b). In a further 
development, the conjunction was retained before the second noun phrase only 
(as in 41c), and today the conjunction can even co-occur with its source, the 
specific-indefinite article (as in 41d). Structures like (41a) and (41b) are exclu
sively found in the speech of older speakers, thus supporting the diachronic 
analysis further. 

(41) a. Sa ngam 1 gurum t'ong 
times much/many person IRR 

[lidoe=sharap]NP [lidoe=daas]NP 1 
SPEC=women(PL) SPEC=men(PL) 

s'oe. 
food 

my_en de muk I 
go(PL) DIR 3SG.POSS 

de-goe n-tang 
PUR ADVZ-search 

'Many times, people would go to him, women (and) men, to 
search for food.' (FOOCGOEBETLA) 

b. Nye-goe-sek 1 ndoe [aas]NP 1 ndoe [nayit]NP 1 
because-NOMZ(SG)-body CONJ dog CONJ mirror 

my_ep=zem t'ong na yit shak mou. 
3PL.s=like IRR see eye/face each.other NEG 

'Because of this, the dog and the mirror, they don't like (that 
they) would look at each other.' (FOOCAAs) 
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c. To I [sharap]NP lidoe [daas]NP goepe my_ep 
okay women(PL) CONJ men(PL) THAT/WHEN 3PL.S CONS 

dok kat wakiuim my_en bi sh'e b'ak (. . .). 
PAST.REM find way go(PL) thing learn/teach here 

'Okay, women and men, who in the past found a way (and) go 
for education here( ... ).' (HOlCJOs) 

d. Akwai 1 [lidoe=mat]NP 1 lidoe [lidoe=gurom]NP. 
there.is/are SPEC=woman(SG) CONJ SPEC=person 

'There was a certain woman and a certain person.' 
(DOOJLAZINESS) 

The disjunction kO is borrowed from Hausa koo 'or' Younger speakers use 
this form as it is used in Hausa, i.e., they use it to join the second and all subse
quent phrases to the first (illustrated in 36b above), and optionally also mark 
the first phrase with kO. Older speakers, by contrast, usually combine the dis
junction with the clause- and phrase-final question particle o (see chapter 6, 
section 1.3 for this and related particles). Usually, they mark each phrase with 
both the disjunction kO and the particle o (as in 42). 

(42) Ko=goenang n-ni I d'a goe=fit 
any/every=which(SG) COMIT-3SG.I COND:CONS 2SGM.S=wear(SG) 

goede ko [goe:f'yer]NP=o ko 
BOTTOM maybe/or NOMZ(SG)-bec.big(SG)=INTERR maybe/or 

[goe-k'ep]NP=o ko [goe-tyoklok]NP=o 1 
NOMZ(SG)-bec.short=INTERR maybe/or NOMZ(SG)-small=INTERR 

moe=yong ni shalibi dip I lidoe 
1PL.S=call 3SG.O gown all CONJ 

[goe-nan=hok)NP ma. 
NOMZ(SG)-bec.big(PL)=DEF also 

'Everyone among them, so when you wear (it) over the bottom, 
whether a big one, or a small one, or a little one, we call it shalibi, 
all, and also the big one.' (C00ANDIALECT4) 

To summarize, it is likely that Goemai originally made use of juxtaposed 
phrases: a conjoined reading in the case of unmarked noun phrases, and a dis
joint reading in the case of phrases marked with the particle o. These structures 
parallel coordinated clauses: while present-day Goemai uses coordinators bor-
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rowed from Hausa, it originally made use of juxtaposition and clause-final par
ticles (see section 1.3 in chapter 6, and section 4.9 in chapter 8). 

4. Nominalization 

Goemai has several possibilities to create nominal expressions: it nominalizes 
verbs to create abstract nouns and activity nouns (section 4.1); it has a modify
ing construction that derives nominals and modifiers from property-denoting 
expressions (section 4.2); and it allows for the nominalization of verb phrases 
(section 4.3) and clauses (section 4.4). 

4.1. Nominalization of verbs 

Verbs are nominalized by one of four strategies: zero nominalization (sec
tion 4.1.1), nominalization by means of the noun bi 'thing' (section 4.1.2), 
nominalization by means of the prefix nye- 'matter' (section 4.1.3), and noun
verb nominalization (section 4.1.4). The choice of strategy is largely dependent 
on verb semantics, although it is not entirely predictable. For example, there are 
instances where most verbs of a semantic field select one nominalization strat
egy, while individual verbs unpredictably select another; similarly, the derived 
nouns sometimes receive idiosyncratic interpretations. The following subsec
tions discuss each strategy in more detail, and section 4.1.5 summarizes the 
discussion. 

4.1.1. Zero nominalization 

Zero nominalization is the most widespread pattern, attested with verbs of dif
ferent lexical aspect classes and different lexical fields. Its distribution is sum
marized in table (37) below (see chapter 4, section 2.3 for details on lexical 
aspect). 

Zero nominalization creates abstract nouns from stative and inchoative verbs 
denoting property concepts, emotions and experiences, as well as relations and 
comparisons. These abstract nouns distribute like non-derived nouns in that 
they can head a noun phrase and co-occur with nominal modifiers (as illustrated 
in 43a and 43b). 
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Table 37. The distribution of zero nominalization 

Lexical aspect Lexical field Examples 

stative verbs and property fyer 'become big' fyer 'age, importance' 
inchoative verbs b'ang 'become red' b'ang 'redness' 
=> abstract nouns emotion& luut 'be afraid' luut 'fear' 

experience ne 'become tired' ne 'tiredness, 

relating & mi 'be related' mi 'relationship' 
comparison ma 'surpass' ma 'superiority' 

result verbs and physical state- mang 'take, pick up' mang 'lifting' 
activity verbs of-affairs ll!let 'take I leave a VJlet 'taking I leaving a 
=> activity nouns (putting, taking, share' share' 

transfer, contact) het 'hit' het 'hitting' 

bodily process bot 'yawn' bot 'yawning' 

speech act gwaan 'growl' gwaan 'growling' 

cooking shOt 'knead' shOt 'kneading' 

consuming s'oe 'eat' s'oe 'eating' 

(43) a. Amma a k'a [zem muk]NP ba. 
but FOC HEAD(SG):GEN liking 3SG.POSS NEG 

'But (it) was not with his approval.' (oOOEWITCH3) 

b. de goe kat 1 [f'yer]o yi 1 k'a 
SO.THAT OBLIG find bigness(SG) CONS HEAD(SG):GEN 

gurum=hok. 
person=DEF 

'so that (he) should find superiority over the (other) person.' 
(DOOJPEOPLE) 

Zero nominalization is also attested with result and activity verbs describing 
physical states-of-affairs (such as putting and taking, transfer and contact), bod
ily processes, and speech acts, as well as with some semantically-general verbs 
of cooking and consuming. In these cases, nominalization creates activity 
nouns. Activity nouns have fewer syntactic possibilities than non-derived 
nouns. Those that are derived from result verbs tend to occur as (cognate) ob
jects to their lexical verbs (in 44a) or to the semantically-general verb shin 'do' 
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(in 44b). Both constructions serve lexical aspect functions in that they create 
activity expressions (see chapter 4, section 6.1). Furthermore, nouns derived 
from both result and activity verbs occur as complements of verbless clauses (in 
44c); and they occur in possessive and genitive structures together with one of 
their notional arguments as possessor (in 44d) (see chapter 4, section 2.2). 

(44) a. Goe=shin n-yi goeme I goe=nd'e t'ong 
2SGM.S=do LOC-year one 2SGM.S=exist PROGR 

goe=maar [maar] 0 yi. 
2SGM.S=farm farm/farming PROGR 

'You do (this) for one year, you are farming.' (cOOANYOUTH2) 

b. t'ong goe=shin [maar goe]o n-ni. 
IRR 2SGM.S=do farm/farming 2SGM.POSS COMIT-3SG.I 

'you would do your farming with it.' (cOOANYOUTH3) 

c. goe-nnoe a [b'tftfm]vcc di 
NOMZ(SG)-LOC.ANAPH FOC seizing INTERJ 

'this one is seizing, hey' (A-22/04/04) 

d. Ko kUma I a [ wun goe ]vee (. .. ). 
maybe/or also FOC sweating 2SGM.POSS 

'Or maybe (it) is your sweating( ... ).' (cOOJMQUESTl) 

Generally, the derived activity nouns cannot occur in any other construction, 
nor can they be modified by any other modifier. There is, however, variation. 
On the one hand, there are some activity nouns that have even less possibilities, 
occurring only in the context exemplified under (44c) above, and speakers vary 
in accepting and producing them in other contexts. It is likely that this variation 
reflects pragmatic restrictions, i.e., the use of some derived nouns with a pos
sessor noun phrase would result in pragmatically odd expressions. On the other 
hand, there are lexicalized expressions that describe salient high-frequency 
concepts, but their semantics are not entirely predictable. They usually code 
both the activity concept and a participant central to the activity, e.g., s'oe 'eat
ing; food' (from s'oe 'eat'), muur 'stealing; thief (from muur 'steal'), or wus 
'roasting; fire' (from wus 'roast'). In a few cases, an activity reading co-occurs 
with an abstract reading, e.g., muut 'dying; death' (from muut 'die'); and in 
other cases, an activity reading is absent altogether, e.g., s'am 'ground paste' 
(but not 'grinding') (from s'am 'grind'). In all such cases, the derived concrete 
or abstract noun has the same possibilities as a non-derived noun: it can occur 
in all syntactic functions and with all nominal modifiers. Notice also that it can 
occur with either of its notional arguments as possessor. For example, the activ-
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ity noun maar 'fanning' can only occur with the subject argument as possessor 
(as in the first translation of 45a) (see chapter 4, section 2.2 for restrictions on 
the expression of arguments). The concrete noun maar 'farm', however, can 
occur either with the subject (as in the second translation of 45a) or the object 
(as in 45b). 

(45) a. Maar [maar goe]o I goe=loe 
farm farm/farming 2SGM.POSS 2SGM.S:CONS=put 

d'i. 
LOC.ANAPH 

'Do your farming, and put (it) there .. 
Or: 'Farm your farms, and put (it) there.' (cOOANYOUTH4) 

b. a pe goepe dok Ia moe=mcuir 
FOC place THAT/WHEN PAST.REM HAB 1PL.S=farm 

[maar s'onk'wa]0 t'ong toe. 
fann/farming:GEN maize HAB EMPH 

'(it) is the place where we used to farm maize farms.' (DOlALU) 

For stative and inchoative verbs, zero nominalization is the only available 
strategy. For result and activity verbs, by contrast, there is some overlap with 
other nominalization strategies (see table 41 below): bi nominalization is found 
with verbs describing physical state-of-affairs; nye- nominalization with verbs 
describing speech acts; and noun-verb nominalization with semantically more 
specific verbs of cooking and consuming, and with some verbs of contact. 
Sometimes the same verb allows for two strategies with no apparent difference 
in meaning (e.g., waap 'borrow, lend' can nominalize as either waap or bi waap 
'borrowing, lending'). 

Formally, the derived nouns are identical to their corresponding verbs, 
hence the label 'zero nominalization' In a few cases, the derived nouns differ 
tonally, but it was not possible to predict their distribution- they are subsumed 
under this section, pending further research. If the verb distinguishes number 
(see chapter 4, section 1.2), the nominalized form also distinguishes number: in 
the cognate object construction, verb and derived noun are obligatorily marked 
for the same number (as in 46a); and in other constructions, speakers use the 
plural form whenever plural reference is intended (as in 46b ). The derived 
nouns trigger the same kinds of number agreement as non-derived nouns. 

(46) a. moe =my_en 
1PL.S=go(PL) 

[mE£in]o (. . .). 
going(PL) 

'we are traveling( ... ).' (C00ANDIALECT6) 
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b. goepe my_ep mcm [f'ytfr my_ep]o (. . .). 
THAT/WHEN 3PL.S know bigness(PL) 3PL.POSS 

'when they know their old age( ... ).' (DOlCLU) 

Even though the verb and the noun are formally identical, it is assumed that 
the verb is basic (and the noun derived). This analysis is suggested by a number 
of indications. First, the verbal use is far more frequent than the nominal use -
in many cases, the nominal forms are attested in elicitation contexts only. Sec
ond, the activity nouns have less distributional possibilities than the verbs: 
while the verbs occur in all verbal contexts, the activity nouns do not occur in 
all nominal contexts. In fact, they serve lexical aspect functions, i.e., they ex
press a category that is commonly expressed in verbs. Third, if a verb is 
polysemous, the corresponding noun usually expresses one ofthe senses only. 
The other senses either cannot be expressed nominally or are expressed by a 
different type of nominalization (dependent on their semantics), e.g., compare 
vy_cmg 'insulting' with bi vy_cmg 'washing, laundry' (from vy_cmg 'wash; insult') 
(see also table 41 below for other examples). 

4.1. 2. Bi nominalization 

The second type ofnominalization makes use of the noun bi 'thing' plus a verb. 
It is found with transitive verbs of all lexical aspect classes, provided that they 
can be recruited to denote typical activities, occupations and character traits 
(see table 38). 

The nominalized forms denote activities. These activities are invariably typ
ical activities. That is, the derived nouns usually only express a subset of the 
activities expressed by the corresponding verbs. For example, the noun bi d'ek 
describes the activity of winnowing - while the corresponding verb d'ek de
scribes different kinds of up-and-down movements, including winnowing 
grains, but also nodding heads, winking eyes, moving hands etc. As activity 
nouns, they serve the same aspectual functions and have the same distributional 
restrictions as activity nouns derived by zero nominalization. The main syntac
tic difference is that only few nouns derived by bi nominalization can occur in 
possessive and genitive constructions, while most nouns derived by zero nomi
nalization can. 
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Table 38. The distribution of bi nominalization 

Lexical aspect Lexical field Examples 

transitive verbs creating and ra 'weave' bi ra 'weaving' 
denoting typical cooking d'an 'cook' bi d'an 'cooking' 
activities, occupa-

harvesting, hilram 'harvest (with bi hilram 'harvesting 
tions and character 

hunting and scythe)' (with scythe)' 
traits => activity 

farm work gUn 'stuff into' bi gUn 'spearing' 
nouns 

d'ek 'move up/down' bi d'ek 'winnowing' 

other typical sh'e 'learn, teach' bi sh'e 'learning, teach-
activities and ing' 
occupations kun 'count' bi kUn 'counting' 

d'am 'sink' bi d'am 'diving' 

habits or cha- b'oot 'gain expe- bi b'oot 'being a rascal' 
racter traits rience' 

sh'a 'desire' bi sh'a 'being a wishful 
thinker' 

It is likely that this type of nominalization originated in the use of the noun 
bi 'thing' as the direct object of a transitive verb. In present-day Goemai, this 
structure is used whenever a speaker focuses on a generic activity, without in
tending to specify the direct object participant further (see chapter 8, section 
1.1 for details). Example (47) illustrates such a structure. Bi nominalization 
would then consist of the nominalization of the verb together with its direct 
object (see also section 4.1.4 below). This origin would explain its restriction to 
transitive verbs (since only transitive verbs have direct objects); and it explains 
its semantic restriction to typical activities (the use of generic nouns in non
typical contexts would cause misunderstandings). 

(47) Moe=d'wool [bl]0 I a goe p11_oe. 
1PL.S=chew thing FOC COMIT mouth 

'We chew (lit. chew things) with the mouth.' (DOOJPEOPLE) 

As in the case of zero nominalization, there are some instances of lexicaliza
tion. These nouns then do not describe the activity, but a participant central to 
the activity, e.g., bi d'ik 'a building' (from d'ik 'build') or bi s'oe 'food ingredi
ents' (from s'oe 'eat'). Some also denote abstract concepts, e.g., bi kilt 'wealth' 
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(from kat 'find') or bi mim 'knowledge' (from mim 'know'). All lexicalized 
forms have the full syntactic possibilities of non-derived nouns. 

4.1. 3. Nye- nominalization 

The third type of nominalization uses the prefix nye- (grammaticalized from the 
noun nye 'matter, word') plus a verb. It is largely restricted to speech act verbs, 
but also attested with a few cognitive verbs (as illustrated in table 39). 

Table 39. The distribution of nye- nominalization 

Lexical aspect Lexical field Examples 

result and activity speaking t'em 'tell' nyet'em 'telling, report' 
verbs => activity d'uk 'pulsate' nyed'uk 'stammering, stammer' 
nouns, objective cognition rang 'think' nyerang 'thinking, thought' 
nouns 

tal 'err' nyetal 'erring, mistake' 

The nominalized forms have two interpretations. On the one hand, they de
scribe an activity, and serve the same lexical aspect functions as activity nouns 
derived by zero nominalization. On the other hand, they describe the result of 
an action, and serve as objective nouns. fu the latter case, they have the same 
syntactic possibilities as non-derived nouns and can, e.g., occur with modifiers 
(as in 48). Their interpretation is largely context-dependent: the presence of 
modifiers triggers a result interpretation (as in 48), while all other contexts 
trigger an activity interpretation. 

(48) P'et 1 doe t'em toe [nye-rye=hok]NP poe 
exit(SG) come tell EMPH matter-lie=DEF give 

'(He) came out (and) told them here the lie.' (FOOCFUAN) 

my_ep. 
3PL.O 

As in the case of bi nominalization, nye- nominalization is semantically re
stricted: it is found in few lexical fields only. For example, the noun nyed'uk 
can only denote the stammering of speech, while the corresponding verb d'uk 
describes any activity that occurs in quick succession, including stammering, 
beating of the heart, blinking of the eye etc. This semantic restriction is again a 
result of its diachronic origin: whenever speakers wish to focus on the activity 
(without specifying the actual content), they use a speech act or cognitive verb 
together with the generic noun nye 'matter, word' as its direct object (as in 49) 
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(see also chapter 8, section 1.1). It is likely that nye- nominalization- like bi 
nominalization - then developed from the nominalization of the verb and its 
direct object. But while bi constitutes a phonologically separate word (realized 
as [bl:], i.e. with a long vowel), nye- has become a prefix (realized as [nle], i.e., 
with a short vowel) (see chapter 2, section 2 on phonological words). 

(49) Moe=rimg [nye) 0 yi. 
1PL.S:CONS=think matter CONS 

'And so we were thinking.' (cOOANYOUTH4) 

4.1. 4. Noun-verb nominalization 

Noun-verb nominalization is illustrated in table 40. 

Table 40. The distribution of noun-verb nominalization 

Noun-verb nominalization 

a SV-nominalization: 

k'a b'al 'hardheadedness' 

b AV-nominalization: 

haam tu 'thirst' 

c OV-nominalization: 

k'wam t'ung 'fried bambara nuts' 

d Prep V -nominalization: 

haam d'am 'water-diving (a type of 
children's water game)' 

Verbal source (exemplified with 3so) 

k'a 
head( so) 

muk 
3SG.POSS 

b'at 
be. hard 

'he is hardheaded (lit. his head has be
come hard)' 

haam 
water 

tu ni 
kill(SG) 3SG.O 

'he is thirsty (lit. water killed him)' 

ni t'ung 
3SG.S fry 

k'wam 
bambara.nut 

'he fried bambara nuts' 

ni 
3SG.S 

d'am 
sink 

(n-haam) 
(we-water) 

'he sank (into water)' 
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This type of nominalization possibly subsumes a number of different types. 
They are discussed together because of their identical form (noun plus verb), 
their common semantic restrictions (they have highly specific unpredictable 
meanings), and their occurrence with specific nouns only. In all cases, the noun 
is a typical participant of the verb action. This participant can occur in any syn
tactic function to the verb, e.g., as its S argument (in table 40a), A argument (in 
40b) or 0 argument (in 40c). It can even be a participant that is lexicalized or 
implied in the verb meaning, but not overtly expressed as a core argument (in 
40d). 

The derived nouns are usually either abstract or concrete nouns, but activity 
readings sometimes co-exist, e.g., haam s'wa 'a drink; drinking (lit. water 
drink)' Concrete and abstract nouns distribute like non-derived nouns, while 
activity nouns follow the same syntactic restrictions as other derived activity 
nouns. 

4.1.5. Summary and discussion 

The majority of verbs belonging to the lexical fields mentioned in the preceding 
subsections allow for some form of nominalization. However, there are indi
vidual verbs that cannot be nominalized, and it is not always clear why not. For 
example, compare k'img 'become confused' (no nominalization) with rwimg 
'become mad' (nominalization rwimg 'madness'), kwak 'become smooth' (no 
nominalization) with doe/ek 'become rough' (nominalization doe/ek 'rough
ness'), or k'wak 'knock' (no nominalization) with kwap 'knock' (nominaliza
tion kwap 'knocking'). In some cases, the existence of semantically similar 
forms could preempt nominalization, e.g., reng 'become astonished' may not 
nominalize because ofthe existence offon 'surprise' (derived fromfon 'be sur
prised'). Similarly, Goemai has many verbs of bodily emission that have corre
sponding non-cognate nouns (e.g., d'i 'urinate' may not nominalize because of 
the existence of goes'eng 'urine'), while verbs that have no corresponding 
nouns do nominalize (e.g., wun 'sweating' from wun 'sweat'). In addition, 
nominalization is absent from entire semantic fields: stative locative verbs and 
their suppletive causative counterparts (e.g., t'ong 'sit' and d'u 'cause to sit'), 
inchoative verbs of disposition (e.g., k'oon 'become face down') and of rota
tional movement (e.g., d'aar 'start to tremble'), many result verbs of perception 
and cognition (e.g., na 'see'), of cutting and breaking (e.g., tap 'snap'), and of 
transforming (e.g., s'ek 'soak'). 

Generally, verbs seem to only allow for one type of nominalization, and the 
existence of a semantically more specific type of nominalization (i.e., bi, nye-, 
or noun-verb) preempts the existence of zero nominalization. The exceptions 
are polysemous verbs, where the different senses are associated with different 
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types of nominalizations, or where some senses may not receive a nominal ex
pression at all.31 There are also a few examples of monosemous verbs, where 
different types of nominalization co-exist, picking out different aspects of their 
meaning potential (although the semantic differences are not always entirely 
clear). Some examples for both types are illustrated in table (41) below. 

Table 41. Nominalization strategies 

Verb Nominalization 

zero bi nye- noun-verb 

k'oon hi k'oon 
face down; bake baking 

d'ik d'ik bi d'ik 
build; marry marriage building 

tal tal nyetal 
ask; greet greeting question, asking 

sh'a bi sh'a nyesh'a 
desire being a wishful desire, desiring 

thinker 

d'wool d'wool bi d'wool 
chew chewing constantly eating 

d'am bi d'am htiamd'am 
sink diving children's 

water game 

The structures of bi, nye- and noun-verb nominalizations are similar: a noun 
(bi 'thing', nye 'matter' or another noun) preceding an element that can either 
be analyzed as a verb or as a deverbal noun derived by zero nominalization. 
Such structures are also attested in other Angas-Goemai languages, and 

31. In table (41), the verbs k'oon, d'ik and tal are analyzed as polysemous (and not as 
homonymous) because in each case there exist contexts that illustrate a relationship 
between the two senses: k'oon 'bake' refers to the activity of baking root crops by 
placing them under a face-down(= k'oon 'face down') pot and lighting a fire on 
top of the pot; d'ik 'marry' is often conceptualized as building up(= d'ik 'build') a 
household; and tal 'greet' involves asking(= tal 'ask') questions about other peo
ple's health. 
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Burquest ( 1981) assumes that they are the last remnant of an older OV con
stituent order. In the case of Goemai, this analysis is unlikely. It is true that the 
nouns bi 'thing' and nye 'matter' invariably occur in object function of the cor
responding verbs - however, other nouns can occur in any function, and need 
not even be an argument of the verb. Alternatively, the existence of zero nomi
nalization makes it possible that the other three types of nominalization origi
nated in a genitive construction, i.e., their present-day structure could reflect 
two nouns in a genitive construction (bi 'thing', nye 'matter' or another noun 
plus a noun derived by zero nominalization), not a verbal OV structure. At this 
stage of research, either explanation is possible. 

The cases of nominalization discussed above serve two major functions. 
First, nominalization is a prominent mechanism to derive abstract nouns. Recall 
that Goemai has only very few non-derived abstract nouns (see section 2) -
instead, nominalized verbs constitute the majority of such expressions. Second, 
nominalization creates activity nouns. Goemai has only very few non-derived 
activity nouns, and instead uses the derived nouns to express such concepts. In 
addition, these derived activity nouns fulfill lexical aspect functions (see chap
ter 4, section 6.1 for details). The use of nominalization to create abstract and 
activity expressions is possibly an innovation of Goemai (or the Angas-Goemai 
group in general). They are attested in Angas-Goemai group languages, but 
their distribution seems to be less common in other West Chadic languages. For 
example, Hausa has a large number of abstract nouns that are either underived 
or derived from common nouns (P Newman 2000: 5-18, 377-378); it also has 
a large inventory of non-derived activity nouns (Abdoulaye 1992: 187-190; P 
Newman 2000: 377-378). In other Chadic languages, nominalization primarily 
serves to create expressions that function in those environments that require the 
use of non-finite forms: in nominal TAM categories (usually those having a 
continuous-type of semantics), and as complements of auxiliary or aspectual 
verbs (see, e.g., P. Newman 2000: 699-717 for Hausa; Schuh 1998: 77-120 for 
Miya). Goemai, by contrast, does not have equivalent nominal TAM categories 
(see chapter 7), and it has only recently borrowed the category of auxiliary verb 
from Hausa (see chapter 8, section 4.3). 

4.2. Modifying construction 

The modifying construction uses the prefixes goe- (SG) and moe- (PL) to derive 
both (pro-) nouns and modifiers from a number of different word classes. This 
includes agentive nouns from verbs denoting occupations (in 50a) and from 
nouns denoting abstract concepts (in 50b ); pronouns from demonstrative, ana
phone and definite modifiers (in 50c ); and headless modifiers from property
denoting expressions (in 50d). These derived expressions are distributed like 
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non-derived nouns: they occur in the same syntactic functions (e.g., as posses
sor in the genitive constructions in 50a and 50b; as subject in 50c; in apposition 
to a direct object in 50d), and they occur with nominal modifiers (e.g., with the 
definite article =hok in 50d). 

(50) a. A [gya moe-sh 'tfng]NP.GENITIVE toe. 
FOC performance:GEN NOMZ(SG)-hunt EMPH 

'(This) is the dance of the hunters.' (cOlANHAND) 

b. My_aan 
go(SG) 

[/u moe-shaar)NP.GENITIVE· 
settlement:GEN NOMZ(PL )-friendship 

'(He) went to the compound of the friends.' (cOOANDIALECT6) 

c. [Goe-linoe]NP rimg I [goe-linoe]NP rang. 
NOMZ(SG)-LOC.ANAPH think NOMZ(SG)-LOC.ANAPH think 

'This one thought (it), that one thought (it).' (TIEMSAN 1999: 3) 

d. [Moe-nan=hok]NP I goe=war ni I 
NOMZ(PL)-bec.big(PL)=DEF 2SGM.S=collect 3SG.O 

goe =wa n-ni. 
2SGM.S :CONS=return.home(SG) CO MIT -3SG .I 

'The big ones (i.e., fish), you collect them, and so you return 
home with them (collectively).' (POONFISHING) 

The same expressions function furthermore as derived modifiers within the 
noun phrase, having the same number specification as their heads (as in 5la). 
This number agreement distinguishes the modifying construction from the geni
tive construction: the two nouns in the genitive constructions refer to different 
entities in the world, and hence do not necessarily have the same number speci
fication (as in 5lb) (see section 3.1 for the genitive construction). 

(51) a. Yin! to! my_ep kat [Ia goe-b'arak]NP a 
SAY okay 3PL.S find child(SG) NOMZ(SG)-bec.wet FOC 

fmang? 
where 

'(He) said, okay, where do they get a newborn child?' 
(D00EWITCH3) 
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b. [Moe-gurum 
NOMZ(PL)-person:GEN 

yok (. .. ). 
retum.home(PL) 

mat fmoe )NP.GENITIVE 

woman(SG) LOC.ANAPH 

'The people ofthis woman returned home( ... ).' (F99DLA) 

The derived modifiers occur in a fixed slot within the noun phrase (see table 
28 in section 1 ), and it is not possible for two derived modifiers to co-occur 
within a single noun phrase. If two properties are to be expressed, speakers 
usually express them as headless modifiers and coordinate them by means of 
the conjunction Moe (in 52a). Alternatively, the first property concept is ex
pressed by a modifier within a noun phrase, and the second by a headless modi
fier- both noun phrases are then coordinated by the conjunction Moe (in 52b). 
As discussed in section 3.2, examples such as (52b) are analyzed as instances of 
omitted head nouns, not as complex modifiers (such as goetep Moe goeb'img 
'black and red') modifying a single nominal head (toom 'chair'). There are also 
a few examples where speakers seem to juxtapose two modifiers (in 52c). Syn
tactic tests, however, show that the second modifier is not part of the first noun 
phrase, but rather a noun phrase in apposition (i.e., in the environment of parti
cles that mark the final boundary of a phrase - e.g., the consequence particle yi 
-the second modifier occurs following this particle). 

(52) a. [Toom I goe-dap [goe-tep]NP I ndoe 
chair NOMZ-mix NOMZ(SG)-bec.black CONJ 

[goe-b'ang]NP]NP (. . .). 
NOMZ(SG )-bec.red 

'A chair that (is of) mixed black (color) and red (color) ( ... ). ' 
(MOOMJCOMP) 

b. [Toom 1 goe-tep]NP 1 ndoe [goe-b'ang]NP (. . .). 
chair NOMZ(SG)-bec.black CONJ NOMZ(SG)-bec.red 

'A black chair, and a red (chair) (i.e., a black-and-red chair).' 
(MOOMJCOMP) 

c. goe=tang [yil goe-d'emen]NP [goe-tep]NP. 
2SGM.S=search ground NOMZ(SG)-good NOMZ(SG)-bec.black 

'you search for good land, black (land).' (POODCROPS) 

Given that the modifying construction derives both nouns and modifiers, 
expressions such as (51a) above are potentially ambiguous between a genitive 
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reading ('the child of the wet one') and a modifier reading ('the wet child'). 
Out of context, speakers prefer the modifying reading for all property-denoting 
expressions (in 51a), but the genitive reading for all agentive nouns (in 50a and 
50b) and demonstrative, anaphoric and definite pronouns (see also below). 

The nominalizing function presumably preceded the modifying function: it 
is likely that the prefix moe- (PL) is a reflex of the common Afroasiatic prefix 
*ma- that derives nouns of agent (Greenberg 1966).32 Its further extension to 
modifiers is attested in other Chadic languages, too. For example, Hausa uses 
mit- to derive nouns of agent, which alternatively function as adjectival modifi
ers (P Newman 2000: 24-25, 51-60). And it uses mai 'characterized by, hav
ing, doer of' to derive adjectival modifiers (from nouns) and agent nouns (from 
verbs). Its origin is unknown, but one hypothesis is a development from the 
prefix mit- plus the verb yi 'do', i.e., *mit-yi 'doer (of)' (P Newman 2000: 323-
325). Similar developments are reported for Miya (Schuh 1998: 260-276). 
Goemai differs in that the inherited prefix moe- has acquired additional plural 
semantics. It is possible that these semantics were developed in contrast to the 
invariant nominalizing prefix goe-. This invariant prefix is used to nominalize 
clauses that then occur as modifiers to a head noun (see section 4.4). That is, 
the nominalized clauses occur with a similar function and in a similar position 
as the derived modifiers. In this context, the invariant nominalizing prefix goe
may have been reinterpreted as the modifying prefix goe-, setting up a contrast 
with mbe-. Presumably, this contrast was then reinterpreted as a contrast in 
number. In present-day Goemai, the invariant nominalizing prefix and the 
modifying prefixes are clearly distinct. 

It is likely that the spread of the two prefixes to code the modifying function 
is semantically motivated by the absence of a word class of adjectives. Gener
ally, most present-day Chadic languages have either a separate word class of 
adjectives (which shows formal similarities to that of nouns), or they use a 
nominal coding strategy (for West Chadic languages, see Frajzyngier 1989: 
136-138, 201-205; Haruna 2003: 36, 53-54; Jaggar 2001: 48-147, 310-400; 
Jungraithmayr 1991: 30-31; P Newman 1974: 35-37, 2000: 22-33; Schuh 
1981: xviii, 1998: 203-205, 257-258, 319; Shimizu 1975: 14, 22; E. Wolff 
1993: 213-215). In Goemai, by contrast, the largest group of property-denoting 

32. Some Goemai place names contain a (synchronically unanalyzable) prefix moe
that is a possible remnant of the Afroasiatic prefix *ma- deriving noWls of location, 
e.g., Moek'wo 'Kwande' (cf. K'wo 'the K'wo Goemai'), Muduut (<= *Moeduut) 
'Shendam' (cf. Duut 'the Duut Goemai'), Moekwaan 'south, place of the JukWl' 
(cf. Kwaan 'JukWl'). Goemai does not have any remnants of the prefix *ma- deriv
ing noWls of instrument. 
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expressions are verbs.33 Most of them are inchoative verbs, covering the follow
ing semantic types (based on Dixon 1982): dimension (e.g., sy_oe 'become 
long'), physical property (e.g., zoom 'become cold'), color (e.g., b'img 'become 
red'), age (e.g., gya 'become old'), and human propensities that are seen as 
changeable (e.g., b'aan 'become hot-tempered'). Only very few property con
cepts are coded in stative verbs- these are restricted to values (e.g., d'ong 'be 
good') and natural properties (malak 'be a troublesome character', nyaal 'be 
naturally thin'). In addition, some property concepts are coded in nouns. This 
includes material (e.g., sh'ep 'wood; wooden'), gender (e.g., mat 'woman; fe
male'), and non-core colors that receive descriptive expressions (e.g., hilam yim 
'green, lit. color/water of leaves' and all other colors except for b 'ang 'become 
red', tep 'become black' and pya 'become white').34 All such nouns denote 
primarily concrete entities - not properties. Cross-linguistically, material and 
gender are often based on comparable concrete nouns (Stassen 1997: 155-206). 
The non-core color terms constitute ad-hoc formations that are based on the 
typical color of a concrete entity: speakers productively create new color terms, 

33. Despite the present-day Chadic pattern of adjectival word classes or nominal cod
ing strategies, Stassen (1997· 507-512, 518-519) argues for the possibility that 
Chadic languages originally made use of stative I inchoative verbs to code property 
concepts. The stative verbs were then lost, and nominal fonns were developed to 
express the stative concepts. The inchoative verbs were also lost in most languages, 
but were retained by some to express a dynamic state change. Such a diachronic 
scenario would support his hypothesis that non-tensed languages (i.e., languages 
that do not have the grammatical category of tense) tend to pursue a verbal coding 
strategy - since Chadic languages count as non-tensed, their non-verbal coding of 
property concepts is unexpected, but could be explained by the above scenario. It 
is possible that this scenario is true, and that Goemai therefore retains an older 
Proto-Chadic pattern. However, our knowledge of diachronic processes in Chadic 
is limited: this is already true for the phonological and lexical domains, and even 
more so for the syntactic and semantic domains. Given that most present-day 
Chadic languages make use of adjectival or nominal strategies, I consider the 
Goemai verbal strategy unexpected. Interestingly, it shares this strategy with other 
languages spoken on the Jos Plateau, both Chadic languages (Burquest 1973; 
Foulkes 1915: 26-27; Frajzyngier 1993: 66-73, 157-159; Seibert 1997· 36-37, 
49-50, 83) and Benue-Congo languages (Nettle 1998: 21-22, 45-47; Shimizu 
1980: 158-159, 182-184, 200-214; Sibomana 1980: 204, 1981a: 29-30, 1981b: 
242; Storch 1999: 117-119, 160-161, 242-244). That is, this strategy possibly 
constitutes an areal pattern. Further research into the diachronic aspects of this 
question is needed (see also Hellwig 2006e). 

34. It is possible that such fonns are calques of the common Rausa construction rowan 
X 'water/color of X' (P. Newman 2000: 29). 
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and they frequently disagree on their reference. Finally, Goemai has many ad
verbs denoting quantities, which are alternatively used to describe dimensions 
(e.g., kyok!Ok 'small amount, small size'). 

Irrespective of their word class, all property-denoting expressions can occur 
in the modifying construction. In all cases, the derived forms occur both as 
modifiers within the noun phrase and as heads of noun phrases. The two possi
bilities are illustrated for inchoative verbs (as b'imik 'become wet' in 5la and 
nan 'become big' in 50d above), for stative verbs (as d'ong 'be good' in 53a 
and 53b), for nouns (as daas 'men' in 54a and 54b), and for adverbs (as kyok!Ok 
'small' in 55a and 55b). 

(53) a. hen=t'ong fU a n-[wa/caam goe-d'ong)NP. 
lSG.S=IRR kill(SG) FOC LOC-way NOMZ(SG)-be.good 

'I will spend (it) in a good way.' (COOANYOUTH2) 

b. Hen=la kUt bi 1 goe=lap 1 
lSG.S=COND talk thing 2SGM.S:CONS=receive 

[goe-d'ong]NP goe=poe hen. 
NOMZ(SG)-be.good 2SGM.S:CONS=give lSG.O 

'When I talk (about) something, and so you answer truthfully 
(lit. answer the good one) to me.' (cOOJMQUEST5) 

(54) a. m-pe goepe mM_ep yong [iap 
LOC-place THAT/WHEN 3PL.S:CONS call children(PL) 

moe-diJIJs)NP (. .. ). 
NOMZ(PL )-men(PL) 

'at the place to where they call the male children( ... ).' 
(DOlCLU) 

b. kafin de 1 
before SO.THAT 

yok 
return.home(PL) 

[ moe-diJIJs =hok)NP 
NOMZ(PL):CONS-men(PL)=DEF 

yi (. .. ). 
CONS 

'so before the male ones return home( ... ).' (DOlCLU) 

(55) a. m11_ep yuu/ mang [reep goe-kyiJk/Ok=hok)NP. 
3PL.S rise(PL) take(SG) girl(SG) NOMZ(SG)-small=DEF 

'they rose (and) picked up the small girl.' (oOOEwrrcHl) 

b. ni a [goe-kyiJk/Ok)NP. 
3SG.I FOC NOMZ(SG)-small 

'he is a small one.' (FOOJMusu) 
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fu the case of (inchoative and stative) verbs, the modifying construction is 
the only mechanism available to derive forms that can function as modifiers 
and head nouns. fu the case of property-denoting nouns and adverbs, speakers 
use the derived modifier interchangeably with the non-derived noun or adverb 
occurring in the proprietary construction (as in 56a) (see section 3.1 for this 
construction). fu the case of property-denoting nouns, speakers interchangeably 
use the derived nouns (as goehaam yim 'green one' in 56b) and the non-derived 
nouns (as haam Maske 'yellow' in 56c). 

(56) a. [D'a=hok mmuk haam yfm)NP 
calabash=DEF NOMZ.3SG.POSS water:GEN leaf 

d'i k'a rebul=hok. 
LOC.ANAPH HEAD(SG):GEN table=DEF 

'A calabash of green color sits there on the table.' 
(MOOANCOMPl) 

t'ong 
sit(SG) 

b. ndoe=shel sh'e I goe-dap goe-tep 1 ndoe 
NOMZ(SG)-bec.black CONJ SPEC=game:GEN foot NOMZ-mix 

[goe-haam yfm ]NP. 
NOMZ(SG)-water:GEN leaf 

'A football that mixes black (color) and green color.' 
(MOOMJCOMP) 

c. ndoe=shel sh'e I goe-dap haam yim-- I 
SPEC=game:GEN foot NOMZ-mix water:GEN leaf 

goe-dap [haam haas-ke]NP ndoe 
NOMZ-mix water:GEN egg:GEN-chicken CONJ 

goe-tep. 
NOMZ(SG )-bec.black 

'A football that has mixed green color--, that has mixed yellow 
color and black.' (MOOMJCOMPl) 

The availability of alternative strategies for nouns and adverbs (as in 56a to 
56c) could suggest that the modifying construction was originally restricted to 
verbs, and was only later extended to nouns and adverbs. Such a diachronic 
development is furthermore suggested by the semantics of the construction: the 
modifying construction creates a stative expression that characterizes a referent 
in terms of a specific property. As such, it differs from the semantics coded by 
the overwhelming majority of property-denoting expressions: the inchoative 
verbs. Such verbs can only ever describe the state change of getting into a 
property. That is, the modifying construction creates a possibility for state-
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change verbs to occur in reference to a state (see also section 6.3 in chapter 4, 
and section 2.2 in chapter 8). 

In natural texts, the distribution of individual items differs considerably: 
some occur predominantly in derived form (e.g., d'yen 'become small, young', 
b'img 'become red'), while others occur predominantly in their non-derived 
verbal form (e.g.,fyer 'become big', pya 'become white'). Their different dis
tribution can be explained by resorting to the distinction between individual
level terms (i.e., terms describing inherent properties) and stage-level terms 
(i.e., terms describing changeable properties) (Carlson 1980). Goemai generally 
does not make this distinction on the lexical level - it is true that there are some 
stative verbs and nouns that code permanent or inherent properties, but most 
property concepts are coded by inchoative verbs. Instead, Goemai makes this 
distinction in the distribution of derived and non-derived forms: some concepts 
are more likely to be construed as describing a permanent state (and thus occur 
in derived form), while others are more likely to be construed as a changeable 
state change (and thus occur as inchoative verbs). For example, d'yen 'become 
small, young' is usually used in derived form to characterize young people - it 
would be difficult to imagine a situation where animates grow younger. By 
contrast, fyer 'become big' is usually used in verbal form to describe people 
growing up. Similarly, b'ang 'become red' is preferably used in derived form 
with color reference only, while pya 'become white' is predominantly used in 
verbal form to metaphorically describe people becoming happy. Notice that 
some elements only ever occur in the modifying construction, e.g., goe- -
moed'emen 'good one(s)' or goe-- moep'Y.oe 'new one(s)' do not have a corre
sponding non-derived form *d'emen or *p'Y.oe synchronically. 

The distribution and functions described above are already attested in the 
manuscripts of Sirlinger (1937, 1942, 1946). Subsequently, the modifying con
struction was extended to other types of lexical fillers. These are not attested in 
Sirlinger. In addition, their semantics as well as considerable speaker variation 
point to a more recent development. 

One new development is the occurrence of other state-change verbs in the 
modifying construction - of verbs that characterize their referents not in terms 
of a property but in terms of a transitory configuration (in 57 a) or transforma
tion (in 57b). Not all speakers produce and accept these forms. 

(57) a. Sh'ep=hok a [goe-gorong]NP. 
wood=DEF FOC NOMZ(SG)-bec.crooked 

'The (piece of) wood is a crooked one.' (MOOANDISPOSlO) 

b. lit milk I a [goe-r!!!!P]NP. 
settlement 3SG.POSS FOC NOMZ(SG)-collapse 

'his house is a collapsed one.' (ROOABUSY) 
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Another recent development is the derivation of agentive nouns characteriz
ing humans from a large number of different parts of speech, including verbs 
(as muur 'steal' in 58a), verb phrases (as yat nshi 'advertise honey' in 58b), 
abstract nouns (as moos 'hospitality' in 58c), adverbials (as dok poeb'it 'old 
times' in 58d), prepositional phrases (as goe ilmi 'with an education' in 58e), 
and even entire clauses (as the clause introduced by pe 'TIIAT/WHEN' in 58f). 
This function is already attested in Sirlinger's manuscripts (see examples 50a 
and 50b above), but its pervasiveness is a new phenomenon. In particular, 
Sirlinger only gives examples of derived agentive nouns occurring as head 
nouns - never as modifiers. 

(58) a. My_ep k'wal my_ep yi goe a [goe-muur]NP. 
3PL.S talk 3PL.S SAY 2SGM.I FOC NOMZ(SG)-steal 

'They talk (and) they say (that) you are a thief.' (DOOJLAZINESS) 

b. Yong I [gurum moe-yat nshi]NP I dip. 
call person NOMZ(PL)-advertize bee/honey all 

'(He) called all the people who trade honey.' (F99AMOESHAAR) 

c. [gurum moe-moos]NP I my_ep=t'ong wul I 
person:CONS NOMZ(PL)-hospitality 3PL.S=IRR arrive 

my_ep=lap ni na. 
3PL.S=receive 3SG.O see 

'and then the guests (lit. people guests), they would arrive, they 
take it (and) see (it).' (COlANHAND) 

d. Moe-gurum men dok 
NOMZ(PL)-person lPL.POSS PAST.REM 

moe-dok poeb 'ft)NP (. .. ). 
NOMZ(PL)-past remote 

a [gurum 
FOC person 

'Our people were people of old times (i.e., traditionalists) 
( ... ).' (COOANYOUTH3) 

e. my_ep a [gurum moe-goe f/mi)NP. 
3PL.I FOC person NOMZ(PL)-COMIT education 

'they are people having education.' (cOOANYOUTH4) 
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f. Goe =rang pe 1 nd'uim 1 [iap 
2SGM.S=think THAT/WHEN INSIDE:GEN children(PL) 

moe-pi m!!_ep d'e t'ong m!!_en I 
NOMZ(PL)-THAT/WHEN 3PL.S exist PROGR go(PL) 

bi sh 'e Jl nd'asoenoe)NP (. .. ). 
thing learn/teach PROGR now 

'You think that among the children who are going for an educa
tion now( ... ).' (COOANYOUTHl) 

Furthermore, the modifying construction was extended to include all types 
of spatial expressions characterizing referents in terms of their spatial proper
ties (see section 5.4). And speakers use it to integrate adverbial numerals into 
the noun phrase (see chapter 5, section 2.1). 

In addition to its derivational functions described above, speakers use the 
modifying construction to overtly mark two types of expressions. First, it 
overtly marks some (human) nouns for number (see section 2.1). Second, it 
overtly marks demonstrative, anaphoric and definite modifiers: these modifiers 
usually occur underived as modifiers, but they can be overtly marked with the 
modifying prefixes (in 59) (some factors governing the distribution of marked 
and unmarked expressions are discussed in section 5.4). 

(59) n-[yi goe-linoe]NP I ndoe=yi wa 
LOC-year NOMZ(SG)-LOC.ANAPH SPEC=year return.home(SG) 

wul I haam t'ekgoed'i t'o ngwa Rees. 
arrive water already/still lie(SG) suburb:GEN <PLACE.NAME> 

'In that year, (and) (in) the year (that) has come, water was still ly
ing in the suburb of Rees.' (DOOAKWANDE) 

To summarize the discussion, the modifying construction was originally 
used with a derivational function to create agentive nouns, modifiers and head
less modifiers from verbs. In recent times, it has been extended to create ex
pressions that characterize referents in terms of their properties (coded in prop
erty-denoting verbs, nouns and adverbs), in terms of their human characteristics 
(coded in all parts of speech), in terms of their configuration or transformation 
(coded in state-change verbs), in terms of their discourse status (coded in de
monstrative, anaphoric and definite expressions), in terms of their spatial prop
erties (coded in spatial expressions), and in terms of their number (coded in 
numerals). In some cases, the modifying construction no longer serves a deriva
tional function, and Goemai seems to be in the process of developing an overt 
marking of the modifying function within the noun phrase. 
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4.3. Nominalization of verb phrases 

Goemai has two possibilities for nominalizing verb phrases, i.e., a verb together 
with its direct or cognate object: participle nominalization (section 4.3.1) and 
action nominalization (section 4.3.2). Other elements of the verb phrase (e.g., 
TAM particles and the second object of a ditransitive verb) cannot occur in 
these contexts. In both cases, there are restrictions on the resulting noun 
phrases: the head noun has to be the direct or cognate object of the verb; and 
the noun phrase only rarely contains further modifiers. 

4.3.1. Participle nominalization 

Participle nominalization is attested with transitive verbs only. In this case, the 
resulting expression consists of a head noun (corresponding to the direct object 
of the transitive verb) plus the nominalized transitive verb occurring as a modi
fier to this head noun. The nominalized verb is formed by means of the invari
ant nominalizing prefix goe- combining with the adverbializing prefix N-. The 
expression as a whole can occur in all nominal slots, e.g., as direct object in 
(60a), as subject in (60b) and (60c), or as verbless clause complement in (60d). 
Preferably, the noun phrase consists of the head noun and the nominalized verb 
only, although there are occasional examples that contain other modifiers (as 
the locative anaphor fmoe in 60b). 

(60) a. Fy_cm lap [shim goe-n-d'an]NP (. . .). 
rabbit receive yam NOMZ-ADVZ-cook/warm 

'The rabbit took the cooked yam ( ... ) (lit. yam of being 
cooked).' (F990LIGY A) 

b. Goe=na I [yit goe-n-aap nnoe]NP I 
2SGM.S=see eye/face NOMZ-ADVZ-open(PL) LOC.ANAPH 

d'ong p'uur. 
be.good very 

'You see, this eye-opening is very good (lit. eyes of being 
open).' (COOANJOS) 

c. [tyak goe-n-dam ]NP d'e d'i. 
heart/neck NOMZ-ADVZ-spoil exist LOC.ANAPH 

'there is anger (lit. heart of being spoiled).' (NOlNTIME) 
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d. To 1 d'ik goe-dok poeb 'it 1 a [d'ik 
okay marrying NOMZ(SG)-past remote FOC marrying 

goe-n-tu ]NP ba. 
NOMZ-ADVZ-kill(SG) NEG 

'Okay, the marriage of old times was not a marriage to be di
vorced (lit. marriage ofbeing killed).' (F990GOELONG) 

Alternatively, speakers occasionally use a non-verbal clause instead: the no
tional direct object occurs as subject, and the nominalized transitive verb as 
complement (in 61). In this structure, the nominalized transitive verb cannot be 
modified, and all modifiers have to occur with the verbless clause subject. 

(61) K'yang=hok a [goe-n-b'oot]NP. (. . .) Ko=wuroe shin 
rope=DEF FOC NOMZ-ADVZ-tie anylevery=who do 

toe=wo? 
EMPH=INTERR 

'The rope is a tied one (lit. of being tied).( ... ) Whoever could have 
done (it)?' (Q01APROG1.64) 

Semantically, participle nominalization functions as a stative or adjectival 
passive: it expresses an endstate that results from an unspecified agent carrying 
out a verb action. Syntactically, the nominalized verb modifies its notional di
rect object (and characterizes it in terms of this endstate). The subject argument 
is demoted in the sense that it cannot be expressed at all - although an external 
agent is understood (as illustrated by the continuation of 61 above). Its passive
like function is furthermore evident in its distribution: it is largely restricted to 
transitive verbs occurring in the patient I theme construction (in 60b to 60d) or 
the range construction (in 60a). Ditransitive verbs cannot be nominalized in this 
way, but their transitive alternant can (in 62a). Intransitive verbs cannot occur 
either, nor can verbs entering the causative construction. The only exception 
are verbs of transfer: they co-occur with either their patient I theme object (in 
62b) or with their causative object (in 62c) (see chapter 4, section 3 for details 
on argument structure constructions; see Haspelmath 1994 for a typological 
overview of passive participles).35 

35. This variability suggests that both constitute core participants of the verb - al
though at any time only one can be expressed as a syntactic direct object, while the 
other is expressed as an adverbial. Cross-linguistically, verbs of transfer often al
low for the possibility to link either of the two roles to direct object (see Van Valin 
and LaPolla 1997· 270-272, 326-352). 
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(62) a. A: Himgoed'e fmoe dok d'a moe=s'wa 
water LOC.ANAPH PAST.REM HAB lPL.S=drink 

t'ong a shind'ong. 
HAB FOC present 

'The water, in the past we used to drink (it) as a free gift.' 

N: To 1 nd'asoenoe 1 a [bi goe-n-k'wat]NP. 
okay now FOC thing NOMZ-ADVZ-pay 

'Okay, nowadays, (it) is a paid-for-thing (lit. thing of be
ing paid for).' (COOANJOS) 

b. hen=man [lwa goe-li-v!!it]NP 
lsG.s=know animal/meat NOMZ-ADVZ-take/give.share 

'I recognize the seized meat (lit. meat of being taken)' (A-

21/04/04) 

c. hen=man [gurum goe-li-v!!it]NP 
lsG.s=know person NOMZ-ADVZ-take/give.share 

'I recognize the person given (it)' (lit. person of being made to 
take (it))' (A-21/04/04) 

Chadic languages generally have multiple mechanisms for deriving compa
rable stative forms, e.g., Hausa deverbal adverbial statives (Jaggar 2001: 651-
656; P. Newman 2000: 549-554; E. Wolff 1993: 217-218) and adjectival past 
participles (P. Newman 2000: 19-21); or Miya attributive and predicate statives 
(Schuh 1998: 111, 116). But notice that these mechanisms differ from Goemai 
in their formal means of derivation (formed by suffixes) and their distribution 
(not restricted to transitive verbs). 

The participle construction is currently developing into a complement of 
auxiliary verbs (see chapter 8, section 4.3). 

4.3.2. Action nominalization 

Action nominalization derives an expression that consists of a head noun and a 
nominalized verb. The head noun is cognate to the verb (i.e., derived by means 
of zero nominalization, see section 4.1.1); and the nominalized verb is formed 
by means of the invariant nominalizing prefix goe- (illustrated in 63a and 63b). 
The resulting expression functions as a noun phrase, and can occur in all rele
vant syntactic functions (e.g., as prepositional object in 63a, as subject in 63b). 
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Usually, no further modification is observed, although modifiers can be added 
(e.g., the free possessive pronoun and the locative anaphor in 63a). 

(63) a. nd'asoenoe nd'uim [kut goe-kut goe 
now INSIDE:GEN talking NOMZ-talk 2SGM.POSS 

fmoe]NP =hoe(. .. ). 
LOC.ANAPH=exactly 

'Now, in this your talking( ... ).' (cOOJMQUESTl) 

b. [ml£tltln goe-ml£tltln)NP Ct bi goe-d'emen ba 
going(SG) NOMZ-go(SG) FOC thing NOMZ(SG)-good NEG 

'traveling isn't a good thing' (A-16/02/00) 

Unlike participle nominalization, action nominalization is attested with 
verbs of all transitivity classes (e.g., with a transitive verb in 63a, and with an 
intransitive verb in 63b ). It is likely that this construction is the nominalized 
form of the cognate object construction (see chapter 4, section 6.1): speakers 
use cognate objects to focus on an activity, and cognate objects are attested 
with both transitive and intransitive verbs. Nominalizing a verb and its cognate 
object then results in the nominalized action interpretation illustrated in (63a) 
and (63b). 

4.4. Nominalization of clauses 

Goemai has two possibilities for nominalizing entire clauses (i.e., including 
TAM particles, adverbials and different clause types): clausal nominalization 
(section 4.4.1) and manner I locative nominalization (section 4.4.2). Both pos
sibilities are illustrated in this section. 

4.4.1. Clausal nominalization 

The most common strategy makes use of the invariant nominalizing prefix goe-. 
The resulting expression then has two functions: when occurring without a 
head noun, it functions as an adverbial clause (see chapter 8, section 4.1 for this 
function); when occurring with a head noun, it functions as a modifier within 
the noun phrase. In the latter case, its function is comparable to that of relative 
clauses attested in many other languages. The nominalized clause contains all 
elements that were present in the corresponding verbal clause. Depending on 
the nature of the head noun, it allows for the following three patterns: 
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First, if the head noun corresponds to the clausal subject (such as gilrom 
'person' in 64), it is followed by the nominalizing prefix goe-, the verb (and 
TAM particles, if any), the direct object (if any) and adverbials (if any). 

( 64) ba [gurum goe-na ni)NP. 
NEG person NOMZ-see 3SG.O 

'There isn't anybody who looks after him (lit. person of looking af
ter him).' (DOOEWITCHl) 

Second, if the head noun corresponds to the clausal object (such as bi 
'thing' in 65a and 65b), the subject occurs as a possessor within the nomina
lized clause. In the case of nominalized simple clauses, the possessor (such as 
muk '3SG.POSS' in 65a) is preceded by the verb (and its TAM particles), but 
followed by the adverbials. In the case of multi verb constructions, the possessor 
(such as my_ep '3PL.POSS' in 65b) is preceded by the first verb (and its TAM 
particles), but followed by all other verbs. Notice that the possessor is always 
realized with a high tone: e.g., the low-tone noun mis 'man(sG)' receives a high 
tone in (65c). 

(65) a. [Bi goe-t'ong kat muk goe luun)NP (. . .). 
thing NOMZ-IRR find 3SG.POSS PLACE dry.season 

'The things that he would find in the dry season ( ... ) (lit. the 
things ofhis finding in the dry season ... ).' (cOOANYOUTH4) 

b. B'ep du=k'oeleng [bi goe-d'e 

c. 

do.again PL.LOG.SP.S=hear/smell thing NOMZ-exist 

my_ep t'ong k'wal yi]NP. 
3PL.POSS PROGR talk PROGR 

'They (should) again hear the thing that they are saying (lit. the 
thing of their saying).' (F99DLIIT) 

de ni k'oerek [bi goe-k'wal 
SO.THAT 3SG.S remember/remind thing NOMZ-talk 

mis=hok]NP yi (. . .). 
man(SG):POSS=DEF CONS 

'so that she remembers the thing that the man said( ... ).' 
(F99DMATWO) 

Third, instruments and locations can occur as head nouns, even though they 
function as adverbials in the corresponding verbal clauses. No other adverbial 
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can occur in this context. If the head noun is an instrument, the original subject 
is not expressed, and the direct object (if any) follows the verb (in 66a). If the 
head noun is a location, the original subject is expressed as a possessor, pre
ceded by the verb and direct object (if any) (in 66b). It is possible, but not nec
essary, for an anaphoric adverb referring back to the location to occur in the 
nominalized clause (in 66c). 

(66) a. [D'a goe-s'wa ni)NP wan. 
calabash NOMZ-drink 3so.o lack 

'There isn't a calabash for drinking it (with).' (F99DLIGYA) 

b. Nye-goepe fpe goe-s'wa haam muk]NP I 

c. 

because-THAT/WHEN place NOMZ-drink water 3SG.POSS 

t'ong goe=man ba. 
IRR 2SGM.S=know NEG 

'Because the place where he drinks water (lit. of his drinking 
water), you wouldn't know (it).' (DOlCLU) 

[lu goe-t'ong ru 
settlement NOMZ-IRR enter(SG) 

goedegoekitng]NP=hoe (. .. ). 
first=exactly 

goe 
2SGM.POSS 

d'il 
LOC.ANAPH 

'the compound where you would enter there (lit. of you enter
ing there), the first one( ... ).' (DOlCLU) 

The nominalized clause occurs in a fixed slot within the noun phrase (see 
table 28 in section 1). As such, it need not follow its head noun directly, but can 
be preceded by, e.g., free possessive pronouns (in 67a). Notice that this exam
ple contains two possessive pronouns: the first pronoun functions as a modifier 
to the head noun (i.e., sh'it muk 'his work'), but the second functions as a sub
ject within the nominalized clause (i.e., goet'ong shin muk 'that he would do'). 
That is, the potential ambiguity is resolved by the different positions of the 
possessive pronouns. fu the case of demonstrative, anaphoric and definite modi
fiers, however, a real ambiguity arises: since such modifiers always follow the 
nominalized clause, they can be interpreted either as modifiers to the head 
noun, or as modifiers to a noun occurring within the nominalized clause (as 
illustrated by the two free translations in 67b). fu such cases, the ambiguity can 
only be resolved through contextual information. 
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(67) a. Ni t'ong mim boe=my_aim goe [sh'it 
3SG.S IRR know HOW/WHERE=go(SG) CO MIT work 

mukl [goe-t'ong shin muk )NoMZ)NP. 
3SG.POSS NOMZ-IRR do 3SG.POSS 

'He would know how to go (on) with his work that he would do 
(lit. work of his doing).' (COOANYOUTHl) 

b. My_ep my_en t'en kat 
3PL.S go(PL) IRR find 

[gurum [goe-shin y_en=hok]NoMZ]NP (. .. ). 
[gurum [goe-shin y_en]NoMZ=hok]NP (. .. ). 
person NOMZ(SG)-do medicine=DEF 

'They went (and) would find a person who makes the medicine 
( ... ).' 
Or: '( ... )the person who makes medicine( ... ).' (DOOEWITCH4) 

It is not possible for two nominalized clauses to co-occur as modifiers. In 
such cases, speakers express one proposition in a nominalized clause, and the 
second proposition in an adverbial (goe-) pe-ft clause (in 68) (see chapter 8, 
section 4.1). 

(68) Ndoe=aram na n-d'e I k'a [wo I 
SPEC=conversation PRES PRES-exist HEAD(SG):GEN snake 

goe-t'o I n-haamd'e]NP I [goepe my_ep yong 
NOMZ-lie(SG) LOC-water THAT/WHEN 3PL.S:CONS call 

ni I k'waktak I goe yil Goemai]ADv· 
3SG.O watersnake PLACE ground:GEN <ETHNIC.NAME> 

'See, here's a story about a snake that lies in water, that they call 
k'waktak in the land of the Goemai.' (D99DGWAKTAK) 

Nominalized clauses cannot occur pronominally in place of the head noun. 
If they occur without a head noun, they function as adverbial clauses and re
ceive a temporal interpretation (see chapter 8, section 4.1). 

4.4. 2. Manner I locative nominalization 

The second type of clausal nominalization is a type of manner I locative nomi
nalization, which nominalizes both verbal (in 69a and 69b) and non-verbal (in 
69c) clauses by means of the proclitic boe=. Unlike the clausal nominalization 
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discussed above, manner I locative nominalization does not require the notional 
subject to be expressed (in 69a) - if it is expressed, it occurs as a possessor (as 
goe '2SGM.POSS' in 69b). The resulting expressions describe manner (i.e., how 
something is done) or location (i.e., where something is done). The interpreta
tion depends on its interaction with other elements in the clause, in particular, 
the verb semantics. 

(69) a. To I a [boe=t'ong tangoede]NP. 
okay FOC HOW/WHERE=IRR start 

'Okay, (this) is how/where (it) would start.' (DOlALU) 

b. To 1 [boe=t'ong 
okay HOW/WHERE-IRR 

tangoede 
start 

goe]NP 1 Ia 
2SGM.POSS COND 

goe=d'yem k'a wakiuim I t'ong 
2SGM.S=stand(SG) HEAD(SG):GEN way IRR 

goe=kat a zorz d'yem toe bantyem 
2SGM.S=find FOC entrance stand(SG) EMPH FRONT 

goe. 
2SGM.POSS 

'Okay, how/where you would start, when you stand on the way, 
you would find an entrance hut (that) stands in front of you.' 
(DOlALU) 

c. La [boe=a gaskiya]NP (. . .). 
COND HOW/WHERE=FOC truth:POSS 

'lf(this is) how/where the truth is( ... ).' (NOOEWITCH5) 

Generally, the resulting expression cannot occur as either a modifier or a 
head noun. Instead, it occurs as an adverbial (as in 69a to 69c), specifying how 
or where an event took place. However, there are examples where the nominal
ized clause occurs as an argument to a verb (in 70a and 70b). Such uses are 
rare, and the semantic and syntactic restrictions are only imperfectly under
stood. It is possible that the examples reflect lexicalizations- such as boelat 
'end (lit. how/where it fmishes)' or boed'e 'whereabouts; meaning (lit. 
how/where it is)' 
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(70) a. To I goe=mim [gwen boe=d'e 
okay 2SGM.S=know ASSOC.PL HOW/WHERE-exist 

Jimaar]NP=hoe=a? 
fish.type:POSS=exactly=INTERR 

'Okay, do you know the kinds ofwhereabouts ofthejimaar 
fish?' (C00ANDIALECT2) 

b. Hen=k'oeleng [boe=d'e kut goe]NP. 
1SG.S=hear/smell HOW/WHERE=exist talking:POSS 2SGM.POSS 

'I hear the meaning of your talk.' (cOOJMQUEST3) 

5. Other elements of the noun phrase 

This section describes the non-nominal expressions occurring within the noun 
phrase. It first introduces the pre-head quantifier (section 5.1 ), associative plu
ral (section 5.2) and specific-indefinite article (section 5.3). The fourth type of 
pre-head modifier, the diminutive, has already been discussed in section 2.5. 
The section then goes on to present the post-head modifiers. Goemai has a large 
group of such modifiers, occurring in the following order: nominalized verb 
phrase (see section 4.3 above), free possessive pronoun (see section 2.4), modi
fying construction (see section 4.2), nominalized clause (see section 4.4), de
monstrative, locative anaphor and definite article. Some co-occurrences of such 
post-head modifiers are illustrated below: a nominalized verb phrase and a 
definite article co-occur in (71a); a possessive modifier and a modifying con
struction co-occur in (7lb); and a modifying construction and a nominalized 
clause co-occur in (71c ). 

(71) a. sai goe =nak [ ndoe =haas 
then/only 2SGM.s=fetch SPEC=flour 

goe-n-d'ek=hok]NP (. . .). 
NOMZ-ADVZ-move.up/down=DEF 

'then you fetch some ofthe winnowed flour( ... ).' (POODCROPS) 

b. a [mmuk yam-nuun 
FOC NOMZ.3SG.POSS son(SG ):GEN-mother 

goe-misk 1OOm )NP. 
NOMZ(SG)-elder(SG) 

'(it) is (the one) of my elder brother.' (DOlJLU) 

noe 
1SG.POSS 
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c. moe=k'oeleng [k'wal moe-d'emen fgoe-t'ong 
1PL.S=hear/smell talking NOMZ(PL)-good NOMZ-IRR 

p'!!_at fli-p!!_Oe m!!_ep)NoMZ)NP goepe my_ep 
exit(PL) LOC-mouth 3PL.POSS THAT/WHEN 3PL.S 

zem men. 
like 1PL.O 

'we hear good advice that would come from their mouths (of 
those) that love us.' (DOOJPEOPLE) 

Most post-head modifiers have already been discussed in previous sections. 
This section focuses only on those elements that mark the referential status of 
an entity: the demonstratives (section 5.4), the locative anaphor (section 5.5) 
and the definite article (section 5.6) (see also Hellwig 2002 and 2003: 239-284 
for more detailed grammatical, semantic, and pragmatic information on these 
expressions). 

5 .1. Quantifier 

The quantifier d'u 'much/many' indicates that the referent of the head noun 
occurs in great quantity. There are no restrictions on the types of entities that 
can be quantified, covering both count nouns (in 72a) and mass nouns (in 72b). 
fu the first case, there may be plural morphemes elsewhere in the noun phrase 
or clause; in the second case, singular marking is observed (corresponding to 
the mass interpretation; see section 2.1 for the semantics of number marking). 

(72) a. my_ep nyet [d'u f'eng)NP yuu/ d'yam 
3PL.S leave much/many tree rise(PL) stand(PL) 

d'i ngam. 
LOC.ANAPH much/many 

'they let many trees rise (and) stand there.' (DOlCLU) 

b. [D'u hangoed'e]NP t'o b 'ak t'ong su 
much/many water lie(SG) here PROGR run(SG) 

yi n-yil. 
PROGR LOC-ground 

'Much water lies here running on the ground.' (HOlAJOs) 

The corresponding concept of 'few/little' can be expressed by the diminu
tive - but recall that it receives this interpretation only when modifying a mass 
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noun (see section 2.5). In its quantifying use, the diminutive is mutually exclu
sive with the quantifier (for semantic reasons), but in its diminutive use, the 
two can co-occur (as in 73). 

(73) [d'u jap bi goe-d'e m-b'et 
much/many DIM(PL):GEN thing NOMZ-exist LOC-belly:GEN 

ming=hok]NP I my_ep yong ni beng. 
cow=DEF 3PL.S call 3SG.O stomach 

'the many little things that are in the belly of the cow, they call 
them beng.' (COOANDIALECT3) 

Notice that Goemai preferably codes quantification in adverbs (see chapter 
5, section 2.2.1). The diminutive-cum-quantifier Ia (SG) - jap (PL) and the 
quantifier d'u are the only exceptions to this generalization. Both are likely to 
be of recent origin. The diminutive was derived from a noun (see section 2.5), 
and the quantifier was possibly derived from the verb d'u (SG) 'put sitting, 
cause to sit' Both the causative verb and its intransitive counterpart t'ong (SG) 
'sit' have secondary senses of 'put much/many' and 'be much/many' respec
tively (see Hellwig 2003: 124-129, 142). Example (74a) illustrates this verb in 
its secondary sense, and (74b) is a parallel example that illustrates the corre
sponding quantifier. It is possible that the quantifier originated as the second 
verb in a serial verb construction (see chapter 8, section 3 on serialization), but 
in present-day Goemai, the verb and the quantifier occur in different syntactic 
functions. 

(74) a. t'ong goe=na my_ep [d'u]v lu 
IRR 2SGM.S=see 3PL.S cause.sitting(SG) settlement 

ngam wa d'i n-Tudun Wada=hok. 
much/many AREA LOC.ANAPH LOC-<PLACE.NAME>=DEF 

'you would see (that) they have put up many houses in the area 
there of Tudun W ada.' (HO 1 Ams) 

b. t'ong goe=na my_ep Zoe [d'u kenti]NP 
IRR 2SGM.S=see 3PL.S put much/many store 

!eng d'i. 
hang/move(PL) LOC.ANAPH 

'you would see (that) they have put up many stores (that) hang 
there.' (HOlAJOS) 
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5 .2. Associative plural 

The associative plural gwen is prototypically used to denote a unit comprising a 
single person (in 75a) or folktale character (in 75b and 75c) (expressed in the 
head noun) and its associates. In these cases, it triggers the use of plural mor
phemes elsewhere in the phrase or clause (e.g., the plural verb yok 'return 
home' in 75b, or the plural spatial relator k'ek 'HEADs' in 75c). The plural noun 
phrase can occur in any syntactic function. 

(75) a. lu men toe d'i I [lu 
settlement lPL.POSS EMPH LOC.ANAPH settlement:GEN 

gwen Shalyen]NP. 
ASSOC.PL <NAME> 

'our compound (is) there, the compound of Shalyen and his 
people.' (DOOJROUTE) 

b. Lokashi goepe [gwen Naan]NP yok 
time THAT/WHENASSOC.PL:CONS God return.home(PL) 

n-zam ndoe sharap ji (. .. ). 
LOC-field CONJ women(PL) SGM.LOG.SP.POSS 

'(At) the time when God and his people returned home from 
the farm (together) with his wives( ... ).' (F990GOELONG) 

c. ndoe=aram na n-d'e I k'ek 
SPEC=conversation PRES PRES-exist HEADS(PL):GEN 

[gwen .fkan]NP 1 ndoe nt'i 1 ndoe ligya. 
ASSOC.PL rabbit CONJ son.of.rabbit CONJ nightjar 

'Here is a story about the people of the rabbit (together) with 
the son ofthe rabbit and the nightjar.' (F99DLIGYA) 

More recently, speakers have extended its use to express a plurality of enti
ties of the same kind. These entities can be people (in 76a), but also inanimate 
objects (in 76b), abstract entities (in 76c), and even masses (in 76d). In the lat
ter case, it can co-occur with singular marking elsewhere in the phrase or clause 
(e.g., with the singular verb d'u 'cause sitting' in 76d). It is not obligatory in 
any of these cases, and its presence rather stresses that the entities occur in 
different types or kinds. 

(76) a. goebi [gwen dask'oom)NP ma my_ep S 1WO. 
AS.IF ASSOC.PL elders(PL) also 3PL.S drink 

'like those kinds of elders, too, they drink (it).' (DOlNTREE) 
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b. Mimg [gwen I d'a goe-t'wot d'i]NP (. . .). 
take(SG) ASSOC.PL calabash NOMZ-sit(PL) LOC.ANAPH 

'(He) took those kinds of calabashes that sat there ( ... ).' 
(F99DLIIT) 

c. Jap t'el t'wot d'i 1 
children(PL) assemble sit(PL) LOC.ANAPH 

t'at [gwen tamtis ]NP d'i. 
propel/tell.folktale(SG) ASSOC.PL folktale LOC.ANAPH 

'The children sit assembled there, (they) tell different kinds of 
folktales there.' (DO 1 CLU) 

d. m!{ep d'u [gwen 
3PL.S cause.sitting(SG) ASSOC.PL 

hangoed'e]NP nd'uim. 
water INSIDE 

'they set kinds of water inside.' (DOlJHAND) 

The associative plural can co-occur in the same noun phrase with other 
modifiers, including the quantifier d'u (in 77a) or the diminutive lit (SG)- jap 
(PL) (in 77b). 

(77) a. Goebi goe [d'u gwen vitamins ]NP d'e 
AS .IF COMIT much/many ASSOC.PL vitamins exist 

nd'uun muk (. .. ). 
INSIDE 3SG.POSS 

'As if (it) has these many kinds of vitamins (that) are inside it 
( ... ).' (DOlATREE) 

b. MM.ep shin [gwen jap bi)NP dip. 
3PL.S do ASSOC.PL DIM(PL) thing all 

'They do all these kinds of little things.' (cOOANYOUTHl) 

The associative plural probably originated from the pronoun gwen '2PL', 
which was (and still is) used as a stylistic device in narrative texts. fu present
day Goemai, it is common for narrators to step outside their narration and to 
directly address the protagonists of a story (in 78a) or their audiences (in 78b). 
fu such contexts, narrators often use a second person pronoun in juxtaposition 
to a name - superficially in the same position as the present-day associative 
plural, i.e., preceding the name (as in 78b). fu the course ofgrammaticalization, 
this pronoun probably became integrated into the noun phrase, co-occurring 
first with human and animal protagonists, and later with all other types of enti
ties. 
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(78) a. My_ep kat la-t'eng de-goe n-s'oe ba. To I 
3PL.S find child(SG):GEN-tree PUR ADVZ-eat NEG okay 

fifan I d'in goe=ndoe bi=goe nd'uim I 
rabbit PAST.CL 2SGM.S=come thing=2SGM.POSS INSIDE:GEN 

nung goe. Sai yo kUut p'et I 
maturity(so) 2SGM.POSS then/only rise(SG) just exit(SG) 

goe 
CO MIT 

sh'e 
foot/leg 

muk. 
3SG.POSS 

'They didn't find any fruit to eat. Okay, rabbit, you have just 
come in your own way in your own cleverness(= what are you 
going to do?). Then (he = rabbit) just rose (and) went out on 
his feet.' (F99 ANTI) 

b. So hen=b'ool [gwen]NP [dask'oom]NP 1 
so lso.s=beg/appeal 2PL.O elders(PL) 

hen=b'ool [gwen]NP [moe-nda]NP 1 ndoe 
lSG.S=beg/appeal 2PL.O NOMZ(PL)-father CONJ 

Jap 1 t'wot mpy_oe-mpy_oe 1 t'ong gu=sh'e 1 
children(PL) sit(PL) REDUP.always PROGR 2PL.S=leam/teach 

d'y_oe Goemai=hok yi. 
voice:GEN <ETHNIC.NAME>=DEF PROGR 

'So I ask you, elders, I ask you, fathers and children, always sit 
learning the Goemai language.' (DOONSPEAKING) 

5.3. Specific-indefinite article 

The specific-indefinite article Moe= introduces a specific entity into discourse, 
i.e., an entity whose existence and unique identifiability is presupposed. As 
such, the referent is identifiable by the speaker, but not yet by the hearer. The 
article frequently occurs in existential statements, with both singular (in 79a) 
and plural referents (in 79b). In subsequent occurrences, the new entity is then 
overtly marked as definite, e.g., by using a possessive pronoun (in 79a) or a 
definite article (in 79c). Phonetically, the article has to be analyzed as a procli
tic, forming a tight unit with the following noun. 
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(79) a. [Ndoe=la]NP d'e d'i. S'em 
SPEC=child(SG) exist LOC.ANAPH name 

lma. 
<NAME> 

muk a 
3SG.POSS FOC 

'There was a certain boy. His name was Ima.' (oOOEwrrcHl) 

b. Akwai [lidoe=jap moe-b'ak pe]NP 
there .is/are SPEC=children(PL) NOMZ(PL )-disregard place 

d'e d'i. 
exist LOC.ANAPH 

'There were some disrespectful children.' (F990GOELONG) 

c. ni I Zoe an muk d'emt'ei k'a 
3SG.S put mind 3SG.POSS already HEAD(SG) 

[lidoe=reep]NP. Ni zem de-goe n-lap I 
SPEC=girl(SG) 3SG.S like PUR ADVZ-receive 

reep=hok. 
girl( SG )=DEF 

'he has already put his mind onto a certain girl. He wants to 
marry the girl.' (F99DLA) 

Notice that this morpheme is not a general indefinite article. There are there
fore many instances where non-specific referents are introduced into discourse 
with a bare noun phrase (as t'eng 'tree' in 80 below). 

(80) Doe kat 1 [goede t'eng goe-fyer]NP. 
come find bottom:GEN tree NOMZ(SG)-bec.big(SG) 

'(He) found here the bottom of a big tree.' (F99ANTI) 

The specific-indefinite article co-occurs with the definite article in those 
cases where the new entity forms a subset of those entities that are already 
known from previous discourse. For example, in (8la), the speaker has previ
ously discussed the economic uses of different trees; he now asks himself if he 
should discuss any other trees - he uses the definite article =hok to mark the 
trees as known from discourse, but the specific article Moe= to refer to a subset 
of these trees (those that he has not yet discussed). Under similar conditions, 
the specific-indefinite article co-occurs with the locative anaphor fmoe (intro
ducing a subset of anaphoric referents, as in 8lb) and the demonstratives (in
troducing a subset of spatial referents, as in 8lc) (see sections 5.4 to 5.6 for the 
semantics of demonstrative, anaphoric and definite modifiers). 
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(81) a. [Ndoe=t'eng=hok]NP d'yam d'i 
SPEC=tree=DEF stand(PL) LOC.ANAPH 

zak-yit=a? 
also/however-again=INTERR 

'Do any other trees stand there again?' (DOl A TREE) 

b. ko kUma [lidoe=yi linoe]NP goe-k'wal 
maybe/or also SPEC=year LOC.ANAPH NOMZ-talk 

muk 
3SG.POSS 

fmoe. 
LOC.ANAPH 

'or maybe one of these years, these (ones) that she has named.' 
(S00JFAREWELL1) 

c. Sai 1 ba goe y_es fmoe kUut 1 
then/only retum(SG) COMIT bone LOC.ANAPH just 

poe [lidoe=aas goe-n-d'e-nting]NP=hoe. 
give SPEC=dog NOMZ(SG )-ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.DIST=exactly 

'Then (he) just returned with this bone, (and) so (he) gave (it 
to) (one of) those dogs.' (FOOCAAs) 

Many Chadic languages have comparable specific-indefinite forms that in
troduce referents into discourse whose existence is presupposed (Frajzyngier 
1993: 138-140; P. Newman 2000: 153-154; Schuh 1998: 217-221). Usually, 
these forms function both as pronouns and as modifiers to a noun; and they 
often convey the additional semantics of non-identity between two referents. 
The Goemai specific-indefinite article, by contrast, can only be used as a modi
fier, and it cannot express non-identity. However, Goemai has a nominal form 
Me that is used to individuate referents (as in 82a), stressing their non-identity 
(as in 82b). This nominal form does not have the same semantic extensions as 
the specific-indefinite article (see also chapter 5, section 2.1), but it is possible 
that the two are diachronically related: recall that the specific-indefinite article 
is a proclitic to the noun- and within phonological words, [e) (as in Me f'ndel) 
could have lost some of its phonetic substance, being realized as [a] (as in 
Moe= f'ndal). 
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(82) a. M11_ep yuul nk'wak mM_epl de nde 
3PL.S rise(PL) all 3PL.POSS SO.THAT one/other 

mimg ngoegim=hok. 
take(SG) ring=DEF 

'They rose among themselves, so that one (may) pick up the 
ring.' (FOOJNAAN) 

b. Fridge=hok guda fer. fide d'yem b'ak 1 
fridge=DEF unit four one/other stand(sG) here 

nde d'yem b 'ak 1 nde d'yem 
one/other stand(SG) here one/other stand(SG) 

p11_anang 1 lide d'yem poenoe=hoe. 
there/yonder one/other stand(SG) thus=exactly 

'The fridges (are) four. One stands here, one stands here, one 
stands there, one stands like this.' (DOOEWITCH2) 

The specific-indefinite article Moe= occurs in a second context: it co-occurs 
with generic nouns to express indefmiteness. As such, it is attested in many of 
the functional domains that cross-linguistically trigger the use of indefinite 
pronouns (Haspelmath 1997):36 specific contexts (in 83a), irrealis contexts (in 
83b), questions (in 83c), conditionals (in 83d) and comparatives (in 83e). Nega
tion is expressed by using the general sentence-final negative particle (in 83f 
and 83g). The available data indicates that these phrases express true indefinite 
readings ('some'). Notice, however, that all data come from textual data (trans
lated by native speakers into Hausa and English), i.e., in the absence of detailed 
semantic investigations, it is not possible to determine their exact semantics. 
Notice also that Goemai has borrowed the Hausa form kOo- 'any; every/each' to 
convey both free choice ('any') and universal quantification ('every/each'). 
This form is intruding into some of the domains illustrated in (83a) to (83g) 
(see chapter 6, section 2.1 for details). Other Chadic languages exhibit similar 
patterns (see especially Schuh 1998: 217-221; Frajzyngier 1993: 141-143): 
they use a native form for expressing indefiniteness, but have borrowed Hausa 

36. Many Chadic languages have a set of indefmite pronouns that occur in environ
ments similar (but not necessarily identical) to those exemplified in (83a) to (83g) 
(Haspelmath 1997· 300-301; P. Newman 2000: 153-154; Schuh 1998: 217-221). 
For Goemai, examples such as (83a) to (83g) should probably not be analyzed as 
instances of indefinite pronouns, but rather as instances of specific-indefinite noun 
phrases, since they do not seem to exhibit any prosodic, morphological or syntactic 
differences (but see Haspelmath 1997· 10-11, 52-54, 56-57, 182-183 on difficul
ties to distinguish between the two). 
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kOo- for universal quantification and free choice (overlapping with the native 
indefinite forms in some contexts). The native expressions either make use of 
generic nouns or of indefinite pronouns grammaticalized from generic nouns 
(see also Haspelmath 1997: 241 who suggests that this coding strategy is a 
widespread areal pattern in Africa). 

(83) a. [Ndoe=bi]NP d'e t'en paru yi b 'ak. 
SPEC=thing exist PROGR happen PROGR here 

'Something is happening here.' (oOOEWITCH4) 

b. Ni t'en tu goe toe [t'at lidoe=b'it]ADvl 
3SG.S IRR kill(SG) 2SGM.O EMPHtime:GEN SPEC=day 

ni t'en tU yi toe [t'at ndoe=b'it)ADV· 
3SG.S IRR kill(SG) 2SGF.O EMPHtime:GEN SPEC=day 

'She will kill you someday, she will kill you someday.' 
(NOOEFRIENDS 1) 

c. Goe (. . .) kat [lidoe=bi]NP=a? 

d. 

2SGM.S find SPEC=thing=INTERR 

'Have you found something?' (cOOANYOUTH3) 

Ia my_aan [lidoe=pe]ADv I wo 
COND go(SG) SPEC=place snake:CONS 

ni. 
3SG.O 

t'ong 
IRR 

bi 
follow 

'when (it) goes somewhere, the snake would then follow it.' 
(FOOJGOESEM) 

e. yin Ia goe I nung goe=ma 
SAY COND 2SGM.S bec.mature(SG) 2SGM.S=surpass 

[lidoe=gurum]NP me I t'ong goe=nung 
SPEC=person really IRR 2SGM.s=bec.mature(so) 

goe=ma [ndoe=gurum)NP zak=a? 
2SGM.S=surpass SPEC=person also/however=INTERR 

'(he) said, if you really are more clever than someone, will you 
also be more clever than someone (else)?' (F99DLIGY A) 
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f. M11_ai yin hai Ji=kilt [lidoe=bi]NP 
fellow SAY INTERJ SGM.LOG .SP .S=find SPEC=thing 

d'i ba. 
LOC.ANAPH NEG 

'The fellow1 said, hey, he1 found nothing there.' 
(F99 AMOESHAAR) 

g. [Ndoe=gurum ]NP b 'oot de-goe sus he 
SPEC=person gain.expertise(SG) PUR cheat 

goe-nye ba. 
NOMZ(SG)-matter NEG 

'No-one can cheat (his) neighbor.' (H99BTARIHI) 

Finally, the specific-indefinite article obligatorily occurs in all cases of natu
ral coordination (see section 3.2 for details). 

5.4. Demonstratives 

Demonstratives occur both as modifiers and as pronouns. They constitute mor
phologically complex words that contain a nominalizing prefix (optional in the 
case of the demonstrative modifier, but obligatory in the case of the demonstra
tive pronoun), an adverbializing prefix, a deictic classifier and a deictic root. 
This structure is summarized in table (42). The internal structure ofthe demon
strative word seems to be unique within Chadic; in particular, no other Chadic 
language is known to have deictic classifiers. 

Table 42. The demonstrative word 

Nominalizer Adverbializer Deictic classifier Deictic root 

goe- (so) 
moe- (PL) 

n- lang- (SG), /eng- (PL) 'hang/move' nnoe 'PROXIMAL' 

t'ong- (SG), t'wot- (PL) 'sit' nang 'DISTAL' 

d'yem- (so), d'yam- (PL) 'stand' 
t'o- (so), t'oerep- (PL) 'lie' 
d'e- 'exist' 

The first element of the demonstrative word is the nominalizing prefix goe
(SG) or moe- (PL). These prefixes are identical to those of the modifying con
struction (see section 4.2): they specify the number of noun phrase referents 
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(e.g., singular in 84a and plural in 84b), and they allow the demonstrative to 
occur pronominally (in 84b). 

(84) a. Nwa goe yir [wakaam 
PL.LOG.AD.S OBLIG tum way 

goe-n-d'e-nting]NP=hoe 1 de 
NOMZ(SG )-ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.DIST=exactly SO. THAT 

nwa goe t'wot yi d'i. 
PL.LOG.AD.A:CONS OBLIG sit(PL) CONS LOC.ANAPH 

'(He1 said) they2 should tum into that street, so that they2 

should sit there.' (FOOCFUAN) 

b. [moe-n-d'e-nnoe)NP Ct fong 
NOMZ(PL)-ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX FOC chief 

moe-poevel I goepe 
NOMZ(PL)-seven THAT/WHEN 

yil moe-nan 
SAY NOMZ(PL)-bec.big(PL) 

my_ep k'wal my_ep 
3PL.S:CONS talk 3PL.S 

toe. 
EMPH 

'these ones are the seven chiefs that they call ''the important 
ones."' (COOANDIALECT4) 

The formal similarities suggest that the demonstrative modifiers and pro
nouns instantiate a subtype of the modifying construction, and thus serve simi
lar functions: they introduce an expression that characterizes its referent in 
terms of a specific property, i.e., in terms of its spatial characteristics. But de
spite their formal similarities, the demonstratives differ in two respects. 

First, the demonstrative modifiers occur in a different syntactic slot and can 
co-occur with the modifying construction (in 85a) - two modifying construc
tions can never co-occur within the same noun phrase. Second, the nominaliz
ing prefix is optional in the demonstrative modifier (in 85a and 85b), but obli
gatory in the modifying construction.37 It is likely that its optionality in the 
demonstrative modifier results from the presence of the adverbializing prefix 
N-. A similar distribution is observed in the modifying construction: if verbs 
have an initial prenasalized consonant, such as ngergek 'become round', the 
nominalizing prefix is optional (as in 85c). Given the phonological structure of 
the language, it is likely that such prenasalized consonants originated in nasal 
prefixes (see chapter 2, section 1.2), and possibly even in the adverbializing 

37. In both cases, it is obligatory in the (pro-) nominal form (i.e., in the demonstrative 
pronoun and in the headless modifier). 
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prefix N-. Example (85d) illustrates the context that might have triggered the 
reanalysis of adverbialized verbs as modifiers within the noun phrase: it is easy 
to see how an adverb such as mb 'cmik 'freshly' could have become reanalyzed 
as a modifier such as mb'cmik 'fresh' 

(85) a. Goe =nit fpin goe-f'yer 
2SGM.S=see hut NOMZ(SG)-bec.big(SG) 

li-d' e-nnoe )NP =hoe =a? 
ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly=INTERR 

'Do you see this big hut?' (MOOANDISPOSll) 

b. Wut I wut I [wut 
custard.apple custard.apple custard.apple 

li-d'yem-nang]NP I 
ADVZ-CL: stand(SG )-DEM.DIST 

moe=d~ moe=s~e 

lPL.S=exist lPL.S=eat 

lit wut yi. 
child(SG):GEN custard.apple CONS 

'The custard apple, the custard apple, that standing custard ap
ple, we are eating the fruit ofthe custard apple.' (D01JTREE4) 

C. [d'a moe- ngergek)NP 
[d'a ngergek]NP 
calabash NOMZ(PL)- bec.round 

'round calabashes' (D-06/01/00) 

d. goe=tarap [s'onk'wa]NP [ni-b'arak]ADv· 
2SGM.S=snap(PL) maize ADVZ-bec.wet 

'you break the maize freshly/in a fresh condition.' (POODCROPS) 

Typically (but not necessarily), the nominalizing prefix is omitted from the 
demonstrative modifier whenever number information is expressed elsewhere. 
This phenomenon is illustrated with the parallel examples below. In (86a), 
number information is coded only in the nominalizing prefix. In the last two 
examples, by contrast, number is coded elsewhere (in the diminutive modifier 
in 86b and in the deictic classifier in 86c) - and the nominalizing prefix does 
not occur. 
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[T'eng goe-n-d'e-fmoe ]NP 
tree NOMZ(SG)-ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX 

b'em 
touch 

k'a 1 pin =hok. 
head(SG):GEN hut=DEF 

'This tree touches the top ofthe hut.' (R01NCONTR) 

b. nd'uim Uap t'eng n-d'e-nnoe]NP (. . .). 
INSIDE:GEN DIM(PL):GEN tree ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX 

'Among these little trees( ... ).' (D01NTREE) 

c. Goe-n-d'e-nnoe 1 [t'eng 
NOMZ(SG )-ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX tree 

n-d'yem-nnoe ]NP I 
ADVZ-CL:stand(SG )-DEM.PROX 

t'eng d'in. 
tree:GEN sheabutter 

s'em muk a/ 
name 3SG.POSS FOC 

'This one, this standing tree, its name is sheabutter tree.' 
(DO 1 JTREE 1) 

The semantics of number marking is identical to that attested in the modi
fying construction: the singular prefix is used with individual, collective and 
mass referents, and the plural prefix is used with multiple individuals (see the 
discussion in section 2.1 ). However, speakers sometimes use the singular prefix 
goe- in place of the plural prefix moe-, e.g., it can co-occur with a plural deictic 
classifier (and plural marking elsewhere in the clause, as in 87). This variation 
could reflect the recent diachronic origin of the demonstratives. They presuma
bly originated in a nominalized presentative construction of the following form: 
the invariant prefix goe- nominalized the entire construction (see section 4.4), 
the presentative prefix N- (originating in the adverbializing prefix N-) coded the 
presentative function, and a locative verb plus a deictic adverb gave spatial 
information (see chapter 8, section 1.3 for the presentative). fu the course of 
grammaticalization, all elements have been reanalyzed - including the use of 
the modifying prefixes goe- (SG) and mbe- (PL) in place of the invariant prefix 
goe- (see Hellwig 2003: 273-283 for details of this analysis). 

(87) Goe-n-t'oerep-nnoe 1 a haam 
NOMZ( SG )-ADVZ-CL: lie(PL )-DEM.PROX FOC water 

moe-tep. 
NOMZ(PL )-bee. black 

'These lying ones are black ones.' (QOlJDEM) 
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The second element of the demonstrative word - the adverbializing prefix -
is a remnant of its diachronic origin (see above). The third element is the deic
tic classifier.38 The classifier is a separate morpheme (i.e., it is not fused with 
the deictic root), and it classifies a referent in terms of its canonical position. 
All classifiers derive from locative verbs, and they retain their original seman
tics (see table 31 in section 2.2). 

Of particular interest is the distribution ofthe existential classifier (i.e., d'e
'exist') as opposed to the postural classifiers (i.e., litng- 'hang/move', t'ong
'sit', d'yem- 'stand', t'o- 'lie'). By default, the existential occurs with referents 
that cannot occur with any of the posturals. But aside from this default use, 
speakers can shift away from a postural to the existential. This shift depends on 
the identifiability of the referent: if the postural information is judged to help 
identify the referent, it will be provided - but if a referent is identifiable on 
other grounds, the existential will be used. For example, if the referent has al
ready been identified, the existential is used to maintain reference to it. This 
includes the second mention of referents (in 88a) as well as contexts where 
speakers explicitly contrast the properties of different referents (in 88b). Fur
thermore, the existential is used if the postural information is already coded 
elsewhere (in 88c) - it is rare for the postural information to be coded both in 
the classifier and in the locative verb (in 88d). See Hellwig (2003: 249-255) for 
a more extensive discussion of these and other contexts. 

(88) a. Goe-li-d'yem-linoe a !emu 
NOMZ(SG)-ADVZ-cL:stand(SG)-DEM.PROX FOC orange 

goe-rok. Lemu goe-rok 
NOMZ(SG )-bec.sweet orange NOMZ(SG)-bec.sweet 

n-d'e-linoe=hoe (. .. ). 
ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly 

'This standing one is a sweet orange (tree). 
This sweet orange (tree)( ... ).' (DOlNTREE) 

38. The tenn 'deictic classifier' is adopted from Aikhenvald (2000: 176-183). Notice 
that the classifier literature follows the convention to name a classifier according to 
the morphosyntactic context in which it occurs, i.e., deictic classifiers occur in 
deictic expressions - but they classify nominals, not deictics. Typologically, deictic 
classifiers are vecy rare. 
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b. K'epmimg ndoe goe-li-d'e-linoe=hoe. 
different CONJ NOMZ(SG )-ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly 

Yim mimgoro 
leaf:GEN mango 

ndoe shak. (. .. ) 
CONJ each.other 

li-d'e-linoe=hoe k'epmimg 
ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly different 

Amma k'epmcmg ndoe 
but different CONJ 

goe-n-d'e-nang=hoe. 
NOMZ(SG)-ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.DIST=exactly 

'(It) is different from this one(= referent 7). These green pa
pers(= referents 9 & 6) are different from each other.( ... ) But 
(they) are different from that one(= referent 8).' (QOlNDEM) 

c. Bi n-d'e-nang t'ong k'a 
thing ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.DIST sit(SG) HEAD(SG):GEN 

nde. 
one/other 

'That thing sits on another one.' (QOlJDEM) 

d. Zori li-d'yem-linoe=hoe 
entrance ADVZ-cL:stand(SG)-DEM.PROX-exactly 

d'yem dakd'y_oe lu toe. 
stand(SG) MIDDLE:GEN settlement EMPH 

'This standing entrance hut stands in the middle of the com
pound.' (DO 1 ALU) 

The occurrence of deictic classifiers is restricted to the demonstrative word. 
However, there are some examples of them occurring with the definite article 
=hok (in 89a) and with numerals (in 89b). All examples were produced sponta
neously, but later rejected by a different speaker. Such variation could fore
shadow a possible extension of the classifying function beyond the spatial do
main of the demonstratives. 

(89) a. [B'aal li-tO-hok)NP. 
stick ADVZ-CL:lie(SG)-DEF 

'The lying stick.' (Q01NDEM35) 
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b. Jirap moe-li-d'ytim-vel (. . .) 
girls(PL) NOMZ(PL )-ADVZ-cL: stand(PL )-two 

my_ep=d'yam t'ong pi! pe yi. 
3PL.S=stand(PL) PROGR watch place PROGR 

'The two standing girls ( ... ) 
they stand watching the place.' (ROlNSTAGE) 

The final element of the demonstrative word is the deictic root ("fmoe 'prox
imal' and nang 'distal'). The proximal root is diachronically related to the 
locative anaphor fmoe, but the two forms now occur in different morphological 
environments, syntactic slots and paradigmatic sets; and they serve different 
functions. The distal root shows similarities to the distal adverb py_anang, and 
both probably originated from the same source (the distal adverb *nang; see 
chapter 5, section 2.2.3). The semantic extensions of the deictic roots were 
investigated by means of a set of stimuli (Wilkins 1999), and verified by obser
vational data (see Hellwig 2003: 255-262 for details). 

The deictic roots distinguish two grades of distance from the deictic center, 
comprising the unit of speaker and addressee.39 Speakers use the proximal root 
fmoe with objects that are physically close to this unit. They use it regardless of 
whether the object is located closer to the speaker, or closer to the addressee, 
and also regardless of whether or not it touches one of the participants. It is 
used even in cases where the referent is located close to the addressee who 
himself is far away from the speaker (e.g., at the other side of a large field). fu 
such contexts, speakers recognize a conflict between the referent being close to 
the unit of speaker and addressee and at the same time being far away from the 
speaker. They usually resolve this conflict by using the proximal demonstrative 
together with the distal adverb (e.g., goefld'efmoe py_anang 'this one over 
there') or a locative phrase (e.g., k'walam yim fld'efmoe nk'ong goe 'this leaf 
behind you'). Only some speakers would use the distal demonstrative together 
with such a locative phrase (e.g., goefld'enang bantyem goe 'that one in front of 
you'). Most speakers, by contrast, restrict the distal demonstratives to objects 
that are beyond the reach of both speaker and addressee. 

39. The defmition of the deictic center as including both speaker and addressee is 
typologically unusual: with the exception of Brazilian Portuguese, such a demon
strative system has not been described in the literature (Meira and Guirardello
Damian 2002). Closely-related Angas-Goemai group languages seem to distinguish 
two grades of distance from the speaker only (Frajzyngier 1993: 88-90). But no
tice that Rausa has a person-oriented element in its deictic system, as it has a spe
cial term for proximity to the addressee (P. Newman 2000: 36-38, 147-155). 
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Proximity to the deictic center is not measured in terms of absolute distance, 
but in terms of relative, construed, distance. For example, referents that are 
beyond the reach of speaker and addressee are usually construed as being 
within the distal space (and referred to with the distal form nang) - but the 
presence of a third point of reference (e.g., another person located even further 
away than the referent) helps to construe the referent as proximal. The converse 
is not true: speakers are reluctant to use the distal root in small-scale space. For 
example, speakers would usually not use deictic information to distinguish 
between two referents that are both located close to the deictic center (albeit at 
slightly different distances from it) - instead, they use the proximal root to
gether with other types of information (e.g., with different classifiers). Notice, 
however, that there are indications for a language change in progress: younger 
speakers frequently use deictic information to distinguish between referents in 
small-scale space. 

There are two contexts that invariably trigger a shift away from demonstra
tives altogether. First, speakers only use a demonstrative if the referent is ac
cessible to at least one of the senses; otherwise they shift to other locative ex
pressions. This restriction is not necessarily a restriction on visibility: 
demonstratives can be used with invisible referents provided they are accessible 
through other information (e.g., hearing, touch, smell). Second, speakers do not 
use a demonstrative for far distal referents located in large-scale geographical 
space. Instead, they shift to the distal adverb py_anang. 

Recently, the demonstrative morphology has been extended to other locative 
expressions as well, e.g., to the locative construction (in 90a) (see chapter 8, 
section 1.2 for this construction) or to spatial nominals (in 90b) (see chapter 5, 
section 4). The resulting expression occurs either as a modifier (in 90a) or as a 
head noun (in 90b). And the final element of the phrase has to be the locative 
anaphor imoe (in 90a), although some speakers accept and produce the definite 
article =hok as well (in 90b). Despite their formal similarities to demonstra
tives, these locative expressions are not analyzed as demonstratives: their into
national properties suggest that they do not necessarily form a single word; they 
do not code information about distance from the deictic center; and they consti
tute an open set (i.e., any locative expression can occur in this structure). They 
replace the demonstratives whenever detailed topological information is neces
sary to identify a referent. 

(90) a. [gw i moe-t 'wot b, dk nnoe)NP Ct 
calabash NOMZ(PL)-sit(PL) here LOC.ANAPH FOC 

mmaim 
NOMZ.lSG.POSS 

'these sitting-here-calabashes are mine' (A-22/06/0 1) 
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b. [Goe-dtikd'!!oe=hok]NP (. . .)I a mmaan. 
NOMZ(SG)-MIDDLE=DEF FOC NOMZ.1SG.POSS 

'The middle one( ... ) is mine.' (DOlJLU) 

The demonstrative words have primarily gestural exophoric uses, i.e., they 
require a gesture and cannot be interpreted without monitoring physical aspects 
of the speech situation. 40 They are used to establish joint attention to a spatial 
referent, and are therefore a common means to introduce such referents into 
discourse. As such, they are used as long as the identity of the referent is ques
tioned, asserted or corrected (illustrated by the dialogue in 91a). Once the ref
erent is correctly identified and becomes background knowledge, the speakers 
resort to the locative anaphor (in 91b). 

(91) a. N: B'ep goe=eep 
do.again 2SGM.S=open(SG) 

goe-li-t, ong-linoe. 
NOMZ( SG )-ADVZ-CL: sit( SG )-DEM.PROX 

'Open this sitting one again(= referent 14).' 

A: mm 1 goe-n-d'e-nnoe=hoe=a? 
yes NOMZ(SG)-ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly=INTERR 

'Yes, this one(= referent 14)?' 

N: mm. 
yes 

'Yes.' (MOlANCOLOR) 

b. A: Goe-n-d'e-linoe=hoe=a? 
NOMZ(SG)-ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly=INTERR 

'(Is it) this one (=referent 7)?' 

N: mm. 
yes 

'Yes.' 

40. My analysis of the functions of demonstratives, locative anaphor and defmite arti
cle was influenced by discussions in Diessel (1999), Dixon (2003), Fillmore 
(1975), Halliday and Hasan (1976: 31-87), Hanks (1992), Himmelmann (1996), 
Klein (2001), Levinson (i2004), C. Lyons (1999) and J. Lyons (1977· 646-677). 
See Hellwig (2003: 262-273) for more details. 
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A: Goe-linoe I yim loon. 
NOMZ(SG)-LOC.ANAPH leaf:GEN cloud 

'This one is a blue paper(= referent 7).' (MOlANcoLOR) 

The demonstratives are used in the same way to redirect attention to anal
ready known but backgrounded referent. And they are used to contrast individ
ual members from among a set of referents. 

In all cases, demonstratives are only used to draw attention to referents lo
cated in physical space. The only exception is the form (goe-) nd'efmoe (i.e., 
the form with the existential classifier and the proximal root). This form intro
duces stories (in 92a), has non-gestural symbolic uses (e.g., it refers to the spa
tial setting of an event in 92b ), and more generally intrudes into the domain of 
the locative anaphor (see section 5.5). 

(92) a. Goe-li-d'e-linoe a aram 
NOMZ(SG)-ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX FOC conversation 

k 'a' , ( ) pang .... 
HEAD(SG):GEN puffadder 

'This one is a story about a snake.' (D99DPANG) 

b. Nye-goe-sek bi goepe Ia 
because-NOMZ(SG)-body thing THAT/WHEN COND:CONS 

goe =shin b 'ak n-duniya 
2SGM.s=do here LOC-world 

n-d'e-linoe=hoe (. .. ). 
ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly 

'Because of this, the things which you do here in this world 
( ... ).' (NOlATIME) 

To summarize, the demonstratives are morphologically-complex words that 
are primarily used to single out referents that are physically present. As such, 
they give information that is necessary for identifying this referent. This infor
mation is primarily postural information, and only secondarily deictic informa
tion. In non-exophoric contexts, by contrast, the locative anaphor is used. 

5.5. Locative anaphor 

The locative anaphor nnoe occurs as a modifier within the noun phrase (in 93c 
and 93d); and a pronominal form is derived by means of the nominalizing pre-
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fixes goe- (SG) and moe- (PL) (in 93a and 93b). Both the modifier and the pro
noun are used for non-exophoric reference only, covering discourse deictic, 
anaphoric, contrastive and recognitional contexts. 

The locative anaphor has discourse deictic uses in that it refers to proposi
tions (in 93a) and points in time. It also has anaphoric uses, i.e., it occurs after a 
referent has been successfully identified (as in 9lb above). fu this case, it neu
tralizes all information on distance and posture: it can be used for objects intro
duced by all deictic classifiers and all deictic roots. Furthermore, it has contras
tive uses, referring to 'the other one' (which can be the more proximal referent, 
as in 93b; but also the more distal referent). fu fact, both contrasted referents 
can be marked with the locative anaphor: each anaphor occurs in a separate 
clause and the two clauses are exactly parallel in structure (in 93c). Finally, the 
locative anaphor has recognitional uses (in 93d), i.e., it activates knowledge 
shared by the speaker and the addressee. 

(93) a. A bi de-goe kat a sool. 
FOC AS.IF PUR find FOC money 

Amma Goemai b 'oot 
but <ETHNIC.NAME> gain.expertise(SG) 

[goe-nnoe]NP ba ai. 
NOMZ(SG)-LOC.ANAPH NEG INTERJ 

'(It) is as if (you aim) to earn money, but the Goemai are not 
able (to do) this.' (COOANYOUTH4) 

b. Hen=zem d'a I 
lSG.S:CONS=like calabash 

goe-n-d'e-fmoe 1 
NOMZ(SG )-ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX 

[goe-linoe]NP. 
NOMZ(SG )-LOC.ANAPH 

mit 
surpass 

'And so I like this existing calabash ( = distal) better than this 
(other) one(= proximal).' (ROlJCONTR) 

c. [Mat linoe]NP yin I to I t'ong moe=shin 
woman(SG) LOC.ANAPH SAY okay IRR lPL.S=do 

a nd'ang nd'asoenoe? [Lit linoe]NP yin to I 
FOC how now child(SG) LOC.ANAPH SAY okay 

ji=man bi goe-t'ong shin Ji. (. . .) 
SGM.LOG .SP .S=know thing NOMZ-IRR do SGM.LOG .SP .POSS 



[Mat nnoe]NP 
woman(SG) LOC.ANAPH 
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yin t'ong 
SAY IRR 

doe=b'oot. 
SGF.LOG.SP.S=gain.expertise(SG) 

'This woman said okay, how shall we do (it)? This boy1 said 
okay, he1 knew the thing he1 would do.( ... ) This woman1 (said) 
that she1 would be able (to do it).' (F99DLA) 

d. de-goe de goe =kat [Hill Station Junction 
PUR SO.THAT 2SGM.S:CONS=find <PLACE.NAME> 

linoe]NP (. .. ). 
LOC.ANAPH 

'in order that you find this Hill Station Junction ( ... ). ' 
(HOlAJOS) 

Demonstratives cannot be used in any of the contexts above. The only ex
ception is the demonstrative that contains the existential classifier d'e- and the 
proximal root fmoe: it can be used for anaphoric reference (i.e., in the context 
illustrated in 91b) and for contrastive reference (i.e., in the contexts illustrated 
in 93b and 93c). Its non-exophoric uses are probably a development of its dis
tribution in exophoric contexts: recall that the existential classifier is used at 
the second mention of referents, and that the proximal root has a much wider 
distribution than the distal root. Interestingly, there are even examples where 
the form fui'efmoe replaces the form fmoe in the demonstrative word itself (in 
94a), and in lexicalized expressions containing the form fmoe (as in 94b). 

(94) a. Moe-n-t'oerep-n-d'e-nnoe. 
NOMZ(PL )-ADVZ-CL: lie(PL )-ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX 

'These lying ones.' (instead of moe-n-t'oerep-linoe) (QOlNDEM) 

b. To 1 nd'asoe-n-d'e-nnoe a lu 
okay now-ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX FOC settlement 

d'yem d'em bi=Ji toe. 
stand(SG) this.time thing=SGM.LOG.SP.POSS EMPH 

'Right now a house1 stands (there) on its1 own.' (instead of 
nd'asoenoe) (COOANJOS) 

Given its distribution, it is likely that the demonstrative form nd'ennoe 'this 
existing' is in the process of being reanalyzed as an invariant form 'this' 
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5.6. Definite article 

The definite article =hok is used as a modifier within the noun phrase (in 95a); 
if marked by the nominalizing prefixes goe- (so) or moe- (PL) it occurs prono
minally (in 95b). The definite article is a toneless enclitic, receiving the same 
tone as its host. 

(95) a. Yong [aas=hok]NP (. . .). 
call dog=DEF 

'(He) called the dog( ... ). (FOOCAAS) 

b. Kwai I moe=yong [goe-hok]NP a wando kuut (. . .). 
no lPL.S=call NOMZ(SG)-DEF FOC trousers just 

'No, we call the one just "trousers"( ... ).' (cOOANDIALECT4) 

The definite article is used for unique referents that are identifiable from 
previous discourse, i.e., its use indicates a previous mention.41 Such referents 
are introduced either by means of the specific-indefinite article Moe= (in 96a), 
or by a bare noun phrase (in 96b ), but never by a demonstrative. Referents in
troduced by a demonstrative are always referred to with the locative anaphor in 
subsequent utterances. 

(96) a. Sai lidoe I kaam I t'a I nd'uim lu 
then/only SPEC festival fall(so) INSIDE:GEN settlement 

kus muep. My_ep yong my_ep de my_ep 
NEAR 3PLPOSS 3PL.S call 3PL.O SO.THAT 3PL.S:CONS 

my_en yi I goe pe kaam =hok. (. .. ) My_ep 
go(PL) CONS PLACE place:GEN festival=DEF 3PL.S 

wul a kaam=hok. 
arrive FOC festival=DEF 

'Then a festival came to a town near them. They called them so 
that hey should go to the place ofthe festival.( ... ) They had 
arrived for the festival.' (F99DLIGY A) 

41. Similar semantics are attested in Rausa (P. Newman 2000: 143-146) and Mupun 
(Frajzyngier 1993: 169-173). But while Rausa <-it> and Mupun /na/ are possibly 
cognate, Goemai =hok is not. Instead, the Goemai locative anaphor fmoe ['nna] 
seems to be cognate to the Rausa and Mupun definite article. 
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b. My_ep poe my_ep haam. (. . .). Fy_cm yin t'ong 
3PL.S give 3PL.O water rabbit SAY IRR 

ji=s'wa haam=hok zak-yit ba. 
SGM.LOG .SP .s=drink water=DEF also/however-again NEG 

Ligya mang haam=hok s'wa 
nightjar:CONS take(SG) water=DEF drink 

bi=ji. 
thing=SGM.LOG.SP .POSS 

'They gave them water.( ... ). The rabbit1 said he 1 wouldn't 
drink the water again. So the nightjar1 took the water (and) 
drank (it) in its1 own way.' (F99DLIGYA) 

Once a referent is known from discourse, speakers generally mark it with the 
definite article. It is also possible for it to co-occur with other markers of refer
ential status (e.g., the possessive pronoun in 97). 

(97) To I [mis noe=hok]NP shin a bi mmoe? 
okay man(SG) lSG.POSS=DEF do FOC thing what 

'Okay, this my husband has done what?' (F99DLA) 

There are instances where specific referents are not introduced by the spe
cific-indefinite article, nor later referred to by the defmite article. Most such 
examples come from folktales, concerning personified animals (in 98). It is 
very likely that the nouns are used as personal names in such contexts. 

(98) Sai I ytir I lap d'i py_anang nd'uim 
then/only bird receive LOC.ANAPH there/yonder INSIDE:GEN 

t'eng=hok (. . .). FIJ.tin mang p'ang (. . .). Ytir 
tree=DEF rabbit:CONS take(SG) stone bird 

zak shat my_alam ngam nd'uun t'oegai. 
also/however knead tuber much/many INSIDE:GEN calabash 

'Then Bird answered over there in the tree ( ... ). So Rabbit picked 
up a stone ( ... ). Bird, however, had made a lot of my_alam food in
side a calabash.' (F99ANTI) 

As shown in sections 5.4 to 5.6, demonstrative, locative anaphor and defi
nite article have different uses. The demonstratives are used with exophoric 
reference to draw attention to referents that are physically present and identifi-
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able. The locative anaphor fmoe is used immediately after such a reference has 
been successfully established; and it is used for discourse deictic, anaphoric, 
contrastive and recognitional reference. And the definite article =hok is used 
for referents that are identifiable from the previous discourse. 

Given their different uses, they can co-occur within a single noun phrase. 
For example, in (99a), the speaker first introduces a referent with the demon
strative fui'buing 'that existing', but then makes a mistake in choosing the 
wrong postural verb (t'ong 'sit' instead of t'o 'lie'). fu his subsequent utterance, 
he corrects his mistake by using the demonstrative nt'onimg 'that lying' But 
since the referent had been previously introduced and identified, he adds the 
locative anaphor nnoe. fu (99b), the demonstrative co-occurs with the definite 
article: the referent has been introduced in the previous discourse with a bare 
noun phrase, and is referred to in subsequent discourse with the definite article. 
Later on, the speaker shifts to direct speech, and marks the referent both for 
exophoric reference (coded in the demonstrative fui'ennoe 'this existing') and 
as identifiable from the discourse (coded in the definite article =hok). Finally, 
in (99c), both the locative anaphor and the definite article occur. The anaphor 
marks the referent as contrastive (to the previously mentioned women), and the 
definite article marks it as identifiable from the previous discourse. 

(99) a. Bi n-d'e-ncmg zak-yit t'ong 
thing ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.DIST also/however-again sit(SG) 

k'a nde. Bi n-t'O-nting 
HEAD(SG):GEN one/other thing ADVZ-CL:lie(SG)-DEM.DIST 

nnoe t'ong-- 1 t'o k'a nde. 
LOC.ANAPH sit(SG) lie(SG) HEAD(SG):GEN one/other 

'That thing also sits on another one. 
That lying thing sits--, lies on another one.' (QOlJDEM) 

b. Sai lma my_aan goe nit fridge. Fridge=hok 
then/only <NAME> go(SG) SEQ see fridge fridge=DEF 

guda fer. (. .. ) K'yap ni. A wuroe t'em toe 
unit four instruct 3SG.O FOC who tell EMPH 

poe goe de goe =eep gwen 
give 2SGM.O SO.THAT 2SGM.S:CONS=open(SG) ASSOC.PL 

fridge li-d'e-linoe=hok yi? 
fridge ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX=DEF CONS 

'Then Ima went and looked at the fridge. The fridges (were) 
four.( ... ) (She) berated him. Who told you that you (can) open 
these fridges?' (DOOEWITCH2&3) 



c. Sharap nit 
women(PL) PRES 

nnoe=hok 

n-t'ong. 
PRES-sit(SG) 

doe. 
LOC.ANAPH=DEF come 
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Sai reep 
then/only girl(SG) 

'See the women sitting (here). Then this girl came.' 
(C01FGHJARAM8) 

Comparable patterns are attested in the closely related Chadic language Mu
pun, where different functions are expressed in different forms that can co
occur (Frajzyngier 1993: 81-105). Cross-linguistically, the co-occurrence of 
determiners seems to be rare as languages tend to unite different functions such 
as exophoric usage, anaphor or previous mention within a single morpheme or 
within a single paradigmatic set (Diessel 1999: 93-114; J. Lyons 1977: 646-
657). 

6. Summary 

This chapter has focused on nouns and noun phrases - it has discussed the noun 
phrase as a phrasal unit (section 1 ), the expressions that occur as the heads of 
noun phrases (section 2), the possibilities for conjoining nouns and noun 
phrases (section 3), the derivation of nominal expressions (section 4), and the 
expressions that serve as pre-head and post-head modifiers (section 5). This 
section summarizes some of the more pervasive patterns. 

Goemai is largely isolating, and has only little morphology that could distin
guish between the word classes. Instead, word classes are differentiated and 
identified on the basis of syntactic criteria, i.e., on the basis of their distribu
tional and combinatorial possibilities. This identification process is aided by a 
certain syntactic rigidity: Goemai has fixed word and constituent order, its lexi
cal items are usually not indeterminate as to their word class, and the syntactic 
functions of different word classes do not overlap. As such, it was possible to 
identify nouns by their ability to head a noun phrase, and to give evidence for 
the existence of the noun phrase as a phrasal unit (section 1) Comparable crite
ria are presented in chapters 4 to 6 for identifying other word classes and 
phrasal units. 

Most Goemai nouns are unmarked for number, gender and noun class (sec
tion 2). Chadic languages, by contrast, tend to mark the first two categories on 
the noun or on noun phrase elements. Goemai has retained such remnants of 
Chadic number-marking morphology (in some kinship, bodypart and collective 
nouns), and it has retained the Chadic gender distinction in 2SG pronouns (but 
not in 3SG). There is also evidence for remnants of a Benue-Congo noun class 
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prefix that has entered the language through contact (marking nouns that denote 
insects, birds and small animals). Notice also that the variety of Hausa spoken 
on the Jos Plateau is characterized by the loss of gender and the reorganization 
of number - presumably reflecting the structure of the indigenous languages 
(Pawlak 2002: 81-82). Counteracting the loss of productive nominal morphol
ogy, Goemai is currently in the process of developing new morphology. The 
first development is linked to the gradual extension of the two modifying pre
fixes goe- (so) and moe- (PL) (section 4.2). Goemai does not have a word class 
of adjectives, and instead codes most property concepts in inchoative verbs -
the two modifying prefixes were originally used to derive modifiers and head
less modifiers from such verbs. In recent times, however, their derivational 
function has been extended (to derive modifiers from a large number of differ
ent types of words), and they are increasingly used to overtly mark the modify
ing function on non-derived modifiers, as well as to overtly mark number on 
non-derived human nouns. The second morphological development concerns 
the deictic classifiers that occur within the demonstrative word (section 5.4). 
Goemai has recently developed an elaborate system of nominal classification 
based on postural semantics, and coded in classificatory verbs and deictic clas
sifiers. The deictic classifiers gradually extend to other types of modifiers. This 
second development is of recent origin, and there is much variation between 
speakers and age groups. Both these developments are possibly motivated by a 
specific type of noun semantics (sections 2.1 and 2.2): Goemai has a large 
number of semantically general nouns that can be used in reference to singular, 
plural and collective referents, as well as in reference to both an entity and its 
produce. The classificatory elements serve to specify the nominal class, and 
thus restrict the reference of such semantically-general nouns. Similarly, the 
modifying prefixes serve to create expressions that characterize referents in 
terms of different types of properties, i.e., they again restrict the reference of 
nouns. These developments seem to be restricted to Goemai: although closely
related Angas-Goemai group languages have also lost most of their inherited 
nominal morphology, they do not seem to redevelop comparable morphology. It 
is not known whether they share Goemai noun semantics. 

Another interesting aspect of the language is its use of two sets of logo
phone pronouns to indicate co-reference with either the speaker or the ad
dressee (section 2.4). Their use is largely restricted to speech act contexts, but 
there exists an incipient system of reference tracking outside speech act con
texts. Notice that these logophoric pronouns distinguish gender, although the 
category of gender is largely absent elsewhere in the language. Goemai shares 
this system with closely-related Angas-Goemai group languages. 

Both nouns and noun phrases can be conjoined (section 3). Conjoined nouns 
are juxtaposed in a genitive construction that expresses all kinds of possessive 
relations. In other Chadic languages, by contrast, such a construction is usually 
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restricted to code inalienable possession only. In addition, Goemai joins nouns 
by means of a proprietary construction (which overlaps with the modifying 
construction). In the case of coordinated noun phrases, present-day Goemai 
uses overt conjunctions. However, these conjunctions are possibly a new phe
nomenon that developed under the influence of Hausa. Originally, Goemai 
probably made use of juxtaposition only. 

Goemai allows for different types of nominalization, and the resulting ex
pressions function as head nouns or as modifiers to a head noun. The nominali
zation of verbs (section 4.1) creates abstract nouns and activity nouns- both 
concepts are only rarely coded in non-derived nouns. The derived abstract 
nouns have the same syntactic possibilities as non-derived nouns, but the activ
ity nouns occur in restricted contexts only (fulfilling lexical aspect functions). 
Another type of nominalization, the modifying construction (section 4.2), cre
ates expressions that function as modifiers and headless modifiers - recall that 
Goemai does not have a word class of non-derived adjectives. The lexicaliza
tion patterns above seem to differ from those attested in other Chadic lan
guages. There is only little information for most languages, but at least Hausa 
has a large number of abstract and activity nouns, as well as a word class of 
adjectives. Other Chadic languages are known to also have word classes of 
adjectives, or to have subclasses of nouns that fulfill a modifying function. 
There are, however, indications that Chadic and Benue-Congo languages on the 
Jos Plateau share some of the Goemai lexicalization patterns - that is, these 
patterns may be an areal phenomenon. Other nominalization strategies are the 
nominalization of verb phrases (section 4.3) and of clauses (section 4.4). 

In addition to the head noun, the noun phrase has 11 slots available for 
modifiers. The elements occurring before the head are mostly recent grammati
calizations whose origins are still transparent. In most cases, they express some 
type of quantification: a quantifier (section 5.1 ), a diminutive that allows for a 
quantifier reading (section 2.5), and an associative plural (section 5.2). Gener
ally, Goemai codes quantification in adverbs, but there is a tendency to inte
grate quantifying expressions into the noun phrase (see chapter 5, section 2 for 
details). The fourth pre-head modifier is the specific-indefinite article (section 
5.3), which is part of the system for marking the referential status of an entity. 
The other markers within this system all occur post-head: demonstratives (sec
tion 5.4), locative anaphor (section 5.5) and definite article (section 5.6). Like 
other Chadic languages, Goemai uses different forms to code different types of 
reference, allowing the forms to co-occur. The remaining post-head elements 
are the free possessive pronouns (section 2.4) and the various types of nomi
nalizations that can occur as modifiers to a head noun (section 4). 



Chapter4 
Verbs and the verb phrase 

This chapter discusses Goemai verbs and verb phrases. It first introduces the 
verb morphology and the structure of the verb phrase (section l ), and then fo
cuses on verb classes and constructional alternations: it outlines the position of 
Goemai within Chadic and illustrates issues in argument structure and lexical 
aspect (section 2), presents the different argument structure constructions (sec
tion 3), and describes the strategies for detransitivization (section 4), for adding 
participants to an event (section 5), and for changing the lexical aspect of a 
verb (section 6). Section 7 summarizes the discussion. 

1. Verbs and the verb phrase: An overview 

This section introduces the criteria for identifying verbs and verb phrases (sec
tion l.l), illustrates the morphological characteristics of verbs (section 1.2), 
and summarizes common verbal lexicalization patterns (section 1.3). Notice 
that Goemai does not have any mechanism for deriving verbs from other word 
classes, i.e., all Goemai verbs are non-derived. 

l.l. Identifying verbs and the verb phrase 

Verbs are primarily identified by means of syntactic criteria, more specifically, 
by their ability to occur as heads of intransitive, transitive and ditransitive verb 
phrases. No other word class can occur in this function. Generally, verbs do not 
carry any productive inflectional or derivational morphology. The only excep
tions are (i) an incipient system of cross-referencing some S/A arguments on 
the verb (see chapter 3, section 2.4) and (ii) remnants of Chadic number
marking morphology in a subset of verbs (see section 1.2). 

The verb phrase contains the verb, the TAM particle(s) (if any), the direct 
object(s) (if any), and the adverbials (if any). This phrase is the relevant unit for 
a number of multi verb constructions, including verb serialization, but also pur
pose and sequential clauses (see chapter 8). Example (l) illustrates two verb 
phrases within the coordinate serial verb construction: the first verb kilt 'find' is 
followed by its direct object and its own adverbial, and the second verb (n)d'e 
'exist' is followed by another three adverbials. The adverbials have scope over 
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the preceding verb, while negation has scope over the entire multiverb con
struction. 

(1) Mcm goe=[kat lu goe yil]vp [d'e d'i 
PROH 2SGM.S=find settlement PLACE ground exist LOC.ANAPH 

zak-yit nd'asoenoe)vp ba. 
also/however-again now NEG 

'You would not find houses on the ground (and they don't) exist 
there any longer nowadays.' (HOlAJOs) 

The individual words of the verb phrase occur in the order depicted in table 
(43). For reasons of emphasis, it is possible to front direct objects (see chapter 
6, section 1.2) and adverbials (see chapter 5, section 1). Subject nouns and in
dependent pronouns precede the verb phrase; and dependent subject pronouns 
(such as goe= '2SGM.S' in 1 above) cliticize to the verb phrase: depending on 
the construction and the pronoun set, they cliticize either to the TAM particle 
(thus preceding the verb phrase) or to the verb (thus occurring between the 
TAM particle and the verb); this latter option is only available for set 2 pro
nouns (see chapter 3, section 2.4 for details). The dependent set 2 pronouns 
could possibly be analyzed as part of the verb phrase (see below). 

Table 43. The structure of the verb phrase 

(S=) TAM (S=) v 0 0 TAM ADV 

tenses 
modalities 
durative aspect 

anterior aspect 
resultative aspect 

habitual aspect + + habitual aspect 
progressive aspect + + progressive aspect 

Verb phrases can be marked for all TAM categories. This property sets them 
apart from verbless clauses: verbless clauses can only co-occur with a subset of 
the available TAM particles (see chapter 7). Furthermore, the occurrence of all 
dependent subject pronouns is restricted to verbs and verb phrases. For exam
ple, the verb in (2a) is preceded by the dependent pronoun dii 'PL.LOG.SP', but 
the verbless clause in (2b) uses the corresponding free pronoun dwen 
'PL. LOG .SP' fu addition, dependent pronouns of set 2 are repeated with each 
verb phrase of a multiverb construction (as j'f 'SGM.LOG.SP' preceding both 
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mM_aan 'go' and kilt 'find' in 2c). They cannot be repeated with any other word 
class or phrase: e.g., the set 2 pronoun dii 'PL.LOG.SP' in (2d) precedes the verb 
k'img 'wait; guard', but not the particle kilt 'maybe' (which grammaticalized 
from the verb kilt 'find'). 

(2) a. Yin du =man g. 
SAY PL.LOG .SP .S=take(SG) 

'(He1) said they1 (should) take (it).' (F99DLIGYA) 

b. A nd'ang ni t'ong k'wal yi I wai dwin 
FOC how 3SG.S IRR talk CONS SAY PL.LOG.SP.I 

a moe-s'oot? 
FOC NOMZ(PL)-witchcraft 

'How (come) that she1 would say that they1 are witches?' 
(NOOEWITCH5) 

c. D'a jf=miJ..aan ji=kat pe 
COND SGM.LOG.SP.S=go(SG) SGM.LOG.SP.S=find place 

goe-t'o pang (. .. ). 
NOMZ-lie(SG) puffadder:POSS 

'(He1 said) when he 1 goes (and) finds the place where the puff
adder lies( ... ).' (D99DPANG) 

d. mM_ep yin du=k'ang ze kat 
3PL.S SAY PL.LOG.SP.S=guard/wait goods/clothes maybe 

goe-muur=hok t'ong p'et=o. 
NOMZ(SG)-steal= DEF IRR exit(SG)=INTERR 

'they1 said they1 (will) guard the goods in case the thief will 
come out (again).' (TIEMSAN 1999: 14) 

The two pronoun sets also behave differently in the environment of the pro
clitic boe= 'FOC.IRR', which precedes dependent pronouns of set 2 (as yr '2SGF' 
in 3a), but follows all other pronouns (as pti 'SGF.LOG.AD' in 3b). 

(3) a. man boe=yi=luut mou. 
PROH FOC.IRR=2SGF.S=be.afraid(SG) NEG 

'don't be afraid.' (F99DMATWO) 

b. Yin kede pa boe=wal ba (. . .). 
SAY PROH SGF.LOG.AD.S FOC.IRR=cry(SG) NEG 

'(He1) said, she2 shouldn't cry ( ... ).' (F99DREEP) 
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Given their distribution, it could be argued that the dependent set 2 pro
nouns form part of the verb complex: they occur between TAM particle and 
verb in some constructions (as in table 43), they are repeated with each verb 
phrase of a multiverb construction (as in 2c), and they follow the proclitic boe= 
'FOC.IRR' (as in 3a). 

Furthermore, there are reasons to assume that the verb and its arguments and 
TAM marking form a tight unit, excluding the adverbials. This unit cannot be 
interrupted by any other element (aside from dependent set 2 pronouns in some 
constructions). And its right boundary can be formally delimited by means of 
the consequence particle yi: this particle follows an intransitive verb (in 4a), the 
direct object of a transitive verb (in 4b), or the second object of a ditransitive 
verb (in 4c). In all cases, it precedes adverbials (as k'il yil 'on the land' and dip 
'all' in 4a) and particles (as ba 'NEG' in 4b). If the consequence particle marks 
a multiverb construction, only the first verb phrase (minus its adverbials) pre
cedes it, while all others follow it (in 4d). 

(4) a. Neen [dok t'a]vP yf I k'a yil 
hunger PAST.REM fall(SG) CONS HEAD(SG):GEN ground 

dip I nye-pe fo-aan wan. 
all because-THAT/WHEN rain lack 

'And so hunger fell on the whole land, because there was no 
rain.' (F99ANTI) 

b. A nd'ang goe=[tu [ni]o]vP yi ba? 
FOC how 2SGM.S=kill(SG) 3SG.O CONS NEG 

'How (come) that you didn't kill him?' (DOOEWITCH3) 

c. de [goe poe [men]o [k'oom=hok]o]vP yi (. . .). 
SO. THAT OBLIG:CONS give 1PL.O strength=DEF CONS 

'so that (he) should give us the strength( ... ).' (DOOEWITCH4) 

d. Fep [t'ong koerem]vPI yi [t'ong p'M.at]vP2· 
dirtiness IRR bec.large.amount CONS IRR exit(PL) 

'So dirt would exist in large amounts (and) would come out.' 
(F990GOELONG) 

In a similar way, this unit is delimited by the enclitic =hoe 'exactly', which 
follows an intransitive verb (in 5a), the direct object of a transitive verb (in 5b) 
and the second object of a ditransitive verb (in 5c). Its scope can be vague: ei
ther over the entire verb phrase (in 5b) or over the object noun phrase only (in 
5c). Usually, its scope is determined on the basis of contextual information. In 
the case of discontinuous TAM constructions (as in 5b, 5d and 5e), however, 
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there is also a formal indication: if its scope is over the verb phrase, it cliticizes 
to the final TAM particle (in 5d) or optionally replaces this final particle (as in 
5b, where the expected progressive particle yi is replaced by =hoe); but if its 
scope is over the object noun phrase only, it cliticizes to this phrase preceding 
the final TAM particle (in 5e). 

(5) a. To 1 yin y_en Ji [lat)vp=hoe. 
okay SAY medicine SGM.LOG.SP.POSS finish=exactly 

'Okay, (he1) said, his1 medicine has really finished.' 
(F99DMATWO) 

b. my_ep [d'e]vPI [n-k'wal [k'wal]o]vP2=hoe (. . .). 
3PL.S exist PROGR-talk talking=exactly 

'they are really talking the talk ( ... ).' (FOOCFUAN) 

c. Goe=limgoede nd'img I 
2SGM.S:CONS=start how 

ni fpoe [goe]o [sool nnoe]o)vp=hoe yi? 
3SG.S give 2SGM.O money LOC.ANAPH=exactly CONS 

'So how did you start (it) so that he gave you this very money?' 
(FOOCGOEBETLA) 

d. So 1 Jap gok goe-[dok Ia 
so DIM(PL):GEN illness NOMZ-PAST.REM HAB 

wee! pe t'ong)vp=hoe (. . .). 
bec.worried place HAB=exactly 

'So, the little illnesses that in the past really used to worry the 
place( ... ).' (HOlCJOS) 

e. gurum goe-[d'e)vp1 [t'ong muur I [oerem 
person NOMZ-exist PROGR steal beans 

ji nnoe]o=hoe yi]vP2. 
SGM.LOG .SP .POSS LOC.ANAPH=exactly PROGR 

'the person who is stealing these his very beans.' (FOOAFUAN) 

1.2. Verb morphology 

Most verbs are morphologically unmarked. Unlike many Chadic languages, 
Goemai does not distinguish verb classes on the basis of their segmental or 
suprasegmental shape; and it has not retained any of the verbal extensions that 
serve to indicate thematic roles or change transitivity. Instead it uses unmarked 
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constructional alternations (discussed throughout this chapter). fu addition to 
these alternations, there is a small number of verbs that have suppletive intran
sitive and transitive forms (some such verbs are illustrated in table 44). 

Table 44. Suppletive verbs (intransitive and transitive) 

Intransitive Transitive 

fyal 'boil' d'an 'boil' 

muut (SG)- mM.arap (PL) 'die' 

paap (so)- pap (PL) 'get hidden, lost' 

t'ong (so)- t'wot (PL) 'sit' 

y661 (SG)- yuul (PL) 'rise' 

tu (SG)- two (PL) 'kill' 

s'ok (so)- s'wak (PL) 'hide, lose' 

d'u (so)- d'war (PL) 'cause sitting' 

eep (so)- aap (PL) 'raise' 

Goemai has retained unproductive remnants of Chadic number marking 
morphology: approximately 10% of the verbal lexicon marks number on the 
verb stem. Such verbs are found in most semantic domains, but are especially 
frequent in some domains (such as posture, motion, caused motion, transforma
tion), and largely absent in others (such as cognition, perception, speaking, 
consumption) (similar distributions are attested in many other languages; see 
Corbett 2000: 257-259). For example, in (6), the verbsyool 'rise', ro 'enter', 
arap 'bite' and tU 'kill' are all specified for number, while the verb kat 'find' is 
not. 

(6) [K'ab'al]s [Vool]vp yi [ru n-himgoed'e]vP· La 
crab rise(SG) CONS enter(SG) LOC-water COND 

[kat [sh'arap]o]vP I [arap [sh'arap]o]vP I [tu]vP· 
find fish bite(PL) fish kill(so) 

'So the crab rises (and) enters into the water. If (it) encounters fish, 
(it) bites the fish (many times), (it) kills (them).' (FOOJKABAL) 

Semantically, number marking on Goemai verbs does not code nominal 
number and hence does not constitute an agreement phenomenon (see chapter 
3, section 2.1 on nominal number). fustead, it codes verbal number (see Fraj
zyngier 1977b, 1997; and P Newman 1990a for verbal number in Chadic; see 
Corbett 2000: 243-264 for a typology). As such, it marks the participant num
ber of an event: the subject argument of intransitive verbs (e.g., the singular 
verbs yool 'rise' and ro 'enter' specify the number of k'ab'al 'crab' in 6 above), 
the subject argument of some types of transitive verbs, the object argument of 
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other transitive types (e.g., the singular verb tU 'kill' specifies the number of 
sh'imip 'fish' in 6), and the comitative phrase of yet other transitive types. Cor
bett (2000: 252-254) suggests that verbal number is always sensitive to gram
matical relations, and more specifically, that it marks the subject argument of 
intransitive verbs and the object argument of transitive verbs. In the case of 
Goemai, it is true that verbal number "depends on the entity most directly af
fected" (Corbett 2000: 254), but this entity is determined on the basis of the 
thematic role - not the grammatical relation (see sections 2.2 and 3 for details 
on argument structure and verbal number). In addition, some verbs mark both 
participant number and event number. This possibility is restricted to verbs that 
express a punctual change of state (see sections 2.3 and 3 for details on lexical 
aspect). For example, the plural verb imip 'bite (many times)' in (6) specifies 
the event number (i.e., plurality of action). The coding of event number is very 
common throughout Chadic, but plays only a marginal role in Goemai. 

The two categories of verbal number are singular (subsuming single, collec
tive and mass interpretations in the case of participant number, and single acts 
in the case of event number) and plural (i.e., more than one participant or 
event). Number marking is obligatory in the sense that singular marking entails 
a singular, collective or mass referent, while plural marking entails a plural 
referent; it is not pragmatically determined. 

Morphologically, it is not possible to predict the form of the plural verb on 
the basis of its corresponding singular form (or vice versa). Given that plural 
formation is not productive, it can be assumed that many present-day forms are 
phonetically eroded, thus obscuring the original formatives. In any case, there 
are too few tokens available to formulate rules about plural morphemes and 
allomorphs. Nevertheless, a number of formatives recur, and are summarized in 
table (45). 

The following discussion of plural formatives is based on the examples in 
table (45). 

The largest group of plurals contains an infix -(wji)a-, which almost always 
co-occurs with a preceding labialized or palatalized consonant. In some cases, 
the singular is already labialized or palatalized; and in other cases, the singular 
contains a close back vowel (leading to labialization in the plural) or a close 
front or mid central vowel (leading to palatalization). In addition, there are 
pairs where the occurrence of secondary articulation is not predictable, e.g., p'et 
(SG)- p'Jl.itt (< *p'wat) (PL) 'exit' Such unexpected forms possibly reflect dia
chronic changes: in the above case, Mwaghavul has a cognate form containing 
a close back vowel: pitt (SG)- pwat (PL) 'exit' (Jungraithmayr 1963a). 
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Table 45. Nwnber-marking morphology 

Formative Singular Plural Gloss 

-(wjJ)a- fyer fyar 'become big, important' 
tuut lwat 'be afraid' 
s'ek sh'ak (< *syak) 'soak' 

-(wjJ)aCa-
-(wjJ)ara- tap tarap 'snap' 
-(wjJ)ala- kyap kyalap 'cut I chip off' 
-(wjJ)a6a- k'oon k'ab'an 'become face down' 
-(wjJ)ar d'u d'war 'cause sitting' 
-(w jJ)a- -ap muut mM.arap (< *mwarap) 'die' 

-a- tang /eng 'hang I move' 

-aCa-
-ara- gep goerep 'cut' 
-a- -a- d'atang d'6eteng 'pass' 
-a- -ap t'o (< *t'oor) t'oerep 'lie' 
-a- -alJ d'at dyoeteng 'swallow' 

-(w)o rU rwo 'enter' 

-k- ·IJ dum duk 'become upside down' 

-t twaam twat 'cause standing' 

-r d'ong d'oor 'be beautiful' 

The formative -(wjJ)a- is also present within the formative -(wjJ)aCa-. In 
most cases, the medial consonant is a liquid (-(wjJ)ara- and -(wjJ)ala-): these 
forms are not in free variation, but it was not possible to predict their distribu
tion. There is a variant -(w jJ)a6a- (sometimes weakening to -(w jJ)aba- or 
-(w jJ)awa-), which occurs if the singular contains a long mid back vowel. In 
addition, some plurals are probably based on this formative, but have then lost 
their final syllable (resulting in the present-day suffix -(wjJ)ar-). This formative 
is labeled -(w jJ)aCa-, but the following factors make it impossible to determine 
the exact relationship between the singular and plural forms, and hence to de
termine the exact shape of the formative and its allomorphs: 

(i) Many - but not all - singular forms already contain a vowel -a-. The 
plural formative thus could have been -(wjJ)aC- or-Ca- (instead of -(wjJ)aCa-). 

(ii) Many singular and plural forms end in the consonant -p. In present-day 
Goemai, this consonant is best analyzed as the lexical consonant of the verb. 
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However, there are two indications that - at least in some cases - it may be the 
remnant of yet another number-marking suffix -ap. One indication is its fre
quency: it is by far the most frequent final consonant of the -(w /i)aCa- plurals. 
Another indication comes from a group of verbs whose plural ends in -p but 
whose singular does not, e.g., muut (SG) - m11.cmip (< *mwcmip) (PL) 'die' P 
Newman (1990a) has argued that comparable verbs in other West Chadic lan
guages are formed by means of an infix -a- together with a suffix *-tV (which 
became dissimilated to-p), and a final lexical consonant -t (which weakened to 
-r- in intervocalic position) (but see Gerhardt 1983a for an alternative analysis). 

(iii) It is possible that the medial consonant in -(w /i)a6a- plurals is the origi
nal consonant, which was lost in the singular form (see chapter 2, section 1.3). 

Despite these uncertainties, it can be assumed that the major plural forma
tive is an infix -a-. In addition, there are formatives that occur less frequently. 
The -(w /i)a- and -(w /i)aCa- formatives have corresponding -a- and -aCa- forma
tives (recall that the practical orthography renders /a/ either as 'e' or 'oe'; see 
chapter 2, section 1.5); and there are a number of suffixes ( -(w)o, -k- -1], -t, and 
-r). In some cases, singular and plural forms differ in vowel length, e.g., paap 
(SG)- pap (PL) 'hide' These plurals are tentatively analyzed as containing the 
(short) vowel infix -(w /i)a- (not as vowel shortening). They are parallel to ex
amples such as b'oot (SG) - b'at (PL) 'able' or rees (SG) - ras (PL) 'become 
lean' In yet other cases, differences in vowel length result from phonological 
processes, e.g., in the pair d'ong (SG)- d'oor (PL) 'beautiful', the velar nasal in 
the singular necessitates a short vowel (see chapter 2, section 1.3). 

Both Chadic and Benue-Congo languages on the Jos Plateau make use of 
similar formatives for expressing verbal number, and it has to be assumed that 
extensive language contact has taken place in this part of the grammar. Some 
formatives are ofChadic, or even Afroasiatic, origin: the infix -a-, and possibly 
the suffixes -k and -t (Frajzyngier 1977b, 1997; P Newman 1990a). But notice 
that common Chadic formatives such as -n and reduplication are absent in 
Goemai. Other formatives, including especially -r- and -r, can be traced back to 
Benue-Congo verbal extensions that became reanalyzed as plural formatives 
(Gerhardt 1983a; see also Gerhardt 1971, 1984; McKinney 1979; E. Wolff and 
Gerhardt 1977; E. Wolff and Meyer-Bahlburg 1979). 

Goemai has an additional group of approximately 20 plurals that bear no 
morphological relationship to their singular counterparts. It is likely that such 
suppletive pairs were formed on the basis of two non-related co-existing verbs 
that shared semantic similarities, which then became associated with a number 
distinction. Such processes can still be observed in present-day Goemai. For 
example, the two distinct lexemes dap 'slap' and b'11.at 'beat repeatedly, flog, 
play a drum or string instrument' are increasingly used by speakers as a supple
tive singular I plural pair. A similar development is currently taking place in the 
case of !yak 'throw away' and kwan 'spill (liquids); throw away (many)' 
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Unlike morphologically derived plurals, suppletive plurals usually do not have 
the same semantic extensions as their corresponding singulars. For example, 
sh'dk 'tell folktale' is the plural of only one of the senses of the polysemous 
verb t'at 'shoot; tell folktale'; similarly, the plural verb nan 'become big' picks 
out only one possible interpretation of the semantically general verb fyer 'be
come big I important' Alternatively, E. Wolff and Gerhardt (1977) suggest that 
the existence of suppletive forms can be analyzed as a contact phenomenon: the 
languages borrowed words that were semantically similar to pre-existing words, 
and then reinterpreted them as singulars or plurals to the native words. This is a 
possible scenario, but none of the suppletive Goemai forms can be traced to 
Benue-Congo languages. In the absence of such evidence, the suppletive pairs 
are therefore assumed to result from the language-internal developments out
lined above. 

Finally, Goemai has a large number of verbs that seem to contain one of the 
above plural formatives. Semantically, these verbs either describe iterative 
states-of-affairs (e.g., b'iring 'roll', myalitp 'shine, flicker') or properties (e.g., 
duluk 'blunt', s'walak 'pointed'). Given their semantics, it is likely that they 
exhibit remnants of the Chadic category of event number, i.e., of plural verbs 
denoting the plurality of an action (Frajzyngier 1977b, 1997; P. Newman 
1990a; see also P. Newman 2000: 423-429 for Hausa): repetition in the first 
case, and intensity in the second. The present-day Goemai forms, however, do 
not have any corresponding non-derived counterparts: these verbs are used in 
reference to both singular and plural entities, and they distribute like all other 
verbs that are unspecified for number. That is, these verbs can be analyzed 
morphologically and semantically as plural, but not syntactically (see also the 
discussion in chapter 2, section 2.1). 

1.3. Verb semantics 

The distribution of Goemai verbs across different argument structure and TAM 
constructions is largely predictable on the basis of their semantics, more spe
cifically, on the basis of their participant structure and lexical aspect. This sec
tion summarizes some of the more predominant lexicalization patterns that 
characterize the language as a whole, and that motivate the existence of gram
matical structures discussed elsewhere in this grammar. 

In terms of their lexical aspect, most Goemai verbs code a state change, i.e., 
(i) unambiguous activity verbs and (ii) unambiguous stative verbs are rare. 

(i) Verbs that can express activity readings are usually semantically general 
over state-change and activity readings. The intended reading is then deter
mined by other elements of the clause. In particular, the presence of a cognate 
object or of the semantically-general or 'light' verb shin 'do' forces an activity 
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reading. This scarcity of activity verbs may be characteristic of Chadic lan
guages in general; and it is likely that their scarcity motivates the widespread 
use of cognate object and light verb constructions (see sections 2.3 and 6.1). 

(ii) Goemai uses inchoative verbs to express concepts that tend to be coded 
by stative verbs or nominal predicates in many other languages (including espe
cially property concepts, but also others). This lexicalization pattern motivates 
the development and spread of strategies to create stative expressions - includ
ing some subtypes of serial verb constructions, the modifying construction and 
the ascriptive construction. This pattern is probably shared by Chadic and Be
nue-Congo languages on the Jos Plateau, but it does not seem to be characteris
tic of Chadic languages in general (see sections 2.3, 6.2 and 6.3). 

Although Goemai has only few stative verbs, most of them are high
frequency verbs that occur in contexts where other Chadic languages com
monly use a copula or verbless expression (see Frajzyngier 1987a and Pawlak 
1994 for a general discussion; see also Burquest 1973; Frajzyngier 1993: 259-
263; P. Newman 2000: 178-182; Schuh 1998: 316-325; Seibert 1997: 98-102 
for other West Chadic languages): locative (in 7a), presentative (in 7b), ascrip
tive and equative (in 7c), existential (in 7d and 7e) and negative possessive 
contexts (in 7f) (see sections 1 and 2 in chapter 8 for details). In particular, 
Goemai has stative postural verbs that - in their basic use - denote a location 
(as in 7a). Cross-linguistically, comparable verbs tend to be stative if they occur 
in locative contexts (J. Newman 2002a; Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995: 
126-133); and Stassen (1997: 55-61) argues that a majority of languages 
worldwide employs postural-based stative verbs in locative contexts. In some 
languages, such verbs were further grammaticalized to express various other 
functions (see especially the contributions in J. Newman 2002b). In Goemai, 
they constitute the source for an elaborate system of nominal classification 
based on postural semantics and coded in different parts of speech (see chapter 
2, section 2.2). Their stative lexical aspect is one of the factors that motivated 
their spread throughout the language: in a language that has only few stative 
verbs - and almost no derivational morphology - stative verbs constitute a ma
jor resource for creating stative expressions, thus allowing non-stative verbs to 
occur in reference to states (see sections 6.2 and 6.3). 

(7) a. Himgoed'e t'o n-goede gimg. 
water lie(SG) LOC-bottom:GEN forest 

'Water lies at the bottom of the forest.' (MOOANDISPOS 11) 

b. Gak 
wall 

nit 
PRES 

n-d'ydm k6 =a rmang. 
PRES-stand(PL) any/every=FOC where 

'See, walls stand everywhere.' (cOOANms) 
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c. Kilt nnoe d'e goe-k'em. 
talking LOC.ANAPH exist NOMZ(SG )-different 

'This talk is different.' (COOANDIALECT3) 

d. Byaap t'eng goe-mat d'e d'i (. .. ). 
pumpkin:GEN tree NOMZ(SG)-woman(SG) exist LOC.ANAPH 

'There are female pawpaw trees.' (DOlNTREE) 

e. Neen dok t'a yi I k'a yil 
hunger PAST.REM fall(SG) CONS HEAD(SG):GEN ground 

dip I nye-pe fo-aan wan. 
all because-THAT/WHEN rain lack 

'So that hunger fell on the whole land, because there was no 
rain.' (F99ANTI) 

f a sool wan 
FOC money lack 

men toe. 
1PL.O EMPH 

'we don't have money.' (lit. 'money is lacking to us') 
(HOlAJOS) 

Another common lexicalization pattern motivates the extensive use of serial 
verb constructions in Goemai (see chapter 8, section 3). Talmy (1985, 2000) 
distinguishes between the schematic core of an event (e.g., the path in the case 
of a motion event, the changed property in the case of a state-change event) and 
supporting co-events that elaborate on the schematic core (e.g., manner of mo
tion or change). He distinguishes between verb-framed languages (which code 
the schematic core in verbs) and satellite-framed languages (which code it in 
satellites to the verb, e.g., in particles). For serializing languages, this clear 
distinction has proved problematic, because they tend to code both components 
in verbs (see Ameka and Essegbey 2001; Schaefer 1986, 1997; Schaefer and 
Gaines 1997; van Staden and Reesink 2008). Similarly, Goemai expresses both 
the schematic core (e.g., path of motion in 8a) and the co-event (e.g., manner of 
motion in 8b) in verbs. To express both components, Goemai resorts to serial 
verb constructions (as in 8c). The lexicalization of both components in verbs 
makes it furthermore possible for prepositions to be semantically general over 
location, source and goal - since the necessary information is contributed by 
the verb (see chapter 5, section 4). This lexicalization pattern is characteristic 
ofChadic languages in general (Frajzyngier 1987a, 1987b, 1987c). 
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(8) a. My_ep p'IJ.at nk'ong lu. 
3PL.S exit(PL) BACK:GEN settlement 

'They went out behind the village.' (F990GOELONG) 

b. My_ep swo. 
3PL.S run(PL) 

'They ran.' (C01FGHJARAM8) 

c. My_ep 
3PL.S 

swo 
run(PL) 

p'IJ.at. 
exit(PL) 

'They ran out (lit. they ran and went out).' (FOOCGOERWANG) 

2. Argument structure and lexical aspect 

Grammars of Chadic languages often describe the existence of basic verb 
classes (which are marked by segmental or suprasegmental means) and of deri
vational and inflectional verbal extensions (which allow basic verbs to occur in 
different syntactic and semantic configurations). These classes and verbal ex
tensions tend to have a semantic basis, as they interact with the lexical proper
ties of verbs (in particular, their participant structure and lexical aspect). Goe
mai, by contrast, has neither morphologically-marked verb classes nor verbal 
extensions. Instead, it makes use of syntactic strategies to express comparable 
concepts: constructional alternations (discussed in detail throughout section 3). 
This section serves as an introduction into the topic: it summarizes common 
Chadic patterns (section 2.1 ), and outlines issues relevant to Goemai argument 
structure (section 2.2) and lexical aspect (section 2.3).42 

42. Verbal extensions are widespread in all African language families, but their recon
struction to the various proto-languages remains problematic (see Hyman 2007 for 
a summary; see, e.g., Voeltz 1977, Williamson and Blench 2000 for Niger-Congo). 
In particular, they are not common in Jos Plateau languages: Chadic languages usu
ally do not have them; and neighboring Benue-Congo languages seem to have lost 
those extensions that serve syntactic functions, but have retained (or reinterpreted) 
those that serve aspectual functions (Gerhardt 1971, 1984, 1988; E. Wolff and 
Meyer-Bahlburg 1979). The variety of Rausa spoken on the Jos Plateau also ex
periences a reorganization of its grade system (i.e., the Hausa-type verbal exten
sions): some grades have been lost altogether, but others are still common (Pawlak 
2002: 63, 78-80). 
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2.1. A Chadic perspective 

Chadic languages tend to overtly mark a variety of functions by means of ver
bal extensions. These extensions occur in the form of affixes to the verb, often 
accompanied by changes to its tonal pattern or by particles. Throughout Chadic, 
such extensions are used to (de-) transitivize and causativize verbs, to indicate 
or change the type of thematic role linked to an argument slot, to express the 
affectedness of the object (e.g., totally or partially affected; or a subject trying 
to affect an object), and to specify the directionality of the verb action (e.g., 
towards or away from the speaker) (see Frajzyngier 1985b, 1987a, 1987b; Jag
gar 1988; P Newman 1973, 1977b, 1983; E. Wolff 1984). 

Goemai has retained only one possible remnant of such a Chadic verbal ex
tension: a transitivizing suffix -n that is attested in a number of Chadic lan
guages (Frajzyngier 1985b; P Newman 1977b). This extension is not produc
tive, and it is only found with the two verbs illustrated in table (46). 

Table 46. Possible remnants of a Chadic suffix -n 

Intransitive Transitive 

'exit' p'et(SG) 'remove' p'en (so) 
p'!l_at(PL) p'M.an (PL) 

'enter' rU (SG) 'insert' roun (SG) 

rwo (PL) rwan (PL) 

Within Chadic linguistics, there is some discussion about the status of basic 
verbs and their semantics. Some present-day Chadic languages have formally 
unmarked verbs (considered to be basic) as well as verbs that are formally 
marked by verbal extensions (considered to serve derivational and inflectional 
functions). But other languages mark all verbs overtly, i.e., in these languages, 
the existence of basic verbs cannot be posited on morphological grounds (e.g., 
Hausa, seeP Newman 2000: 627-682). Various researchers argue for the exis
tence of two basic Proto-Chadic verb classes that were marked segmentally by 
the final vowels *-a and *~ respectively. And most authors assume that these 
two morphological patterns did not correlate with any specific semantics or 
syntax (Frajzyngier 1982a, 1982b; Jungraithmayr 1979; P Newman 1973, 
1975, 1977c; P Newman and Schuh 1974; Schuh 1976, 1977; E. Wolff 1977, 
1979). For example, P. Newman (2000: 641) states for Hausa that "[m]any 
transitive verbs belong to gr2 [i.e., grade 2, a possible reflex of the Proto
Chadic class *-a; BH] because they happen to have the inherent lexical shape 
that puts them in that class. They do not necessarily share common semantic 
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characteristics." Other authors, however, attribute meaning to these basic 
classes (see especially Abdoulaye 1992). 

A second discussion centers on the question of whether verbal extensions 
can be reconstructed for Proto-Chadic. This discussion was partly triggered by 
the observation that some isolating Chadic languages do not have any verbal 
extensions, or remnants of such verbal extensions - including West Chadic 
languages closely related to Goemai. On the one hand, P Newman (1973, 
1977b, 1983) reconstructs several such extensions: he assumes that Proto
Chadic was characterized by a system of adverbial-like extensions that became 
fused with the verb stem in some languages (see alsoP Newman 2000: 627-
682). On the other hand, Frajzyngier (1985b, 1987a, 1987b) argues for the in
dependent development of verbal extensions from lexical sources (e.g., bene
factive- and causative-type extensions from 3rd person pronouns, directional
type extensions from motion verbs). 

Both discussions above are of relevance to the analysis of Goemai: the lan
guage makes use of different argument structure constructions that correlate 
with different meanings, and that are comparable to some of the morphologi
cally-marked basic verbs and verbal extensions found elsewhere in Chadic. 
That is, Goemai seems to differ considerably from other more isolating West 
Chadic languages, despite some superficial similarities. Like Goemai, these 
isolating languages have a large class of verbs that occur unmarked in both 
intransitive and transitive configurations. But unlike Goemai, they have only 
one transitive construction that allows for the linking of different thematic roles 
to its two arguments. For example, Frajzyngier (1993: 178) states for Mupun 
that "[t]here is no single semantic characteristic or role that can be attached to 
the grammatical notions of subject and object." The criteria that distinguish 
different types of transitive constructions in Goemai- i.e., number marking and 
nominalization (see section 2.2) - do not seem to reveal comparable differences 
in other more isolating West Chadic languages. In these languages, number 
marking does not depend on grammatical factors, but on discourse-pragmatic 
factors: it indicates event number (i.e., an iterative, distributive, repeated, ha
bitual action); if it indicates participant number at all, transitive verbs show the 
same pattern as attested for one of the Goemai constructions (the transitive 
patient I theme construction). Similarly, nominalization patterns are usually 
comparable to those of the Goemai patient I theme construction (see section 
3.2). 

Despite these differences between Goemai and closely-related West Chadic 
languages, two observations suggest that further comparative research could 
prove promising. First, grammars mostly confine the explicit discussion of ar
gument structure properties - including an interaction with number marking 
and nominalization - to prototypical transitive verbs (in the sense of Hopper 
and Thompson 1980): and it is these verbs that occur in the Goemai patient I 
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theme construction. Our comparative knowledge about other types of verbs, by 
contrast, is limited. Second, although grammars may not systematically discuss 
less-prototypical transitive verbs, they often devote sections to selected verbs 
that show some peculiarities in the coding of their arguments and the linking of 
their thematic roles. These idiosyncrasies are sometimes reminiscent of the 
Goemai range construction (see section 3.3) or its causative construction (see 
section 3.4). Similarities and differences are pointed out throughout this chap
ter. 

Given the above discussion, it is possible that present-day Chadic languages 
share patterns of lexicalization that go back to Proto-Chadic - despite consider
able differences in the available coding strategies: while Goemai (and possibly 
other more isolating West Chadic languages) use syntactic strategies, other 
languages use morphological strategies. For the moment, this assumption is 
impressionistic, and it is possible that at least some similarities result from 
cross-linguistic tendencies rather than common Chadic heritage. However, the 
available data indicate that comparative studies in lexical semantics and argu
ment structure are likely to reveal more systematic similarities.43 This chapter 
describes the patterns attested for one Chadic language, integrating comparative 
West Chadic data wherever possible.44 

2.2. Argument structure 

The predominantly isolating nature of Goemai is visible in the marking of ar
guments: constituent order is the main means for marking grammatical relations 
(point i), and there is generally no cross-referencing of arguments on the verb 
and no marking of case relations on the noun (point ii). While constituent order 
thus helps to narrow down the syntactic status of a noun phrase, it is not suffi
cient because some core arguments (3SG subject and inanimate direct objects) 
are omitted if they are recoverable from the linguistic context (see chapter 8, 
section 1.1). Although their omission follows a predictable pattern, it causes 

43. Verbal morphology has received much attention within Chadic linguistics, but 
there is no comparable discussion (outside ofHausa) about verbal semantics, espe
cially about the semantic types of verbs that can occur with each verbal extension. 

44. Comparative data was taken from grammatical descriptions of the following West 
Chadic languages: Rausa (Abdoulaye 1993; Jaggar 2001; P. Newman 2000; E. 
Wolff 1993); the Angas-Goemai group languages Angas (Burquest 1973; Foulkes 
1915), Mupun (Frajzyngier 1993), and Mwaghavul (Jungraithmayr l%3a); the 
Ron group languages (Jungraithmayr 1970; Seibert 1997); the Bole-Tangale group 
languages Pero (Frajzyngier 1989) and Dera (P. Newman 1974); and the West 
Chadic B languages Miya (Schuh 1998) and Guruntum (Haruna 2003). 
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problems for determining the argument structure solely on the basis of the 
number of noun phrases and their order. This issue is further complicated by 
the fact that Goemai has verbs that occur in both intransitive and transitive con
texts. It is therefore not always straightforward to decide whether a specific 
verb is used intransitively or transitively (with an omitted 0 argument),45 and 
conversely, whether a present noun phrase functions as an argument of the 
verb. 

Fortunately, there are a number of language-internal contexts and strategies 
that are sensitive to issues of argument structure and that treat core and non
core arguments differently. Taken together, they reveal the transitivity of a verb 
and the syntactic status of the occurring noun phrases: arguments (but not non
core arguments) are obligatorily present in some syntactic contexts (point iii), 
non-core arguments are almost always overtly marked (point iv), there are par
ticles and clitics that reliably occur between objects and non-core arguments 
(point v), and there are detransitivizing strategies that only apply to objects 
(point vi). Furthermore, number marking and nominalization are always sensi
tive to one of the core arguments, but never to a non-core argument (point vii). 
These contexts are discussed in more detail elsewhere in the grammar, but are 
summarized here. Throughout this study, they serve as diagnostics for deter
mining the transitivity of an expression. 

(i) Constituent order (see chapter 8, section 1.1) 

Goemai has strict AVO(O) I SV constituent order in all clauses that contain a 
single predicate, including both main and dependent clauses. Example (9a) 
illustrates the intransitive pattern, (9b) the transitive pattern, and (9c) the 
ditransitive pattern. Non-core arguments show some syntactic freedom, either 
preceding or following these core constituents. Notice also that the verb and its 
core arguments form a contiguous unit, i.e., non-core arguments cannot occur 
inside this unit. 

(9) a. Fy_cm swar. 
s v 
rabbit laugh 

'The rabbit laughed.' (F99DLIIT) 

45. I use the following abbreviations to mark core arguments: S =intransitive subject, 
A = transitive subject, 0 = direct object. 



b. Fy_cm 
A 

mcmg 
v 

p'cmg. 
0 

rabbit take stone 
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'The rabbit took a stone.' (F99ANTI) 

c. My_ep poe my_ep haam. 
A V 0 0 
3PL.S give 3PL.O water 

'They gave them water.' (F99DLIGY A) 

(ii) Subject arguments (see chapter 3, section 2.4) 

The subject and object noun phrases are not morphologically marked for their 
grammatical relations, i.e., Goemai does not have case marking. Pronouns, 
however, constitute a partial exception to this generalization, allowing us to 
distinguish between subjects and objects. Goemai has both free and dependent 
pronouns: the free pronouns are identical for all core arguments (S, A and 0), 
but the dependent forms can only be used for subjects (S and A). If present, 
these dependent pronouns then cliticize to the verb phrase, i.e., Goemai allows 
for the cross-referencing of subject arguments in certain contexts. 

(iii) Clausal nominalization (see chapter 3, section 4.4) and purpose clauses 
(see chapter 8, section 4.5) 

Core arguments can be omitted in verbal clauses, but they cannot be omitted in 
nominalized clauses. Example (10) illustrates this difference: the referent d'il 
'calabash' is introduced in the first clause, and is omitted in all subsequent ver
bal clauses- the final nominalized clause, however, refers to it by means of the 
pronoun ni '3so' Since all core arguments are overtly expressed, clausal nomi
nalization is one context that reliably distinguishes intransitive from transitive 
expressions. 

(10) Yin [d'd]s na n-d'e b'e I [moe]A=mang mu? (. . .) 
SAY calabash PRES PRES-exist EMPH 1PL.S=take(SG) INTERR 

Fy_an yi hai I kwai. [Gwa]A goe nyet. lit 
rabbit SAY INTERJ no SGM.LOG.AD.S OBLIG leave COND 

du=yok du=rwol t~ng 

PL.LOG.SP .S=retum.home(PL) PL.LOG .SP .S=enter(PL) IRR 
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du=kiJt gurum [goe-poe ni n-dwen)NOMZ· 
PL.LOG.SP.S=find person NOMZ-give 3SG.O BEN-PL.LOG.SP.I 

'(He) said, see, (there) is a calabash, we take (it), right?( ... ) The 
rabbit1 said, hey, no. He2 should leave (it). When they1 return back, 
they1 will find someone who gives it(= the calabash) to them1.' 

(F990LIGY A) 

fu a similar way, a transitive expression within a purpose clause has to 
overtly express its direct object - unless it is marked by the adverbializing pre
fix N-. An intransitive expression, by contrast, can occur without this prefix. 
All three possibilities are illustrated by means of the complex structure in 
(11a): mimg 'take' is transitive (occurring with a direct object noun phrase), 
p'et 'exit' is intransitive, and s'eet 'buy/sell' is transitive (occurring without a 
direct object but with the adverbializing prefix). Unfortunately, this diagnostic 
is problematic as this prefix also occurs in two other contexts: it is found when
ever a semantic participant is omitted (e.g. the locative adverbial of an intransi
tive locative verb; see section 5.1 ); and it serves a pragmatic function stressing 
that an intended result was not achieved (as in 11b). 

(11) a. de-goe mang [la=ndoe=bi] 0 I de-goe p'et I 
PUR take(SG) DIM(SG):GEN=SPEC=thing PUR exit(SG) 

de-goe n-s'eet ba. 
PUR ADVZ-buy/sell(SG) NEG 

'not to take a little bit, to go out (and) to sell (it).' 
(COOANYOUTH4) 

b. yool de-goe n-kyak sh'ep I sap s'al 
rise(SG) PUR ADVZ-split wood axe slip 

'(he) rose to split the wood, (but) the axe slipped' (A-10/11/00) 

(iv) Overt marking of constituents (see section 5.1) 

Core arguments tend to be unmarked, while non-core arguments tend to be 
marked by prefixes or prepositions. However, this statement only reflects a 
tendency as some core arguments are marked (as Moe goe 'to you' in 12a), 
while some non-core arguments are unmarked (as lu=goe 'your house' in 12b). 
fu the first case, the difficulty always arises through the re-analysis of conjunc
tions and prepositions - in certain contexts - as markers of core arguments (see 
section 5.1). fu the second case, it arises through the development of adverbs 
and spatial nominals from nouns (see sections 2 and 4 in chapter 5). That is, 
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other diagnostics discussed in this section are needed to decide on the transitiv
ity of such expressions. 

(12) a. de goe k'wal [lidoe goe]o yi (. . .). 
SO. THAT OBLIG:CONS talk CONJ 2SGM.I CONS 

'so that (he) should talk to you( ... ).' (cOOANYOUTHl) 

b. hen=d'e f'ong WU[ yi [/u=goe)ADV 
lSG.S=exist PROGR arrive PROGR settlement=2SGM.POSS 

'I often come to your house' (A-20/12/99) 

(v) Particles and clitics that indicate the final boundary of a phrase (see chap
ter 6, section 2.1; chapter 7, sections 4.1 and 4.2; chapter 8, section 4.4) 

Goemai has some particles and clitics that mark the final boundary of the unit 
containing the verb and its core arguments. As such, they occur immediately 
after the intransitive verb, the direct object of a transitive verb, and the second 
object of a ditransitive verb (and also after the verbless clause complement): 
e.g., the polysemous particle yi coding consequence (in 12a) and progressive 
aspect (in 12b). Using this distributional diagnostic, it is possible to determine 
that the verb in (12a) is used transitively (despite the fact that it is followed by 
a noun phrase marked by a conjunction), while that in (12b) is used intransi
tively (despite the fact that it is followed by an unmarked noun phrase). 

(vi) Detransitivizing strategies (see section 4) 

Only ditransitive and transitive expressions can participate in detransitivizing 
structures. 

(vii) Number marking (see sections 1.2 and 3) and nominalization (see chapter 
3, section 4.1) 

A subset of the verb lexicon has distinct singular I plural forms that indicate the 
participant number, i.e., they mark number in one of the verb's arguments. The 
relevant argument depends on the argument structure construction: the intransi
tive construction marks the S argument (in 13a), the transitive range construc
tion the A argument (in 13b ), the transitive patient I theme construction the 0 
argument (in 13c), and the transitive causative construction does not mark any 
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core argument. This diagnostic is not applicable to the ditransitive construction 
(as no participating verb distinguishes number). Notice that number-marking is 
observed even if the relevant argument is omitted. For example, the singular 
verb tU 'kill' is used in the transitive patient I theme construction in (13d), al
though its 0 argument is not present. 

(13) a. Moe-gurum Ji kUma I mll.ep=mll.tirtip. 
NOMZ(PL)-person SGM.LOG.SP.POSS also 3PL.S=die(PL) 

'And his people, they have died.' (oOOEwrrcHl) 

b. Moe=nyak yi ba. 
lPL.S=hate(PL) 2SGF .0 NEG 

'We don't hate you.' (cOlFGHJARAMlO) 

c. Sai my_ep I gep reep=hok. 
then/only 3PL.S:CONS cut(SG) girl(SG)=DEF 

'Then they cut the girl.' (DOOEWITCH3) 

d. Lap de du=p'y_at yi 
receive SO.THAT PL.LOG.SP.S:CONS=exit(PL) CONS 

n-ni nk'ong lu 1 til. 
COMIT-3SG.I BACK:GEN settlement kill(SG) 

'Take (him) so that they go out with him behind the house, 
(and) kill (him).' (F99ATY AKLANG) 

In addition, there are corresponding differences in verbal nominalization. A 
subset of verbs derives nouns that can occur in possessive and genitive struc
tures. These derived nouns can only ever occur with one of their notional argu
ments as possessor: intransitive verbs with their S argument (in 14a), transitive 
range verbs with their A argument (in 14b), and transitive patient I theme verbs 
with their 0 argument (in 14c);46 verbs in the transitive causative construction 
and in the ditransitive construction cannot be nominalized. 

46. It is known from, e.g., English that derived nouns differ in the types of possessors 
they allow. This difference is often explained with reference to either thematic 
roles (i.e., only affected or experienced entities can occur as possessors) or lexical 
aspect (i.e., possessive nominalization is only possible if the situation can be con
strued as accomplished and perfective) (see Taylor 1996: 146-183 for a summary). 
For Goemai, an explanation in tenns of thematic roles seems to be more promising, 
but there is not enough data available to determine the exact contribution of either 
thematic roles or lexical aspect or both. 
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(14) a. muut muk sh'in 
dying(SG) 3SG.POSS be.pitiful 

'his death was pitiful' (A-21/05/04) 

b. Kilt noe I a k'a nye ndoe=bi 
talking 1SG.POSS FOC HEAD(SG):GEN matter:GEN SPEC=thing 

ba. 
NEG 

'My talk (is) not (just) about anything.' (FOOJouus) 

c. mHJ!r !! a sh 'it muk 
stealing:GEN goat FOC work 3SG.POSS 

goe-d'yen 
NOMZ(SG )-bec.small/young 

'the stealing of goats is (only) small work (for) him' (A-

22/04/04) 

Differences in number marking and nominalization thus serve to determine 
the focal argument of a verb. 

A combination of the seven diagnostics above was used to systematically test 
the argument structure possibilities of 176 Goemai verbs in elicitation sessions 
with two speakers. The elicited data were cross-checked and supplemented with 
data from the corpus of natural texts, taking into account information on an
other 300 verbs. On this basis, it was possible to establish five different con
struction types (summarized in table 47), describe their characteristic properties 
and membership (section 3), and discover the available valence-changing and 
lexical-aspect-changing operations (sections 4 to 6). 

Notice that not all diagnostics can be applied to all expressions. In particu
lar, number marking and verbal nominalization only occur with a subset of 
verbs. But since each semantic field usually contains at least some verbs that 
allow for one or both of these possibilities, it was possible to discern systematic 
patterns. All patterns were established on the basis of these verbs alone. Fol
lowing that, verbs that do not mark for number and that do not nominalize were 
grouped together with semantically similar verbs, i.e., with verbs that (seem to) 
link the same thematic roles to the same syntactic arguments. While this proce
dure may have led to the wrong classification of some individual verbs, the 
overall analysis is assumed to be accurate. 
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Table 47. Five Goemai argument structure constructions 

Core arguments Focal argument 
Constructions (=diagnostics i, ii, iii, iv, v, vi) (=diagnostic vii) 

ditransitive A0102 -(not applicable)47 

transitive patient I theme AO 0 

transitive range AO A 

transitive causative AO no core argument 

intransitive s s 

2.3. Lexical aspect 

Goemai verbs participate in one or more of the five argument structure con
structions summarized in table (47) above. Their distribution can partly be ex
plained with reference to their lexical aspect. Cross-linguistically, it is often 
assumed that the syntactic behavior of verbs is determined by their lexical se
mantics, and more specifically by their lexical aspect (e.g., Dowty 1979, 1991; 
Foley and Van Valin 1984; Levin 1995; Rappaport Hovav and Levin 1998, 
2000; Van Valin and LaPolla 1997). In describing the aspectual properties of 
Goemai verbs, I follow Rappaport Hovav and Levin who distinguish between 
stative and dynamic events, and - within the dynamic events - between the 
presence of a state change and its absence, and the presence of an external 
cause and its absence. These features result in a classification of Goemai verbs 
into stative, activity, inchoative and result verbs.48 The aspectual properties of 

47. On the basis of other criteria, it can be argued that 0 1 is the focal argument (see 
chapter 4, section 3.1). 

48. I do not entirely follow the well-known aspectual classification into 'states', 'ac
tivities', 'achievements' and 'accomplishments' (see, e.g., Dowty 1979; Van Valin 
and LaPolla 1997; Vendler 1967). Studies have shown that the feature of telicity 
(and possibly also the feature of punctuality I durativity, see Bohnemeyer 2001, 
2004) is not determined by the lexical semantics of the verb alone, but also con
tributed by the clause, e.g., by the presence of quantification (Dowty 1991; 
Verkuyl 1972) or degree of change (Rappaport Hovav and Levin 2000). In particu
lar, studies discuss problems in the classification of incremental theme verbs (i.e., 
verbs that behave differently when they occur with a quantized theme, e.g., 'drink a 
glass of whisky' vs. 'drink whisky'), and change-of-state verbs that do not proceed 
towards a discrete endstate (i.e., degree achievements such as 'grow', and verbs of 
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these four covert classes are summarized in table (48) below, anticipating the 
discussion in the remainder of this section. The overall discussion is inspired by 
two case studies of African languages: Abdoulaye (1992) on the Chadic lan
guage Hausa, and Liipke (2005) on the Mande language Jalonke. 

Table 48. Diagnostics for detennining Goemai lexical aspect classes 

Stative Activity Inchoative Result 

interpretation in habitual on-going on-going on-going/ 
progressive iterative 

interpretation of present past past past 
unmarked fonn 

degree adverb can no no yes yes 
modify state change 

progressive entails n/a yes yes/no no 
event has happened 

time specification duration duration duration/ completion 
completion 

resultative aspect no no yes: continued yes: completed 

Like other Chadic languages, Goemai does not mark lexical aspect overtly 
on the verb. Instead, the aspectual properties can be inferred from the occur
rence of verbs in specific contexts. The literature suggests a number of possible 
tests (see, e.g., Dowty 1979; Van Valin and LaPolla 1997; Vendler 1967), 
which were adapted for Goemai in the following ways: 

inherently directed motion such as 'rise'). In the classification adopted throughout 
this chapter, stative verbs correspond to 'states', activity and inchoative verbs to 
'activities', and result verbs to 'achievements' and 'accomplishments' (allowing for 
both punctual and durative interpretations). It is beyond the scope of this grammar 
to attempt a more detailed classification. This chapter is intended as a first ap
proximation towards lexical aspect in Goemai: it is the first such study for a Chadic 
language (with the exception of Abdoulaye 1992 on Hausa), and more detailed fur
ther research is needed. 
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(i) Diagnostics for stative verbs 

Goemai has a progressive aspect construction that expresses either an on-going 
action or state change, an iterative action, or a habitual action (see chapter 7, 
section 4.1). Its interpretation depends on the lexical aspect of the main verb, in 
combination with other elements of the clause. An on-going action or state 
change interpretation is the preferred interpretation with all activity verbs and 
expressions (as in the highlighted expression in 15a), inchoative verbs (in 15b), 
and result verbs occurring indurative contexts (in 15c). An iterative interpreta
tion is only possible with result verbs occurring in punctual contexts; if the 
result verb marks for number, the plural form has to be used (in 15d). Finally, a 
habitual interpretation is possible - albeit dispreferred - with all expressions 
above (as illustrated in 15e). With stative verbs, however, the habitual interpre
tation is the only available interpretation (as in 15f). The Goemai progressive
like the Hausa continuative (see Abdoulaye 1992: 166-172)- thereby helps to 
single out stative verbs (as in 15f) and some result verbs (as in 15d). Similar to 
the Hausa continuative, the Goemai progressive is ambiguous in that it allows 
for different interpretations. But the available interpretations differ: Hausa 
states cannot occur in the continuative at all, and Hausa punctual contexts trig
ger a habitual interpretation (not an iterative interpretation). 

(15) a. My_ep na my_ep d'e t'ong s'oe s'oe yi. 
3PL.S see 3PL.S exist PROGR eat food PROGR 

'They saw them (and they) were eating food.' (FOOCFUAN) 

b. Himgoed'e=hok d'e t'ong b'ting yi nd'uim 
water=DEF exist PROGR bec.red PROGR INSIDE:GEN 

cup. 
cup 

'The water is turning red inside the cup.' (Said while speaker 
observed water turning red.) (B01ADPPROG40) 

c. Liit d'e n-p'et yi 1 d'e n-tal 
lion exist PROGR-exit(SG) PROGR exist PROGR-ask/greet 

yi sek puoe muep. A mmoe sa toe 
PROGR BODY:GEN mouth 3PL.POSS FOC what make EMPH 

gu=d'e gu I wal yi (. . .)? 
2PL.S=exist 2PL.S:CONS cry(SG) CONS 

'The lion was coming out, (he) was asking them: what makes 
(it that) you cry ( ... )?' (FOOJFUAN) 
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d. Goemai na n-leng t'ong m11.tirtip 
<ETHNIC.NAME> PRES PRES-hang/move(PL) PROGR die(PL) 

yi goeme goeme nye neen. 
PROGR one one because hunger 

'See the Goemai people moving about (there) dying one after 
the other because of hunger.' (FOOAFUAN) 

e. T'ong goe=na goe-tep I t'ong goe=na 
IRR 2SGM.S=see NOMZ(SG)-bec.black IRR 2SGM.S=see 

goe-pya. (. . .) D'emde gurum d'e d'i 1 
NOMZ(SG)-bec.white remainder:GEN person exist LOC.ANAPH 

my_ep d'e t'ong s'oe s'oe yi. D'emde 
3PL.S exist PROGR eat food PROGR remainder:GEN 

gurum my_ep goe s 'oe ba. 
person 3PL.I COMIT food NEG 

'You will see bad (times), you will see good (times).( ... ) 
Some people are there, they are eating food. 
Some people are (there) without food .. ' (NOlA TIME) 

f. tun I soe goe-sek I .fil.an d'e t'ong t'ong 
since time NOMZ(SG)-body rabbit exist PROGR sit(SG) 

yi n-goede yim. 
PROGR LOC-bottom:GEN leaf 

'from that time on, the rabbit was (always) sitting under the 
leaves.' (FOOCFUAN) 

Stative verbs also behave differently in a second context: whenever they are 
unmarked for TAM, they express the current state (thus receiving a default 
present tense interpretation, as in 16a). All other verbs, by contrast, receive a 
default past tense interpretation (as in 16b) (see chapter 7, section 2). 

(16) a. fide d'yam py_anang nk'ong men(. . .). 
one/other stand(PL) there/yonder BACK 1PL.POSS 

'Others stand over there behind us( ... ).' (DOlNTREE) 
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b. Kat Ia goe=na la-t'eng=hok b'ting 
maybe COND 2SGM.S=see child(SG):GEN-tree=DEF bec.red 

nt'it (. .. ). 
well 

'If you see (that) the fruit has become thoroughly red ( ... ). ' 
(POODCROPS) 

Furthermore, the occurrence of quantifying degree adverbs such as Mimi 
'much/many' (see chapter 5, section 2) is largely restricted to inchoative and 
result verbs, since only these verbs express a gradable change of state. This 
diagnostic is problematic, however, as such adverbs receive two different inter
pretations: as modifying the state change (of a state-change verb), or as modify
ing one of the noun phrases (of a stative or activity verb). The first possibility is 
illustrated with the inchoative verb in (17a), and the second possibility with the 
stative verb in (17b). 

(17) a. Amma kan ndunt ba. 
but bec.inclined much/many NEG 

'But (it) didn't incline much.' (MOOANDISPOS5) 

b. Nye-pe sh'it d'e d'i ndunf. 
because-THAT/WHEN work exist LOC.ANAPH much/many 

'Because there is a lot of work.' (FOOCFUAN) 

Other typical characteristics of stative verbs include their inability to occur 
with dynamic adverbs, in the imperative or as complement of the verb 'force' 
They cannot occur in these contexts because they describe non-dynamic con
tinuous states-of-affairs that have no beginning or endpoint, and that are non
volitional. These tests are not entirely reliable as they are not only sensitive to 
the lexical aspect of verbs, but also to their individual lexical semantics. In the 
interpretation of the Goemai data, the results of these tests were not taken into 
account. 

(ii) Diagnostics for result and activity verbs 

As shown under (i) above, verbs with different lexical aspect properties can 
receive an on-going action or state change interpretation in the progressive con
struction. They differ, however, in that some verbs describe events that change 
over time and proceed towards a discrete endstate (and are thus telic), while 
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others do not (and are thus atelic). Result verbs describe events that have such a 
discrete endstate - therefore, a progressively expressed state-change event en
tails that the event has not yet happened (because it has not yet reached its natu
ral endpoint) (as illustrated in 18a). Activity verbs, by contrast, do not describe 
a change over time, and a progressively expressed activity event therefore en
tails that the event has already happened (as in 18b) (the so-called imperfective 
paradox; see Dowty 1979). The third group, inchoative verbs, shows a variable 
behavior in this context: these verbs describe a change over time, but not to
wards a discrete endstate (i.e., something can become red, and can then redden 
even further). Therefore, if an endstate is specified or implied elsewhere in the 
clause, they behave like result verbs: e.g.,fyer 'become big' receives a default 
interpretation of 'become grown up' whenever it is predicated of humans (i.e., 
it implies old age) (as in 18c). If there is no endpoint, by contrast, they behave 
like activity verbs (as in 18d). 

(18) a. d'e t'ong b'titim 
exist PROGR seize 

t'ei ba 
yet NEG 

sool yil amma b'titim 
metal/money PROGR but seize 

'(he) is seizing the money, but (he) hasn't seized (it) yet' (A-

20/04/04) 

b. d'e t'ong b'IJ.en Jap yi 1 a bi 
exist PROGR watch children(PL) PROGR FOC thing 

goe-sa toe ni b '!!in my_ep d'emt'ei 
NOMZ-make EMPH 3SG.S watch 3PL.O already 

'(she) is watching the children- that's the reason (why) she 
has already watched them' (A-23/04/04) 

c. Ia muk d'e t'ong f'yer yi I amma 
child(SG) 3SG.POSS exist PROGR bec.big(SG) PROGR but 

f'yer t'ei ba 
bec.big(SG) yet NEG 

'her son is growing, but (he) hasn't grown up yet' (A-25/05/04) 

d. d'e t'ong b'ting yi 1 so b'ting d'emt'ei 
exist PROGR bec.red PROGR so bec.red already 

'(it) is turning red, that means (it) has already turned red' (A-

25/05/04) 
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These differences are confirmed by a second diagnostic: result verbs that 
occur in telic contexts are compatible with time specifications indicating com
pletion (as in 19a), but not with those indicating duration (as in the ungram
matical example 19b). Activity verbs (and also stative verbs) in atelic contexts, 
by contrast, occur with the latter type of time specification (as in 19c). But no
tice that some verbs are ambiguous in that they can receive both telic and atelic 
readings, depending on the presence of other elements in the clause: e.g., the 
presence of a cognate object conveys an atelic reading (as in 19c), while the 
presence of a goal phrase conveys a telic reading (as in 19d) (see especially 
the discussion in section 6.1). Inchoative verbs, again, receive a variable inter
pretation. 

(19) a. sh'e bi=hok nd'uim awa goeme 
learn/teach thing=DEF INSIDE:GEN hour one 

'(she) learned the thing in one hour' (A-18/02/00) 

* b. ni sh 'e bi=hok awa goeme 
3SG.S learn/teach thing=DEF hour one 

*'she learned the thing for one hour' (A-18/02/00) 

c. miJ.aan miJ.aan awa goeme 
go(SG) going(SG) hour one 

'(he) traveled for one hour' (A-18/02/00) 

d. miJ.aan n-JIJs nd'uun awa goeme 
go(SG) LOC-<PLACE.NAME> INSIDE:GEN hour one 

'(he) traveled to Jos in one hour' (A-18/02/00) 

To summarize, inchoative verbs show a variable behavior under both diag
nostics above, but unambiguous result and unambiguous activity verbs occur in 
one context only. That is, the diagnostics help to single out result and activity 
verbs. The same two tests are applied by Abdoulaye (1992: 176-177, 184-185, 
187, 191-192) in his study ofHausa. 
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(iii) Diagnostics for inchoative verbs49 

Goemai has a resultative aspect construction that occurs with state-change 
verbs, and that is sensitive to different phases of the state-change event: the 
inchoative phase and the result state (see chapter 7, section 4.5). When an in
choative verb occurs in it (as su 'start to run' in 20a) the resulting interpretation 
is a continuation of the state. Since inchoative verbs lexicalize the initial 
boundary of an event (i.e., getting into a state), the resultative aspect particle 
focuses on the termination of this initial boundary. With result verbs (as pilar 
'send' in 20b), by contrast, the resulting interpretation is a completion of the 
event. Since these verbs lexicalize the final boundary, the resultative aspect 
particle focuses on the termination of this boundary. This diagnostic serves to 
single out inchoative and result verbs, and to distinguish them from each other. 
Notice, however, that it is not fully reliable because the resultative aspect parti
cle retains some of the locational properties of its lexical source, making it se
mantically incompatible with some state-change verbs. 

(20) a. Yar=hok zak su kam. 
bird=DEF also/however run(SG) RESULT 

'And the bird also runs (i.e., it has started to run and is now in 
the state of running).' (R99DFROG) 

b. my_ep ptitir ni kam n-Jos 
3PL.S send 3SG.O RESULT LOC-<PLACE.NAME> 

'they have sent her to Jos (i.e., the sending event is over, and 
she is in Jos now)' (A-14/02/00) 

A combination of the diagnostics above resulted in the establishment of four 
verb classes: stative, activity, inchoative and result. Most verbs belong unambi
guously to one of these classes, and their syntactic possibilities are partly de
termined by this membership. The verbs differ further in their causation proper
ties: an event can be brought about externally (i.e., by some external causer) or 
internally (i.e., by some internal property of the argument) (see Levin and Rap-

49. Throughout this chapter, the tenn 'inchoative' is used in its original sense of 'be
ginning, inceptive', and it corresponds to the tenn 'degree achievement' (which is 
commonly found in the theoretical literature on lexical aspect). It should not be 
confused with the use of 'inchoative' in the 'inchoative I causative alternation', i.e., 
in verbs that alternate between an intransitive state-change use (e.g., 'the pot 
broke') and a transitive causative use (e.g., 'he broke the pot') (see also Haspel
math 1993). 
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paport Hovav 1995). These differences are reflected in the constructional alter
nations a verb can undergo, which are discussed in the following sections. 

3. Argument structure constructions 

This section illustrates the five argument structure constructions of Goemai 
(formed on the basis of the criteria outlined in section 2.2): the ditransitive con
struction (section 3.1), the transitive patient I theme construction (section 3.2), 
the transitive range construction (section 3.3), the transitive causative construc
tion (section 3.4), and the intransitive construction (section 3.5). For each con
struction, its formal and semantic characteristics are presented, followed by a 
discussion of the semantic properties of verbs that allow them to participate in 
this construction. 

This section shows that Goemai argument structure is characterized by a 
sensitivity to thematic roles and an absence of morphological marking. From a 
Chadic perspective, the former is expected, but the latter is not (see section 
2.1). Typologically, the Goemai situation is of particular interest because ofthe 
interaction of the following two factors (see e.g. Comrie 1985b; Dixon and 
Aikhenvald 1997, 2000): 

(i) Most Goemai verbs have the possibility to occur unmarked in different 
argument structure constructions, receiving a concomitant change in their se
mantics (i.e., thematic roles) and syntax (i.e., transitivity). A comparable situa
tion is attested in other morphologically less-complex languages. For example, 
many English verbs can occur underived in intransitive and transitive structures 
(e.g. 'the pot broke' and 'he broke the pot'), as well as in different transitive 
structures with a different arrangement of arguments (e.g., 'he sprayed paint on 
the wall' and 'he sprayed the wall with paint'). It would be possible to assign 
the different argument structure possibilities of Goemai verbs to the lexical 
level, e.g., to recognize the existence of ambitransitive verbs (participating in 
both intransitive and transitive constructions). This alternative analysis would 
make it necessary to recognize at least three distinct types of ambitransitive 
verbs: those that alternate between intransitive and transitive range uses (i.e., S 
=A ambitransitive verbs), those that alternate between intransitive and transi
tive patient I theme uses (i.e., S = 0 ambitransitive verbs), and those that alter
nate between intransitive and transitive causative uses (i.e., a second type of S 
= 0 ambitransitive verbs).50 In addition, there are ambitransitive verbs that al
low for intransitive plus two or even three transitive uses; as well as transitive-

50. In the first case, the intransitive subject (S) corresponds to the transitive subject 
(A), and in the second and third case, the intransitive subject (S) corresponds to the 
transitive object (0). 
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only verbs that occur in different transitive structures (rearranging their argu
ments in different ways). 

(ii) The argument structure constructions express distinct semantics, and 
they show formal differences in those contexts that allow for number marking 
and verbal nominalization. As such, they are similar to derivational mecha
nisms that change the valency of a verb, or that arrange its arguments differ
ently. Such a perspective would be justifiable on semantic grounds, given that 
the different constructions fulfill functions that are similar to causative- and 
applicative-type derivations in many other languages. It is also supported by 
some language- and language-family-internal observations (discussed in more 
detail throughout the following sections). First, the semantic and syntactic 
properties of the different constructions are very similar to those of the verbal 
extensions in other Chadic languages- i.e., other Chadic languages use overt 
derivational morphology to convey comparable information. Second, there is at 
least one clear case where an argument structure construction has to be ana
lyzed as serving derivational functions: the causative construction. And third, 
speakers use the different constructions productively to create novel idiomatic 
expressions. Overall, such behavior is suggestive of the existence of deriva
tional mechanisms, rather than lexical specifications. However, a serious 
counter-argument against this perspective is the fact that there is no overt mark
ing of the derivational process: the constructions constitute unmarked alterna
tions. 

Given the interaction of the two factors above, this chapter adopts a con
structional approach to argument structure (e.g., Goldberg 1995). It is assumed 
that the constructions carry meanings, and that their constructional semantics 
interacts with the lexical (verbal) semantics, allowing verbs to participate in 
different constructions. The following sections describe the semantic and for
mal characteristics of each construction, and discuss the semantic types of 
verbs occurring in it (focusing on those that can occur in more than one con
struction). This focus allows us to (a) characterize the constructional semantics, 
illustrate variations and capture generalization, and to (b) discuss changes in 
transitivity (between intransitive and transitive verbs) together with changes to 
thematic roles (in transitive-only verbs). Notice that this constructional perspec
tive does not deny the existence of lexical transitivity. There are cases where a 
verb occurs only in one construction (which can then be interpreted as being 
indicative of its basic transitivity); and it can be argued that the causative con
struction is not a basic construction. Aside from these clear cases, however, it 
proved difficult to determine which of the available constructions is basic to a 
specific verb. Recall that morphologically more complex Chadic languages 
have similar difficulties in distinguishing between basic and derived verbs (see 
section 2.1). 
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This study should be read as an exploration into the semantic factors that 
characterize Goemai argument structure constructions and that allow verbs to 
participate in certain constructions, but not in others. Future investigations 
would probably benefit from a frame semantic perspective (as illustrated in 
Fillmore 1971, 1977; Fillmore and Atkins 1992): a verb can evoke a semantic 
frame with frame-semantic participant roles, and the different constructions 
select different roles (and ignore others), distributing them over the different 
grammatical relations. 

3 .1. Ditransitive construction 

The ditransitive construction is illustrated in figure (6). It is a minor construc
tion in the sense that only two verbs are attested in it: poe 'give' and k'wat 
'pay' 

fu terms of their lexical aspect, both participating verbs are result verbs. And 
in terms of their argument structure, both occur with three unmarked argu
ments: an A argument preceding the verb, and two 0 arguments following it (in 
21a and 21b). Notice that both arguments are preceded by the polysemous par
ticle yi, which marks the fmal boundary of the unit ofverb-plus-object(s). 

Syntactic function 

Thematic role51 

A 

effector 

v 

Semantics A transfers 02 to 01 

01 

recipient 

Verbs two verbs of transfer (poe 'give', k'wat 'pay') 

Figure 6. Ditransitive construction 

(21) a. de goe poe [men]o [k'oom=hok]o yi (. . .). 
SO. THAT OBLIG:CONS give 1PL.O strength=DEF CONS 

'so that (he) should give us the strength( ... ).' (DOOEWITCH4) 

b. [hen]A=d'e t'ong k'wtit [ni]o [sool]o yi 
1SG.S=exist PROGR pay 3SG.O metal/money PROGR 

ko =t'atnimg 
any/every=when 

'I regularly pay you money' (A-16/04/04) 

51. In characterizing the thematic roles, I used the terminology as summarized in Van 
Valin and LaPolla (1997). 
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The A argument expresses the effector, the first 0 argument the recipient, 
and the second one the theme. The theme can be omitted, provided that it is 
recoverable from the context (as maar 'farm' in 22). The recipient, by contrast, 
cannot be omitted, since it is animate (see chapter 8, section 1.1 for the omis
sion of arguments). 

(22) Sabo ndoe goe-sek my_ep b'aam I maar=hok I 
reason CONJ NOMZ(SG)-body 3PL.S seize farm/farming=DEF 

[my_ep]A poe [fkan]o. 
3PL.S:CONS give rabbit 

'Because ofthis, they seized the farm, so that they gave (it to) the 
rabbit.' (F990SHOOM) 

Both verbs alternatively occur in the transitive patient I theme construction, 
linking only their effector and theme participants to core arguments (in 23a). A 
recipient can be added in a prepositional phrase, i.e., in adverbial function. 
Notice, however, that this preposition does not necessarily introduce a recipi
ent: it introduces a benefactive that can be construed as a recipient (as illus
trated by the two free translations). Furthermore, k'wat 'pay' can occur in the 
transitive range construction, linking a benefactive role to its one direct object 
(conveying the reading of 'pay for someone's benefit, pay for goods'). When
ever these verbs occur in either of the transitive constructions, they focus on the 
act of transfer itself- not on the recipient (as in 23b where the speaker talks 
about marriage customs that involve an act of giving away mats). Alternations 
between a ditransitive or double object construction, on the one hand, and a 
transitive construction, on the other, are cross-linguistically common (Margetts 
and Austin 2007; J. Newman 1998). 

(23) a. [ndoe=gurom]A poe [sool]o [n-goe]ADv· 
SPEC=person give money BEN-2SGM.I 

'someone gave away money to you.' 
-'someone gave away money on your behalf' (cOOANYOUTH2) 

b. D'a [gu]A=poe [k'aram]o gu=littl to! 
COND 2PL.S=give mat 2PL.S=ANT okay 

gu=leng d'em gu=shin tal yi. 
2PL.S=hang/move(PL) this.time 2PL.S:CONS=do greeting CONS 

'When you have finished giving away the mat, okay, and then 
you move around performing greetings.' (cOOANDIALECT5) 
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In the ditransitive construction, both recipient and theme constitute core ar
guments. But there are some indications that the recipient is more prominent. 
First, it is obligatory in nominalized clauses where it occurs either as head noun 
(as mat 'woman' in 24a) or as direct object within it (as ni '3sG' in 24b). The 
theme, by contrast, is not obligatory: it can never occur as head noun, and it is 
optional as direct object within the nominalized clause (as indicated by the 
bracketing in 24a and 24b). For the theme to occur as head noun, speakers have 
to use an adverbial clause instead (in 24c) (see chapter 8, section 4.1). Alterna
tively, speakers shift to the transitive patient I theme construction (in 24d and 
24e); in this case, a beneficiary (which can be interpreted as a recipient) can 
optionally be added in a prepositional phrase (in 24e). 

(24) a. hen=mim mat [goe-poe muk 
lSG.S=know woman(SG) NOMZ-give 3SG.POSS 

(shind'ong=hok)]NoMZ 
present=DEF 

'I know the woman whom he gave (the present)' (A-16/04/04) 

b. hen=mim gurum [goe-poe ni (shind'ong=hok)]NoMZ 
lsG.s=know person NOMZ-give 3SG.Opresent=DEF 

'I know the person who gave her (the present)' (A-16/04/04) 

C. a [soo!Jvcc [goepe my_ep poe my_ep (. . .))ADV· 
FOC metal/money THAT/WHEN3PL.S:CONS give 3PL.O 

'(it) is money that they gave them( ... ).' (cOOANYOUTH2) 

d. n-zam [goe-poe noe)NOMZ mumu? 
LOC-field NOMZ-give lSG.POSS REDUP.INTERR 

'in the field that I gave away, right?' (cOOANYOUTH4) 

e. hen=man bf [goe-poe muk (n-goe))NOMZ 
lSG.S=know thing NOMZ-give 3SG.POSS BEN-2SGM.I 

'I know the thing that he gave away (to you- on your behalf)' 
(A-16/02/00) 

Second, only the recipient - but not the theme - can occur as the head noun 
in participle nominalization (asIa 'child' in 25) (see chapter 3, section 4.3). 

(25) [hen ]A =man [Ia goe-n-poe ]o 
lSG.S=know child(SG) NOMZ-ADVZ-give 

'I know the boy who was given (it)' (A-26/10/05) 
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Goemai has many other verbs of transfer, but none of them can occur in the 
ditransitive construction: such verbs link their theme role either to the direct 
object (of the transitive patient I theme construction) or to the adverbial (of the 
transitive causative construction). Closely related Angas-Goemai group lan
guages do not have a ditransitive construction at all, always coding recipients in 
prepositional phrases (Frajzyngier 1993: 201-204). Other West Chadic lan
guages, by contrast, make use of a special set of indirect object markers that 
allow a large number of verbs to occur (optionally or obligatorily) with three 
arguments (Jaggar 2001: 480-486; P Newman 2000: 276-287, 682-693; 
Schuh 1998: 294-300; Seibert 1997: 31, 57, 93-96; E. Wolff 1993: 114-117). 

3.2. Transitive patient I theme construction 

The characteristics of the transitive patient I theme construction are summa
rized in figure (7). 

Syntactic function 

Thematic role 

Semantics 

Verbs 

A v 0 

effector patient, theme 

A changes the state or location of 0 

(i) verbs of putting and throwing, taking, transfer, impact, 
creating, harvesting and hunting 

(ii) verbs of transforming, starting and stopping, directed 
motion, property concepts, disposition 

Figure 7. Transitive patient I theme construction 

The transitive patient I theme construction expresses a change of state or lo
cation. fu terms of lexical aspect, the participating verbs code a (result or in
choative) state change. fu terms of argument structure, the construction links a 
patient or theme role to the 0 argument, and an effector role to the A argument. 
The effector is the dynamic participant of the event - frequently, it can be char
acterized as an agent who willfully and purposefully brings about the event, but 
it can alternatively be a force (in 26a), an instrument (in 26b), or even an in
animate effector that is construed as agentive (in 26c) (see the discussion in 
Van Valin and Wilkins 1996). Its exact role is specified through the lexical 
semantics of the verb together with the properties of the clause. 
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(26) a. [Hangoed'e)A mang [ni)o WQ [n-ni)ADV· 
water take(SG) 3SG.O retum.home(SG) COMIT-3SG.I 

'The water took him (and) returned back with him.' (FOOJFUAN) 

b. [bool]A p'yan [wang=hok]o 
ball break(SG) pot=DEF 

'the ball broke the pot' (D-26/01/00) 

c. [Bi n-kyak]A I shoot I b'H.it [k'a 
thing LOC-heart/neck bec.coiled cause.lying(SG) head(SG) 

muk)o [wa dakd'y_oe /u)ADV· 
3SG.POSS AREA MIDDLE:GEN settlement 

'The necklace became coiled, (it) laid its head in the area to
wards the town center.' (M99JIMT1) 

Formally, the patient I theme construction differs from the other two transi
tive constructions in the focal role of its 0 argument: number-marking on the 
verb indicates number in the 0 argument (as illustrated in 27a and 27b); and 
verbal nominalization allows the notional 0 argument to occur as possessor (in 
28a), but not the A argument (as illustrated by the ungrammatical example 
28b). 

(27) a. akwai moe-goepe I 
there.is/are NOMZ(PL)-THAT/WHEN 

goe (. .. ). 
2SGM.O 

my_ep t'ong 
3PL.S IRR 

til 
kill(SG) 

'there are those that will kill you( ... ).' (D00JANIMAL7) 

b. To I ni two mH.ep dip. 
okay 3SG.S kill(PL) 3PL.O all 

'Okay, he killed them all.' (D00EWITCH4) 

(28) a. goe-fmoe a b'aam ai I b'aam 
NOMZ(SG)-LOC.ANAPH FOC seizing INTERJ seizing:GEN 

lwa 
animal/meat 

'this is seizing, hey, seizing of animals' (A-22/04/04) 

* b. b'aam lOng 
seizing:GEN chief 

*'the seizing of the chief (i.e., the seizing done by the chief)' 
(A-22/04/04) 
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The Goemai patient I theme construction is a prototypical transitive con
struction (see, e.g., Hopper and Thompson 1980): its A argument exhibits pro
totypical agent-like properties, and the 0 argument is maximally affected in 
that it is created, transformed or moved by the verb action. 

The participating verbs can be divided into two groups: (i) those that only 
occur in transitive constructions, and (ii) those that occur in both transitive and 
intransitive constructions. 

(i) The first group includes result verbs of putting and throwing (such as d'u 
'cause to sit' in 29a), taking (such as mimg 'take'), transfer (such as s'eet 
'buy/sell'), impact (such as tU 'kill' in 29b), and creating (such as Ia 'give 
birth'), as well as inchoative verbs of hunting and harvesting (such as d'ip 
'reap' in 29c). Although these verbs only ever occur transitively, most of them 
occur in two different transitive constructions (see the following sections for 
details). 

(29) a. kuma [mlfep]A d'u [hen]o k'a toom. 
also 3PL.S cause.sitting(SG) lSG.O HEAD(SG):GEN chair 

'and they sat me on the chair.' (cOOJMQUEST5) 

b. Sai mM_ep shin RoRari I [mlfep]A tu [wo 
then/only 3PL.S do effort 3PL.S kill(SG) snake 

fmoe]o. 
LOC.ANAPH 

'Then they made an effort, they killed this snake.' (F99DREEP) 

c. [goe]A=d'ip [s'wa goe]o (. . .). 
2SGM.S=reap(SG) guineacom 2SGM.POSS 

'you reap your guineacom ( ... ).' (cOOANYOUTH2) 

(ii) The second group contains verbs that occur both transitively and intran
sitively. In the transitive patient I theme construction, they link their patient or 
theme role to the 0 argument, and express an effector as the A argument (in 
30a and 3la). In the intransitive construction, they link their patient or theme 
role to the S argument (in 30b and 3lb). These verbs cover the following lexi
cal fields: result verbs of transforming (such as p'yan and p'yaram 'break' in 
30a and 30b ), of starting and stopping (i.e., bringing about or ending a state-of
affairs) (such as litt 'finish') and of directed motion (such as d'am 'sink'); as 
well as inchoative verbs that code property concepts (such as b 'ang 'be
come/make red' in 3la and 3lb) and dispositions (such as k'oon 'become/put 
face down'). Again, individual verbs additionally occur in other transitive con
structions. 
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(30) a. [Goelong]A (. . .) p'ytirtim [wang shat mM_ep]o 
<NAME> break(PL) pot:GEN porridge 3PL.POSS 

dibit (. . .). 
all 

'Goelong ( ... )broke their pots of porridge, all (ofthem).' 
(F990GOELONG) 

b. FM.an kwap t'a 1 kwap t'a Mang 
rabbit knock(SG) fall(SG) knock(SG) fall(SG) take(SG) 

kuk. P'et t'a n-yil. [Wang]s p'ytin. 
stump exit(SG) fall(so) LOC-ground pot break(so) 

'The rabbit knocked (against something) (and) fell, (he) 
knocked (and) fell. (He) stumbled. (He) fell onto the ground. 
The pot broke.' (FOOJFUAN) 

(31) a. [p'uus]A b'ting [shik]o 
sun bec.red body.2SGF .POSS 

'the sun has made your body red' (A-22/05/04) 

b. [dang]s=hok b'ang (. . .). 
tail=DEF bec.red 

'the tail has become red( ... ).' (COOANDIALECT2) 

Such alternations between transitive and intransitive uses are discussed in 
the literature as the causative I inchoative alternation. It is generally assumed 
that the transitive (or causative) alternant portrays an event as externally caused 
(as in the A examples above), while the intransitive alternant construes the 
event as uncaused or spontaneously occurring - even though an external cause 
may be attributed to the event in the real world (as in the B examples above) 
(see Haspelmath 1993; Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995: 79-133). For Goe
mai, there are some language-internal indications that the transitive use may be 
more basic for verbs of transforming: their transitive use is more frequent, and 
it expresses a wider range of meanings. For the other verbs, however, the re
verse pattern seems to hold. Only a systematic corpus study, together with a 
detailed semantic analysis, could clarify this issue. For the moment, I therefore 
prefer to follow authors such as Haspelmath who treat this alternation as non
directed, and do not consider one of the alternants as more basic. 

It is not entirely transparent why some verbs occur only transitively, while 
other- semantically similar- verbs occur both transitively and intransitively. 
Two observations can be offered at this point. First, a number of transitive-only 
verbs have suppletive intransitive forms, e.g., d'u 'cause to sit' (in 29a) has the 
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intransitive counterpart t'ong 'sit'; and tU 'kill' (in 29b) has the intransitive 
counterpart muut 'die' It is possible that the existence of suppletive forms 
blocks their occurrence in different constructions. Second, Rappaport Hovav 
and Levin (1998) suggest that different argument structure configurations are 
sensitive to the presence or absence of a manner component in the verb seman
tics. In Goemai, many transitive-only verbs lexicalize the manner by which the 
event was brought about. For example, transitive-only verbs that describe cut
ting and breaking events often lexicalize the instrument: d'ip 'reap with fingers, 
cut with small knife', haram 'cut with scythe or sickle', k'ap 'cut with hoe' etc. 
Verbs of cutting and breaking that occur both transitively and intransitively, by 
contrast, often lexicalize the endstate only, e.g., gep 'cut', sh'an 'break (of 
ropes)', tap 'break (of bones and sticks)' etc. It is possible that transitive-only 
verbs are characterized by such a manner component. 

The patterns described for the Goemai patient I theme construction are well 
attested across Chadic: transitive verbs mark number in their 0 argument (Fraj
zyngier 1993: 58-62; Schuh 1998: 175-178; Seibert 1997: 40; see also Fraj
zyngier 1977b, 1997; P. Newman 1990a: 54-58), and derived nouns occur 
with their notional 0 argument as possessor (Frajzyngier 1993: 182-186). 
Grammars of isolating Chadic languages also report the existence of many 
verbs that occur in both intransitive and transitive configurations (Frajzyngier 
1993: 180-181; Schuh 1998: 178-183). Grammars of languages that have ver
bal extensions, by contrast, describe the necessity to overtly mark any change in 
transitivity (Frajzyngier 1989: 157-185; P Newman 1974: 23-25; Seibert 
1997: 30-35, 96-98). 

3.3. Transitive range construction 

The second transitive construction in Goemai is the range construction (figure 
8). 

The thematic role of the A argument is underspecified. In most cases it can 
be characterized as an effector - receiving further specification through the 
lexical semantics of the verbs and the properties of the clause. In a small num
ber of cases, it can be characterized as a theme (as in example 37a below). The 
0 argument expresses a number of different thematic roles - depending on the 
lexical semantics of the verb: location, stimulus, topic, addressee, emitted or 
created substance, comparative standard, and instrument (but never a patient or 
theme role). These different roles can be subsumed under the term of 'range' 
(as used in functional grammar, see Halliday 1985), i.e., a participant through 
which the process is actualized, but which is not central to it. As such, it can be 
argued that the range construction is lower on the transitivity scale than the 
patient I theme construction (see Hopper and Thompson 1980). The range con-
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struction also differs from the patient I theme construction in the lexical aspect 
of its participating verbs: it admits verbs of all lexical aspect classes, but the 
majority are ambiguous between activity and result readings. Their interpreta
tion depends on the presence or absence of quantized expressions (see the dis
cussion in footnote 48) or cognate objects (see section 6.1). In fact, most par
ticipating verbs belong to semantic fields that cross-linguistically show 
comparable ambiguities. Notice that such ambiguities are not attested in the 
patient I theme construction: verbs in this construction cannot receive an activ
ity reading. 

Syntactic function 

Thematic role 

A 

effector, theme 

v 0 

range (including location, 
stimulus, topic, addressee, 
emitted substance, comparative 
standard, instrument) 

Semantics 

Verbs 

A verbs (i.e., does something, experiences something or is in 
a condition) in relation to 0 

(i) verbs of relating, bodily movement, doing, experiencing, 
speaking and speech acts, emission (of sound, smell, 
light and bodily fluids), attending and presenting, con
tact, conswning and cooking 

(ii) verbs of internal experience, evaluation, fitting and 
comparison 

(iii) idiomatic expressions 

Figure 8. Transitive range construction 

Formally, the range construction differs from the other transitive construc
tions in the central role of its A argument: number-marking on the verb indi
cates number in the A argument (as in 32a and 32b); and verbal nominalization 
allows the notional A argument to occur as possessor (as in 33a), but not the 0 
argument (as in the rejected example 33b). 

(32) a. hen=mi my_ep 
lSG.S=be.related(SG) 3PL.O 

'I am related to them' (A-28/04/04) 

b. m!!_ep myti hen 
3PL.S be.related(PL) lSG.O 

'they are related to me' (A-28/04/04) 
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(33) a. dap teacher Ia p'uur 
slapping:GEN teacher pain very 

'the slapping of the teacher (i.e., that the teacher did) is very 
painful' (A-25/05/04) 

* b. dap la=hok sh'ang hen p'uur 
slapping:GEN child(SG)=DEF be.pleasant lsG.O very 

*'the slapping ofthe child pleases me a lot' (A-25/05/04) 

As in the case of the patient I theme construction, different groups of verbs 
participate in the range construction: (i) those that only occur transitively, and 
(ii) those that occur both transitively and intransitively; additionally, there are 
(iii) some idiomatic expressions that make use of the range construction. 

(i) The first group includes stative verbs of relating (such as mi 'be related 
to' in 32a and 32b above), inchoative verbs of bodily movement (such as 
moelep 'wink' in 34a), and activity verbs of doing (such as shin 'do' in 34b); as 
well as verbs that are ambiguous52 between activity and result readings, includ
ing verbs of experiencing (such as k'oeleng 'hear/smell' in 34c), speaking and 
speech acts (such as t'em 'tell'), emission (such as ken 'excrete'), attending and 
presenting (such as nin 'point/show'), contact (such as clap 'slap'), and consum
ing and cooking (such as tap 'brew'). Some of these verbs additionally occur in 
other transitive constructions. 

(34) a. [ni]A moe lip [yit muk]o n-k'a noe 
3SG.S wink eye/face 3SG.POSS LOC-head( SG) lSG.POSS 

de hen=d'ok yi 
SO. THAT lSG.S =bec.quiet CONS 

'he winked his eyes at me, so that I become quiet' (A-11/05/04) 

b. Yi ase I [gwa]A d'e toe t'ong shfn 
SAY INTERJ SGM.LOG.AD.S exist EMPH PROGR do 

[bi n-d'e-fmoe]o=hoe yi ndoe 
thing ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly PROGR CONJ 

Ji=a? 
SGM.LOG .SP .I=INTERR 

'(He1) said, surprise, is he2 doing this thing to him1 ?' 
(FOOAFUAN) 

52. This ambiguity is resolved by other elements in the clause (see chapter 4, sections 
2.3 and 6.1 ). 
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c. [MM.ep]A k'oeling [d'M.oe .fkan]o. 
3PL.S hear/smell voice:GEN rabbit 

'They heard the voice ofthe rabbit.' (F99DLIIT) 

(ii) The second group contains verbs that occur both transitively (as in the A 
examples below) and intransitively (as in the B examples). They include verbs 
of internal experience and sound emission, both stative (such as luut and lwat 
'be afraid' in 35a and 35b) and inchoative (such as swar 'laugh' in 36a and 
36b). These verbs have an experiencer as theirS/A argument, and add an object 
in their transitive use; most can additionally occur in the causative construction. 
It also includes stative verbs of evaluation, fitting and comparison (as sh'ang 
'be pleasant' in 37a and 37b) - these verbs differ from the other verbs de
scribed in this section in that they have a theme as theirS/A argument (and add 
a comparative standard or location in their transitive use). 

(35) a. [mM_ep]A lwtit [men] 0 dip. 
3PL.S be.afraid(PL) lPL.O all 

'they are afraid of us all.' (COOANYOUTHl) 

b. man [yi]s=luut mou. 
PROH 2SGF.S=be.afraid(SG) NEG 

'don't be afraid.' (F99DMATWO) 

(36) a. man [goe)A=swar [gurum)o goe bi n-wan mOU 
PROH 2SGM.S=laugh person COMIT thing ADVZ-lack NEG 

'don't laugh about poor people (lit. with things lacking)' (A-
15/05/04) 

b. [FM_an]s swtir. 
rabbit laugh 

'The rabbit laughed.' (F99DLIIT) 

(37) a. [bi=hok]A sh 'ting [ni]o. 
thing=DEF be.pleasant 3SG.O 

'the thing pleased him.' (FOOCAAs) 

b. tamtis d'a d'alang k'a .fkan 
folktale COND pass(SG) HEAD(SG):GEN rabbit 

[tamtis =hok]s 
folktale=DEF 

sh'ting ba. 
be.pleasant NEG 

'if the folktale passes over the rabbit (i.e., is about the rabbit), 
the folktale is not nice.' (F99ANTI) 
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It is not always straightforward to distinguish between groups (i) and (ii): 
verbs in group (i) can omit their 0 argument if it is recoverable from the con
text, and then look similar to verbs in group (ii) used intransitively. Neverthe
less, a small group of verbs regularly occurs in contexts where an 0 argument is 
neither present nor recoverable. These verbs are therefore analyzed as belong
ing to group (ii). All of them describe a state-of-affairs that is internal to the 
S/ A argument, but that can be related to another participant. Their intransitive 
use is much more common, and their behavior in the causative construction 
suggests that they are basically intransitive. 

(iii) A considerable number of additional verbs occur in the transitive range 
construction. Currently, about 50 such examples are attested, but the list is cer
tainly not exhaustive. These are treated as a separate group because they are 
subject to very specific restrictions: only few verbs of a semantic field can oc
cur with a range object; only few nouns can fill the object slot; and the resulting 
interpretation is usually not entirely predictable. In particular, this possibility 
seems to be restricted to events that are culturally salient and that are typically 
done at a certain location or with a certain instrument. Less salient or typical 
events, by contrast, are not attested here. Despite their idiomatic character,53 

some generalizations can be made. First, many transitive verbs that express 
occupations can alternatively occur with a range object that specifies the loca
tion of this occupation. For example, y_as 'grind' and d'Ctn 'cook' usually occur 
with an object expressing the material that is ground or cooked - but alterna
tively, they can occur with a location. The resulting interpretation is composi
tional in the first case (in 38a), but not in the second (in 38b). Second, some 
intransitive verbs of motion and posture occur with range objects that specify a 
typical location (in 38c and 38d), a typical activity (in 38e), or a typical instru
ment (in 38f). Similarly, transitive verbs of perception - which normally link 
the stimulus role to their 0 argument - can occur with the instrument of percep
tion (in 38g). 

53. There is an on-going debate about the place of idiomaticity in grammar. This de
bate arises because of the existence of fixed expressions (which traditionally be
long to the lexicon) that are based on productive grammatical patterns (which tradi
tionally belong to the grammar) (see, e.g. Fillmore et al. 1988; Kay and Fillmore 
1999; Pawley 1993; Schultze-Berndt 2000). 
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(38) a. [MM_ep]A !!tiS [ffn]o I a k'a 
3PL.S grind(PL) grinding.stone FOC HEAD(SG):GEN 

fin. 
grinding.stone 

'They grind (lit. grind the grinding stone) on the grinding 
stone.' (C01FGHJARAM3) 

b. [.La=hok]A t'ong t'ong d'tin [wus]o yi. 
child(SG)=DEF sit(SG) PROGR cook/warm fire PROGR 

'The boy sits warming (himself) at the fire (lit. cook fire).' 
(BOONPROGGO 17 5) 

c. Yam Kurki I htitin [t'eng] 0 goe dalimg. 
son(SG):GEN <NAME> climb(SG) tree COMIT jar 

'Son ofKurki, (it) climbs a tree with ajar.' (c01FGHJARAM2) 

d. T'o fpin]o. 

e. 

lie(SG) hut 

'(He) lies in the hut (lit. lies hut) (i.e., he passes the night).' 
(SIRLINGER 1937· 181) 

MM_ep lang zori [mM.ep]A d'e t'ong 
3PL.S hang/move(SG) entrance 3PL.S exist PROGR 

t'wot [aram mM_ep]o yil ko fifaan 
sit(PL) conversation 3PL.POSS PROGR maybe/or rain 

Ia t'aan. 
COND fall 

'They erected an entrance hut, (so that) they (can) sit at their 
conversations (lit. sit conversation), even if rain falls.' 
(D01CLU) 

f. [MM.ep]A ml!in [sh 'e mM_ep]o goeme. 
3PL.S go(PL) foot/leg 3PL.POSS one 

'They went by foot (lit. go foot) together.' (FOOCFUAN) 

g. Del [moe]A=k'oeleng [k'wam sem]o yi. 
SO. THAT lPL.S:CONS=hear/smell ear:GEN body.lPL.POSS CONS 

'So that we hear with our own ears (lit. hear ear).' 
(COOANYOUTH4) 

Finally, many transitive verbs can occur in both the patient I theme and the 
range construction. In particular, two patterns are attested. One large group 
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contains verbs that allow for both theme and location participants (such as !yak 
'throw'): they occur in the patient I theme construction to link their theme role 
to the 0 argument (in 39a), and in the range construction to link their location 
role to the 0 argument (in 39b). The second large group contains verbs that 
have both physical uses (in the patient I theme construction, as in 39c) and me
taphorical non-physical uses (in the range construction, as in 39d). In the first 
case, it is not possible to decide which use is basic. In the second case, it is 
likely that the physical use is basic. 

(39) a. Lyak [falak lwa=hok]o d'i (. . .). 
throw liver:GEN meat/animal=DEF LOC.ANAPH 

'(She) threw the liver ofthe animal there( ... ).' (F99DMATWO) 

b. my_ep mang goe lyak I [mashit=hok]0 n-ni. 
3PL.S take(SG) SEQ throw lady=DEF COMIT-3SG.I 

'they pick (it) up and throw at the lady with it.' 
(C00ANDIALECT5) 

c. [My_ep]A lap [k'aram=hok]o t'ei ba. 
3PL.S receive mat=DEF yet NEG 

'They haven't received the mat yet.' (cOOANDIALECT5) 

d. De [moe]A=ldp [d'y_oe sem]o yi. 
SO. THAT 1PL.S:CONS=receive voice:GEN BODY.1PL.POSS CONS 

'So that we answer in our own language.' (cOOANYOUTH4) 

When comparing the distribution of the range construction to the distribu
tion of verbal extensions in other Chadic languages, a number of parallels can 
be found. For example, the Ron languages make use of verbal extensions to 
indicate different thematic roles. More specifically, some Ron languages have 
an extension -ay whose distribution is similar to that of the Goemai range con
struction (Jungraithmayr 1970: 185-188, 269-270; Seibert 1997: 39-41). 
Seibert analyzes it as a derivational extension serving different functions, in
cluding an applicative function that adds, e.g., a location argument to intransi
tive motion verbs. He goes on to list some verbs that only ever occur with this 
extension, including especially experiencer, speech act and contact verbs- i.e., 
verbs that regularly occur in the Goemai range construction. The similarities 
even extend to the semantics of individual lexical items: e.g., the Goemai verb 
lap has an interpretation of either 'receive' (in the patient I theme construction) 
or 'answer' (in the range construction) (illustrated in 39c and 39d)- similarly, 
Ron distinguishes between (underived) mat 'receive' and (derived) matay 'an
swer' Notice that the verbs in Goemai and Ron are not cognate, i.e., the seman-
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tic similarities are not due to having inherited the same lexeme. Instead, their 
similarities seem to follow from lexicalization patterns that are shared across 
Chadic. These patterns are conveyed through different transitive constructions 
in Goemai, but through verbal extensions in Ron. 54 In a similar way, Abdou
laye' s discussion of the Hausa grade system suggests that grade 2 has semantic 
extensions corresponding partly to those of the Goemai range construction 
(Abdoulaye 1992: 208-232): contact verbs, speaking verbs and perception 
verbs; as well as emotion verbs, fitting verbs and comparative verbs. 55 

When comparing Goemai to other isolating West Chadic languages, how
ever, Goemai seems to be unique in having two distinct types of transitive con
structions. In most cases, grammars only give information on prototypical tran
sitive verbs, i.e., those occurring in the Goemai patient I theme construction. 
Those grammars that explicitly discuss verbs from other semantic fields posit a 
single transitive type, linking both the patient I theme- and the range-type of 
roles to the 0 argument. Nevertheless, they also comment on the unexpected 
behavior of some verbs, in particular, verbs of cognition such as 'think' (linking 
their topic to 0 argument, not to adverbial) and verbs of contact such as 'throw' 
(coding their location in their 0 argument, not their theme) (see e.g., Fraj
zyngier 1993: 58-62, 178, 182-186 for the closely related language Mupun). It 
is possible that such comments reflect lexicalization patterns that are shared 
across Chadic, but further research is needed. So far, the Goemai pattern of 
using two distinct transitive constructions is not attested elsewhere. 

3.4. Causative construction 

The third transitive construction is a causative construction. It differs from the 
other two constructions in that all participating verbs occur basically in other 
constructions. This construction has two subtypes that are sensitive to the basic 

54. The similarities can of course also be explained with cognitive tendencies. For 
example, a possible bridging context is illustrated in (i) (see also the comparable 
English use of 'receive - answer a phone call'). However, there are a munber of 
parallel examples, thus making an explanation in tenns of inherited lexicalization 
patterns more likely. 
(i) tap goe-lap k'wal sek puoe misk'oom a 

receiving NOMZ-receive talking BODY:GEN mouth elder(SG) FOC 
bi goe-nyan 
thing NOMZ(SG)-be.bad 
'receiving I taking away speech from an elder is a bad thing' (A-11/05/04) 

55. But notice that Rausa uses grade 1 (not grade 2) to add locative objects to intransi
tive verbs (Abdoulaye 1992: 204-206). 
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transitivity of verbs: if a verb is intransitive, it occurs in this construction with 
two core arguments (A and 0); if it is transitive (of either the patient I theme or 
range type), it occurs with two core arguments (A and 0) plus an oblique argu
ment. Figure (9) below summarizes the attested patterns. 

Syntactic function 

Thematic role 

A 

causer 

v 0 (Oblique) 

causee theme, range 

Semantics 

Verbs 

A induces 0 to verb (Oblique) 

(i) verbs of internal experiences, natural states, bodily proc
esses and movements; some verbs of sound emission 

(ii) verbs of transfer, attending and presenting, bodily emis
sion 

Figure 9. Causative construction 

The causative construction is a transitive structure, i.e., it occurs with two 
unmarked arguments. As such, the 0 argument precedes particles such as the 
habitual particle t'ong (in 40a, exemplifying a structure with the lexically in
transitive verb luut 'be afraid') or the progressive particle yi (in 40b, exemplify
ing a structure with the lexically transitive verb sh'e 'learn/teach') (see section 
2.2, point v). In all cases, the 0 argument is animate and hence cannot be omit
ted (see section 2.2). 

(40) a. [ni]A dok Ia luut [hen]o 
elephant PAST.REM HAB be.afraid(SG) lSG.O 

nd'asoenoe hen=na ndoe=ni zak-yit 

t'ong 1 
HAB 

now lsG.s=see SPEC=elephant also/however-again 

ba 
NEG 

'in the past, elephants used to make me be afraid, (but) now I 
don't see any elephants any more' (A-23/04/04) 

b. [ni)A d'e f'ong sh' e [mM_ep)o Jl [goe 
3SG.S exist PROGR learn/teach 3PL.O PROGR COMIT 

d'lfoe Goemai]Aov 
voice:GEN <ETHNIC.NAME> 

'he is teaching them the Goemai language (lit. makes them 
learn)' (A-16/04/04) 
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The oblique argument occurring with lexically transitive verbs, by contrast, 
is not a core argument: it functions as an adverbial (see section 2.2, point iv), 
and it is not obligatory in nominalized clauses (see section 2.2, point iii). The 
oblique is expressed in a comitative phrase (see section 5.1 ): a noun is preceded 
by the preposition goe (in 41a) and a pronoun by the prefix N- (in 41b). Given 
the right context, this adverbial phrase can be interpreted as a simple comitative 
phrase- not as part of the causative construction (as indicated by the two pos
sible translations in 41c). 

(41) a. to I [ni]A nin [ni]o [goe wakaam]ADv (. . .). 
okay 3SG.S point/show 3SG.O COMIT road 

'okay, she showed him the road( ... ).' (DOOEWITCH2) 

b. [MM.ep]A nin [moe-k'an]o 
3PL.S point/show NOMZ(PL)-matemal.relative(PL) 

[n-ni]ADV· 
COMIT-3SG.I 

'They showed it (to) the maternal uncles.' (cOOANDIALECT5) 

c. [ni]A s'eet [hen]o [goe shfm]Aov 
3SG.S buy/sell(SG) 1SG.O COMIT yam 

'he sold me yam' 
Or: 'he bought me (over) with yam' (A-17/02/00) 

The presence of the comitative phrase thus cannot be considered a formal 
marking of the causative construction: it is absent in the case of lexically in
transitive verbs, and it is structurally ambiguous in the case of lexically transi
tive verbs. 

Formally, this ambiguity can be resolved with reference to number marking 
(see section 2.2, point vii). Unlike the other two transitive structures, number
marking on the verb does not indicate number in any of the core arguments. 
fustead, lexically intransitive verbs use their invariant singular form - even if 
both core arguments are plural (as in 42a). And lexically transitive verbs indi
cate the number of the comitative phrase, i.e., of the non-core argument (as in 
42b and 42c).56 

56. It is possible that the singular marking with basic intransitive verbs indicates the 
presence of an understood (singular) abstract noun and that example ( 42a) could be 
rephrased as 'they made us be afraid with their appearance' (or something similar). 
However, it is ungrammatical to add such an abstract noun. Furthermore, Goemai 
only allows for the omission of arguments that are recoverable from the linguistic 
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(42) a. my_ep luut men 
3PL.S be.afraid(SG) lPL.O 

'they made us be afraid' (A-23/04/04) 

b. moe=s'eet my_ep goe la=ke 
lPL.S=buy/sell(SG) 3PL.O COMIT DIM(SG):GEN=chicken 

'we sold them the little chicken' (A-16/04/04) 

c. hen=s'arap ni goe jap ke 
lSG.S=buy/sell(PL) 3SG.O COMIT DIM(PL):GEN chicken 

'I sold him the little chickens' (A-16/04/04) 

Number marking as in (42a) to (42c) can only provide the necessary infor
mation if the verb distinguishes number and if the relevant arguments happen to 
differ in number. In most cases, there is therefore no indication that a clause 
instantiates the causative construction. In the absence of such an indication, the 
most important disambiguating factor is animacy. The 0 argument is always 
animate, thus making its interpretation in terms of a theme unlikely - but not 
impossible (as illustrated in the alternative translation in 4lc above). Further
more, the A argument is preferably inanimate (excepting verbs of transfer and 
of attending and presenting). Again, this is not a semantic restriction, as there 
are contextual examples with an animate A argument (as in all examples above, 
and as in the intended interpretation of 43a). Out of context, however, speakers 
tend to only accept the alternative interpretation of (43a). Examples such as 
(43b), by contrast, are readily volunteered- because the alternative interpreta
tion of(43b) is pragmatically not acceptable. 

context - but such abstract nouns were never observed to occur in the preceding or 
following context. I therefore prefer to not posit such an underlying abstract noun, 
and to instead analyze the construction as having two distinct subtypes, depending 
on the basic transitivity of the participating verb. It is possible that the two sub
types reflect a diachronic development, with the transitive type preceding the tran
sitive-plus-oblique type: Sirlinger's (1937) dictionary contains examples like (i); in 
present-day Goemai, such examples are ungrammatical, and speakers use the struc
ture in (ii) instead. 
(i) t'oesek htik ni 

hiccup expel 3so.o 
'he hiccupped (lit. the hiccup made him hiccup)' (SIRLINGER 1937 · 252) 

(ii) s'oe hak ni goe t'oesek 
food expel 3SG.O COMIT hiccup 
'the food made him hiccup' (A-15/01/04) 
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(43) a. gurum goefe Ia tap ni (. . .). 
person THAT/WHEN COND show.ignorance 3SG.O 

'the person that he ignores( ... ).' (lit. that makes him show his 
ignorance) 
Or: 'the person that ignores him( ... ).' (c01FGHJARAM9) 

b. Hai 1 goe-sek 1 tap hen ba. 
INTERJ NOMZ(SG)-body show.ignorance lSG.O NEG 

'Hey, this doesn't make me show my ignorance.' (i.e., I know 
it) 
Not: *'Hey, this doesn't ignore me.' (cOOANDIALECT3) 

So far, the discussion has shown that the causative construction is a formally 
unmarked transitive structure- like the transitive patient I theme construction 
and the transitive range construction. Nevertheless, there are a number of rea
sons to analyze it differently from the other two. First, no verb occurs exclu
sively in the causative construction (see the examples below). Second, verbs 
occurring in this construction can only be detransitivized (see section 2.2, point 
vi) if they are lexically transitive- but not if they are lexically intransitive. This 
pattern suggests that the causative construction does not constitute a basic ar
gument structure construction. Third, number marking is independent of any 
core argument: lexically intransitive verbs use their singular form, and lexically 
transitive verbs mark their oblique argument. Both patterns can be explained if 
the causative construction is analyzed as a derivational construction: it could be 
argued that the singular form constitutes the less marked form, thus being able 
to occur in derived structures; and the oblique argument functions as a core 
argument for the lexically transitive verbs in their basic use, thus making it 
possible that the basic number-marking pattern has been retained in the derived 
construction. Fourth, there is a regular semantic change between the basic con
struction and the derived construction. The remainder of this section explores 
this semantic change in more detail. 

The causative construction is used to derive causative reading from (i) in
transitive and (ii) transitive verbs. (If a verb occurs both intransitively and tran
sitively, it is always the intransitive alternant that provides the input for the 
causative construction). All verbs retain their lexical aspect, and - with the 
exception of activities - all lexical aspects are attested. In the following exam
ples, the A example illustrates the basic use, and the B example the causative 
use. 

(i) Most lexically intransitive verbs are verbs of internal experience, includ
ing stative verbs (such as zem 'like' in 44a and 44b), inchoative verbs (such as 
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wee! 'become worried' in 45a and 45b) and result verbs (such as wal 'cry'). 
This also includes stative verbs expressing natural states (such as d'wam 'be 
prone to craving') and result verbs expressing bodily processes and movements 
(such as oot 'yawn' in 46a and 46b). In addition, some individual transitive 
range verbs of sound emission (such as gwaim 'howl' in 47a and 47b) and ex
periencing (such as tap 'show ignorance' in 43a and 43b above) are treated like 
lexically intransitive verbs in this causative construction. In all cases, their ba
sic S/ A argument becomes an 0 argument, and an external causer is added in A 
function. 

(44) a. (J yi poenoe=a? Yin to [doe]s=zem. 
goat SAY thus=INTERR SAY okay SGF.LOG.SP.S=like 

'The goat said, like this? (She1) said, okay, she1 agrees.' 
(F99DPAAP) 

b. [s'oe)A zem 
food like 

[hen]o 
lSG.O 

'the food is agreeable to me (lit. makes me agree (with it))' (A-

23/04/04) 

(45) a. [mat=hok]s wee/ 
woman(SG)=DEF bec.worried 

'the woman got worried' (A-22/05/04) 

b. [soo/)A Wee/ [mat=hok)o 
metal/money bec.worried woman(SG)=DEF 

'money made the woman get worried' (A-22/05/04) 

(46) a. [la=hok]s oot 
child(SG)=DEF yawn 

'the child yawned' (A-15/05/04) 

b. [mM_eS)A OOt [gu/'Um)o ba 
beer yawn person NEG 

'beer doesn't make a person yawn' (A-15/05/04) 

(47) a. Goe-ter muk doe de muk I [aas]A 
NOMZ-move.aside 3SG.POSS come DIR 3SG.POSS dog 

gwtftfn [ ni]0 I [ aas ]A gwtftfn [ ni]0 I yool b 'yaal 
howl 3SG.O dog howl 3SG.O rise(SG) anger 
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de muk. 
DIR 3SG.POSS 

'When he moved aside towards him, the dog howled at him, the 
dog howled at him, (it) rose in anger towards him.' (FOOCAAs) 

b. [wu/ noe)A gwtftfn [ni)o foe 
arrival lSG.POSS howl 3SG.O EMPH 

'my arrival made him howl' (A-15/05/04) 

(ii) Lexically transitive verbs include patient I theme verbs of transfer (as 
mimg 'take' in 48a and 48b), range verbs of attending and presenting (as k'am 
'try/demonstrate' in 49a and 49b), and range verbs of bodily emissions (as k'yas 
'spit' in 50a and 50b). All lexically transitive verbs are result verbs. In all 
cases, their basic A argument becomes 0, the original 0 argument occurs in a 
comitative phrase, and an external causer is added. 

(48) a. [maf)A f'ong mang [/e goe-sh'oon)o. 

(49) 

woman(SG) IRR take(SG) goods/clothes NOMZ(SG)-bec.heavy 

'the woman would pick up a heavy load.' (c01FGHJARAM6) 

b. [hen)A=mang [ni)o [goe fe muk)ADV 

a. 

b. 

lSG.S=take(SG) 3SG.O COMIT goods/clothes 3SG.POSS 

'I passed the load to her (lit. I made her pick up the load)' (A-

19/04/04) 

zak-yit I k'am [MM_ep)A 
3PL.S 

b'ep 
do.again also/however-again try/demonstrate 

[sh'e 
foot/leg 

mM_ep]o. 
3PL.POSS 

'They again tried out their feet.' (FOOJouus) 

[hen]A=t'en k'am [d'emde]o [goe 
lsG.S=IRR try/demonstrate remainder COMIT 

Goemai]Aov· 
<ETHNIC.NAME> 

d'M.oe 
voice:GEN 

'I will demonstrate the Goemai language to them (lit. I will 
make them try out the Goemai language).' (c01FGHJARAM9) 

(50) a. man [goe)A =kyas [t'ifi)o m-pin ba 
PROH 2SGM.S=spit saliva LOC-hut NEG 

'don't spit saliva in the hut' (A-15/05/04) 
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b. [shita]A k'ytis [hen]o [goe t'ilz1ADv 
pepper spit lsG.O COMIT saliva 

'pepper made me spit saliva' (A-15/05/04) 

Most participating verbs describe internally-caused states of affairs (i.e., 
emotions, natural states, bodily processes, bodily emissions, experiences, 
speeches). A majority of verbs belonging to these semantic fields are attested in 
the causative construction. There are only few semantically-similar verbs that 
are not attested - presumably because there are difficulties in attributing an 
external cause to a basically internal state-of-affairs: not all verbs lend them
selves equally well to such a construal. Cross-linguistically, such verbs rarely -
if ever - occur in constructions that code direct causation (see also the discus
sion in section 3.5). For Goemai, it could be argued that this construction does 
not code direct causation, but indirect causation. The animate 0 argument car
ries out the state-of-affairs: it feels, is in a condition, emits a bodily fluid, 
speaks or experiences. The A argument, by contrast, codes the source, i.e., the 
point of origin of the state-of-affairs. Unlike prototypical causers, its referent is 
frequently inanimate. But even if it is animate, it acts non-volitionally (as illus
trated by the ungrammaticality of 5la). Notice that the inability to express voli
tion is a property of the construction, not of the verbs: in their basic uses, the 
verbs can combine with adverbs expressing volition (as in 5lb). 

(51)* a. la=hok luut Ia goe-b'ang 
child(SG)=DEF be.afraid(SG) child(SG) NOMZ(SG)-bec.red 

goe-n-man 
NOMZ-ADVZ-know 

*'the boy made the baby be afraid on purpose' (A-24/04/04) 

b. Ia luut goe-n-man 
child(SG) be.afraid(SG) NOMZ-ADVZ-know 

'the child is afraid on purpose (i.e., he pretends to be afraid)' 
(A-24/04/04) 

Verbs of transfer and of attending I presenting, however, contradict this pat
tern: their English glosses of 'teach' (in 40b), 'show' (in 4la and 4lb), 'sell' (in 
4lc, 42b and 42c), 'pass on' (in 48b) or 'demonstrate' (in 49b) suggest a more 
direct type of causation. It could still be possible to conceive of these events as 
being indirectly caused: with translations such as 'cause to attend to something' 
(for verbs of attending I presenting) and 'cause to take something' (for verbs of 
transfer). That is, it is possible that the referent of the A argument triggers the 
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state-of-affairs, but that its control over it is limited - it is the referent of the 0 
argument that carries out the verb action. However, there is no independent 
indication that these two verb types do not convey direct causation. I therefore 
tentatively assume that the construction is underspecified as to the type of cau
sation, and that this information is contributed by the verb. Alternatively, these 
verbs could instantiate a distinct "efferential" (action away from source) type of 
semantics, which is conflated with the causative construction in many Chadic 
languages. 

This causative construction is not described for other West Chadic lan
guages. However, some of the attested semantic fields show parallels that merit 
further investigation: verbs of transfer and verbs of emotion. 

Verbs of transfer have received much attention within Chadic linguistics, 
and grammars tend to exemplify them by means of the verbs 'buy' and 'sell' 
There are only few languages that use different lexical stems for the two con
cepts (e.g., Miya, see Schuh 1998: 169). In most languages, the 'sell' reading is 
derived, and it is often analyzed as 'cause to buy' Many languages use a causa
tivizing affix on the verb 'buy' (i.e., an affix that also expresses causation) (see 
Abdoulaye 1992: 339-376; Jaggar 2001: 248-256; P Newman 2000: 651-661; 
E. Wolff 1993: 369-372 for Hausa; see Frajzyngier 1989: 174-176, 181-182 
for Pero). Alternatively, languages use particles for this purpose (see Jun
graithmayr 1970: 119-120, 188-189; Seibert 1997: 41-42 for Ron), or comita
tive-type prepositions only (see Frajzyngier 1993: 220-225 for Mupun). For 
example, the closely related language Mupun uses a transitive construction to 
express the 'buy' reading (in 52a), but a transitive construction plus an associa
tive preposition to express the 'sell' reading (in 52b). In fact, example (52b) 
looks very similar to Goemai example (42b) - except that Goemai also ex
presses the recipient. For Mupun, Frajzyngier (1993: 220-225) does not ana
lyze examples like (52b) as instances of a causative construction, but as in
stances of an oblique case; this case also introduces less-affected arguments of 
experiencer verbs (e.g., 'forget about something'). In Goemai, by contrast, there 
are clear formal differences between transfer verbs occurring in the causative 
construction and experiencer verbs occurring with less-affected arguments (see 
section 5 .l for the latter). 

(52) a. n-seet caan (Mupun) 
lso-buy hoe 

'I bought a hoe' (FRAJZYNGIER 1993: 223) 

b. n-seet ka caan (Mupun) 
lSG-buy PREPOSITION hoe 

'I sold a hoe' (FRAJZYNGIER 1993: 223) 
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Verbs of emotion have received less attention, but some information is 
available. Hausa uses the same grade that expresses transfer (i.e., grade 5) to 
also express some emotions (Abdoulaye 1992: 365-374). Other authors have 
commented on an unexpected linking of thematic roles, in that the experiencer 
is linked to the 0 argument and the stimulus to the A argument (e.g., Fraj
zyngier 2001: 114-117 for Lele) - thus showing superficial similarities to the 
linking pattern in the causative construction. And in closely-related Mupun, 
verbs of "pleasing" and "aching" allow for two different linking patterns (Fraj
zyngier 1993: 204-213). One is formally and semantically similar to that of the 
transitive range construction in Goemai. The other is a "subjectless sentence" 
whose two arguments are marked by prepositions, and whose second argument 
is usually marked for contrastive focus by means of the copula a (as illustrated 
in 53). 

(53) dien n-an a n-mo (Mupun) 
like PREPOSITION-1SG COPULA PREPOSITION-3PL 

'it is them that I like' (FRAJZYNGIER 1993: 207) 

Goemai does not have any parallel structure. However, it is possible that a 
structure like (53) goes back to an intransitive sentence plus a focused constitu
ent of the type "(it) is likeable to me, (it is) they" (compare 53 to 44b). Like 
Goemai, Mupun allows for the omission of subject arguments; and, like Goe
mai, it moves focused constituents outside of core argument slots. Mupun pos
sibly uses a different formal mechanism to code a similar semantic distinction. 

3.5. Intransitive construction 

The intransitive construction is summarized in figure (10) below. 
Unlike its elaborate system of transitive constructions, Goemai has only one 

intransitive construction. This construction accepts verbs of all lexical aspect 
classes: stative verbs coding natural states (such as d'alitm 'be prone to sick
ness' in 54a) and locative states (such as t'oerep 'lie'); inchoative verbs coding 
internal experiences (such as reng 'become astonished' in 54b), manner of mo
tion (such as su 'start to run'), and bodily movements (such as d'aar 'start to 
tremble'); and verbs that are ambiguous between activity and result readings 
coding bodily processes (such asfuut 'vomit') and motion (such as mM.ititn 'go' 
in 54c). The S argument can act volitionally (in 54c) or non-volitionally (in 
54a), allowing also for less agentive roles, e.g., experiencer (in 54b) or patient 
(in 54a). Additionally, the intransitive alternants of transitive (patient I theme 
and range) verbs occur in this construction. 
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Syntactic function 

Thematic role 

s 
effector, patient I theme 

v 

Semantics S verbs (i.e., does something or is in a condition) 

Verbs (i) verbs of natural states, location, internal experiences, 
motion, bodily processes and movements 

(ii) verbs alternating between intransitive and transitive 
patient I theme uses (see section 3.2) 

(iii) verbs alternating between intransitive and transitive 
range uses (see section 3.3) 

Figure 10. Intransitive construction 

(54) a. [sek muk]s d'tiltim 
body 3SG.POSS be.prone.to.sickness 

'his body is prone to sickness' (A-21/05104) 

b. [hen]s=reng kUut d'yem 
lsG.s=bec.astonished just stand(sG) 

'I just stand astonished (lit. I became astonished and stand)' (A-
21/05104) 

c. [nda muk]s d'e t'ong miJ.aan yi 
father 3SG.POSS exist PROGR go(SG) PROGR 

n-zam n-lu. 
LOC-field Lac-settlement 

'his father is going to the field in the village.' (cOOANYOUTH4) 

Formally, number-marking always indicates number in the S argument (as in 
55a and 55b), and verbal nominalization allows the notional S argument to oc
cur as possessor (as in 55c). 

(55) a. Yin I nuun jf muut I 
SAY mother SGM.LOG.SP.POSS die(SG) 

ndti jf muut. 
father SGM.LOG.SP.POSS die(SG) 

'(He1) said, his1 mother has died, his1 father has died.' 
(D00EWITCH3) 
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b. fe nuun ji ndoe nda 
CONJ father THAT/WHEN mother SGM.LOG.SP.POSS 

ji m!!_ep=m!!_tirtip. 
SGM.LOG.SP.POSS 3PL.S=die(PL) 

'when his mother and his father, they have died.' (DOOEWITCH2) 

c. muut muk dam boezung noe p'uur 
dying(SG) 3SG.POSS spoil chest lSG.POSS very 

'his dying made me very sad' (A-21/05/04) 

All intransitive verbs behave uniformly, and there is no clear evidence for 
the cross-linguistically common division of intransitive verbs into unaccusative 
and unergative verbs (or into S0 and SA verbs). These two classes are said to be 
sensitive to features of causation (i.e., unaccusative verbs pick out externally
caused events, and unergative verbs internally-caused events) and change (i.e., 
unaccusative verbs code a change of state, and unergative verbs a dynamic 
state-of-affairs) (e.g., Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995). Possibly, Goemai 
reflects such a difference in its division between ( 1) verbs that alternate be
tween intransitive and transitive patient I theme uses (i.e., unaccusative verbs), 
and (2) verbs that occur intransitively only (or that alternate between intransi
tive and transitive range uses) (i.e., unergative verbs). As discussed in section 
3.2, all verbs of group (l) express a change of state, alternating between exter
nally caused (transitive) and uncaused (intransitive) uses. Cross-linguistically, 
it is common for unaccusative verbs to occur in comparable transitive I intransi
tive alternations. Most verbs of group (2), by contrast, do not code a state 
change. They usually denote internally-caused events, i.e., some property of the 
S argument brings about the state-of-affairs. Furthermore, a number of intransi
tive-only verbs - but no verbs alternating between intransitive and transitive 
patient I theme uses - occur in the causative construction, i.e., in a construction 
that, for most verb types, receives an interpretation of indirect causation. It is 
therefore possible that the cross-linguistic distinction between unaccusative and 
unergative verbs manifests itself in Goemai not as a division within the intransi
tive class, but as a distinction between alternating and non-alternating verbs. 
Further research into their lexical properties is needed to verify or falsify this 
hypothesis. 

4. Detransitivizing strategies 

While Chadic languages usually have a number of transitivizing strategies at 
their disposal (often in the form of verbal extensions), they are characterized by 
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a "lack of[ ... ] the intransitivizing morpheme or the passive construction" (Fraj
zyngier 1984: 155) (see also Frajzyngier 1988; P Newman 1971). Goemai is 
similar in that it does not have a morphological passive. Instead, it uses an im
personal construction (section 4.1) and participle nominalization (section 4.2) 
to convey passive-type readings, i.e., to give prominence to the 0 argument and 
to demote the A argument. Unlike other Chadic languages, it also uses a reflex
ive-type construction as a means to detransitivize expressions (section 4.3). 
Notice that Goemai- unlike most other West Chadic languages, but similar to 
closely-related Angas-Goemai group languages - does not have the so-called 
"intransitive copy pronouns (ICPs)" The ICPs are formally identical to the 
transitive object pronouns, but they occur with intransitive verbs, having the 
same person and number specification as the intransitive S argument (i.e., they 
"copy" the features of S). In some present-day languages, they serve an intran
sitivizing function (P Newman 1971, 1974: 23-24), but Frajzyngier (1977a, 
1984) assumes that they originally had an inchoative function. 

4 .1. Impersonal construction 

Chadic languages usually convey passive-type interpretations by means of an 
impersonal construction, using either a dedicated impersonal subject pronoun 
(e.g., Hausa, see Jaggar 2001: 207-211; P Newman 2000: 270-275) or a zero 
subject (e.g., Miya, see Schuh 1998: 292-293).57 Goemai conforms to this 
common Chadic pattern by using the impersonal construction illustrated in 
figure ( 11) below. 

Syntactic function 

Semantics 

Verbs 

A v 
a non-referential A carries out a state-of-affairs 

ditransitive, transitive patient I theme & range 

Figure 11. Impersonal construction 

The impersonal construction is formed with the ordinary 3PL pronoun m11.ep 
in A function. This construction is formally (di-) transitive, allowing for ditran
sitive verbs (as poe 'give' in 56a), transitive patient I theme verbs (as !eng 
'hang/move' in 56b) and transitive range verbs (as k'oeleng 'hear/smell' in 56c) 
to occur in it. Recall that inanimate 0 arguments are omitted if they are reco
verable from the linguistic context (section 2.2)- this also holds true for the 

57. Rausa is rather unique in having a verbal extension (grade 7) that functions for 
some verbs (but not all) as a passive (Abdoulaye 1992: 249-264). 
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impersonal construction (in 56c). Similarly, closely-related Angas-Goemai 
group languages also use their 3PL pronoun for forming impersonal structures 
(Burquest 1973; Frajzyngier 1993; Jungraithmayr l963a). 

(56) a. goe=shin sh'it yi n-zam. De 
2SGM.S:CONS=do work CONS LOC-field SO.THAT 

hen=poe goe yi I nmra goeme. 
lSG.S:CONS=give 2SGM.O CONS <CURRENCY> one 

To I ima na I ko=la d'ong ma I 
okay <NAME> see any/every=COND be.good also 

ni t'en tab 'a kat nmra goeme 
3SG.S IRR do.ever/never find <CURRENCY> one 

ba. Sai my_aan. [ME£ep]A poe [ni]o [maar 
NEG then/only go(SG) 3PL.S give 3SG.O farm/farming 

goe-f'yir]0 . Ni shin sh'it d'i. 
NOMZ(SG)-bec.big(SG) 3SG.S do work LOC.ANAPH 

'so you work on the field. So that I give you one naira. Okay, 
Ima saw (that) even if (things) go well, he would never get one 
naira (anywhere else). So (he) went. He was given a big farm 
(lit. they gave him a big farm). He worked there.' (oOOEWITCHl) 

b. [my_ep)A /eng [/e)o n-k'ek 
3PL.S hang/move(PL) goods/clothes LOC-heads(PL) 

my_ep 
3PL.POSS 

'loads were put on their heads (lit. they1 put loads on their2 

heads)' (A-17/02/00) 

c. Tamtis noe a k'a neng I ndoe 1:{ I 
folktale lSG.POSS FOC HEAD(SG):GEN cow CONJ goat 

ndoe ke I ndoe I sh'oor I ndoe neng. My_ep kut 
CONJ chicken CONJ duck CONJ cow 3PL.S talk 

my_ep yi to I ko=wuroe I goe wal d'H.oe 
3PL.S SAY okay any/every=who OBLIG cry(SG) voice 

muk I de [mE£ip]A goe k'oeleng yi. 
3SG.POSS SO.THAT 3PL.S:CONS OBLIG hear/smell CONS 

'My folktale is about the cow, and the goat, and the chicken, 
and the duck, and the cow. They1 talked (and) they1 said that, 
okay, everyone should raise his voice, so that (it) should be 
heard (lit. they2 should hear (it)).' (oOOJANIMAL9) 
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Given the structural identity between the impersonal construction and the 
(di-) transitive constructions, it is necessary to resort to contextual information 
to identify the intended reading. For example, it is likely that m11.ep '3PL' in 
(56a) above receives a non-referential interpretation - given that (a) the person 
who gave hna the farm is singular and that (b) the story-line describes the 
events from the perspective of hna. Pronominal reference can provide addi
tional information: the A argument of the impersonal construction is always 
non-referential, i.e., it cannot be co-referential with any argument, and hence 
does not trigger logophoric marking. This difference in logophoric marking 
shows in two contexts. First, a possessor occurring within an 0 argument slot 
or within an adverbial slot can be marked by a logophoric possessive pronoun if 
its referent is co-referential with the referent of the S/A argument. For example, 
if the possessor in (56b) were co-referential with the A argument, it could take 
the logophoric possessive form dwen 'PL.LOG.SP.POSS' (as illustrated in 57a 
below). By using the non-logophoric pronoun m11.ep '3PL.POSS' in (56b), the 
speaker signals that the two referents are not co-referential - possibly (but not 
necessarily) because the A argument is non-referential. Second, speakers use 
logophoric pronouns in reported speech to signal co-reference with either the 
speaker or the addressee. If the referent of the A argument m11.ep '3PL.S' in 
(56b) were co-referential with the reported speaker (or addressee), the logo
phone pronoun dii 'PL.LOG.SP.s' (or nwa 'PL.LOG.AD.s') would have occurred 
instead (as in 57b below). Logophoric marking of co-referential arguments is 
optional in the first case (see chapter 3, section 2.4), but obligatory in the sec
ond (see chapter 8, section 4.7). 

(57) a. [mlfep]A !eng [/e]o n-k'ek 
3PL.S hang/move(PL) goods/clothes LOC-heads(PL) 

dwen 
PL.LOG .SP .POSS 

'they1 put loads on their1 heads' (A-17/02/00) 

b. mlfep yi (. . .) de [du)A=goe k'oe/eng yi 
3PL.S SAY SO. THAT PL.LOG .SP .S=OBLIG hear/smell CONS 

'they1 said( ... ) so that they1 should hear (it)' (A-12/06/01) 

Given these differences in distribution, I assume that the pronoun m11.ep is 
polysemous between a referential3PL and a non-referential impersonal sense.58 

58. Notice that this pronoWl cannot be used to express an indefmite subject - instead 
speakers use generic noWls in specific-indefinite noWl phrases (see chapter 3, sec
tion 5.3). 
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This non-referential sense can be interpreted as a demotion of the A argument, 
and a promotion of the 0 argument. As such, the Goemai impersonal construc
tion functions similar to prototypical morphological passives (Comrie 1976; 
Klaiman 1991; Siewierska 1984; Shibatani 1985, 1988). This assumption is 
further corroborated by the observation that the non-referential sense of the 
pronoun m11.ep is only available for (di-) transitive verbs, but absent with intran
sitive verbs. 

4.2. Participle 

Goemai forms participles from transitive (patient I theme and range) verbs, 
including the transitive altemant of ditransitive verbs (but not directly from 
ditransitive verbs). The resulting expressions have passive-like connotations: 
the participle modifies its notional 0 argument, while its notional A argument 
cannot be expressed - although the presence of an external agent is understood 
(see chapter 3, section 4.3 for details). 

4.3. Reflexive, reciprocal and reflexive-intransitive: Sek 'body' 

Goemai uses free pronouns to express reflexive, reciprocal and reflexive
intransitive notions. All forms are variants of the lexeme sek 'body': this form 
is marked for person categories, and occurs within the paradigmatic set illus
trated in table ( 49) below - a paradigm that presumably reflects the Proto
Chadic root *z(k) 'body' (Jungraithmayr and lbriszimow 1994; P. Newman 
l977a), fused with old possessive suffixes (see also chapter 3, section 2.4). 

The first set of forms is the only available mechanism to express reflexivity: 
these forms occur with transitive verbs - typically, but not necessarily, with 
transitive verbs of grooming - to indicate the identity of the A and 0 argu
ments. The appropriate form occurs either as head noun (as in 58a) or as pos
sessor in a genitive construction. In the latter case, the possessed noun is a part 
noun (usually a bodypart noun), and the structure indicates that the action has 
been performed by the referent of the A argument on his own bodypart (as in 
58b and 58c). In both cases, the noun phrase occurs in the 0 argument slot. As 
such, it precedes particles such as yi, which indicate the end of the unit contain
ing the verb and its direct object(s) (as in 58a) (see section 2.2, point v). And 
like other direct objects, they can form the basis for participle structures (as in 
58b) (see chapter 3, section 4.3). 
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Table 49. Reflexive, reciprocal and reflexive-intransitive fonns 

lSG 
2SGM 

2SGF 

3SG 
lPL 
2PL 

3PL 

Reflexive 

san 
sak 
shik 
sekmuk 
sem 
suk 
sekmM.ep 

Reciprocal 

shtik 
shtik 
shtik 

Reflexive-intransitive 

SGM.LOG.SP suun 
SGF.LOG.SP sat 
PL.LOG.SP 

SGM.LOG.AD 

SGF.LOG.AD 

PL. LOG. AD 

sut 
sekgwa 
sekpa 
seknwa 

shtik 

shtik 

(58) a. [hen)A=s'uk [stfn)o yi n-nf. 
lSG.S=wash(SG) body.lSG.POSS CONS COMIT-3SG.I 

'and so I wash myself (lit. my body) with it.' (cOOJMQUEST6) 

b. Nde I goe-yool noe I [hen]A=man [Vft 
one/other NOMZ-rise(so) lso.Poss lso.s=know eye/face:GEN 

san goe-n-s'uk]o. 
body .lSG .POSS NOMZ-ADVZ-wash(SG) 

'Another (thing), when I grew up, I knew (about) washing the 
face myself(lit. face ofmy body being washed).' 
(C00JMQUEST3) 

c. nd'asoenoe dai 1 hen=b'oot de 
now indeed lSG.S:CONS=gain.expertise(SG) SO.THAT 

[hen]A=k'am [k'a san]o I 
lSG.S:CONS=try/demonstrate head(SG):GEN body.lSG.POSS 

ndoe yam-nuun 
CONJ son(SG):GEN-mother 

noe 
lSG.POSS 

goe-nk'ong ba (. .. ). 
NOMZ(SG )-bec.small/young(SG) NEG 

'Now indeed, and so I cannot measure myself against my 
younger brother( ... ) (lit. head of my body).' (cOOJMQUEST2) 
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The default interpretation of the above examples is reflexivity. However, 
this information is not coded in the form itself. fustead, it is a contextual inter
pretation that arises because the A and 0 arguments have identical referents. 
Given the right context, the same forms are used to describe actions performed 
on another person's body (as in 59 below). For ease of reference, these forms 
are nevertheless labeled 'reflexives' throughout this section. 

(59) [Hen)A=man [ko=ndoe goe-mi men)AtO 
1SG.S=know any/every=some NOMZ(SG)-be.related(SG) 1PL.POSS 

d'e t'en s'uk [san]0 yi ba. 
exist PROGR wash(SG) body.1SG.POSS PROGR NEG 

'I don't know any relative (of) us (who) was washing my body 
(when I was a child).' (cOOJMQUEST3) 

The same set of forms is used to emphasize that the referent of the A argu
ment has done the action themselves. fu this case, the forms co-occur with the 
comitative preposition goe plus the bodypart noun k'Ct (SG) - k'ek (PL) 'head' 
(as in 60a), and the resulting expression fills an adverbial slot. Notice that this 
use is also attested with intransitive verbs (in 60b). Such an emphatic use of 
reflexives is common, both within Chadic (Frajzyngier 1999a) and cross
linguistically (Konig and Siemund 1999). 

(60) a. S'oe 
food 

toe 
EMPH 

goe-t'ong s'oe goe I t'ong [goe]A=tang 
NOMZ-IRR eat 2SGM.POSS IRR 2SGM.S=search 

[goe k'a stfk]ADV I 
COMIT head(SG):GEN body.2SGM.POSS 

nye-pe goe=fyer d'emt'ei. 
because-THAT/WHEN 2SGM.S:CONS=bec.big(SG) already 

'The food that you would eat, you will search (for it) by your
self, because you have already grown up.' (cOOANYOUTHl) 

b. [ni)s WU[ [goe k'tf sek muk)ADV· 
3SG.S arrive COMIT head(SG):GEN body 3SG.POSS 

'he arrived himself.' (POOJWALL) 

As shown in table (49), the form sek is attested in different person catego
ries. It is likely that sek was originally restricted to 3SG, and was later general
ized to mean 'body' fu present-day Goemai, this noun needs to co-occur with 
the possessive modifiers to express 3SG (because the original form sek was re
interpreted as 'body'), 3PL (because the original form shilk was re-interpreted 
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as reciprocal, see below), and addressee logophoric (because they constitute 
more recent developments). But notice that sek can alternatively replace all 
other forms as well (as illustrated by sek men 'our bodies' in the first sentence 
in 61). Such forms are commonly uttered by younger speakers- older speakers 
prefer the forms in table (49) (illustrated by the corrected form sem 'our bodies' 
in the second sentence of6l). 

(61) men I goe k'a sek 
lPL.I COMIT head(SG):GEN body 

k'ek sem. 
heads(PL):GEN body.lPL.POSS 

men(. .. ). 
lPL.POSS 

Men 
lPL.I 

'we ourselves( ... ). We ourselves.' (c01FGHJARAM4) 

goe 
CO MIT 

Occasionally, sek is attested as a general reflexive morpheme, unspecified 
for person categories - including the 3SG category (in 62a), but also other cate
gories (in 62b). It is possible that such uses constituted the source for its further 
development as an intransitive-reflexive morpheme (see below). 

(62) a. Muduut goe k'a sek yong 
<PLACE.NAME> COMIT head(SG):GEN body call 

t'ijen. 
pot. fragment 

'Shendam by (it)self calls it tijen.' (COOANDIALECT3) 

b. La gu=t'wot ndoe sek I kilt d'y_oe 
COND 2PL.S=sit(PL) CONJ body talk voice:GEN 

ni. 
3SG.O 

Goemai 1 kilt d'y_oe lu gwen 1 
<ETHNIC.NAME> talk voice:GEN settlement 2PL.POSS 

de gu=k'oeleng d'y_oe suk 
SO. THAT 2PL.S:CONS=hear/smell voice:GEN body.2PL.POSS 

yi. 
CONS 

'When you sit amongst (your)selves, speak the Goemai lan
guage, speak the language of your homes, so that you listen to 
your own language.' (DOONSPEAKING) 

The second form in table (49) is the invariant reciprocal form shilk. This 
form functions as 0 argument (as in 63a), and can thus only occur with transi-
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tive verbs. It has given rise to the adverb goeshilk 'together (lit. with each 
other)' (as in 63b ). 

(63) a. [mM_ep]A na [shak]o I [mM_ep]A zem [shak]o. 
3PL.S see each.other 3PL.S like each.other 

'they see each other, they like each other.' (cOOANDIALECT5) 

b. [MM.ep]s yuul goeshak. 
3PL.S rise(PL) together 

'They rose together.' (F99AKUR) 

It is phonologically possible that shilk was originally part of the reflexive 
paradigm (3PL) (deriving from *siak),S9 and was then re-interpreted as a recip
rocal pronoun. In present-day Goemai, there is some overlap between reflexive 
and reciprocal notions: the reflexive form sut 'body.PL.LOG.SP.POSS' (in 64a) 
and the reciprocal form shilk (in 64b) have similar extensions. According to 
native-speaker judgments, they differ very slightly in their interpretation: the 
choice of sut indicates a collective interpretation (i.e., the women act as a col
lective in 64a) while the choice of shilk indicates reciprocity (i.e., the women 
help each other individually in 64b). 

(64) a. sharap=hok k'at sut 
women(PL)=DEF help body.PL.LOG.SP.POSS 

'the women1 helped themselves1 (as a collective)' (A/N-
19/05/04) 

b. sharap=hok k'at shak 
women(PL)=DEF help each.other 

'the women helped each other (as individuals)' (A/N-19/05/04) 

The form shilk expresses a wide range of reciprocal types (see Dalrymple et 
al. 1994, 1998; Evans 2008), covering not only strong reciprocity (where all 
actors interact with all others) (as in 65a), but also adjacency (as in 65b) and 
asymmetrical reciprocity (as in 65c, where only the sane person does the pursu
ing). 

59. Frajzyngier (1999b: 186-192) argues that most Chadic languages differentiate 
between reflexives (originating in the noun 'head') and reciprocals (originating in 
the noun 'body'). He also asswnes that the cognate Mupun form shak originated in 
an adverb meaning 'together' In present-day Goemai, by contrast, the adverb 'to
gether' is derived from the reciprocal form. 
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(65) a. 

b. 

gurum moe-t'wot d'i 
person NOMZ(PL)-sit(PL) LOC.ANAPH 

m~ep=mya shak dp 
3PL.s=be.related(PL) each.other all 

m-pe=hok 
LOC-place=DEF 

'the people who live there in the place, they are all related to 
each other' (A-29/04/04) 

weez wul goe-dang shak goe-dang 
worrymg arrtve COMIT-tail each.other COMIT-tail 

shak n-lu noe. 
each.other Lac-settlement lSG.POSS 

'troubles come after each other, after each other in our house' 
(A-29/04/04) 

c. M~ep t'an shak I m~ep t'an shak I m~ep. 

3PL.S pursue each.other 3PL.S pursue each.other 3PL.S 

t'an shak Gurum goe kyoop muk 
pursue each.other person COMIT health 3SG.POSS 

b 'oot goe I ya goe-rwang mou. 
gain.expertise(SG) SEQ catch NOMZ(SG)-bec.mad NEG 

'They pursued each other, they pursued each other, they pur
sued each other. (But) the sane person was not able to catch the 
mad person.' (FOOCGOERWANG; A-29/04/04) 

The third form in table (49) is the invariant reflexive-intransitive form sek 
'body' This form is used to convey a reflexive-intransitive reading, occurring 
with some types of transitive verbs (see below). In this case, the former 0 ar
gument is promoted to A function, and the invariant form sek occurs in 0 func
tion. Example (66a) illustrates a basic transitive clause, and example (66b) the 
corresponding reflexive-intransitive clause. Formally, the structure in (66b) is 
transitive. Semantically, however, it is used to demote the erstwhile A argu
ment: the A argument is understood, but cannot be expressed. 

(66) a. [Goe]A=lap [sool=hok] 0 . 

2SGM.S=receive money=DEF 

'You receive the money.' (cOOANYOUTH2) 

b. [shind'ong=hok]A lap [sek]o d'emt'ei 
present=DEF receive body already 

'the present has already been received (lit. it received itself)' 
(A-17 /04/04) 
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This construction conveys an additional nuance: when used with reference 
to human subjects, it conveys the certainty of the action taking place. As such, 
it is often used as an implicit threat (as indicated by the alternative translation 
in 67). 

(67) [la=hok]A dal [sek]o 
child(SG)=DEF strike body 

'the boy has been beaten' 
'the boy is sure to be beaten' (A-25/05/04) 

The form sek retains some of its original semantics, as can be shown with 
regard to its distribution: it occurs only with transitive verbs that describe 
events that typically act on an animate or inanimate sek 'body', i.e., verbs of 
contact and grooming (e.g., dal 'strike', pek 'rub oil'). There are some exten
sions to individual verbs from other semantic fields (e.g., k'at 'measure out 
corn', lap 'receive'), but such extensions are not accepted by all speakers. In 
terms of their lexical aspect, all participating verbs are activity or result verbs. 
But independent of their basic lexical aspect, they receive a stative reading in 
the reflexive-intransitive structures above. 

It is unlikely that the reflexive-intransitive construction is related in any way 
to the intransitive copy pronouns (ICPs) attested in other Chadic languages (see 
the introduction to section 4): this construction does not make use of the direct 
object pronouns, it only occurs with transitive verbs, and it does not convey any 
inchoative semantics. It is more likely that its use reflects an on-going gram
maticalization process - well-attested cross-linguistically (Kemmer 1993; 
Klaiman 1992)- by which reflexive pronouns are used with an intransitivizing 
function. However, given its present-day distribution, sek cannot (yet) be con
sidered an intransitivizing morpheme. 

The use ofthe lexeme 'body' (and 'head') to convey reflexive and recipro
cal notions is common, both cross-linguistically and within Chadic. Chadic 
languages also tend to mark person categories on the reflexive form (and some
times on the reciprocal, too); and the distribution ofthe Goemai forms is simi
lar to that attested in other Chadic languages (Frajzyngier 1989: 183-185, 
1993: ll8-l23; Haruna 2003: 60-62; P. Newman 1974: 21, 2000: 476-487; 
Schuh 1998: 240-241 ). The extension of the reflexive for purposes of intransi
tivization, by contrast, is not described for any other West Chadic language, but 
is found in some Central and East Chadic languages (Heine 1999). 
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5. Adding participants to an event 

Goemai uses a number of strategies to add participants to an event. Unlike the 
structures discussed in sections 3 and 4 above, these strategies do not alter the 
basic pattern of linking thematic roles to grammatical relations. Instead, prepo
sitions, prefixes, conjunctions and spatial nominals add participants in adver
bial function (section 5.1), verb serialization makes use of a second verb to 
introduce a further participant (section 5.2), and juxtaposition allows another 
participant to occur in a separate clause (section 5.3). Some of these strategies 
show indications of grammaticalization, as the added participant is developing 
0 argument properties. 

5.1. Prepositions, prefixes, conjunctions and spatial nominals 

Goemai makes use of prepositions, prefixes, conjunctions and spatial nominals 
to code a number of different thematic roles. Syntactically, the added elements 
do not function as core arguments of the verb. Being peripheral arguments, they 
follow the core arguments, i.e., they follow particles that indicate the final 
boundary of direct object noun phrases (as the particle yi in 68). In most cases, 
they are not obligatory, and I do not consider them to be part of the semantic 
participant structure of a verb (but see the discussion below). 

(68) [MM.ep]A shin [s'oe]o yi [n-ni]Aov (. . .). 
3PL.S:CONS do food CONS COMIT-3SG.I 

'So they make food with it( ... ).' (cOOJMQUEST6) 

Table (50) gives an overview of the attested expressions. The remainder of 
this section illustrates their functions in more detail (see chapter 5, section 4 for 
a discussion of their categorical status and details of their spatial semantics). 

Spatial notions are conveyed by the preposition goe 'located at a place', the 
prefix N- 'located at an object' and a large number of spatial nominals (see 
chapter 5, section 4). In most cases, these locative phrases do not constitute 
semantic participants of the verb, and are thus not part of their lexical partici
pant structure. The only exception are the five intransitive postural-based loca
tive verbs and their corresponding transitive counterparts (see chapter 3, section 
2.2): they obligatorily occur with a locative adverbial, and they need to be 
marked formally if this adverbial is omitted. For example, when they occur in a 
purpose clause without their locative adverbial, the adverbializer N- has to be 
prefixed to the verb (as in 69a) -just as with transitive verbs whose direct ob
ject is omitted (as in 69b) (see also the discussion in section 2.2, point iii). 
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Other intransitive verbs, by contrast, can occur without this prefix, regardless of 
whether a locative phrase is absent (as in the first clause in 69c) or present (as 
in the second clause of69c). 

Table 50. Prepositions, prefixes, conjunctions and spatial nominals 

Preposition I Prefix 

g6e 

g6e 

N-

PLACE 

CO MIT 

LOC 

CO MIT 

locative (location at a place) 

comitative I instrumental I accompaniment; (direct causation); 
causation 

locative (location at an object) 

comitative I instrumental I accompaniment; (direct causation); 
causation 

BEN benefactive 

Conjunction 

ftdoe CONJ accompaniment; addressee (of some speech act verbs) 

Spatial nominals 

ft 

k'a 

OWNER 

BODY 

HEAD(SG) 

source (of non-spatial verbs) 

addressee (of some speech act verbs) 

stimulus (of experiencer verbs), content (of speech act verbs) 

(69) a. La goe=wa n-lu shint 
COND 2SGM.S=retum.home(so) Lac-settlement today 

di-goe n-t'o fa I goe=shin goe an 
PUR ADVZ-lie(SG) indeed 2SGM.S=do COMIT mind 

goe. 
2SGM.POSS 

'(He) said, when you return home today to lie, really, do (it) 
with your mind (i.e., carefully).' (F99DLA) 

b. My_ep kat la-t'eng de-goe n-s'oe ba. 
3PL.S find child(SG):GEN-tree PUR ADVZ-eat NEG 

'They didn't find any fruit to eat.' (F99ANTI) 
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c. Lu goepe goe=zem de-goe ru I 
settlement THAT/WHEN2SGM.S:CONS=like PUR enter(SG) 

goepe goe=zem de-goe ru 
THAT/WHEN 2SGM.S:CONS=like PUR enter(SG) 

ndoe =lu zak-yit ba (. .. ). 
SPEC=settlement also/however-again NEG 

'The compound where you like to enter, (or) where you don't 
like to enter (another) compound again( ... ).' (DOlCLU) 

fu addition to their spatial functions, the preposition goe (triggering a high 
tone in the following noun) and the prefix N- introduce instruments (in 70a) and 
companions (in 70b ). fu all cases, the preposition is used to introduce nouns 
and animate companions (independent of their categorical status), and the pre
fix is used to introduce pronouns. Frequently, comitative phrases co-occur with 
intransitive motion verbs to express the notion of transport (as in example 26a 
in section 3.2) -like many other Chadic languages, Goemai does not have tran
sitive verbs of transport (Frajzyngier 1989: 181-182; Frajzyngier 1993: 220-
225; P. Newman 1974: 25-26). Accompaniment can alternatively be expressed 
with the nominal conjunction Moe introducing a noun phrase (in 70c). Like the 
comitative phrase, the conjoined phrase follows the verb and its direct ob
ject(s). It differs semantically in that the added participant takes a more active 
part in the event. 

(70) a. [MM_ep)A 
3PL.S 

[MM_ep)A 
3PL.S 

t'ong I k'ul [ni]o [goe yftk'ul]ADv· 
IRR strike 3SG.O COMIT round.stone 

t'ong til [lwa]o [n-ni]Aov. 
IRR kill(SG) meat/animal COMIT-3SG.I 

'They would strike it (a spear) with a round stone. They would 
kill animals with it (the spear).' (c01FGHJARAM5) 

b. Sai mM_aan [goe ni]ADv d'i ndoe=pin. 
then/only go(SG) COMIT 3SG.I LOC.ANAPH SPEC=hut 

'Then (she) went with him there into a room.' (DOOEWITCH3) 

C. [K'ur)s yoo/ [lidoe ml£ep)ADV· 
tortoise rise(SG) CONJ 3PL.I 

'The tortoise rose (together) with them.' (F99AKUR) 

The preposition goe (plus noun) and the prefix N- (plus pronoun) are also 
used in an idiomatic way with the two transitive verbs s'oe 'eat' and s'wa 
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'drink' to convey a causative reading (as shown in 71). Notice that this use is 
very restricted: it is not possible to specify the type of food or drink given to the 
recipient (i.e., it is not possible to include an 0 argument); and it can only occur 
with the two generic verbs of eating and drinking- not with any of the semanti
cally more specific verbs of consumption (e.g., Mar 'consume tough food such 
as meat, nuts, beans, maize', my_ak 'consume juicy food such as fruits'). 

(71) [hen)s=s'oe [goe jap noe)ADV 
lSG.S=eat COMIT children(PL) lSG.POSS 

'I fed my children (lit. I eat with my children)' (A-16/04/04) 

Furthermore, both the preposition (plus noun) and the prefix (plus pronoun) 
occur with transitive verbs in the derivational causative construction, where 
they introduce a theme or range participant. The introduced participant func
tions as adverbial in this derivational construction, but as core argument in the 
basic construction (see section 3.4). 

In all contexts above, the preposition and the prefix are in complementary 
distribution. In another context, only the prefix N- is attested: to introduce a 
benefactive participant (as in 72), which- in certain contexts- can receive a 
recipient interpretation (see the discussion of example 23a in section 3.1). 

(72) de [moe]A=nyet yi [n-gurum=hok]ADv ba. 
SO.THAT lPL.S:CONS=leave CONS BEN-person=DEF NEG 

'so that we won't leave (it) for the person.' (FOOJNAAN) 

The preposition and the prefix co-occur with a wide range of verbs. In addi
tion, Goemai speakers use conjunctions and spatial nominals to add adverbials 
to specific verbs only. 

First, non-spatial verbs - in particular verbs of transfer - can add their 
source by means of the spatial nominalft (as in 73). Spatial verbs, by contrast, 
convey the source reading through their lexical semantics plus a locative prepo
sition, prefix or spatial nominal (see chapter 5, section 4). 

(73) Yin ndoe=gurom wul har [ni]A doe lap 
SAY SPEC=person arrive even/until 3SG.S:CONS come receive 

[sool]o [fe ji]Aov I bi waap. 
money OWNER SGM.LOG.SP.POSS thing borrow/lend 

'(He1) said, someone arrived, and he even received money from 
him1 here, a loan.' (FOOCGOEBETLA) 
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Second, many speech act verbs link the content or topic of the speech act in 
0 function. Most such verbs have the possibility to alternatively or additionally 
introduce an addressee: t'em 'tell, report', t'at tamtis 'tell folktale' and lap 're
ceive, answer' introduce it by means of a serial verb construction (see section 
5.2); tal 'ask' uses the spatial nominal sek 'body' (in 74a); and k'wal 'talk' and 
/cUt 'talk' use the conjunction Moe (in 74b). In all cases, the addressee occurs in 
adverbial function. The speech content is either expressed in 0 function (in 
74a) or is omitted (if it is recoverable from the context) (in 74b). 

(74) a. hen=zem de [hen]A=tall [goe-sek]o 
lSG.S=like SO.THAT lSG.S:CONS=ask/greet NOMZ(SG)-body 

[sek puoe goe]Aov (. .. ). 
BODY:GEN mouth 2SGM.POSS 

'I want that I ask this to you( ... ).' (cOOJMQUEST6) 

b. Goe=man 1 [Goe-duut]A 1 kilt [lidoe 
2SGM.S=know NOMZ(SG)-<ETHNIC.NAME> talk CONJ 

goe ]A 1 yin Ji=k'el ba. 
2SGM.I SAY SGM.LOG .SP .S=hear/smell NEG 

'You know, a person1 from the Duut talks to you (and) says he 1 

didn't hear (it).' (COOANDIALECT3) 

Third, most experiencer and speech-act verbs have some freedom in the ex
pression of their stimulus or content: either in 0 function (as exemplified with 
rang 'think' in 75a) or in adverbial function introduced by the spatial nominal 
k'a 'HEAD (sG)' (as in 75b). For these verbs, the participant is less affected in 
the adverbial strategy (in 75b) than in the direct object strategy (in 75a). For the 
few intransitive experiencer and speech-act verbs, the adverbial strategy is the 
only available strategy (as in 75c). Generally, Goemai speakers frequently use 
bodypart nouns as the head of stimulus and speech-content noun phrases. For 
example, verbs ofliking are often followed by yit 'eye/face' (as in 75d). Unlike 
k'a 'HEAD (sG)' (in 75b and 75c), however, such bodypart nouns occur within 
the direct object slot (i.e., as possessed noun within a genitive construction)
not as adverbials. It is nevertheless likely that structures such as (75d) consti
tuted the source for the adverbials in (75b) and (75c). Closely-related Chadic 
languages have similar alternations between adverbial and direct object strate
gies (see Frajzyngier 1993: 220-225). 
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(75) a. [Muep)A rang [bi)o goepe muep t'ong 
3PL.S think thing THAT/WHEN 3PL.S:CONS IRR 

my_en goe k'wal ndoe liit. 
go(PL) SEQ talk CONJ lion 

'They thought up the thing that they would go and say to the 
lion.' (F99DLIIT) 

b. To I ima I ba doe t'ong t'ong rang 
okay <NAME> retum(SG) come sit(SG) PROGR think 

yi [k'a]ADV goefe I Ia d'ong ni 
PROGR HEAD(SG) THAT/WHEN COND be.good 3SG.S 

Ia ba fyer (. .. ). 
COND retum(SG) bec.big(SG) 

'Okay, hna returned (and) sat here thinking about that (it) 
would be good ifhe became big, too( ... ).' (oOOEwrrcHl) 

c. Mutime=hok I [my_ep]s I well [k'a 
people(PL)=DEF 3PL.S bec.worried HEAD(SG):GEN 

k'wal=hok]Aov ba. 
talking=DEF NEG 

'The people, they didn't worry about the matter.' (oOOEwrrcHl) 

d. [pang]A nyang I [Vit goes'eng]0 . 

puffadder hate(SG) eye/face:GEN urine 

'the puffadder hates urine (lit. hates the face of urine).' 
(D99DPANG) 

fu some of the above cases, it is possible to observe an on-going grammati
calization process: some forms start to confer direct object properties on the 
following noun phrase. This includes the causative uses of the comitative 
preposition and prefix, as well as the different forms introducing addressees of 
speech acts. Some speakers (but not all) allow the added participant to precede 
particles such as yi (as in 76), i.e., they allow the added noun phrase to occur in 
a syntactic position reserved for unmarked core arguments (see section 2.2, 
point v). fu all attested examples, the added participant can be considered an 
integral part of the verb's participant structure: if it were left out, the meaning 
would change. Possibly, their variable syntactic behavior reflects this central 
semantic status (see Van Valin and LaPolla 1997: 116-118 for a comparable 
cross-linguistic discussion of verbs of saying). 
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(76) A bi mmoe weez nwa toe poenoe 
FOC thing what bec.worried PL.LOG.AD.O EMPH thus 

[nwa]A k'wal k'wal [ndoe nl]0 yi? 
PL.LOG.AD.S:CONS talk talking CONJ 3SG.I CONS 

'(He1 said) what (is it that) gets them2 worried like this, so that 
they2 talk (this) talk to him?' (F99DLIIT) 

5 .2. Serialization 

Goemai makes extensive use of serial verb constructions (see chapter 8, section 
3 for details). There are several different subtypes, and one of them- the coor
dinate serial construction - can be used to add participants to events. Such par
ticipants include recipients, addressees of the speech-act verbs t'em 'tell, re
port', t'at tamtis 'tell folktale' and lap 'receive, answer' (in 77a), instruments 
(in 77b), sources or goals of motion verbs, and comparative standards (in 77c). 

(77) a. [mlfep]A t'at [tamtis]o poe [m.E£ep]o. 
3PL.S propel/tell.folktale(SG) folktale give 3PL.O 

'they tell them a folktale.' (DOlCLU) 

b. [ni]A mting [shfk]o two [mlfep]o [n-ni]Aov 

c. 

3SG.S take(SG) knife kill(PL) 3PL.O COMIT-3SG.I 

'they took a knife (and) killed them with it' (A-17/02/00) 

D'uus 
cricket 

ma 
surpass 

nyang I nye-goepe 
hate(SG) because-THAT/WHEN 

[nl]o I kUma fyer 
3SG.O also bec.big(SG) 

[d'uus]srA k'oom 
cricket bec.strong 

ma [nl]o. 
surpass 3SG.O 

'The cricket refused, because the cricket is stronger than him, 
and (it) is also bigger than him.' (D00JANIMAL12) 

fu the examples above, a verb- poe 'give' in (77a), mitng 'take' in (77b) 
and mit 'surpass' in (77c)- is used to introduce the additional participant. No
tice that the presence of this participant does not lead to an increase in the 
number of arguments occurring with the main verb: the verbs retain their lexi
cal argument structure. fu particular, the serial construction as a whole does not 
have a transitivity value of its own. Evidence for this statement comes from 
number marking, which continues to be governed by the argument structure of 
the participating verbs. It is therefore possible for the two verbs to be marked 
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for different number categories (in 77b). If the entire construction had a single 
argument structure, it would be expected that the verbs would be marked for the 
same number category. An analysis in terms of a single transitivity value would 
also lead to the following problem: in (77b ), the instrument participant seems to 
be coded twice - once as the 0 argument of mimg 'take' and once in a preposi
tional phrase. It is unlikely that the same participant should be coded twice. 
Instead, it is more plausible to analyze shik 'knife' as the theme participant of 
mimg 'take' Its instrumental interpretation is an implicature, which follows 
from its occurrence as the first verb in the coordinate serial verb construction -
a construction that codes a temporal relationship between two subevents. The 
instrument participant is then coded explicitly in the prepositional phrase by 
means of a pronoun that refers back to the previously mentioned shik 'knife' 60 

On the basis of the above evidence, I therefore assume that Goemai serializes 
verb phrases - not verbs. As a consequence, serialization does not affect the 
argument structure of the main verb. Goemai patterns here with many West 
African serializing languages such as Ewe (Ameka 2006), but differs from 
other languages where serial constructions have a single transitivity value (Aik
henvald 2006). 

Despite the above discussion, there is one indication that the serial structure 
exemplified under (77a) above is undergoing a grammaticalization process: 
some (but not all) Goemai speakers allow the second verb phrase to occur in a 
core argument slot, i.e., before particles such as habitual t'ong (as in 78) (see 
section 2.2, point v). It seems that the verb poe is developing into a type of ver
bal extension that confers direct object properties - similar to some of the ele
ments discussed in section 5 .1. 

(78) [hen]A =dok Ia t'em [poe goe]0 t'ong 
lSG.S=PAST.REM HAB tell give 2SGM.O HAB 

'in the past, I used to tell you that( ... )' (A-28/04/04) 

5.3. Juxtaposition 

goepe (. .. ) 
THAT/WHEN 

Juxtaposition serves to introduce the content of the verbs yong 'call' (in 79a) 
and hes 'pierce, name' (in 79b) (see chapter 8, section 4.9 on juxtaposition). 

60. Recall that only core arguments can be omitted (provided that they are recoverable 
from context)- not adverbials (see chapter 4, section 2.2). 
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This added participant does not function as a core argument, and hence follows 
particles such as yi (as in 79b). Furthermore, it is frequently marked by the fo
cus particle. 

(79) a. A: [Moe]A=yong [ni]o [a p'tftfn]ruXTAPosEo.cLAusE· 
1PL.S=call 3SG.O FOC fish.type 

'We call itp'aan fish.' 

N: [Moe]A=yong [ni]o [a m!!_ergwer]mXTAPosEo.cLAusE· 
1PL.S=call 3SG.O FOC fish.type 

'(But) we call it my_ergwer fish.' (COOANDIALECT2) 

b. ni zem de [my_ep)A hes [s'em muk)o 
3SG.S like SO.THAT 3PL.S pierce(SG) name 3SG.POSS 

yi [a John)JUXTAPOSED.CLAUSE 
CONS FOC <NAME> 

'he wants that they name him (lit. pierce his name) John' (A-
15/05/04) 

6. Changing lexical aspect 

Goemai uses three strategies that serve lexical aspect functions: cognate object 
and light verb constructions (section 6.1), verb serialization (section 6.2), and 
the modifying construction (see section 6.3). 

6.1. Cognate object and light verb constructions 

Many Goemai verbs can derive cognate nouns by means of either zero nomi
nalization, the morpheme bi or the prefix nye-. The choice of strategy, the re
sulting semantic interpretation and the syntactic function depend largely on the 
semantic type of the verb (see chapter 3, section 4.1). One ofthese semantic 
and syntactic possibilities is relevant to the notion of lexical aspect: some verbs 
(see below) can co-occur with their cognate noun filling the direct object slot, 
i.e., they occur with a cognate object. This possibility is independent of the 
basic transitivity of the verb: (80a) illustrates the intransitive verb muut 'die'' 
and (80b) shows the same verb with its cognate object; (80c) and (80d) give 
parallel examples of the transitive verb muur 'steal' 
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(80) a. Sai [ndoe=la liit]s I gok I muut. 
then/only SPEC=child(SG):GEN lion bec.ill die(SG) 

'Then a child ofthe lion became sick, (and he) died.' (F99DLIIT) 

b. f'ong [ji)A =goe muut [muut)o goe 
IRR SGM.LOG.SP.S=FUT.DEF die(SG) death(SG) COMIT 

goelong (. . .). 
useless 

'he will surely die uselessly( ... ).' (F99ATYAKLANG) 

c. gurum goe-d'e t'ong muur /[oeremjf 
person NOMZ-exist PROGR steal beans SGM.LOG .SP .POSS 

nnoe ]o =hoe yi. 
LOC.ANAPH=exactly PROGR 

'the person who is stealing these his beans.' (FOOAFUAN) 

d. Wai [lilA muur [muur]o. 
SAY goat steal stealing 

'(He said) that the goat has stolen.' (FOOJFUAN) 

fu all cases, the cognate noun occurs in the slot of a direct object: it precedes 
particles such as yi, which indicate the end of a direct object noun phrase (as in 
8la) (see section 2.2, point v). But unlike prototypical direct objects, the cog
nate objects are always non-referential and cannot be modified by any nominal 
modifiers. fu fact, speakers usually interpret such sentences as emphasizing the 
verb action, venturing free translations such as 'be fond of doing' or 'do al
ways' (as illustrated in the elicited example 8lb). 

(81) a. [moe)A=kut [kut)o yil goe s'em nda men. 
lPL.S=talk talking CONS COMIT name:GEN father lPL.POSS 

'so we talk in the name of our ancestors.' (cOOJMQUEST5) 

b. [ni]A b'ool [b'oo!Jo 
3so.s beg/appeal begging/appealing 

'he is fond ofbegging' (A-19/04/04) 

Since the presence of a cognate object creates a formally transitive structure, 
it could be argued that it serves a transitivizing function - at least with intransi
tive verbs such as muut 'die' (in 80b above). However, its regular occurrence 
with transitive verbs and its inability to be modified already indicate that the 
transitivizing function cannot be its only - or even primary - function. Notice 
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also its behavior in the environment of participant-oriented adverbs: Goemai 
has a group of adverbs that are oriented towards the intransitive S and the tran
sitive (patient I theme, range or causative) 0; but in the case of the cognate 
object construction, they are oriented towards the transitive A (see chapter 5, 
section 2.1). This behavior suggests that the cognate object construction is a 
very untypical transitive construction. Instead, the primary function of this con
struction is a lexical aspect function: it creates an activity expression that lacks 
temporal boundaries, i.e., it creates expressions that behave like activity verbs 
(i.e., they fulfill all the criteria for activity verbs introduced in section 2.3). This 
lexical aspect interpretation is implicitly captured by free translations such as 
the one in (8lb) above. 

Further evidence for its lexical aspect function comes from its distribution: 
the cognate object construction in Goemai is only attested with result verbs, 
i.e., it derives activity expressions from result verbs. Stative and activity verbs, 
by contrast, are incompatible with cognate objects - this restriction follows 
from the fact that stative and activity expressions inherently lack temporal 
boundaries. Inchoative verbs do not have cognate objects either: although they 
code a change of state (i.e., events that have boundaries), it is generally ac
knowledged that they share some similarities with activity verbs, and - in some 
classifications - they are indeed classified as activities (see the discussion in 
footnote 48). That is, stative, inchoative and activity verbs cannot occur with a 
cognate object (even though most of them can derive cognate nouns). 

To derive the activity interpretation, the cognate noun of a result verb either 
occurs in the cognate object construction (as in the examples above), or as an 0 
argument of the semantically-general or 'light' verb shin 'do' (as in 82a). No
tice that the verb shin 'do' also introduces all non-derived activity nouns (as in 
82b). It is not clear whether there is a semantic difference between the cognate 
object construction and the light verb construction. 

(82) a. Poe ni goe wa doe de 
give 3SG.O SEQ retum.home(SG) come SO.THAT 

[moe]A=shfn [k'wal] 0 yi. 
lPL.S:CONS=do talking CONS 

'Let her come back, so that we talk.' (F99DREEP) 

b. [goe)A=shfn [sh'it)o n-ni (. . .). 
2SGM.S:CONS=do work COMIT-3SG.I 

'and so you work with it ( ... ). ' (F99DLA) 

Goemai does not have many activity verbs (see also section 1.3): concepts 
that are expressed by activity verbs in English, are usually expressed by result 
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verbs in Goemai. Other Chadic languages seem to follow a similar pattern. For 
example, Abdoulaye (1992: 187-190) shows that Hausa has only few activity 
verbs - and most activity concepts are expressed by means of a light verb plus 
an activity noun (similar to the Goemai structure exemplified in 82b) (see also 
P Newman 2000: 473-475, 682-693). And other Chadic languages extensively 
use their cognate object constructions, including closely-related Angas-Goemai 
group languages (Frajzyngier 1993: 191). For Miya, Schuh (1998: 111, 184-
186) argues that these constructions do not constitute transitivizing devices 
because they occur with otherwise transitive verbs (as in Goemai), and because 
they can co-occur with pronominal or nominal direct objects (unlike Goemai). 
Instead, he assumes that they constitute a type of verb focus.61 And P. Newman 
( 197 4: 79-81) shows that Dera uses verbs together with their participle forms 
to convey intensive meaning, or to put an emphasis on the verb action. Given 
their widespread distribution, P. Newman (2000: 89) suggests that they may be 
an inheritance from Afroasiatic. Notice that Benue-Congo languages in the Jos 
Plateau area have similar constructions (e.g. Jukun, see Storch 1999). 

6.2. Serialization 

Goemai has two serial verb constructions - the inchoative and the configura
tional constructions - that differ formally from other serial verb constructions, 
and that serve lexical aspect functions in that they create inchoative and stative 
expressions respectively (see chapter 8, section 3.3 for details; see also Hellwig 
2006a, 2006e). 

Generally, Goemai does not have many stative verbs (see also section 1.3): a 
few verbs of relating (such as mi 'be related'), evaluation, fitting and compari
son (such as sh'cmg 'be pleasant'), internal experience (such as fin 'be sur
prised'), natural property (such as nyaal 'be naturally thin'), and location (such 
as t'ong 'sit'). The last group of verbs- the stative locative verbs- occur in the 
inchoative serial construction to denote a change of state. This construction is 
formed by means of the verbs t'a 'fall' or yool 'rise' plus a locative verb (as 
illustrated in 83a). No other stative verbs occur in this construction; and there is 
no alternative mechanism for them to describe a state change. While the class 

61. Their distribution differs from that in Goemai, though: in Miya (but not in Goe
mai), they cannot occur in contexts where another element is focused (e.g., ques
tioned or negated). Furthermore, Schuh does not link the occurrence of cognate ob
jects to lexical aspect. Instead, he argues that cognate objects occur to either focus 
on a relationship between two arguments (especially with emotion verbs such as 
'like' or 'dislike') or to focus on objects produced by the verb action (e.g., with 
verbs of bodily processes). 
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of stative verbs is very small, Goemai has a large class of inchoative verbs, 
including those denoting property concepts (such as b'img 'become red'), dis
positions (such as k'oon 'get face down'), bodily movements (such as d'aar 
'start to tremble'), manner of motion (such as su 'start to run'), directed motion 
(such as ril 'start to enter'), and internal experiences (such as k'img 'become 
confused'). All verbs can be used intransitively (and some can also be used 
transitively). In their intransitive use, they can occur in the configurational se
rial verb construction to denote a state. This construction is formed with an 
inchoative verb as the first verb and a stative locative verb as the second (as in 
83b). Some result verbs of transforming (such as p'yim 'break') can also enter 
this construction. 

(83) a. Sai t'a t'ong d'i 1 
then/only fall(SG) sit(SG) LOC.ANAPH 

ni ne p'uur (. . .). 
3SG.S bec.tired very 

nye-pe 
because-THAT/WHEN 

'Then (he) sat down there, because he had become very tired 
( ... ).' (F99ANTI) 

b. Goe-fmoe k'oon d'yem 
NOMZ(SG)-LOC.ANAPH bec.face.down(SG) stand(SG) 

k'a rebul. 
HEAD(SG):GEN table 

'This one stands face down on the table.' (MOOANDISPOS2) 

The coding of verbal concepts as inchoatives (rather than statives) is com
mon in the Jos Plateau area, but probably not in Chadic (see section 1.3). How
ever, the use of serialization to change lexical aspect has not been attested in 
other languages on the Plateau. 

6.3. Modifying construction 

Goemai has a modifying construction that serves different functions in present
day Goemai (see chapter 3, section 4.2 for details), including lexical aspect 
functions. In particular, it creates nominalized stative forms (i.e., forms that 
lack a temporal boundary) from the same set of inchoative and result verbs that 
is also attested in the configurational serial construction (see section 6.2). Sta
tive, activity and other result verbs cannot occur here. The derived forms occur 
in different syntactic functions, including as the complement of a verbless 
clause (in 84b) (see chapter 8, section 2.1) and as the complement of the verbal 
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ascriptive construction (in 84c) (see chapter 8, section 2.2). Notice that the 
second clause type obligatorily contains a stative locative verb - i.e., Goemai 
again uses its few available stative verbs to create stative expressions. 

(84) a. Ni zak a goe-tep. 
3SG.I also/however FOC NOMZ(SG)-bec.black 

'He, however, is a black one.' (D00JANIMAL8) 

b. Yim 
leaf 

d'e goe-tip mu? 
exist NOMZ(SG)-bec.black INTERR 

'The leaf exists (as) a black one, right?' (=the leaf is black) 
(MOOANCOMPl) 

Closely-related Chadic languages use similar word class changes to create 
stative expressions (Burquest 1973; Foulkes 1915: 26-27; Frajzyngier 1993: 
66-73, l57-l59;Jungraithmayrl963: 25-26,1970:40-43,107, 170,248,308; 
Seibert 1997: 36-37, 49-50, 83). 

7. Summary 

This chapter has discussed verbs and verb phrases: after a general overview of 
the verb phrase structure, verbal morphology and semantics (section l ), it fo
cused on argument structure constructions (sections 2 and 3). Goemai has five 
formally-unmarked argument structure constructions, which express the follow
ing types of lexical aspect, causation properties and thematic roles: 

- The ditransitive construction expresses a transfer event. It focuses on the 
recipient role, and allows two state-change verbs of transfer to occur in 
it. Both verbs alternatively occur in transitive constructions, focusing on 
the act of transfer itself. 

- The transitive patient I theme construction expresses an externally
caused change of state or location. Verbs that occur only transitively 
tend to additionally specify the manner by which the state or location is 
changed. Verbs that occur both transitively and intransitively, by con
trast, tend to lack this manner component. The latter type of verbs de
scribes events that can be construed as either externally caused (yielding 
a transitive structure) or uncaused (yielding an intransitive structure). 

- The transitive range construction describes a state-of-affairs that is car
ried out in relation to an 0 argument. It occurs with verbs of all lexical 
aspect classes; and the direct object can never be interpreted as patient 
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or theme (but - depending on the verb - as location, stimulus, topic, ad
dressee, emitted substance, comparative standard, or instrument). Some 
verbs are used both transitively and intransitively, but the factors that 
govern their distribution are not clear. 
The transitive causative construction specifies (indirect or direct) causa
tion. It admits verbs that denote internally-caused events as well as verbs 
of transfer. All verbs also occur in one of the other constructions. 
The intransitive construction occurs with verbs of all lexical aspect 
classes, allowing also for the intransitive alternant of verbs that are used 
both transitively and intransitively. Those verbs that occur only intransi
tively usually denote internally-caused events. 

Most verbs occur in more than one of the five argument structure construc
tions, with concomitant changes in their semantics and syntax. Their sensitivity 
to thematic roles and lexical aspect is expected from a Chadic perspective - but 
it is remarkable that Goemai has retained this sensitivity despite its lack of 
morphology (i.e., verbal extensions) to overtly mark the semantic and syntactic 
changes. However, recall that there is a controversy within Chadic linguistics as 
to the diachronic status of the verbal extensions: if they were part of Proto
Chadic, Goemai must have lost them; but if they arose from independent 
grammaticalizations, Goemai may have preserved an older Chadic pattern. In 
any case, Chadic languages seem to be characterized by a common lexicaliza
tion pattern in this part of grammar (independent of their coding mechanisms). 
Such parallel developments in genetically related languages are a common phe
nomenon, known under the term of"Sapir's drift" (see e.g. Giv6n 1975 on Ni
ger-Congo; LaPolla 1994 on Tibeto-Burman). The above similarities seem to be 
confined to Chadic, but other similarities extend to non-related neighboring 
Benue-Congo languages: the predominant lexicalization of verbal concepts as 
inchoatives, and the use of cognate object constructions to create activity ex
pressions. It is possible that such similarities reflect language contact. 

The remainder of this chapter illustrated the available possibilities for 
changing the transitivity or lexical aspect of an expression. Like other Chadic 
languages, Goemai has only limited possibilities for detransitivizing an expres
sion: it mainly uses an impersonal construction to convey passive-type interpre
tations, but has also innovated a participle structure and a reflexive-intransitive 
structure (section 4). Participants can be added in adverbial function or through 
verb serialization and juxtaposition (without altering the basic linking of the
matic roles to grammatical relations) (section 5). Finally, Goemai employs cog
nate object and 'light' verb constructions, serialization and nominalization to 
create activity and stative expressions. Given that Goemai has only few stative 
and activity verbs, these derived expressions fill a gap in the verbal lexicon 
(section 6). Most of the strategies above recruit constructions that have a wider 
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range of functions, and that are discussed in more detail in other parts of the 
grammar. 



ChapterS 
Adverbial phrases 

This chapter focuses on the adverbial phrase: it first outlines its syntax (section 
1) and then discusses its membership. Adverbial phrases are formed by mem
bers of different word classes: simple adverbs (section 2), ideophones (section 
3), and prepositional phrases (section 4). Section 5 summarizes the discussion. 

1. The adverbial phrase 

Adverbial phrases function as peripheral constituents. As such, they follow all 
core constituents, and they follow all those particles that mark the final bound
ary of a direct object noun phrase or verbless clause complement (e.g., the con
sequence clause particle yi in 1a to 1d) - core arguments, by contrast, precede 
them (see also chapter 3, section 1; and chapter 4, section 1.1). This distribution 
is illustrated with the help of the different spatial adverbials below: a deictic 
adverb (in 1a), a noun phrase marked by the locative prefix N- (in 1a and 1b), a 
noun phrase marked by the locative preposition goe (in 1c), a noun phrase 
marked by the spatial nominal k'a (in 1d), and an unmarked quantifying adverb 
(in 1d). 

(1) a. de [moe]s=doe yi [b'tfk]Aov 
SO.THAT 1PL.S:CONS=come CONS here 

[li-Jos]ADv· 
LOC-<PLACE.NAME> 

'so that we come here to Jos.' (HOlCJOs) 

b. de [hen]s=sam yi [li-yil]Aov. 
SO.THAT 1SG.S:CONS=descend CONS LOC-ground 

'so that I descend onto the ground.' (D00JANIMAL7) 

C. [hen)s=/ang yi [goe yi/ nnoe)ADV· 
1SG.S=hang/move(SG) CONS PLACE ground LOC.ANAPH 

'and so I live on this earth.' (cOOJMQUEST6) 
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d. [Neen]s dok t'a yi 1 [k'a yil]Aov 
hunger PAST.REM fall(SG) CONS HEAD(SG):GEN ground 

[dfp]ADV I nye-pe .fi.l.cuin wan. 
all because-THAT/WHEN rain lack 

'So that hunger fell on the whole land, because there was no 
rain.' (F99ANTI) 

The occurrence of adverbial phrases at the end of a clause constitutes the 
unmarked case. For reasons of emphasis, they can alternatively precede all core 
constituents (as in 2a) or- very rarely- occur between core constituents (as in 
2b). fu both cases, they occur within their own intonation unit, further high
lighting their pragmatic function. 

(2) a. To I nd'asoenoe=hoe I Uap bi=hok]s wan. 
okay now=exactly DIM(PL):GEN thing=DEF lack 

'Okay, nowadays, the little things have gone missing.' (DOlCLU) 

b. [Ke nnoe]A I nipiJ.oe-nipiJ.oe I [t'ong war 
chicken LOC.ANAPH RED UP .always IRR collect 

Uap muk]o]vP I p'et n-ni I de-goe 
children(PL) 3SG.POSS exit(SG) COMIT-3SG.I PUR 

n-tang s'oe poe my_ep. 
ADVZ-search food give 3PL.O 

'And this chicken, always, would collect her children, so that 
(it) goes out with them (collectively) to search food (to) give 
them.' (FOOCKE) 

Different adverbial phrases can co-occur, provided that they are semanti
cally compatible. Such co-occurrences are only observed in those cases where 
they follow core constituents - presumably because their position elsewhere is 
highly marked. Their order is free, but certain tendencies can be observed: ad
verbs tend to precede ideophones (as the adverb poenoe 'thus' in 3a) or prepo
sitional phrases (as the adverbs d'i 'LOC.ANAPH' and py_anang 'there/yonder' in 
3b), spatial expressions tend to precede non-spatial expressions (regardless of 
categorical status) (as in 3c), and quantifying and numeral adverbs tend to oc
cur towards the end (as dip 'all' in 3d). Other orders are attested, but they are 
frequently marked prosodically through intonation breaks (as in the case of the 
non-spatial adverb ngam 'much/many' preceding the spatial expression in 3e). 
The above tendencies also interact with verb semantics: e.g., spatial expres
sions tend to immediately follow spatial verbs (as in 3f), but not necessarily 
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those that have a non-spatial semantics (as in the parallel example 3g). Fur
thermore, there are idiomatic collocations of adverbs whose order cannot be 
reversed, e.g., d'i pM_imimg 'there at the identified place (lit. LOC.ANAPH 
there/yonder)' (in 3b). 

(3) a. duut muk SM_Oe poenoe zarat 
spear 3SG.POSS bec.long thus IDEOPH 

'his spear is very long like this' (A-22/05/04) 

b. Sai 1 yar 1 lap d'i P!!.tinang 
then/only bird receive LOC.ANAPH there/yonder 

[nd'uun t'eng=hok]Aov (. .. ). 
INSIDE:GEN tree=DEF 

'Then a bird answered over there in the tree ( ... ).' (F99ANTI) 

c. La goe=wa [n-lu]ADV shfni 
COND 2SGM.S=retum.home(SG) Lac-settlement today 

de-goe n-t'o fa I goe=shin goe an 
PUR ADVZ-lie(SG) indeed 2SGM.S=do COMIT mind 

goe. 
2SGM.POSS 

'(He) said, when you return home today to lie, really, do (it) 
with your mind (i.e., carefully).' (F99DLA) 

d. M11.ep yong pe yi [dakd'!!.oe lu=hok]ADv dip. 
3PL.S call place CONS MIDDLE:GEN settlement=DEF all 

'So they called the place (i.e., people) to the town center, eve
rybody.' (F99ANTI) 

e. S'em sh'arap I ngam I [goe yil I 
name:GEN fish much/many PLACE ground:GEN 

Dorok]ADV wa kUs ndoe goe 
<ETHNIC.NAME> retum.home(SG) NEAR CONJ PLACE 

yil Moek'wo (. .. ) 
ground:GEN <PLACE.NAME> 

'Fish names, many (of them), in the land of the Dorok are simi
larto (those) in the land ofKwande ( ... ).' (cOOANDIALECT2) 
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f. B'iling hura d'y_oe [nd'uun d'a]ADv 
knead gruel cause.sitting(PL) INSIDE:GEN calabash 

ngam (. . .). 
much/many 

'(She) kneaded the gruel (and) poured a lot into a calabash 
( ... ).' (F99DREEP) 

g. Yar zak shat my_alam ngam [nd'uun 
bird also/however knead tuber much/many INSIDE:GEN 

t'oegai]Aov· 
calabash 

'The bird, however, had made a lot of my_alam food inside a 
calabash.' (F99ANTI) 

Like other phrasal units, adverbial phrases can host phrasal clitics such as 
=hoe 'exactly' (as in 4a and 4b). 

(4) a. goe-fyer [n-West Africa]ADv [dip]Aov=hoe (...). 
NOMZ(SG )-bee. big(SG) LOC-<PLACE.NAME> all=exactly 

'a big one in all ofWest Africa( ... ).' (HOlA.Jos) 

b. a mmoe sa toe goe=p'et yi 
FOC what make EMPH 2SGM.S:CONS=exit(SG) CONS 

goe=ya 
2SGM.S:CONS=catch 

wakilam goe 
way 2SGM.POSS 

goe =my_aan m-pin I goe =my_aan 
2SGM.S:CONS=go(SG) LOC-hut 2SGM.S=go(SG) 

[n-lu]ADv=hoe? 
LOC-settlement=exactly 

'what makes (it) (that) you go out (and) take your road (and) go 
to the hut, go to the compound?' (cOOJMQUESTl) 

Both properties - their position within the clause and their ability to occur 
with phrasal clitics- distinguish adverbial phrases from particles (see chapter 
6). 
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2. Adverbs 

This section introduces the characteristic properties of simple adverbs (section 
2.1), illustrates the attested semantic types (section 2.2), and describes produc
tive mechanisms for deriving adverbs from verbs (section 2.3). 

2.1. Adverbs and their defining properties 

Adverbs, like ideophones and prepositional phrases, function as peripheral con
stituents. They form an open word class, they share formal similarities with 
nouns, and they have a wide range of distribution in that they modify many 
different types of verbs (thus differing from ideophones; see section 3). They 
furthermore occur in peripheral function without being overtly marked as pe
ripheral constituents (thus differing from noun phrases occurring within prepo
sitional phrases, see section 4). 

Goemai adverbs are usually oriented towards the event, i.e., they can be in
terpreted as modifying the verb (as in 5a). In addition, Goemai has a number of 
adverbs that have a dual orientation: either towards the event (in 5b and 5c) or 
towards a participant within the event (in 5d and 5e). In these cases, contextual 
information determines the intended interpretation- i.e., in other contexts, al
ternative interpretations are available (as illustrated by the alternative transla
tions in 5b to 5e). Syntactically, all adverbs- regardless of their orientation
occur as peripheral constituents outside the unit formed by the verb and its di
rect objects. If they are participant-oriented, the transitivity of the clause im
poses the following constraints: the adverb is oriented towards the intransitive 
S (as in 5d), the transitive A of a cognate object construction (as in 5f), the 
transitive 0 of all other transitive constructions (as in 5e), and the verbless 
clause complement (as in 5g). In the latter two cases, an orientation towards A 
or towards the verbless clause subject triggers the structure exemplified in (5h): 
the adverb is placed in apposition to the lexical noun phrase, and the subject is 
expressed by means of a cliticized subject pronoun. Participant orientation is 
attested in the case of quantifiers and numerals.62 

62. It is possible that other semantic types allow for a similar variation, but there is not 
enough data available. Regarding quantification, recall that Goemai has only vecy 
few quantifiers that occur underived within the noun phrase - and all of them are 
recent developments (see chapter 3, section 5.1). Other Chadic languages also have 
large groups of adverbial quantifiers (in addition to large groups of nominal quanti
tiers). For example, Rausa has several quantifying adverbs that can semantically 
modify the noun phrase. In two cases, their categorical status changes: the forms 
duk 'all' and d'an 'DIM' function either as adverbs (modifying a verb phrase, with a 
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(5) a. [Hen)s=yir yi [b'ak)ADv n-Jos. 
lSG.S:CONS=tum CONS here LOC-<PLACE.NAME> 

'So I turned (around) here in Jos.' (cOOANms) 

b. Kwai 1 hoot [dfp]Aov ba (. . .). 
no shut all NEG 

'(It) isn't shut completely ( ... ). ' 
Or: 'All (ofthem) (collectively) aren't shut( ... ).' 
(MOOANDISPOS 1 0) 

c. [MM_ep]A fom [ni]o [vil]ADv· 
3PL.S fold 3SG.O two 

'They folded it twice.' 
Or: 'They folded the two ofthem (collectively).' 
(MOOANDISPOS 13) 

d. [S'oe)s mM_arap [dt/J)ADV· 
food die(PL) all 

'All the food had died.' 
Or: 'The food had died completely.' (F99ANTI) 

e. de goe tu [ndoe=gurum]o yi 
SO.THAT OBLIG kill(SG) SPEC=person CONS 

[goeme:IADv (. .. ). 
one 

'so that (he) should kill one person ( ... ) .' 
Or: 'so that (he) should kill a person once( ... ).' (oOOEWITCH3) 

f. [MM.ep]A s'oe s'oe [goeme)Aov. 
3PL.S eat food one 

'They ate (as) one.' (F99ANGOEGAN) 

g. [Bi nnoe]vcs a [de Goemai]vcc [dt/J]ADv (. . .). 
thing LOC.ANAPH FOC DIR <ETHNIC.NAME> all 

'This thing is for all the Goemai ( ... ).' (TIEMSAN 1999: IV) 

reading of 'entirely, completely' and 'a bit' respectively) or as elements within the 
noun phrase (modifying the head noun) (P. Newman 2000: 40, 379-391). See also 
Schuh (1998: 205-209, 234-240, 258-260) who argues that some Miya quantifiers 
have an adverbial origin, and can quantify noun phrases and verb phrases alike. 
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h. [Gurum]NP [dfp]Aov [mlfep]A=tang [pe goe-d'e 
person all 3PL.S=search place NOMZ-exist 

s'oe]o (. . .). 
food:POSS 

'The people, all, they searched for a place where (there) is food 
( ... ).' (FOOAFUAN) 

The close semantic association of quantifying and numeral adverbs with the 
noun phrase is formally reflected in the following observation: if an adverb is 
participant-oriented, nominal modifiers that modify the noun can form a syntac
tic constituent with the adverb instead. Most commonly, modifiers occur within 
the noun phrase, and the adverb occurs unmodified in its own phrase: e.g., in 
(6a), the modifiers d'u 'much/many' and jap 'DIM(PL)' function as pre-head 
modifiers to the noun, and the adverb dip 'all' occurs in peripheral function. 
Alternatively, however, modifiers such as d'u 'much/many' (in 6b) or gwen 
'ASSOC.PL' (in 6c) can form a constituent with the adverb- not with the preced
ing noun. Notice that the highlighted expressions in (6b) and (6c) cannot be 
interpreted as part of the preceding noun phrase: they do not occur in any of the 
slots available to nominal modifiers (see chapter 3, section l for the structure of 
the noun phrase); and elements such as the consequence clause particle yi 
would follow the noun phrase (thus conveying its status as a core constituent) 
but precede the entire adverbial phrase (including the modifiers bracketed with 
it) (thus conveying its status as a peripheral constituent) (see also section l). 

(6) a. [d'u jap pe]s buk yir d'em 
much/many DIM(PL):GEN place retum(PL) tum this.time 

kuut 1 [dfp]ADv (. . .). 
just all 

'the many little places have now just changed again, all (of 
them)( ... ).' (COOANJOS) 

b. Kuma [bi 
also thing 

dfp]ADv (. .. ). 
all 

goe-t'ong shin long]NP 
NOMZ-IRR do chief:POSS 

[d'u 
much/many 

'And the things that the chiefwould do, all the many (things) 
( ... ).' (COOANDIALECT4) 
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C. moe=shin [d'u jap)NP [gwen ngam]ADv· 
much/many lPL.S=do much/many DIM(PL) ASSOC.PL 

'we make many little ones, many kinds (of little ones).' 
(DOlNTREE) 

In addition to the examples above, all adverbs (independent of whether they 
are participant- or event-oriented) can co-occur with nominal modifiers. This 
possibility is not very common, and there are restrictions in that some adverbs 
allow for more types of modifiers (i.e., those that are diachronically derived 
from nouns) than others (i.e., those whose source is no longer transparent). 
There are also semantic restrictions that prevent the occurrence of some modi
fiers with some adverbs. But the word class of adverbs as a whole is compatible 
with all types of nominal modifiers, e.g., with the specific-indefinite article 
Moe= (in 7a), the possessive pronouns (in 7b), or the locative anaphor (in 7c). 
Furthermore, numeral adverbs (in 7d), spatial adverbs and temporal adverbs can 
be coordinated by means of the nominal conjunction Moe. 

(7) a. Ia my_aan [lidoe=pe]ADv I wo t'ong bi 

b. 

c. 

COND go(SG) SPEC=place snake:CONS IRR follow 

ni. 
3SG.O 

'when (it) goes somewhere, the snake would then follow it.' 
(FOOJGOESEM) 

Goepe 
THAT/WHEN 

toe(. .. ). 
EMPH 

t'ong goe=my_aan [lu=men]Aov 
IRR:CONS 2SGM.S=go(SG) settlement= lPL.POSS 

'When you would go to our home( ... ).' (DOlALU) 

Fuan yin to I [shint linoe]Aov I 
rabbit SAY okay today LOC.ANAPH 

du =my_en ndoe 1 ligya. 
PL.LOG.SP.S=go(PL) CONJ nightjar 

t'ong 
IRR 

'The rabbit1 said, okay, this today, they1 would go with the 
nightjar.' (F990LIGYA) 
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d. [Paat)ADV lidoe [ve/)ADV t'ong poe goe a 
five CONJ two IRR give 2SGM.O FOC 

kong? 
how .much/many 

'five and two, (it) would give you how much?' (I-20/01/99) 

The close association of adverbs and nouns has possibly motivated speakers 
to extend the modifying construction (see chapter 3, section 4.2) and the pro
prietary construction (see chapter 3, section 3.1) to formally integrate adverbs 
into the noun phrase. The modifying construction allows the resulting expres
sion to occur either as modifier within the noun phrase (as in 8a) or as head 
noun (as in 8b ); and the proprietary construction links adverbs to head nouns 
(as in 8c). Most examples are of quantifying and numeral adverbs (as in 8a to 
8c ), but there are instances of other types of adverbs as well (e.g., the temporal 
adverb in 8d). 

(8) a. Bi k'ang I ndoe !l=hok I a [bi goe-goemejNP. 
thing guard/wait CONJ goat=DEF FOC thing NOMZ(SG)-one 

'Domestic animals and the goats are one (and the same) thing.' 
(C00ANDIALECT5) 

b. ni a [goe-ky8k/Ok)NP. 
3SG.I FOC NOMZ(SG)-small 

'he is a small one.' (FOOJMusu) 

c. Yin 1 tun goe-yool Ji 1 
SAY since NOMZ-rise(SG) SGM.LOG.SP.POSS 

Ji=tab'a Ji=hoom [sool 
SGM.LOG.SP.S=do.ever/never SGM.LOG.SP.S=hold money 

flimflk ngam)NP poenoe flnoe ba. 
NOMZ.3SG.POSS much/many thus LOC.ANAPH NEG 

'(He1) said, since he 1 grew up, he 1 had never held so much 
money like this.' (DOOEWITCH2) 

d. De gu =rang [goe-dok poeb 'ft]NP yi. 
SO. THAT 2PL.S:CONS=think NOMZ(SG)-past remote CONS 

'So that you think of the old times.' (cOOANYOUTH4) 

In addition, there are a few examples of numerals being integrated into the 
noun phrase by means of deictic classifier morphology (as in 9) - such mor
phology usually occurs with demonstratives only (see chapter 3, section 5.4). 



(9) [Ndoe 1 Jap n-d'e-velJNP 1 
SPEC children(PL) ADVZ-CL:exist-two 

goe-mis ndoe =goe-mat. 
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ndoe=gurom 
SPEC=person 

NOMZ(SG)-man(SG) SPEC=NOMZ(SG)-woman(SG) 

'(There are) some two youths, a boy and a girl.' (ROlNSTAGE) 

In individual cases, it is even possible to observe a change in word class 
from adverb to noun. One high-frequency expression is the adverb Me 
'one/other', which was originally used with a temporal interpretation only (as 
in lOa). Given its present-day distribution, it is likely that- at some stage- it 
frequently preceded core constituents: at first, it still received a temporal inter
pretation in this context ('another time') (as in lOb), but a comparable structure 
has probably given rise to a non-temporal genitival interpretation (fide m11.ep 
'others of them') (as in lOc). In present-day Goemai, this form has now lexical
ized this second sense, and speakers allow Me to function as a noun. As such, it 
occurs in, e.g., subject (as in lOd) and object function (as in lOe). 

(10) a. B'it p'et lin I [mlfep]s t'ong 
day exit(SG) dry(SG) 3PL.S IRR 

[lfde)ADV· 
one/other 

p'M.af mlfen 
exit(PL) go(PL) 

'The day came out (and) dawned, (and) they would go out 
(and) go (yet) another time.' (F99DLIGYA) 

b. [Nde]ADv [mlfep]s b'ep mlfarap zak-yit. 
one/other 3PL.S do.again die(PL) also/however-again 

'Another time, they, too, died.' (DOOEWITCH3) 

c. [Nde goe-b 'ang]NP d'yem nk'ong muk (. .. ). 
one/other NOMZ(SG)-bec.red stand(SG) BACK 3SG.POSS 

'Another red one stands behind it( ... ).' (M991JMT2) 

d. nd'uun jap muk nnoe =hoe I 
INSIDE:GEN children(PL) 3SG.POSS LOC.ANAPH=exactly 

[lidl)8 d'e d'i goeme I goepe a 
one/other exist LOC.ANAPH one THAT/WHEN FOC 

goe-b 'ak pe. 
NOMZ(SG)-disregard place 

'Among these here children, there was one who was a disre
spectful (person).' (FOOCKE) 
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e. [MM.ep]A Ia shin [lide]o t'ong poenoe. 
3PL.S HAB do one/other HAB thus 

'They usually have another one like this.' (c04ANARAM) 

Despite their formal similarities to nouns, adverbs cannot occur in the same 
syntactic functions. Superficially, adverbs sometimes seem to occur as subjects 
(as in the verbless clause in lla). However, all such instances are structures 
where the 3SG subject pronoun is omitted because it is recoverable from dis
course (see chapter 8, section l.l on the omission of core arguments). For ex
ample, in both (lla) and (llb), the subject is co-referential with the quantifying 
adverb dip 'all' They differ, however, in that the subject in (lla) is 3SG (and 
hence omitted), while in subject in (llb) is 3PL (and hence overtly expressed). 

(ll) a. To I a poenoe I [dfp]ADV I a bi goepe 
okay FOC thus all FOC thing THAT/WHEN 

moe =shin I goe yil Moek'wo I ndoe 
lPL.S:CONS=do PLACE ground:GEN <PLACE.NAME> CONJ 

goe yil Dorok. 
PLACE ground:GEN <ETHNIC.NAME> 

'Okay, (it) is thus, (this) all (it) is the thing that we do in the 
land ofKwande and in the land ofthe Dorok.' (cOOANDIALECT6) 

b. [Dfp]ADV m!{ep I m!{ep=kaat ni. 
all 3PL.I 3PL.S=greet 3SG.O 

'They all, they greeted him.' (FOOJFUAN) 

2.2. Semantic types 

This section illustrates the semantic types that are commonly lexicalized in 
Goemai adverbs: quantification (section 2.2.1), number (section 2.2.2), space 
(section 2.2.3), time (section 2.2.4), aspect (section 2.2.5), manner (section 
2.2.6), and evaluation (section 2.2.7). Synchronically, these adverbs have to be 
analyzed as basic. Diachronically, however, most of them were probably de
rived from nouns or verbs (which have been lost in present-day Goemai) by 
means of the locative prepositions N-or goe (see section 4) or by means of the 
prefix N-or reduplication (which derive adverbs) (see section 2.3). fu fact, most 
Goemai adverbs are probably diachronically derived, and there is only a small 
number that does not betray any derivational origin. Notice also that speakers 
sometimes overtly mark adverbs with prepositions (as in 12). 
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(12) lbo I my_ep=t'ong [goe [d'I]ADv]ADv· 
<ETHNIC.NAME> 3PL.S=sit(SG) PLACE LOC.ANAPH 

'The lgbo, they sit there (in large numbers).' (cOOANms) 

2.2.1. Quantifiers 

Goemai has a large group of adverbs that code quantification, occurring both 
with count nouns and mass nouns, e.g., ze 'a bit, a small part', kyok!Ok- tyok!Ok 
'few/little; small', mb'el 'a lot', Mimi 'much/many, in abundance', ngam 
'much/many, full', dip- dibit 'all, entirely', goek'wak- nk'wak 'all (of a set)' 
or t'oet'ei 'everything, everywhere' (see also footnote 62). As discussed in sec
tion 2.1, they can either express an event orientation or a participant orienta
tion. 

Quantifying adverbs frequently occur reduplicated, in which case they re
ceive an intensive reading (as in 13a). In some cases, the reduplicated adverbs 
acquire additional manner senses (as in 13b)- these forms can then be redupli
cated again for purposes of intensification (as in 13c) (see also section 2.2.6 
below on manner adverbs). 

(13) a. La goe=lap goe soot goe I 
COND 2SGM.S=receive COMIT money 2SGM.POSS 

lili 1 t'ong goe =t'el goe =Zoe. 
RED UP .bit IRR 2SGM.S=assemble 2SGM.S=put 

'If you have your money, a tiny bit, you would collect (it) (and) 
keep (it).' (COOANYOUTH2) 

b. K'wal lili I my_ep taping. 
talk carefully 3PL.S tape 

'Talk carefully, they tape (it).' (C01FGHJARAM3) 

c. t'o t'ong myalap yit muk yi 
lie(SG) PROGR shine eye/face 3SG.POSS PROGR 

lililili. 
RED UP .carefully 

'(he) lay flickering his eyes, very carefully.' (F99DLA) 
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2.2.2. Numerals 

The numerals are illustmted in table (51) below: numerals above 20 are based 
on 20, and numerals below 20 are based on 5 (from 6 to 9) and lO (from ll to 
19). A base 20 system is not very common, either in Chadic or on the Plateau,63 

but it is known from Jukun and the Kororofa empire (Gerhardt 1987; lbriszi
mow 1988; Shimizu 1980). In present-day Goemai, speakers usually resort to 
Hausa loans for all numerals above 20. 

Table 51. Nwnerals 

2 
3 
4 

Cardinal nwnerals 

(goe-) me 
vel 
k'un 
fer 

s paat 
6 poemoe ('give 1 ') 
7 poevel ('give 2') 
8 puk'un ('give 3') 
9 poefar ('give 4') 
10 s'ar ( < s'a 'hand/ann') 
11 s'ar (shi-) k'a goeme ('10 plus 1 ') 
etc. 
20 yagilrilm ('catch person')64 

21 yagurilm shik'a goeme ('20 plus 1 ') 
etc. 
30 yagilrilm shik'a s'ar ('20 plus 10') 
40 yagilrilm vel ('20 twice') 
50 yagilrilm vel shik'a s'ar ('20 twice plus 10') 
etc. 

Ordinal nwnerals 

goegoeme, (goedeld:mg) 
goevel 
goek'un 
etc. 

The numeral 'one' shows some formal and semantic idiosyncrasies. The 
form me is used in counting (as in l4a), while the form goeme is used in all 

63. But notice that there are indications of an archaic base 20 system in Rausa; 
present-day Rausa uses Arabic loans (P. Newman 2000: 379-391). 

64. Goemai speakers offer two folk etymologies for this form: i) counting all fingers 
and toes of a person adds up to 20; or ii) a slave was said to be bought for twenty 
cowries. 
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other contexts (as in 14b). Given their phonological shapes, it is likely that me 
was the original form, while goeme was the derived ordinal number. In present
day Goemai, the ordinal form is formed by means of a second prefix goe- (as in 
14c). Alternatively, speakers use the form goedekimg, based on the forms goede 
'bottom; following' and nkimg 'before' (as in 14d). 

(14) a. Me I vel I k'un I fer I gap k'a fer. 
one two three four divide(SG) head(so) four 

'One, two, three, four, (it) divides into four heads.' 
(MOOANDISPOS3) 

b. ko=wuroe p'en d'ip muk goeme. 
any/every=who remove(SG) hair 3SG.POSS one 

'everybody removed one of his feathers.' (F99AKUR) 

c. Gwa na goe-goeme fmoe I t'ong 
SGM.LOG.AD.S see ORD-one LOC.ANAPH IRR 

Ji=wa de-goe n-poe nda 
SGM.LOG .SP .S=return.home(SG) PUR ADVZ-give father 

ji (. .. ). 
SGM.LOG .SP .POSS 

'(He1 said) he2 (should) understand, this first one, he1 would re
turn (with it) to give (it) (to) his1 father( ... ).' (F99DGOESHANG1) 

d. Ndoe =layi d'e d'i. Nye-pe pumpo 
SPEC=lane exist LOC.ANAPH because-THAT/WHEN pump 

goedeklmg dok d'yem d'i m-pe =hok 1 
first PAST.REM stand(SG) LOC.ANAPH LOC-place=DEF 

my_ep 
3PL.S 

yong 
call 

ni 
3SG.O 

Pump Street. 
<PLACE.NAME> 

'There is a lane. Because the first pump stood there in the 
place, they call it Pump Street.' (HOlCJOs) 

Semantically, the numeral 'one' is not only used to express a cardinal num
ber, but also to convey the notions of sameness (as in 15a) and unique involve
ment (as in 15b). 

(15) a. D'y_oe lu men ma a goeme. 
voice:GEN settlement lPL.POSS also FOC one 

'And the languages of our villages, too, are the same.' 
(C00ANDIALECT6) 
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b. hen=limg bi noe 
lSG.S:CONS=hang/move(SG) thing lSG.POSS 

yi I hen goeme. 
CONS 1 SG .I one 

my_iuin 
go(SG):CONS 

'and so I move around in my own way and walk, I alone.' 
(NOlJTIME) 

All cardinal numerals are adverbs, and thus function as peripheral constitu
ents. This includes all counted units, e.g., units of money (as in 16a) or units of 
time (as in 16b). Younger speakers, however, preferably use a numeral together 
with the Hausa loan gildiui 'unit' -with both inanimate (in 16c) and animate 
referents (in 16d). The resulting expression then functions as the possessor 
within a genitival noun phrase. In Hausa, this term occurs optionally with count 
nouns to individuate referents (P. Newman 2000: 379-391), but its frequent use 
with human nouns in Goemai seems to be an innovation. Older speakers never 
use this structure. 

(16) a. [hen]A =d'e t'ong k'wat [le=hok]o yi 
lSG.S=exist PROGR pay goods/clothes=DEF PROGR 

[naira stfr)ADV 
<CURRENCY> ten 

'I usually pay 10 naira for the goods' (A-17/04/04) 

b. De mang [men]o yi I [awa goeme I 
SO.THAT take(SG):CONS lPL.O CONS hour one 

goe mfnti I yagurum ]ADv· 
COMIT minute twenty 

'So that (it) takes us one hour and twenty minutes.' 
(DOOJF ARMING) 

c. Hen=t'ong tal d'y_oe goe 1 [ndoe=bi 1 
lSG.S=IRR ask/greet voice 2SGM.POSS SPEC=thing:GEN 

guda goemiJNP 1 goepe 1 hen=zem 1 de 
unit one THAT/WHEN lSG.S=like SO.THAT 

hen=k'oeleng yi I sek py_oe goe. 
lSG.S:CONS=hear/smell CONS BODY:GEN mouth 2SGM.POSS 

'I will ask you, (about) one thing, that I want to hear from you.' 
(COOJMQUESTl) 
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d. ni na [jap gudtf Vel moenang)NP (. . .)? 
3SG.S see children(PL):GEN unit two which(PL) 

'has he seen either ofthe two children( ... )?' (NOOJKEY) 

Unlike cardinal numerals, all derived ordinal numerals are nominals. As 
such, they can function as the head of a noun phrase (as goevel 'second' and 
goek'un 'third' in l7a), or in place of the modifying construction within the 
noun phrase (as goegoeme 'first' in l7a and goevel in l7b ). Alternatively, they 
occur as the possessed noun of a genitive construction (in l7c). 

(17) a. Goe =na [p!{oe zoli goe-goeme 
2SGM.S=see mouth:GEN entrance ORD-one 

n-d'e-fmoe]NP I fgoe-vel muk]NP I fgoe-k'un 
ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX ORD-two 3SG.POSS ORD-three 

fl-d'e-nang)NP=hoe (. . .). 
ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.DIST=exactly 

'You see this first entrance door, its second one, that third one 
( ... ).' (DOlCLU) 

b. Mang [sh'e muk goe-vel]NP I 
take(SG) foot/leg 3SG.POSS ORD-two 

t'at masha n-ni. 
propel/tell.folktale(SG) lady COMIT-3SG.I 

'(He) took his second foot (and) kicked at the lady with it.' 
(FOOAFUAN) 

c. K'ur t'o d'i har b 'it Ji 
tortoise lie(SG) LOC.ANAPH even/until day SGM.LOG.SP.POSS 

k'un I t'o t'ong saam yi. [Goe-f'er b'it]NP I 
three lie(SG) PROGR sleep PROGR ORD-four day 

k'ur eep yit ji. 
tortoise open(SG) eye/face SGM.LOG.SP.POSS 

'The tortoise1 lay there until his1 three days (were over), lay 
sleeping. The fourth day, the tortoise1 opened his1 eyes.' 
(F99AKUR) 

As in many other Chadic languages (P. Newman 2000: 379-391; Burquest 
1973), the numerals are reduplicated to express the distribution of an event over 
several participants (as in 'two or three each' in l8a). The same construction is 
also used to express a temporal modulation (as in 'one by one' in l8b). 
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(18) a. Yin doe=zem a de-goe de 
SAY SGF.LOG.SP.S=like FOC PUR SO.THAT 

du 1 t'ong du=marap 
PL.LOG.SP.S:CONS IRR:CONS PL.LOG.SP.S=step(PL) 

gya gora yi I [nk'ong b'it]ADv [vel 
performance:GEN bamboo CONS BACK:GEN day two 

Vel]ADV ko [k'un k'un)ADV· 
two maybe/or three three 

'(She1) said she1 wants in order that they1 would dance the 
gora dance, after every two days or three.' (F99DPAAP) 

b. D'emde lwa moe-nan I wul 
remainder:GEN animal/meat NOMZ(PL)-bec.big(PL) arrive 

[goeme goemiJADv t'ong doe tal liit I t'ong 
one one IRR come ask/greet lion IRR 

buk yok. 
retum(PL) retum.home(PL) 

'The remainder of the big animals arrived one after the other, 
would greet the lion here (and) would return home again.' 
(F99DLIIT) 

2.2.3. Spatial adverbs 

Adverbs code many different spatial concepts, including deixis and anaphor, 
cardinal and relative direction, distance, and geometry. In addition, there are a 
number of inherently locational nouns that function as both nouns and adverbs. 

Goemai has two deictic adverbs (b'ak 'here' and plfanang 'there/yonder') 
that structure space into a proximal and a distal region. Both adverbs are used 
with exophoric reference only; and it is possible to expand or decrease the scale 
to express relative proximity or distance. They differ from the demonstratives 
(see chapter 3, section 5.4) in that their deictic center includes only the speaker 
- recall that the deictic center of the demonstratives includes both the speaker 
and the addressee. That is, whenever a referent is located close to the addressee 
but far from the speaker, it is possible to use the proximal demonstrative and/or 
the distal adverb (as in 19a). Furthermore, the distal adverb replaces the de
monstratives in all cases of non-accessible referents, e.g., in large-scale geo
graphical space (as in 19b). The double gloss 'there/yonder' for plfanang at
tempts to capture its distribution in both the 'there' space (in contrast to the 
'here' space of the proximal adverb b 'ak) and the 'yonder' space (in contrast to 
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the 'here' space ofthe proximal demonstrative and the 'there' space ofthe dis
tal demonstrative). 

(19) a. Goe=shimg n-goede 
2SGM.S=glance LOC-bottom:GEN 

goe-li-d'e-linoe p!!_tinting nnoe I 
NOMZ(SG )-ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX there/yonder LOC.ANAPH 

goe=b'em ni. 
2SGM.S=touch 3SG.O 

'Look under this one over there, touch it.' (Context: referent is 
close to addressee, but three meters away from speaker.) 
(MO 1 ANCOLOR) 

b. t'ong goe=na Kabong 1 lang 
IRR 2SGM.S=see <PLACE.NAME> hang/move(SG) 

p!!.,tinting soe-seng. 
there/yonder REDUP-far 

'you would see (that) Kabong is over there far away.' 
(COOANJOS) 

It is likely that the adverb plfanang 'there/yonder' was derived from the in
herently locational noun pe 'place' co-occurring with the distal adverb *nang, 
i.e., 'the place there' In present-day Goemai, *nang is the distal deictic root of 
the demonstrative word, and cannot be used as an adverb. However, the old 
manuscripts of Sirlinger (e.g., 1937: 153) still list nang as an adverb; and there 
are some idiomatic expressions where nang occurs in adverbial function in 
present-day Goemai (as in 20a). Notice also that present-day deictic adverbs 
commonly co-occur with the locational nounpe 'place' (as in 20b), thus paral
leling the structure that presumably gave rise to the forrnp1fanang. 65 

(20) a. M11.ep yi m11.ep yi I ai I fo-an n-lang 
3PL.S SAY 3PL.S SAY INTERJ rabbit PRES-hang/move(SG) 

[nting-p!!.,tinting]ADV I fo-an wa kam. 
there-there/yonder rabbit retum.home(SG) RESULT 

'They say, they say, hey, see the rabbit moving there over 
there, the rabbit is escaping.' (F99DLIIT) 

65. Similarly, the present-day adverbs puen soe 'proximal' and puen soe 'distal' in the 
closely-related language Mupun were derived from the noun 'place' plus the origi
nal deictic adverbs (Frajzyngier 199la: 49-50). 
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b. [Pe]NP [b'tfk]ADv b'cuin (. . .). 
place here bec.wann 

'The place here is hot( ... ).' (SOOJFAREWELLl) 

fu addition to its deictic adverbs, Goemai has an anaphoric adverb d'i whose 
distribution parallels that of the anaphoric modifier fmoe (see chapter 3, section 
5.5): it is used to refer back to a previously-introduced location (as in the sec
ond line of 2la). Notice that it is irrelevant whether this location was intro
duced by a proximal deictic adverb, distal deictic adverb or prepositional 
phrase: the locative anaphor neutralizes this information. The anaphor is further 
used with all non-specific locations (as in 2lb). 

(21) a. Goe=ba goe=ya nk'ong lu 
2SGM.S=retum(SG) 2SGM.S=catch BACK:GEN settlement 

piJ.tfnang t'ong moe=kat Gangare d'i. 
there/yonder IRR lPL.S=find <PLACE.NAME> LOC.ANAPH 

'(When) you return (and) go behind the settlement over there, 
(then) we would find Gangare there.' (HOlA.Jos) 

b. To 1 goe=na k'yak goe-n-dam d'e 
okay 2SGM.S=see heart/neck NOMZ-ADVZ-spoil exist 

d'f. (. .. ) K'yak pya d'e d'f. 
LOC.ANAPH heart/neck bec.white exist LOC.ANAPH 

'Okay, you see, there is sadness.( ... ) And there is happiness.' 
(NOlA TIME) 

The last deictic adverb is the demonstrational adverb poenoe 'thus, like 
this', which refers to a proposition (as in 22a) or a state-of-affairs (as in 22b). 

(22) a. Ligya yin to I t'ong du=my_en. Lap poenoe 
nightjar SAY okay IRR PL.LOG.SP.S=go(PL) receive thus 

poe fo-an. 
give rabbit 

'The nightjar1 said, okay, they1 would go. (He) answered (it) 
like this to the rabbit.' (F99DLIGY A) 
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men Dorok moe =shin ni I Moek'wo ma 
lPL.I <ETHNIC.NAME> lPL.S=do 3SG .0 <PLACE.NAME> also 
shin poenoe. 
do thus 

'we Dorok, we do it, and Kwande, too, does (it) like this.' 
(eOOANDIALEeT6) 

A second group of spatial adverbs contains the cardinal directions (summa
rized in table 52). The structure of these expressions is not entirely transparent, 
but they probably derive from prepositional phrases containing the locative 
prefix N-, the part noun der 'base' (which forms part of some present-day 
bodypart nouns) or an old locative prefix moe- (which forms part of some pre
sent-day place names, see below). 

Table 52. Cardinal directions 

Cardinal direction (Possible) diachronic origin 

mp'ang 'north' N- 'we'+ p'ang 'hill' 

dert'eng 'east' der 'base'+ t'eng 'tree' 

moekwaan 'south' moe- 'we' +kwaan 'Jukun' 

p'!l_anka 'west' '??' + (moe)ka 'drizzling rain' 

Literal translation 

'in the hills' (=there are hills 
in the north) 

'below the trees'(= there are 
forests in the east) 

'at the place of the Jukun' (= 
the Jukun live in the south) 

'??of the drizzling rain'(= 
this rain comes from the west) 

The cardinal directions function as simple adverbs (as in 23a). Alternatively, 
they express their direction in relation to another point of reference (as in 23b ), 
or they describe an area (as in 23c). In both cases, the nominal conjunction 
Moe is used to introduce the second participant (see also example 25c below). 

(23) a. Men ndoe Dorok I moe=p'l!.ilf I [moekwaan]ADV· 
lPL.I CONJ <ETHNIC.NAME> lPL.S=exit(PL) south 

'We and the Dorok Goemai, we come from the south.' 
(eOOANDIALEeT2) 
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b. Japjaim d'e fp'l!tfnka ndoe Moek'wo]ADv 
<PLACE.NAME> exist west CONJ <PLACE.NAME> 

'Namu is to the west ofKwande' (D-11/01/99) 

c. dip lu goe-leng fp'l!tfnka ndoe 
all settlement NOMZ-hang/move(PL) west CONJ 

Moek'wo]ADv a Moe-tbhi t'ong 
<PLACE.NAME> FOC NOMZ(PL)-<ETHNIC.NAME> IRR 

d'e d'i 
exist LOC.ANAPH 

'all the villages that are in the western part of Kwande, (it) is 
the Tiv (who) would be there' (A-03/02/00) 

The cardinal directions are only used in large-scale geographical space. fu 
small-scale space, speakers use intrinsic and relative frames of reference (see 
section 4). They also use the terms iikUl 'left' and iis'e 'right' (in 24a). These 
forms are likely to be derived by means of the locative prefix N- 'Loc' from the 
roots *kUl 'left' and *s'e 'right' (whose categorical status can no longer be de
termined). Notice that this prefix is omitted whenever the adverbs occur in the 
modifying construction (in 24b). 

(24) a. Nde [nkul]ADV I nde [ns'e]ADV· 
one/other left one/other right 

'One on the left, one on the right.' (M991JMT2) 

b. Nde n-[s'a goe-kul]NP 1 nde 
one/other LOC-hand/arm NOMZ(SG)-left one/other 

n-[s'a goe-s'e)NP. 
LOC-hand/arm NOMZ(SG)-right 

'One on the left side, one on the right side.' (M991JMT2) 

Finally, spatial adverbs describe distances (e.g., duk 'close', kUs 'near' or 
seng 'far') and geometrical concepts (e.g., jar 'straight, parallel'' nkyat 
'straight, square', p'ang -fang gang 'triangular', suur 'rectangular'). Kus 
'near' and jar 'straight, parallel' may be loanwords (from Hausa kUusaa 'near' 
and car 'straight'), some geometrical notions are probably derived from nouns 
(e.g., p'ang gang from p'ang 'stone, hill', nkyat from kyat 'equal'), and most 
distance adverbs have probably originated in verbs. Some of them still occur in 
restricted verbal environments, e.g., seng still occurs as the first verb in the 
configurational serial verb construction (in 25a). Speakers vary as to whether or 
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not they produce and accept such verbal structures, but all speakers produce 
and accept adverbial structures (as in 25b). Such adverbs often occur partially 
reduplicated (as in 25c)- but unlike reduplicated quantifiers (expressing inten
sification) and reduplicated numerals (expressing distribution), the simple and 
reduplicated distance adverbs are used interchangeably without any change in 
meaning. Possibly, their reduplication is a remnant of their verbal origin (see 
section 2.3 for reduplication to derive adverbs from verbs). Intensification is 
instead achieved by fully reduplicating the partially reduplicated forms, or by 
repeating the whole phrase or clause (as in 25a). 

(25) a. Shcmg yit muk n-yil I nit d'u 
glance eye/face 3SG.POSS LOC-ground see much/many 

pe goe-kcuim I t'o py_cmcmg I [sing t'o1svc 
place NOMZ(SG)-bec.wide lie(SG) there/yonder far lie(SG) 

py_cmcmg I [sing t'o]svc py_cmcmg. 
there/yonder far lie(SG) there/yonder 

'(He) cast his eyes onto the ground, (he) saw lots of wide place 
lie down there, lie far away down there, lie far away down 
there.' (F99AKUR) 

b. To 1 ni I t'ong d'i [sing]ADv· 
okay 3SG.S sit(SG) LOC.ANAPH far 

'Okay, she sits there far away.' (DOOEWITCH2) 

C. pe dok d'e [soe-sing fldoe n-Jos)ADV (. . .). 
place PAST.REM exist REDUP-far CONJ LOC-<PLACE.NAME> 

'the place used to be far away from Jos ( ... ).' (cOOANms) 

The spatial adverbs introduced above can only function as adverbs. In addi
tion, Goemai has inherently locational nouns that occur underived in the syntac
tic functions of both nouns and adverbs. One group consists of places that typi
cally belong to an owner, e.g., b 'oerf!:. 'yard', lu 'settlement' or zam 'field' 
These expressions function as nouns (i.e., as the heads of noun phrases in 26a 
and 26b) and as adverbs (in 26c). Whenever they occur as adverbs, they obliga
torily co-occur with a possessor (as in 26c). The only exception is the locational 
noun pe 'place', which can occur unpossessed in this function. In adverbial 
function, two phonetic processes are attested: possessive pronouns tend to cliti
cize to the locational nouns, and the nouns themselves undergo phonetic reduc
tion (as in 26c). Similarly, the noun bi 'thing' in its possessed form has given 
rise to an adverb that stresses the individuality of the protagonist (as in 26d). 
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(26) a. moe =shin f(o!<ari moe I d'ik I gak I de 
lPL.S=do effort lPL.S:CONS build/marry wall SO.THAT 

[moe)A=}e/ [/u men)o yi n-ni (. . .). 
lPL.S:CONS=surround settlement lPL.POSS CONS COMIT-3SG.I 

'we make an effort and we build a wall, so that we surround 
our home with it( ... ).' (DOlCLU) 

b. bi goe-d'e t'en shin yi [n-[lu 
thing NOMZ-exist PROGR do PROGR LOC-settlement 

muk)NP)ADV (. .. ). 
3SG.POSS 

'the things that are happening in her compound ( ... ). ' 
(D00EWITCH2) 

c. La goe=shin s'ar de [goe]s=wa 
COND 2SGM.S=do ten SO. THAT 2SGM.S:CONS=return.home(SG) 

yi [IOe=goe]ADv goe kyoop I ko 
CONS settlement=2SGM.POSS COMIT health maybe/or 

goe k'yaklang. 
COMIT life 

'If you are (at) ten (o'clock), so you (better) return to your 
home with health or with life.' (HOlCJOs) 

d. de [mM.ep]s goe yok yi 
SO.THAT 3PL.S OBLIG return.home(PL) CONS 

[bi=mM_ep]ADv (. . .). 
thing=3PL.POSS 

'so that they should return home in their own way.' (F99AKUR) 

Another group of inherently locational nouns are place names. Many Goe
mai place names are descriptive (see chapter 3, section 2.3), and they often 
contain a locative element as part of their name, e.g., the locative prefix N- is 
visible in names such as Ngoot!Ong 'Demshin (lit. at the cave of the chief)' or 
Ngootdugllt 'Ungwan Rina (lit. at the cave of the wasps)' Other place names 
contain a prefix moe-, e.g., Moek'wo 'Kwande' or Muduut (< *Moeduut) 'Shen
dam', which is possibly a remnant ofthe common Afroasiatic prefix *ma- that 
derives nouns of location (Greenberg 1966; see also chapter 3, section 4.2). 
And yet other place names contain the inherently locational noun lu 'settle
ment' plus a possessor, e.g., Lu Migilrilm 'Gidan Masaka (lit. settlement of 
Migurum)' or Lu Nyu 'Bakin Ciyawa (lit. settlement of the Nyu chief)' In all 
cases, the place names function both as nouns (as in 27a) and adverbs (as in 
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27b). Place names that do not contain any of the above elements, by contrast, 
are unambiguously nouns, and they have to be overtly marked with locative 
elements to occur in adverbial function (as in 27c). 

(27) a. Amma nd'asoenoe=hoe I [Moek'wo]s ba yir 
but now=exactly <PLACE.NAME> retum(SG) tum 

ndoe=bi goe-k'em. 
SPEC =thing NOMZ( SG )-different 

'But nowadays, Kwande has changed again into something dif
ferent.' (DOOAKWANDE) 

b. [Hen]s=fyer [Moek'wo]ADv· 
lSG.S=bec.big(SG) <PLACE.NAME> 

'I grew up in Kwande.' (cOOJMQUEST5) 

C. [Ni)s d'e [fl-[J8s)NP)ADV· 
3SG.S exist LOC-<PLACE.NAME> 

'He is in Jos.' (DOOJFAMILY) 

Finally, Goemai has a number of inherently locational nouns that are proba
bly derived, as they all seem to contain the locative prefix goe- (see section 4). 
However, the originallexeme is no longer attested, and the present-day loca
tional nouns can function as both nouns and adverbs - the most common ones 
are goesampe 'outside', goet'eng 'above, up(ward), sky(ward)' and goet'uun 
'opposite/beyond, shore' 

2.2.4. Temporal adverbs 

Temporal adverbs mirror some of the semantic distinctions found in the abso
lute tense system of Goemai (see chapter 7, section 3): poeb'it- poedok 're
mote past', dok 'remote past', (n)dokMok 'before yesterday', ildyen -
(n)dyendyen 'yesterday', shinf 'today', M'asoenoe M'itsoe 
M'asoefld'ennoe 'now', goed'ilar- t'oed'aar 'tomorrow', and p'et mp'et- p'et
b'it 'after tomorrow' Temporal sequences such as 'later' and 'before', by con
trast, are expressed by the locative classes (see section 4). Most temporal ad
verbs probably originated in prepositional phrases: in present-day Goemai, the 
locative prefix N- derives temporal expressions from nouns denoting times of 
the day (e.g., mb'itlung 'in the morning' from b'itlung 'morning), and the loca
tive preposition goe creates temporal expressions from nouns denoting seasons 
(e.g., goe p'its 'in the rainy season' from p'as 'rainy season') - both elements 
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are frequently attested in synchronically unanalyzable temporal adverbs. As is 
the case with the spatial adverbs (see section 2.2.3 above), there are some forms 
that occur underived both as nouns and as adverbs, e.g., ngong '(at) night', and 
p'uus 'sun; time' 

Temporal adverbs can co-occur (as in 28a); and those that mirror the abso
lute tenses can either co-occur with their corresponding tense (as in 28b) (em
phasizing the time), or can replace the tense (as in 28c). Emphasis is also con
veyed by modifying the temporal adverb with a demonstrative (as in 28d). 

(28) a. Ia goe=wa goe=t'o ngong 
COND 2SGM.S=return.home(SG) 2SGM.S:CONS=lie(SG) night 
shfni (. .. ). 
today 

'ifyou return home, so that you sleep at night today( ... ).' 
(F99DLA) 

b. Amma goe-d'ti goed'titir I t'ong d'a shin gok 
but NOMZ-FUT.CL tomorrow IRR FUT.CL do illness 

poe ni. 
give 3SG.O 

'But going to (be) tomorrow, (it) will give an illness to him.' 
(DOOJANIMALl) 

c. Sai goed'titir I moe=gama d'emgoede. 
then/only tomorrow lPL.S=finish remainder 

'Until tomorrow, (then) we finish the rest.' (D00JANIMAL8) 

d. Pe =hok d'e d'i I har shfni 
place=DEF exist LOC.ANAPH even/until today 

n-d'e-linoe=hoe (. .. ). 
ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly 

'The place is there, until this very day( ... ).' (DOlALU) 

2.2.5. Aspectual adverbs 

A number of adverbs convey aspectual notions, including d'emt'ei 'already', 
mp11.6e mp11.6e 'always', nk'a nk'a 'continuously', t'ei '(not) yet', t'ekgoed'i 
'still, already', and yit - zak-yit 'again' These adverbs usually modify a verb 
that is unmarked for TAM (as in 29a to 29c). Alternatively, they co-occur with 
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one of the grammaticalized aspectual particles (see chapter 7, section 4 for the 
aspectual categories). 

(29) a. nye-pe goe=fyer d'emt'ei. 
because-THAT/WHEN 2SG.S:CONS=bec.big(SG) already 

'because you have already grown up.' (cOOANYOUTHl) 

b. n-yi goe-fmoe I ndoe=yi wa 
LOC-year NOMZ(SG)-LOC.ANAPH SPEC=year retum.home(SG) 

wul I haam t'ekgoed'f t'o ngwa 
arrive water already/still lie(SG) suburb:GEN 

Rees. 
<PLACE.NAME> 

'In that year, (and) (in) the year (that) has come, water still lies 
in the suburb of Rees.' (DOOAKW ANDE) 

c. Lap s'wa zak-yit. 
receive drink also/however-again 

'(He) received (it) (and) drank (it) again.' (F99DLIIT) 

2.2.6. Manner 

Goemai has only few forms that serve to express manner concepts. This scar
city may be related to Goemai coding the schematic core of an event in verbs 
(e.g., path information in the case of motion events) and not in a satellite to the 
verb (see chapter 4, section 1.3) - cross-linguistically, such languages tend to 
have fewer manner expressions (see Slobin 1996; Talmy 1985, 2000). In Goe
mai, most attested manner expressions are lexicalized in verbs, such as rap 
'go/do quickly' (in 30a) or d'ok 'quiet' (in 30b). These verbs frequently com
bine with other verbs in a serial verb construction to express both manner and 
the schematic core (as in 30a). Mostly, however, manner concepts are not 
overtly expressed at all, and left to implicatures instead (e.g., yool 'rise' can be 
interpreted as 'hover' when predicated of a bird, or heet hitam 'move in water' 
can trigger an interpretation of 'swim'). 

(30) a. rap ya n-Jos 
go/do.quickly catch LOC-<PLACE.NAME> 

'(he) was quick (and) went to Jos' (A-07/02/00) 
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b. Gwen liit yin 1 hai 1 gwa goe d'ok. 
ASSOC.PL lion SAY INTERJ SGM.LOG.AD.S OBLIG bec.quiet 

'The lion and his people said, hey, he should get silent.' 
(F99DLIIT) 

In addition, there are a few adverbs that express speed (e.g., d'at - d'ad'at 
'fast') and sound (e.g., goegwo 'silent, on and on'). Frequently, the same form 
is used for both concepts (e.g., d'oot- d'od'oot 'quiet/slow'). It is likely that 
these adverbs derive from verbs, as some of them still occur in the verb slots of 
fixed expressions (as in 3la). And like other adverbs derived from verbs (see 
the distance adverbs in section 2.2.3), they usually have both simple and par
tially reduplicated forms that are used interchangeably (as in 3lb and 3lc). To 
emphasize the manner component, speakers have to reduplicate the already 
reduplicated form (as in 3ld) or lengthen its final vowel (as in 3le). 

(31) a. Hen=dok [d'at]v bi=noe. 
lSG.S=PAST.REM ??be.quick thing=lSG.POSS 

'I was fast in my own way' (i.e., I am old and experienced) (A-

16/12/99) 

b. Yin gwa goe su [d'at]ADv· 
SAY SGM.LOG.AD.S OBLIG run(SG) quickly 

'(He1) said, he2 should run quickly.' (F99DLIGYA) 

c. Fy_im yin gwa goe yool goe my_aan 
rabbit SAY SGM.LOG.AD.S OBLIG rise(SG) OBLIG go(SG) 

goe mang I war le d'a=hok [d'ad'at]ADV· 
OBLIG take(SG) collect load:GEN calabash=DEF quickly 

'The rabbit1 said, he1 should rise (and) go (and) take--, collect 
the load ofthe calabashes, quickly.' (F99DLIGYA) 

d. a la=ndoe=bi d'e n-lu poenoe 
FOC DIM(SG):GEN=SPEC=thing exist LOC-settlement thus 

[ d' od' od' oot]Aov. 
RED UP .quietly/slowly 

'a little something is in the compound like this, very quietly.' 
(C01FGHJARAM06) 
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e. La=gurum t'ong [goegwooOJADv I shin 
DIM(SG):GEN=person sit(SG) silent/on.and.on do 

nye-rimg. 
matter-think 

'The poor person sat siiilently, (and he) thought.' 
(FOOCGOEBETLA) 

Recall also that the reduplication of quantifying adverbs often acquires an 
additional manner sense (see section 2.2.1 above). 

2. 2. 7. Evaluation 

A final group of about l 0 adverbs expresses the evaluation of an event, e.g., 
ns'een - s'een 'truly'' nt'it 'well'' p'uur 'well/very' (in 32a) or kUut 'merely, 
only' (in 32b ). 

(32) a. A long goe-fyer p'uur ba. 
FOC chief NOMZ(SG)-bec.big(SG) very NEG 

'(He) is not a very important chief.' (cOOANDIALECT4) 

b. My_ep my_en kuut. 
3PL.S:CONS go(PL) just 

'And so they just went.' (C01FGHJARAM8) 

2.3. Adverbialization 

Adverbialization is a productive process in Goemai. The resulting expressions 
differ from underived adverbs in that they cannot be modified by nominal mod
ifiers, and in that their distribution is usually restricted to co-occurrence 
with their lexical source. 

The most widespread strategy is the use of the prefix N- to derive adverbs 
from any verb in the language. The derived adverbs then occur as peripheral 
constituents (as in 33a) (although some individual adverbs have been reana
lyzed as modifiers within the noun phrase; see chapter 3, section 5.4). Fre
quently, the derived adverbs co-occur with their lexical verbs to emphasize a 
state-of-affairs. fu this case, they immediately follow an intransitive verb (as in 
33b) or the direct object of a transitive verb (as in 33c). 
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(33) a. goe=tarap s'onkwa m-b'tirtik. 
2SGM.S=snap(PL) maize ADVZ-bec.wet 

'you break the maize freshly (i.e., while it is wet).' (POODCROPS) 

b. Nye-pe my_ep t'oerep n-t'oerep ndoe 
because-THAT/WHEN 3PL.S lie(PL) ADVZ-lie(PL) CONJ 

sharap ba. 
women(PL) NEG 

'Because they and the women do not lie lying (together).' 
(DOlALU) 

c. Tu bi=hok n-tu. 
kill(SG) thing=DEF ADVZ-kill(SG) 

'Kill the thing killing.' (C01FGHJARAM10) 

Some verbs can be adverbialized by means of partial reduplication. In this 
case, the first consonant is reduplicated to the left (whereby implosives are 
often realized as non-aspirated voiceless stops), and the vowel [~] is inserted 
between the reduplicated consonant and the stem. This process is largely re
stricted to the subclass of property verbs (as in 34a). A few other verbs can 
undergo the same derivation, but the resulting expressions are idiomatic: their 
semantics are not fully predictable on the basis of the original form (as in 34b); 
and some of the derived forms occur in speech formulas only (as in the tradi
tional opening sentence of a folktale in 34c ). 

(34) a. vy_ang a riga muk poe-pya 
wash FOC gown 3SG.POSS REDUP-bec.white 

'(he) washed his gown white' (A-01/02/00) 

b. man goe=mang IOe-lti ba 
PROH 2SGM=take(SG) REDUP-pain NEG 

'do not take (it) seriously' (i.e., do not worry) (A-02/02/00) 

c. Tamtis noe t'oe-t'tit. 
folktale lSG.POSS REDUP-propel/tell.folktale(SG) 

'My folktale is being told.' (F99AKUR) 

Total reduplication is attested, but plays only a minor role: it is infrequent, 
and the reduplicated form can only ever co-occur with its lexical form, giving 
an intensive reading (as in 35). Its distribution is restricted to those verb classes 
that also undergo partial reduplication. 



(35) Zok kuut zokzok. 
bec.generous just REDUP.bec.generous 

'he is just very very generous' (A-29/12/99) 
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Closely-related Chadic languages use reduplication in a more systematic 
way to form stative predicates from different types of verbs (Burquest 1973; 
Jungraithmayr 1963a). 

3. Ideophones 

Goemai has a class of about 80 ideophones that occur in adverbial function. As 
such, they are similar to simple adverbs, but they differ from adverbs in their 
distributional restrictions, and- at least originally- in their expressive prosody. 
They furthermore differ in that they cannot be modified by any nominal modi
fiers. 

Ideophones either follow the verb (as in 36a and 36b) or they follow a verb 
nominalized by means of the modifying construction (as in 36c). Unlike ad
verbs, they cannot be fronted. In all cases, the ideophones emphasize the end
state that results from the completion of the verb action (see below). If the id
eophones are not present, this endstate may still hold, but it is not emphasized. 

(36) a. K'oon 
bec.face.down(SG) 

k'frip ba. 
IDEOPH NEG 

'it's not completely face down' (MOONADRAW) 

b. hen=Jaal gulus 
1SG.S=belch IDEOPH 

'I belched loudly' (A-15/04/04) 

c. Goe-pya soesak. 
NOMZ(SG)-bec.white IDEOPH 

'A really white one.' (MOOANDISPOS4) 

While simple adverbs occur with many different verbs, ideophones always 
occur with one specific verb only. For example, the ideophones k'irip in (36a), 
gil/us in (36b), and soesak in (36c) only ever occur with the verbs k'oon 'be
come face down', jail! 'belch', and pya 'become white' respectively. A partial 
exception to this generalization is their occurrence in the configurational serial 
verb construction (see chapter 8, section 3.3) and the ascriptive construction 
(see chapter 8, section 2.2) - in both cases, they follow a locative verb. For 
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example, the ideophone palala(u) is usually linked to the verb kitam 'become 
wide' In example (37a), this verb occurs in the configurational serial construc
tion together with the locative verb t'o 'lie', and the ideophone palala follows 
the whole construction. Example (37b) expresses a similar concept by means of 
two clauses: the first clause contains the verb kitam 'become wide' in the in
transitive construction, and the second clause the verb t'o 'lie' in the ascriptive 
construction- yet the ideophone palalau occurs in the second clause. Notice 
that in both cases, the locative verbs do not occur with their basic locative 
sense, but rather in constructions that serve aspectual (i.e., the configurational 
serial construction) or ascriptive functions (i.e., the ascriptive construction). 

(37) a. To! nd'asoenoe Ia goe=ru 1 pe 
okay now COND 2SGM.S=enter(SG) place 

kaam t'o b'ak paLala (. .. ). 
bec.wide lie(SG) here IDEO PH 

'Okay, nowadays, when you enter, the place lies here wide 
palala ( ... ) .' (DO 1 CLU) 

b. So I nye-goe-sek I pe dok 
so because-NOMZ(SG)-body place:CONS PAST.REM 

kaam bi=muk t'o paldldu. 
bec.wide thing=3SG.POSS lie(SG) IDEOPH 

'So, because of this, so the place became wide in the past in its 
own way, (it) lies palalau.' (HOlCJOs) 

The ideophones are not characterized by any phonotactic characteristics that 
are not attested elsewhere in the language (see also the discussion below on 
prosody). However, as in other languages (see the contributions in Voeltz and 
Kilian-Hatz 2001; see also P. Newman 2000: 242-259 for Hausa), there are 
certain patterns that recur. In particular, it is noticeable that the overwhelming 
majority of ideophones are formed by means of partial reduplication (e.g., 
p'oep'et 'sweat profusely'), a sequence -VrV- or -VN- (e.g., k'irip 'completely 
face down') or by a final velar consonant (e.g., jung 'dark red', kitd'ak 'very 
hard'). Partial reduplication is a common means to form adverbs from some 
types of verbs (see section 2.3), e.g., the ideophone p'oep'et 'sweat profusely' 
could be related to the present-day verb p'et 'exit; ooze out' And the other two 
patterns are common plural formatives in the language (see chapter 2, section 
2.1; chapter 3, section 2.1; chapter 4, section 1.2). The presence of plural mor
phology probably follows from one of the functions of ideophones: to intensify 
the meaning of the verb. 
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Such ideophones are only attested with the semantic fields of inchoative 
property verbs (such as pya 'become white' in 36c and kitam 'become wide' in 
37a and 37b ), inchoative dispositional verbs (such as k'oon 'become face down' 
in 36a), and result verbs of bodily processes (as jaal 'belch' in 36b ). They are 
notably absent with all stative verbs, including stative property verbs (such as 
d'ong 'be good') and stative locative verbs (such as t'o 'lie') - even though 
these stative verbs code concepts that are similar to those coded in inchoative 
property and dispositional verbs. Their absence with stative verbs is possibly 
related to their main function in Goemai grammar: they specify a degree of 
change. This degree of change can lead to an intensification of the verb mean
ing (as in k'oon k'irip 'completely face down'), but it can also serve to focus on 
different nuances of the verb meaning. For example, the verb b'ang 'become 
red' is compatible with different shades of red, and the ideophones jung 'dark 
red' and wl&ak 'bright red' specify some such shades. Similarly, the meaning 
potential of the verb b'aan 'become hot/warm' can be restricted by the ideo
phones warak 'boiling hot' and toetem 'lukewarm' Given this distribution, it is 
likely that ideophones serve lexical aspect functions: their presence implicates 
an accomplished state-change that resulted in the state specified by the ideo
phone (see chapter 4, section 2.3 on lexical aspect). As such, they are absent 
with stative verbs because stative verbs code a state - not a state change - and 
hence no degree of change can be predicated of them. This function of ideo
phones is not attested in other Chadic languages (see e.g. P. Newman 2000: 
242-259; Schuh 1998: 308-310). 

In addition, some present-day adverbs probably originated in ideophones, 
e.g., jar 'straight' (possibly borrowed from the Hausa ideophone car), or poe
b'it- poedok 'remote past' (as in 38a). Furthermore, there are some animal 
names - in particular bird names - that possibly go back to sound-symbolic 
forms, e.g., kOere 'pied crow', nghimgha 'heron' (as in 38b) or t'ingiliit 'hom
bill' 

(38) a. Goe-dok poeb'ft I muur dok Ia 
NOMZ(SG)-past remote thief/stealing PAST.REM HAB 

yen 
bec.plenty 

t'ong ba. 
HAB NEG 

'In the old old times, thieves weren't plenty.' (DOlCLU) 

b. Nghangha. (. . .) S'em muk as you call it. "Ngha ngha." 
heron name 3SG.POSS as you call it <QUOTE> 

'Heron.( ... ) Its name (is) as you call it. Ngha-ngha (imitating 
the bird).' (V04ANLWA2) 
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All forms illustrated above function as part of Goemai grammar: they serve 
lexical aspect functions (as in 36 and 37); and they occur as adverbs (as in 36, 
37, and 38a) or nouns (as in 38b). Being ideophones they can be uttered with 
expressive force, usually at a higher pitch range (as illustrated in figure 12a). 
More frequently, however, they are integrated prosodically into the utterance 
(as in figure 12b). All sound symbolic quotes, by contrast, are always uttered 
with a higher pitch (as the quote in 38b above). Notice that similar prosodic 
phenomena are attested in another type of quote: reported speech (see chapter 
8, section 4.7). 

Goe-dok poeb'lt I muur dok Ia yen t'ong ba. 
NOMZ(SG)-pastremote thief/stealing PAST.REM HAB bec.plenty HAB NEG 
'In the old old times, thieves weren't plenty.' (DO 1 CLU) 
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Figure 12a. Typical pitch contours of ideophones: Example (38a) 
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pe dok kitam bi=muk t'o patatau. 
place:CONS PAST.REM bec.wide thing=3SG.POSS lie(SG) IDEOPH 

'so the place became wide in the past in its own way, (it) liespalalau.' (HOlCJOs) 
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Figure 12b. Typical pitch contours of ideophones: Example (37b) 

4. Locative classes: Prepositions, prefixes, spatial nominals 

Locative classes are defined as expressions that can head prepositional phrases. 
Table (53) below gives an overview of the available forms, together with an 
indication of their uses.66 

Despite their identical syntactic function as heads of prepositional phrases, 
the locative classes differ in their categorical status. The spatial nominals are 
nominals, and have a nominal origin. As heads of prepositional phrases, they 

66. Notice that the list in table (53) is not exhaustive: other nouns denoting intrinsic 
parts of entities can also function as spatial nominals (e.g., dang 'tail', k'um 'na
vel'). However, these fonns are infrequent, and often occur in idiomatic expres
sions only. 
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form a genitive construction with the following noun, i.e., when occurring with 
a nominal possessor, the spatial nominal receives a low tone (as the spatial 
nominal k'a 'HEAD(SG)' in 39a). And when occurring with a pronoun, this pro
noun has to occur in its possessive form (as in 39b). The prefix and the preposi
tion, by contrast, co-occur with independent pronouns (as in 39c). Furthermore, 
spatial nominals differ from prefixes and prepositions in that they can occur 
without a following noun (as in 39d). 

(39) a. doe kat boo/ d'i [k'a tebu/)ADV (. . .). 
come find ball LOC.ANAPH HEAD(SG):GEN table 

'(he) found the ball here on the table( ... ).' (R00ATAMIRR3) 

b. Ji=my_aan Ji=goe !yak 
SGM.LOG .SP .S=go(SG) SGM.LOG .SP .S=SEQ throw 

goes'eng=hok [k'tf muk)ADV (. . .). 
urine=DEF HEAD(SG) 3SG.POSS 

'(He1 said) he 1 went and threw the urine onto it ( ... ). ' 
(D99DPANG) 

c. N: My_ep shin mmoe goe lude? 
3PL.S do what COMIT spoon 

'What do they do with the calabash spoon?' 

A: My_ep s'wa yip [n-ni]ADv· 
3PL.S drink gruel COMIT-3SG.I 

'They drink gruel with it.' (COlANHAND) 

d. Ji=d'y_oe flshi [k'tf)ADV· 
SGM.LOG.SP.S=cause.lying(PL) bee/honey HEAD(SG) 

'(He1 said) he 1 has poured honey on (it).' (F99AMOESHAAR) 

All prefixes, prepositions and spatial nominals code exclusively or origi
nally spatial semantics. This section focuses on their spatial semantics (see 
chapter 4, section 5.1 for their non-spatial functions); and the discussion makes 
use of the terms 'Figure' (i.e., the entity being located) and 'Ground' (i.e., the 
entity with respect to which the Figure is located) (following Talmy 1985, 
2000). 
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Table 53. Prepositions, prefixes and spatial nominals 

Prepositions 

goe 
goe 

Prefix 

N-

Spatial nominals 

de 

wa-ba 

ft 

sek- sek b'et 
(cf. sek 'body', b'et 'belly') 

(it)k'a (SG)- (it)k'ek (PL) 
(cf. k'a- k'ek 'head') 

(it)goede 
(cf. goede 'bottom') 

(m)p11oe- goep11oe 
(cf. pJ1oe 'mouth') 

itd'uun 
(cf. itd'uun 'inside') 

location at Ground (as a place); 
comitative I instnunental I accompaniment; (direct 
causation); causation 

location at Ground (as an entity); 
comitative I instnunental I accompaniment; (direct 
causation); causation; 
benefactive 

in the vicinity of Ground 

in the area of Ground 

at I near Ground (as the owner) 
also: source (of non-spatial verbs) 

at I near the main 'body' of Ground 
e.g., surface (ceiling, wall, tree stem), three
dimensional Ground without subdivisions (ball) 

also: addressee (of some speech act verbs) 

at I near the 'head' of Ground 
e.g., upper parts (of table, water, tree), end part(s) 
of long Ground (necklace, trough, banana) 

also: stimulus (of experiencer verbs); content (of 
speech act verbs) 

at I near the 'bottom' of Ground 
e.g., lower parts (of table, water), growth-point of 
natural Ground (tree, fruit, banana, stick) 

at I near the 'mouth' of Ground 
e.g., opening (door, basket), edge (road, river) 

inside Ground 
e.g., partial I complete containment inside a con
tainer, mass, aggregate, encircling object 
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Table 53 (continued). Prepositions, prefixes and spatial nominals 

dtikd'11.oe in the middle of Ground 
(cf. dtikd'!loe 'middle') e.g., middle of a solid container, mass, aggregate, 

encircling object 

itk'ong 
(cf. itk'ong 'back') 

at I near the 'back' of Ground 
also: after (temporal) 

itkyem - ittyem 
(cf. itkyem 'front') 

itt'oor- goet'oor 
(cf. t'oor 'flank') 

at I near the 'front' of Ground 
also: before (temporal) 

at I near the 'flank' of Ground 
e.g., side parts of Ground with front I back axis 
(house, chair), long axis of Ground (tree, candle) 

Ground: entity with respect to which a referent is located (following Talmy 1985, 2000) 

All elements in table (53) are semantically general in that they are compati
ble with location readings (as in 40a), source readings (as in 40b) and goal 
readings (as in 40c). This path information is coded in verbs instead (see also 
chapter 4, section 1.3): location in the verb t'ong 'sit' (in 40a), goal in the verb 
doe 'come' (in 40b), and source in the verb jik 'come from' (in 40c). There are 
no native Goemai expressions that code a source or goal differently from a lo
cation. However, younger speakers frequently borrow the prepositions daga 
'from' and .zUwaa 'toward' from Hausa to express source and goal respectively 
(as in 40d) (see Pawlak 1986, 1988 for a discussion ofHausa prepositions). 

(40) a. D'emde gurum I my_ep=t'wot n-s'et. 
remainder:GEN person 3PL.S=sit(PL) LOC-bush 

'The rest ofthe people, they sit in the bush.' (D00JANIMAL12) 

b. La goe=d'alimg pe=hok I sai 
COND 2SGM.S=pass(SG) place=DEF then/only 

goe =doe I n-gimg lOng. 
2SGM.S:CONS=come LOC-forest:GEN chief 

'When you pass the place, then you come to the chief's forest.' 
(DOOJROUTE) 
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Ia my_aim I Ia Jik n-zam 
COND go(SG) COND come.from LOC-field 

wa (. .. ). 
retum.home(SG) 

'when (he) goes, when (he) comes home from the field( ... )' 
(F99DMATWO) 

d. Y ool daga Muduut zuwa Nagan 
rise(SG) from <PLACE.NAME> to <PLACE.NAME> 

n-sh'e muk. 
LOC-foot/leg 3SG .POSS 

'(He) went from Shendam to Kurgwi on his feet.' (Q99Jco) 

The prefix N- and the preposition goe are in complementary distribution: 
they distinguish between location at an entity (N-) and location at a place (goe). 
fu the first case, a topological relation is asserted; in the second case, topology 
is irrelevant (see J. Lyons 1977: 693 for a discussion of entities and places). 
Both expressions interact in different ways with the semantically more specific 
spatial nominals. 

Typically, N- is used when the Figure is located in contact with a human or 
animal bodypart (as in 41a), or with a non-differentiated Ground (as in 40a to 
40c above). These are all contexts where no spatial nominal is available. But 
notice that the prefix N- can express any type of topological relation, even if a 
semantically more specific spatial nominal would be available. For example, in 
( 41 b) it expresses an inside relation (which could have been expressed with the 
spatial nominal M'uun 'INSIDE'). Usually, this prefix replaces spatial nominals 
in all cases of stereotypical relations: e.g., the use of N- with the noun 
hitngoed'e 'water' in (41b) invites the stereotypical interpretation 'in the water' 
- to specify any other relation, a spatial nominal needs to be used, e.g., k'a 
hitngoed'e 'on the water', goede hitngoed'e 'at the bottom of the water' etc. 

(41) a. La at goe n-s'tf (. . .). 
COND bite(SG) 2SGM.O LOC-hand/arm 

'lf(it) bites you in the hand( ... ).' (D00JANIMAL12) 

b. La at goe n-hangoed'e (. . .). 
COND bite(SG) 2SGM.O LOC-water 

'lf(it) bites you in the water( ... ).' (D99DGWAKTAK) 
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The preposition goe, by contrast, is used whenever the locative relation is 
construed as a non-topological location at a place (as in 42 below). Notice that 
it triggers a high tone in the following noun. Many nouns can occur with either 
of the two prepositions, in which case they receive different interpretations: 
compare goe yil 'on earth' (in lc in section 1 above) with n-yil 'on the ground' 
(in lb above). 

(42) ni wa ru goe IOet'uk. 
3SG.S return.home(SG) enter(SG) PLACE market 

'he returned back (and) arrived at the market.' (oOOJANIMALll) 

Neither the prefix nor the preposition gives detailed spatial information -
they only code the fact that the Figure is located. To give more detailed infor
mation, speakers use (i) postural-based locative verbs or (ii) spatial nominals. 
Locative verbs combine with the prefix and the preposition to highlight certain 
readings. For example, the expression n-yil 'Lac-ground', can be used with 
Figures located in the ground or on the ground. In (43a), it co-occurs with t'ong 
'sit', indicating that the pot is self-supported (and thus presumably located on 
the ground). In (43b), it co-occurs with d'yem 'stand', indicating that the pot is 
externally supported (and thus presumably located in the ground) (see chapter 
3, section 2.2 for the semantics oflocative verbs). 

(43) a. Wang=hok t'ong n-yfl. 
pot=DEF sit(SG) LOC-ground 

'The pot sits on the ground.' (MOOANDISPOSlO) 

b. goede muk d'yem n-yfl. 
bottom 3SG.POSS stand(SG) LOC-ground. 

'its(= pot) bottom stands in the ground.' (=inserted in ground) 
(MOOANDISPOS 1 0) 

Spatial nominals are used to give more detailed information about the 
Ground. As indicated in table (53), they are either formally identical to nouns 
that denote intrinsic parts of humans or animals, or they are derived from them 
by means of the prefix or the preposition (see below). One of them even retains 
the number specification of its nominal source: the plural form k'ek 'HEADS' is 
used whenever several Figures are located at different Grounds (e.g., it is used 
in 44a for three groups of trees, each being located on a separate Ground). And 
another one retains the bound possessive suffixes of its nominal source (as sak 
'BODY.2SGM.POSS' in 44b) (see also chapter 3, section 2.4; chapter 4, section 
4.3). 
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(44) a. d'yam 0 [k'ek nfmoe)Aov? 
stand(PL) FOC HEADS(PL):GEN what 

'(they) stand on the tops of what?' (MOOANDISPOSll) 

b. Ko=la mel lang [stfk]ADv 
any/every=COND haunt hang/move(SG) BODY.2SGM.POSS 

nd'ang(. .. ). 
how 

'However I anyhow (it) hangs haunting (you) at your body 
( ... ).' (D990GWAKTAK) 

The spatial nominals de 'DIR' (in 45a), ft 'oWNER' (in 45b ), and wa - ba 
'AREA' (in 45c) are less transparent than the others: their lexical origins are 
unknown, and they do not code any topological information. Formally, they 
behave like other spatial nominals, thus suggesting a nominal origin. 

(45) a. Fy_an I t'ong goe=t'ong b'ak [de noe]ADV· 
rabbit IRR 2SGM.S=sit(SG) here DIR lSG.POSS 

'Rabbit, you would sit here by me.' (FOOJFUAN) 

b. Ni s'oe, ni s'wa 1ft gurum nnoe]ADV· 
3SG.S eat 3SG.S drink OWNER person LOC.ANAPH 

'He ate (it), he drank (it) from (the possessions of) this person.' 
(F99DLA) 

c. Wakaam =hok I t'o [ wtf]ADv b 'ak I nk'ong. 
road=DEF lie(SG) AREA here BACK 

'The road lies in the area here, at the back.' (DOOJFARMING) 

All other spatial nominals express information about the intrinsic geometry 
of the Ground. For example, the spatial nominal sek 'BODY' in (46a) specifies 
location on the blade of a knife, while the spatial nominal k'il 'HEAD' in (46b) 
specifies location on its handle. These different spatial nominals are chosen 
because the Figure is located at different intrinsic units of this Ground - even 
though the relation between Figure and Ground is an "on-top-of' relation in 
both cases. In all cases, the appropriate spatial nominal is used with any Figure 
that is either located at such a unit, or in a region projected from it. 

(46) a. Tyem=hok d'e [sek shik=hok]ADV· 
blood=DEF exist BODY:GEN knife=DEF 

'The blood is on the blade of the knife.' (B991TRPS 12) 
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b. Tyem=hok d'e [k'a shik=hok]ADV· 
blood=DEF exist HEAD(SG):GEN knife=DEF 

'The blood is on the handle ofthe knife.' (I-16/01/99) 

fu addition, some spatial nominals can be interpreted as expressing a relative 
frame of reference. That is, a spatial nominal such as nk'ong 'back' can receive 
a topological interpretation (i.e., the Figure is in contact with the back part of 
the Ground), an intrinsic frame of reference interpretation (i.e., the Figure is in 
a region projected off the back part ofthe Ground), or a relative frame of refer
ence interpretation (i.e., the Figure is on the other side of the Ground).67 It is 
likely that the topological and intrinsic interpretations diachronically preceded 
the relative interpretation. Cross-linguistically, there is evidence for the exten
sion of intrinsic body parts to topological relations to frames of reference (see 
Heine 1997a: 37-49; Svorou 1994: 89-100). 

Formally, some of the spatial nominals are marked optionally or obligatorily 
with the prefix N-or the preposition goe (realized as the prefix goe-). There are 
three reasons that account for this type of marking. 

First, the marking reflects a diachronic development. Synchronically, the na
sal element in M'uim 'inside', nk'ong 'back' and nkyem 'front' is an unanalyz
able part of the form: the same form functions both as noun (as in 47a) and 
spatial nominal (as in 47b). But old documents ofGoemai from the 1930s men
tion corresponding nouns that do not contain the nasal element (as illustrated in 
47c). It is therefore likely that, originally, the spatial nominals were formed by 
means of a prefix N- combining with the part nouns *d'uun, *k'ong and *kyem. 
Later, these forms were lost, and the prefix was reanalyzed as part of the noun. 

67. In Goemai, a Figure is located in the front (iikyem) if it is between the speaker and 
the Ground, and in the back (itk'ong) if it is on the other side of the Ground. This 
type of relative perspective corresponds to the 'facing' perspective familiar from 
English (the Ground is assumed to 'face' the speaker, i.e., the speaker sees the 
front of the Ground). The closely-related language Rausa, by contrast, has a differ
ent relative perspective: the 'aligned' perspective (the Ground 'faces' in the same 
direction as the speaker, i.e., the speaker sees the back of the Ground) (see Hill 
1974, 1975, 1978, 1982). This aligned perspective is not attested in Goemai. 
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(47) a. [nk'ong muk]NP ba k'ur I ba 
back 3SG.POSS retum(SG) bec.hooked retum(SG) 

poenoe =hoe. 
thus=exactly 

'Its(= tortoise) back became carved, (it) turned just like this.' 
(F99AKUR) 

b. Py_oe muk t'o [nk'ong t'u]ADV· 
mouth 3SG.POSS lie(SG) BACK:GEN calabash.bottle 

'Its mouth lies behind the calabash bottle.' (MOOANDISPOS7) 

c. [K'ong noe)NP p'yaram. 
back lSG.POSS break(PL) 

'My back is sore.' (SIRLINGER 1937· 103) 

Second, the marking reflects the semantic differences attested between the 
prefix N- and the preposition goe: t'oor 'flank' and py_oe 'mouth' have to com
bine with either of the two, whereby N- is used whenever the Ground is per
ceived as an entity, while goe is used whenever the Ground is perceived as a 
place. fu (48), for example, two speakers discuss the use of goet'oor 'to the 
side' and nt'oor 'at the side' in reference to a tree located at the side of a hill. fu 
this extract, speaker N. acknowledges a contradiction in that he uses the expres
sion goet'oor 'to the side', even though ''the hill touches the side (of the tree)" 
fu the end, the speakers decide to use nt'oor 'at the side' 

(48) A: Goe-t'oor p'ang? Ko d'yem 
PLACE-flank:GEN stone maybe/or stand(so) 

,, ? ( ) pang . ... 
stone 

n-t'oor 
LOC-flank:GEN 

'To the side of the hill? Or does (it) stand at the side of the 
hill?' 

N: P'ang b'em t'oor I amma d'yem goe-t'oor. 
stone touch flank but stand(so) PLACE-flank 

'The hill touches its side, but it stands to the side.' 
(MOOANDISPOS 15) 

Third, the marking reflects pragmatic markedness. fu this case, the marked 
form indicates a non-stereotypical relation - either non-contiguity between 
Figure and Ground (compare 49a and 49b), or a shift from an intrinsic frame of 
reference to a relative frame of reference. Notice that these differences are not 
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semantically coded, but pragmatically inferred. That is, the interpretations can 
be cancelled and the unmarked form can be used for a non-contiguous relation 
(as in 49c ), or for a relative frame of reference. It is very likely that non-marked 
spatial nominals receive a default topological interpretation, i.e., unless there is 
some evidence to the contrary, speakers assume that a topological relation is 
conveyed. Such evidence to the contrary can consist of an additional adverb (as 
goet'eng 'above' in 49c), but also in the use of prefixes or prepositions with 
spatial nominals (see Hellwig 2003: 222-236 for details; see Levinson 2000 for 
the pragmatic framework used). 

(49) a. Gwi t'ong [k'a tebul]ADv· 
calabash sit(SG) HEAD(SG) table 

'The calabash sits on the table.' (B98ATRPS1) 

b. Wus=hok lang [n-k'a tebul]Aov· 
fire=DEF hang/move(SG) LOC-head(SG) table 

'The lamp hangs above the table.' (B98ATRPS13) 

c. Wus=hok lang [goet'eng]Aov [k'a tebul]ADv· 
fire=DEF hang/move(SG) above HEAD(SG) table 

'The lamp hangs above the table.' (B00CTRPS13) 

The above paragraphs illustrated the spatial semantics of the prefix N-, the 
preposition goe and the spatial nominals. In addition, some of the elements 
serve non-spatial functions in that they introduce additional non-spatial partici
pants to a clause (see chapter 4, section 5.1 ). 

5. Summary 

This chapter focused on adverbials: it illustrated their common syntactic func
tion as peripheral constituents (section 1 ), and then illustrated different types of 
adverbials - simple adverbs (section 2), ideophones (section 3), and locative 
classes (section 4). Goemai has a large number of adverbials synchronically, 
but it is very likely that most of them are derived diachronically from verbs and 
nouns. Goemai also has productive mechanisms for deriving adverbs from 
verbs. 

Simple adverbs express quantification (including number), space, time, as
pect, manner, and evaluation. A characteristic property is their close relation
ship with nouns: all adverbs can occur with nominal modifiers, and some ad
verbs can be oriented towards participants (i.e., they semantically modify 
nouns). Given this close connection, speakers make extensive use of deriva-
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tional mechanisms to formally integrate adverbs into the noun phrase: the 
modifying construction and the proprietary construction. Ideophones, by con
trast, have a closer relationship with verbs in that they serve a lexical-aspect 
function: they express an accomplished state change (and hence occur with 
state-change verbs only). Finally, Goemai has a rich inventory of locative 
classes that interact with each other to code spatial information. Many of them 
were grammaticalized further with non-spatial functions. 



Chapter6 
Closed word classes and other parts of speech 

The previous chapters were organized around phrasal units: noun phrases 
(chapter 3), verb phrases (chapter 4) and adverbial phrases (chapter 5), focusing 
on those word classes that constitute phrasal heads: nouns, verbs and adverbs 
(including ideophones). These three classes constitute the open word classes of 
Goemai. Recall that Goemai does not have a word class of non-derived adjec
tives (see chapter 3, section 4.2). This chapter now concludes the discussion of 
phrases and word classes by summarizing the closed word classes, and adding 
information on bound morphemes: particles and conjunctions (section 1), clitics 
and affixes (section 2), and interjections (section 3). In addition, Goemai has 
closed classes of locative prefixes, prepositions and nominals (discussed in 
chapter 5, section 4) and nominal modifiers (discussed in chapter 3, section 5). 
This chapter furthermore illustrates the semantically-defined class of interroga
tive words that cross-cuts word classes (section 4). A summary concludes this 
chapter (section 5). 

1. Particles and conjunctions 

The particles and conjunctions belong to different paradigmatic sets and gram
matical systems, but they share certain formal similarities: they occur in fixed 
syntactic positions (depending on their paradigmatic set and diachronic ori
gins), they cannot be modified by any type of nominal modifier, they are gener
ally outside the scope of phrasal clitics such as =hoe 'exactly', and they tend to 
be morphologically simple. Different particles and conjunctions are discussed 
in more detail throughout other parts of this grammar, and this section only 
intends to give a brief overview. It introduces tense I aspect I modality particles 
(section 1.1 ), focus and emphasis particles (section 1.2), question particles (sec
tion 1.3), negation particles (section 1.4), discourse particles (section 1.5), and 
conjunctions (section 1.6). These groups reflect functional domains; and their 
grouping is based on the assumption that the choice of any one expression 
within a domain is partly determined by the availability of alternative expres
sions that code similar or contrasting meanings. As such, the groups form the 
basis for future more detailed investigations into the formal and semantic prop
erties of particles and conjunctions in Goemai. 
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1.1. Tense I aspect I modality (TAM) particles 

Most TAM categories are expressed by means of free particles. More specifi
cally, Goemai has grammaticalized absolute tenses (remote past, yesterday past, 
earlier today past, tomorrow future), different irrealis categories (irrealis, fo
cused irrealis, negative irrealis, obligative, permissive), imperative, and the 
aspectual categories of progressive, habitual, durative, anterior and resultative. 
Most forms derive from either verbs or prepositions, and they still betray some 
of their diachronic origins. In addition to the formally-marked categories, Goe
mai uses a verb form unmarked for TAM, which conveys some of the interpre
tations coded by the more grammaticalized TAM constructions. The TAM 
categories and their formal expressions are the topic of chapter 7. 

1.2. Focus and emphasis particles 

All focused constituents are marked by means of the focus particle a preceding 
that element. This particle can focus noun phrases (in la), adverbial phrases (in 
lb) - including prepositional phrases (in lc) - as well as purpose (in ld), se
quential, adverbial and complement clauses (throughout this section, the fo
cused constituent is rendered in SMALL CAPS). The particle cannot focus verb 
phrases, nor can it focus individual elements within a phrase. 

(1) a. Jap gwen ndoe sut I my_ep 
children(PL) 2PL.POSS CONJ body.PL.LOG.SP.POSS 3PL.S 

kut a [D'QOE BAKwA]NP. 
talk FOC voice:GEN <ETHNIC.NAME> 

'Your children1 with themselves~, they speak THE LANGUAGE 
OF THE HAUSA.' (DOONSPEAKING) 

b. Dok moe=hok a [D'i]ADV 
PAST.REM lPL.S=dig FOC LOC.ANAPH 

'We dug THERE in the place.' (DOlALU) 

m-pe=hok. 
LOC-place=DEF 

c. My_ep yuul kuut sam sai a 
3PL.S rise(PL) just descend then/only FOC 

[N-YiL]ADV b'ak I hy_rrr I sai a [N-YiL]ADV· 
LOC-ground here <QUOTE> then/only FOC LOC-ground 

'They just rose (and) descended, then ONTO THE GROUND here, 
hY.riT, then ONTO THE GROUND.' (F99AKUR) 
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d. Yin nwa t'ong my_en a [DE-GOE N-K'WAL 
SAY PL.LOG.AD.S IRR go(PL) FOC PUR ADVZ-talk 

A K'wAL NDOE Liir]PURPosE=a? 
FOC talking CONJ lion=INTERR 

'(He1) asked ifthey2 would go TO TALK WITH THE LION?' 
(F99DLIIT) 

The surface order of elements within the clause is usually maintained. How
ever, as shown below, a focused noun phrase always occurs in a peripheral 
syntactic function, not in a core argument function. 

If speakers focus on a subject noun phrase, this phrase precedes the clause 
(often occurring within its own intonation unit), and the subject is expressed by 
means of a dependent subject pronoun (as in 2) (see chapter 3, section 2.4 for 
the co-occurrence of lexical noun phrases with pronominal arguments). 

(2) Nye-goe-sek a [GOE]NP I [goe]A =nyang [bi 
because-NOMZ(SG)-body FOC 2SGM.I 2SGM.S=hate(SG) thing 

waap]o toe. A [HEN]NPI [hen]A=nyang [bi 
borrow/lend EMPH FOC lSG.I lso.s=hate(so) thing 

waap]o 
borrow/lend 

toe mou. 
EMPH NEG 

'Because ofthis (it) is YOU, you reject loans. ME, I don't reject 
loans.' (FOOCGOEBETLA) 

If speakers focus on an object noun phrase, this phrase follows the verb 
phrase. Its syntactic status becomes visible in contexts where the final boundary 
of the verb-plus-direct-object complex is overtly marked, e.g., by the progres
sive particle yi or the habitual particle t'ong: a direct object noun phrase pre
cedes such a particle (as in 3a), but noun phrases in any other function follow it 
(as the focused constituent in 3b) (see section 1 in chapter 3; section 1.1 in 
chapter 4; section 1 in chapter 5 for this diagnostics). 

(3) a. [my_ep]s1A d'e t'ong d'yim [d'ik] 0 yi. 
3PL.S exist PROGR tie(PL) marrying PROGR 

'they are tying(= confirming) the marriage.' (NOlATIME) 

b. Dok Ia [moe]A I d'yim t'ong a [BANTE]NP. 
PAST.REM HAB 1PL.S tie(PL) HAB FOC loincloth 

'In the past, we used to tie LOINCLOTHS.' (C00ANDIALECT4) 
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Alternatively, focused direct object noun phrases can be fronted. In this 
case, the verb appears within a consequence clause (as in 4a and 4b), and the 
emphasis particle toe optionally marks the fronted constituent (as in 4b). In 
both cases, the presence of the consequence clause particle yi creates a hi
clausal structure (see chapter 8, section 4.4). 

(4) a. A [ND'UUN MUK]NP I moe=na yi (. . .). 
FOC inside 3SG.POSS lPL.S:CONS=see CONS 

'(It is) ITS INSIDE (that) we saw( ... ).' (cOlANHAND) 

b. A [Ni]NP tOe yi=na yi (. . .). 
FOC 3SG.I EMPH 2SGF.S:CONS=see CONS 

'(It is) IT (that) you see( ... ).' (FOOJGOESEM) 

Notice that the focus particle a and the consequence particle yi cannot co
occur in the same clause (see chapter 8, section 4.4). The same restriction also 
applies to the progressive particle yi (which has developed from the conse
quence particle yi; see chapter 7, section 4.1): if a focus morpheme is present, 
this particle cannot occur (as in 5a) - in all other contexts, by contrast, it is 
obligatory (as in 5b ). 

(5) a. Sai liit yin Ji=d'e t'ong 
then/only lion SAY SGM.LOG .SP .S=exist PROGR 

ji =tang a [FQAN]NP. 
SGM.LOG .SP .S=search FOC rabbit 

'Then the lion1 said, he1 is searching for THE RABBIT.' 
(F99DLIIT) 

b. Pe=hok Ia b'aan I my_ep p'y_at I t'ong 
place=DEF COND bec.warm 3PL.S exit(PL) IRR 

!eng goede gak I t'ong wen [pe 
hang/move(PL) BOTTOM:GEN wall PROGR search place 

goe-zoom ]o yi. 
NOMZ(SG)-bec.cold PROGR 

'When the place has become hot, they come out (and) would 
move around along the wall looking for a cold place.' 
(D00JANIMAL10) 
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The particle a cannot focus a verb phrase. It can, however, focus an adverbi
alized verb phrase (as in 6a). Just like focused noun phrases, focused adverbial
ized verb phrases can optionally be fronted (as in 6b). 

(6) a. nde sh'it=hok a [!V-WAN]ADv=a? 
one/other work=DEF FOC ADVZ-lack=INTERR 

'another day, (would) the work BE ABSENT?' (COOANYOUTH2) 

b. a [!V-B'QAr Ni]Aov ko=wuroe b'oot 
FOC ADVZ-beat 3SG.O any/every=who gain.expertise(SG) 

yi ba. 
CONS NEG 

'PLAYING IT, not everybody can (do it).' (D01JHAND) 

The particle a is used to focus a constituent: it is very often used contras
tively (as in 2 above), and it almost always marks interrogative words (see sec
tion 4). It furthermore occurs regularly in negative sentences where it serves to 
restrict the intended interpretation. This last function follows from the place
ment of the negation particle at the end of a Goemai sentence: in most multi
verb structures, its scope is vague - either over the first verb phrase or clause 
(e.g., zem 'like' in the first translation of7a) or the second verb phrase or clause 
(e.g., VM.ilng 'wash' in the second translation of 7a). If the second expression is 
focused, however, its scope can only ever be over this focused element (as in 
7b) (see section 1.4 for negation; see also chapter 8, sections 3 and 4). 

(7) a. Goe =zem de-goe n-V!{ang ze goe 
2SGM.S=like PUR ADVZ-wash goods/clothes 2SGM.POSS 

bti. 
NEG 

'You don't want to wash your clothes.' 
Or: 'You want to not wash your clothes.' (DOOJLAZINESS) 

b. D'!foe Goemai nnoe I hen=kut ni I 
voice:GEN <ETHNIC.NAME> LOC.ANAPH lSG.S=talk 3SG.O 

a v£-G6E !V-rAP auRuM ba. 
FOC PUR ADVZ-show .ignorance person NEG 

'This Goemai language, I talk it not to CONFUSE PEOPLE.' (lit. 
not to make people show their ignorance) 
Not*'( ... ) I don't talk it to confuse people.' (DOOJPEOPLE) 
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The particle a has developed a second sense: it became reanalyzed as a verb
less clause particle, losing its focus semantics in this context (see chapter 8, 
section 2.1). A cognate particle is attested in closely related languages such as 
Mupun, where it is used both as a focus particle and as an equational clause 
copula (Frajzyngier 1993: 247-258, 397-407). It is likely that both the focus 
particle and its further grammaticalization are inherited from Proto-Angas
Goemai. 

fu present-day Goemai, speakers frequently use the focus particle a together 
with the emphasis particle toe (with a preceding the focused constituent and toe 
following it): the two particles interact to focus on a proposition (as in 8a); the 
same structure is found in a number of idiomatic expressions (as in 8b ); and the 
two regularly - but not obligatorily - co-occur in contexts where a focused 
constituent is fronted (as in 4b above). 

(8) a. 

b. 

To! a T'OORNUNG DOK YA D'UUS tOe. 
okay FOC anger PAST.REM catch cricket EMPH 

'Okay, ANGER SEIZED THE CRICKET.' (D00JANIMAL7) 

1 Bi GOE-SA tOe! my_ep Ia kat 
FOC thing NOMZ-make EMPH 3PL.S:CONS COND find 

nil my_ep tu ni. 
3SG.O 3PL.S kill(SG) 3SG.O 

'(This) is THE REASON (lit. the thing that makes it) that when 
they find him, they kill him.' (D00JANIMAL1) 

Otherwise, the emphasis particle toe is used in contexts where the focus par
ticle a cannot occur, i.e., to focus a verb phrase, in which case toe is placed 
after the direct object noun phrase and before any adverbials (as in 9a). And it 
is used in those contexts where the focus particle has lost its focus semantics, 
i.e., in verbless clauses (as in 9b). fu the latter case, it always replaces the verb
less clause particle a, and it often co-occurs with the consequence clause parti
cle yi (as in 9c). 

(9) a. K'yak goes'em 
heart/neck:GEN rat 

wo. 
snake 

DOK DAM 
PAST.REM spoil 

tOe NDOE 
EMPH CONJ 

'fu the past, the rat BECAME ANGRY WITH THE SNAKE (lit. the 
heart of the rat got spoiled with the snake.)' (FOOJGOESEM) 
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b. Nagu yin Ji Me 1 long 1 nkya 1 
cattle.egret SAY SGM.LOG.SP.I EMPH chief:GEN vulture 

ndoe d'uus. 
CONJ cricket 

'The cattle egret1 said, HE1 (is) the chief of the vulture and the 
cricket.' (FOOJDUUS) 

c. Duus I yin I Ji tOe long nkya yi I 
cricket SAY SGM.LOG.SP.I EMPH chief:GEN vulture CONS 

ndoe nagu. 
CONJ cattle.egret 

'The cricket1 said, (it is) IDM1 (that is) the chief of the vulture 
and the cattle egret.' (FOOJouus) 

Goemai has a second emphasis particle b 'e that occurs only very infre
quently. It seems to always emphasize an entire proposition (as in 10). 

(10) Yin I Hl)LA GWA P'ET T'A b'e. 
SAY hat SGM.LOG.AD.POSS exit(SG) fall(SG) EMPH 

'(She1) said, IDS2 HAT HAD COME OFF (AND) FELL.' (F99DREEP) 

1.3. Question particles 

All polar questions are marked by clause-final particles that usually cliticize to 
the last word: a indicates a neutral question (as in 11a), o a question that ex
pects an affirmative answer (as in 11b ), e a question that expresses surprise (as 
in 11c), and mu seeks confirmation (as in 11d). These question tags have the 
following irregular allomorphs: we (for e following a vowel), wa and wo (for a 
and o following a back vowel), and ya and yo (for a and o following a front 
vowel). Like content questions (see section 4), all polar questions maintain the 
canonical AVO I SV constituent order, and receive a rising intonation contour. 

(11) a. A: Gu=n-ni=ya? 
2PL.S=COMIT -3SG .I=INTERR 

'Do you have it?' 

N: A'a 
no 

'No.' (COOANDIALECT4) 
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b. T'a yi=p'et kyoop kuut=o? 
fall(SG) 2SGF.S=exit(SG) health just=INTERR 

'Have you slept (and) gotten up well (I hope)?' (HOlCJOs) 

c. Goe =kat=e? Yin mm. Yin goe =kilt=e? 
2SGM.S=find=INTERR SAY yes SAY 2SGM.S=find=INTERR 

Goe =langoede nd'ang I ni poe goe 
2SGM.S:CONS=start how 3SG.S:CONS give 2SGM.O 

sool nnoe=hoe yi? 
money LOC.ANAPH=exactly CONS 

'You really got (it)? (He) said yes. (She) said you really got 
(it)? So how did you start (it) that he gave you this very mon
ey?' (FOOCGOEBETLA) 

d. A t'is mu? 
FOC snail INTERR 

'(It) is a snail, right?' (C01FGHJARAM2) 

Such clause-final question particles are also attested in other Chadic lan
guages. For example, the closely-related language Mupun has an identical in
ventory (Frajzyngier 1993: 359-366), but its semantics differ slightly. And P. 
Newman (2000: 488-502) posits the existence of a low-tone question mor
pheme for Hausa, assuming it to be a remnant of a Proto-Chadic question parti
cle *a (see also Schuh 1998: 326-342 for Miya). In Hausa and Miya, this mor
pheme marks both polar questions and content question. In Goemai, by 
contrast, the particles only occur in polar questions. 

In addition to the Goemai particles above, speakers use borrowed Hausa 
forms. To seek confirmation, they use Goemai mu (as in lld above) inter
changeably with Hausa kOo 'right?' (in 12a below). And to emphasize a ques
tioned referent, they use Hausafa- pa 'what about?' (in 12b). 

(12) a. a mp'at ba ko? 
FOC broom NEG INTERR 

'(it) isn't a broom, or is it?' (cOlFGHJARAMl) 

b. Goemai b'uat ni. Bakwa fa? 
<ETHNIC.NAME> beat 3SG.O <ETHNIC.NAME> INTERR 

'The Goemai play it. What about the Hausa?' (cOlANHAND) 
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All clause-final question particles occur in all types of clauses, including 
both non-verbal (as in lla, lld, l2a and l2b above) and verbal clauses (as in 
llb and llc), as well as negative clauses (as in 12a). 

Frequently, the particle o co-occurs with clause-initial particles that serve to 
soften a question. Such particles are either borrowed from Hausa (as kO 
'maybe, or' in l3a; also watakila 'maybe, perhaps') or are recent formations 
whose origins are still transparent (as kat 'maybe, lit. it finds that' in l3b; also 
lit d'ong 'maybe, lit. if it is good that'). 

(13) a. Du=t'ek mu? Ko t'ong 
PL.LOG.SP.S=pluck(PL) INTERR maybe/or IRR 

du =ktit lwa d'i 
PL.LOG.SP.S=find animal/meat LOC.ANAPH 

m-pe=hok=o? 
LOC-place=DEF=INTERR 

'They pluck (it), right? Possibly they would find meat there in 
the place?' (F990LIGYA) 

b. Kat ni dam t'o yo? Kat ni 
maybe 3SG.S spoil lie(SG) CONS:INTERR maybe 3SG.S 

muut=o? 
die(SG )=INTERR 

'So maybe he lies sad? Maybe he has died?'(c01FGHJARAM3) 

The clause-final particles play a further role in the formation of complex po
lar questions. The particle a is used to indicate an 'either I or' type of question: 
the first clause ends with the particle a, and the second clause is introduced by 
the borrowed disjunction ko 'maybe, or' (from Hausa koo) (as in l4a). And the 
particle o is used to pose a 'whether I or' type of question: each clause ends 
with the particle o, the second clause is obligatorily introduced by ko, and the 
first clause is optionally introduced by it (as in l4b). This last structure is also 
used to coordinate noun phrases (as in l4c) (see also chapter 3, section 3.2; 
chapter 8, section 4.9). 

(14) a. gwa sh'ai sh'ai 
SGM.LOG.AD.S show.pride showing.pride 

doe =a 1 ko gwa 
SGF.LOG.SP.POSS=INTERR maybe/or SGM.LOG.AD.S 
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sh'ai sh'ai Nilan? 
show .pride showing.pride:GEN God 

'(She1 asked) is he2 proud ofher1 or is he2 proud of God?' 
(F990GOELONG) 

b. Ko kUma bi=hok p'et=o ko 
maybe/or also thing=DEF exit(SG)=INTERR maybe/or 

p'et ma ba=wol moe=man ma ba. 
exit(SG) also NEG=INTERR lPL.S=know also NEG 

'And maybe the thing comes out (good) or maybe (it) does not 
come out (good), we just don't know.' (c01FGHJARAM4) 

c. My_ep yong ni a goek'al =o ko 
3PL.S:CONS call 3SG.O FOC gazelle=INTERR maybe/or 

a Jiri=yo. 
FOC antelope=INTERR 

Hen=man 
lsG.s=know 

s'em muk 
name 3SG .POSS 

nt'it ba. 
well NEG 

'And so they call it red-fronted gazelle or maybe roan antelope. 
I don't know its name very well.' (ROOCFROG) 

1.4. Negation particles 

Negation is expressed by means of a sentence-final negation particle - either 
the Goemai particle mou or the equivalent Hausa loan ba (as in 15a to 15c); the 
two particles cannot co-occur. They are used interchangeably to negate all ver
bal and non-verbal clauses, as well as all TAM constructions. Notice that there 
is no neutralization of TAM distinctions under negation (for the expression of 
prohibitive and imperative, see chapter 7, sections 5.5 and 5.6). Such sentence
final particles are common in both Chadic (Pawlak 1994) and Jos-Plateau lan
guages (E. Wolff and Gerhardt 1977). 

(15) a. My_ep na fo-an miJu. 
3PL.S see rabbit NEG 

'They didn't see the rabbit.' (FOOCFUAN) 

b. My_ep na ni bti. 
3PL.S see 3SG.O NEG 

'They didn't see him.' (FOOCKE) 
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c. Ni a d'uus bti. 
3SG.I FOC cricket NEG 

'It is not a cricket.' (D00JANIMAL12) 

Occasionally, speakers not only borrow the Hausa form ba, but also some of 
the Hausa patterns. That is, they place a negation particle both at the beginning 
and at the end of a verb phrase (as in 16a), or only at the beginning of a non
verbal clause (as in 16b) (see P. Newman 2000: 357-365 for negation in 
Hausa). Both patterns are recognized as borrowings and are dispreferred. 

(16) a. Yam 
son(SG) 

muk 
3SG.POSS 

ba lap ba=a? 
NEG receive NEG=INTERR 

'Didn't his son receive it?' (cOOANDIALECT4) 

b. nd'uim my_ep I bti ndoe=gurum goepe kat. 
INSIDE 3PL.POSS NEG SPEC=person THAT/WHEN find 

'Among them, there wasn't anybody who found (it).' 
(FOOJNAAN) 

With the exception of the borrowed Hausa patterns, the negation particle 
only occurs at the end of a sentence - it can only ever be followed by a question 
particle (see section 1.3). The same structure is also attested in many multiverb 
structures, including, e.g., complement clauses (as in 17a). As illustrated by the 
two free translations in (17a), the particle then has scope over either the first or 
second verb phrase (in a serial construction) or clause (in a complex sentence). 
Although rare, it is also possible for the negation to have scope over both 
clauses (resulting in the third free translation in 17a:, see also the intended in
terpretation of the natural example in 17b). fu any case, contextual factors are 
needed to restrict their scope (see also section 1.2 for the role of the focus par
ticle a in such contexts). That is, Goemai negates whole sentences, but not 
clauses, phrases or elements within phrases. Notice, however, that Goemai can 
individually negate each clause in a coordinate structure as well as in juxta
posed structures (see chapter 8, sections 3 and 4 for details). 

(17) a. Moe=man goepe ni s'wa haam bti. 
1PL.S=know THAT/WHEN 3SG.S:CONS drink water NEG 

'We didn't know that he drank water.' 
'We knew that he didn't drink water.' 
'We didn't know that he didn't drink the water.' (DOlCLU) 
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b. To I hen=riga man goefe I hen=t'en 
okay lSG.S=do.already know THAT/WHEN lSG.S=IRR 

t'ong m-makarcmta I shin I t'aar goeme bti. 
sit(SG) LOC-school do moon one NEG 

'Okay, I didn't know yet that I wouldn't even stay in school for 
one month (lit. and do one month).' (NOOEWITCH3) 

fu addition to the sentence-final negation particles mou and ba, Goemai em
ploys initial negation particles in negative irrealis contexts (see chapter 7, sec
tion 5.5 for details). 

Finally, Goemai speakers frequently use lexically negative verbs to convey 
negative readings. fu particular, they use the verb nyang 'refuse, hate' (as in 
18a). Such verbs not only convey negation, but add other nuances, e.g., in 
( 18a), the verbs adds the nuance of impossibility. Compare also ( 18b ), where 
the lexeme zem 'accept, like' (an antonym to nyang 'refuse, hate') is used to 
convey the nuances of possibility and likelihood. 

(18) a. Shim k'un nyting b'oot. 

b. 

yam three hate(SG) tying 

'Three yam cannot be tied (together) (lit. hate/refuse tying).' 
(C01FGHJARAM2) 

Jimaar toe shimsek muk zem de-goe 
fish.type EMPH skin 3SG.POSS like PUR 

n-b'ang ze. 
ADVZ-bec.red bit 

'The jimaar fish, its scales are possibly a bit red (lit. like to be
come red).' (COOANDIALECT2) 

1.5. Discourse particles 

A number of different particles are used to structure discourse by relating 
states-of-affairs to each other. fu particular, Goemai employs the topicalization 
particle zak 'also/however' to equate (as in 19a) or contrast (as in 19b) the 
properties or activities of a second participant to those of a first participant. fu 
all cases, the topic phrase is fronted and followed by the topicalization particle; 
a resumptive pronoun occurs in place of the fronted topic (e.g., the dependent 
subject pronoun hen= 'lsG' cliticizing to the verb in 19a; see also the high
lighted form m11.ep '3PL' in 20a and 20b). 
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(19) a. Goe=d'e goeshak ndoe hen. Kuma [henhoPIC 

b. 

2SGM.S=exist together CONJ lSG.I also lSG.I 

ztik 1 hen =d'e goeshak ndoe goe. 
also/however lso.s=exist together CONJ 2SGM.I 

'You are together with me. And as for me, too, I am together 
with you.' (COOJMQUEST4) 

Yi=mim a 
2SGF .S=know FOC 

[Yi lmahoPrc 
year:GEN <NAME> 

ni I yi muk a yagurum. 
3SG.I year 3SG.POSS FOC twenty 

ztik s'ar-k'a-poemoe. 
also/however ten-HEAD(SG )-six 

'You know as regards her, her age is twenty. As for Ima's age, 
however, (he is) sixteen.' (oOOEWITCH2) 

In addition, Goemai - like many other Chadic languages (see e.g. Schuh 
1998: 346-352 for Miya) - conveys topicalization by means of the so-called 
'modal particles' borrowed from Hausa: fa 'indeed', dai 'just, only', kUma 
'(and) also, too, likewise' (as in 20a), mil 'too, also, even, still', kwa- nkwa 
'moreover, however' (from Hausa kUwa) (as in 20b) and kem 'certainly' (from 
Hausa kilm) (P Newman 2000: 326-334). These particles also convey speaker 
evaluation (as in 20c). 

(20) a. [Jap menhoPIC kuma I kO=t'atnang I moe=d'e 
children(PL) lPL.POSS also any/every=when lPL.S=exist 

t'ong moe=sh'e miJ.ep yi n-ni (. . .). 
PROGR lPL.S=learn/teach 3PL.O CONS COMIT-3SG.I 

'As for our children, all the time we are teaching them about it 
( ... ).' (H99BTARIHI) 

b. To I [ml:{ephoPIC kwti I miJ.ep a 
okay 3PL.I also/however 3PL.I FOC 

moe-jap-nuun shak I amma I ml:{ep 
NOMZ(PL)-children(PL):GEN-mother each.other but 3PL.S 

p'l:{af shak ba (. . .). 
exit(PL) each.other NEG 

'Okay, as for them, they are siblings of each other, but they do 
not resemble each other ( ... ). ' (R00ACLOTHING2) 

c. .A poenoe kem. 
FOC thus certainly 

'(It) is certainly like this.' (COOANDIALECT3) 
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The particle me 'really, after all', places confirmation on an unreal or sur
prising situation. It is used especially in negative commands (in 2la), in condi
tional sentences (in 2lb), and in exclamations (in 2lc). 

(21) a. 

b. 

Mim me a goe-fyer muk ba. 
PROH really FOC NOMZ(SG)-bec.big(SG) 3SG.POSS NEG 

'He really shouldn't be his senior.' (cOOANDIALECT5) 

yin Ia goel nung goe=ma 
SAY COND 2SGM.S bec.mature(SG) 2SGM.S=surpass 

ndoe=gurum mel t'ong goe=nung 
SPEC=person really IRR 2SGM.s=bec.mature(SG) 

goe=ma ndoe=gurum zak=a? 
2SGM.S=surpass SPEC=person also/however=INTERR 

'(he) said, if you really are cleverer than someone, will you 
also be cleverer than someone (else)?' (F99DLIGYA) 

c. Ase me I a hangoed'e kal-fH# I 
INTERJ really FOC water:GEN froth-yeast 

goe-rok. 
NOMZ(SG )-bec.sweet 

'What a surprise, it's beer, sweet (beer).' (F99DLIIT) 

Finally, the presentative particles (nil) n- are used to introduce new referents 
into discourse (see chapter 8, section 1.3). 

1.6. Clausal particles and conjunctions 

Goemai has a small inventory of particles and conjunctions that introduce or 
mark different types of clauses: adverbial and complement clauses, conse
quence clauses, purpose and sequential clauses, reported speech, and condi
tional clauses (see chapter 8, section 4). In addition, it has noun phrase coordi
nators (see chapter 3, section 3.2). In most cases, the conjunctions constitute 
recent developments, and there is some evidence that Goemai originally used 
juxtaposition in place of overt grammatical markers. 
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2. Clitics and affixes 

Goemai is predominantly isolating, and words tend to be morphologically sim
ple. Nevertheless, there are a few clitics (both pro- and enclitics) (section 2.1) 
and affixes (prefixes only) (section 2.2). Both clitics and affixes form single 
phonological words with the expressions they attach to (see chapter 2, section 2 
for details on words), but they differ in their syntactic position and realization. 
Most clitics are phrasal clitics, and thus have a wider distribution in that they 
can cliticize to different elements of a phrase. Furthermore, all clitics can alter
natively be realized as separate words - with concomitant segmental and su
prasegmental differences. Prefixes, by contrast, occur in a fixed position rela
tive to the expression they attach to, and they can never be uttered as separate 
words. In most cases, however, their diachronic origins in independent words 
are still visible. Most clitics and prefixes are discussed in more detail in other 
sections of the grammar. 

2.1. Clitics 

The largest group of proclitics are the dependent subject pronouns that cliticize 
to either the initial or the second element of a verb phrase (i.e., to a verb or a 
TAM particle). Their position depends on the pronoun set and on the dia
chronic origins of the TAM particle (see chapter 3, section 2.4; and chapter 7). 
Within the TAM system, one clitic is attested: the proclitic boe= 'FOC.IRR' that 
cliticizes to verb phrases and verbless clause complements (see chapter 7, sec
tion 5.4). The homonymous proclitic boe= 'HOW/WHERE' functions as a manner 
I locative nominalizer (see chapter 3, section 4.4). Within the noun phrase, 
some modifiers are frequently realized as clitics: Ia= 'DIM(SG)' (see chapter 3, 
section 2.5), ndoe= 'SPEC' (see chapter 3, section 5.3) and =hok 'DEF' (see 
chapter 3, section 5.6). In addition, inherently-locational nouns in adverbial 
function usually occur with a cliticized possessive pronoun (see chapter 5, sec
tion 2.2). And the clause-final question particles are often realized as enclitics 
(see section 1.3). 

Two phrasal clitics have a particularly wide distribution: =hoe 'exactly' and 
kO= 'every/each; any' Both are of analytical importance in determining 
phrasehood as well as phrasal and clausal boundaries. 

First, the enclitic =hoe 'exactly' serves emphatic functions in that it identi
fies a referent or event as exactly the referent or event that is being talked 
about. As such, it frequently co-occurs with definite or deictic expressions (as 
in 22a, 22b and 22d), but not necessarily so (as in 22c and 22e). It always cliti
cizes to the last element of a phrase (a noun phrase (as in 22a and 22b ), a verb 
phrase (as in 22c) or an adverbial phrase (as in 22d)) or of a clause (as in 22e, 
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where it cliticizes to the last element of this verbal clause, the emphasis particle 
toe). Generally, it cannot have scope over particles. 

(22) a. Nyet ruimsek muk=hok I nyet nayit I t'im [aas 
leave shadow 3SG.POSS=DEF leave mirror pursue dog 

fl-d'e-fmoe )NP=hoe. 
ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly 

'(It) left its shadow, (it) left the mirror, and (it) pursued this 
very dog.' (FOOCAAS) 

b. goebi t'ong til [mat=hok]NP=hoe. 
AS.IF IRR kill(SG) woman(SG)=DEF=exactly 

'as if (it) would kill the very woman.' (F99DLA) 

c. Ko [t'ong kilt)vp=hoe. 
maybe/or IRR find=exactly 

'Maybe (he) would really find (it).' (FOOJNAAN) 

d. Pe=hok d'e d'i 1 har [shint 
place=DEF exist LOC.ANAPH even/until today 

fl-d'e-flnoe)ADv=hoe (. .. ). 
ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly 

'The place is there, until this very day( ... ).' (DOlALU) 

e. Lokashi goe-dok dai I gwen ibo 
time NOMZ(SG)-past indeed ASSOC.PL <ETHNIC.NAME> 

t'ong wa toe=hoe. 
IRR retum.home(SG) EMPH=exactly 

'In the old times, those lgbo would have returned back.' 
(COlANHAND) 

Second, the proclitic kO= 'every/each; any' was borrowed from Hausa Mo-. 
In Hausa, this form is generally analyzed as a prefix that attaches to interroga
tives. However, P Newman (2000: 625-626) explicitly comments on its 
phrasal nature (in that some particles and prepositions can occur between koo
and the interrogative word). Such a phrasal nature is clearly evident in Goemai: 
kO= attaches to the beginning of any phrase - or even clause - that is within the 
scope of an interrogative word. As such, it can attach to both simple (as in 23a 
and 23b) and complex noun phrases (as in 23c), to prepositional phrases (as in 
23d) and clausal conjunctions (as in 23e). Deviating from Hausa, there are also 
a few examples where Goemai ko= occurs in noun phrases that do not contain 
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interrogative words - instead, such phrases contain generic nouns that receive 
an indefinite interpretation (as gilrilm 'person' in 23f). 

(23) a. ko=[wuroe]NP mimg lwa=hok. 
anylevery=who take(so) animallmeat=DEF 

'everybody I anybody picked up the meat.' (oOOEWITCH3) 

b. Ko=[nimoe]NP shin n-goe I gurum t'ong zem 
anylevery=what do BEN-2SGM.I person IRR like 

tu sek muk kuut poenoe goelong=a? 
kill(SG) body 3SG.POSS just thus useless=INTERR 

'Whatever I anything that happens to you, would a person like 
(to) kill himself just like this for nothing?' (F99ATYAKLANG) 

c. ko=[la=gurum goenang]NP goe 
anylevery=DIM(SG):GEN=person which(SG) PLACE 

yil Plateau nnoe dip (. . .). 
ground:GEN <PLACE.NAME> LOC.ANAPH all 

'every I any poor person in this whole state of Plateau( ... ).' 
(DOl A TREE) 

d. Gurum Ia k'wal t'ong ko=[n-d'l:{oe ml:{ep]ADV· 
person HAB talk HAB anylevery=LOC-voice 3PL.POSS 

'People used to speak in each I any of their languages.' 
(C00JMQUEST2) 

e. Ko=[la mel lang sak 
anylevery=COND haunt hang/move(SG) BODY.2SGM.POSS 

nd'ang)coND (. .. ). 
how 

'However I anyhow (it) hangs haunting (you) at your body 
( ... ).' (D990GWAKTAK) 

f. G: Ko=[gurum]NP man goe-sek nd'uun 
anylevery=person know NOMZ(SG)-body INSIDE 

gwen b'ak m-pe nnoe=a? 
2PL.POSS here LOC-place LOC.ANAPH=INTERR 

F: Hen=man. 
lso.s=know 

G: 'Did everybody I anybody know this among you here in this 
place?' 
F: 'I knew (it).' (cOlFGHJARAMl) 
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This proclitic regularly co-occurs with singular marking in the noun phrase 
(as goenimg 'which (so) in 24a) or clause (as litng 'hang/move (so)' in 24b). 
The only exceptions are plural subject pronouns, triggering an interpretation of 
'every I any ofPRONOUN' (as my_ep '3PL' in 24a and 24b). 

(24) a. moe=marap K'ycm 
lPL.S=step(PL) <MASQUERADE.NAME> 

n-d'e-fmoe I ko=[Goemdi 
ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX any/every=<ETHNIC.NAME> 

goenang=hok)NP m11.ep=n-ni. 
which(SG )=DEF 3PL.S=COMIT -3SG .I 

'we dance this K'yan masquerade, every I any (of) the Goemai 
they (all) have it.' (C00ANDIALECT6) 

b. ko=[m11.ep]NP lang nk'ong (. . .). 
any/every=3PL.S hang/move(SG) BACK 

'every I either (one of) them hangs at the back( ... ).' 
(D04AKALANGA2) 

As in Hausa, the proclitic ko= 'every/each; any' serves two functions (see 
Haspelmath 1997: 300-301; P Newman 2000: 622-626): it expresses universal 
quantification ('every/each') (see chapter 5, section 2.2 for other quantifying 
expressions), and it forms indefinite expressions that convey free choice 
('any'). As indicated by the alternative free translations in (23) and (24) above, 
each of the two interpretations is available in each case. But while the indefi
nite interpretation is possible in all examples above, it is much more commonly 
attested in comparative contexts (as in 25a), negative contexts (as in 25b), and 
conditional contexts (as in 25c) - i.e., in contexts where, cross-linguistically, 
the universal quantifier tends to receive indefinite interpretations (Haspelmath 
1997: ll, 48-51, 90-94, lll-ll8, 154-156). Notice also that Goemai has a 
native expression for indicating indefiniteness and free choice: the use of noun 
phrases containing the specific-indefmite article Moe= plus a generic noun (see 
also chapter 3, section 5.3). It therefore seems likely that the use of kO= to ex
press indefmiteness is a new development, intruding into the domain of spe
cific-indefinite noun phrases. 

(25) a. Goebi ni nung I mit I ko=wuroe. 
AS.IF 3so.s bec.mature(SG) surpass any/every=who 

'As if (he) were cleverer than anybody (else).' (DOOJLAZINESS) 
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b. Hen=mim ko=ndoe goe-mi 
1SG.s=know any/every=some NOMZ(SG)-be.related(SG) 

men d'e t'en s'uk scm yi 
1PL.POSS exist PROGR wash(SG) body.1SG.POSS PROGR 

ba. 
NEG 

'I don't know any relative (of) us (who) was washing my body 
(when I was a child).' (cOOJMQUEST3) 

c. ko=wuroe Ia d'alang nit goe. 
2SGM.O any/every=who COND pass(SG) see 

'if anybody passes, (he) sees you.' (DOlCLU) 

2.2. Affixes 

The most common affixes are the prefixes N-, goe- and goe-. They have basic 
spatial functions (see chapter 5, section 4), but have now added some non
spatial functions, too (see chapter 4, section 5.1). The prefixgoe- is furthermore 
employed in various forms of nominalization (see sections 4 .2, 4.3 and 4.4 in 
chapter 3; and sections 4.1 and 4.3 in chapter 8), and the prefix N- in various 
forms of adverbialization (see section 4.3 in chapter 3; section 2.3 in chapter 5; 
and sections 1.3, 4.3 and 4.5 in chapter 8). Another prefix moe- is probably a 
remnant of the Afroasiatic prefix *ma-, deriving nouns of agent, location and 
instrument (Greenberg 1966; see alsoP. Newman 2000: 51-60 for Hausa)- in 
Goemai, this prefix has lost most of its original functions, but has developed 
new modifying functions instead (see chapter 3, section 4.2). More recently, 
postural verbs became prefixed as postural classifiers to demonstrative roots 
(see chapter 3, section 5.4), and the nominalizing prefix nye- developed from 
the noun nye 'matter' (see chapter 3, section 4.1). Goemai also allows for par
tial and total reduplication (see chapter 5, section 2.3): partial reduplication 
repeats the initial consonant to the left, and is therefore analyzed as prefixal 
reduplication; the direction of total reduplication cannot be determined. Finally, 
there are a number of unproductive plural formatives - suffixes and infixes -
that were inherited from the proto-language (see chapter 4, section 1.2). 

3. Interjections 

Goemai has only few native interjections. These include the forms kwai 'no' (as 
in 26a), mm 'yes (male speaker)' (as in 26b) and 0 'yes (female speaker)' (as in 
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26c). Notice that the latter distinction is an idealization: it is emphasized by the 
speakers, but it is usually not observed in discourse as both male and female 
speakers regularly use both forms (e.g., both the utterances in 26b and 26c were 
uttered by the same male speaker). Notice that each of the interjections can 
make up a complete utterance by itself. 

(26) a. N: Gu=goe K'umpyuur=a? 
2PL.S=COMIT <TITLE>=INTERR 

'Do you have the K'umpyuur chief?' 

A: Kwai I moe=goe K'umpyuur ba (. . .). 
no lPL.S=COMIT <TITLE> NEG 

'No, we don't have the K'umpyuur chief ( ... ). ' 
(COOANDIALECT4) 

b. N: To 1 goe=man gwen boe=d'e 
okay 2SG.S=know ASSOC.PL HOW/WHERE=exist 

Jimaar=hoe=a? 
fish.type:POSS=exactly=INTERR 

'Do you know the whereabouts ofthejimaar fish?' 

A: mm. 
yes 

'Yes.' (COOANDIALECT2) 

c. N: Muduut goe Mangap=e? 
<PLACE.NAME> COMIT <MASQUERADE.NAME>=INTERR 

'Does Shendam have the Mangap masquerade?' 

A: 0. 
yes 

'Yes.' (COOANDIALECT6) 

The interjection kilmbOk 'please' is used to introduce important and serious 
requests (as in 27a), and it is used to convey dismay (as in 27b ). 

(27) a. Kambok I k'a yil n-d'e-fmoe 
please HEAD(SG):GEN ground ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX 

d'a moe=t'ong moe=shin bi I 
COND lPL.S=IRR lPL.S=do thing 

moe =rang Nilan. 
lPL.S=think God 

'Please, on this earth, when (ever) we will do something, we 
(should) think of God.' (NOlATIME) 
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b. A: B'itlung b'itlung pyu I kafin fo-im (. . .) m11_aan 
morning morning IDEOPH before rabbit go(SG) 

de-goe yool yitsaam =hoe 1 nt'i 
PUR rise(SG) sleep=exactly son.of.rabbit 

wa d'emt'ei ru n-goede t'eng. 
return.home(SG) already enter(SG) LOC-bottom:GENtree 

'Early early in the morning, before the rabbit( ... ) had 
gone to rise from sleep, the son of the rabbit had already 
entered at the base of the tree.' 

N: Kambok! 
please 

N: 'Please!' (The son ofthe rabbit is very foolish, and 
speaker N. anticipates a disaster happening.) (F04ATAMTIS) 

The interjection ho functions as a greeting routine (as in 28a and 28b). It is 
often accompanied by a prepositional phrase indicating the addressee (as ngoe 
'to you' in 28a and 28b) and by a comitative phrase giving further contextual 
information (as goe sh'it 'at work' in 28b). This greeting can be recruited to 
function as an activity noun, occurring as an argument to the verb (as in 28c). 

(28) a. N: To I ho? 
okay <GREETING> 

'Okay, greetings.' 

A: Ho n-goe dai. 
<GREETING> BEN-2SGM.I just 

'Greetings to you, too.' (D04NTALDAAS2) 

b. Goe-p'et muk I yi I ho n-goe 
NOMZ-exit(SG) 3SG.POSS SAY <GREETING> BEN-2SGM.I 

goes'em I ho n-goe goe sh'it. 
rat <GREETING> BEN-2SGM.I COMIT work 

'When he came out, (he) said, greetings to you rat, greetings to 
you at work.' (FOOJGOESEM) 

c. [Moe]A=lap [hO]o. 
lPL.S=receive <GREETING> 

'We received (or answered) the greetings.' (SIRLINGER 1937· 78) 
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Another interjection is avil, a very disrespectful type of calling attention (as 
in 29). 

(29) Avu Ia liit muut n-d'ong I avu 
INTERJ child(SG):GEN lion die(SG) ADVZ-be.good INTERJ 

Ia kUng muut n-d'ong. 
child(SG):GEN leopard die(SG) ADVZ-be.good 

'Hey (you), the child of the lion has died, (it is) good, hey (you), 
the child of the leopard has died, (it is) good.' (F99DLIIT) 

In addition to the interjections above, Goemai has borrowed a large number 
of interjections from Hausa. The corpus includes frequent examples of the fol
lowing forms: a a 'no' (sometimes realized as m'm), a a 'oh (expression of sur
prise)'' ase 'oh (expression of surprise)' (from Hausa ashee), hdi- di 'hey (ex
pression to call attention, especially in negative contexts)', kdi 'hey (expression 
of disapproval or surprise), to- to 'okay' andyduwa 'okay, right' 

4. Interrogatives 

The interrogatives form a semantic subsystem of the language, but they do not 
constitute a uniform word class. Instead, the interrogative word is of the same 
word class as the element it questions. Table (54) below lists the available 
forms together with their glosses and an indication of their word class. 

All interrogatives have a HL tonal pattern. This pattern is characteristic for 
the class as a whole, and all derived interrogatives adapt to this pattern (e.g., bi 
mmoe 'what' contains the basic low-tone noun bi 'thing'; see also the discus
sion on diachronic origins below). 

The forms wuroe 'who', mmbe 'what', fld'ang 'how' and kOng 'how much I 
many' are synchronically not analyzable. Two of them contain an initial prena
salized consonant - since most such consonants are analyzable as containing a 
nasal prefix (see chapter 2, section 1.2), it is possible that these interrogatives 
are diachronically derived, too. Notice also that the non-analyzable form mmoe 
'what' is frequently replaced by the more transparent form bi mmoe 'what (lit. 
thing what)' All other interrogatives are morphologically complex. Three of 
them contain the element nang, which is possibly related to the present-day 
distal deictic root nang: the interrogative goenitng- moenitng 'which' is possi
bly formed from this root by means of the modifying prefixes goe- (SG) and 
moe- (PL) (see chapter 3, section 4.2), the interrogative nnitng 'where' by 
means ofthe locative prefixN- (see chapter 5, section 4), and the interrogative 
t'atnitng 'when' by means of the adverbial t'at 'time (measured in days)' The 
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three possible formations of the interrogative 'why' - de (bz) mmoe, nye (bz) 
mmoe and k'a (bz) mmoe - are synchronically analyzable as containing a spatial 
nominal (see chapter 5, section 4) plus the interrogative (bz) mmoe 'what' 

Table 54. Interrogatives 

Question word Gloss Word class 

wuroe who nominal 

mmoe- bi mmoe what nominal 

de (bl)mmoe why (lit. for what) spatial nominal 
nye (bl) mmoe why (lit. matter of what) spatial nominal 
k'a (bl) mmoe why (lit. head of what) spatial nominal 

goenang (so) which nominal in modifying construction 
- moenang (PL) 

fmang where adverbial 

t'atnang when adverbial 

ftd'ang how adverbial 

kOng how much I many adverbial 

All content questions maintain AVO I SV constituent order. The interroga
tive belongs to the same word class as the element it questions, and it occurs in 
the same syntactic function. That is, question words occur in situ (but see the 
discussion below). For example, the form (bz) mmoe 'what' is used to question 
a noun phrase. As such, it occurs in all the syntactic functions available to noun 
phrases: as subject or object of a verbal clause (in 30a and 30b), within a 
prepositional phrase (in 30c ), or as subject or complement of a verbless clause 
(in 30d). It can even occur as the possessor of the genitive construction (in 
30e). Unlike other nouns, however, it cannot occur with any nominal modifier. 

(30) a. [bf nfmoe]s shin toe? 
thing what do EMPH 

'what happened?' (F99AKUR) 

b. d'a gu=kat [nfmoe]o? 
FUT .CL 2PL.S=find what 

'you will find what tomorrow?' (HOlA.Jos) 
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c. My_ep I moe-gurum men I my_ep dok d'e 
3PL.I NOMZ(PL)-person 1PL.POSS 3PL.S PAST.REM exist 

fl-fU fwa=hok a [goe nfmoe)Aov? 
PROGR-kill(SG) animal/meat=DEF FOC COMIT what 

'They, our people, they used to kill animals with what?' 
(C01FGHJARAM4) 

d. Sh 'ang tamtis a [m'moe]vcc n-d'y_oe 
pleasantness:GEN folktale FOC what LOC-voice:GEN 

Goemai? 
<ETHNIC.NAME> 

'The sweetness of folktales is what in the language ofthe 
Goemai?' (D99PGOELONG) 

e. A [meeting nimoe]NP t'oe ji=my_aan 
FOC meeting what IRR SGM.LOG.SP.S=go(SG) 

yi? 
CONS 

'(It) is a meeting of what (where) he would go to?' 
(D00EWITCH3) 

The adverbial and spatial nominal interrogatives occur in adverbial function. 
Like other adverbials (see chapter 5, section 1), they usually occur at the end of 
the clause (as in 31a), but they can alternatively be fronted for reasons of em
phasis (as in 31b). In the second case, they are almost always marked with the 
focus particle a (see also below). In addition, they mirror other types of formal 
behavior: for example, numerals are reduplicated to give a distributive reading 
(see chapter 5, section 2.2)- and so is their corresponding interrogative (as in 
31c). 

(31) a. To I yin I t'ong Ji=shin lid'ang de I 
okay SAY IRR SGM.LOG.SP.S=do how SO.THAT 

ngan k'oeleng d'y_oe ji yi? 
<NAME> hear/smell voice SGM.LOG.SP.POSS CONS 

'Okay, (he1) said, he 1 would do (it) how, so that Ngan hears 
his1 voice?' (F990GOELONG) 
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b. A nd'ang de muut nycmg goe mcmg 
FOC how SO.THAT death(SG) hate(SG) SEQ take(SG) 

gwen! paap? 
ASSOC.PL duiker 

'How (come) that death refused to take the duiker and his 
people?' (F99DLIIT) 

c. My_ep k'oereng s'wa a kongkong 
3PL.S measure(PL) gumeacom FOC REDUP.how.much/many 

nd'asoenoe? 
now 

'for how much each do they measure (i.e., sell per measure) 
guineacom now?' (A-21/05/04) 

Finally, the interrogative goenitng (SG)- moenitng (PL) 'which' distributes 
like any expression within the modifying construction (see chapter 3, section 
4.2): it is marked with the appropriate prefixes (goe- (so) and moe- (PL)), and it 
occurs either as modifier within the noun phrase (in 32a), or as head noun (in 
32b). 

(32) a. yin pit t'ong b'ep tang [mis 
SAY SGF .LOG.AD.S IRR do.again search man(SG) 

goenang)NP zak-yit? 
which( so) also/however-again 

'(he1) asked, what kind of husband would she2 look for now?' 
(F99DREEP) 

b. [moenang]NP t'ong goe yil ni? 
which(PL) IRR FUT.DEF write 3SG.O 

'which ones will write on it?' (cOlANHAND) 

Generally, interrogative words occur in situ. Notice, however, that they are 
very frequently marked with the focus morpheme a. fu this case, the interroga
tive occurs in peripheral function, e.g., it follows particles that mark the final 
boundary of the verb-plus-direct-object complex (such as the habitual particle 
t'ong in 33a). Focused interrogatives thus behave like any other focused con
stituent (see section 1.2 above). The close connection between interrogatives 
and focus constructions is also attested in other Chadic languages. fu some 
languages, interrogatives and focused constituents are both fronted (see P 
Newman 2000: 488-502 for Hausa); and in others, both occur in situ (see 
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Schuh 1998: 331-342 for Miya). In both cases, they tend to trigger a special 
TAM marking on the verb. In Goemai, by contrast, this special marking is ab
sent, and fronting is very rare. That is, it is unlikely that the use of focus con
structions with interrogatives is a contact influence from Hausa. Typologically, 
focused interrogatives are frequent and can easily develop language-internally 
(Lambrecht 1994). Notice also that Goemai has not adopted the Hausa strategy 
of forming relative pronouns from interrogative words. Younger speakers occa
sionally borrow Hausa words for this purpose, using them together with the 
Goemai particle (goe-) pe - .fo (as with the borrowed Hausa relative pronoun 
indit 'where' in 33b). Their occurrence is rare, and native Goemai interroga
tives are never used in this way. Goemai did, however, borrow the morpheme 
kO= 'every/each; any' from Hausa to co-occur with interrogatives (see section 
2.1). 

(33) a. Dok Ia shin t'ong [a nfmoe]ADvERBrAL? 
PAST.REM HAB do HAB FOC what 

'What did (he) usually do in the past?' (Q99ATQ20) 

b. Yi=man fnda fe ni kat 
2SGF.S=know where THAT/WHEN 3SG.S find 

toom=hok=a? 
chair=DEF=INTERR 

'Do you know where she got the chair?' (DOOEWITCH3) 

In addition to content question, Goemai has polar questions. These are 
marked by a clause-final question particle (see section 1.3). Interrogative words 
and question particles are mutually exclusive. 

5. Summary 

This chapter has given a brief overview of the closed word classes and other 
parts of speech in Goemai (particles and conjunctions in section 1, clitics and 
affixes in section 2, and interjections in section 3) as well as of the semanti
cally-defined class of interrogatives (section 4). The chapter as a whole sup
plements the discussion of phrasal units and open word classes in the preceding 
three chapters. Each of the closed classes illustrated above deserves a more 
detailed syntactic and semantic investigation. Some classes are discussed in 
other parts of this grammar- in particular, nominal modifiers (chapter 3, sec
tion 5), TAM particles (chapter 7) and clausal particles and conjunctions (chap-
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ter 8). The remaining classes, however, are only briefly illustrated in this chap
ter, and further in-depth analyses are left to future research. 



Chapter7 
Tense, aspect, modality (TAM) 

1. Introduction 

Goemai differs from many other Chadic languages in its marking of tense, as
pect and modality (TAM) (see, e.g., Jungraithmayr 1979; P. Newman 1977c; 
Schuh 1976; E. Wolff 1979 for a discussion of TAM marking within Chadic). 
Formally, it does not use TAM-inflected verbs or pronouns, but free particles 
and discontinuous constructions. Semantically, it does not exhibit any evidence 
for the common Chadic perfective I imperfective dichotomy, nor does it have 
narrative tenses or negative tenses. Its categories - albeit not its forms - show 
some similarities to those of other Angas-Goemai group languages (see 
Burquest 1973 for Angas; Frajzyngier 1993 for Mupun; and Jungraithmayr 
1963a for Mwaghavul). 

Given this overall lack of correspondence with other Chadic languages, it 
can be assumed that the present-day TAM system is of recent origin. In fact, the 
diachronic origins of most particles are still transparent, as summarized in table 
(55). 

Their presumed diachronic origins are reflected in formal differences among 
the present-day particles. In particular, particles that were derived from verbs 
differ from those that were derived otherwise. In chapter 3, section 2.4, it was 
shown that pronouns are divided into two sets on the basis of several character
istics, including their position relative to verbs in multiverb constructions (e.g., 
in serial verb constructions): pronouns of set 1 (1SG, 3SG, 3PL, LOG.AD) (and 
nouns) occur only once preceding the first verb phrase, while those of set 2 
(2SG, 1PL, 2PL, LOG.SP) occur with each verb phrase and may be absent from 
the first. The same behavior is attested in the case ofT AM particles originating 
in multiverb constructions: pronouns of set 1 (and nouns) precede such parti
cles (in 1a), while those of set 2 follow (in 1b). That is, these TAM particles are 
treated like the first verb of a multi verb construction. Similarly, TAM particles 
that originated as the second verb of a multiverb construction are preceded by 
the present-day verb as well as any set 2 pronoun (see the discussion of exam
ples 41d and 44b). TAM particles that originated in other contexts, by contrast, 
do not show this alternation: pronouns of both sets precede these particles (e.g., 
the set 2 pronoun m6e '1PL' in 1c). 
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Table 55. TAM categories and their origins 

Category Fonn Preswned origin 

Absolute dok 'PAST.REM', dyen 'PAST.YEsr', V1 in svc 
tenses d'in 'PAST.CL', d'a 'FUT.CL' 

Progressive 

Habitual 

Durative 

Anterior 

Resultative 

Irrealis 

Obligative 

Pennissive 

locative verb 
+t'ong-d'a-10-N-... yi 

d'a - ta t'ong 

yi 

tat 

kitm 

t'ong 

bbe= 

man 

goe 

N-

Main locative clause + irrealis
marked consequence clause 

Conditional clause + apodosis 

Consequence-cwn-progressive 
particle (?) 

V2inSVC 

V2inSVC 

VI inSVC 

? 

? 

Sequential particle (?) 

? 

SVC: serial verb construction 

(1) a. ko kUma n=t'ong kUt ndoe=kut. 
maybe/or also lSG.S=IRR talk SPEC=talking 

'and I will say something.' (FOOJFUAN) 

b. T'ong moe=kUt a mmoe I k'a goe-sek? 

c. 

IRR lPL.S=talk FOC what HEAD(SG) NOMZ(SG)-body 

'What will we say about this?' (FOOJGOESEM) 

la=s'em k'wal goepe 1 
DIM(SG):GEN=name:GEN talking THAT/WHEN 

shin toe. 
do EMPH 

moe=goe 
lPL.S=OBLIG 

'the little sayings that we should do.' (c01FGHJARAM2) 

All TAM particles - independent of their origin - make use of the dependent 
subject pronouns, e.g., both t'ong 'IRR' in (lb) and goe 'OBLIG' in (lc) co-occur 
with the dependent pronoun moe 'lPL' (and not with the corresponding inde-
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pendent pronoun men 'lPL'). Furthermore, all TAM particles occur in the parti
cle slot of nominalized clauses (i.e., the possessor occurs after the particle and 
the verb, as in 2a and 2b) and consequence clauses (i.e., the consequence clause 
particle yi occurs after the particle and the verb, as in 2c and 2d). This distribu
tion suggests that the TAM particles have lost part of their lexical properties: if 
they still functioned as verbs, possessor and consequence clause particle would 
have to occur between the TAM-denoting verb and the main verb (see section 
4.4 in chapter 3 and section 4.4 in chapter 8 for nominalized clauses and conse
quence clauses respectively). 

(2) a. Goe-t'ong p'et muk py_cmcmg (. . .). 
NOMZ-IRR exit(SG) 3SG.POSS there/yonder 

'When it would come out over there ( ... ).' (D04ANwosHARAP2) 

b. yit goe-goe tap men dip. 
eye/face NOMZ-OBLIG show.ignorance lPL.POSS all 

'the face that we all should ignore.' (NOlATIME) 

c. de my_ep t'ong mang gya=hok yi (. . .). 
SO. THAT 3PL.S:CONS IRR take(SG) performance=DEF CONS 

'so that they would sing( ... ).' (004AGYAGOEWAM) 

d. De I moto goe haan yi (. .. ). 
SO.THAT car OBLIG climb(SG) CONS 

'So that the car should ascend( ... ).' (HOlCJOs) 

Verbal clauses can be marked for any TAM category, and non-verbal 
clauses can be marked for tense, habitual aspect, focused irrealis modality and 
negative irrealis modality. That is, these latter categories presumably express a 
property of the clause rather than of the verb phrase. However, for ease of ref
erence, all TAM categories are discussed together in this chapter. In addition to 
the formally-marked categories, Goemai employs a verb form that is unmarked 
for TAM. 

This chapter introduces first the unmarked verb (section 2), and then dis
cusses the categories of tense (section 3), aspect (section 4) and modality (sec
tion 5). The chapter concludes with a summary (section 6) and a list of attested 
TAM paradigms (section 7). 
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2. Unmarked verb 

The most common verb form in Goemai is the verb unmarked for TAM. In this 
case, the subject pronoun- of both set 1 (as my_ep '3PL' in 3a) and set 2 (as moe 
'lPL'in 3b)- directly precedes the verb. 

(3) a. My_ep mimg Zoe nd'uim t'uksh'i ko 
3PL.S take(SG) put INSIDE:GEN basket maybe/or 

nd'uun tasa (. .. ). 
INSIDE:GEN plate 

'They pick (it) up (and) put (it) in a basket or in a plate ( ... ).' 
(D04NMUES2) 

b. Moe=mang wanono=hok goeme. 
lPL.S=take(SG) cobra=DEF one 

'We took up (the topic of) the one cobra.' (D04Awo) 

The interpretation of this form depends on the lexical aspect of the verb (see 
chapter 4, section 2.3 for details on lexical aspect). More specifically, all non
stative (i.e., activity, result and inchoative) verbs receive a default past tense 
interpretation. In the case of activity verbs (as b'y_en 'watch' in 4a) the entire 
event is construed as a past event. In the case of result verbs (asIa 'produce' in 
4b) and inchoative verbs (asfyer 'become big' in 4b), the state-change event is 
construed as completed and as resulting in a present endstate (of being born and 
being big in 4b). This present endstate, however, is an implicature only: when
ever speakers were asked to describe an endstate only - without having 
witnessed the prior state-change event- they consistently rejected the use 
of the unmarked result or inchoative verb, and instead shifted to other con
structions, e.g., a nominalized structure (as in 4c). Stative verbs, by contrast, 
receive a default present tense interpretation (as d'yam 'stand' in 4d). It is 
cross-linguistically common that unmarked verbs receive different interpreta
tions, depending on their lexical aspect (Bybee 1994; Comrie 1976: 82-84). 

(4) a. B'y_en I yar fmoe sosai (. . .). 
watch bird LOC.ANAPH well 

'(He) watched this bird carefully( ... ).' (F99ANTI) 

b. My_ep Ia hen b'ak 1 hen=fyer. 
3PL.S produce(SG) lSG.O here lSG.S=bec.big(SG) 

'They had given birth to me here, (and) I have become big.' 
(COOJMQUESTl) 
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c. ni a goe-fyer. 
3SG.I FOC NOMZ(SG)-bec.big(SG) 

'he is a big one.' (DOOJANIMALll) 

d. D 'a goe =my_aan goe =ya d'i ko 
COND 2SGM.S=go(SG) 2SGM.S=catch LOC.ANAPH maybe/or 

nd'asoenoe I t'eng deer (. .. ) d'yam d'i 
now tree:GEN sasswood stand(PL) LOC.ANAPH 

sosai ngam. 
well much/many 

'When you go (and) arrive there even now, very many sass
wood trees( ... ) (still) stand there.' (D04ALUDUUT2) 

Recall that Goemai has only very few stative verbs (see chapter 4, section 
1.3). Most unmarked verbs therefore receive a past tense interpretation; and 
speakers explicitly remark that the unmarked verb expresses an event that "is 
over" But despite its default past (or present) tense interpretations, I do not 
analyze it as a tense because these interpretations can be cancelled: given the 
right context, an unmarked non-stative verb can alternatively receive a habitual 
or generic interpretation (as s'oe 'eat' and Mb'ill 'swell' in 5a), a stative verb a 
past interpretation (as t'wot 'sit' in the first sentence of 6b), and all verbs a fu
ture interpretation (in 5b ). 

(5) a. Moe-gurum muk my_ep=s'oe s'oe I my_ep 
NOMZ(PL)-person 3SG.POSS 3PL.S=eat food 3PL.S:CONS 

hab'al. D'a goe=k'wal goe-shint I a 
swell(PL) COND 2SGM.S=talk NOMZ(SG)-today FOC 

goe-d'a goed'aar toe (. .. ). 
NOMZ(SG)-FUT.CL tomorrow EMPH 

'His people, they eat food, and so they become satisfied. When 
you say (it) oftoday, (it) will be (the same as) oftomorrow 
( ... )(=it happens every day).' (FOOAFUAN) 

b. Goed'aar moe=kat. 
tomorrow lPL.S=find 

'Tomorrow, we (will) get (it).' (v04ANSEMKWAL2) 

In fact, the unmarked verb form is used in all cases of tense neutralization, 
i.e., it is the default choice once temporal reference is established. For example, 
in (6a), the narrative is set in the remote past, established by means ofthe tense 
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particle dok in the first line; all subsequent utterances then contain unmarked 
verbs. As such, the unmarked verb is generally used to tell the main story-line 
of a narrative, while other TAM morphemes are introduced as soon as the tem
poral sequence is interrupted (as in 6b, where the close past tense particle d'in 
occurs). 

(6) a. FM.im dok d'e bi=ji I ndoe 
rabbit PAST.REM exist thing=SGM.LOG.SP.POSS CONJ 

moe-gurum ji I yam ji 
NOMZ(PL)-person SGM.LOG.SP.POSS son(SG) SGM.LOG.SP.POSS 

nt'i I ndoe mat ji naser. 
son.of.rabbit CONJ woman(SG) SGM.LOG.SP.POSS wife.of.rabbit 

Neen I t'a k'a yil I dip. S'oe wan. 
hunger fall(SG) HEAD(SG):GEN ground all food lack 

Gurum dip m!{ep=tang pe goe-d'e s'oe (. . .). 
person all 3PL.S=search place NOMZ-exist food:POSS 

'The rabbit1 was on his1 own, (together) with his1 people, his1 

son Nt'i and his1 wife Naser. Hunger fell onto the land, 
every(where). Food was scarce. The people, all, they searched 
for a place where (there) is food ( ... ). ' (FOOAFUAN) 

b. MM.ep t'wot shin nye-d'wo nnoe. Nye 
3PL.S sit(PL) do matter-debate LOC.ANAPH matter 

goe-d'emen. D'ong nt'it. MM.ep yuul p'M.at 
NOMZ(SG)-good be.good well 3PL.S rise(PL) exit(PL) 

de-goe n-m!{en. Sai fo-an I d'fn t'ong 
PUR ADVZ-go(PL) then/only rabbit PAST.CL sit(SG) 

d'i goe-t'oor k'oeleng bi goe-k'wal 
LOC.ANAPH PLACE-flank hear/smell thing NOMZ-talk 

m!{ep I yin hyamma. 
3PL.POSS SAY INTERJ 

'They sat (and) had this debate. Truly. (It) was really good. 
They rose (and) went out to go. Then the rabbit- (who) had 
earlier sat there by the side (and) had listened to the things they 
said- (he) said hyamma.' (F99Durr) 

For these reasons, the unmarked verb is not analyzed as a tense. Instead, it 
seems to have aspectual readings that are similar to those coded in the adverb 
t'ekgoed'i 'stilValready', which conveys the (present) reading 'still' with stative 
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verbs (as in 7a), and the (past) reading 'already' with non-stative verbs (as in 
7b). 

(7) a. Har shinf I my_ep t'ekgoed'i t'wot d'i. 
even/until today 3PL.S already/still sit(PL) LOC.ANAPH 

'Up to today, they still sit there.' (D05AMOENYE1) 

b. T'ekgoed'i I ni shin s'oe I poe my_ep. 
already/still 3SG.S do food give 3PL.O 

'And so already, he has made the food, (and) (he) gave (it to) 
them.' (FOOJFUAN) 

Similarly, the closely related language Mupun uses an unmarked verb form 
that occurs predominantly in past, present and generic contexts. Frajzyngier 
(1993: 316-317) suggests that it codes a proposition that is true at all times. 
This characterization could possibly account for its distribution in Goemai, too. 
There are some potential counter-examples - its occurrence in future (in 5b 
above) and irrealis contexts (in 8 below)- but these are rare, and it is much 
more common to encounter the irrealis particle t'ong in such contexts. Possibly, 
the choice of the unmarked verb form in these contexts is pragmatically 
marked, conveying an additional nuance of, e.g., certainty that the future or 
irrealis event is true. 

(8) nd'asoe-n-d'e-fmoe=hoe I hen=rang goepe 
now-ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly 1SG.S=think THAT/WHEN 

ko=wuroe 1 my_ep=b'at goe shin ni. 
any/every=who 3PL.S=gain.expertise(PL) SEQ do 3SG.O 

'Nowadays, I think that everybody (amongst) them is able to do it.' 
(D04NROGO) 

3. Tense 

Goemai has four tenses (based on different degrees of remoteness): three past 
tenses (dok 'day before yesterday and any time before', dyen 'yesterday', d'in 
'earlier today') and one future tense (d'a 'tomorrow'). 

The tenses occur as free particles that follow the verbless clause subject (as 
in 9). fu verbal clauses, nouns and pronouns of set 1 (e.g., in 11a) precede the 
tense particles, while those of set 2 follow them (e.g., in 11b). 
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(9) ni dok a long ai? 
3SG.I PAST.REM FOC chief INTERJ 

'was he a chief, hey?' (C00ANDIALECT4) 

The tense particles can combine with aspect and modality categories: they 
co-occur with all aspectual structures (e.g., with the progressive in lOa and the 
habitual in lOb), and with the irrealis morphemes. In the latter case, the past 
tense particles precede (in lOc) and the future tense particle follows the irrealis 
morpheme (in lOd). 

(10) a. Nye-pe I dok d'e t'ong tang 
because-THAT/WHEN PAST.REM exist PROGR search 

long yi. 
chief PROGR 

'Because in the past, (he) was looking for a chieftaincy (title).' 
(D04NSEM5) 

b. dok Ia moe=tu t'ong goe s'a. 
PAST.REM HAB lPL.S=pound HAB COMIT hand/arm 

'in the past, we used to pound (it) with hands.' (D04NRooo) 

c. Ase me I k'wal=hok dok t'ong nyan (. . .). 
INTERJ really talking=DEF PAST.REM IRR be.bad 

'Surprise, in the past, the matter would have turned bad( ... ).' 
(NOlA TIME) 

d. My_ep t'ong d'a kat my_er my_ep (. .. ). 
3PL.S IRR FUT .CL find oil 3PL.POSS 

'They will find their oil tomorrow( ... ).' (v04ANSEMKWAL2) 

Semantically, the tenses locate an event in time, usually with respect to the 
time of speech, i.e., the present moment is taken as the point of reference (in 
lla to lld). Alternatively, they can locate an event relative to some other refer
ence point that is established by the context (as in lle). As is cross
linguistically common (Comrie l985a: 83-lOl, Dahl 1985: 120-128), this lat
ter usage is rare. 

( ll) a. Dokndok ma I ni dok k'ang 
before.yesterday also 3so.s PAST.REM guard/wait 

k'a Ia muk. Dokndok 
HEAD(SG):GEN child(SG) 3SG.POSS before.yesterday 
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goe-n-d'e-nimg I ni dok 
NOMZ(SG )-ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.DIST 3SG .S PAST .REM 

k'img k'a Ia muk. 
guard/wait HEAD(SG):GEN child(SG) 3SG.POSS 

'The day before yesterday, too, she waited for her son. The day 
before that (lit. that (other) day before yesterday), she waited 
for her son.' (R00ASVCTAM1) 

b. Dyen moe=timgoede I goe Bakwa. 
PAST.YEST 1PL.S=start COMIT <ETHNIC.NAME> 

'Yesterday, we started (to talk about) the Hausa.' 
(D05AMOENYE2) 

c. nd'uim sh'arap=hok I goepe d'fn 
INSIDE:GEN fish=DEF THAT/WHEN PAST.CL:CONS 

moe=wun ni (. . .). 
1PL.S=count 3SG.O 

'Among the fish that we enumerated earlier today ( ... ).' 
(D04NWOSHARAP2) 

d. B'it Ia d'ti lin I t'ong my_es. 
day COND FUT.CL dry(SG) sit(SG) beer 

'When the day dawns tomorrow, (it) becomes beer.' 
(D04NMUES2) 

e. dyin k'wal yin d'in ji=wul 
PAST.YEST talk SAY PAST.CL SGM.LOG.SP.S=arrive 

m-b'itlung 
LOC-moming 

'(he1) said yesterday that he1 had arrived earlier today in the 
morning (i.e., yesterday from the perspective of the current 
speaker)' (A-21/02/00) 

While the examples above illustrate the use of tenses to denote a specific 
absolute point in time, they can also be used to denote unspecific points in time. 
In this case, dok expresses a remote past (in 12a), d'in a recent past (in 12b), 
and d'a an unspecific 'someday' (in 12c). 

(12) a. my_ep=dok maar maar nt'it ba. 
3PL.S=PAST.REM farm farm/farming well NEG 

'they didn't farm much in the past.' (H99BTARIHI) 
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b. Pe m-Plateau State ma d'fn t'ong d'ong. 
place LOC-<PLACE.NAME> also PAST.CL IRR be.good 

'The place of Plateau State, too, would have been good in re
centtimes.' (HOlA.Jos) 

c. T'ong d'ti gu=p'y_at gil I na longvilip I 
IRR FUT.CL 2PL.S=exit(PL) 2PL.S see paper 

goepe ni yil n-d'y_oe Goemdi I 
THAT/WHEN 3SG.S write LOC-voice:GEN <ETHNIC.NAME> 

n-t'at ndoe =b 'it. 
LOC-day:GEN SPEC=day 

'You would go out one day (and) see the book that she writes 
in the language ofthe Goemai, one day.' (s99DFAREWELL) 

All tenses are optional. As such, they tend to occur only once in a story to 
anchor the event in time (as in the first sentence of 6a in section 2). If temporal 
adverbs are present, they can co-occur to emphasize the temporal setting (as in 
11a above), but they usually do not co-occur (as in 13a and 13b where the tem
poral setting is specified by means of adverbs alone, not tenses). 

(13) a. Fy_aan t'aan dokndok p'uur. 
rain fall before.yesterday very 

'Rain fell a lot the day before yesterday.' (s04ANYOOR2) 

b. mftt 1 goed'aar t'ong kilt goe (. . .). 
mosquito tomorrow IRR find 2SGM.O 

'The mosquito, tomorrow, (it) will get you( ... ).' (oOOJANIMALl) 

fu fact, all tenses have corresponding temporal adverbs that share some for
mal similarities: (n)dokndok (before yesterday), iuiyen - (n)dyendyen (yester
day), shinf (today) and goed'aar - t'oed'aar (tomorrow). Cross-linguistically, it 
is well attested that absolute tense particles tend to grammaticalize from tempo
ral adverbs (Bybee et al. 1994: 98-104; see also Frajzyngier 1993: 303-317 for 
similar developments in Mupun). fu Goemai, by contrast, the temporal adverbs 
are clearly derived, and the attested morphology (partial reduplication, prefix 
N-, prefix goe-) is used productively to derive adverbs from other word classes 
(see chapter 5, section 2). Notice also the distribution of tense particles relative 
to the two sets of pronouns (with set 1 preceding and set two following the 
particle): as discussed at the beginning of this chapter, such a distribution sug-
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gests a verbal origin.68 Absolute tenses are also attested in Mupun (Frajzyngier 
1993: 303-317), and it is thus possible that their grarnmaticalization has al
ready started at the level of Proto-Angas-Goemai. However, there are also dif
ferences between the two languages: only some of the forms are cognate, all 
Mupun tenses appear clause-initial, and Mupun has more than one absolute 
future tense. Some of its future tenses seem to be cognate to Goemai modality 
particles (to permissive N-and focused irrealis boe=). In Goemai, these parti
cles are not analyzed as part of the tense system, as they do not denote absolute 
tenses but modalities (see section 5); as such, they can co-occur with the tenses 
inGoemai. 

4. Aspect 

Goemai distinguishes the following aspectual categories: progressive (section 
4.1), habitual (section 4.2), durative (section 4.3), anterior (section 4.4) and 
resultative (section 4.5). In addition to these grarnmaticalized forms, speakers 
employ a number of other strategies to convey aspectual readings. 

One common strategy is the use of the coordinate serial verb construction. 
This construction is not an aspectual construction (see chapter 8, section 3.2), 
but some aspectual verbs can occur as its first verb. This includes especially the 
verbs ba (SG)- bilk (PL) 'return' and b'ep 'do again', which both express fre
quentative readings. The verb ba (SG)- bilk (PL) 'return' goes back to a motion 
verb that can still occur in present-day Goemai as the only verb of a clause (as 
in the first clause of 14a). Within the coordinate serial verb construction, it co
occurs predominantly with other motion verbs. Such expressions are then am
biguous between a motion sense (i.e. 'return') and an aspectual sense (i.e., 'do 
the same again, do the same as somebody else') (as illustrated by the two free 
translations in 14b). It is likely that such utterances constituted the bridging 
contexts that allowed for the development of the aspectual sense. In this second 
sense, the aspectual verb can even co-occur with its source verb (as in 14c). In 
present-day Goemai, its distribution has been extended to co-occurring with 
non-motion verbs, where it invariably conveys the aspectual sense (as in 14d). 
This second sense has then led to a further grarnmaticalization of this verb into 
a conjunction (see chapter 8, section 4.9). Alternatively, speakers use the verb 
b'ep 'do again' This verb is only ever attested as the first verb of the coordinate 

68. It seems likely that both the tense particles and the temporal adverbs derive from 
the same source, i.e., from verbs. Alternatively, the temporal adverbs could be de
rived from the tense particles - but such an analysis would pose problems for the 
principle of unidirectional change in grammaticalization theory (see, e.g., Heine et 
al. 1991: 212). 
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serial verb construction, where it conveys an iterative reading. Speakers choose 
it to emphasize that an activity is constantly repeated (as in 14e). 

(14) a. Yin Ia Ji=ba n-lu 1 
SAY COND SGM.LOG.SP.S=return(SG) LOC-settlement 

gurum nnoe t'en nyet ji ba. 
person LOC.ANAPH IRR leave SGM.LOG.SP.O NEG 

'(He1) said that ifhe1 returned to the compound, this person 
would not leave him1 (in peace).' (oOOEwrrcHl) 

b. M11_ep buk rwo (. . .). 
3PL.S return(PL) enter(PL) 

'They returned (and) entered( ... ).' 
Or: 'They entered again- also( ... ).' (ROlNFROG) 

c. Ba ba bi=doe. 
return(SG) return(SG) thing=SGF .LOG .SP .POSS 

'(She) returned again on her own.' (F99DMATWO) 

d. Hen=poe ni wus yit. Hen=ba kat 
lSG.S:CONS=give 3SG.O fire again lSG.S=return(SG) find 

a k'oon. 
FOC bush.cow 

'And so I shot at him again (lit. I gave him fire again). I again 
encountered the bush cow.' (c01FGHJARAM7) 

e. T'ong b'ep kat gok poe goe (. . .). 
IRR do.again find illness give 2SGM.O 

'(It) would again and again find an illness (and) give (it to) you 
( ... ).' (D00JANIMAL3) 

The coordinate serial verb construction is also used to integrate aspectual 
verbs that were borrowed from Hausa (as in 15a): fara -para and soma 'be
gin', gama 'finish', Rara 'repeat', riga 'already' and tab 'a 'taste; have (n)ever 
done' (sometimes replaced with the Goemai calque k'yam 'taste; have (n)ever 
done'). Older speakers rarely use these borrowed verbs, but they are attested 
with considerable frequency among younger speakers. There are even indica
tions for their further integration into Goemai. More specifically, they are cur
rently giving rise to a new construction: the use of complements with auxiliary 
verbs (illustrated in 15b) (see chapter 8, section 4.3). 
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(15) a. yi=para yi=mim a ni. 
2SGF .S=begin 2SGF .S=know FOC 3SG.I 

'you began (and) knew him.' (NOlJTIME) 

b. Sai ni fara goe-n-wal (. . .). 
then/only 3SG.S begin NOMZ-ADVZ-cry(SG) 

'So then he began crying( ... ).' (NOOEWITCH1) 

Goemai also has adverbs that convey aspectual notions, including d'emt'ei 
'already', mpM_oe mpM_oe 'always', nk'a nk'a 'continuously', t'ei '(not) yet', t'ek
goed'i 'still, already', and yit - zak-yit 'again' These forms tend to combine 
with the unmarked verb form (see the first sentence in 14d for an example; see 
also 7a and 7b in section 2). Formally, they share all the properties of adverbs 
(see chapter 5). 

Finally, reduplication can be used to convey a frequentative reading. fu this 
case, the main verb is repeated twice, and the two repetitions occur in adverbial 
function (as in 16a). Alternatively, the first reduplication is replaced by bit (SG) 
- bUk (PL) 'return' or b'ep 'do again' (as in 16b). Both structures are very infre
quent. 

(16) a. ko=m-b'it goenang yong ni yong 
any/every =LOC-day which(SG) call 3SG.O REDUP.call 

yong 
REDUP.call 

'every morning, (he) called him again' (A-14/02/00) 

b. ko=m-b'it goenang yong ni ba 
any/every=Loc-day which(SG) call 3SG.O return(SG) 

yong 
REDUP.call 

'every morning, (he) called him again' (A-14/02/00) 

4.1. Progressive 

The progressive is a discontinuous construction that contains a postural-based 
locative verb (see chapter 3, section 2.2 for the locative verbs) and the two par
ticles t'ong and yi (as in 17a). Unlike their lexical source, the locative verbs 
invariably receive low tones in the progressive construction. The particle t'ong 
can be replaced with either the prefix N- (as in 17b) or the particle d'a - Ia (as 
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in 17c). The three forms reflect diachronic variation and seem to be semanti
cally equivalent: the prefix N- is attested almost exclusively in the variety of 
younger speakers; and the particle d'a - Ia was described in the 1940s (Sirlin
ger 1942: 68), but only occurs infrequently in present-day Goemai.69 

(17) a. Ni kilt la=hokl t'o t'ong saam yi I 
3SG.S find child( SG )=DEF lie(SG) PROGR sleep PROGR 

m-pin. 
LOC-hut 

'She found the boy (and) (he) lay sleeping in the hut.' 
(R000SVCMOTION) 

b. M11_ep d'e n-v11_ang gurum yi ba. 
3PL.S exist PROGR-wash person PROGR NEG 

'They are not insulting anybody.' (cOOJMQUEST4) 

c. lang Ia mM_aan yi. 
hang/move(SG) PROGR go(SG) PROGR 

'(he) moved around walking.' (oOOEwrrcHl) 

The position of the subject argument varies: nominal and pronominal sub
jects of set 1 (lsG, 3SG, 3PL, LOG.AD) always precede the locative verb (as in 
17a and 17b above). Pronominal subjects of set 2 (2SG, lPL, 2PL, LOG.SP), by 
contrast, follow the particles t'ong (as in 18a) and d'a - Ia, and precede the 
prefix N- (as in 18b). In all cases, pronouns of set 2 can optionally precede 
the locative verb as well (as in 18b). 

(18) a. D'e t'ong moe I b'11_at yi. 
exist PROGR 2PL.S beat PROGR 

'We are playing (it).' (DOlJHAND) 

b. Sai I moe=d'e moe=n-shin 
then/only lPL.S=exist lPL.S=PROGR-do 

goe-n-d'e-fmoe=hoe yi. 
NOMZ(SG )-ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly PROGR 

'Then we are doing this thing.' (N00EFRIENDS3) 

69. Both alternative morphemes are related to other formatives: N- to the permissive 
prefix (see chapter 7, section 5.3), and d'a - Ia to the conditional particle (see 
chapter 8, section 4.8). 
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Whenever a simple verbal clause is marked for progressive aspect, the verb 
and its direct object(s) occur between the discontinuous particles t'ong70 andyi, 
and all adverbials (as mpin 'in the hut' in 17a above) and particles (as ba 'NEG' 
in 17b above) follow. In the case of a progressive-marked multiclausal con
struction, only the first verb (and its object(s)) precedes the particle yi, while all 
subsequent verbs follow (as the verb in the purpose clause in 19a). And in the 
case of serial verb constructions - excepting the deictic serial verb construction 
- all subsequent verbs are introduced by the irrealis particle t'ong: in ( 19b ), the 
particle t'ong is repeated between the two verb phrases of the coordinate serial 
construction (wul 'arrive' and doe k'oereng 'measure here'), but not between 
the two verbs of the deictic serial construction (doe 'come' and k'oereng 'meas
ure') (see chapter 8, section 3 on serialization). 

(19) a. my_ep leng t'ong my_en yi [de-goe 
3PL.S hang/move(PL) PROGR go(PL) PROGR PUR 

n-fcmg noemy_at=hok)PURPOSE· 
ADVZ-search frog=DEF 

'they move around walking to look for the frog.' (ROOAFROG) 

b. my_ep d'e t'ong wul yi t'ong doe 
3PL.S exist PROGR arrive PROGR IRR come 

k'oereng 
measure(PL) 

ni. 
3SG.O 

'they are (repeatedly) arriving (and) measuring them here.' 
(D04NLOETUK) 

If the direct object is focused, the particle yi is omitted (as in 20). Its omis
sion is probably triggered by the fact that the focus particle confers an adverbial 
function on the focused element (see chapter 6, section 1.2), i.e., a focused con
stituent does not occur in a core argument function. However, it is not clear 
why the particle is omitted altogether (see also chapter 8, section 4.4, for fur
ther discussion). 

70. This section focuses on the particle t'ong, but unless stated otherwise, the same 
argwnent applies to the two alternative morphemes. 
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(20) yin .fy_im lang t'ong shin a NUNGYiT 

SAY rabbit hang/move(SG) PROGR do FOC trick 

ndoe dwen. 
CONJ PL.LOG .SP .I 

'(he1) said the rabbit moves playing A TRICK on them1.' (FOOCFUAN) 

The progressive is negated by means of the sentence-final negation particle. 
By default, it negates the whole event (as in 2la). Given the right context, it can 
alternatively negate either the locative verb phrase or the main verb phrase in
dependently. In this case, the negated element tends to be formally marked, e.g., 
through a cognate adverb (as in 2lb) or a focus particle (as in 2lc). In addition, 
the negated element carries contrastive stress. 

(21) a. t'ong t'ong yil longviUp yi ba 
sit(SG) PROGR write paper PROGR NEG 

'(she) does not sit writing a letter (i.e., she is not writing)' (A-

22/06/01) 

b. mat=hok 
woman(SG )=DEF 

longviUp yi 
paper PROGR 

t'ong n-t'ong t'ong yil 
sit(SG) ADVZ-sit(SG) PROGR write 

ba 1 d'yem a n-d'yem 
NEG stand(SG) FOC ADVZ-stand(SG) 

'the woman does not sit sitting writing a letter, (but) stands 
standing (writing a letter)' (A-22/06/01) 

c. mat=hok t'ong t'ong yil a longviUp 
woman(SG)=DEF sit(SG) PROGR write FOC paper 

ba 1 t'ong t'ong b 'uen a hoto 
NEG sit(SG) PROGR watch FOC photo 

'the woman does not sit writing a letter, (but she) sits looking 
at a photo' (A-22/06/01) 

The progressive construction can be marked for either past or future tense 
(e.g., for remote past in 22a), and for modality (e.g., for irrealis modality in 
22b). The tense or modal particle has scope over the whole construction, and it 
is not possible to mark the locative verb separately or differently from the main 
verb. 
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(22) a. goepe hen=dok d'e t'ong rimg 
THAT/WHEN lSG.S:CONS=PAST.REM exist PROGR think 

yi k'a nye (. .. ). 
PROGR HEAD(SG):GEN matter 

'when I was thinking about( ... ).' (cOOANDIALECT5) 

b. my_ep t'ong leng d'i t'ong yir 
3PL.S IRR hang/move(PL) LOC.ANAPH PROGR tum 

yi sek wando=hok. 
PROGR BODY:GEN trousers=DEF 

'they would move there turning around in the trousers.' 
(D00JANIMAL12) 

The locative verbs constitute an obligatory element of the progressive con
struction, but they have retained most of their verbal properties. That is, they 
have not (yet) developed into aspectual auxiliaries or particles, as has been 
attested in many comparable gramrnaticalization processes (Bybee et al. 1994: 
127-133; Heine and Reh 1984: 104-105). Being verbs, they occur in the verb 
slot of, e.g., nominalized clauses, i.e., preceding the possessor (as in 23a) - if 
they were particles, the possessor would have followed the main verb (i.e., 
k'wal 'talk' in 23a) (see chapter 3, section 4.4 for clausal nominalization). Like 
full verbs, the locative verbs can also introduce their own locative and temporal 
adverbials: such adverbials can thus occur in two different positions (illustrated 
with the locative adverbials in 23b and 23c). 

(23) a. Pel mat/ t'ong b'oot goe 
THAT/WHEN woman(SG) IRR gain.expertise(SG) SEQ 

man bi [goe-d'e my_ep t'ong k'wal Jl)NOMZ 
know thing NOMZ-exist 3PL.POSS PROGR talk PROGR 

ba. 
NEG 

'Where the woman would not be able to know the things that 
they are talking about.' (D05ADUOEDAAS) 

b. haan t'o k'a gado t'ong saam yi. 
climb(SG) lie(SG) HEAD(SG) bed PROGR sleep PROGR 

'(he) climbed (and) lay on the bed sleeping.' (R00AsvcTAM2) 
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c. ba doe t'ong t'ong saam yi k'a 
retum(SG) come sit(SG) PROGR sleep PROGR HEAD(SG) 

sh'ep toeb'ap. 
wood:GEN drum 

'(he) returned (and) sat here sleeping on the drum.' (TIEMSAN 

1999: 11) 

Locative verbs also show some prosodic independence from the unit con
taining the particle t'ong, the main verb phrase and the particle yi. In particular, 
intonation breaks are frequently observed between the locative verb and t'ong 
(as in 24a). And when speakers repair the choice of an inappropriate main verb, 
they always repeat t'ong together with the main verb (as in 24b), but they never 
repeat the locative verb. 

(24) a. Yir ba doe d'yem I t'ong b'y_en nda 

b. 

tum retum(SG) come stand(SG) PROGR watch father 

muk yi (. .. ). 
3SG.POSS PROGR 

'(He) turned (and) returned (and) stood here looking at his fa
ther( ... ).' (FOOCAAS) 

Lokilshi pe b'et-la d'e t'ong shin-- I 
time THAT/WHEN belly-pain exist PROGR do 

t'ong dam men yi (. .. ). 
PROGR spoil lPL.O PROGR 

'At the time when maliciousness (lit. belly pain) is doing--, 
troubling us( ... ).' (D01ATREE) 

Despite their relative independence, the two verb phrases of the progressive 
construction constitute a unit with respect to negation (see the discussion of 
example 21). Furthermore, the fact that adverbials can follow the whole con
struction suggests some unity: in other multiverb structures, locative adverbials 
would have to follow the locative verbs directly. Notice also that locative ad
verbials are obligatory with locative verbs in simple clauses - but not with loca
tive verbs in progressive clauses. These observations indicate that even though 
the locative verbs have retained their status as full verbs, they have nevertheless 
lost part of their original locative semantics. 

The progressive construction codes an event that is on-going at reference 
time, and its overall interpretation depends on the lexical aspect of the main 
verb. Typically, it occurs with activity and durative result verbs, where it ex-
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presses an on-going activity (as in 25a). Similarly, when it occurs with inchoa
tive verbs, it expresses an on-going change of state (as in 25b). It occasionally 
occurs with punctual result verbs, in which case the utterance receives an itera
tive reading (as in 25c). And it occurs with stative verbs, receiving a habitual 
interpretation (as in 25d). This habitual reading is available for other verbs as 
well, but it then needs to be coerced through the context (e.g., by means of the 
adverb mpy_oe mpy_oe 'always' in 34b in section 4.2) (see chapter 4, section 2.3 
for details on lexical aspect). 

(25) a. Dok Ia goe=p'et I t'ong goe=kat 
PAST.REM COND 2SGM.S=exit(SG) IRR 2SGM.S=find 

Jap I d'e t'ong shin she! yi. 
children(PL) exist PROGR do game PROGR 

'When you went out in the past, you would have found children 
playing games.' (DOOAKWANDE) 

b. T'eng=hok d'e t'ong t'eng yi b'e. 
tree=DEF exist PROGR bec.tall PROGR EMPH 

'The plant is really growing tall.' (said of a slowly growing 
animated plant) (B01ADPPROG79) 

c. p'yaram 
break(PL) 

k'oeleng 
hear/smell 

yi (. .. ). 
PROGR 

y_es I k'au k'au k'au. Goepe ni 
bone <QUOTE> THAT/WHEN 3SG.S 

d'y_oe y_es goe-d'e t'ong p'yaram 
voice:GEN bone NOMZ-exist PROGR break(PL) 

'(he1) broke the bone (repeatedly), k'au k'au k'au. When he2 

heard the sound of the bone that was breaking (repeatedly) 
( ... ).' (FOOCAAS) 

d. A bi goe-sa toe musu d'e n-t'o 
FOC thing NOMZ-make EMPH cat exist PROGR-lie(SG) 

yi n-s'et ba. 
PROGR LOC-bush NEG 

'(This) is the reason why the cat never lies in the bush.' 
(FOOJMUSU) 

The progressive construction is preferably used with animate referents, but 
there are also some examples of inanimate referents (as in 25b). This prefe
rence for animate referents is probably a consequence of its function: since in-
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animate referents rarely carry out an on-going activity or state change, they 
only rarely occur in the progressive construction. 

fu all cases, the locative verbs add semantic information about the position 
of the referent engaged in the main event. As in their simple verbal use (see 
section 2.2 in chapter 3, and section 1.2 in chapter 8), they can focus on its 
current position. For example, the speaker in (26a) uses different locative verbs 
with the same referent as it changes position over time. Alternatively, the loca
tive verbs can express the referent's canonical position. For example, in (26b) 
water is portrayed as 'lying' (i.e., in the canonical position for masses), even 
though it is currently moving. The first use is salient in all contexts where 
speakers have witnessed the event. Other genres (e.g., narrated folktales or his
torical accounts), by contrast, tend to generate the second use. fu addition, a 
third use is attested where locative verbs collocate with typical activities: e.g., 
eating activities collocate with t'ong 'sit'- even though the referent may be in a 
different position (e.g., in a lying position, as illustrated in 26c). Given the im
portance of locative verbs to the overall meaning of the progressive construc
tion, it is not surprising that speakers pay attention to the postural information, 
and, if necessary, correct it (as in 26d). 

(26) a. sai nit! a as fmoe lang t'ong 
then/only see dog LOC.ANAPH hang/move( SG) PROGR 

my_aan yi. (. .. ) Doe d'yem t'ong kuk pe 
go(SG) PROGR come stand(SG) PROGR bark place 

yi (. .. ). 
PROGR 

'then (he) saw this dog moving around walking. ( ... ) (It) stood 
here barking at the place ( ... ). ' (FOOCAAs) 

b. D'u hangoed'e t'o b'ak t'ong su 
much/many water lie(SG) here PROGR run(SG) 

yi n-yil. 
PROGR LOC-ground 

'Much water lies here running on the ground.' (HOlAJOs) 

c. Goeboor=hok t'o n-yil. (. . .) T'ong t'ong s'oe 
hedgehog=DEF lie(SG) LOC-ground sit(SG) PROGR eat 

bi yi. 
thing PROGR 

'The hedgehog lies on the ground. ( ... ) (It) sits eating some
thing.' (D-13/01/00) 
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d. My_ep d'e t'ong-- 1 t'wot t'ong shin sh'it yi 
3PL.S exist PROGR sit(PL) PROGR do work PROGR 

b 'ak m-pe n-d'e-fmoe =hoe. 
here LOC-place ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly 

'They are--, sit doing work here in this place.' (HOlAJOs) 

In addition to their postural semantics, two of the locative verbs convey fur
ther aspectual nuances when occurring in the progressive construction. The 
verb lang 'hang/move' conveys the extended sense of the agent of the action 
deliberately keeping the action going (as in 27a). And the verb (n)d'e 'exist' 
replaces all other locative verbs whenever the speaker does not intend reference 
to a specific quantifiable number of entities in the real world, but makes a gen
eral statement about the entity in question (as in 27b). 

(27) a. La goe =k'wal goe-shint I a goe-d'a 
COND 2SGM.S=talk NOMZ(SG)-today FOC NOMZ(SG)-FUT.CL 

goed'aar toe. Bi goe-Lang k'ur 
tomorrow EMPH thing NOMZ-hang/move(SG) tortoise:POSS 

toe t'ong shin yi ndoe my_ep. 
EMPH PROGR do PROGR CONJ 3PL.I 

'When you say (it) oftoday, (it) will be (the same as) oftomor
row. (It is) the thing that the tortoise kept on doing to them.' 
(FOOAFUAN) 

b. T'ong goe=na goe-tep 1 t'ong goe=na 
IRR 2SGM.S=see NOMZ(SG)-bec.black IRR 2SGM.S=see 

goe-pya. (. . .) D'emde gurum d'e d'i 1 
NOMZ(SG)-bec.white remainder:GEN person exist LOC.ANAPH 

my_ep d'e t'ong s'oe s'oe yi. D'emde 
3PL.S exist PROGR eat food PROGR remainder:GEN 

gurum my_ep=goe s'oe ba. 
person 3PL.S=COMIT food NEG 

'You will see bad (times), you will see good (times).( ... ) 
Some people are there, they eat food. 
Some people are (there) without food .. ' (NOlA TIME) 

Diachronically, the progressive construction has developed from a complex 
structure consisting of a main locative clause plus a consequence clause marked 
for irrealis modality. It is well known that progressive structures grammatical-
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ize from locative expressions (Anderson 1973; Austin 1998; Bybee et al. 1994: 
127-133; Comrie 1976: 98-106, 129-130; Heine 1997b: 195-207; Heine and 
Reh 1984: 122-126; Kuteva 1999; J. Lyons 1977: 718-724; J. Newman and 
Rice 2004; Reid 2002). Commonly, this process involves a locative copula, an 
adpositional element and a nominalized verb. But it is also known that 
"[p ]ostural and durative verbs form another important ( ... ) source of progres
sive I incompletive aspect markers" (Heine and Reh 1984: 124). 

The formal properties of the Goemai progressive construction suggest that it 
developed from the type of complex clause illustrated in (28a): it consists of a 
main clause (in this case, a coordinate serial verb construction with the second 
verb lang 'hang/move' used transitively) and a consequence clause (containing 
the irrealis particle t'ong and the consequence clause particle yi). Notice the 
superficial similarity to (28b ), which illustrates the present-day progressive 
construction and contains the verb lang 'hang/move' (used intransitively) and 
the progressive particles t'ong and yi. 

(28) a. Mimg d'em lang a n-k'a 
take(SG) this.time hang/move(SG) FOC LOC-head(SG):GEN 

muk t'ong b'y_at yi. 
3SG.POSS IRR beat CONS 

'This time, (he) took (it) (and) put (it) on his head, so that (he) 
would play (it).' (ROlNSTAGE) 

b. aas nnoe Lang t'ong my_aan yi. 
dog LOC.ANAPH hang/move(SG) PROGR go(SG) PROGR 

'this dog moves around walking.' (FOOCAAs) 

In addition to their superficial similarity, clauses such as (28a) share a num
ber of formal properties with clauses such as (28b): pronouns of set 2 follow 
both the irrealis particle t'ong and the progressive particle t'ong; only core ar
guments precede both the consequence clause particle yi and the progressive 
particle yi; and if the direct object is focused, both the consequence clause par
ticle yi and the progressive particle yi are omitted. But there are also differ
ences: the subject of the consequence clause can differ from that of the main 
clause, but the progressive construction makes a predication over one subject 
only; the scope of negation is over the consequence clause only, but over the 
entire progressive construction; and a locative adverbial has to follow the verb 
that introduces it in the consequence clause, but can occur in any position in the 
progressive construction (see chapter 8, section 4.4 for details on consequence 
clauses). Given these differences, it is likely that a syntactic reanalysis has 
taken place that integrated the two verbs of the progressive construction into a 
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tighter unit. This syntactic reanalysis probably co-occurred with a semantic 
reinterpretation of the type illustrated in (29) below: the original structure ex
pressed two overlapping events (a posture and an intention), and this temporal 
overlap has probably given rise to the development of a progressive interpreta
tion. That is, a development occurred from 'be in a position with the intention 
to do X' to 'be in a position and do X' Notice that, cross-linguistically, pur
posive structures often constitute the sources for further grammaticalization 
processes ofthis kind (Hopper and Traugott 1993: 83ff.). 

(29) t'o 
lie(SG) 

t'ong 
IRR 

PROGR 

scuim 
sleep 

yi 
CONS 
PROGR 

Consequence interpretation: '(he) lies so that (he) would sleep' 
Progressive interpretation: '(he) lies sleeping' 
(CONSTRUCTED EXAMPLE) 

The progressive construction is the most common structure for expressing 
progressive semantics, but there are two alternative structures available (and 
both of them contain a locative verb). 

First, a structure containing a locative verb plus the spatial nominal k'il 
'HEAD' expresses the progressive-like reading of 'busily doing something at 
reference time' This structure can co-occur with the progressive construction 
(as in 30a), but it can also occur with a participle (as in 30b). 

(30) a. T'o k'a mo/0 t'ong b '11_at yi. 
lie(SG) HEAD(SG):GEN guitar PROGR beat PROGR 

'(He) is busy playing the guitar.' (lit. he lies on the guitar play
ing) (B00APROGLA15) 

b. Doe kat I m11_ep I t'wot k'a s'oe 
come find 3PL.S sit(PL) HEAD(SG):GEN food 

goe-n-s'oe. 
NOMZ-ADVZ-eat 

'(He) found (them) here, (and) they were busy eating (lit. they 
sat on the food eating).' (FOOCFUAN) 

Second, the coordinate serial verb construction with a locative verb in first 
position is used to convey a progressive-like reading (as in 31). This reading, 
however, is not coded in the semantics of the construction, but is an implicature 
that derives from the lexical aspect of the participating verbs (see chapter 8, 
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section 3.2 for details). Although it is well known that serial verb constructions 
can grammaticalize into progressive structures (Crowley 1987: 42; Durie 1997: 
336; Foley and Olson 1985: 40-42; Lord 1993: 9-30; Svorou 1994: ll0-ll3), 
the serial verb construction below is not the source construction for the Goemai 
progressive. 

(31) MM.ep !eng tang fo-cm. 
3PL.S hang/move(PL) search rabbit 

'They moved around (and) searched for the rabbit.' (FOOCFUAN) 

4.2. Habitual 

The habitual is a discontinuous construction that is formed by means of the 
discontinuous particles d'a - lit and t'ong. The particles d'a - lit occur in free 
variation in the corpus, but speakers maintain that they represent a dialectal 
alternation (d'a belonging to the K'wo dialect, and lit to the Duut and Dorok 
dialects). 

Formally, the habitual construction shows many similarities to the progres
sive construction. As in the progressive construction, the position of subject 
arguments depends on the pronoun set: nominal and pronominal subjects of set 
l (lso, 3so, 3PL, LOG.AD) precede the particle d'a - lit (as m!{ep '3PL' in 32a), 
while pronominal subjects of set 2 (2SG, lPL, 2PL, LOG.SP) follow (as moe 'lPL' 
in 32b). The verb and its direct object(s) precede the final particle t'ong, and all 
adverbials follow it (as in 32a and 32b). fu the case ofmulticlausal structures, 
all subsequent verbs follow the particle t'ong (as the verb in the purpose clause 
in 32c ). And in the case of serial verb constructions (excepting the deictic serial 
construction), each subsequent verb is marked by means of the irrealis particle 
t'ong (as in 32d). 

(32) a. A gya goepe I m!{ep dok d'a 
FOC performance THAT/WHEN 3PL.S PAST.REM HAB 

marap t'ong goe 
step(PL) HAB COMIT 

shimt'uk I n-goede. 
loincloth LOC-bottom 

'(It) is a dance that they used to dance with loincloths around 
the bottom.' (004AKANGRANG1) 

b. La moe=yong ni t'ong (. . .). 
HAB lPL.S=call 3SG.O HAB 

'we used to say it( ... ).' (H99BTARIHI) 
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c. My_ep Ia yil goe-fmoe t'ong [de-goe 
3PL.S HAB write NOMZ(SG)-LOC.ANAPH HAB PUR 

n-nyap 1 pe m-pin n-ni]PURPosE· 
ADVZ-prepare place LOC-hut COMIT-3SG.I 

'They used to decorate this one to beautify the place in the hut 
with it.' (C01ANHAND) 

d. my_ep lti t'ek t'ong t'ong t'wot k'a 
3PL.S HAB fall(PL) HAB IRR sit(PL) HEAD(SG):GEN 

gado 
bed 

'they used to sit down on the bed (lit. they used to fall and 
would sit on the bed)' (A-13/06/01) 

Unlike the progressive construction, the habitual construction not only 
marks verbal clauses, but also non-verbal clauses (as in 33a); and the negation 
particle has unambiguous scope over the whole construction (as in 33b ). Notice 
also that there is an alternative - less common - way to negate the habitual 
construction: the particle t'ong is replaced by the adverb t'ei 'yet' (as in 33c). 

(33) a. Pin fmoe d'ti a goe-b'ang t'ong=a? 
hut LOC.ANAPH HAB FOC NOMZ(SG)-bec.red HAB=INTERR 

'This hut used to be a red one, right?' (Q99ATQ70) 

b. Goe-dok poeb'it I muur dok lti 
NOMZ(SG)-past remote thief/stealing PAST.REM HAB 

yen t'ong ba. 
bec.plenty HAB NEG 

'In the old old times, thieves weren't plenty.' (D01CLU) 

c. My_ep d'a 
3PL.S HAB 

ba (. .. ). 
NEG 

t'oerep t'ei 
lie(PL) yet 

ndoe=pe goe-k'em 
SPEC=place NOMZ( SG )-different 

'They never lay any place else( ... ).' (R00ATAMYIN2) 

The habitual construction is used for any event that is characteristic for an 
extended period of time, taking place habitually or repeatedly. In all cases, the 
habitual construction receives a past tense interpretation (as in 34a). To convey 
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other interpretations, speakers resort to the progressive construction (as in 34b) 
or to the unmarked verb form (see example 5a in section 2). 

(34) a. Pe goepe my_ep lti tap my_es t'ong I 
place THAT/WHEN 3PL.S:CONS HAB brew beer HAB 

d'e toe dakd'y_oe lu. 
exist EMPH MIDDLE:GEN settlement 

'The place where they used to brew beer is there in the middle 
of the compound.' (DO 1 ALU) 

b. Wo=hok kuma d'e t'ong t'an moemai yi I 
snake=DEF also exist PROGR pursue people PROGR 

mpy_oe-mpy_oe. 
RED UP .always 

'And the snake is pursuing the people, always.' (F99DMATWO) 

It is likely that the habitual construction developed from the conditional 
construction (see chapter 8, section 4.8 for the conditional): the conditional 
clause contains the particle d'a - Ia 'if/when', and the apodosis clause fre
quently contains the irrealis particle t'ong. Out of context, an utterance such as 
(35) could be interpreted as instantiating either the conditional construction or 
the habitual construction (as illustrated by the two translations). The similari
ties between the two constructions are not only superficial: the alternation d'- I 
is not otherwise attested in Goemai; the position of set 1 and set 2 pronouns is 
identical in both constructions; and both can occur with non-verbal clauses. 
Notice also that the two constructions cannot co-occur - which again points to 
their common origin. If this scenario holds true, the second particle t'ong devel
oped from the irrealis particle t'ong, which in tum developed from the verb 
t'ong 'sit' (see section 5.1).71 

71. Bybee et al. (1994: 151-160), Heine and Kuteva (2002: 278-279) and J. Newman 
(2002a) list the verb 'sit' as a possible lexical source for habitual morphemes. No
tice, however, that the Goemai habitual was derived from the irrealis particle - and 
not directly from the verb 'sit' The closely-related language Mupun has an auxil
iary tong 'always' that is formally and semantically similar to the Goemai form. 
According to Frajzyngier (1993: 336), it derives directly from the verb tong 'sit, 
live, rest' Since its syntactic position (i.e., preceding the verb) differs from that of 
the corresponding form in Goemai (i.e., following the verb), it is likely that the ha
bitual markers in the two languages are independent innovations originating from 
similar sources. 
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(35) La goe=p'et 1 t'ong goe=kat Jap (. . .). 
COND 2SGM.S=exit(SG) IRR 2SGM.S=find children(PL) 
HAB HAB 

Conditional: 'if you go out, you will find children( ... )' 
Habitual: 'you always went out, you found children ( ... ). ' 
(DOOAKW ANDE) 

Despite their diachronic relationship, the habitual and conditional construc
tions show formal differences in present-day Goemai. Whenever a serial verb 
construction is marked for habitual aspect, the first verb receives full habitual 
marking, and all subsequent verbs are introduced with the irrealis particle t'ong 
(as in 32d above); in the case of conditional marking, by contrast, the serial 
verb is only marked once with the conditional particle d'Ct - lit (as in 36a). Fur
thermore, all adverbials in the habitual construction obligatorily follow the 
particle t'ong (as in 32a above); but both clauses of the conditional construction 
can introduce their own adverbials (as in 36b). Finally, they differ in the scope 
of negation: the negation particle has scope over the whole habitual construc
tion (as in 33b above); but can independently negate either of the two clauses in 
the conditional construction. 

(36) a. hen=rimg goepe ko Ia 
lSG.S=think THAT/WHEN maybe/or COND 

moe=yok moe=rwo n-lu I 
lPL.S=retum.home(PL) lPL.S=enter(PL) Lac-settlement 

moe=yong moe-gurum men(. . .). 
lPL.S=call NOMZ(PL)-person lPL.POSS 

t'ong 
IRR 

'I think that when we maybe return home (and) enter into the 
compound, we will call our people( ... ).' (cOOANYOUTH3) 

b. La goe=d'alang d'i 1 t'ong goe=ru 
COND 2SGM.S=pass(SG) LOC.ANAPH IRR 2SGM.S=enter(SG) 

goe =kat Kafanshan d'i 
2SGM.S=find <PLACE.NAME> LOC.ANAPH 

'If you pass there, you will enter (and) see Kafanchan there' 
(HOlAJOS) 

The three properties above suggest that, unlike the conditional construction, 
the habitual construction is a monoclausal structure. fu the course of its devel
opment from the biclausal conditional construction, a reanalysis of the clause 
boundaries must have taken place: the particle t'ong was reanalyzed as part of 
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the first clause, the apodosis clause was omitted, and adverbials from the condi
tional clause were moved outside of the construction. 

4.3. Durative 

The durative is formed by means of the particle yi. All nominal and pronominal 
subject arguments immediately precede this particle, while the verb phrase 
follows it (as in 37a). It can co-occur with the tense particles (e.g., with the 
remote past tense particle dok in 37b), and with the irrealis particle t'ong (as in 
37c). It can further occur in questions and negative statements (as in 37d). 

(37) a. 

b. 

hy_oe oerem goe I yi t'oerep a d'i 
seed:GEN bean 2SGM.POSS DUR lie(PL) FOC LOC.ANAPH 

k'a tebill I(. .. ). My_ep d'a t'oerep t'ei 
HEAD(SG):GEN table 3PL.S HAB lie(PL) yet 

ndoe=pe goe-k'em ba (. .. ). 
SPEC=place NOMZ( SG )-different NEG 

'your beans are lying on the table ( ... ). They never lay any 
place else( ... ).' (R00ATAMYIN2) 

Dakd'y_oe pin mukl ndoe pin T.l me 
MIDDLE:GEN hut 3SG.POSS CONJ hut:GEN <NAME> bam 

dok yi lang d'i m-pe=hok. 
PAST.REM DUR hang/move(SG) LOC.ANAPH LOC-place=DEF 

'Between her hut and T.' s hut, a bam was hanging there in the 
place.' (DOlALU) 

c. fltila=hok t'ong yi lang d'i sek 
lamp=DEF IRR DUR hang/move(SG) LOC.ANAPH BODY:GEN 

gak 
wall 

'the lamp would be hanging there at the wall.' (A-04/07/01) 

d. Yin 1 fltila Ji 1 yf d'e nnang? (. . .) 
SAY lamp SGM.LOG .SP .POSS DUR exist where 

Nye-pe 1 tab 'a t'ei yi lang 
because-THAT/WHEN do.ever/never yet DUR hang/move(SG) 
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ndoe=pe goe-k'em ba. 
SPEC=place NOMZ(SG)-different NEG 

'(He1) said, his1 lamp is where?( ... ) Because (it) has never 
hung any place else.' (R00ATAMYIN2; A-04/07/01) 

The marking of durative aspect is restricted to locative verbs (see chapter 3, 
section 2.2). More specifically, it is restricted to all constructions that employ 
locative verbs to express a static locative relation: the locative construction (in 
37a to 37d above), most serial verb constructions (as the serial verbs p'y_at 
d'yam 'exit (and) stand' in 38) and the progressive construction (as the progres
sive clause d'yam t'ong pi! m11.ep yi 'stand watching them' in 38). When locative 
verbs occur in a non-stative context, i.e., in the inchoative serial verb construc
tion, durative marking is ungrammatical (see also chapter 8, section 3.3). No
tice that the particle cannot occur with any other verb: neither with the transi
tive counterparts of the locative verbs (such as twaam 'cause standing'), nor 
with any stative non-locative verb. 

(38) Ndoe=mat ndoe ndoe=mis I mlfep p'M.af yi 
SPEC=woman(SG) CONJ SPEC=man(SG) 3PL.S exit(PL) DUR 

d'yam t'ong pi! mlfep yi. 
stand(PL) PROGR watch 3PL.O PROGR 

'A woman and a man, they came out (and after that) were standing 
(continuously) watching them.' (ROlNSTAGE) 

Durative marking expresses that, for a specific time-interval, a referent con
tinues to be located in a place. As such, it is often used to describe the spatial 
layout of settlements (as in 3 7b above), but can be used for any locative relation 
that is construed as continuous. For example, as indicated by the second sen
tence of (37a) above, the protagonist talks about the continuous location of 
objects in specific places. 

Given its semantics, the restriction to stative contexts is to be expected: dur
atives mark continuous, temporally-unstructured, events; and statives are conti
nuous by definition (Comrie 1976: 41-51; Frawley 1992: 149, 306-310). But 
its restriction to the locative context is unexpected. This restriction possibly 
results from a diachronic development that originated in the consequence-cum
progressive particle yi (see chapter 8, section 4.4 for consequence clauses; see 
section 4.1 for the progressive). Semantically, a connection between the dura
tive and progressive particles is conceivable, as both convey a notion of un
boundedness (and the progressive particle itself has been grammaticalized from 
the consequence clause particle). Syntactically, however, such a development is 
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not immediately obvious, as the particles occur in different positions: the dura
tive particle precedes the verb, while the other two particles follow it - the 
durative and consequence particles can even co-occur within the same clause 
(as in 39a). fu fact, Goemai speakers consider the durative particle to be differ
ent from the other two, and they explicitly base their argumentation on their 
different syntactic positions. It is nevertheless possible that the durative particle 
developed from the other two. fu multiverb clauses, these two particles always 
follow the first verb and precede the second. Since locative verbs frequently 
occur as the second verb in such clauses (see especially chapter 8, section 3), 
they often occur following these particles (as in 39b). fu this position, the parti
cle yi could have been reanalyzed as the durative particle. And, in a further 
development, it then occurred preceding the verb in a simple verbal clause. 

(39) a. Kwalba=hok k'oon n-k'oon 
bottle=DEF bec.face.down(SG) ADVZ-bec.face.down(SG) 

yi d'yem yi k'a tebul. 
DUR stand(SG) CONS HEAD(SG):GEN table 

'The bottle is face down so that it is standing on the table.' 
(Q01APROG1.33) 

b. Ru d'em wa ya n-goede 
enter(SG) this.time retum.home(SG) catch LOC-bottom:GEN 

hoof gado nuun muk goe 
hollow:GEN bed:GEN mother 3SG.POSS OBLIG:CONS 

t'a yi t'o. 
fall(SG) CONS lie(SG) 

'(He) entered this time (and) returned home (and) arrived at the 
hollow of his mother's bed, so that (he) should lie down.' 
(F990GOELONG) 

The durative particle has probably given rise to another construction: in 
combination with the conditional particle d'a - Ia, it codes the temporal overlap 
between two events (in 40). This construction is not restricted to locative verbs, 
and any verb can occur in it. 

(40) yi d'a mang gya yi d'a mat 
DUR COND take(SG) performance DUR COND step(SG) 

'while (he) is singing, (he) is dancing (lit. when (he) is singing, 
when (he) is dancing)' (A-28/12/99) 
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4.4. Anterior 

The anterior is formed by means of the particle lat. This particle occurs at the 
end of a verbal clause, following the verb, its arguments and adverbials (as in 
41a to 41d). Both sets of subject pronouns - set 1 (as m11.ep '3PL' in 41a and 
41b) and set 2 (as gU '2PL' in 41c) - precede the verb. Optionally, set 2 pro
nouns can be repeated preceding the particle lilt (as gU '2PL' in 41d). 

(41) a. M11.ep Ia s'wa haam !tit I m11.ep ya wakilam. 
3PL.S COND drink water ANT 3PL.S catch way 

'When they have finished drinking the water, they take to the 
road.' (D04CSHITBIT) 

b. M11.ep d'e d'i !tit. Mat t'ong 
3PL.S exist LOC.ANAPH ANT woman(SG) sit(SG) 

mat. 
woman(SG) 

'They really are there. The woman has become a wife.' 
(C00ANDIALECT6) 

c. La gu=fer gyelgyel n-d'e-fmoe 
COND 2PL.S=weed REDUP:quick ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX 

!tit (. .. ). 
ANT 

'When you have finished weeding (it) this quickly,( ... ).' 
(D04ALUUNPAS3) 

d. D 'a gu =poe k'aram gil =ltit 1 to 1 
COND 2PL.S=give mat 2PL.S=ANT okay 

gu=leng d'em gu=shin tal yi. 
2PL.S=hang/move(PL) this.time 2PL.S:CONS=do greeting CONS 

'When you have finished giving away the mat, okay, you now 
move around and do the greeting.' (cOOANDIALECT5) 

The anterior particle lilt is used to mark an event prior and relevant to the 
situation at reference time, indicating that this prior event has ended. As such, it 
predominantly occurs in complex sentences to convey a temporal order (as in 
41a, 41c and 41d). But notice that it can occur with any verb, including stative 
verbs. In this case, however, it loses its anterior semantics and instead empha
sizes the current state-of-affairs (as in 41b above). 
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It is likely that the anterior particle grammaticalized from the verb litt 'fin
ish', which still occurs as a full verb in present-day Goemai (as in 42). The 
source structure was probably this verb litt occurring as the second verb of the 
coordinate serial verb construction: the clause-final position of litt as well as 
the possible double marking of set 2 pronouns (as in 41d above) indicate such 
an origin. In a further development, litt must have lost some of its verbal prop
erties, and now allows subject pronouns of set 2 to occur before the main verb 
only (as in 41c above)- this distribution would not have been possible in the 
original serial structure (see chapter 8, section 3). 

(42) Mcm t'ong goe=ltit a m-b'it goe-goeme ba. 
PROH IRR 2SGM.S=finish FOC LOC-day NOMZ(SG)-one NEG 

'You should not intend to finish (it) on the same day.' 
(D04ALUUNPAS3) 

Cross-linguistically, the grammaticalization of verbs such as 'finish' to code 
anterior aspect is well attested (Bybee et al. 1994; Heine and Reh 1984). Fre
quently, these verbs develop first into completive or resultative aspect markers, 
and only then into anterior markers. In Goemai, by contrast, there is no indica
tion that the anterior particle litt expresses any resultative or completive no
tions. Resultative aspect is coded by a different particle (see section 4.5). And 
neither of the two particles shares the features that are often associated with 
completives (i.e., to do something thoroughly and to completion): the object of 
the action is not totally affected (as illustrated in 43a); the occurrence of the 
particle is not restricted to plural contexts; and it does not indicate the com
pleteness of the state (as illustrated in 43b). To convey completive readings, 
speakers have to resort to lexical means instead, e.g., to the adverb dip 'all, 
completely' 

(43) a. s'oe bi=hok ltit I d'emgoede ba 
eat thing=DEF ANT remainder retum(SG) 

'(he) finished eating the thing, but some (food) remained' (A-

14/02/00) 

b. py_oe-pin=hok b'al ltit 
mouth:GEN-hut=DEF fasten ANT 

'the door has finished closing' (talking about a door that has 
stopped closing, but is still halfway open)' (A-14/02/00) 
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4.5. Resultative 

The resultative is formed by means of the particle kilm, which follows the verb 
and all its arguments. Subject pronouns of set l precede the verb (as m11.ep 
'3PL' in 44a), and those of set 2 precede the resultative particle (as yr '2SGF' in 
44b). 

(44) a. mlfep pilar ni kam n-Jos 
3PL.S send 3SG.O RESULT LOC-<PLACE.NAME> 

'they have sent her to Jos' (A-14/02/00) 

b. To I lokilshi goepe wa yi=ktim (. . .) 
okay time THAT/WHEN return.home(SG) 2SGF.S=RESULT 

'Okay, at the time after you have returned home( ... ).' 
(NOlJTIME) 

If adverbials are present, they follow the resultative particle. The only ex
ception are locative adverbials: they preferably follow this particle (as in 45a, 
see also 44a above), but they can alternatively precede it (as in 45b). It is not 
clear if there is a semantic difference between the two positions. 

(45) a. mM.ilim kam ndoe=pe (. . .). 
go(SG) RESULT SPEC=place 

'(she) went somewhere( ... ).' (ROlNSTAGE) 

b. M11.ep Ia m11.en n-zam nnoe kaml 
3PL.S COND go(SG) LOC-field LOC.ANAPH RESULT 

sharap I ndoe jap dwen 
women(PL) CONJ children(PL) PL.LOG.SP.POSS 

moe-sharap I m11.ep d'e n-lu. 
NOMZ(PL)-women(PL) 3PL.S exist Lac-settlement 

'When they have gone to this farm, the women and their female 
children stay in the compound.' (D04CSHITBIT) 

The resultative codes a state that is seen as the result of the state change ex
pressed by the verb. Its exact interpretation depends on the lexical aspect of the 
verb (see also chapter 4, section 2.3). In the case of inchoative verbs, it focuses 
on the initial boundary of entering a state and thus expresses a continuation of 
this state (as in 46a). And in the case of result verbs, it focuses on the final 
boundary of the event, expressing the termination of this event (as in 46b). It 
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cannot occur with either activity or stative verbs, since they do not lexicalize a 
change of state. 

(46) a. Lwa I su kam n-s 'a my_ep. 
animal/meat run(SG) RESULT LOC-hand/arm 3PL.POSS 

'The animal is running from their hands.' (i.e., the animal has 
started to run, and hence is now in the state of running) 
(ROlNFROG) 

b. Na kodayake pe gwen L. 1 ndoe 
see even.though THAT/WHEN ASSOC.PL <NAME> CONJ 

W. I ndoe K. I ndoe L. I my_ep=my_arap 
<NAME> CONJ <NAME> CONJ <NAME> 3PL.S=die(PL) 

kam I d'emde men I pe men a 
RESULT remainder lPL.POSS THAT/WHEN lPL.I FOC 

jap muk I t'ekgoed'i moe =n-d'e 
children(PL) 3SG.POSS already/still lPL.S=PRES-exist 

d'i. 
LOC.ANAPH 

'See, even though those L. and W and K. and L., they have 
died(= the dying event is over), we others, who are his chil
dren, we are still there.' (H04AKWAPNDA1) 

Notice that not all inchoative and result verbs can be marked for resultative 
aspect. The restrictions are not fully understood, but it is likely that they are 
connected to the lexical origin of the resultative particle in a locative verb (see 
below). In present-day Goemai, the particle retains some of its original locative 
semantics in that it preferably occurs with motion and caused motion verbs. In 
the course of grammaticalization, its distribution must have been gradually 
extended to non-motion verbs - adding both a resultative reading and a motion 
reading (as in 47). Finally, it has become acceptable with non-motion verbs, 
conveying a resultative reading only (as in 46b above). This grammaticalization 
process is not yet completed, as many eligible non-motion verbs are not ac
cepted. There is also speaker variation in that different speakers produce and 
accept different verbs. 

( 4 7) wus haar kam poenoe 
fire gnaw RESULT thus 

'the fire has moved like this (lit. has eaten (its way) like this)' (A-

11/02/00) 
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It is likely that the resultative particle kam grammaticalized from the stative 
locative verb *kam '?stay' in the coordinate serial verb construction. Although 
the original verb is no longer used productively, it still occurs in the verb slot of 
the fixed expression in (48). The verbal origin of the resultative particle is still 
visible in its position with respect to pronouns of set 2: such pronouns follow 
the verb but precede kam (as yr '2SGF' in 44b above)- if kam had a non-verbal 
origin, these pronouns would have preceded the main verb. Notice also that a 
comparable grammaticalization process is taking place in present-day Goemai: 
the coordinate serial verb construction allows for the co-occurrence of (caused) 
motion verbs with locative verbs, in which case the locative verbs receive a 
default resultative interpretation. Unlike resultative kam, their grammaticaliza
tion has only just begun: the resultative reading is only implicated (not coded) 
and the locative verbs cannot co-occur with non-motion verbs (see chapter 8, 
section 3.2). 

(48) Hen=paar reep noe I my_aan goegoe kam 
lSG.S=send girl(SG) lSG.POSS go(SG) REDUP.OBLIG ??stay 

d'i. 
LOC.ANAPH 

'I sent my daughter, (she) went and in the end remained there.' (A-

09/02/00) 

From a cross-linguistic perspective, the above grammaticalization pattern is 
unusual: although resultative particles often originate in serial verb construc
tions, they tend to originate in verbs such as 'finish' -not in locative verbs. The 
development of resultative readings from locative verbs is rarely mentioned in 
the grammaticalization literature (e.g., it is not discussed in Heine et al. 1993 
who summarize attested grammaticalization processes in African languages; 
but see Reid 2002). 

5. Modality and mood 

Goemai distinguishes the following types of modality: irrealis (section 5 .l ), 
obligative (section 5.2), permissive (section 5.3), focused irrealis (section 5.4) 
and negative irrealis (section 5.5). In addition, this section discusses the im
perative mood (section 5.6). Note that the prohibitive is formed by means of the 
negative irrealis. 
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5 .1. Irrealis 

Irrealis modality is expressed by means of the particle t'ong.72 This particle has 
some verbal properties in that nouns and pronouns of set 1 precede it (as m11.ep 
'3PL' in 49a), while pronouns of set 2 follow it (as moe 'lPL' in 49b). Despite 
these verbal properties, it is clearly a particle, occurring in the particle slot of 
nominalized clauses (as in 49c) and consequence clauses (as in 49d), i.e., both 
the particle and the verb precede the possessor and the consequence clause 
particle yi. 

(49) a. M11.ep t'ong shin bi fmoe (. . .). 
3PL.S IRR do thing LOC.ANAPH 

'They would do this thing( ... ).' (D04NTOKMUUT) 

b. S'a I yo m11.aan d'i m-pe 
PROH rise(SG) go(SG) LOC.ANAPH LOC-place 

goepe t'ong moe=shin bi=hok. 
THAT/WHEN IRR:CONS lPL.S=do thing=DEF 

'Lest (she) rises (and) goes to the place where we would do the 
thing.' (D05ADUOEDAAS) 

c. La=hok I man bi goe-t'ong shin muk 
child(SG)=DEF know thing NOMZ(SG)-IRR do 3SG.POSS 

ba. 
NEG 

'The boy didn't know what he would do.' (ROOAFROG) 

d. de mlfep t'ong nyap pe yi. 
SO.THAT 3PL.S:CONS IRR prepare place CONS 

'so that they would prepare the place.' (D04ALWA3) 

The particle t'ong is used in irrealis contexts. This includes the expression of 
epistemic modality (as in 50a), intention (as in 50b), polite requests (as in 50c), 
and counterfactual contexts (as in 50d). 

(50) a. rang pe hangoed'e t'ong zoom nd'asoenoe. 
think THAT/WHEN water IRR bec.cold now 

'(he) thinks that the water would be cold now.' (Q99ATQ115) 

72. Younger speakers occasionally reduce this form to t'en or t'oe. 
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b. T'ong du=k'wal a k'a goepe (. . .). 
IRR PL.LOG.SP.S=talk FOC head(SG) THAT/WHEN 

'(They 1 said that) they 1 would talk about the fact that ( ... ). ' 
(F99DLIIT) 

c. T'ong goe=t'o s'ayo ba goe=ne. 

d. 

IRR 2SGM.S=lie(SG) PROH retum(SG) 2SGM.S=bec.tired 

'You would better sleep lest you become tired again.' 
(Q99ATQ131) 

D'in Ia goe=zem d'y_oe noel d'in 
PAST.CL COND 2SGM.s=like voice lSG.POSS PAST.CL 

t'ong goe=bi fo-an ba. 
IRR 2SGM.s=follow rabbit NEG 

'If you had accepted my advice, you would not have followed 
the rabbit (but you did follow him).' (F99DLIIT) 

The particle is furthermore near-obligatory in future contexts (but see sec
tion 2 on the distribution of the unmarked verb), occurring in both intention
based (as in 5la, see also 50b above) and prediction-based contexts (as in 5lb). 
Notice that some authors consider an occurrence in prediction-based contexts 
the defming criterion of a future tense marker (Bybee et al. 1991: 20). It can 
also occur in a less-prototypical future context, e.g., in the protasis of the condi
tional construction (see Dahl 1985). It is more common for Goemai speakers to 
use an unmarked verb in this context, but they can use the irrealis particle to 
emphasize a hypothetical reading (as in 5lc ). 

(51) a. Goe-fer fmoe (. . .)I hen=t'ong poe a mat 
ORD-four LOC.ANAPH lSG.S=IRR give FOC woman(SG) 

noe. 
lSG.POSS 

'This fourth one( ... ), I will give (it) to my wife.' 
(F990GOESHANG2) 

b. La goe=p'et t'ong goe=muut. 
COND 2SGM.S=exit(SG) IRR 2SGM.S=die(SG) 

'If you go out, you will (probably) die.' (D04Awo) 
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c. To I Ia t'ong goe=shin nd'uim wang 
okay COND IRR 2SGM.S=do INSIDE:GEN pot:GEN 

sool (. .. ). 
metal/money 

'Okay, if you would do (it) in a pot of iron( ... ).' 
(P04CMUALAM2) 

In many languages, irrealis modality and future tense show some overlap: 
they may be expressed by the same form; the irrealis marker may be part of the 
same formal paradigm as the past I present tense markers; or the future marker 
may have developed from the irrealis marker (Bybee et al. 1994: 251-271; 
Comrie l985a: 43-48; Dahl 1985: 103; J. Lyons 1977: 816; Palmer 1986: 49). 
For Goemai, I analyze t'ong basically as a modality: it occurs in non-future 
irrealis contexts (see examples 50a to 50d above), future time reference can be 
expressed with the help of the unmarked verb form (see section 2), and t'ong is 
not part of the same paradigmatic set as the tenses (see section 3). In labeling it 
a modality category, I follow Comrie's methodological caution when he says 
that, in order to establish whether a language has a category of future tense, one 
has to ascertain first that its use "( ... ) cannot be treated as a special use of a 
grammatical category with basically non-tense meaning" (Comrie l985a: 46). 

The particle t'ong was probably grammaticalized form the locative verb 
t'ong 'sit (sG)', occurring as the first verb in the coordinate serial verb construc
tion (as illustrated with its plural counterpart t'wot 'sit' in 52a). This construc
tion receives a simultaneous interpretation whenever a locative verb occurs as 
the first verb, i.e., the referent is considered to be in a specific position while 
engaged in an activity (see chapter 8, section 3.2). While such an origin is syn
tactically plausible, it is not entirely clear how the modality reading could have 
developed from the simultaneity reading.73 Bybee et al. (1994: 181-187, 258-
264) suggest that the locative verb 'be' can grammaticalize into an agent
oriented modality (i.e., a modality that imposes conditions on the agent, e.g., 
obligation), from where it develops further into a marker for intention, and 
eventually into a marker for epistemic modality (i.e., a modality showing the 
commitment of the speaker to the truth of the proposition, e.g., possibility). 
They argue that the source structure must have expressed two overlapping 
events (as in the serial construction of 52a). Later, the agent then became asso
ciated with a projected activity, allowing for an interpretation of 'the agent 

73. Most attested grammaticalization chains have verbs of motion, volition or desire as 
sources for irrealis I future markers (Bybee et al. 1994: 251-271; Heine and Reh 
1984: 131). Locative verbs, by contrast, are not very common- Heine et al. (1993: 
270, 272), for example, do not mention any such verbs among the possible sources. 
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commits himselfto be at an activity' (1991: 26-27, 1994: 258-264). Notice that 
the present-day Goemai verb t'ong 'sit' has an extended sense of 'remain, stay' 
(as in 52b), which arguably may require a commitment to remain in a place. It 
is possible that this extended sense encouraged the reinterpretation from, e.g., 
'they sat- remained and thought' in (52a) to 'they had the intention to think' 
Such a scenario could explain the fact that only the locative verb t'ong 'sit' has 
been gramrnaticalized - the other locative verbs do not have such an extended 
sense.74 But given the scarcity of available diachronic data, this scenario has to 
remain speculative. It is even possible that its gramrnaticalization has already 
taken place in Proto-Angas-Goemai: Mupun has an auxiliary ntong 'maybe' 
that is semantically similar to irrealis t'ong in Goemai (i.e., it expresses epis
temic modality); and it also shows some syntactic similarities (in that subject 
pronouns precede or follow it, depending on their set) (Frajzyngier 1993: 
336).75 

(52) a. My_ep t'wot rimg nye-rimg. 
3PL.S sit(PL) think matter-think 

'They sat (and) thought a thought.' (F99DLIIT) 

b. My_ep b'e moe-b'e I moe-nda 
3PL.S produce(PL) NOMZ(PL)-produce(PL) NOMZ(PL)-father 

men. My_ep b 'e moe-b 'e I men. 
1PL.POSS 3PL.S produce(PL) NOMZ(PL)-produce(PL) 1PL.O 

Men zak moe=b'e. Yil=hok 
1PL.I also/however 1PL.S:CONS=produce(PL) ground=DEF 

74. In many languages, 'sit' is the only locative verb that has been grammaticalized 
into a TAM morpheme, usually a morpheme for progressive or habitual aspect 
(Austin 1998; Heine and Reh 1984: 124-126; Heine et al. 1993: 201). Alterna
tively, if several locative verbs have been grammaticalized, 'sit' is often used to 
express permanent states (while the others are used for temporary states) (Comrie 
1976: 102-105; J. Newman and Rice 2004). It is possible that the wide distribution 
of 'sit' is related to its common extension to notions such as 'stay, remain, live' 

75. An irrealis modality has not been described for any other Angas-Goemai group 
language, although some of the attested fonns seem to have similar extensions to 
Goemai t'ong (e.g., the future tense in Angas; or the imperfective in Mupun) (see 
Burquest 1973; Frajzyngier 1993). 
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t'ong. 
sit(SG) 

'They gave birth to those who gave birth to our fathers. They 
gave birth to those who gave birth to us. And then we, too, we 
gave birth. The country remains.' (H99BTARIHI) 

The irrealis particle t'ong has given rise to the progressive particle t'ong (see 
section 4.1) and to the habitual particle t'ong (see section 4.2). 

5 .2. Obligative 

The obligative is formed by means of the particle goe. This particle is preceded 
by subject pronouns of both set 1 (as pti 'SGF.LOG.AD' in 53a) and set 2 (as gU 
'2PL' in 53b), and it is followed by the verb phrase. It is attested in both af
firmative (as in 53a and 53b) and negative sentences (as in 53c).76 In the latter 
case, it is sometimes replaced by the irrealis clitic boe= (see section 5.4). 

(53) a. B'it Ia lin I pa goe nyap I hura (...). 
day COND dry(SG) SGF.LOG.AD.S OBLIG prepare gruel 

'When the morning dawns, she should prepare gruel ( ... ). ' 
(F99DREEP) 

b. La gu=gama poenoe nnoe gu=goe 
COND 2PL.S=finish thus LOC.ANAPH 2PL.S=OBLIG 

yok. 
return.home(PL) 

'When you have finished (it) like this, you should return 
home.' (D04ATATMAT1) 

c. man nwa goe yok doe s'oe 
PROH PL.LOG.AD.S OBLIG return.home(PL) come eat 

shat mou 
porridge NEG 

'they shouldn't return home (and) eat porridge here' (A-
04/02/00) 

76. Notice that the obligative particle has scope over the negative particle, resulting in 
the meaning of "should not, must not" It is not possible to get the meaning of "not 
have to" (as, e.g., in German, where negation has scope over the TAM morpheme 
in comparable contexts). 
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This particle codes obligative modality. As such, it frequently occurs in po
lite orders and requests, i.e., it preferably occurs with second person and ad
dressee logophoric referents (as in 53a to 53c above). And although it is at
tested with other person subjects (as in 54a), it is far more common to 
encounter the irrealis particle t'ong in these cases (coding an intention rather 
than an obligation, as in 54b). 

(54) a. hen=goe gama kilratu=hok d'i. 
lSG.S=OBLIG finish studies=DEF LOC.ANAPH 

'I was obliged to finish the studies there.' (NOlNTIME) 

b. n =t'ong shin aram (. . .). 
lsG.S=IRR do conversation 

'I will tell a story ( ... ). ' (DOOJANIMALll) 

The particle combines with the irrealis particle t'ong to express the definite 
future. In this case, nouns and pronouns of set l precede the irrealis particle (as 
m11.ep '3PL' in 55a), while those of set 2 precede the obligative particle (as goe 
'2SGM' in 55b). 

(55) a. Sai .fil.an yin I m11.ep t'ong goe 
then/only rabbit SAY 3PL.S IRR FUT.DEF 

nwa ba (. .. ). 
PL.LOG.AD.O NEG 

nyet 
leave 

'Then the rabbit said (to them1), they will definitely not leave 
them1 ( ••• ).' (FOOCFUAN) 

b. sham t'ong ya goe I t'ong dill k'a 
turtle.type IRR catch 2SGM.O IRR strike head(SG) 

goe I har t'ong goe=goe muut 
2SGM.POSS even/until IRR 2SGM.S=FUT.DEF die(SG) 

d'i m-pe =hok. 
LOC.ANAPH LOC-place=DEF 

'the giant turtle will catch you, (and it) will beat you, until you 
will definitely die in the place.' (D04ALWA3) 

The origins of the obligative particle remain unclear, but it may be related to 
the sequential particle goe (see chapter 8, section 4.5). 
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5.3. Permissive 

The permissive is formed with the prefix N- attaching to the verb. Pronouns of 
both set 1 (as in 56a) and set 2 (as in 56b) precede it. It occurs in affirmative (as 
in 56a and 56b) as well as in negative sentences (as in 56c). 

(56) a. hen=rii-mimg 
1 SG .S=PERM-take( SG) 

'let me take (it)' (A-14/11/00) 

b. Moe=n-para toe. 
lPL.S=PERM-begin EMPH 

'Let us begin.' (M00JMDISPOS6) 

C. man moe=n-VM_ang ni nd'uim bi=hok ba. 
PROH lPL.S=PERM-wash 3SG.O INSIDE:GEN thing=DEF NEG 

'let us not insult her in this thing.' (c01FGHJARAM3) 

In discourse, it frequently functions as an exhortative (as in 56a to 56c), but 
it is attested in all sentence types conveying the permissive reading of 'allow
ing' and 'enabling' For example, in (57) it occurs in a question. 

(57) Kat Ji=n-muut=o kat 
maybe SGM.LOG.SP.S=PERM-die(SG)=INTERR maybe 

Ji=n-lilng=o? 
SGM.LOG.SP .S=PERM-hang/move(SG)=INTERR 

'Maybe he would be allowed to die, maybe he would be allowed to 
live?' (F99AKUR) 

It can combine with the irrealis particle t'ong to convey an immediate future 
reading (as in 58). 

(58) m!lW t'ong n-yuul 
3PL.S IRR FUT.IMM-rise(PL) 

'they are about to rise' (A-29/12/00) 

The origins of the permissive prefix are unknown. It is possibly a retention 
from Proto-Angas-Goemai: the closely-related language Mupun has a form N
that is used in future tense contexts (Frajzyngier 1993: 314-315). Given the 
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close semantic association between future tenses and irrealis-type modalities, 
this form may be cognate to the Goemai permissive prefix. 

5.4. Irrealis (focused) 

Goemai has another irrealis morpheme, the proclitic boe= 'FOC.IRR', which 
cliticizes to the initial boundary of a verb phrase. That is, it precedes subject 
pronouns of set 2 (as yr '2SGF' in 59a), but follows those of set l (as pa 
'SGF.LOG.AD' in 59b). 

(59) a. mcm boe=yi=luut 
PROH FOC.IRR=2SGF.S=be.afraid(SG) 

'don't be afraid.' (F99DMATWO) 

mou. 
NEG 

b. Yin kede pit boe=wal ba (. . .). 
SAY PROH SGF.LOG.AD.S FOC.IRR=cry(SG) NEG 

'(He1) said, she2 shouldn't cry( ... ).' (F99DREEP) 

This formative only occurs in certain types of focused irrealis contexts, al
though its exact semantics remain unclear: in negative imperative and prohibi
tive clauses (as in 59a and 59b above), in negative verbal and verbless irrealis 
clauses (as in 60a and 60b), and in questioned irrealis clauses (as in 60c). In all 
contexts, this clitic is optional: a negative imperative context does not need any 
overt expression of modality (see section 5 .5); a verbless clause is usually un
marked for modality; and in all other cases, it is more common to either use the 
obligative particle goe (see section 5.2) or the irrealis particle t'ong (see section 
5.1). For example, in (60d) the speaker chooses the irrealis particle t'ong in the 
first sentence, and then rephrases this sentence by means of the proclitic boe=. 
The semantic differences between the two sentences are not clear. In the case of 
questions, it is even possible for boe= and t'ong to co-occur (as in 60e). 

(60) a. Ni boe=k'oeleng d'y_oe Bakwa ba. 
3SG.S FOC.IRR=hear/smell voice:GEN <ETHNIC.NAME> NEG 

'She wouldn't understand the language ofthe Hausa.' 
(D04ALUDUUT2) 

b. Pya ya ni sosai. Gurum fmoe a 
whiteness catch 3SG.O well person LOC.ANAPH FOC 

goe-pya sosai. Boe=goe mat ba. 
NOMZ(SG)-poor well FOC.IRR=COMIT woman(SG) NEG 
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Boe=goe Ia ba. 
FOC.IRR=COMIT child(SG) NEG 

'Poverty afflicted him a lot. This person was a very poor one. 
(He) wouldn't have a wife. (He) wouldn't have a child.' 
(F99ATYAKLANG) 

c. Boe=goe=yil=a? 
FOC.IRR=2SGM.S=write=INTERR 

'Would you write (it)?' (MOOANDRAW) 

d. ni t'ong b'oot goe man ndoe=bi ba. 
3SG.S IRR gain.expertise(SG) SEQ know SPEC=thing NEG 

Boe=b'oot bi yil ba. 
FOC.IRR=gain.expertise(SG) thing write NEG 

'he wouldn't be able to know anything. (He) wouldn't be able 
(to know) writing.' (COOANYOUTHl) 

e. A wuroe boe=t'ong d'ing d'y_oe noe 
FOC who FOC.IRR=IRR imitate voice lSG.POSS 

'Who would imitate my voice?' (F99ANTI) 

5.5. Irrealis (negative) 

toe? 
EMPH 

Irrealis, obligative and permissive clauses are all negated like other clauses: by 
means of the sentence-final negation particle mou (or its Hausa equivalent ba) 
(see chapter 6, section 1.4). In addition, the negative irrealis contexts below are 
expressed by means of the initial particle man 'PROH' (or its Hausa equivalent 
kiuia- kede), together with the ordinary sentence-final particle. This includes 
in particular the negative imperative (as in 6la) and the prohibitive (as in 6lb). 
Speakers also use the Goemai form (but not the Hausa loan) in negative irrealis 
contexts that report on knowledge gained through hearsay: the particle man 
'PROH' negates a constituent that is hearsay knowledge in (6lc); and it occurs 
in a verbless clause that reports on the world of the ancestors in (6ld). In such 
contexts, the particle man 'PROH' frequently co-occurs with the discourse parti
cle me 'really, after all' (see chapter 6, section 1.5) or with the proclitic boe= 
'FOC.IRR' (see section 5.4). 

(61) a. man yi=luut miJu. 
PROH 2SGF.S=be.afraid(SG) NEG 

'don't be afraid.' (F99DMATWO) 
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b. kada d'y_oe Bakwa goe ,.u nd'uim 
PROH voice:GEN <ETHNIC.NAME> OBLIG enter(SG) INSIDE 

ba. 
NEG 

'the language ofthe Hausa should not enter inside.' 
(C01FGHJARAM9) 

c. Ndoe =gurum goegoe d'ung 1 poe 1 paap 1 
SPEC=person RED UP .OBLIG whisper gtve duiker 

goepe 1:{ d'e t'ong shin I amfani muk 
THAT/WHEN goat exist PROGR do benefit 3SG.POSS 

a goe I sh'ep I man a kwak 
FOC COMIT wood PROH FOC foot/leg:GEN 

jap muk mau. 
children(PL) 3SG.POSS NEG 

'Someone eventually whispered to the duiker that the goat is 
making use of sticks, not of the legs of her children.' 
(F99DPAAP) 

d. Man a b 'ou ba. Man a kwap ba. 
PROH FOC arrow NEG PROH FOC spear NEG 

'Not that (it) was an arrow. Not that (it) was a spear.' 
(F990GOELONG) 

The initial particle man is always placed before the constituent that is within 
the scope of its negation: in (6la) and (6ld) above, it occurs at the beginning of 
a full clause; in (6lc) above and (62a) below, it precedes an appositional 
clause; and in (62b), it marks a prepositional phrase. The Hausa loan kiuia
/cede 'PROH' can only occur at the beginning of a clause (as in 6lb above). 

(62) a. 

b. 

La moe=k'wal moe=yi I to 1 "mang kuut dip" I 
COND lPL.S=talk lPL.S=SA Y okay take(SG) just all 

man! "goe=mang dibit" ba. 
PROH 2SGM.S=take(SG) all NEG 

'When we talk we say, okay, ''just take dip (all)", not "take di
bit (all).' (COOANDIALECT3) 

t'a goe =t'ong man py_oe gado ba 
fall(SG) 2SGM.S=sit(SG) PROH MOUTH:GEN bed NEG 

'sit down but not on the bed' (A-07/02/00) 
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In addition to the particles mim and kiuia- kede, Goemai has a third initial 
negation particle: s'a- s'ayo. Sirlinger (1937: 200) lists it as 'lest, for fear that', 
and gives examples of it being used without a sentence-final negation particle 
to warn against the possible negative consequences of an event. This is also the 
most common use in my database (as in 63a). In present-day Goemai, however, 
it is increasingly used interchangeably with the prohibitive particles mim and 
kiuiil- kede (as in 63b). 

(63) a. La goe=zem k'yaklimg goe I 
COND 2SGM.S=like life 2SGM.POSS 

s'ayo ba 
PROH NEG 

goe =tal nye-tal fmoe I sek 
2SGM.S=ask/greet matter-ask LOC.ANAPH BODY:GEN 

py_oe noe. 
mouth lSG.POSS 

'If you like your life, you had better not ask this question to 
me.' (D00EWITCH3) 

b. s'a gwa wa goe t'em bi 
PROH SGM.LOG.AD.S retum.home(SG) SEQ tell thing 

goe-na gwa (. .. ) miJu. 
NOMZ-see SGM.LOG.AD.POSS NEG 

'(He1 said) he2 shouldn't go and tell the things that he2 has seen 
( ... ).' (TIEMSAN 1999: 12) 

5.6. Imperative 

The imperative is formed without the second person subject pronoun, both in 
singular (as in 64a) and plural contexts (as in 64b). Its tonal pattern is identical 
to that of the second person unmarked verb form (i.e., the verb receives a low 
tone and the following element a high tone; see also chapter 2, section 1.4). If 
the speaker intends to emphasize the subject, a pronoun can optionally occur 
(as in 64c). In the case of a serial verb construction, the subject pronoun has to 
be present with all verbs except the first (where it is optional) (as in 64d). 

(64) a. Shin tal=hoe! 
do greeting=exactly 

'Do the greeting!' (004ANT ALMUUT2) 
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b. P'y_at 
exit(PL) 

de gu =na ni yi! 
SO.THAT 2PL.S:CONS=see 3SG.O CONS 

'Come out, so that you see him!' (FOOCGOERWANG) 

c. Gu=d'yam py_anang=hok! 
2PL.S=stand(PL) there/yonder=DEF 

'Stand over there!' (D04NTATMAT2) 

d. Bilk gu=t'uun goe-d'yen (. . .)! 
retum(PL) 2PL.S=push NOMZ(SG)-bec.small/young(PL) 

'Push away the small ones again( ... )!' (POONFISHING) 

The subject pronouns are obligatory in the negative imperative (see section 
5.5). 

6. Summary 

This chapter has discussed the Goemai TAM categories: the most common 
form is the verb unmarked for TAM (section 2), but Goemai also allows for the 
expression of absolute tenses (section 3), different aspectual categories (section 
4) and modalities (section 5). Goemai differs from other Chadic languages in 
that it does not use TAM-inflected verbs or pronouns. Instead, it uses free par
ticles and discontinuous constructions whose diachronic origins are often still 
transparent. 

7. TAM paradigms 

This section lists the paradigms for the TAM categories discussed in this chap
ter. The paradigms are included because of their variation in syntax (i.e., in the 
position of the subject pronoun) and tone (resulting from the interaction of the 
tones of the subject pronoun, the TAM particle and the verb). More specifi
cally, the different person-number categories fall into the following four 
groups: 

1) (cliticized or non-cliticized) rising-tone pronoun of set 1 (hen '1so'); 
2) cliticized rising-tone pronouns of set 2 (goe '2SGM', yr '2SGF', moe 

'1PL', gU '2PL' ,j( 'SGM.LOG.SP', doe 'SGF .LOG.SP', du 'PL.LOG.SP'); 
3) high-tone pronoun (ni '3so') and nouns; and zero-marked 3SG (0); 
4) non-cliticized rising-tone pronouns (my_ep '3PL', gwa 'SGM.LOG.AD', 

pa 'SGF.LOG.AD', nwa 'PL.LOG.AD') and nouns. 
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Only one form per group is given. Recall that the phonemic tone is written -
in some cases, tonological processes such as downstep and llli dissimilation 
take place, causing the tone to be realized as mid (see chapter 2, section 1.4). 

Table 56. Unmarked verb 

hen= verb ( 6ther1) 'I verb' 

2 moe= verb ( 6ther1) 'we verb' 

3 ni verb1 '(s/he) verb' 
0 verb 

4 myep verb1 'they verb' 

Table 57. Remote past tense: dok 

hen=d6k verb ( 6ther1) 'I verbed' 

2 (moe=) d6k moe= verb ( 6ther1) 'weverbed' 

3 (ni) d6k verb ( 6ther1) '(s/he) verbed' 

4 myepd6k verb ( 6ther1) 'they verbed' 

Table 58. Yesterday past tense: dyen 

hen=dyen verb1 'I verbed' 

2 (moe=) dyen m6e= verb1 'weverbed' 

3 (ni) dyen verb '(s/he) verbed' 

4 myepdyen verb 'they verbed' 

Table 59. Recent past tense: d'in 

hen=d'in verb1 'I verbed' 

2 (moe=) d'in m6e= verb1 'weverbed' 

3 (ni) d'in verb '(s/he) verbed' 

4 myepd'in verb 'they verbed' 
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Table 60. Future tense: (t'ong) d'a 

hen=t'ong d'a verb1 'I will verb' 

2 (moe=) t'ong d'a m6e= verb1 'we will verb' 

3 (ni) t'6ng d'a verb '(slhe) will verb' 

4 myep t'6ng d'a verb 'they will verb' 

Table 61. Progressive aspect: locative verb+ t'ong (- d'a -ta-n-) yi 

hen=d'e- t'ong verb1 yi 'I am verbing' 
hen=nd'e 

2 (m6e)=d'e- t'ongm6e= verb1 yi 'we are verbing' 
(moe)=nd'e 

3 (ni) d'e- t'6ng verb yi '(s/he) is verbing' 
(ni) M'e 

4 myepd'e- t'6ng verb yi 'they are verbing' 
myepnd'e 

Table 62. Habitual aspect: d'a - lti t'ong 

hen=d'a verb1 t'6ng 'I used to verb' 

2 (moe=) d'a m6e= verb1 t'6ng 'we used to verb' 

3 (ni) d'a verb t'6ng '(s/he) used to verb' 

4 myepd'a verb t'6ng 'they used to verb' 

Table 63. Irrealis modality· t'ong (- t'en- t'oe) 

hen=t'ong verb1 'I would verb' 

2 (moe=) t'ong m6e= verb1 'we would verb' 

3 (ni) t'6ng verb '(s/he) would verb' 

4 myept'6ng verb 'they would verb' 
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Table 64. Obligative modality· goe 

hen=goe 

2 moe=goe 

3 ni g6e1 

0goe 

4 myepg6e1 

Table 65. Defmite future tense: t'ong goe 

hen=t'ong g6e1 

2 (moe=) t'ong m6e=g6e1 

3 (ni) t'6ng goe 

4 myep t'6ng goe 

Table 66. Pennissive modality· it-

hen=ri-

2 m6e=ri-

3 (ni) ri-

4 myep ri-

verb 

verb 

verb 
verb 

verb 

verb 

verb 

verb 

verb 

verb 

verb 

verb 

verb 

Table 67. Immediate future tense: t'ong it-

hen=t'6ng ri- verb 

2 (moe=) t'ong m6e=ri- verb 

3 (ni) t'6ng ri- verb 

4 myep t'6ng ri- verb 

'I should verb' 

'we should verb' 

'(s/he) should verb' 

'they should verb' 

'I would verb' 

'we would verb' 

'(s/he) would verb' 

'they would verb' 

'I can verb' 

'we can verb' 

'(s/he) can verb' 

'they can verb' 

'I will verb' 

'we will verb' 

'(s/he) will verb' 

'they will verb' 
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Table 68. Focused irrealis: hOe= 

hen=bOe= verb 'I would verb' 

2 bOe=moe= verb 'we would verb' 

3 ni b6e=1 verb '(s/he) would verb' 
0b0e= verb 

4 myep b6e=1 verb 'they would verb' 

Table 69. Imperative 

2 'verb!' 

1 This high tone potentially triggers a downstep (if the high tone settles on a morpheme 
that has an inherent low tone, this low tone is displaced to the right, causing a following 
high tone to be downstepped). 



ChapterS 
Clause types 

This chapter presents the Goemai clause types: simple verbal clauses (section 
l), non-verbal clauses (section 2), verb serialization (section 3) and other types 
of multiverb constructions (section 4); a summary concludes this chapter (sec
tion 5) All types can be recruited to perform all types of speech acts, including 
declarative utterances, negative utterances (see chapter 6, section 1.4), ques
tions (see chapter 6, sections 1.3 and 4) and imperatives (see chapter 7, section 
5.6). 

1. Simple verbal clauses 

This section introduces intransitive, transitive and ditransitive constructions 
(section l.l). Following that, it describes two specific verbal constructions: the 
locative and existential construction (section 1.2) and the presentative construc
tion (section 1.3). Notice that other Chadic languages exclusively or pre
dominantly express locative, existential and presentative concepts by means 
of non-verbal structures (Frajzyngier l987a; Pawlak 1994). And even 
closely-related Angas-Goemai group languages employ prepositional strate
gies in this context, not verbal strategies (see, e.g., Burquest 1973; Fraj
zyngier 1993: 259-263) (see also chapter 4, section 1.3). 

l.l. Intransitive, transitive and ditransitive clauses 

Depending on its participant structure and lexical aspect, a verb can occur in 
one or more of the five Goemai argument structure constructions: the intransi
tive construction (as in la) (see chapter 4, section 3.5), a transitive construction 
(as exemplified with the transitive range construction in lb) (see chapter 4, 
sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 for the three different transitive constructions), and the 
ditransitive construction (as in lc) (see chapter 4, section 3.1). 

(l) a. [Hen]s=luut. 
l SG .S=be .afraid( SG) 

'I was scared.' (NOOEFRIENDS2) 



b. [MM.ep]A d'cm [ni]o. 
3PL.S cook/warm 3SG.O 

'They boil it.' (DOlATREE) 

c. [nda muk]A poe [ni]o I [s'em 
father 3SG.POSS give 3SG.O name 

n-d'e-fmoe ]o =hoe. 
ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly 
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'His father gave him this very name.' (D04NSEM4) 

The five constructions differ in the number of arguments and in the linking 
of thematic roles to arguments (see chapter 4, section l for details). But despite 
these differences, they share similarities. fu particular, they all mark grammati
cal relations through the strict constituent order of AVO I SV: there is no case 
marking within the noun phrase, and no general cross-referencing of arguments 
within the verb phrase (but see the discussions in chapter 3, section 2.4 and 
chapter 4, section l.l). The importance of constituent order is a common phe
nomenon within Chadic (Frajzyngier 1996). 

Some core arguments can be - and usually are - omitted if they are recover
able from the linguistic context. This omission covers 3SG subjects and inani
mate direct objects (including lower animals). For example, the speaker intro
duces .fi.l.an 'rabbit' in the first sentence of (2a), but omits the subject pronoun in 
all subsequent references to it. Similarly, the direct object shat 'porridge' in 
(2b) does not trigger the use of pronominal forms in subsequent utterances. 
Notice that the 3SG subject is also omitted whenever it refers to a proposition 
(as in 2c) (see especially the discussion in section 4.2). Non-core arguments, 
other subject categories and animate direct objects, by contrast, are not omitted. 

(2) a. [FE£tfn]A man [an]o. Sai ru kUut t'o 
rabbit know mind then/only enter(SG) just lie(SG) 

[nd'uun la=bang]Aov. Goepe t'o 
INSIDE:GEN DIM(SG):GEN=calabash THAT/WHEN lie(SG) 

[nd'uun bang]ADv !at 1 b'iring kUut haan 
INSIDE:GEN calabash ANT roll just climb(SG) 

[ m-pM_oe I me ]ADV· 

LOC-mouth:GEN granary 

'The rabbit knew a trick. Then (he) just entered (and) lay in
side a little calabash. When (he) lay in the calabash, (he) just 
rolled (and) climbed through the opening ofthe granary.' 
(F99DLIIT) 
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b. [La=ndoe=gurum]A b'as 
DIM(SG):GEN=SPEC=person cut.off 

[la=ndoe=shat goe-kyoklok]o 1 poe yi 
DIM(SG):GEN=SPEC=porridge NOMZ(SG)-small give CONS 

[n-nf'i)ADV· [nt'i)A lap yi s'oe. 
BEN-son.of.rabbit son.of.rabbit receive CONS eat 

'Some poor person cut off a little bit of porridge, so that (he) 
gave (it) to the son of the rabbit. So the son of the rabbit took 
(it) (and) ate (it).' (F990LIGYA) 

c. sh'ang hen goepe goe=wul 
be.pleasant lSG.O THAT/WHEN 2SGM.S=arrive 

lu=noe 
settlement= l SG .POSS 

'(it) pleases me that you arrived at my home' (A-22/04/04) 

If a pronoun is used in any of the contexts above, its default interpretation is 
one of non-co-reference with the preceding subject or object (as in 3a). Since 
this is a preferred interpretation only, it can be cancelled- for example in (3b) 
where the repeated use of the pronoun serves to emphasize the preceding refer
ent (see also Levinson 2000: 285 for a pragmatic framework to explain this 
variation). 

(3) a. liit my_aan de nf goe tal ni yi 

b. 

lion go(SG) SO.THAT 3SG.S OBLIG ask/greet 3SG.O CONS 

'the lion went so that he ( = preferred interpretation: not the 
lion) should greet him' (A-15/02/00) 

Muturu I nf sh'ai k'oom. Nf sh'ai 
cattle 3SG.S show .pride strength 3SG.S show.pride 

s'oom. Nf sh'ai sh'e. 
hom 3SG.S show.pride foot/leg 

'The cow, it shows pride in strength. It shows pride in horns. It 
shows pride in legs.' (D00JANIMAL5) 

fu all cases of omission, the omitted argument is recoverable from the dis
course. fudefinite or generic reference, by contrast, triggers the use of semanti
cally general nouns such as bi 'thing (something)', gllrom 'person (someone)' 
or pe 'place (somewhere)' in subject or object function. fu particular, the noun 
pe 'place' is developing into a generic object pronoun, occurring especially 
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with experiencer and speech act verbs (as in 4a). Some verbs alternatively al
low for the occurrence of cognate objects in comparable contexts (in 4b) (see 
chapter 4, section 6.1). 

(4) a. To I [gurum]A Ia nyang goe k'oeleng fpe]o (. . .). 
okay person COND hate(SG) SEQ hear/smell place 

'Okay, if someone refuses to listen( ... ).' (FOOCKE) 

b. [hen]A=muur [muur] 0 ba. 
1SG.s=steal stealing NEG 

'I didn't steal.' (FOOJFUAN) 

The omission of core arguments thus follows a predictable pattern. Similar 
patterns are attested in other West Chadic languages, although some languages 
require additional formal marking on the verb in such contexts (Frajzyngier 
1989: 161, 1993: 191; P Newman 2000: 682-693; Schuh 1998: 288-292, 297-
300; Seibert 1997: 97).77 

The simple verbal clause can be augmented by means of adverbials (see 
chapter 5) and particles (see chapter 6, section 1). Such elements generally do 
not constitute obligatory parts of the simple verbal clause.78 

1.2. Locative and existential clause 

The locative construction consists of a subject noun phrase, a locative verb and 
an adverbial phrase (as in the second sentence of 5a and in 5b). It serves to 
locate an entity (i.e., the Figure) with respect to another entity (i.e., the 
Ground),79 including both concrete (as in 5a) and abstract entities (as in 5b). As 
such, it constitutes the typical answer to a 'where' question (as in 5a). 

The subject noun phrase denotes the Figure. As in all clauses (see section 
1.1), a 3SG subject can be omitted, provided that it is recoverable from the con-

77. Frajzyngier (1993: 251-252) notes that speakers of the closely-related language 
Mupun also omit the subject whenever they point at something. In Goemai, by con
trast, a demonstrative has to fill the subject slot under this condition. 

78. The main exceptions to this generalization are (i) locative verbs, which occur with 
an obligatory locative adverbial (see chapter 4, section 5.1), (ii) the causative con
struction, which introduces a comitative phrase (see chapter 3, section 3.4) and (iii) 
the verbal ascriptive construction and the inceptive equational construction, which 
co-occur with adverbials (see chapter 8, section 2.2.2). 

79. This discussion makes use of the terminology of Talmy (1985, 2000). 
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text. The verb and adverbial, by contrast, are obligatory. The verb is usually a 
postural-based locative verb that expresses information about the position of 
the Figure relative to the Ground (see below). However, it is possible to alterna
tively recruit inchoative dispositional verbs such as k'oon 'become face down' 
or duut 'become leaning, supported' (see Hellwig 2003: 94-101 for details). 
The adverbial gives information about the search region (i.e., the space that is 
anchored to the Ground and within which the Figure is located) and the Ground 
itself. Speakers use the locative prefix N- or a spatial nominal when talking 
about the Ground as an object, and the spatial preposition goe or a deictic ad
verb when talking about the Ground as a place (see chapter 5, section 4 for the 
locative classes; see chapter 5, section 2.2.3 for deictic adverbs). 

(5) a. A: Wimg=hok t'ong fmimg? 
pot=DEF sit(SG) where 

'Where does the pot sit?' 

N: Wimg=hok t'ong n-yil. 
pot=DEF sit(SG) LOC-ground 

'The pot sits on the ground' (MOOANDISPOSlO) 

b. gok d'e m-pe goe-fmoe=hoe (. . .) 
illness exist LOC-place NOMZ(SG)-LOC.ANAPH=exactly 

'illness is in this place( ... ).' (DOlCLU) 

The same construction is used to convey an existential reading - a reading 
that follows from the classificatory semantics of the locative verbs. Recall that 
these verbs are used to classify nominal concepts on the basis of the canonical 
positions of their referents (see chapter 3, section 2.2). For example, containers 
canonically 'sit', and hence belong to the class of 'sitting' objects. If a speaker 
now uses the locative verb t'ong 'sit' in the locative construction to talk about 
containers, this construction receives an existential reading. This existential 
reading is especially visible in negative contexts: if speakers negate the locative 
construction, they negate the existence of the container at the location, not its 
position (as in 6a). It is even possible to use classificatory verbs such as t'ong 
'sit' in cases where a container is not canonically located. In this case, speakers 
confirm the existence of an object belonging to the class of 'sitting' objects at a 
location (as in 6b), but they do not make a statement about its current position. 
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(6) a. Hen(. . .) sh'img nd'uim toeb'itl. Kwalba t'ong 
lSG.S glance INSIDE:GEN calabash bottle sit(SG) 

d'i ba. 
LOC.ANAPH NEG 

'I( ... ) looked into the calabash. The bottle did not sit(= exist) 
there.' (R00ANEGLOC7) 

b. Kwalba goe-t'ong k'a muk zak 
bottle NOMZ-sit(SG) HEAD(SG) 3SG.POSS also/however 

a haam yim. 
FOC water:GEN leaf 

'The bottle that sits ( = exists) on its top is also of green color.' 
(=talking about an upside-down bottle) (MOOANCOMP5) 

Alternatively, speakers can decide to focus on the current position rather 
than on the canonical position. In this case, they shift away from the classifica
tory verb and instead choose a verb that more adequately describes this posi
tion. As a result, the locative construction does not receive an existential read
ing- the speaker simply asserts or negates the current position of the Figure (as 
in 7). 

(7) Goe-nnoe t'o k'a kwati ba. 
NOMZ(SG)-LOC.ANAPH lie(SG) HEAD(SG):GEN box NEG 

'This one doesn't lie on the box.' (=talking about a 'sitting' bottle) 
(B00NNEG4.6) 

In both the locative and existential readings, the adverbial phrase is obliga
tory. That is, it is not possible to express existence irrespective of location. If 
the location is known from previous discourse, it still needs to be overtly ex
pressed by means of the locative anaphor d'i (as in the second and third lines of 
8a). The same adverb is used to assert the existence of entities at non-specific 
locations (as in 8b). 

C8) a. Aas ruun k'a Ji nd'uun 
dog insert(SG) head(SG) SGM.LOG.SP.POSS INSIDE:GEN 

kwalba I de goe na yi ko noemy_at 
bottle SO.THAT OBLIG see CONS maybe/or frog 
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d'e d'f=wo. N6emHat d'e d'f ba. 
exist LOC.ANAPH=INTERR frog exist LOC.ANAPH NEG 

'The dog1 inserted its1 head into the bottle, so that (it) should 
see (that) maybe the frog is there. There was no frog.' 
(ROOAFROG) 

b. byaap t'eng goe-mis d'e 
pumpkin:GEN tree NOMZ(SG)-man(SG) exist 

goepe goe-sek Ia 
THAT/WHEN NOMZ(SG):CONS-body produce(SG) 

d'fl 
LOC.ANAPH 

Ia 
child(SG) 

ba. Byaap t'eng goe-mat d'e 
NEG pumpkin:GEN tree NOMZ(SG)-woman(SG) exist 

d'f 1 goepe goe-sek Ia 
LOC.ANAPH THAT/WHEN NOMZ(SG):CONS-body produce(SG) 

Ia. 
child(SG) 

'There are male pawpaw trees that do not produce fruit. There 
are female pawpaw trees that produce fruit.' (DO 1 NTREE) 

1.3. Presentative clause 

The presentative construction is similar to the locative construction (see section 
1.2) in that it contains a subject noun phrase (denoting the Figure), a locative 
verb (giving postural information) and an adverbial phrase (denoting the 
Ground). The presentative function is marked by the optional particle nit and 
the obligatory prefixN- preceding the verb (as illustrated in 9a to 9c). 

This construction is used to direct the attention of the addressee to a refer
ent, thereby introducing it into discourse. This function is illustrated in (9a): 
speaker A. uses the presentative construction to draw the attention of speaker 
N. to a pot, but he is not successful in establishing reference- speaker N. tries 
to identify the pot, but fails and asks for further information. In the first line of 
(9b ), another text example, reference is successfully established by means of 
the presentative construction. Once the referent is identified, all subsequent 
reference makes use of the locative anaphor (e.g., goefmoe 'this one' in the 
second line of 9b). The presentative is used predominantly with spatial refer
ents (as in 9a and 9b), but it can also be used with linguistic entities (in 9c). 
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a. A: Ndoe=wcmg 
SPEC=pot 

na 
PRES 

'See a pot sits there.' 

N: Goenimg? 
which(SG) 

n-t'ong 
PRES-sit(SG) 

'Which one?' (MOOANDISPOS8) 

d ,, 
l. 

LOC.ANAPH 

b. t'eng na n-d'yem d'i pH,.anang. 
tree PRES PRES-stand(SG) LOC.ANAPH there/yonder 

Goe-fmoe a t'eng kyook. 
NOMZ(SG)-LOC.ANAPH FOC tree:GEN tree.type 

'See a tree stands over there. This one is akyooktree.' 
(DOl A TREE) 

c. Ndoe=aram na n-d'e k'a ndoe=reep (. . .). 
SPEC=story PRES PRES-exist HEAD(SG):GEN SPEC=girl(SG) 

'See here is a story about a girl( ... ).' (F99DREEP) 

The presentative is only used if the referent is identifiable. This restriction 
should not be confused with visibility: an invisible referent can be identifiable 
through other types of sensory information, e.g., through auditory information 
(as in 10) (see also chapter 3, section 5.4 for similar restrictions in the demon
stratives). 

(10) N. na 
N. PRES 

n-lang d'i! 
PRES-hang/move(SG) LOC.ANAPH 

'See N. moves there!' (N. was heard approaching, but was not yet 
visible.) (A-12/10/00) 

Given that this construction is used in reference to entities that are present in 
the current speech situation and at the current time (including a transposition to 
the place and time of a narrative), it cannot co-occur with any other TAM cate
gory. And since it directs attention to an identifiable, and hence existing, refer
ent, it cannot be negated. 

As in the case of all other constructions (see section 1.1 ), the subject noun 
phrase can be omitted. However, since the presentative serves to introduce new 
entities into discourse, this noun phrase almost always contains new informa
tion and is thus present. The adverbial phrase, by contrast, is frequently omitted 
(as in 11a). If it is present at all, it typically takes the form of a deictic or ana
phone adverb (as in 11b). Detailed topological information is only volunteered 
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if the speaker has reasons to assume that the addressee cannot identify the ref
erent on the basis of the postural and deictic information provided. 

(11) a. Dok t'ong goe=na I kafin goe=ru 
PAST.REM IRR 2SGM.S=see before 2SGM.S=enter(SG) 

dakd'y_oe lu I gung long na n-t'o. 
MIDDLE:GEN settlement forest:GEN chief PRES PRES-lie(SG) 

'You would see (it), before you entered the town, see the forest 
ofthe chieflies (here).' (DOOAKWANDE) 

b. Ase I s'oe na n-t'o b'ak m-pe 
INTERJ food PRES PRES-lie(SG) here LOC-place 

fmoe-hoe. 
LOC.ANAPH-exactly 

'Surprise, see food lies here in this place.' (FOOAFUAN) 

The presentative morphology (nil) N- probably originated in a complex con
struction that contained the main verb nii 'see' plus a locative verb that was 
adverbialized by means of the adverbializer N-. It is likely that the verb nii 'see' 
originally carried the presentative load (i.e., it directed the attention of the ad
dressee).80 But in present-day Goemai, the verb nii 'see' and the presentative 
morpheme nil have to be analyzed as two separate morphemes, which can even 
co-occur (as in 12). fu the course of grammaticalization, nii 'see' has lost its 
status as a verb: the presentative morpheme nil now occurs in a particle slot; the 
adverbialized form 'N-verb' has been reanalyzed as the main (and only) verb of 
the clause; and the adverbializing prefix N- has been reanalyzed as the presenta
tive prefix. fu the course of this development, the particle nil became optional. 

(12) t'ong goe=na boo! na n-t'o d'i. 
IRR 2SGM.S=see ball PRES PRES-lie(SG) LOC.ANAPH 

'you will see a ball (and) see (it) lies there.' (MOOANCOMP2) 

2. Non-verbal clauses: Equational and possessive clauses 

Goemai makes use of non-verbal strategies to express equative, ascriptive and 
possessive functions (section 2.1). fu recent times, verbs have taken over some 

80. Similarly, the presentative particle gaa in Rausa probably originated in the verb 
ganii 'see' (see Jaggar 2001: 468-469; P. Newman 2000: 181-182). 
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of these functions: locative verbs occur in the ascriptive construction (which 
assigns a property to a referent), and intrude into possessive contexts; and one 
of the locative verbs, together with motion verbs, occurs in the inceptive equa
tional construction (which expresses a change in status) (section 2.2). 

2.1. Non-verbal clauses 

Goemai has two non-verbal clauses: the equational construction formed by 
means of the focus particle a (as in l3a), and the possessive construction 
formed by means of the comitative prepositions goe and N- (as in l3b) (see 
below for details). Both non-verbal clauses share a number of formal properties 
that set them apart from verbal clauses. 

First, the subject pronouns are taken from the independent set (as men' lPL' 
in l3a and gwen '2PL' in the first utterance of l3b). There is variation in that 
speakers of the Dorok dialect alternatively allow for the dependent subject pro
nouns to occur in the possessive construction (as gU '2PL' in the second utter
ance of l3c). 

(13) a. [men]vcs a [ moe-jap-nuun 1vcc. 
lPL.I FOC NOMZ(PL )-children(PL) :GEN-mother 

'we are siblings.' (N00EFRIENDS3) 

b. [Gwen]vcs goe [Mangap]vcc? (. . .) [Gu]vcs=goe 
2PL.I COMIT <MASQUERADE.NAME> 2PL.S=COMIT 

[ Dapyit]vcc =a? 
<MASQUERADE.NAME>=INTERR 

'Do you haveMangap? ( ... )Do you have Dapyit?' 
(C00ANDIALECT6) 

Second, TAM marking in non-verbal clauses is restricted to the absolute 
tenses (as in l4a), the habitual aspect (as in l4b), and focused and negative 
irrealis modalities (see chapter 7). 

(14) a. [ nda noe 1vcs 
father lSG.POSS 

men 1vcc toe. 
lPL.POSS EMPH 

dok a [lOng t<auye 
PAST.REM FOC chief:GEN village 

'My father was the chief of our village.' (DOlCLU) 
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b. [Kup nnoe]vcs d'a a [goe-b'aan]vcc t'ong (. . .). 
lake LOC.ANAPH HAB FOC NOMZ(SG)-bec.warm HAB 

'This lake was usually a warm one( ... ).' (Q99ATQ34) 

Third, non-verbal clauses cannot be nominalized with the help of the clausal 
nominalizer goe-. They can, however, be nominalized with the nominalizer 
boe= (as in 15) (see chapter 3, section 4.4). 

(15) La boe=a [hangoed'e goe-tel]vcc 
COND HOW/WHERE=FOC water NOMZ(SG)-bec.deep 

toe(. .. ). 
EMPH 

'lf(it is) where (there) is deep water( ... ).' (POONFISHING) 

In other respects, non-verbal clauses are similar to verbal clauses: they can 
be negated with the help ofthe sentence-final negation particle (as in 16a); they 
can occur within complex clauses, e.g., within a conditional clause (as in 16b); 
and a 3SG subject is omitted if it is recoverable from the linguistic context (as 
in 16c). 

(16) a. [mlfep]vcs a [yar 1vcc ba I amma ml:{ep yuul 
3PL.I FOC bird NEG but 3PL.S rise(PL) 

sh'aat. 
wing/shoulder 

'they aren't birds, but they rise (on) wings.' (D04ALWA3) 

b. ml:{ep t'ong tu ni kat [ni]vcs Ia a 
3PL.S IRR kill(SG) 3SG.O maybe 3SG.I COND FOC 

[Tifl]vcc. 
<ETHNIC.NAME> 

'they would kill him if he was a Tiv.' (HOlJWAR) 

c. Ase! a [long goe:fyer]vcc· 
INTERJ FOC chief NOMZ(SG )-bec.big(SG) 

'Surprise, (he) is a big chief.' (COOANDIALECT4) 

The remainder of this section illustrates the two non-verbal clauses, equa
tional clauses (section 2.1.1) and possessive clauses (section 2.1.2). 
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2.1.1. Equational clause 

The equational construction contains a subject noun phrase, the focus particle 
a, and a complement consisting of either a noun phrase (as in l7a) or an adver
bial phrase (as in l7b). The subject is frequently followed by a marked pause 
(as in l7c), suggesting that the particle a forms a unit with the complement 
rather than the subject noun phrase. 

(17) a. Amma yin [ima1vcs a [mis doe]vcc. 
but SAY <NAME> FOC man(SG) SGF.LOG.SP.POSS 

'But (she) said that hna is her husband.' (DOOEWITCH3) 

b. [Mangoro muk]vcs a [mb'el]vcc ba. 
mango 3SG.POSS FOC much/many NEG 

'His mangos aren't many.' (ROOJMUCHl) 

c. [MM.ep]vcs I a [iap K'wo]vcc. 
3PL.I FOC children(PL):GEN <ETHNIC.NAME> 

'They are children of the K'wo.' (DOOJMASS) 

The particle a is probably a retention from Proto-Angas-Goemai, since 
closely-related languages use the same form in both focus and equational struc
tures (Frajzyngier 1986, 1993: 251-258; Pawlak 1994). Cross-linguistically, 
both the development of focus markers into copulas and the opposite de
velopment of copulas into focus markers is attested (Heine and Reh 1984: 
147-182; Stassen 1997: 76-91). 

fu the equational construction, the focus particle a has lost its pragmatic 
function. To mark pragmatic focus, speakers have to use different constructions 
instead (see also chapter 6, section 1.2). For example, the emphasis particle toe 
is used in (l8a) to focus on the subject. Or in (l8b), the subject is fronted and 
marked by the focus particle a (and the equational construction receives a new 
subject). 

(18) a. Nagu yin 
cattle.egret SAY 

ndoe d'uus. 
CONJ cricket 

Ji toe 1 long 1 nkya 1 
SGM.LOG.SP.I EMPH chief:GEN vulture 

'The cattle egret1 said, HE1 (is) the chief of the vulture and the 
cricket.' (FOOJDUUS) 
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b. Yi=mim a ni I [yi muk]vcs a [yagurum]vcc. 
2SGF.S=know FOC 3SG.I year 3SG.POSS FOC twenty 

'You know her, her age is twenty.' (DOOEWITCH2) 

The equational construction has three different - albeit related - functions, 
depending on its lexical fillers. It has an equative function where it identifies 
the referent of one expression with that of another expression (as in 19a). It has 
an ascriptive function where it assigns a property or status to a referent (as in 
19b). And it has restricted possessive functions where it expresses the concept 
of 'belonging' (linking the possessed entity to the subject and the possessor to 
the complement, as in 19c). fu all cases, the referent of the subject noun phrase 
is identical to either the referent of the complement noun phrase (e.g., the 
'cricket' in 19a) or to a subset of these referents (e.g., the subset of 'black ones' 
in 19b, and the subset of'his belongings' in 19c). 

(19) a. [Yam-nuun I nagu]vcs I a [d'uus]vcc· 
son(SG):GEN-mother:GEN cattle.egret FOC cricket 

'The brother of the cattle egret is the cricket.' (FOOJouus) 

b. [Sh'ep muk]vcs a [goe-tep]vcc. 
wood 3SG.POSS FOC NOMZ(SG)-bec.black 

'Its wood is a black one.' (MOOANCOMP2) 

c. [Goe-goe pM_oe=hok]vcs I a [mmuk 
NOMZ(SG)-PLACE mouth=DEF FOC NOMZ.3SG.POSS 

yam-nuun noe goe-nk'ong]vcc. 
son( SG) :GEN-mother 1 SG .POSS NOMZ(SG )-bec.small/young(SG) 

'The one at the entrance is the one of my younger brother.' 
(D01JLU) 

It is cross-linguistically common that all three functions are expressed with 
the help of the same or similar non-verbal structures (Hengeveld 1992; J. Lyons 
1977: 469-475; Stassen 1997: 100-120). But notice that, with the exception of 
the equative function, there are alternative strategies available in Goemai: 
property verbs are used with an ascriptive function (see also section 2.2), and 
there is a dedicated possessive clause (see below). 
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2.1.2. Possessive clause 

Predicative possession is expressed by means of a subject noun phrase (coding 
the possessor), a comitative preposition and a complement noun phrase (coding 
the possessed). The preposition goe (triggering a high tone in the following 
noun) is used if the complement is a noun, and the prefix N- if it is a pronoun 
(as illustrated in 20) (see chapter 4, section 5 .l on the comitative ). 

(20) Kwail [mmaan]vcs goe [t'eng]vcc ba. (. . .) 
no NOMZ.lSG.POSS CO MIT tree NEG 

[hen]vcs n-[ni]vcc ba. 
lSG.I COMIT-3SG.I NEG 

'No, mine doesn't have a tree.( ... ) No, I don't have it.' 
(MOOANCOMP2) 

Kwail 
no 

Like attributive possession (see chapter 3, section 3.1), predicative posses
sion is used to express all types of possessive relationships, excepting locative 
possession. Locative possession is coded by means of the spatial relator ft 
'oWNER' (see chapter 4, section 5.1). 

The possessive construction is a non-verbal structure that exhibits all prop
erties illustrated at the beginning of this section. Like the equational construc
tion, it can be negated with the help of the sentence-final negation particle ba 
(as in 20 above). But speakers frequently use the transitive verb wan 'lack' 
instead (as in 21). 

(21) a bi goefe sool wan hen. 
FOC thing THAT/WHEN money lack lSG.O 

'(it) is the case that I don't have money (lit. money lacks in relation 
to me)' (NOOEFRIENDS 1) 

The possessive constructions of Goemai and of closely-related languages are 
very similar (Burquest 1973; Frajzyngier 1993; Jungraithmayr l963a). Mupun, 
for example, uses the associative preposition ka in this context (but not the 
complementary preposition N-) (Frajzyngier 1993: 263-270). Given their para
digmatic difference, it seems likely that the possessive morphemes in both lan
guages are independent developments originating from the same ( comitative or 
associative) source. Like Goemai, Mupun also uses a verb, ne 'be without', to 
express negative possession (Frajzyngier 1993: 266-270). But, again, inde
pendent developments have to account for their occurrence: not only are the 
forms phonetically different, they also differ in their syntax (a transitive clause 
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in Goemai as opposed to an intransitive clause plus prepositional phrase in 
Mupun) and in their distribution of thematic roles (the subject slot is filled by 
the possessed in Goemai, but by the possessor in Mupun). 

2.2. Intrusion of verbs into equational, ascriptive and possessive contexts 

The non-verbal clauses described in section 2.1 above are probably the original 
structures for coding equational and possessive concepts: similar strategies and 
forms are attested in related languages, and they constitute the typical means of 
expressing these concepts in present-day Goemai. In recent times, however, 
locative and motion verbs have taken over some of this domain: they occur in 
the verbal ascriptive construction (section 2.2.1) and the inceptive equational 
construction (section 2.2.2), and there are some indications of their spread to 
possessive contexts (section 2.2.3). In all cases, the verbs retain their lexical 
semantics. 

The intrusion of verbs into the non-verbal domain is (with one possible ex
ception) not attested in other Angas-Goemai group languages. Cross
linguistically, it is known that locative verbs constitute possible sources for 
copulas (see, e.g., Devitt 1990: ll3; Stassen 1997: 94-95, 214). However, their 
development in Goemai deviates from the better-documented cases: they retain 
their original semantic content; and they are more commonly used for ascriptive 
functions (in particular, there is no indication that the ascriptive construction 
initially coded equative semantics). The spread of locative verbs to non-verbal 
contexts is likely to be related to their stative lexical aspect (see chapter 4, sec
tion 1.3) and to their classificatory semantics (see chapter 3, section 2.2). 

2.2.1. Verbal ascriptive construction 

The verbal ascriptive construction serves to ascribe a property to a referent. It 
consists of a subject noun phrase, an intransitive locative verb and a comple
ment. 

In this construction, the locative verbs are thus used for a function that, 
cross-linguistically, is often expressed in copulas (Hengeveld 1992; Stassen 
1997). For Goemai, however, there are no language-internal reasons to assume 
that they are copulas: their distribution is identical to that of other verbs, e.g., 
they are preceded by dependent subject pronouns (such as gU '2PL' in 22a), and 
they can be marked for all TAM categories (e.g., for obligative modality in 
22b). 
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(22) a. goepe gu=d'e goeme ndoe mM_ep (. . .). 
THAT/WHEN 2PL.S =exist one CONJ 3PL.I 

'when you exist (as) one with them( ... ).' (cOOJMQUEST2) 

b. de goe t'ong yi kyoop. 
SO.THAT OBLIG:CONS sit(SG) CONS health 

'so that (the girl) should sit (in) health.' (cOOANDIALECT6) 

The complement can be an underived noun (as in 22b above), but very often 
it is a noun derived by- or marked by- the modifying prefixes goe- (SG) or 
moe- (PL) (as in 23a below) (see chapter 3, section 4.2 for the modifying con
struction). Alternatively, it is an adverbial (as Mimi 'much/many' in 23b ), in
cluding ideophones (as palalau in 23b) and numerals (as in 22a above and 23c 
below). Or it is a comparative 'As IF' clause (as in 23d). For reasons of empha
sis, the complement can precede the verb (as in 23e). 

(23) a. Yim d'e goe-tep mu? 
leaf exist NOMZ(SG)-bec.black INTERR 

'The leaf exists (as) a black one, right?' (=the leaf is black) 
(MOOANCOMPl) 

b. pe dok kaam bi=muk t'o 
place:CONS PAST.REM bec.wide thing=3SG.POSS lie(SG) 

palalau. Bi d'ik 1 d'e ndimi ba. 
IDEOPH thing build/marry exist much/many NEG 

'so the place became wide in the past in its own way, (it) lies 
palalau. Buildings did not exist (in) great numbers.' (HOlCJOs) 

c. loet'uk=hok d'e goeme. 
market=DEF exist one 

'the market existed (as) one.' (=there was one market) 
(HOlNJOS) 

d. ko kuma hen=goe t'ong 1 goebi gurum 1 
maybe/or also lsG.S=OBLIG sit(SG) AS.IF person 

goe-door=hoe=a? 
NOMZ(SG )-deaf=exactly=INTERR 

'or should I sit like a deaf person?' (cOOJMQUEST4) 

e. n-gorong t'o? 
ADVZ-bec.crooked lie(SG) 

'Crooked (it) lies?' (MOOANDISPOSlO) 
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Notice that all locative verbs are intransitive verbs - yet in this construction, 
they co-occur not only with adverbials (see 22a, and 23b to 23e above), but also 
with nominals (see 22b and 23a). Example (22b) is of particular interest be
cause it illustrates the adverbial function of these nominals: the property noun 
kyoop 'health' follows the consequence particle yi- a position that is reserved 
for adverbials (see section 4.4). Generally, nominals in adverbial function need 
to be overtly marked with a preposition (see chapter 4, section 5.1 and chapter 
5, section 4). The ascriptive construction, however, is one of two structures that 
allows an intransitive verb to be followed by an unmarked noun phrase in ad
verbial function (see section 2.2.2 below for the other such structure). 

In all examples above, a property is assigned to the referent of the subject 
noun phrase: a color in (23a), a distribution and a quantity in the first and sec
ond sentence of (23b) respectively, a number in (23c), and a comparative stan
dard in (23d). All propositions (excepting the ones lexicalized in ideophones, as 
in 23b) can alternatively be expressed with the non-verbal equational construc
tion. But unlike the equational construction, the ascriptive construction is addi
tionally concerned with the position of the referent (coded in the locative 
verbs), and it cannot be used for possessive and equative functions. The ascrip
tive construction has probably developed directly from the locative construction 
(see Hellwig 2003: 363-372 for details of the argument). Even in present-day 
Goemai, the distribution of the ascriptive construction is still closely connected 
to that of the locative construction. Speakers frequently use first the locative 
construction to locate a referent, and then shift to the ascriptive construction to 
correct some mistake or to clarify a property of the referent. Example (24) illus
trates a typical situation. In the prelude to this example, two speakers talk about 
different fish species, the bUludi and the k'wak species. Speaker A. is not aware 
of any distinction between them, and assumes that both expressions refer to the 
same type of white-colored fish (in the first line of24). Speaker N. corrects this 
assumption. He first uses the existential verb in the locative construction to 
assert the existence of the bUludi species. Following that, he uses the non
verbal equational construction to assert its white color. Finally, he shifts to the 
ascriptive construction to assert (a) the independent existence of the k'wak spe
cies (by using the existential verb (n)d'e) and (b) its different color (by using 
the property noun goeb'ang 'red one'). Such contexts- which are concerned 
with the location I existence of a referent as well as with its properties - usually 
trigger the use of the verbal ascriptive construction. 

(24) A: A goe-pya ba=a? 
FOC NOMZ(SG)-bec.white NEG=INTERR 

'(It) is a white one, isn't it?' 
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Buludi d'e d'' l. A goe-pya. 
fish.type exist LOC.ANAPH FOC NOMZ(SG )-bee. white 

Goe=mim k'wak=hok? D'e goe-b'ang. 
2SGM.S=know fish.type=DEF exist NOMZ(SG)-bec.red 

'The buludi fish exists. (It) is a white one. ( ... ). You know the 
k'wak fish? (It) exists (as) a red one.' (cOOANDIALECT3) 

2.2.2. Inceptive equational construction 

The inceptive equational construction consists of a subject noun phrase, an 
intransitive verb- either the locative verb t'ong (SG)- t'wot (PL) 'sit' or a mo
tion verb - and an unmarked noun phrase occurring in adverbial function. Like 
the non-verbal equational construction, it serves to express identity or class 
membership - but unlike this construction, it receives an inchoative interpreta
tion (as in the last clause of25). 

(25) Amma dai a d'a mM_ep b'e ni I 
but indeed FOC calabash 3PL.S:CONS produce(PL) 3SG.O 

t'ong ltlde goe-yfl yi n-ni. 
sit(SG) calabash.spoon NOMZ-write CONS COMIT-3SG.I 

'But indeed, (it) is a calabash (that) they produce, so that (it) be
comes (lit. sits) a decorated calabash spoon.' (cOlANHAND) 

The verb in this construction retains its lexical semantics, as illustrated by 
the comparable examples (26a) and (26b). In (26a), the inceptive equational 
construction contains the intransitive motion verb wa 'return home' followed 
by a nominal. The first line of this example states that young people pursue an 
education elsewhere and then return home afterwards. In the following incep
tive construction, the speaker uses the verb wa 'return home' again to take up 
this topic, expressing the view that the young person returns home as a doctor. 
In (26b), by contrast, the construction contains the locative verb t'ong 'sit' 
Again, the speaker first talks about young people who obtain an education and 
become professionals. But now he does not focus on the home-coming of the 
professional, but on the continuation of his career. To do so, he uses the verb 
t'ong 'sit' in its extended sense of 'remain, stay' 
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(26) a. 

b. 

t'ong sh'e bi sh'e t'ong buk 
IRR learn/teach thing learn/teach IRR return(PL) 

yok. fide wa a doctor(. .. ). 
return.home(PL) one/other return.home(SG) FOC doctor 

'(they) would pursue an education (and) would return home 
again. One returns home (as)(= becomes) a doctor( ... ).' 
(COOANYOUTH2) 

goe k'wat soOI bi sh'e my_ep 
SEQ pay money:GEN thing learn/teach 3PL.POSS 

n-ni. (. .. ) Ni kilt doctor muk t'a 
COMIT-3SG.I 3SG.S find doctor 3SG.POSS fall(SG) 

t'ong. (. .. ) Nf t'ong engineer. 
sit(SG) 3SG.S sit(SG) engineer 

'and pay their school fees with it.( ... ) He receives his doctor 
(title) (and) settles down (with it).( ... ) (Or) he sits (as)(= be-
comes) an engineer.' (cOOANYOUTH4) 

While the verb contributes its lexical semantics, the non-stative inchoative 
reading is not part of the verb semantics. It is not clear how this reading arises. 
Examples such as (26a) and (26b) above suggest that this reading is a contex
tual reading and not coded semantically. However, even out of context, speak
ers always translate comparable structures with 'become' This pattern would 
suggest that the semantics of the construction is responsible for the inchoative 
reading, not the pragmatic context. For the moment, both interpretations are 
equally acceptable. Notice that the closely-related language Mupun has devel
oped an 'inceptive copula', which originated in a verb d'ee 'stop, remain' (Fraj
zyngier 1993: 255-257)- this verb is probably cognate to the existential verb 
(n)d'e in Goemai. 

2.2.3. Possession 

Goemai has not developed a verbal structure to express possession. Neverthe
less, there are two indications that verbs may eventually be used in this context, 
too. One indication is that in present-day Goemai, the free possessive pronouns 
can occur in the locative construction to stress a contrastive location (as in the 
second sentence of 27a). And another indication is that locative verbs fre
quently co-occur with the comitative preposition to express accompaniment (as 
in 27b). It is conceivable that these structures may develop further to express 
general possession. 
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Sh 'arap d'e n-hlmgoed'e. K'ab'al d'yem 
fish exist LOC-water crab stand(SG) 

mmuk g6et'uun. 
NOMZ.3SG.POSS beyond/shore 

'The fish lives in water. The crab stands(= has) its own (hide
out) ashore.' (FOOJKABAL) 

b. Lil=hok I h66m aas=h6k I d'yem n-nf. 
child(SG)=DEF hold dog=DEF stand(SG) COMIT-3SG.I 

'The boy holds the dog, (he) stands with it.' (R00JFROG2) 

3. Verb serialization 

Goemai extensively uses verb serialization to express temporal relations among 
events, to change the lexical aspect of an expression, and to give information on 
the deictic setting of an event. Serialization also serves to add participants (see 
chapter 4, section 5.2) and to convey aspectual notions (see chapter 7, section 
4), sometimes grammaticalizing into TAM particles (see chapter 7). 

Serialization is not considered a typical feature of Chadic languages- al
though present-day deictic particles, spatial prepositions and directional verbal 
extensions are sometimes traced back to serialized motion verbs (Frajzyngier 
1987a, 1987b, 1987c, 199lb). In particular, Frajzyngier argues that such seri
alization was motivated through the semantics of Chadic verbs and preposi
tions: while parameters such as source, goal or path, are commonly lexicalized 
in verbs, prepositions do not differentiate between them. In order to indicate the 
directionality of an event, the verb coding the main event has to therefore com
bine with a motion verb, e.g., in the form of a serial structure (see also chapter 
4, section 1.3, and chapter 5, section 4 on comparable lexicalization patterns in 
Goemai). Alternatively, serialization may have originated from language con
tact: it is only attested in present-day Chadic languages that are spoken in con
tact areas, e.g., in the Jos Plateau area. Serialization is common in this geo
graphical area, and Pawlak (2002: 66, 83-84) even notes that the variety of 
Hausa spoken on the Jos Plateau is characterized by verb serialization. Re
search on serialization in this geographic area has centered on the occurrence of 
motion verbs (see Frajzyngier 1993 and Jungraithmayr 1963a for Chadic lan
guages), and on the grammaticalization of TAM morphemes from serial struc
tures (see Gerhardt 1994 for Benue-Congo languages). Both types also play a 
role in Goemai, but Goemai seems to use serialization more extensively and 
productively than its neighbors. 
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This section discusses those formal properties that define Goemai serial 
constructions and that distinguish between different subtypes (section 3.1). It 
then investigates the semantics of each subtype in more detail, discussing the 
coordinate serial construction (section 3.2), the inchoative serial construction 
and the configurational serial construction (section 3.3) and the deictic serial 
construction (section 3.4). 

3 .l. Defining properties of serial verb constructions 

A serial verb construction is a type of multi verb structure that joins two or more 
verbs together. But unlike other multiverb structures, it does not contain any 
marker of coordination or subordination, and instead constitutes a single clause. 
Furthermore, there are restrictions on the expression of TAM, core arguments, 
polarity and location. These restrictions are summarized in table (70) below: 
serial verbs are distinguished from other multiverb structures by properties (i) 
to (vii); and it is possible to define subtypes of serial verbs on the basis of how 
properties (iv) to (vi) are realized, as well as on the basis of properties (viii) and 
(ix). This section discusses the shared and distinguishing properties.81 

(i) No marker of coordination I subordination 

As repeatedly stated in the theoretical literature, serial verb constructions do 
not contain any marker of coordination or subordination. While this property is 
also found in Goemai, it cannot reliably distinguish serial structures from coor
dinated structures. Compare examples (28a) and (28b) below:82 the first illus
trates a serial verb, and the second a coordinated structure - yet the two struc
tures are segmentally identical, and the coordinated structure can only be 
recognized by the presence of an intonation break between the verbs in ques
tion. This analytical difficulty arises because Goemai usually does not employ 
clausal conjunctions (see section 4.9) and because it regularly omits 3SG sub-

81. The literature proposes different tests to detennine the tightness of verbs in serial 
structures (Aikhenvald and Dixon 2006; Durie 1997; Foley and Olson 1985; Foley 
and Van Valin 1984: 187-263; Pawley and Lane 1998; Van Valin and LaPolla 
1997· 441-484, 517-575), but it is often difficult to find criteria that are univer
sally applicable. This section illustrates language-internal morphosyntactic envi
ronments where serial constructions show differences. These differences are then 
used to draw conclusions about the tightness of their jWlctures. 

82. Throughout this section, the verbs of a serial verb construction are highlighted in 
boldface. 
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ject pronouns if they are recoverable from discourse (see section 1.1). Notice 
that this difficulty is largely restricted to 3SG pronouns, as other pronouns can
not be omitted in coordinated structures (as lfl1&.lp '3PL' in the coordinated 
structure of 28c). Other multiverb structures have an overt marker of coordina
tion or subordination, e.g., the sequential particle gt}e (in 28d). 

Table 70. Fonnal properties of serial verb constructions 

No. Criterion Serial verb construction: 

coordi
nate 

inchoative configu- deictic 

No marker of coordination I yes 
subordination 

ii Monoclausal structl.U'e yes 

iii Shared temporal setting yes 

iv Shared modality yes 

v 

Concordant marking for 
obligative 

Shared aspectual value 

Concordant marking for 
progressive and habitual 

yes 

V 2 can be marked for dura- yes 
tive or resultative 

vi Negation is marked once yes 

Negation can have scope 
overV2 only 

vii Shared core argument(s) yes 

viii Separate locational setting 

ix Vtl V2 occurs in verb slot: 

.. . relative to set 2 pronoun yes 
in consequence clause yes 

when nominalized yes 

no 

no 

no 

rational 

no 

no 

yes (DUR:) no 

no (RES) 

no 

no 
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(28) a. Sai su ru I n-goede gado. 
then/only run(SG) enter(SG) LOC-bottom:GEN bed 

'Then (he) ran (and) entered under the bed.' (NOOEwrrcHl) 

b. T'ekgoed'i musu yo6l yi I suI ru 
already/still cat rise(SG) CONS run(SG) enter(SG) 

dakd'11_oe lu. 
MIDDLE:GEN settlement 

'And so the cat had already risen (and it) ran (away), (and it) 
entered into the middle ofthe village.' (FOOJMusu) 

c. MM_ep SWO I mM_ep rwo n-s'et. 
3PL.S run(PL) 3PL.S:CONS enter(PL) LOC-bush 

'They ran, and so they entered into the bush.' (ROlNFROG) 

d. su goe ru m-pin (. .. ). 
run(SG) SEQ enter(SG) LOC-hut 

'(she) ran and entered into the hut( ... ).' (0HIKERE AND TIEMSAN 

1998:3) 

(ii) Monoclausal structure 

Goemai serial verb constructions constitute a single clause. Their monoclausal 
structure is reflected in their intonational properties: intonation breaks indica
tive of clause boundaries do not occur within serial verbs (as in 28a above), but 
are frequently observed in other multiverb structures (as in 28b and 28c). Simi
larly, the extract from the conversation in (29) below reveals differences in the 
back-channeling behavior of addressees (i.e., in the interjection of utterances 
such as mm 'yes', kwai 'no' etc.). Addressees back-channel after a clause, i.e., 
following each verb phrase in most multiverb structures (as in 29-l and 29-2), 
but following the whole serial verb construction (as in 29-3 to 29-5). 

(29) l. N: goe=ru n-kensuun I 
2SGM.S=enter(SG) LOC-evening 

'you enter in the evening,' 

A: mm. 
yes 

'Yes.' 



2. N: de-goe tang 
PUR search 

wakiuim. 
way 

'to look for a way.' 

A: mm. 
yes 

'Yes.' 
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3. N: Goe=mang ni goe=su n-ni. 
2SGM.S=take(SG) 3SG.O 2SGM.S=run(SG) COMIT-3SG.I 

'You take her (and) run with her.' 

A: mm. 
yes 

'Yes.' 

4. N: To 1 Ia goe=mting goe=su 
okay COND 2SGM.S=take(SG) 2SGM.S=run(SG) 

goe=wti n-ni I 
2SGM.S=retum.home(SG) COMIT-3SG.I 

'Okay, if you take (her and) run (and) return with her,' 

A: mm. 
yes 

'Yes.' 

5. N: nk'ong b'it vel I b'ep m!J.aan tal. 
BACK:GEN day two do.again go(SG) greeting 

'after two days, (he) goes again (for) the greeting.' 

A: mm. 
yes 

'Yes.' (COOANDIALECT5) 

Goemai does not share one of the properties that is commonly listed as char
acterizing the monoclausal nature of serial verb constructions: the repetition of 
the whole construction. Although speakers preferably repeat the whole con
struction, the text database also contains examples where speakers repeat only 
the last verb phrase (as in 30a). This possibility is restricted to verb phrases 
within the coordinate serial construction. The inchoative, configurational and 
deictic serial constructions, by contrast, are always repeated whole (as in 30b, 
where the speaker chooses a wrong verb and repeats the deictic serial structure, 
but not the entire coordinate serial structure). 
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(30) a. N: My_ep t'ong lap k'aram=hok nfn. 
3PL.S IRR receive mat=DEF point/show 

'They would receive the mat (and) show (it).' 

A: Nin. 
point/show 

'Show.' (COOANDIALECT5) 

b. [Wa [doe t'--]oErcnc.svc1cooRDrNATE.svc I [doe 
retum.home(SG) come ?? come 

t'ong)DEICTIC.SVC dakd'y_oe fu. 
sit(SG) MIDDLE:GEN settlement 

'(He) returned home (and) verbedhere--, (he) sat here in the 
center of the village.' (D04ALUKWO) 

Finally, their monoclausal structure can be shown with respect to the clitic 
=hoe 'exactly' This clitic attaches to the end of a clause or phrase (see chapter 
6, section 2.1). As such, it can cliticize to the first clause of most multiverb 
structures (as in 3la), but only ever to the end of the entire serial verb construc
tion (as in 3lb). 

(31) a. To I my_ep t'ong lap=hoe I de my_ep 
okay 3PL.S IRR receive=exactly SO.THAT 3PL.S:CONS 

t'ong s'oe yi. 
IRR eat CONS 

'Okay, they would receive (it), so that they would eat (it).' 
(P04CMUALAM2) 

b. Long wa ru=hoe. 
chief retum.home(SG) enter(SG)=exactly 

'The chief returned home (and) entered.' (o04ANSEMKWAL3) 

(iii) Shared temporal setting 

The verbs share their temporal setting. That is, only one tense or temporal ad
verb can occur (as in 32a); the temporal setting cannot be marked on both 
verbs; nor can the two verbs be marked differently (as in the ungrammatical 
example 32b) - even if world knowledge tells us that the two subevents must 
have taken place at different times. To assert two different settings, a coordi
nated structure is used instead (as in 32c ). 
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(32) a. Ni dyen wa doe t'o (. . .). 
3SG.S PAST.YEST return.home(SG) come lie(SG) 

'Yesterday, he returned home (and) lay here( ... ).' 
(R000SVCTAM) 

b.* hen=dyen m!!_aan n-Jos ba 
lSG.S=PAST.YEST go(SG) LOC-<PLACE.NAME> return(SG) 

wa shint 
return.home(SG) today 

'I went to Jos yesterday (and) returned home again today' (A-
10/11/00) 

c. hen=dyen m!!_aan n-Jos I 
lSG.S=PAST.YEST go(SG) LOC-<PLACE.NAME> 

hen =ba wa shint 
lsG.S=return(sG) return.home(SG) today 

'I went to Jos yesterday, (and) I returned home again today' (A-
10/11/00) 

(iv) Shared modality 

The verbs also share their modality. Modality receives single marking (i.e., is 
marked only once), except for the obligative, which - depending on the subtype 
-receives either concordant marking (i.e., is marked on each verb phrase) (as in 
the coordinate serial structure in 33a) or single marking (as in the deictic serial 
structure in 33b). 

(33) a. de nwo goe kat yi goe ru 
SO. THAT snake OBLIG find CONS OBLIG enter(SG) 

d'i nd'uim. 
LOC.ANAPH INSIDE 

'so that the snake should find (it and) should enter there inside' 
(FOOJGOESEM) 

b. Gwa goe doe kat Ji n--
SGM.LOG.AD.s OBLIG come find SGM.LOG.SP.O LOC-

doe n-Legos. 
SGF.LOG.SP.O LOC-<PLACE.NAME> 

'(She1 said to him2 that) he2 should meet him1 here in-- her1 

here in Lagos.' (oOOEWITCH1) 
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(v) Shared aspectual value 

Furthermore, the verbs share their aspectual value. The progressive and habit
ual aspects always have scope over the whole construction, and - in most sub
types - receive truncated concordant marking. For example, the first verb in 
(34a) is marked fully for progressive aspect (by d'e t'ong yi), but the second 
verb is marked by t'ong only. In addition, some subtypes allow for the possibil
ity to mark the second verb separately for durative or resultative aspect. In this 
case, the first verb is always a non-stative verb in the unmarked verb form, 
while the second verb occurs in the durative (as in the coordinate serial struc
ture in 34b) or the resultative aspect. Despite their different markings, their 
aspectual values are semantically compatible: a non-stative unmarked verb 
receives a default past tense interpretation (to the effect that the event has 
ended; see chapter 7, section 2), and the serial construction is thus compatible 
with both durative (i.e., after a prior event has ended, the referent continues to 
be in a location) and resultative aspect (i.e., explicitly marking the completion 
of the prior event). 

(34) a. Nye-pe mutime d'e t'ong s'tirtip 
because-THAT/WHEN people(PL) exist PROGR buy/sell(PL) 

yi t'ong s'oe. 
PROGR IRR eat 

'Because people are buying (them) (and) eating (them).' 
(ROOAMUCHl) 

b. Sh'ep ru yi d'yem n-yil. 
wood enter(SG) DUR stand(SG) LOC-ground 

'The stick has entered (and) stands in the ground(= it entered 
and now stands continuously)' (B99APSPV) 

(vi) Negation 

In all serial verb constructions, negation is marked only once. Tests show that, 
depending on the subtype, the scope of negation is either vague (i.e., over the 
whole construction or over the last verb phrase only, as indicated by the two 
translations to the coordinate serial structure in 35a), or over the whole con
struction (as in the deictic serial structure in 35b). In all cases, the default scope 
is over the whole construction. 
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(35) a. To I men I moe=gap moe=haar ba. 
okay lPL.I lPL.S=divide(SG) lPL.S=gnaw NEG 

'Okay, we, we don't divide (it) (and don't) eat (it).' 
Or: 'Okay, we, we divide (it) (but) don't eat it.' 
( C00ANDIALECT6; A -07 /02/00) 

b. doe t'ong goe yil men ba. 
come sit(SG) PLACE ground lPL.POSS NEG 

'(such a person) didn't sit here in our country.' (cOOJMQUEST4) 

(vii) Shared core argument(s) 

The verbs share at least one core argument, usually the subject (as in 36a to 
36e); but switch-function serialization is attested as well (see section 3.2). In 
the coordinate serial structure, there are no restrictions with respect to the tran
sitivity of the verbs: it is possible to serialize two intransitive verbs (as in 36a), 
a transitive and an intransitive verb in any order (as in 36b), or two transitive 
verbs (as in 36c); a ditransitive verb such as poe 'give' can also participate (as 
in 36d). If there are two (di)transitive verbs, their objects are usually shared (as 
11.es 'bone' in 36c, and haam 'water' in 36d), and they directly follow the verb 
that introduces them, i.e., they occur between the first and the second verb. In 
the other three serial verb constructions, there are restrictions on the transitivity 
of the verb (see sections 3.3 and 3.4 for details). But notice that in all four serial 
constructions, each verb introduces its own arguments, i.e., all verbs retain their 
lexical transitivity, and- as in simple verbal clauses- direct objects are only 
omitted if they are recoverable from the linguistic context. Furthermore, num
ber marking is identical to that found in simple verbal clauses, i.e., it is possible 
for the two participating verbs to have different values for number, depending 
on their separate arguments (as in 36e). Given this pattern, it is not possible to 
assign a transitivity value to the serial verb construction as a whole, independ
ent of the values of the participating verbs. It could therefore be argued that 
Goemai serializes not verbs but verb phrases. 

The coordinate serial construction can convey an instrumental reading. In 
this case, the object is not shared and each verb introduces its own object (as 
shik 'knife' and m11.ep 'them' in 36e). This is a typical pattern in serializing 
languages, and it has often been argued that the whole serial structure has three 
arguments (i.e., A, 0 and instrument). In the case of Goemai, however, there 
are two indications that would suggest a different analysis. First, notice that the 
instrument seems to be coded twice in (36e): once as the object of mitng 'take', 
and once in a prepositional phrase. Since it is unlikely that the same role should 
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be coded twice, it would be better to analyze the instrumental reading as an 
implicature that arises from the lexical semantics of verbs co-occurring in a 
construction that codes a temporal relation (i.e., if a speaker describes someone 
as first taking a knife and then killing someone, it is likely - but not inevitable -
that this knife was the murder instrument; see section 3.2 for the semantics of 
this construction). Second, there is a difference in number marking: mimg 
'take' is marked for singular (corresponding to the single knife) and two 'kill' 
for plural (corresponding to the multiple victims). If the serial structure as a 
whole had a unique argument structure, both verbs would need to be marked for 
plural (corresponding to the plural 0). I therefore assume that Goemai serial
izes verb phrases (not verbs), thus accounting for the presence of two objects. 

(36) a. Noemy_at su paap. 
frog run(SG) hide(SG) 

'The frog ran (and) hid.' (ROlNFROG) 

b. My_ep mting ni buk n-ni zak 
3PL.S take(SG) 3SG.O retum(PL) COMIT-3SG.I also/however 

m-pe n-d'e-fmoe=hoe. 
LOC-place ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly 

'They took him (and) returned with him again( ... ).' (NOlATIME) 

c. Aas mting y_es haar. 
dog take( SG) bone gnaw 

'The dog took the bone (and) chewed (it).' (FOOCAAS) 

d. Nak haam poe Goelong. 
fetch water give <NAME> 

'(He) fetched water (and) gave (it) to Goelong.' (F990GOELONG) 

e. ni mting shik two my_ep n-ni 
3SG.S take(SG) knife kill(PL) 3PL.O COMIT-3SG.I 

'he took a knife (and) killed them with it' (A-28/10/05) 

The realization of the shared subject argument depends on the pronoun set. 
In the case of set 1 pronouns (i.e., lso, 3SG, 3PL, LOG.AD) and nouns, there is 
single marking (as in 37a). In the case of set 2 pronouns (i.e., 2so, lPL, 2PL, 
LOG.SP), there is optional concordant marking: the pronouns are repeated with 
each verb (as in 37b), but are optional with the first verb (as indicated by the 
bracketing in 37b). In some subtypes, set 2 pronouns receive single marking, 
too (as in the deictic serial structure in 37c). The tonal realization of the first 
verb is always the same as in simple verbal clauses (see the summary of TAM 
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paradigms in chapter 7, section 7). fu the case of set 1 pronouns, all subsequent 
verbs then receive their lexical tones. fu the case of set 2 pronouns, however, 
the pronouns receive a low tone, while the verbs receive a high tone. 

(37) a. M11_ep mting lyak (. . .). 
3PL.S take(SG) throw 

'They took (it and) threw (it) away( ... ).' (ROlNSTAGE) 

b. (ji)=mang ji=wti 
( SGM.LOG .SP .S )=take(SG) SGM.LOG .SP .S=return.home(SG) 

n-ni n-lu=wa? 
CO MIT -3SG .I LOC-settlement=INTERR 

'does he take (it) (and) return with it home to the village?' 
(F04ATAMTIS) 

c. goe=doe kat gwen lu. 
2SGM.S=come find ASSOC.PL settlement 

'you found those huts here.' (DOlCLU) 

(viii) Locational settings 

fu the coordinate serial structure, the locational settings need not be shared, and 
each verb can introduce its own location. This includes the first verb, in which 
case the locative adjunct occurs between the first and second verb (as in 38a). 
fu fact, since each verb can introduce a location, it is possible to assert multiple 
locations. fu other subtypes, by contrast, the setting is shared, and all locative 
adverbials follow the entire construction (as in the deictic serial structure in 
38b). 

(38) a. M11_ep p'!J..tit d'i yok n-lu. 
3PL.S exit(PL) LOC.ANAPH return.home(PL) LOC-settlement 

'They left there (and) returned home to the village.' 
(F990LIGY A) 

b. doe kat boo! d'i k'a tebul (. . .). 
come find ball LOC.ANAPH HEAD(SG):GEN table 

'(he) found the ball here on the table( ... ).' (R00ATAMIRR3) 
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(ix) Verbal properties 

There are indications that, in some subtypes, one of the participating verbs has 
lost part of its verbal properties, and has acquired properties similar to those of 
particles instead. That is, some grammaticalization must have taken place. This 
is notably the case for TAM particles that grammaticalized from serial verb 
constructions (see the introduction to chapter 7). Similarly, the configurational 
and deictic serial constructions also show similarities to particle structures. 

Verbs and particles can be distinguished in the following environments: 
(a) In the deictic serial structure, pronouns of set 2 receive single marking 

and precede the first verb (see point vii above). As such, the first verb behaves 
like a particle. 

(b) When a serial structure occurs within a consequence clause, the conse
quence particle yi follows the first verb (as in the coordinate serial structure in 
39a). But in some subtypes, it follows the second verb (as in the deictic serial 
structure in 39b) -just as in a particle-verb structure (as with the obligative 
particle goe in 39c). 

(39) a. de ni d'tilting yi ru zu. 
SO. THAT 3SG.S pass(SG) CONS enter(SG) settlement 

'so that he passes (and) enters the town.' (H99BTARIHI) 

b. de doe t'ong yi. 
SO. THAT come sit(SG) CONS 

'So that (he) sits here.' (H99BTARIID) 

c. de goe kat/ ngum yi (. .. ). 
SO. THAT OBLIG:CONS find beetle CONS 

'so that (he) should find a beetle( ... ).' (oOOJANIMALl) 

(c) A similar behavior is attested in nominalized serial verb structures, 
where the possessor usually follows the first verb. In some subtypes, by con
trast, it follows the second verb- again, similar to particle structures (see chap
ter 3, section 4.4 for details on clausal nominalization). 

Many of the properties discussed above are commonly found in serializing lan
guages (see, e.g., Aikhenvald and Dixon 2006; Crowley 1987; Durie 1997; 
Foley and Olson 1985; Giv6n 1991), and they are usually taken to indicate that 
the verbs form a tight unit that expresses a single event: the monoclausal struc
ture, the shared tense and modality, the constraints on aspectual marking and 
negation, and the shared core argument. Compared with other languages, the 
coordinate serial structure in Goemai constitutes a very loose juncture, as evi-
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denced by the concordant marking of several categories, the marking of differ
ent aspects, the vague scope of negation, the separate introduction of argu
ments, and the non-shared locational setting. Yet, all these characteristics are 
also attested in other serializing languages, e.g., Alamblak shares the vague 
scope of negation (Bruce 1988: 27-28), or Ewe allows for the marking of sepa
rate aspectual categories (Ameka 2006). Furthermore, the coordinate serial 
structure is only one of the subtypes: the verbs of other subtypes form a tighter 
unit, and even show some signs of grammaticalization. The following sections 
illustrate each subtype in more detail. 

3.2. Coordinate serial verb construction 

The coordinate serial verb construction is assumed to be the prototypical serial 
construction in the sense that it (i) occurs most frequently and (ii) constitutes 
the source structure for the other subtypes (see Hellwig 2003: 285-314 for de
tails). As shown in table (70) above, this construction constitutes the loosest 
type of juncture. It is used to code a temporal relation between two or more 
subevents, whereby the nature of this relation is determined by the lexical as
pect of the participating verbs: it receives either a sequential or a simultaneous 
interpretation (see below). There are no formal restrictions on the types of 
verbs that can participate; nor are there any formal restrictions on the number 
of verbs. Usually, only two verbs are serialized, but there are examples that 
contain up to five verbs. In principle, any two (or more) verbs can thus co
occur in the coordinate serial construction. However, as in many other seri
alizing languages (see, e.g., Durie 1997: 322), Goemai speakers use serial 
structures to express stereotypical or culturally-recognized events. Less 
stereotypical events or novel concepts, by contrast, are expressed by other 
multiverb structures. There are also a few collocations of verbs whose 
meaning in a serial structure cannot be predicted on the basis of each indi
vidual meaning, e.g., t'a haem 'cross (a river)' (lit. 'fall climb'). 

The sequential interpretation arises whenever the first verb is a non-stative 
verb (see chapter 4, section 2.3 for details on lexical aspect): the verbs are or
dered iconically, and the subsequent subevent is seen as a result or further de
velopment of the previous subevent. Notice that a simultaneous interpretation is 
not available in this case - for this interpretation to arise, speakers have to re
sort to a non-serial coordinated structure (as in 40). 
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(40) my_ep s'oe bi, my_ep s'wa haam, my_ep shin tal. 
3PL.S eat thing 3PL.S drink water 3PL.S do greeting 

'they eat things, they drink water, they perform greetings.' (OHIKERE 

AND TIEMSAN 1999: 2) 

Any two subevents that can be brought into a temporal sequence can co
occur here (see 36c above for an example). The construction also serves to add 
participants to an event, which then receive the contextual interpretations of 
recipient (see 36d), instrument (see 36e), source, goal or manner of a complex 
motion event (as in 4la below) or comparative standard (as in 4lb). It is known 
that serial verbs commonly add participants and then develop further into 
grammatical markers, e.g., verbal extensions or prepositions introducing argu
ments (Giv6n 1991; Lord 1993). This type of grammaticalization has been at
tested for other Chadic languages (Frajzyngier 1987a, 1987b, 1987c), and it is 
conceivable that the deictic serial construction in Goemai has developed from 
such a coordinate serial construction. For the moment, however, there are no 
formal reasons to treat verb combinations that receive the specialized interpre
tation of recipient, instrument, spatial preposition, or comparative standard any 
different from the ones that receive a simple temporal interpretation (see espe
cially the discussion under point (vii) in section 3 .1). 

(41) a. Ni nyet Moek'wo miJ.aan Muduut. 
3SG.S leave <PLACE.NAME> go(SG) <PLACE.NAME> 

'She left Kwande (and) went to Shendam.' (Q99Jco) 

b. Ni goebi zwam=hoe I amma f'yer ma 
3SG.I AS.IF viper=exactly but bec.big(SG) surpass 

zwam. 
viper 

'It (is) like the viper, but (it) is bigger than the viper.' 
(o04Awo) 

Frequently, the second verb of the coordinate serial construction is a stative 
locative verb (see chapter 3, section 2.2, and chapter 4, section 1.3) that speci
fies the position of a referent at the endpoint of its movement. Their occurrence 
in this construction thus triggers a resultative interpretation. For example, in the 
serial construction in (42a), the referent has returned home, and the locative 
verb t'ong 'sit' marks the end of this returning event (in a sitting position). That 
is, whenever a stative verb follows a non-stative verb in this construction, it 
carries an implicature to the effect that the prior (motion) event has ended (in a 
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locative state). This implicature arose because of a peculiarity in the Goemai 
system: unlike many other serializing languages (see Durie 1997: 310-313), 
Goemai prefers to not have a verb series consisting of a motion verb followed 
directly by a non-motion verb (e.g., 'go eat'). Instead, a locative verb almost 
always intervenes (e.g., 'go sit eat'). A locative verb thus frequently marks the 
end of a motion event and the beginning of another event (as in 42b). It is not 
surprising that, in this context, it should receive a resultative reading. This re
sultative reading is also present in the deictic serial construction. In (42c), the 
speaker describes first a returning event, and then uses t'wot 'sit' in the deictic 
serial construction to mark the end of this event (in a sitting position). Follow
ing that, he specifies further events that take place after returning (i.e., people 
take calabashes and drink from them). Notice that he first attempts to use t'wot 
'sit', but then interrupts himself and replaces t'wot 'sit' with litt 'finish' His 
repair strategy suggests that the resultative reading of locative verbs is related 
to their co-occurrence with dynamic motion verbs in a serial construction - the 
locative verbs on their own cannot convey this reading. 

(42) a. A ni toe. To I wa t'ong. 
FOC 3SG.I EMPH okay retum.home(SG) sit(SG) 

'(This) is it. Okay, (it) has returned home (and) sits.' 
(MO 1 ANCOLOR) 

b. Yfr ba doe d'yem I t'ong b 'y_en nda 

c. 

tum retum(SG) come stand(SG) PROGR watch father 

muk yi (. . .). 
3SG.POSS PROGR 

'(He) turned (and) returned (and) stood here looking at his fa
ther ( ... ). ' (FOOCAAS) 

My_ep t'ong yok k'ek sek my_ep. 
3PL.S IRR retum.home(PL) HEADS(PL):GEN BODY 3PL.POSS 

My_ep t'ong doe t'wot. My_ep Ia t'wot-- 1 
3PL.S IRR come sit(PL) 3PL.S COND sit(PL) 

Ia !at! my_ep t'ong war I gwi (. . .). 
COND finish 3PL.S IRR collect calabash 

'They themselves would return home. They would sit here. 
When they sit--, when (they) finish, they would take the cala
bashes.' (H00JANCESTOR2) 

There is one indication that a grammaticalization process is currently taking 
place in examples (42a) to (42c) above. Locative verbs in simple verbal clauses 
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occur with an obligatory locative adverbial (see chapter 4, section 5.1); but 
when occurring in the coordinate serial construction, this adverbial is optional. 
I assume that its omission is related to the development of an aspectual resulta
tive semantics. A similar grammaticalization process has probably taken place 
in the development of the present-day resultative particle kilm from the locative 
verb 'stay' (see chapter 7, section 4.5). 

The coordinate serial construction alternatively receives a simultaneous -
progressive-like - interpretation, whenever the first verb is a stative verb. Only 
the stative locative verbs are attested in this position (as in the first sentence of 
43). Again, I assume that this interpretation is an implicature that arises from 
the lexical aspect of the participating verbs and from the semantics of the con
struction. This structure occurs only rarely, and speakers tend to rephrase it 
immediately by means of the progressive construction (as in the second sen
tence of 43) - i.e., by means of a construction that is dedicated to coding pro
gressive aspect, not just implicating it.83 

(43) Aas=hok d'yem p'aar. (. . .) Aas=hok zak 
dog=DEF stand(so) jump dog=DEF also/however 

d'yem n-p'aar yi. 
stand(SG) PROGR-jump PROGR 

'The dog stood (and) jumped (up and down).( ... ) And the dog 
stood jumping.' (R99JFROG 1) 

Finally, the coordinate serial construction has one subtype, the switch
function serial construction. The two structures exhibit the same formal proper
ties except for the nature of the shared argument: in the switch-function con
struction, the object of the first verb corresponds to the subject of the second 
(as in 44a). This construction is rare, and there are only very few examples in 
the text database. In most cases, it receives a sequential interpretation (as in 
44a). Only the occurrence of the two perception verbs nii 'see' and kilt 'find' 
triggers a simultaneous interpretation (as in 44b and 44c). Since these two verbs 
are result verbs (and not stative verbs), the simultaneous interpretation is sur
prising. It is possible that it arises from the preferred use of the progressive 
aspect construction in this context: examples such as (44b) are rare, while ex
amples such as (44c) are common. In (44c), the two verbs na 'see' and (n)d'e 

83. It is widely attested that progressive structures grammaticalize from serial verbs 
(Bybee et al. 1994: 127-133; Heine and Reh 1984: 116-119). The Goemai pro
gressive, by contrast, originates from a consequence clause marked for irrealis mo
dality (see chapter 7, section 4.1 ). 
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'exist' form the serial construction, but at the same time (fl)d'e 'exist' also 
forms part of the following progressive construction. 

(44) a. my_ep hit ni t'a n-yil 
3PL.S hit 3SG.O fall(SG) LOC-ground 

'they hit him (and he) fell on the ground' (A-07/02/00) 

b. Doe kat ndoe=la Jl=hok su (. . .) 
come find SPEC=child(SG):GEN goat=DEF run(SG) 

'(She) found here a child of the goat (that) just ran( ... ).' 
(F99DPAAP) 

c. pe goepe ni na fo-im d'e t'ong my_aan 
PROGR go(SG) place THAT/WHEN 3SG.S see rabbit exist 

yi mpy_oe-mpy_oe. 
PROGR RED UP .always 

'at the place where he always saw the rabbit (and) (it) was 
going.' (F99ANTI) 

3.3. Inchoative and configurational serial verb constructions 

The inchoative and configurational serial verb constructions look superficially 
similar to the coordinate serial verb construction, but their formal properties (as 
summarized in table 70 above) suggest a tighter juncture. Both constructions 
pose restrictions on the participating verbs: they consist of two intransitive 
verbs that are taken from specific verb classes (see table 71). 

Table 71. Inchoative and configurational serial verb constructions 

Inchoative 

Configurational 

First verb 

t'a (SG), t'ek (PL) 'fall' 
y661 (SG),yuul (PL) 'rise' 

inchoative verb 
(some result verbs of transforming) 

Second verb 

locative verb 

locative verb 

Although the two constructions are formally different, they are discussed to
gether because they serve complementary aspectual functions: in the inchoative 
serial construction, a stative locative verb occurs in reference to a state-change 
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(i.e., 'getting into a position', as in 45a); and in the configurational serial con
struction, a state-change verb occurs in reference to a state (i.e., 'being in a 
certain configuration and position', as in 45b ). 

(45) a. yitscuim mcmg k'ur mu? K'ur t'tf 
sleep take(SG) tortoise INTERR tortoise fall(SG) 

t'o. 
lie(SG) 

'the tortoise became sleepy, right? The tortoise lay down' 
(F99AKUR) 

b. Wang k'o6n t'ong k'a 
pot bec.face.down(SG) sit(SG) HEAD(SG):GEN 

kuk sh'ep. 
stump:GEN wood 

'The pot sits face down on the tree stump.' (B99APSPV) 

In both constructions, a non-stative verb is followed by a stative verb. Yet, 
unlike the coordinate serial construction, the inchoative and configurational 
serial constructions do not receive a sequential interpretation, i.e., (45a) could 
not be interpreted as 'fall and then lie', and (45b) not as 'get face down and 
then as a result sit' Instead, the properties discussed below point to a simulta
neous interpretation. 

In the case of the inchoative serial construction, a number of observations 
indicate that 'motion' and 'state' are not seen as separable subevents. First, the 
locative verbs cannot be marked for durative aspect (see table 70 above)- this 
is to be expected if the construction codes a non-stative meaning. Second, the 
construction cannot be paraphrased as a sequential structure. And third, the 
entire construction can occur in the second position of the deictic serial con
struction (as in 46)- a slot that is restricted to non-motion predicates (see sec
tion 3.4). By contrast, a coordinate serial construction containing t'a 'fall' (or 
yool 'rise') plus a locative verb exhibits different properties: while durative 
marking and sequential paraphrase are possible, it cannot occur within the deic
tic serial construction. These three differences suggest that t'a 'fall' (and yool 
'rise') do not designate separate motion events when occurring in the inchoa
tive serial construction. Rather, it is likely that the inchoative construction as a 
whole is comparable to lexically inchoative verbs (such as b'ang 'become red') 
in coding the inception of a state (e.g., t'a t'o 'become lying'). Notice, however, 
that the two verbs retain their directional semantics: t'a 'fall' entails a down
ward movement, and y66l 'rise' an upward movement 
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(46) hen=[m!!tltln [doe [t'tf t'OJrNCHOATIVE)DEICTic)coORDINAlE (. . .). 

1SG.S=go(SG) come fall(SG) lie(SG) 

'I went (and) lay down here( ... ).' (NOlJTIME) 

In the case of the configurational serial construction, there are two indica
tions that argue against its sequential interpretation. First, the state cannot al
ways be semantically interpreted as the result of the state-change: e.g., in ( 45b) 
above, the state-change k'66n 'become face down' cannot result in the state 
t'ong 'sit' (but in t'o 'lie' or d'yem 'stand'). Rather, the two verbs convey two 
complementary perspectives on the same event: a configuration ('face down') 
and a location ('sit') (Hellwig 2003: 303-307). And second, the configurational 
serial construction shows affinities to adverbial structures: speakers only ever 
paraphrase it as an adverbial structure (as in the second sentence of 47a below), 
never as a sequential structure. Similarly, in order to assert two different con
figurations, speakers always combine an adverbialized state-change verb with 
the configurational serial construction (as in 47b). Notice that the same inchoa
tive and result verbs that participate in the configurational serial construction 
also participate in the modifying construction, which also allows them to be 
used in reference to a stative event (see chapter 3, section 4.2). 

(47) a. Gorong t'o n-yil fmoe=hoe=a? 
bec.crooked lie(SG) LOC-groundLOC.ANAPH=exactly= INTERR 

n-gorong 
ADVZ-bec.crooked 

t'o? 
lie(SG) 

'Does (it) lie crooked on this ground? Crooked (it) lies?' 
(MOOANDISPOS 1 0) 

b. N-k'o6n b'am lang 
ADVZ-bec.face.down(SG) bec.stuck hang/move(SG) 

gak. 
wall 

sek 
body:GEN 

'Being face down, (it) hangs stuck at the wall' (B00NPHOT062) 

The simultaneous interpretation of both constructions cannot be derived 
from the lexical aspect of the participating verbs: given their lexical aspect, a 
sequential interpretation would be expected instead. And, indeed, this interpre
tation arises if the same verbs co-occur with a locative verb in the coordinate 
serial construction. It is therefore likely that the simultaneous interpretation 
results directly from the semantics of the two constructions. Generally, it is 
well-known that serial constructions develop aspectual meanings, but there is 
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not much information about the role of serial constructions to express lexical 
aspect. In Goemai, both constructions have to be seen in the larger context of 
lexicalization patterns. As mentioned in section 1.3 in chapter 4, Goemai lexi
calizes verbal concepts predominantly as inchoatives, not as statives. In the 
absence of derivational morphology, the inchoative and configurational serial 
constructions make it possible for statives to occur in reference to a state
change, and for inchoatives to occur in reference to a state. 

3.4. Deictic serial verb construction 

The deictic serial construction consists of the intransitive motion verb doe 
'come' followed by a non-motion verb. Although it looks similar to the coordi
nate serial construction, its formal properties (as summarized in table 70 above) 
show that the verbs form a tight unit; they even indicate some grammaticaliza
tion towards a deictic particle. The deictic serial construction is used to code 
the deictic setting of an event, i.e., the construction does not express a sequence 
(e.g., 'come and fmd') but deixis (e.g., 'find here') (as indicated in 48a). It can 
even co-occur with the verb doe 'come' (as in 48b): the first doe is used as a 
motion verb, while the second doe is used as a deictic element. 

(48) a. Y o61 kuut my_aan de long I d6e 
rise(SG) just go(SG) DIR chief come 

yin(. .. ). 
SAY 

kat long 
find chief 

'(He) just rose (and) went to the chief, (and he) found the chief 
here, saying( ... ).' (F99ATYAKLANG) 

b. de [goe d6e yi [ d6e kilt 
SO.THAT OBLIG come CONS come talk 

kuf)oEICTic) COORD INA 1E 

talking 

'so that (he) should come (and) talk here (lit. come and come 
and talk)' (A-13/06/01) 

The different serial constructions discussed above can combine with each other, 
whereby some occur in the first or second verb slot of others. The combinations 
are determined by the formal properties and semantics of each serial construc
tion. The following combinations are possible: the inchoative, configurational 
and deictic serial constructions can occur in either verb slot of the coordinate 
serial construction, e.g., in second (as in 49a) or first position (as in 49b); and 
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the inchoative and configurational serial constructions can occur in second 
position ofthe deictic serial construction (in 49c). 

(49) a. [Kwalba ru [kan d'yim 
bottle enter(SG) bec.inclined stand(so) 

n-yi/. )cONFIGURA TIONAL)COORDINA 1E 

LOC-ground 

'The bottle entered (and) stands inclined in the ground.' 
(BOONPHOTO) 

b. [[doe kat .fkan]oErcnc haar /wa]cooRDrNATE lat. 
come find rabbit gnaw animal/meat ANT 

'(he) found here the rabbit (that) ate the meat.' (F99DLIGYA) 

c. [doe [t'a t'ong n-goede 
come fall(SG) sit(SG) LOC-bottom:GEN 

f'eng.) INCHOA TIVE)DEICTIC 

tree 

'(he) sat down here under the tree.' (F99ANTI) 

4. Multiverb constructions 

This section discusses clauses that contain more than one predicate (excepting 
serial verb constructions). The different types are summarized in table (72) 
below. 

The multiverb constructions differ in the restrictions they place on the ex
pression of person, TAM and polarity: purposive and sequential linking do not 
allow for the separate expression of person and TAM categories; the nominal
ized clause expresses an A/S argument occurring within it as a possessor; and 
the negation particle is placed at the end of the entire sentence in the case of 
nominalized clauses, adverbial clauses, complement clauses, complements of 
auxiliary verbs, purposive linking and sequential linking (having vague scope 
over either of the individual constituents). By contrast, consequence clauses, 
purpose clauses, reported speech, conditional clauses and coordinated clauses 
all allow for the independent expression of person, TAM and polarity. 

All complex clauses (excepting complements of auxiliary verbs, purposive 
linking and sequentiallinkings) share a number of intonational characteristics: 
there tends to be a brief pause or intonation break between the two clauses; the 
second clause resets the pitch level and starts a new downdrift contour; and if 
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the second clause is introduced by a conjunction or particle, it is spoken in a 
much higher pitch range than usual. 

Table 72. Multiverb constructions 

Clause type Fonn Section 

Nominalized clause goe- 'NOMZ' 4.1 

Adverbial clause (goe-) pe-je 'lHAT/wHEN' 4.1 

Complement clause (goe-) pe-je 'lHAT/wHEN' 4.2 

Complement of goe- it- 'NOMZ- ADVZ-' 4.3 
auxiliary verb 

Consequence high tone+ yi 'CONS' 4.4 
clause 

Purpose clause de 'SO.lHAT' +high tone+ yi 'CONS' 4.5 

Purposive linking de-goe (it-) 'PUR (ADVZ-)' 4.5 

Sequential linking goe'SEQ' 4.5 

Reason clause nye-(goe-) pe - ft 'because-mAT/wHEN' 4.6 

Reported speech yi(n) 'SAY' 4.7 

Conditional clause d'a- Ia 'COND' 4.8 

Coordinated clause (a) juxtaposition 4.9 
(b) various coordinators 

4 .1. Adverbial and nominalized clauses 

Goemai has two types of clauses that can both function as adverbial clauses: a 
nominalized clause (section 4.1.1) and an adverbial clause (section 4.1.2). Both 
have a similar distribution, and both can be oriented either towards a participant 
(acting similar to a relative clause) or towards an event. This double orientation 
is attested in other Goemai adverbials, too (see chapter 5, section 2.1) (see also 
Hale 1976 who reports similar patterns for some Australian languages). Despite 
their present-day distributional similarities, the two clauses probably have dif
ferent diachronic origins. 
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4.1.1. Nominalized clause 

The nominalized clause occurs in two distinct syntactic functions. It can occur 
within the noun phrase, where it then functions as a modifier to the head noun 
(as in 50a). Alternatively, it occurs in adverbial function without a head noun. 
fu this case, it receives a temporal interpretation: if it is not marked for progres
sive aspect, it introduces an event that temporally precedes the main event (as 
in 50b ); if it is marked for progressive aspect, it introduces a simultaneous 
event (as in 50c). It cannot introduce events that follow the main event in time 
(see section 4.4 for the latter function). Formally, the nominalized clause con
tains all arguments, TAM morphemes and adverbials that were present in the 
corresponding verbal clause (see chapter 3, section 4.4 for details of the inter
nal structure and of the modifying function). 

(50) a. ni mctn [[bi)N [goe-f'ong shin muk)MODIFIER)o. 
3SG.S know thing NOMZ-IRR do 3SG.POSS 

'he knows the thing that he would do.' (cOOANYOUTHl) 

b. [Goe-t'ong yo6l muk m-b'itlung pyu]ADv I 

c. 

NOMZ-IRR rise(SG) 3SG.POSS LOC-morning IDEOPH 

lang a sek py_oe my_es (. .. ). 
hang/move(SG) FOC BODY:GEN mouth:GEN beer 

'After he would rise very early in the morning, (he) hangs 
around at the door ofthe beer (parlor)( ... ).' (cOOANYOUTH3) 

[ Goe-t'wot my_ep t'ong k'wal 
NOMZ-sit(PL) 3PL.POSS PROGR talk 

aram =hok yi]ADv I nshik 
conversation=DEF PROGR grandchild 

kut ndoe I na/q£ muk (. . .). 
talk CONJ grandparent 3SG.POSS 

ndoe 
CONJ 

muk=hokl 
3SG.POSS=DEF 

'While they sat having the conversation, his grandchild talked 
to his grandparent (saying) ( ... ). ' (ROOCUNMARKED) 

Notice that the two functions trigger the use of different verbs: when func
tioning as a noun phrase modifier, there are no restrictions; but when function
ing as an adverbial clause, the main verb of the nominalized clause has to be 
intransitive (and the vast majority of examples contain motion or location 
verbs, such asyool 'rise' in 50b and t'wot 'sit' in 50c). 

I tentatively assume that its use as a modifier preceded its use as an adver
bial clause. This assumption is based on contexts such as (5la) below. fu (5la), 
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the nominalized clause functions as a modifier to the head noun nk'ong 'BACK' 
And the whole noun phrase then functions as an adverbial temporal clause. Its 
adverbial interpretation is made possible by the lexical semantics of the head 
noun nk'ong 'BACK': it is a spatial nominal that functions both as a noun and as 
an adverbial (see chapter 5, section 4). As an adverbial, it conveys primarily 
spatial semantics, but can alternatively receive a contextualized temporal inter
pretation. This interpretation is also available in the absence of a modifying 
nominalized clause (as illustrated in 5lb ). It is possible that expressions such as 
(5la) constituted the bridging context that led to the reanalysis of a modifying 
nominalized clause as an adverbial clause: presumably, the head noun was 
omitted, and the nominalized clause then appeared in adverbial function. In 
present-day Goemai, speakers use the head noun nk'ong 'BACK' only infre
quently, and only if they intend to stress that the two events took place in a 
sequence. 

(51) a. [nk'ong [goe-yo6l goe]MooiFrnR]ADv I ni doe b'ak 
BACK NOMZ-rise(SG) 2SG.POSS 3SG.S come here 

'after you had risen, he came here' (A-22/12/99) 

b. T. 1 gok 1 nk'ong yoe. 
<NAME> bec.ill BACK 2SGF .POSS 

'T. became ill after you.' (NOlJTIME) 

In the absence of the head noun nk'ong 'BACK', the adverbial clause still 
receives a sequential interpretation (as in 50b above). A simultaneous reading is 
only possible if the clause is marked for progressive aspect (as in 50c above). 
Notice that such examples are very rare, and that progressive aspect marking 
does not necessarily preclude a sequential interpretation: in (52) below, the 
speaker uses a progressive-marked adverbial clause, but then introduces the 
main clause with the conjunction sai 'then' (borrowed from Hausa). That is, the 
simultaneous interpretation could be a contextual reading that is permitted - but 
not entailed - by progressive-aspect marking. Furthermore, if the diachronic 
scenario above is true, this simultaneous interpretation is a later development 
that took place after the adverbial function was well established. This assump
tion follows from the observation that there is no spatial relator - analogous to 
nk'ong 'back' -that could convey the notion of simultaneity. 
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(52) [Goe-d'e my_ep t'ong sh'img pe=hok yi]Aovl 
NOMZ-exist 3PL.POSS PROGR watch place=DEF PROGR 

stfi my_ep kat noemy_at vel (. . .). 
then/only 3PL.S:CONS find frog two 

'After they were watching the place, then they found two frogs 
( ... ).' (ROOAFROG) 

Goemai has a spatial relator nkyem - ntyem 'FRONT' that- like nk'ong 
'BACK' -can receive a temporal interpretation, expressing events that tempo
rally follow the main event. It is used in a different type of construction (see 
section 4.4), however, and cannot introduce nominalized clauses. 

The predominantly sequential interpretation of nominalized adverbial 
clauses is possibly related to their discourse function: they provide a temporal 
setting for the main event by relating it to a previous (or sometimes simultane
ous) event. In particular, they are frequently employed in head-tail linkages (in 
the sense of Thompson and Longacre 1985). When narrating events, speakers 
tend to repeat a constituent of the preceding sentence as an introductory adver
bial in the subsequent sentence. The repeated constituent is the verb together 
with its direct object(s) and adverbials (if any) that immediately precedes the 
main event in time (as in 53a). Notice that purpose and reason clauses are not 
taken into consideration: as illustrated in (53b), the first nominalized clause 
(goep'cuir muk 'after he jumped') refers back to the jumping event, but ignores 
the intervening purpose and reason clauses. In the case of multiverb clauses, the 
repeated constituent can be the last verb phrase only: e.g., the second nominal
ized clause in (53b) (goet'a muk nhangoed'e fmoehoe 'after he fell into this 
water') omits the exiting subevent of the preceding serial verb construction. 
Alternatively, the entire multiverb clause can be repeated (as in 53c). In no 
case, however, is it possible to repeat more than one clause. For example, in the 
case of a coordinate sentence, only the second coordinand is repeated (as in 
53d). 

(53) a. Sai ba. Goe-ba muk I sai 
then/only return(SG) NOMZ-return(SG) 3SG.POSS then/only 

ima p'et d'i. 
<NAME> exit(SG) LOC.ANAPH 

'Then (he) returned. After he returned, Ima carne out there.' 
(DOOEWITCHl) 
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b. To I ni p'iuir I de-goe n-my_aan I ni ya 
okay 3SG.S jump PUR ADVZ-go(SG) 3SG.S catch 

ke=hok. Goe-p'aar muk sai p'et 
chicken=DEF NOMZ-jump 3SG.POSS then/only exit(SG) 

t'a n-hangoed'e 1 nd'uim boega. 
fall(SG) LOC-water INSIDE:GEN well 

Goe-t'a 
NOMZ-fall(SG) 

muk n-hangoed'e fmoe=hoe moe-nye 
3SG.POSS LOC-water LOC.ANAPH=exactly NOMZ(PL)-matter 

muk yir (. .. ). 
3SG.POSS tum 

'Okay, he jumped to go (because) he (wanted to) catch the 
chicken. After he jumped, then (he) came out (and) fell into the 
water in the well. After he fell into this water, his friends 
turned around ( ... ). ' (FOOCKE) 

c. fifan yo6l su. Goe-yo6l muk su 
rabbit rise(SG) run(SG) NOMZ-rise(SG) 3SG.POSS run(SG) 

fmoe (. .. ). 
LOC.ANAPH 

'the rabbit rose (and) ran. After he rose (and) ran ( ... ). ' 
(FOOCFUAN) 

d. Aas p'aar 1 p'et 1 goe kwalba n-k'a 
dog jump exit(SG) COMIT bottle LOC-head(SG) 

muk. Goe-p'et aas I m-fong I m-pin I 
3SG.POSS NOMZ-exit(SG) dog:POSS LOC-hole LOC-hut 

t'a n-yil. 
fall(SG) LOC-ground 

'The dog jumped, (and) (he) got out with the bottle over his 
head. After the dog got out through the hole, through the hut, 
(he) fell onto the ground.' (ROOCFROG) 

The nominalized clause in adverbial function almost always precedes the 
main clause. This position differs from the position of other adverbials, which 
only occur initially for reasons of emphasis (see chapter 5, section 1). Their 
initial position probably iconically reflects their main function as relating a 
main event to a preceding (or- less commonly - simultaneous) event. 
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4.1. 2. Adverbial clause 

The adverbial clause only ever occurs in adverbial function. It is introduced by 
means of (goe-) pe - fo, and its internal structure is identical to that of a verbal 
clause in its marking of arguments and TAM categories, and in the presence of 
peripheral constituents. Semantically, it is used to introduce temporal clauses 
that either precede the main event in time (as in 54a) or that occur simultaneous 
to it (as in 54b). In the first case, it can be optionally augmented with the spatial 
nominal nk'ong 'back' (as in 54c). As in the case of the nominalized clause, a 
simultaneous interpretation is only possible if the clause is marked for progres
sive aspect; again, the adverbial clause cannot be used for events that follow in 
time. 

(54) a. Sai mang s'a muk nin 
then/only take(SG):CONS hand/arm 3SG.POSS point/show 

n-yit noe. [Goepe nin s'a 
LOC-eye/face lSG.POSS THAT/WHEN point/show hand/arm 

muk n-yit noe lat]ADV I hen =wam 
3SG.POSS LOC-eye/face lSG.POSS ANT lSG.S=bec.wet 

yi t'ong=hoe. 
DUR sit(SG)=exactly 

'Then (he) took his hand (and) pointed (it) at my face. After 
(he) finished pointing his hand at my face, I sat rotten.' 
(F99DLIIT) 

b. ni my_aan d'yem n-kong I t'ong s'up 
3SG.S go(SG) stand(SG) LOC-stream PROGR wash(SG) 

sek muk yi. [ Goepe ni d'yem 
body 3SG.POSS PROGR THAT/WHEN 3SG.S stand(SG) 

t'ong s'up sek muk yi t'ong s'up 
PROGR wash(SG) body 3SG.POSS PROGR PROGR wash(SG) 

sek muk yi t'ong s'up sek muk 
body 3SG.POSS PROGR PROGR wash(SG) body 3SG.POSS 

yi]ADV I ndoe=goe-rwang I jik 
PROGR SPEC=NOMZ(SG)-bec.mad come.from 

wa wul. 
retum.home(SG) arrive 

'he went (and) stood at the river washing his body. While he 
stood washing his body, washing his body, washing his body, a 
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madman came (from somewhere) (and) arrived.' 
(FOOCGOERW ANG) 

c. My_ep d'e d'i [nk'ong pe 
3PL.S exist LOC.ANAPH BACK THAT/WHEN 

moe=nyet n-Wu/cai)ADV· 
lPL.S:CONS=leave LOC-<PLACE.NAME> 

'They were there after we had left from Wukari.' (H99BTARIHI) 

Its predominant discourse function is to relate a main event to a preceding or 
simultaneous event (as in 54a to 54c above). In fact, the adverbial clause is 
often used interchangeably with the nominalized clause, and- like the nominal
ized clause - it almost always precedes the main clause (see 54c for a counter
example). It only differs in its wider distribution, as there are no restrictions on 
the transitivity of the participating verbs (e.g., a transitive verb occurs in 54a). 

Like the nominalized clause, the adverbial clause can alternatively be 
oriented towards one of the participants of the main clause. But unlike the no
minalized clause, it continues to function as an adverbial in this case. For exam
ple, the nominalized clause occurs within the noun phrase and hence precedes 
particles that overtly mark the final boundary of noun phrases functioning as 
direct objects or verbless clause complements (as the particle yi in 55a). The 
adverbial clause, by contrast, does not occur within the noun phrase, and obli
gatorily follows particle such as yi (as in 55b and 55c) (see also section 1 in 
chapter 3, section 1.1 in chapter 4, and section 1 in chapter 5 for this diagnos
tic). That is, it still occurs in adverbial function, even though it is participant
oriented (see chapter 5, section 2.1 for a similar distribution in simple adverbs). 
In all cases of participant orientation, the adverbial clause follows the main 
clause - regardless of whether it is oriented towards a direct object or verbless 
clause complement (as in 55b) or a subject (as in 55c). 

(55) a. de ni k'oerek 
SO.THAT 3so.s remember/remind 

mis=hok)MODIFIER)o yi (. .. ). 
man(SG):POSS=DEF CONS 

[bi [goe-k'wal 
thing NOMZ-talk 

'so that she remembers the thing that the man said( ... ).' 
(F99DMATWO) 



b. goebi 
AS .IF 

shin 
do 
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[ladabi]vcc yi 1 [goepe pa 
respect CONS THAT/WHEN SGF.LOG.AD.S:CONS 

fldoe mis pa)ADV· 
CONJ man(SG) SGF.LOG.AD.POSS 

'as if (it were) respect that she1 showed to her1 husband.' 
(F99DMATWO) 

c. de [ko=bi nimoe]s I goe d'ong 
SO. THAT any/every=thing what OBLIG:CONS be.good 

yi I(. .. ) [goepi moe-nda men I 
CONS THAT/WHEN NOMZ(PL):CONS-father 1PL.POSS 

my_ep=/cUt)ADV· 
3PL.S=talk 

'so that everything should be good( ... ) what our fathers said.' 
(DOOJPEOPLE) 

The observation that the (goe-) pe-fo adverbial clause is not integrated into 
the noun phrase suggests that its diachronic origins differ from those of the 
nominalized clause (whose modifying function probably preceded its adverbial 
function). It is possible that the form (goe-) pe-fo derived from the inherently 
locational nounpe '(at) a place', which is optionally augmented with the nomi
nalizer goe- (thus paralleling the nominalized clause). The tonal change frompe 
'place' to pe 'adverbial clause' was probably triggered by the tendency of 
Goemai conjunctions and clause-introducing particles to receive high tones. 
The variant (goe-) fo is almost exclusively attested among younger speakers. 
This variant either resulted from the common weakening of plosives in medial 
position (see chapter 2, section 2.1) or from a free variation between p - f 
(which is commonly attested in Hausa loanwords, albeit not in native Goemai 
words).84 

84. There is also a distinct spatial relator ft 'OWNER' (see chapter 4, section 5.1). 
However, speakers of all age groups consider ft 'OWNER' to be distinct from (goe-) 
ft. Older speakers furthermore explicitly reject the use of (goe-) ft for the very rea
son that it could otherwise be confused withft 'OWNER' The closely-related lan
guage Mupun has a complementizer paa that occurs in a subset of those environ
ments where (goe-) pe - ft occurs, albeit with a slightly different interpretation. 
The Mupun form is derived from the verb 'think' However, it is unlikely that the 
Goemai form (goe-) pe - ft is cognate to it, because forms that originated in verbs 
tend to retain at least some verbal properties- this is true for paa in Mupun (Fraj
zyngier 1993: 435-472), but not for (goe-) pe-fe in Goemai. 
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Both adverbial and nominalized clauses cannot be independently negated. 
Instead, the negation particle occurs at the end of the sentence, with a vague 
scope over either the main clause (in 56a) or the adverbial clause (in 56b) -
dependent on the context. As indicated by the alternative free translation, a 
different context would trigger a different reading. A similar vagueness is at
tested in nominalized clauses: depending on the context, they have scope over 
the main clause (in 56c) or the nominalized clause (in 56d). 

(56) a. Ndoe=gurum mim [bi]o fgoepe gu=shin]ADv 
SPEC=person know thing THAT/WHEN 2PL.S:CONS=do 

bti (. .. ). 
NEG 

'No-one knows the thing that you did( ... ).' 
Or: 'Someone knows the thing that you didn't do.' 
(F99 AMOESHAAR) 

b. d'e goebi [gurum]vcc fgoefe I wayo 
exist AS.IF person THAT/WHEN intelligence 

k'e ni btf)ADV· 
be.sufficient 3SG.O NEG 

'(she) is like a person who is not intelligent (lit. intelligence is 
not sufficient for her).' 
Or: '(she) isn't like a person who is intelligent.' (oOOEwrrcHl) 

c. Hen=man [nda 1 fgoe-la nda 
lsG.s=know father NOMZ-produce(SG) father 

noe )MODIFIER)o btf. 
lSG.POSS NEG 

'I don't know the ancestor who gave birth to my father.' 
Or: 'I know the ancestor who didn't give birth to my father.' 
(DOOJPEOPLE) 

d. To I goe goe-mis zak I goepe 
okay 2SGM.I NOMZ(SG)-man(SG) also/however THAT/WHEN 

goe=na [d'emde mat 
2SGM.S:CONS=see remainder:GEN woman(SG) 



[goe-k'oeleng 
NOMZ(SG )-hear/smell 
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bi=hok btf)MODIFIER)o (. . .). 
thing=DEF NEG 

'Okay, you, the male person, too, who sees a woman who 
doesn't understand the thing( ... ).' 
Or: 'Okay, you, the male person who doesn't see a woman who 
understands the thing ( ... ). ' (DOONSPEAKING) 

Similarly, the negation particle obligatorily occurs at the end of the entire 
sentence whenever the (goe-) pe-fo clause or the nominalized clause functions 
as an event-oriented adverbial. Due to its discourse function (of relating events 
that have happened or are happening), however, the scope of the negative parti
cle is always over the main clause only (as in 57). 

(57) [Goepe hen=wa n-Akwanga]ADv I 
THAT/WHEN lSG.S:CONS=return.home(SG) LOC-<PLACE.NAME> 

hen =kilt lu ba. 
lsG.s=find settlement NEG 

'After I returned to Akwanga, I didn't find a house.' 
Not: *'After I didn't return to Akwanga, I found a house.' (HOlCJOs) 

Furthermore, like other adverbials, nominalized and adverbial clauses can be 
modified by deictic, anaphoric and definite expressions. For example, the 
nominalized clause in (53c) above occurs with the locative anaphor fmoe; and 
the (goe-) pe - fo adverbial clause in (58) below occurs with the definite article 
=hok. 

(58) [goepe my_ep d'e n-wum gurum 
THAT/WHEN 3PL.S exist PROGR-bury person 

yi=hok)ADV (. .. ). 
PROGR=DEF 

nnoe 
LOC.ANAPH 

'the (time) when they were burying these people( ... ).' (cOOANms) 

In later developments, the (goe-) pe - fo adverbial clause gave rise to reason 
clauses (see section 4.6) and complement clauses (see section 4.2). 
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4.2. Complement clause 

The (goe-) pe-fo adverbial clause (see section 4.1) has gramrnaticalized into a 
complementizer that introduces complement clauses in 0 function with verbs of 
attention (as in 59a) and thinking (as in 59b). It is also attested with verbs of 
speaking (as in 59c) and liking (as in 59d), albeit infrequently. 

(59) a. Ni na [goepe I mis=hok zem yit 
3SG.S see THAT/WHEN man(SG)=DEF like eye/face 

muk nt'it I goebi yit 
3SG.POSS well AS.IF eye/face:GEN 

moe-;ar muk yi ba]coMP· 
NOMZ(PL)-bec.jealous(PL) 3SG.POSS CONS NEG 

'She saw that the husband didn't like her as much as (he) 
(likes) her co-wives.' 
Or: 'She didn't see that the husband liked her as much as (he) 
(likes) her co-wives.' (F99DMATWO) 

b. de my_ep mim yi I [goepe I gok 
SO.THAT 3PL.S:CONS know CONS THAT/WHEN illness 

d'e m-pe goe-nnoe]coMP=hoe (. . .) 
exist LOC-place NOMZ(SG)-LOC.ANAPH=exactly 

'so that they know that illness is in this place( ... ).' (DOlCLU) 

c. Sai ni k'wal [goepe ji=na 
then/only 3SG.S talk THAT/WHEN SGM.LOG.SP.S=see 

A. n-lang-nang]coMP· 
<NAME> ADVZ-cL:hang/move(SG )-DEM.DIST 

'Then he 1 said that he1 had seen that moving A.' (NOOJKEY) 

d. hen=zem [goepe my_ep t'wot I m-pe 
lSG.S=like THAT/WHEN 3PL.S:CONS sit(PL) LOC-place 

goe-goeme]coMP· 
NOMZ(SG)-one 

'I like (the ones) that sit in one place.' (ROlJCONTR) 

Formally, the internal structure of the complement clause is that of a verbal 
clause: it is identical to simple clauses in terms of its argument and TAM mark
ing possibilities; and it can even include peripheral constituents and multiverb 
clauses (see 59a above for a complex complement clause, which contains A and 
0 arguments, an adverb, an 'As IF' clause, and a negative particle). It only dif-
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fers in that it is never marked for progressive aspect (see the discussion below). 
The subject of the complement clause need not be co-referential with that of the 
main clause (as in 59a, 59b and 59d above). But if it is co-referential, it cannot 
be omitted, and it is usually marked for logophoricity (i.e., it is marked for co
reference) (as in 59c). 

The complement clause occurs in 0 function and thus follows the predicate. 
Its argument status can be shown in its position relative to particles that indi
cate the final boundary of a verb and its core arguments, e.g., the particle yi: 0 
arguments precede such particles, but adverbials follow. Since the (goe-) pe
fo complement clause precedes this particle (as in 60a), it has to be analyzed as 
a core argument. Recall that its diachronic source - the (goe-) pe - fo adverbial 
clause - always follows such particles (as in 60b). Notice also that all other 
potential candidates for complementizers follow such particles, e.g., the se
quential clause in (60c). This distribution suggests that neither the adverbial 
clause in ( 60b) nor the sequential clause in ( 60c) constitute arguments of the 
verb, and hence do not qualify as complementizers (see Dixon 2006).85 

(60) a. de t'ong moe=k'oerek [goepe 
SO.THAT IRR lPL.S=remember/remind THAT/WHEN 

dok moe=shin)coMP yi (. . .). 
PAST.REM lPL.S=do CONS 

'so that we would remember that we did (it) in the past ( ... ). ' 
(S00JFAREWELL1) 

85. Their position relative to such particles constitutes the only diagnostic available to 
prove or disprove their argwnent status. Recall that Goemai speakers regularly 
omit some types of core argwnents if the referent is recoverable from the linguistic 
context (see chapter 8, section 1.1 ). As such, the absence of a nominal or pronomi
nal direct object noun phrase in (60a) and (60c) is not necessarily evidence that the 
clause constitutes a core argwnent of the verb: the second clause - whatever its 
syntactic status - makes the 0 argwnent recoverable, and hence it can be omitted. 
A second diagnostic that interacts with argwnenthood - number marking on the 
verb (see chapter 4, section 2.2)- is not applicable, as the relevant verbs either do 
not mark number or mark the number of their A argwnent (and are indifferent as to 
the number of their 0 argwnent). 
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b. t'ong k'img Ia doe yi 1 
IRR guard/wait child(SG) SGF.LOG.SP.POSS CONS 

[goepe ni p'ef kilm)ADV· 
THAT/WHEN 3SG.S exit(SG) RESULT 

'(she1) would wait for her1 child that had left.' 
(ROOASVCMOTION) 

c. My_ep nyak yi [goe t'em poe goe]sEQUENTIAL =a? 
3PL.S hate(PL) CONS SEQ tell give 2SGM.O=INTERR 

'So they refused to tell you (lit. so they rejected (it) and told 
(it) to you)?' (C00JMQUEST4) 

The position of the complement clause preceding particles such as yi is an 
idealization: while speakers consistently reject utterances where the comple
ment clause follows, they nevertheless produce them spontaneously in natural 
discourse (as in 6la or 59b). The converse situation, by contrast, does not hold: 
other types of clauses always follow the particle (as in 60b and 60c), but never 
precede it. It is possible that examples like ( 6la) result from a tendency to 
move heavy 0 constituents to the end of a clause. However, there are two indi
cations that point against such an analysis. First, other types of heavy 0 con
stituents always remain in situ (as in example 6lb, which parallels example 
6la). Second, assuming that heavy constituents are moved because they are 
hard to process in situ, it would be expected that prosodic means are employed 
to further lighten the processing load - but this is not necessarily the case (as in 
example 6la, where there are no changes to the intonation contour, nor is there 
any intonation break). 

(61) a. De Ji=man yi pe 
SO.THAT SGM.LOG.SP.S:CONS=know CONS THAT/WHEN 

ndoe =so6l d'e d'i ba. 
SPEC=money exist LOC.ANAPH NEG 

'So that he knew that there wasn't any money.' 
Or: 'So that he didn't know that there was some money.' 
(F99 AMOESHAAR) 

b. de ji=man I uh I pe 
SO.THAT SGM.LOG.SP.S:CONS=know <HESIT> place 

goe-d'e lu Naan=hok yi. 
NOMZ-exist settlement:GEN:POSS God:POSS=DEF CONS 

'so that he knows, uh, the place where the house of God is.' 
(F99AKUR) 
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fu view of the above observations, it is more likely that the distributional 
variation is a remnant of the diachronic origin in the (goe-) pe - fo adverbial 
clause - a clause that occurs in adverbial function. That is, it is likely that com
plement clauses (as in 62a) developed from participant-oriented adverbial 
clauses (as in 62b). Their variable position in natural discourse suggests that 
this reanalysis is not completed yet. A further indication of this development is 
a current reanalysis of the scope of negation. Negation particles occur at the 
end of the sentence, and their scope is vague- either over the main verb or over 
the complement clause verb (as indicated by the alternative translations in 62a); 
but out of context, they are always interpreted as having scope over the main 
verb only. fu the case of adverbial modification, by contrast, either interpreta
tion is equally fine (as in 62b). 

(62) a. hen=na goepe mat=hok shin sh'it ba 
lSG.S=see THAT/WHEN woman(SG)=DEF do work NEG 

Preferred (out of context): 'I didn't see that the woman did the 
work' 
Possible (in context): 'I saw that the woman didn't do the 
work' (A-21/04/04) 

b. hen=na mat=hok goepe d'e t'ong shin 
1 SG .s=see woman( SG )=DEF THAT/WHEN exist PROGR do 

sh'it yi ba 
work PROGR NEG 

'I saw the woman who didn't do the work' 
Or: 'I didn't see the woman who did the work' (A-24/04/04) 

The complement clause always occurs in 0 function. There are a few exam
ples where a (goe-) pe- fo clause seems to occur in A/S function where it ex
presses a stimulus (as in 63a). However, such clauses never occur preceding the 
verb (i.e., they do not occur in the position reserved for nominal A/S argu
ments). Given their position, I prefer to analyze them not as complement 
clauses, but rather as adverbial clauses that are oriented towards the A/S argu
ment. fu this case, the A/S argument is a 3SG pronoun, which is omitted. If it is 
a noun, by contrast, it is overtly present (as in the parallel example 63b). 

(63) a. sh'ang 
be.pleasant 

lu=noe 

hen goepe goe =will 
1SG.O THAT/WHEN 2SGM.S=arrive 

settlement= 1 SG .POSS 

'(it) pleases me that you arrived at my home' (A-22/04/04) 
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b. bi=hok sh'img hen goepe goe=wul 
thing=DEF be.pleasant lSG.O THAT/WHEN 2SGM.S=arrive 

lu=noe 
settlement= l SG .POSS 

'the thing pleases me that you arrived at my home' (A-22/04/04) 

In all cases, complement clauses express facts that were perceived, thought, 
spoken or liked. That is, they do not constitute faithful representations of the 
states-of-affairs that was perceived, thought, spoken or liked. A consequence of 
this type of semantics is that the complement clause cannot be marked for pro
gressive aspect. If speakers intend to convey any other semantics, they need to 
resort to other clause types: serialization (to express perceived activities; see 
examples 44b and 44c in section 3.2), apposition (to express evaluations; see 
example 107f in section 4.9), reported speech (to represent speech; see section 
4.7), purpose clauses (to express potentials, persuasions and orders; see exam
ples 83a to 83c in section 4.5), sequential clauses (to express enablement and 
disenablement; see example 83d in section 4.5), and consequence clauses (to 
express causation; see examples 7lb to 7ld in section 4.4). 

The restricted semantics of complement clauses is commonly attested within 
Chadic: these languages usually have several distinct complement clauses (or 
clauses that serve complementation functions) whose semantic extensions are 
restricted. Frajzyngier (1996: 227-272), for example, assumes that Proto
Chadic had a number of polysemous complement-taking verbs (e.g., the verb 
'like I want'), and the desired interpretation was then conveyed through the 
type of complementizer. A similar situation holds in Goemai, where the verb 
zem 'like I want' receives the interpretation 'like' when occurring with the 
complement clause (as in 59d above), but the interpretation 'want' when occur
ring with a purpose clause. In other cases, however, Goemai deviates from the 
expected Chadic pattern. In particular, Frajzyngier (1996: 273-302) argues for 
differences in the coding of direct and indirect evidence, which are attested for 
verbs of attention and thinking. He assumes that many Chadic languages first 
used speech act verbs to introduce reported speech; in the course of grammati
calization, they were then used to introduce indirect evidence and hypothetical 
situations, and - in some languages - have developed into general complemen
tizers (1996: 105-206). Goemai differs from this cross-Chadic pattern: its com
plementizer does not originate in a speech act verb, and there is no grammatical 
distinction between different types of evidence. 
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4.3. Complements of auxiliary verbs 

The related language Hausa has a category of aspectual or auxiliary verbs that 
require non-finite verb phrases as their complements (P Newman 2000: 64-70, 
288-292, 699-717). Many of these verbs have been borrowed into Goemai, 
where they occur as the first verb of the coordinate serial verb construction (see 
chapter 7, section 4 for details). In addition, their introduction into Goemai has 
triggered the innovation of another construction restricted to a subgroup of 
these verbs: those expressing notions of beginning and finishing (the Hausa 
loans soma 'begin', fara 'begin', gama 'finish', and to some extent also their 
Goemai equivalents).86 

The innovated structure is illustrated in (64a) and (64b): the aspectual verb 
constitutes the main verb of the clause, which is followed by a direct object 
noun phrase and a complement marked by the prefix combination goe- n-. This 
complement occurs in adverbial function outside the verb and noun phrases (as 
illustrated in 64b, where the definite article =hok marks the end of the preced
ing noun phrase). Notice that it cannot be separately negated, and that the nega
tion particle always negates the main verb (as in 66b below). 

(64) a. My_ep soma [shal]NP [goe-n-lyak]coMPLEMENT I my_ep 
3PL.S begin war NOMZ-ADVZ-throw 3PL.S 

tangoede [shal]NP [goe-n-lyak]coMPLEMENT· 
start war NOMZ-ADVZ-throw 

'They started waging the war, they started waging the war.' 
(F99DPAAP) 

b. My_ep mang b'it I b'it goepe my_ep t'ong 
3PL.S take(SG) day day THAT/WHEN 3PL.S:CONS IRR 

langoede [gya=hok]NP [goe-n-marap]coMPLEMENT· 
start performance=DEF NOMZ-ADVZ-step(PL) 

'They picked a day, a day when they would start dancing the 
dance.' (lit. start the dance dancing) (F99DPAAP) 

This construction probably developed from a nominalized participle (illus
trated in 65). This participle structure is superficially similar to the structure 
above: the participle is derived by the same formal means, it serves a modifying 

86. The equivalent Goemai verb tangoede- langoede 'start' preferably occurs in a 
sequential structure, although it can occur as auxiliary verb in this construction; the 
Goemai verb tat 'fmish' has grammaticalized into an anterior particle (see chapter 
7, section 4.4), and is not attested in this auxiliary construction. 
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function, and it follows a head noun. It differs, however, in that the participle 
modifies the noun, and occurs as a modifier within the noun phrase (and not as 
an adverbial) (see chapter 3, section 4.3 for details). 

(65) sai goe=nak [ndoe=haas 
then/only 2SGM.s=fetch SPEC=flour 

goe-n-d'ek=hok]NP (. .. ). 
NOMZ-ADVZ-move.up/down=DEF 

'then you fetch some ofthe winnowed flour( ... ).' (POODCROPS) 

fu present-day Goemai, the auxiliary construction is undergoing two further 
developments. First, younger speakers increasingly place the direct object fol
lowing the complement (as in 66a). Second, younger speakers allow intransitive 
verbs to occur as complements (as in 66b). Older speakers, by contrast, only 
allow for transitive verbs in this structure - this restriction follows from its 
origin in the participle construction, which only accepts transitive verbs. Notice 
that both examples are rare and are invariably rejected by older speakers, i.e., 
the grammaticalization process is not yet completed. 

(66) a. Sai ni fara [goe-n-k'yap lma]coMPLEMENT· 
then/only 3SG.S begin NOMZ-ADVZ-instruct <NAME> 

'Then she started to berate Ima.' (DOOEWITCH3) 

b. le=hok t'ong gama [goe-n-fl]coMPLEMENT ba. 
goods/clothes=DEF IRR finish NOMZ-ADVZ-dry(SG) NEG 

'the clothes wouldn't have finished drying.' (DOOJLAZINESS) 

4.4. Consequence clause 

The consequence clause is marked by both tonal and segmental means. The 
first word of the clause receives a high tone, triggering corresponding changes 
in the following tones (see chapter 2, section 1.4 for tonal changes due to high
tone spreading). fu addition, there is a consequence clause particle yi.87 This 
particle is optional: it is usually present, but there are examples where the con-

87. This particle may be cognate to the particle d'i in the closely-related language Mu
pun. In Mupun, it occurs in a comparable syntactic position where it marks an em
bedded obligation clause. Frajzyngier (1993: 460-465) assumes that it developed 
from the locative anaphor. 
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sequence clause is marked by high tone only. If it is present, it always occurs 
following the verb, TAM particle and direct object(s), but preceding adverbials 
and other particles (as in 67a). If the consequence clause is a verbless clause, 
the particle occurs at the end the verbless clause complement (as in 67b). And if 
the clause consists of several verbs, only the first verb precedes the particle (as 
in the serial verb construction in 67c).88 A consequence clause has all the possi
bilities of other clauses regarding the presence of person marking, TAM mark
ing and adverbials; it can be marked for specific speech acts (as the prohibitive 
consequence clause in 67d), and it can be negated. In fact, each clause can be 
negated independently (as illustrated in 67e and 67f). 

(67) a. moe =hok a t'uun. 
lPL.S=dig FOC hole 
my_ep yi I nd'uim. 
3PL.O CONS INSIDE 

T'ong moe =twat 
IRR:CONS lPL.S=cause.standing(PL) 

'we dig a hole. And so we would stand them inside.' 
(POOJFARMING) 

b. Goe-pis tal n-d'y_oe muk, 
NOMZ(SG)-bec.stingy(SG) ask/greet LOC-voice 3SG.POSS 
yin, a tyo6p yi=a? 
SAY FOC health CONS=INTERR 

'The stingy one greeted him saying, and so is (it) health?' 
(TIEMSAN 1999: 7) 

c. Gok t'o. Yar my_ep=yuul yi my_en tal. 
bec.ill lie(SG) bird 3PL.S=rise(PL) CONS go(PL) greeting 
'(He) lay ill. And so the birds rose (and) went for greetings.' 
(F99AKUR) 

88. Notice that this distribution makes the particle yi of analytic importance: it helps to 
differentiate between direct objects (preceding the particle) and adverbials (follow
ing it); and it differentiates between TAM particles that have grammaticalized from 
verbs in a multiverb construction but are now part of the verb phrase (and thus pre
cede the particle yi) and verbs in a multi verb construction (all but the first verb fol
low the particle) (see especially chapter 3, section 1; chapter 4, section 1.1; chapter 
5, section 1; and the introduction to chapter 7). 
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d. Mcm me hen =k'wal a d'y_oe 
PROH really lSG.S:CONS=talk FOC voice:GEN 

K'wo ba. 
<ETHNIC.NAME> NEG 

'And so I shouldn't talk in the language ofthe K'wo.' 
(C00ANDIALECT3) 

e. K'yak my_ep pya ba I my_ep yuul yi. 
heart/neck 3PL.POSS bec.white NEG 3PL.S rise(PL) CONS 

'Their heart wasn't happy, and so they rose.' (HOlJWAR) 

f. Bi n-d'e kilza I hen=man yi ba. 
thing PRES-exist such.and.such lSG.S:CONS=know CONS NEG 

'See the thing is such-and-such, and so I didn't know (it).' 
( C00JMQUEST5) 

The consequence clause expresses an event that is seen as the consequence 
of a previous -expressed or understood- event (as in 67a to 67f above). fu 
addition, consequence clause marking is regularly observed in the following 
four contexts: 

First, it obligatorily occurs in the purpose clause (as in 68) (see section 4.5): 
this clause is introduced by the conjunction de 'so.THAr', and further marked 
by high tone and particle yi. It serves to specify the desired outcome of an 
event. 

(68) Goe=t'em goe=poe hen de hen=man 
2SGM.S=tell 2SGM.S=give lSG.O SO.THAT lSG.S:CONS=know 

yi. 
CONS 

'Tell (it) to me so that I know (it).' (F99DLA) 

Second, it is obligatory in all sentences that relate events by means of the 
spatial relator nkyem - ntyem 'FRONT' As indicated by the intonation break in 
(69a), this adverbial forms part of the first clause; the second clause is then 
marked by high tone and particle yi. The free translation of this example sug
gests a temporal relationship, but the sentence conveys more than that: it carries 
the reading that the event described in the second clause is a consequence of the 
event described in the first clause. fu fact, the second clause is frequently 
marked overtly as a purpose clause (as in 69b), thus showing its semantic rela
tionship to the structure illustrated under (68) above. By contrast, speakers use 
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the conjunction kilfln 'before' (borrowed from Hausa) to convey a temporal 
relationship only: as illustrated in (69c), this clause is not marked as a conse
quence clause. 

(69) a. Shin b'it ngam ntyem I kilt kyo6p 
do day much/many FRONT find:CONS health 

muk yi. 
3SG.POSS CONS 

'(She) passed many days before (she) found her health (lit. she 
passed many days first, and so she found her health).' 
(F99DREEP) 

b. Amma d'ong d'oon oerem ntyem I de 

c. 

but be.good pick.up bean FRONT SO.THAT 

m!{ep buk yi d'ip s'wa (. . .). 
3PL.S:CONS return(PL) CONS reap(SG) guineacorn 

'But (it) is necessary that (he) plucks the beans before they re
turn (and) reap the guineacorn.' (v04ANLUUNPAS1) 

wa b'ak n-Jos 1 hen=doe langoede 
AREA here LOC-<PLACE.NAME> lsG.s=come start 

t'ong 1 de misk'a noel 
sit(SG) DIR brother.in.law(SG) lSG.POSS 

yam-nuun goe-pep lu 
son( SG) :GEN-mother:GEN NOMZ( SG )-master:GEN settlement 

noe I Water's Barracks I kilfln hen=kilt lu. 
lSG.POSS <PLACE.NAME> before lSG.S=find settlement 

'Here in the area of Jos, I started to stay here at my brother-in
law's (place), the brother of my husband, (at) Water's Bar
racks, before I found a compound.' (HO 1 Cms) 

Third, consequence clause marking obligatorily occurs in comparative goebi 
'AS.IF' clauses that specify hypothetical states-of-affairs (as in 70a). The com
parative clause can alternatively consist of a verbless clause (as in 70b) - in this 
case, the verbless clause particle a 'Foe' is usually omitted, and the compara
tive clause consists of a nominal element only (as in 70c). It is possible that the 
presence of consequence clause marking is triggered by the frequent association 
of consequence clauses with irrealis situations: consequences necessarily de
pend on the happening of a prior event; and the use of consequence marking in 
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the purpose clause (as in 68 above) has probably further strengthened the asso
ciation with the irrealis domain. 

(70) a. p'as n-yi n-d'e-fmoe=hoe I 
rainy .season LOC-year ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly 

p'as=hok I dok d'e goebi t'ong wul 
rainy.season=DEF PAST.REM exist AS.IF IRR arrive 

yi bti. 
CONS NEG 

'the rainy season in that year, the rainy season was as if (it) 
wouldn't arrive.' (c04ANARAM) 

b. goebi ni a ndoe=bi yi (. . .). 
AS.IF 3SG.I FOC SPEC=thing CONS 

'as ifhe were something (special)( ... ).' (DOOJLAZINESS) 

c. Ndoe=gurum goepe 1 Ia fyer 1 goebi 
SPEC=person THAT/WHEN COND bec.big(SG) AS.IF 

ji yi I ni t'ong lap long=hok 
SGM.LOG.SP.I CONS 3SG.S IRR receive chief=DEF 

toe. 
EMPH 

'(He1 said) a person who if (he) has become big as if (he) 
(were) him~, so he would receive the chieftaincy.' (FOOJouus) 

Fourth, consequence clause marking occurs in some focused sentences. In 
this case, the first clause is marked by the emphasis particle toe, while the sec
ond is marked as a consequence clause. As indicated by the literal translation in 
(7la), it retains its consequence semantics in this context. The same structure is 
frequently used to form the analytic causative that expresses indirect mediated 
causation. This structure uses either of the main verbs shin 'do', sa 'make' 
(borrowed from Hausa) or ya 'catch', followed by the emphasis particle toe and 
consequence clause marking (as in 7lb). If causation is expressed by means of 
juxtaposition, by contrast, consequence marking is not present (as in 7lc). But 
notice that there are a few isolated examples that retain consequence marking in 
this context (as in 7ld). Given their low frequency, it is possible that these con
stitute an innovation. 
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(71) a. rwcmg toe mit goe-nye muk yi. 

b. 

bec.mad EMPH surpass NOMZ(SG)-matter 3SG.POSS CONS 

'(he) really is madder than his neighbor (lit. he is really mad 
and so he surpasses his neighbor).' (TIEMSAN 1999: 1) 

ni shin toe goe-sha muk kat 
3SG.S do EMPH NOMZ( SG )-friendship 3SG.POSS find 

long yi 
chief CONS 

'he made (it) so that his friend received the chieftaincy' (A-

17/02/00) 

c. Nilan sa hen p'et shinf. 
God make lsG.O exit(SG) today 

'God made (it) (so that) I came out today.' (NOOEFRIENDS2) 

d. t'ong my_aan goegoe ya hen dam yi (. .. ). 
IRR go(SG) REDUP.OBLIG catch lSG.O spoil CONS 

'(he) would go and eventually cause me (so that I) become sad 
( ... ).' (COOANYOUTH2) 

Consequence-clause marking cannot co-occur with the focus particle a in 
the same clause: for example, the purpose clause in (72a) does not contain the 
high tone or the particle yi (compare 68 above for the normal structure). The 
motivation for this restriction is not entirely clear. Possibly, it is related to the 
observation that the focus particle confers an adverbial function on the focused 
element, i.e., this element has to follow the particle yi (in 72a, the expression a 
mmik 'yours' does not occur as the direct object of the transitive verb yir 'tum 
into', but as an adverbial) (see chapter 6, section 1.2). It is not clear, however, 
why the particle is omitted altogether, and not placed before the focused con
stituent. Notice that this restriction only applies to the focus particle - not to the 
grammaticalized use of the focus particle as a non-verbal clause particle (as in 
72b; see section 2.1 for non-verbal clauses). 

(72) a. Ko yi=zem 1 de goe 
maybe/or 2SGF.S=like SO.THAT OBLIG 

MMiK. 
NOMZ.2SGF .POSS 

yir 
tum 

a 
FOC 

'Or you want (it) so that (it) should tum into YOURS.' 
(FOOJNAAN) 
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b. Goebi a maar muk yi. 
AS.IF FOC farm/farming 3SG.POSS CONS 

'As if (it) were his farm.' (F99DSHOOM) 

Consequence clause marking also interacts with the placement of the en
clitic =hoe 'exactly' that cliticizes to the end of a phrase or clause: if it cliti
cizes to a consequence clause, the particle yi is optional (e.g., it is omitted in 
73a, but present in 73b). In both cases, high-tone marking is still observed. 

(73) a. goebi t'ong til [mat=hok]NP=hoe. 
AS.IF IRR kill(SG) woman(SG)=DEF=exactly 

'as if (it) would kill the woman.' (F99DLA) 

b. goebi goe-t'wot men yi=hoe (. . .). 
AS.IF NOMZ-sit(PL) lPL.POSS CONS=exactly 

'like where we sit( ... ).' (c01FGHJARAM2) 

Consequence clause marking has given rise to the progressive aspect con
struction (see chapter 7, section 4.1). 

4.5. Purpose and sequential clauses 

This section introduces purpose structures (section 4.5.1) and sequential struc
tures (section 4.5.2), and looks at their possibilities to act as complementation 
strategies (section 4.5.3). 

4.5.1. Purposive linking and purpose clauses 

The particle combination de-goe (n-) serves as a purposive linker. It follows a 
main verb (marked for any TAM category) as well as its arguments and adver
bials; and it introduces either a simple verb phrase (as in 74a) or a serial verb 
construction (as in 74b). These introduced expressions can take their own ad
verbials (as in 74c). However, they cannot be marked for TAM. And their sub
ject arguments- which have to be identical to those of the main clause- cannot 
be expressed overtly. Their dependency on the main clause is also evident in 
their behavior under negation: the negation particle always occurs at the end of 
the entire construction, but its scope is vague (as illustrated by the two free 
translations in 74d). The scope of negation can only be unambiguously deter-
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mined if the purposive is focused - in this case, negation has scope over the 
purposive only (as in 74e) (see chapter 6, section 1.2 on focus). 

(74) a. Ko my_ep nyap gwen kiltako n-ni I 
maybe/or 3PL.S prepare ASSOC.PL plank COMIT-3SG.I 

de-goe ya k'a-pin. 
PUR catch head(SG):GEN-hut 

'Or they prepare those planks with it in order to thatch the 
roof.' (DO 1 NTREE) 

b. Hen=wul toe de-goe doe tal gwen. 
lsG.s=arrive EMPH PUR come ask/greet 2PL.O 

'I arrived in order to greet you here.' (D04ATALMI1) 

c. Ko=wuroe war mmuk de-goe 
any/every=who collect NOMZ.3SG.POSS PUR 

wa n-ni. 
retum.home(SG) CO MIT -3SG .I 

'Everybody collects his own in order to return home with it.' 
(D04ASHANG) 

d. Hen=wul de-goe n-t'ong goelong kuut ba. 
lSG.S=arrive PUR ADVZ-sit(SG) useless just NEG 

'I didn't arrive in order to just sit (around) useless.' 
'I arrived in order not to just sit (around) useless.' (HOlCJOs) 

e. pin a goepe moe=d'ik 
hut FOC THAT/WHEN lPL.S:CONS=build/marry 

moe =!eng I a de-goe shen a .fi.l.aan I 
lPL.S:CONS=hang/move(PL) FOC PUR chase FOC rain 

a de-goe shen a gurum ba. 
FOC PUR chase FOC person NEG 

'a hut is what we build (and) put up in order to chase away 
rain, (it is) not to chase away people.' (s04NNYOOR1) 

It is possible for two or more purposive expressions to co-occur (as in 75a). 
Alternatively, speakers can mark the second expression as sequential (as in 
75b) (see below for the sequential). In the first case, the second purpose is por
trayed as following from the first purpose; and in the second case, they are con
sidered subparts of a single purpose. 
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(75) a. My_ep t'ong yok de-goe my_en de-goe 

b. 

3PL.S IRR return.home(PL) PUR go(PL) PUR 

ya lbi. 
catch <PLACE.NAME> 

'They would return home in order to go to arrive in lbi.' 
(D04NLUDOROK) 

Gurum goepe t'ong s'eet I de-goe 
person THAT/WHEN IRR buy/sell(SG) PUR 

goe wa n-ni (. .. ). 
SEQ return.home(SG) COMIT-3SG.I 

my_aan 
go(SG) 

'The person who would buy (it) in order to go and return home 
with it ( ... ). ' (POONFISHING) 

The purposive linker de-goe is alternatively realized as de-goe n-. The form 
de-goe n- is obligatory whenever a semantic participant of the verb is not ex
pressed within the purposive - either the direct object of a transitive verb 
(compare the parallel examples 76a and 76b), or the locative participant of a 
locative verb (see chapter 4, section 5.1). In all other contexts, the two linkers 
appear to be in free variation. Notice, however, that the use of de-goe n- impli
cates that the purpose was not achieved (as in 76c). This implicature can be 
cancelled (as in 76d, where the speaker then goes on to give the little talk she 
announced) (see also chapter 4, section 2.2). 

(76) a. To I a bi goepe I hen=zem toe 
okay FOC thing THAT/WHEN lSG.S:CONS=like EMPH 

de-goe n-kut. 
PUR ADVZ-talk 

'Okay, (this) is the thing that I wanted to talk (about).' 
(HOlCJOS) 

b. hen=t'ong b'ak de-goe kilt kilt ndoe gwen. 
lSG.S=sit(SG) here PUR talk talking CONJ 2PL.I 

'I sit here to talk a talk with you.' (DOONSPEAKING) 

c. Liit zem de-goe n-rtmp me=hok. Me=hok 
lion like PUR ADVZ-collapse bam=DEF bam=DEF 

b'al. 
be.hard 

'The lion wanted to destroy the bam. (But) the bam was (too) 
hard.' (F99DLIIT) 
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d. Hen=zem de-goe n-k'wal la=aram I 
lso.s=like PUR ADVZ-talk DIM(SG):GEN=conversation 

k'a I de noe b 'ak n-Jos. 
HEAD(SG):GEN DIR lSG.POSS here LOC-<PLACE.NAME> 

'I want to talk a little talk about my place here in Jos.' 
(HOlCJOS) 

Goemai has a second purpose structure, which is formed by means of the 
particle de 'so.THAT' plus the consequence-clause marking of high tone and 
particle yi (see section 4.4). It allows overt expression of a subject that can
but need not- be different from the subject of the main clause (compare 77a 
and 77b); and it allows for separate TAM-marking (as in 77a to 77c) and nega
tion (as in 77c). 

(77) a. M11_ep k'uur pel de lwa goe 
3PL.S bum place SO. THAT animal/meat: CONS OBLIG 

p'11_at yi. 
exit(PL) CONS 

'They burned the place, so that the animals should come out.' 
(D04ASHANG) 

b. t'ong Ji=wa de 

c. 

IRR:CONS SGM.LOG.SP.S=retum.home(SG) SO.THAT 

Ji =goe lap yi. 
SGM.LOG.SP.S:CONS=OBLIG receive CONS 

'so he 1 would return home, so that he1 should receive (it).' 
(F99 AMOESHAAR) 

m11_aan goe shin ndoe=bi I de 
go(SG) SEQ do SPEC=thing SO.THAT 

goe goe pya yi ba. 
2SGM.POSS OBLIG bec.white CONS NEG 

t'yak 
heart/neck 

'(he) goes and does something, so that your heart shouldn't be 
happy.' (COOANYOUTH4) 

It is likely that the two purpose structures are diachronically related. In the 
text database, the purpose clause (de yi) most commonly occurs in reference 
to 3SG subjects (which are omitted because they are recoverable from the con
text; see section 1.1) and with obligative TAM marking (as in 78a). That is, the 
obligative particle goe would frequently follow immediately after the purpose 
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particle de. Now compare this example to (78b ), which illustrates purposive 
linking (de-goe (n-)): in surface form, the only difference with respect to (78a) 
is the absence of consequence-clause marking. It is possible that this marking 
was lost as the purpose clause lost its freedom to mark person, TAM and polar
ity, thus losing some of the possibilities available to full clauses. In present-day 
Goemai, the two purpose structures are formally distinct, and there are even 
examples where both co-occur (as in 78c). 

(78) a. Aas ruun k'a Ji nd'uim 
dog insert(SG) head(SG) SGM.LOG.SP.POSS INSIDE:GEN 

kwalba I de goe na yi ko noemy_at 
bottle SO.THAT OBLIG see CONS maybe/or frog 

d'e d'i=wo. 
exist LOC.ANAPH=INTERR 

'The dog1 inserted its1 head into the bottle, so that (it) should 
see (if) maybe the frog is there.' (ROOAFROG) 

b. ruun k'a muk de-goe na noemy_at. 
insert(SG) head(SG) 3SG.POSS PUR see frog 

'(he) inserted his head to see the frog.' (ROlNFROG) 

c. Gu=shin goe-n-d'e-fmoe=hoe kuut 1 
2PL.S=do NOMZ(SG)-ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly just 

a de-goe de gu=na yi (. . .). 
FOC PUR SO.THAT 2PL.S:CONS=see CONS 

'You just do this in order that you see (it)( ... ).' (D04ATATMAT1) 

The purpose clause particle de possibly originated in the spatial relator de 
'DIR' (see chapter 5, section 4). This relator is also used to relate a purpose 
coded through a nominal to a main verb. 

(79) ni wal de bi she! 
3SG.S cry(SG) DIR thing game 

'he cried for his toy' (A-22/04/04) 

4.5.2. Sequential/inking 

Sequential linking is structurally identical to purposive linking: the sequential 
particle follows a main verb (marked for any TAM category), its arguments and 
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adverbs; the sequential structure can consist of a serial verb construction, but it 
cannot be marked for TAM; the subject is identical to that of the main clause 
and cannot be overtly expressed; and the negative particle occurs at the end of 
the whole sentence having vague scope. The sequential particle is goe (as illus
trated in 80a). Alternatively, speakers use the reduplicated particle goegoe (in 
80b) to stress that some effort was involved in accomplishing the subsequent 
state-of-affairs. Furthermore, the deictic verb doe 'come' replaces the sequen
tial particle goe in all motion events that are directed towards the speaker (as in 
80c) - in such cases, the use of goe is ungrammatical. 

(80) a. Nye-goe-sek I ni Ia goe-mis I 
because-NOMZ(SG)-body 3SG.I child(SG) NOMZ(SG)-man(SG) 

my_aim goe nit reep. 
go(SG) SEQ see girl(SG) 

'Because ofthis, he, the male child, goes and (successfully) 
sees the girl.' (D04NTALSUUR1) 

b. Fy_cm my_cuin I goegoe nit pe goe-d'e s'oe. 
rabbit go(SG) REDUP.OBLIGsee place NOMZ-exist food:POSS 

'The rabbit went and made a great effort to see the place where 
the food is.' (FOOCFUAN) 

c. Gurum=hok wul doe nit n-k'a 
person=DEF arrive come see LOC-head(SG):GEN 

suun ns'een (. . .). 
BODY.SGM.LOG.SP.POSS truly 

'The person arrived and saw here truly for himself(that) ( ... ).' 
(F99DMATWO) 

Semantically, sequential linking differs from purposive linking in that it 
stresses the accomplishment of the subsequent state-of-affairs (compare 81a 
and 81b). But notice that the sequential event can take place in the irrealis do
main. fu this case, it stresses that the sequential state-of-affairs is an inevitable 
outcome ofthe main event (ifthis main event should take place; as in 81c). 

(81) a. Sai n-t'at ndoe=b'it my_aan goe 
then/only LOC-time/day:GEN SPEC=day go(SG) SEQ 

mang la=ndoe=aas (. . .). 
take(SG) DIM(SG):GEN=SPEC=dog 

'Then on one day, (he) went and (successfully) picked up a cer
tain little dog ( ... ). ' (FOOCAAS) 
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b. nt'i p'et I my_aan de-goe n-mimg d'a. 
son.of.rabbit exit(SG) go(SG) PUR ADVZ-take(SG) calabash 

'The son of the rabbit went out, (he) went in order to pick up a 
calabash (and he may or may not have picked it up).' 
(F990LIGY A) 

c. T'ong ba goe kat masha muk (. .. ). 
IRR return(SG) SEQ find lady 3SG.POSS 

'(She) would return and find her girlfriend( ... ).' 
(D04NTALSUUR1) 

It is possible that the sequential particle is of Chadic origin, as many West 
Chadic languages have a sequential morpheme *k- (P Newman and Schuh 
1974; E. Wolff 1979). Notice that- unlike the purposive linker de-goe (n-) -
the sequential particle needs to be preceded by pronouns of set 2 (as in 82a). 
This characteristic behavior makes it more similar to a TAM particle. It is fur
thermore likely that the sequential particle gave rise to the obligative particle 
(see chapter 7, section 5.2): in some types of serial verb constructions, the obli
gative particle goe is repeated with each verb (as in 82b). As shown by the two 
free translations, a sequential interpretation would be a possible alternative 
interpretation in such cases. 

(82) a. Ji=my_aan Ji=goe 
SGM.LOG .SP .S=go(SG) SGM.LOG .SP .S=SEQ 

goes'eng=hok k'a muk (. .. ). 
urine=DEF HEAD(SG) 3SG.POSS 

!yak 
throw 

'(He1 said) he 1 went and threw the urine onto it( ... ).' 
(D99DPANG) 

b. Gwa goe ba goe mang d'a=hok (. . .). 
SGM.LOG.AD.S OBLIG return(SG) OBLIG take calabash=DEF 

OBLIG SEQ 

Serial verb: 'He should return (and) pick up the calabash.' 
Sequential: 'He should return and pick up the calabash.' 
(F990LIGY A) 

4.5.3. Complementation strategies 

Purposive linking and purpose clauses are used as complementation strategies 
with verbs of wanting and trying in order to express potentials (as in 83a), and 
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the purpose clause is used with verbs of speaking to express persuasions and 
orders (as in 83b). Notice that the main verb zem 'like' plus the purpose clause 
can also trigger a reading of possibility (as in 83c). And sequential linking is 
used with verbs of beginning and enabling to express enablement and disable
ment (as in 83d). The structures in (83a) to (83d) are not analyzed as comple
ment clauses because they do not constitute arguments of the main verb (see 
section 4.2 for a discussion). Instead, the purpose and sequential structures have 
the same properties as purpose and sequential structures elsewhere in the lan
guage - thus making it likely that the language exploits an existing strategy to 
express these concepts. 

(83) a. Ni zem de-goe n-lap I 
3SG.S like PUR ADVZ-receive 

'He wants to marry the girl.' (F99DLA) 

reep=hok. 
girl(SG)=DEF 

b. My_ep t'em 1 de ko=wuroe goe t'o yi 

c. 

3PL.S tell SO.THAT any/every=who OBLIG lie(SG) CONS 

goe an muk. 
COMIT mind 3SG.POSS 

'They said (it) so that everybody should sleep carefully.' 
(D04CSHITBIT) 

Jimaar toe shimsek muk zem de-goe 
fish.type EMPH skin 3SG.POSS like PUR 

n-b'ang ze. 
ADVZ-bec.red bit 

'The jimaar fish, its scales are possibly a bit red (lit. like to be
come red).' (COOANDIALECT2) 

d. Pa t'ong b'o6t goe shin sh'it 
SGF.LOG.AD.S IRR 

fmoe=a? 
LOC.ANAPH=INTERR 

'(He1 asked her2) 

(F99DMATWO) 

gain.expertise(SG) SEQ do work 

would she2 be able to do this work?' 

4 .6. Reason clauses 

Reason clauses are formed by means of the conjunction nye 'because', which 
precedes the (goe-) pe- fo adverbial clause (as in 84a) (see section 4.1). This 
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conjunction can also directly precede a nominal (as in 84b) or an adverbial (as 
in 84c). It originated in the noun nye 'matter, word', which commonly acts as 
the direct object of speech act and cognition verbs, and which occurs as a 
nominalizer to form cognate objects from speech act and cognition verbs (as in 
84d) (see also chapter 3, section 4.1). This context has then given rise to the use 
of nye to introduce adverbials that specify the content of a speech act or cogni
tion event (as in 84e). Probably, it was then extended to introduce other adver
bials (as in 84a and 84c), and eventually received a reason interpretation. 

(84) a. Moe=poe long I nye-[goepe long 
lPL.S:CONS=give chief because-THAT/WHEN chief 

wa n-k'a 
return.home(SG) LOC-head(so) 

men. )cLAUSE 

lPL.POSS 

'And so we gave (it) to the chief because the chief has returned 
home on account of us.' (D04ASEM5) 

b. t'ong moe=ho6m semI nye [k66r I 
IRR:CONS lPL.S=hold body.lPL.POSS because jealousy 

goe-d'e t'ong Wee/ men yi. )NP 
NOMZ-exist PROGR bec.worried lPL.O PROGR 

'and so we would hold on to each other because of the jealousy 
that is troubling US.' (D99PGOELONG) 

c. Nye [poenoe ]ADV I a ji t'ong 
because thus FOC SGM.LOG.SP.I IRR 

Ji=lap long=hok toe. 
SGM.LOG.SP.S=receive chief=DEF EMPH 

'Because (it is) like this, (it) is him, he would receive the chief
taincy.' (FOOJDUUS) 

d. de my_ep goe tal [nye-tal]o yi 
SO.THAT 3PL.S:CONS OBLIG ask/greet matter-ask CONS 

sek py_oe muk. 
BODY:GEN mouth 3SG.POSS 

'so that they should ask a question from him.' (NOOEWITCH5) 

e. d'u gurum t'ong man pe ni d'e 
much/many person IRR know THAT/WHEN 3so.s exist 

fl-ta/ yi [nye /wa)ADV sek 
PROGR-ask/greet PROGR concerning animal/meat BODY 
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py_oe goe ba. 
mouth 2SGM.POSS NEG 

'many people wouldn't know that he is asking you about meat 
(lit. about meat from your mouth).' (D05ADUOEDAAS) 

Although reason clauses are formed on the basis of adverbial clauses, they 
are not analyzed as adverbial clauses. Adverbial clauses modify a main clause, 
and thus have restrictions on the expression of negation (see section 4.1). The 
reason clause, by contrast, is a true coordinand - and each of the two coordi
nands can be independently negated (as in 85a and 85b). 

(85) a. Shin zeng t'ei ba I nye-goepe 
do parasitic.plant yet NEG because-THAT/WHEN 

goe-fmoe a Ia 
NOMZ(SG):CONS-LOC.ANAPH FOC child(SG) 

nk'ong. 
bec.small/young(SG) 

'Okay, (it) doesn't yet have a parasitic plant, because this one 
is a young one.' (DOlATREE) 

b. Ni t'ong t'an yi arap yoe I 
3SG.S IRR pursue CONS bite(PL) 2SGF.O 

nye-goepe my_ep zem ba. 
because-THAT/WHEN 3PL.S like NEG 

'And so they would pursue (and) bite you, because they don't 
like (this).' (D00JANIMAL12) 

4. 7. Reported speech 

Goemai has two main strategies for introducing reported speech: a complement 
clause that is used to report the fact of the utterance (see section 4.2), and an 
(in)direct speech construction that is used to faithfully report the utterance it
self. This latter construction shows characteristics of both direct and indirect 
speech, and its use is mainly attested in the variety of older speakers. fu addi
tion, there is direct speech: older speakers shift to direct speech in specific con
texts, and younger speakers tend to replace the (in)direct speech construction 
with direct speech. 

The (in)direct speech construction can be overtly introduced by means of a 
speech act verb (as in 86a), by a speech act verb plus the defective verb yin - yi 
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'SAY' (as in 86b), or by the defective verb alone (as in 86c). Throughout the 
reported speech, speakers make use oflogophoric pronouns (see below). 

(86) a. gurum k'wtil <ji=mim Nilan ba.>sPEEcH 
person talk SGM.LOG .SP .S=know God NEG 

'a person1 says, he1 doesn't know God.' (c01FGHJARAM9) 

b. T'ong yi=k'wtil yi=yf <o.>sPEEcH 
IRR 2SGF .S=talk 2SGF .S=SA Y yes 

'You would say yes.' (D00JANIMAL8) 

c. Sai liit yfn <Ji=d'e t'ong 
then/only lion SAY SGM.LOG.SP.S=exist PROGR 

jf=tang Ct .fi.l.an.>sPEECH 
SGM.LOG.SP.S=search FOC rabbit 

'Then the lion1 said, he1 is searching for the rabbit.' (F99DLIIT) 

The most common speech act verbs are kilt- k'wal 'talk' and t'em 'tell, re
port', but a wide variety of other verbs is attested in the introduction of speech, 
too. The defective verb yin - yi 'SAY' presumably derives from a speech act 
verb. Like full verbs, it can be preceded by dependent subject pronouns (as yr 
'2SGF' in 86b above); it can occur without any main verb (as in 86c); and 
whenever it co-occurs with a speech act verb, it appears in the same slot as the 
second verb in a serial verb construction (e.g., it is preceded by subject pro
nouns of set 2, such as yr '2SGF' in 86b) (see chapter 4, section l.l for the de
fining properties of verbs). Despite its presumed verbal origin, however, pre
sent-day yin- yi 'SAY' is only attested in the two contexts illustrated in (86b) 
and (86c) above: it cannot occur in any other position, introduce nominal argu
ments, or be marked for TAM. If TAM-marking is intended, speakers have to 
use a full verb (as in 86b). Notice also that, in present-day Goemai, it is not 
possible for two speech act verbs to co-occur in a serial construction. 

If speakers report longer stretches of discourse, they usually use the defec
tive verb (or a full speech act verb) once in the beginning. All subsequent utter
ances are not overtly introduced, but are nevertheless still marked for logo
phoricity (as in 87a). That is, within speech act contexts, logophoricity is used 
to maintain co-reference across clause boundaries, and even across sentence 
boundaries. Notice also that there are instances where reported speech is not 
overtly introduced: the use of logophoric pronouns alone can signal the shift to 
a speech context (as in 87b). 
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(87) a. Yin <goe-limg jf b 'ak goe 

b. 

SAY NOMZ-hang/move(SG) SGM.LOG.SP.POSS here PLACE 

yil n-d'e-fmoe=hoe I ji=mim 
ground ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly SGM.LOG.SP .S=know 

bi goe-t'ong s'oe jf ba. 
thing NOMZ-IRR eat SGM.LOG .SP .POSS NEG 

Jf goe rzga ba I de-goe fit 
SGM.LOG.SP.I COMIT gown NEG PUR wear(SG) 

n-suun ba. Jf goe bi 
LOC-body .SGM.LOG .SP .POSS NEG SGM.LOG .SP .I CO MIT thing 

de-goe gong S!E!_n n-ni ma ba I 
PUR cover body.SGM.LOG.SP.POSS COMIT-3SG.I also NEG 

samsam. Jf goe ndoe=bi ba. 
IDEO PH SGM.LOG .SP .I CO MIT SPEC=thing NEG 

Nye-goe-sek ji=zem (. . .) de-goe muut. 
because-NOMZ(SG)-body SGM.LOG.SP.S=like PUR die(SG) 

Gwa goe til jf. >sPEEcH 

SGM.LOG.AD.S OBLIG kill(SG) SGM.LOG.SP.O 

'(He1) said, when he1 lives here on this earth, he1 doesn't know 
what he 1 would eat. He 1 doesn't have a gown, no (thing) to 
wear on his1 body. He 1 doesn't have a thing to cover his1 body 
with it, nothing. He 1 doesn't have anything. Because of this, 
he 1 wants to die. He2 should kill him1.' (F99ATYAKLANG) 

Yam-nuun Goelong yo6l 1 
son(SG):GEN-mother <NAME> rise(SG) 

<.n=my_aan ji=na 
SGM.LOG .SP .S=go(SG) SGM.LOG .SP .S=see 

jf.>sPEECH 

SGM.LOG .SP .POSS 

wul. 
arrive 

k'en 
matemal.relative(SG) 

'The brother of Goelong rose (and) arrived. (He1 said to him
self) he 1 goes (and) sees his1 sister's child.' (F990GOELONG) 

There is no restriction on the type of speech act reported: speakers not 
only report declarative utterances, but also negative utterances (as in 88a) 
and questions (as in 88b ). When commands are reported, speakers use the 
obligative construction instead of the unmarked imperative (as in 88c). This 
shift probably follows from the obligatory use of logophoric pronouns in a 
speech act context: the unmarked imperative can only be used with a sec-
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ond person referent (see chapter 7, section 5.6) - for all other person cate
gories, including the logophoric categories, speakers have to resort to the 
obligative construction. Other than that, there are no restrictions on TAM 
marking, i.e., all TAM categories discussed in chapter 7 are attested in re
ported speech. 

(88) a. <T'ong ji=b'o6t mou>sPEEcH (. . .). 
IRR SGM.LOG .SP .S=gain.expertise(SG) NEG 

'He won't be able (to stand it)( ... ).' (F99DLIIT) 

b. <A nd'img gwa t'ong hok k'a 
FOC how SGM.LOG.AD.S:CONS IRR dig head(SG):GEN 

goeshir yi ngong=hoe=e?>sPEECH 
grave CONS night=exactly=INTERR 

'How (come) he would dig at the top of the grave at night?' 
(F99DLIIT) 

C. <Gwa goe mo6r.>sPEECH 
SGM.LOG.AD.S OBLIG be.patient 

'He should be patient.' (F99DLIIT) 

The same strategies are also used to introduce sound-symbolic quotes: the 
defective verb (as in 89a), a speech act verb (as in 89b), both (as in 89c), or 
none (as in 89d). Alternatively, speakers use the semantically general verb shin 
'do' (as in 89e). This last strategy is not attested in the context of reported 
speech. 

(89) a. Sh'oor yin 
duck SAY 

mbel I yin 

kekekekeke. (. .. ) ke 1 yin kUkulukU. (. .. ) 
<QUOTE> chicken SAY <QUOTE> 

killukUku kukU 1 killukUku kukU. 
pigeon SAY <QUOTE> 

'The duck said kekekekeke. ( ... )the chicken said kukuluku. ( ... ) 
The pigeon said kulukuku kuku, kulukuku kuku.' (oOOJANIMAL9) 

b. T'ang 1 d'e n-wtil yi 1 kyok kyok kyok. 
bat exist PROGR-cry(SG) PROGR <QUOTE> 

'The bat was crying kyok kyok kyok.' (oOOJANIMAL9) 

c. neng k'wtil yin I mo6 moo(. . .). 
cow talk SAY <QUOTE> 

'the cow said moo-moo( ... ).' (oOOJANIMAL9) 
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d. Na ruunsek muk nd'uim nayit. 

e. 

see shadow 3SG.POSS INSIDE:GEN mirror 

Grr I grr lwu wu (. .. ). 
<QUOTE> 

'(The dog) saw its shadow in the mirror. Grr, grr, wu wu (. . .).' 
(FOOCAAS) 

aas goe-d'yem n-nayit zak shfn 
dog NOMZ-stand(SG) LOC-mirror also/however do 

wu. 
<QUOTE> 

'the dog that stood in the mirror, too, did wu.' (FOOCAAS) 

The most intriguing characteristic of reported speech is the use of three 
distinct sets of pronouns: LOG.SP pronouns (which indicate co-reference with 
the speaker) (as in 90a), LOG.AD pronouns (which indicate co-reference with 
the addressee) (as in 90b), and non-logophoric pronouns (which indicate non
co-reference with any participant) (as in 90c) (see chapter 3, section 2.4 for the 
pronouns). Logophoric pronouns are also used whenever the current speaker or 
addressee only constitutes a subset of the reported participants (as in 90d).89 

And they are used in cases where the current speaker or addressee is not overtly 
mentioned, but is understood from the context (as in 90e). 

(90) a. La=gurum yin <ji I zem a bi 
DIM(SG):GEN=person SAY SGM.LOG.SP.S like FOC thing 

Waap.>sPEECH 
borrow/lend 

'The poor person1 said he 1 wants a loan.' (FOOCGOEBETLA) 

b. Sai ni tal n-d'y_oe 
then/only 3so.s ask/greet LOC-voice:GEN 

la=gurum 1 yin <gwa wul a 
DIM(SG):GEN=person SAY SGM.LOG.AD.S arrive FOC 

89. Notice that it is always the current speaker or addressee who is included within the 
reported referents, never the other way around. In such cases, non-logophoric pro
nouns need to be used. 
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de bi mmoe?>sPEECH 
DIR thing what 

'Then he 1 asked the poor person2 saying, he2 arrived for what?' 
(FOOCGOEBETLA) 

c. My_ep yi <ndoe=la 1 ndoe=la nd'uim 
3PL.S SAY SPEC=child(SG) SPEC=child(SG) INSIDE 

dwen t'a nd'uun 
PL.LOG.SP.POSS fall(SG) INSIDE:GEN 

Nuun =hok yin 1 <nf langoede 
mother=DEF SAY 3SG.S start 

hangoed'e.>sPEEcH 
water 

fld'ang (. .. )?>sPEECH 
how 

'They1 said a child3, a child3 from among them1 fell into water. 
The mother said, how did he3 start (it)( ... )?' (FOOCKE) 

d. Nt'f yin du=war mu? 
<NAME> SAY PL.LOG .SP .S=collect right 

'Nt'i1 said, they1 (= Nt'i and rabbit) take it, right?' (F99DLIGYA) 

e. My_ai yin <pa goe nyet d'i.>sPEEcH 
fellow SAY SGF.LOG.AD.S OBLIG leave LOC.ANAPH 

'The fellow1 said (to her2), she2 should leave (it) there.' 
(F99DREEP) 

The occurrence of logophoric pronouns is restricted to reporting the 
speech of a third party; they do not occur when reporting the speech of the 
current speech act participants. For example, in the first sentence of (91), 
the speaker reports his own speech, using non-logophoric pronouns. In the 
second sentence, by contrast, the speech is reported from the perspective of 
a third party, and the speakers shift to logophoric pronouns accordingly. 

(91) Hin=k'wal li=yi <a hen 1 hen=t'uus 
lSG.S:CONS=talk lSG.S:CONS=SAY FOC lSG.I lSG.S=push 

ni toe ba.>sPEECH Nf k'wal yi wai <to I 
3SG.O EMPH NEG 3SG.S talk SAY SAY okay 

jf I t'ong jf=shin b'o6n nnoe.>sPEECH 
SGM.LOG.SP.I IRR SGM.LOG.SP.S=do remedy LOC.ANAPH 

'And so I said that (it) wasn't me, I didn't push him. He 1 said, okay, 
he1, he1 would do this trick.' (FOOJFUAN) 
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This shift in pronoun form is an element of indirect speech. But at the 
same time, the utterance also reflects properties of direct speech: speakers 
use interjections (as in 92a) and absolute tenses that were true at the time of 
the original utterance (as in 92b). Speakers also tend to report utterances as 
faithfully as possible, including characteristic traits of speech (as the child
ish pronunciation of 6elem 'beans' instead of 6erem in 92c, or the Duut dia
lect form k'el 'hear/smell' instead of the K'wo dialect form k'oeleng of the K'wo 
speaker in 92d). Notice also that the logophoric pronouns are similar to 2SG 
pronouns - but different from 3SG pronouns - in that they distinguish gender. 

(92) a. Yin I <t6 I hili pit goe dap.>sPEEcH Yin I 
SAY okay INTERJ SGF.LOG.AD.S OBLIG slap SAY 

<t6 I hili gwa goe k'wak.>sPEEcH 
okay INTERJ SGM.LOG.AD.S OBLIG knock 

'(He1) said, okay, hey, she2 should slap (him). (She1) said, 
okay, hey, he2 should hit (her).' (F99ANTI) 

b. dyen k'wal yin <d'in ji=wul 
PAST.YEST talk SAY PAST.CL SGM.LOG.SP.S=arrive 

m-b 'iflung>sPEECH 
LOC-moming 

'(he1) said yesterday that he1 had arrived earlier today in the 
morning' (i.e., yesterday from the perspective of the current 
speaker) (A-21/02/00) 

c. <Ji=t'al 6elim ba ltmp lfmp.>sPEEcH 
SGM.LOG.SP.S=pluck(SG) beans retum(SG) <QUOTE> 

'He plucked the beans, munching (them).' (FOOAFUAN) 

d. Goe=man I Goe-duut I kilt ndoe goe I 
2SGM.S=know NOMZ(SG)-<ETHNIC.NAME> talk CONJ 2SGM.I 

yin <ji=k'e/ ba.>sPEECH 
SAY SGM.LOG.SP.S=hear/smell NEG 

'You know, a person1 from the Duut talks to you (and) says he1 

didn't hear (it).' (COOANDIALECT3) 

Furthermore, speakers mark reported speech prosodically: they tend to utter 
it with a much higher pitch range than usual (as illustrated in figure 13); the 
same prosodic effect is also attested with sound-symbolic quotes (see also Ev
ans et al. (2002) and McGregor (1994) who have noted similar pitch adjust
ments in the direct speech of different Australian languages). 
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nD-t'at ndOe=b'{t tidOe=gurnm k'wal 
LOC-day/time:GEN SPEC=day SPEC=person talk 

<t'ong jf=mutian ft=ya 
IRR SGM.LOG.SP.S=go(SG) SGM.LOG.SP.S=catch 

jf=k'tim 
SGM.LOG.SP.S:CONS=try/demonstrate 

yl.>sPEECH 
CONS 

ym 
SAY 

de 
SO.THAT 

'One day, someone1 said that he1 would go (and) arrive so that he1 

tests (him).' (FOOCGOEBETLA) 

~~~ ~~ ~ 
main clause speech report 

n-t'at ndOe=b'it dOe=gUnlm k'wal yin t'ang ji=mu&an ji=ya de ji=k'am yi 

2.4124 
Time (s) 

Figure 13. Typical pitch range of speech reports 

The above discussion has shown that the (in)direct speech construction 
shows many elements of direct speech. At the same time, it introduces one ele
ment of indirect speech: a shift in the pronouns. These pronouns are obligatory 
throughout the reported speech, and their omission is considered a mistake. As 
such, the (in)direct speech construction is distinct from either direct or indirect 
speech. 
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Direct speech using second person pronouns is also attested, but it serves 
different functions. In particular, it is used by narrators to directly address story 
characters or imagined audiences (see chapter 3, section 5.2 for the grammati
calization of the associative plural morpheme gwen from this style of speech). 
In the first case, the narrator steps outside the narrative at a turning point to 
incite his protagonists. In this case, all protagonists are addressed with second 
person forms, e.g., the narrator in (93a) uses 2SG imperatives and 2SG pronouns 
in reference to different persons (first the rabbit and then the bird). In the sec
ond case, narrators either directly address their real or imagined audiences (as 
in 93b ), or they phrase their contribution in terms of reported speech. The latter 
option is the predominant mechanism to report the morale of a story (as in 93c): 
this morale forms part of the reported speech directed from one story protago
nist to another. As such, it is almost identical to the (in)direct speech construc
tion discussed above, but differs in (a) the use of non-logophoric pronouns and 
(b) its function (as being implicitly directed towards the real-world audience). 

(93) a. Mimg la=p'cmg fmoe! K'wak 
take(SG) DIM(SG):GEN=stone LOC.ANAPH knock 

la=k'a yoe n-ni! 
DIM(SG):GEN=head(SG) 2SGF.POSS COMIT-3SG.I 

'Pick up (said to the rabbit) this little stone! Knock (said to the 
rabbit) against your (said to the bird) little head with it!' 
(F04ATAMTIS) 

b. So hen=b'ool gwen dask'o6m 1 hen=b'ool 
so lso.s=beg/appeal 2PL.o elders(PL) lso.s=beg/appeal 

gwen moe-nda I ndoe jap I t'wot 
2PL.O NOMZ(PL)-father CONJ children(PL) sit(PL) 

mpy_oe-mpy_oe 1 
RED UP .always 

t'ong gu=sh'e 1 d'y_oe 
PROGR 2PL.S=leam/teach voice:GEN 

Goemai =hok yi. 
<ETHNIC.NAME>=DEF PROGR 

'So I ask you, elders, I ask you, fathers and children, always sit 
learning the Goemai language.' (DOONSPEAKING) 

c. My_ep dok k'wal ndoe .fy_an. My_ep yi to 1 
3PL.S PAST.REM talk CONJ rabbit 3PL.S SAY okay 

Ia t'ong goe=shin bi poenoe 
COND IRR 2SGM.S=do thing thus 
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n-d'e-fmoe: goe=kat s'oe I ba 
ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX 2SGM.S=find food retum(SG) 

n-ni n-lu. (. . .) Man t'ong goe=t'ong 
COMIT-3SG.I LOC-settlement PROH IRR 2SGM.S=sit(SG) 

py_anang nk'ong lu goe=s'oe yi 
there/yonder BACK:GEN settlement 2SGM.S:CONS=eat CONS 

moesak ba. 
REFL.BODY.2SGM.POSS NEG 

'They talked to the rabbit. They said, okay, if you would do it 
like this: if you find food, bring it back to the village.( ... ). 
Don't you sit over there behind the village to eat it alone by 
yourself.' (F04ATAMTIS) 

The structure of reported speech, as illustrated above, is undergoing consid
erable changes. In particular, younger speakers are in the process of losing the 
(in)direct speech construction altogether, and instead prefer to use direct speech 
throughout (as in 94a). And even middle-aged speakers are observed to use the 
logophoric pronouns incorrectly - sometimes correcting themselves in the next 
utterance (as in 94b), but sometimes not (as in 94c). Mistakes involve both the 
wrong type oflogophoric pronoun (as in 94b) and the wrong gender (as in 94c). 
These middle-aged speakers also occasionally use non-logophoric pronouns -
such contexts are invariably highly-animated contexts, and the non-logophoric 
pronouns presumably serve to convey the immediacy of the situation (as in 
94d). But notice that both middle-aged and old speakers consider examples 
(94a) to (94d) wrong. 

(94) a. (J k'wal yin I <hen I n=b'em goe ba.>sPEECH 
goat talk SAY lSG.I lSG.S=touch 2SGM.O NEG 

'The goat said (to the rabbit), I, I didn't touch you.' (FOOJFUAN) 

b. Yin <reep doe-- pa muut 
SAY girl(SG) SGF.LOG.SP.POSS SGF.LOG.AD.POSS die(SG) 

ba.>sPEECH Yin <reep pa muut ba.>sPEECH 
NEG SAY girl(SG) SGF.LOG.AD.POSS die(SG)NEG 

'(She1) said (to her2), her1--, her2 girl hasn't died. (She1) said 
her2 girl hasn't died.' (F99DREEP) 
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c. Shoom dok d'e bi=doe. (. . .) 
guineafowl PAST.REM exist thing=SGF.LOG.SP.POSS 

Shoom yi <a riimuim. >sPEEcH 
guineafowl SAY FOC NOMZ.SGM.LOG.SP.POSS 

'In the past, the guineafowh was on her1 own.( ... ) The guinea
fowh said, (it) is his1.' (F990SHOOM) 

d. <Goe=kat=e? Yin mm. Yin goe=kat=e? 
2SGM.S=find=INTERR SAY yes SAY 2SGM.S=find=INTERR 

Goe=langoede nd'ang I ni poe goe sool 
2SGM.S:CONS=start how 3SG.S give 2SGM.O money 

flnoe=hoe yi?>sPEECH 
LOC.ANAPH=exactly CONS 

'You really got (it)? (He) said yes. (She) said you really got 
(it)? So how did you start (it) so that he gave you this very 
money?' (FOOCGOEBETLA) 

The above variation points towards a loss of the logophoric system in the 
younger generation. It is possible that this loss was first triggered by the use of 
non-logophoric pronouns to convey the morale of a story (as in 93c above); and 
then later reinforced by the use of non-logophoric pronouns in highly-animated 
contexts (as in 94d above). 

Furthermore, younger speakers use two additional discourse strategies in 
their speech reports. First, they tend to juxtapose lexical noun phrases and sec
ond person pronouns (as in 95a). And second, they frequently juxtapose two 
sentences- one phrased in terms of third person non-logophoric forms, and one 
in terms of second person non-logophoric forms (as in 95b). Older speakers use 
the first strategy to address protagonists and audiences (see examples 93a and 
93b above), but they use neither of the two strategies for reporting speech. It is 
possible that both strategies developed to replace the loss of the distinctive 
(in)direct speech construction among younger speakers, but a more detailed 
corpus study would be needed to verify this impression. 

(95) a. Liit k'wal yin <to. FIJ.tin I goe=d'e 
lion talk SAY okay rabbit 2SGM.S=exist 

goe=k'oeleng pe yi ba. (. . .) Goe fH.tin 
2SGM.S=hear/smell place CONS NEG 2SGM.I rabbit 
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toe (. . .). Goe I! (. . .).>sPEEcH 

EMPH 2SGM.I goat 

'The lion said okay. Rabbit, so you are not listening.( ... ) You, 
rabbit( ... ). You, goat( ... ).' (FOOJFUAN) 

b. Yin I <dole I nf goe my_aan I n-lu 
SAY necessary 3SG.S OBLIG go(SG) LOC-settlement 

my_ep I de goe til ndoe=gurum yi 
3PL.POSS SO.THAT OBLIG kill(SG) SPEC=person CONS 

goeme goe ba n-ni I goe kyem=hok. 
one OBLIG return(SG) COMIT-3SG.I COMIT blood=DEF 

Goe=tu ndoe=gurum de 
2SGM.S=kill(SG) SPEC=person SO.THAT 

goe=ba yi goe kyem=hok.>sPEEcH 
2SGM.S:CONS=return(SG) CONS COMIT blood=DEF 

'(She1) said (to him2) it is necessary that he(= he2) should go 
to their(= their1) village so that (he2) should kill one person 
(and) return with it, with the blood. You kill someone so that 
you return with the blood.' (DOOEWITCH3) 

Younger speakers furthermore frequently replace the defective verb yin - yi 
'sAY' with the Hausa particle wai (as in 96a). In Hausa, this particle is used to 
convey uncertainty or doubt in the truth of the utterance (Dimmendaal 1989; 
Frajzyngier 1996: 180-200; P Newman 2000: 97-108). Younger Goemai 
speakers, by contrast, use it interchangeably with the defective verb yin - yi. 
Furthermore, younger speakers allow wai -yin - yi 'SAY' to co-occur with the 
complementizer (goe-) pe - fo (as in 96b). It is possible that this strategy is a 
calque of a Hausa structure where wai can co-occur with ceewaa (the speech 
act complementizer). Older speakers consider this use ungrammatical. 

(96) a. Wai <il mis doe.> 
SAY FOC man(SG) SGF.LOG.SP.POSS 

'(She1) said, (he) is her1 husband.' (DOOEWITCH3) 

b. Ni zem I de my_ep goe I k'wal yin I 
3SG.S like SO.THAT 3PL.S:CONS OBLIG talk SAY 

<goepe ni toe goe k'o6m (. . .).>coMP-sPEEcH 

THAT/WHEN 3SG.I EMPH COMIT strength 

'He1 wants that they2 should say that he(= he 1) has strength 
( ... ).' (FOOJNAAN) 
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Many Chadic languages are known to use a speech act verb to introduce 
speech, and to then also use this verb for introducing indirect evidence (with 
verbs of attention and thinking) and hypothetical situations, and to finally 
grarnmaticalize it into a general complementizer (Frajzyngier 1996: 105-206, 
273-302). fu Goemai, by contrast, the use of both the defective verb yin - yi 
'SAY' and the logophoric pronouns is largely restricted to (in)direct speech 
contexts. There are only two contexts where logophoric pronouns are attested 
in non-speech act contexts. First, the LOG.SP set is optionally used to indicate 
co-reference between a possessed noun phrase and a subject antecedent (as in 
97a) (see chapter 3, section 2.4). Second, they are optionally used within the 
complement clause to indicate co-reference with the subject of the main clause 
(as in 97b) (see section 4.2). 

(97) a. goepe goe-k'o6n n-k'a 
THAT/WHEN NOMZ:CONS-bec.face.down(SG) LOC-head(SG) 

jf I t'ong d'em I goe wakaam 
SGM.LOG.SP.POSS sit(SG) this.time PLACE way 

goepe liit t'ong t'an ni. 
THAT/WHEN lion IRR pursue 3SG.O 

'when after (he1) put (it) on his1 head, (he1) now sat on the road 
where the lion would pursue him1.' (F99DLIIT) 

b. ba k'oerek <goepe 
retum(SG) remember/remind THAT/WHEN 

jf- ni kilt SOO[=hok>coMP 
SGM.LOG.SP.S:CONS- 3SG.S:CONS find money=DEF 

'he remembered again that he had found the money' (A-

17/02/00) 

4.8. Conditional clause 

The conditional clause is formed by means of the particle d'a- lit. Depending 
on contextual information, the clause receives either a conditional interpreta
tion (as in 98a) or a temporal interpretation (as in 98b). 

(98) a. La goe=p'et t'ong goe=muut. 
COND 2SGM.S=exit(SG) IRR 2SGM.S=die(SG) 

'If you go out, you will die.' (D04Awo) 
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b. my_ep d'ti k'oeleng I Miuimb'yal I my_ep yi 
3PL.S COND hear/smell <PLACE.NAME> 3PL.S SAY 

Biembiem. 
<PLACE.NAME> 

'when they(= the Hausa) heard (the place name) Maamb'yal, 
they said(= wrote it down as) Biembiem.' (D04ALUKWO) 

In present-day Goemai, the forms d'a- Ia occur in free variation, and speak
ers alternate even in adjacent utterances (as in 99). Despite this free variation, 
speakers recognize the d'a alternant as belonging to the K'wo dialect, and Ia to 
the Duut and Dorok dialects. 

(99) D'a goe=d'alang goe=doe 1 Py_oesh'ip. La 
COND 2SGM.S=pass(SG) 2SGM.S=come <PLACE.NAME> COND 

goe=kat Py_oesh'ip (. . .). 
2SGM.S=find <PLACE.NAME> 

'When you pass (there), you come to Bakin Kogi. When you en
counter Bakin Kogi, ( ... ).' (D04ALUDUUT2) 

Formally, the particle patterns like the first verb in a serial verb construction 
(see section 3.1, point (vii)): nouns and pronouns of set l precede it (as my_ep 
'3PL' in 98b above), while pronouns of set 2 follow it (as goe '2SGM' in 98a 
and 99 above). Although its origin is unknown, this distribution suggests aver
bal origin (see also the introduction to chapter 7).90 

Generally, the conditional clause precedes the main clause (as in 98a, 98b 
and 99 above), although it is possible- albeit rare- to reverse this order. In this 
case, the conditional clause functions as an afterthought that provides addi
tional information (as in lOOa). As such, it is also possible for the conditional 
clause to occur between two main clauses (as in lOOb). 

90. It is likely that the particles are etymologically related to the particles d'a- Ia indi
cating future tense (see chapter 7, section 3), progressive aspect (see chapter 7, 
section 4.1) and habitual aspect (see chapter 7, section 4.2): all have the same dis
tribution relative to subject pronouns, and all have the same phonetic alternation 
between d' - I - an alternation that is not otherwise attested in the language. It can 
be shown that the conditional clause has given rise to the habitual aspect construc
tion (see chapter 7, section 4.2); but their relationship to the future tense and pro
gressive aspect constructions remains unclear. 
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a. my_ep t'ong tu ni kat ni Ia a 
3PL.S IRR kill(SG) 3SG.O maybe 3SG.I COND FOC 

Tift. 
<ETHNIC.NAME> 

'they would kill him if he was a Tiv.' (HOlJWAR) 

b. Goebi I sek d'ik. Ko muut. Ko I 
AS.IF BODY:GEN marrying maybe/or death(sG) maybe/or 

ndoe=bi k'yak pya. My_ep lti shin. 
SPEC=thing:GEN heart/neck bec.white 3PL.S COND do 

Ko ndoe =gurum goe-mo6s 
maybe/or SPEC=person NOMZ(SG)-hospitality 

goe-wul (. .. ). 
NOMZ(SG )-arrive 

'Like for marriage. Or (for) death. Or (for) a happy occasion. 
(This is) when they do (it). Or (for) some visitor who arrives 
( ... ). (P04CMUALAM2) 

The conditional clause constitutes a full clause. It can be a simple verbal 
clause (as in lOla), a verbless clause (as in lOOa above, and in lOlb and lOlc 
below), a complex clause (as the sequential structure in 104d below), or a serial 
verb construction (as in 102e). If two coordinated clauses occur, the conditional 
particle has to mark both coordinands (as in lOlc). 

(101) a. La goe=t'ong d'i nd'uun 
COND 2SGM.S=sit(SG) LOC.ANAPH INSIDE:GEN 

hangoed'e=hok I my_ep t'ong tang I y_en d'i. 
water=DEF 3PL.S IRR search medicine LOC.ANAPH 

'If you sit there in the water, they will search for medicine 
there.' (o04Awo) 

b. Ni d'ti I goe sharap ngam I b'it my_ep 
3SG.S COND COMIT women(PL) much/many day 3PL.POSS 

goeme goeme. 
one one 

'If he has many wives, their days (for looking after the hus
band) (come) one after the other.' (D04AMISMAT) 
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c. ko lti a n-shimsek muk I 
maybe/or COND FOC LOC-skin 3SG.POSS 

lti a m-py_oe muk I zwaan 
COND FOC LOC-mouth 3SG.POSS hook 

ko 
maybe/or 

ya kUut. 
catch just 

'if (it) is on its skin or if (it) is on its mouth, the hook just 
catches (it).' (POONFISHING) 

The conditional clause can be marked for almost all TAM categories. The 
examples in this section illustrate its co-occurrence with the unmarked verb (as 
in 98a, 98b, 99, lOOb and lOla), past tense (as in 102a), future tense (as in 
102b), progressive aspect (as in 102c), and irrealis modality (as in 102d). It is, 
however, incompatible with the habitual aspect construction. Since there is no 
semantic restriction against such a co-occurrence, this distribution could be 
another indication for their common origin (see chapter 7, section 4.2). In such 
cases, the habitual reading is instead conveyed by the unmarked verb (see chap
ter 7, section 2) or the progressive aspect (see chapter 7, section 4.1). For ex
ample, the conditional clause containing an unmarked verb in (102e) receives a 
habitual interpretation. As indicated by the alternative free translation, this 
habitual reading is only a contextual interpretation; it is not entailed. 

(102) a. Dok Ia goe=my_aan goe yil 
PAST.REM COND 2SGM.S=go(SG) PLACE ground:GEN 

Goemai I t'ong goe=na (. . .). 
<ETHNIC.NAME> IRR 2SGM.S=see 

'In the past, when you went to the land of the Goemai, you 
would see( ... ).' (DOlCLU) 

b. b'it Ia d'a lin 1 t'ong b'o6t goe 
day COND FUT.CL dry(SG) IRR gain.expertise(SG) SEQ 

wum nde. 
bury one/other 

'when the day dawns tomorrow, (he) would be able to plant an
other time.' (V04ANLUUNPAS1) 

c. My_ep d'a d'e n-tal tal yi 1 
3PL.S COND exist PROGR-ask/greet greeting PROGR 

my_ep shin 
3PL.S do 

sh'it goe 
work COMIT 

s'em k'wal. 
proverb 

'When they are greeting, they make use of proverbs.' 
(004ANSEMKWAL3) 
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To 1 Ia t'ong goe =shin nd'uim wang 
okay COND IRR 2SGM.S=do INSIDE:GEN pot:GEN 

sool I t'ong goe=sam ni 
metal/money IRR 2SGM.s=descend 3SG.O 

goe =d'u n-yil mou. 
2SGM.S=cause.sitting(SG) LOC-ground NEG 

'Okay, ifyou would do (it) in a pot of iron, you would not take 
it down (and) set (it) on the ground,.' (P04CMUALAM2) 

e. d'ti na dask'o6m t'wot I t'ong ter duk (. . .) 
COND see elder(PL) sit(PL) IRR move.aside CLOSE 

doe de my_ep I de doe shuur yi I de 
come DIR 3PL.POSS SO. THAT come squat CONS SO. THAT 

tal my_ep yi. 
ask/greet 3PL.O CONS 

'whenever (he) sees elders (who) sit, (he) would step close( ... ) 
(and) come to them, so that (he) squats down here, so that (he) 
greets them.' 
'if(he) sees elders( ... ).' (D04NTALDAAS1) 

While there are few restrictions on TAM marking in the conditional clause, 
the main clause cannot be marked for aspect: it is either marked for irrealis 
modality, or it remains unmarked. It can, however, be marked explicitly for 
tense (as in 103). 

(103) hen=d'a yo6l I hen=dok shin 
1SG.S=COND rise(SG) 1SG.S=PAST.REM do 

n-Kabong (. .. ). 
LOC-<PLACE.NAME> 

headmaster 
headmaster 

'when I rose, I did (the work of) headmaster in Kabong ( ... ). ' 
(COOANJOS) 

Both the conditional clause (in 1 04a) and the main clause (in 1 04b) can be 
negated independently. It is even possible for the negative particle ba- mou to 
occur in both clauses (as in 104c), although speakers disprefer such a structure. 
Instead, they prefer to use the verb nyang 'hate/refuse' to negate the conditional 
clause (as in 104d). 
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(104) a. So nd'asoenoe gurum lti wul I lti na gada 
so now person COND arrive COND see bridge 

vel ba I t'ong na a'a (. . .). 
two NEG IRR see INTERJ 

'So, when a person arrives, when (he) doesn't see the two 
bridges, (he) would go 'surprise'( ... ).' (HOlCJOs) 

b. La yi=na haasyit my_ep I a iri 
COND 2SGF .S=see eyeball 3PL.POSS FOC kind 

men ba. 
lPL.POSS NEG 

'If you see their eyeballs, (they) are not (of) our kind.' 
(NOOEWITCH3) 

c. Ia goe=ho6m ni n-k'yak goe 
COND 2SGM.S=hold 3SG.O LOC-heart/neck 2SGM.POSS 

ba 1 (. .. ) 1 t'ong tab 'a kat goe ba. 
NEG IRR do.ever/never find 2SGM.O NEG 

'if you don't hold him in your heart, ( ... ), he would never find 
you.' (DOOJLAZINESS) 

d. d'a goe=nyang goe=goe mo6r I t'ong 
COND 2SGM.S=hate 2SGM.S=SEQ be.patient IRR 

goe=kat ndoe=bi goe-zem k'yak 
2SGM.S=find SPEC=thing NOMZ-like heart/neck:POSS 

goe ba. 
2SGM.POSS NEG 

'if you are not patient (lit. refuse to be patient), you won't find 
the things that your heart likes.' (D04NSEM5) 

The conditional clause can be modified further by particles. The particle kat 
'maybe' emphasizes the likelihood that the condition will occur (in 105a). And 
the Hausa loan sai 'then/only' strongly emphasizes that the condition is abso
lutely necessary for the main event to occur (in 1 05b ). 
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(105) a. nye-goepe ni t'ong lap ni toe I 
because-THAT/WHEN 3SG.S IRR receive 3SG.O EMPH 

kat La fyer 1 k'e d'ik. 
maybe COND bec.big(SG) be.sufficient marrying 

'because he would marry her, as soon as (she) has become old 
enough for marriage.' (D04ADIK) 

b. Stii Ia goe=ru 
then/only COND:CONS 2SGM.S=enter(SG) 

Man gap 1 de goe =ru 
<MASQUERADE.NAME> SO.THAT 2SGM.S:CONS=enter(SG) 

lu daas=hok yi. 
settlement:GEN men(PL)=DEF CONS 

'Only ifyou have enteredMangap (=are initiated into the 
Mangap society), that you (are allowed to) enter the men's 
hut.' (V04ANLUDAAS1) 

Finally, the conditional clause is used to mark irrealis and counterfactual 
conditions. In this case, both the conditional clause and the main clause are 
marked with the particle d'in (as in 106). This particle probably originated in 
the close past tense particle d'in (see chapter 7, section 3). 

(106) Oerem men d'fn lti Ia I hen=d'in 
beans lPL.POSS PAST.CL COND produce(SG) lSG.S=PAST.CL 

t'ong poe yoe (. .. ). 
IRR give 2SGF .0 

'If our beans would produce (fruit) (but they don't), I would give 
(the fruit) (to) you.' 
Or: 'If our beans had produced (fruit) (but they didn't), I would 
have given (the fruit) (to) you.' (s00JFAREWELL2; A-04/02/00) 

4.9. Juxtaposition and conjunctions 

Like many Chadic languages (see Frajzyngier 1996), Goemai does not have a 
rich inventory of sentential conjunctions. It has (recently-developed) particles 
and conjunctions that overtly mark consequence clauses (4.4), purpose clauses 
(see section 4.5), reason clauses (see section 4.6), reported speech (see section 
4.7) and conditional clauses (see section 4.8). But another very common strat
egy is to simply juxtapose two clauses, leaving the nature of the relationship 
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implicit: e.g., a conjoined reading in (l07a), a contrastive reading in (l07b), a 
reason reading in (l07c), a purpose reading in (107d) and a conditional reading 
in (l07e). This relationship is always interpreted as a logical relationship, not 
as a temporal relationship - to indicate temporal relationships, speakers have to 
resort to verb serialization (see section 3) or adverbial clauses (see section 4.1). 
Superficially, juxtaposed clauses look similar to serial verb constructions, but 
they differ in that they are independent of each other, i.e., they are usually sepa
rated by a short pause, and each clause is marked separately for person, TAM 
and polarity. In particular, this strategy is regularly used as a complementation 
strategy with verbs of attention and liking to express personal judgments and 
evaluations (as in l07f). 

(107) a. my_ep s'oe bi, my_ep s'wa haam, my_ep shin tal. 
3PL.S eat thing 3PL.S drink water 3PL.S do greeting 

'they eat things, they drink water, they perform greetings.' 
(0HIKERE AND TIEMSAN 1999: 2) 

b. Bakwa yong yi I Demshin I s'em 
<ETHNIC.NAME> call CONS <PLACE.NAME> name:GEN 

lu=hok d'e bi=muk a Ngootlong. 
settlement=DEF exist thing=3SG.POSS FOC <PLACE.NAME> 

'and so the Hausa call (it) Demshin, (but) the name of the vil
lage is in its own way Ngootlong.' (D04NLUDOROK) 

c. my_ep lwat hen sosai I hen=shal. 
3PL.S be.afraid(PL) lSG.O well lSG.S=fight 

'they fear me a lot, (because) I (can) fight.' (NOOEWITCH5) 

d. t'ong ji=shin, ni t'ong swar swar. 
IRR SGM.LOG.SP.S=do 3SG.S IRR laugh laughing 

'(He1 said) he 1 would do (it), (so that) he3 would laugh.' (TIEM

SAN 1999: 6) 

e. ni t'ong doe vy_ang gurum I(. . .) I ni t'ong doe 
3SG.S IRR come wash person 3SG.S IRR come 

t'ong goe yil men=hoe I kyo6p=a? 
sit(SG) PLACE ground lPL.POSS=exactly health=INTERR 

'(if) he were to insult people here, ( ... ), would he (be able to) 
live in our land in peace?' (cOOJMQUEST4) 
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f. Hen=na yi d'ong n-yit noe. 
lSG.S=see 2SGF.O be.good LOC-eye/face lSG.POSS 

'I consider you beautiful in my eyes (lit. I see (it), you are 
beautiful in my eyes).' (D04NTALSUUR1) 

In addition, present-day Goemai employs a number of conjunctions - mostly 
borrowed from Hausa- to make the relationship explicit. 

Disjoint clauses are formed by means of the borrowed disjunction ko 'or' (as 
in 108a). The same form is also used to join phrases (see chapter 3, section 
3.2). Originally, Goemai speakers did not use a disjunction, but made use of 
juxtaposed clauses marked with the question particle o (as in 108b) (see chapter 
6, section 1.3 for these particles). 

(108) a. Moe=yong go6r ko moe=yong ngumgo6r. 
fish.type lPL.S=call fish.type maybe/or lPL.S=call 

'We call (it) goor or we call (it) ngumgoor.' (cOOANDIALECT2) 

b. Kat Ji=n-muut=o kat 
maybe SGM.LOG.SP.S=PERM-die(SG)=INTERR maybe 

Ji=n-lcmg=o? 
SGM.LOG .SP .S=PERM-hang/move(SG )=INTERR 

'Maybe he would be allowed to die, maybe he would be al
lowed to live?' (F99AKUR) 

Goemai has also borrowed the conjunctions amma 'but' (in 109a), kilfln 'be
fore' (in 109b), sai 'then/only' (in 109c), and har 'until/even' (in 109d). Other 
Hausa conjunctions - such as sabo Moe + NOMZ 'because of' (from Hausa 
sabo da) and kodashike 'even though' (from Hausa kO da cikee)- are also at
tested, but occur only infrequently in the database. 

(109) a. ni goe mis I ammti ni goe jap 
3SG.I COMIT man(SG) but 3SG .I CO MIT children(PL) 

ba. 
NEG 

'she has a husband, but she doesn't have children.' 
(DOOJFAMILY) 
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b. d'ong goepe Ia goe-mat 
be.good THAT/WHEN child(SG):CONS NOMZ(SG)-woman(SG) 

t'ong man I kaffn yo6l my_aan d'ik. 
IRR know before rise(SG) go(SG) marrying 

'(it) is necessary that a female child would know (it) before 
(she) rises (and) goes for marriage.' (DOlCLU) 

c. Stii ima luut. Stii my_ep t'wot. 
then/only <NAME> be.afraid(sG) then/only 3PL.S sit(PL) 

Stii my_ep my_en goe mang ndoe =reep 
then/only 3PL.S go(PL) SEQ take(SG) SPEC=girl(SG) 

goe-kyoklok zak-yit (. .. ). 
NOMZ(SG )-small also/however-again 

'Then Ima became afraid. Then they sat. Then they went and 
picked up a small girl again( ... ).' (DOOEWITCH3) 

d. Gwam my_ep d'i poenoe I gwam my_ep 
deceive 3PL.O LOC.ANAPH thus deceive 3PL.O 

d'i poenoe I gwam my_ep d'i poenoe I 
LOC.ANAPH thus deceive 3PL.O LOC.ANAPH thus 

htir my_ep goegoe zem. 
even/until 3PL.S:CONS REDUP.OBLIG like 

'(He) deceived them there like this, (he) deceived them there 
like this, (he) deceived them there like this, until they finally 
agreed (to do it).' (F99AKUR) 

Finally, Goemai has grammaticalized the verb ba (SG)- bUk (PL) 'return' to 
function as a conjunction 'and' that joins both verbal clauses (as in 110a) and 
non-verbal clauses (as in llOb). The origin of this conjunction is probably a 
motion verb in the coordinate serial construction, where it developed the aspec
tual sense of' do the same again, do the same as somebody else' (as in 11 Oc and 
110d). In this serial construction, it still functions as a verb (see the introduc
tion to chapter 7, section 4, for details). But in its further development as a con
junction, it has lost all its verbal properties, i.e., it cannot receive person or 
TAM marking. 

(110) a. s'oe s'oe bti vy_ang d'a 
eat food return( SG) wash calabash 

'(he) ate and also washed the calabashes' (A-21/02/00) 
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b. moe-fmoe a gurum moe-t'eng 
NOMZ(PL)-LOC.ANAPH FOC person NOMZ(PL)-bec.tall 

buk a moe-k'o6m 
retum(PL) FOC NOMZ(PL)-bec.strong 

'these ones are tall people and also strong ones' (D-06/01/00) 

c. M11_ep buk yok. 
3PL.S retum(PL) retum.home(PL) 

'They returned home again.' (s04NNYOOR1) 

d. Boezung 
chest 

muk 
3SG.POSS 

n-d'e-fmoe =hoe 
ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly 

ndoe b 'et muk n-d'e-nnoe =hoe 
CONJ belly 3SG.POSS ADVZ-CL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly 

bti kcuim n-kcuim. 
retum(SG) bec.wide ADVZ-bec.wide 

'This chest of him, and this belly of him, too, became wide.' 
(F99AKUR) 

Given the above discussion, it seems likely that Goemai originally used jux
taposition as a main means to coordinate clauses. Present-day Goemai has a 
range of conjunctions, but most of them were either borrowed from Hausa or 
constitute recent developments whose diachronic origins are still transparent. 

5. Summary 

This chapter has discussed clause types in Goemai: simple verbal clauses (sec
tion 1), non-verbal clauses (section 2), verb serialization (section 3) and other 
types ofmultiverb clauses (section 4). 

All Goemai clauses have strict AVO I SV constituent order, and the gram
matical relations are largely marked through this order alone. Some core argu
ments (3SG A/S and inanimate 0) are omitted if they are recoverable from the 
linguistic context. futerestingly, Goemai uses verbal clauses in many domains 
where closely related Chadic languages make use of non-verbal strategies: the 
expression of locative, existential and presentative concepts. And although 
there are non-verbal strategies to express equative, ascriptive and possessive 
functions, these domains are being gradually taken over by verbal strategies. 
More specifically, a set of postural-based locative verbs are being extended into 
these domains. 
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Goemai has a variety of multiverb constructions, which impose different 
types of restrictions on the expression ofT AM, person, and polarity. In particu
lar, it makes extensive use of different types of serial verb construction to ex
press temporal relationships, lexical aspect and deictic concepts; and of juxta
position to express logical relationships. In addition, there are overtly marked 
complex clauses: two types of adverbial clauses that serve to indicate temporal 
relationships; two types of complement clauses that occur in 0 function with 
verbs of attention and thinking, and verbs of starting and stopping respectively; 
one consequence clause; different types of purpose and sequential structures; a 
reason clause; reported speech structures; and a conditional clause. Goemai 
also has borrowed conjunctions from Hausa. There are indications that many of 
these more specific clause types constitute either recent innovations or borrow
ings, and it is likely that Goemai originally made use of the formally unmarked 
strategies of verb serialization and juxtaposition. 



Appendix 1 
Text collection 

The texts in this collection illustrate a number of different genres: a speech 
(section 1), a folktale (section 2), descriptions ofthe use of riddles (section 3), 
proverbs (section 4) and songs (section 5), together with some examples, and 
finally a procedural text (section 6). 

All texts are based on recordings archived with the Max Planck Institute for 
Psycholinguistics (http://corpusl.mpi.nl/ds/imdi_browserl) and the Endangered 
Languages Archive (http://www.hrelp.org/archivel). The identifier of the text 
appears in brackets behind the title (referring back to the archived object); and 
the numbering on the left hand corresponds to the utterance number in the ar
chived transcripts. The full texts, as well as other texts, can be accessed through 
the above archives. 

In consultation with the speakers, the texts in this collection - but not in the 
main body of this grammar- were edited as follows: hesitations and false starts 
were omitted, some lexical choices were replaced, and some utterances were 
taken out; furthermore, the free translation may include additional material 
intended to make the original utterance more transparent to non-Goemai speak
ers. As a result of this editing process, examples in this text collection may 
differ slightly from examples in the rest of the grammar. 

1. Speech: Speaking the Goemai language (DOONSpeaking) 

Andreas Shakum, a Goemai elder from the Dorok Goemai, gives a speech about 
the Goemai language, exhorting people to speak their language. 

0 To, jap men Goemdi, hen=t'ong 
okay children(PL) lPL.POSS <ETHNIC.NAME> lSG.S=sit(SG) 

b 'ak de-goe kilt kilt ndoe gwen. 
here PUR talk talking CONJ 2PL.I 

'Okay, my Goemai children, I sit here to talk a talk with you.' 
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1 Bi goepe hen=t'ong 
thing THAT/WHEN lSG.S=IRR 

kUt ndoe gwen 
talk CONJ 2PL.I 

a nye ndoe=bi ba. 
FOC matter:GEN SPEC=thing NEG 

toe, 
EMPH 

'The thing that I will talk to you about, it is not just about any
thing.' 

2 Goede men dibit, moe=zem de ko=wuroe 
bottom lPL.POSS all lPL.S=like SO. THAT any/every:CONS=who 

k'oeleng d'y_oe Goemai yi nt'it. 
hear/smell voice:GEN <ETHNIC.NAME> CONS well 

'From our beginnings onwards, we want everyone to understand the 
Goemai language well.' 

4 Goe-t'wot men b 'ak m-pe nnoe 
NOMZ-sit(PL) lPL.POSS here LOC-place LOC.ANAPH 

7 

moe=reep. 
lPL.S=mix 

'As we live here in this place, we have mixed [with other people].' 

To, reep goepe moe=reep 
okay mixing THAT/WHEN lPL.S=mix 

gurum ngam. 
person much/many 

ndoe d'emgoede 
CONJ remainder:GEN 

'Okay, our mixing is with many other people.' 

8 Goemai n-d'e, Birom n-d'e, 
<ETHNIC.NAME> PRES-exist <ETHNIC.NAME> PRES-exist 

9 

Jarawa na n-d'e, lbo na 
<ETHNIC.NAME> PRES PRES-exist <ETHNIC.NAME> PRES 

n-d'e. 
PRES-exist 

'See, Goemai are there, Birom are there, Jarawa are there, lgbo are 
there.' 

La gu=t'wot m-pe goepe goeme, 
COND 2PL.S=sit(PL) LOC-place THAT/WHEN one 

hen=man t'ong gu=kUt d'y_oe =hok, amma Ia 
lSG.S=know IRR 2PL.S=talk voice=DEF but COND 

gu=buk yok de-goe kilt moe-gurum 
2PL.S=retum(PL) retum.home(PL) PUR find NOMZ(PL )-person 
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gwen n-lu, kUt d't n-d'y_oe 
2PL.POSS LOC-settlement talk LOC.ANAPH LOC-voice:GEN 

Goemai. 
<ETHNIC.NAME> 

'When you stay in a place together [with others], I know that you 
will speak the [other] language, but when you return to meet your 
people at home, talk there in the Goemai language.' 

10 Moe-nda ndoe moe-nuun, sh'e jap 
NOMZ(PL )-father CONJ NOMZ(PL )-mother learn/teach children(PL) 

gwen ko=lokasht goenang goe d'y_oe 
2PL.POSS any/every=time which(SG) COMIT voice:GEN 

Goemai de moe=k'oeleng d'y_oe 
<ETHNIC.NAME> SO.THAT 1PL.S:CONS=hear/smell voice 

gwen yi. 
2PL.POSS CONS 

'Fathers and mothers, teach your children all the time the Goemai 
language, so that we can hear their voices.' 

16 La gu =t'wot ndoe sek, kut d'y_oe 
COND 2PL.S=sit(PL) CONJ BODY talk voice:GEN 

Goemai, kut d'y_oe lu gwen, de 
<ETHNIC.NAME> talk voice:GEN settlement 2PL.POSS SO.THAT 

gu=k'oeleng d'y_oe suk yi. 
2PL.S:CONS=hear/smell voice:GEN BODY.2PL.POSS CONS 

'When you sit amongst yourselves, speak the Goemai language, 
speak the language of your homes, so that you listen to your own 
language.' 

17 Shora gurum goe-t'ong shin gwen, gu=shin ni 
advice:GEN person NOMZ-IRR do 2PL.POSS 2PL.S=do 3SG.O 

a n-d'y_oe lu gwen. 
FOC LOC-voice:GEN settlement 2PL.POSS 

'When advising people, do it in the language of your homes.' 

18 Gurum Ia t'ong ru dakd'y_oe gwen, t'ong 
person COND IRR enter(SG) MIDDLE 2PL.POSS IRR 

k'oeleng bi goepe gu=nd'e t'ong gu=kut 
hear/smell thing THAT/WHEN 2PL.S=exist PROGR 2PL.S=talk 
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yi ba, t'ong 
PROGR NEG IRR 

ba. 
NEG 

man bi goe-loe gwen nd'uun 
know thing NOMZ-put 2PL.POSS INSIDE 

'If someone else enters amongst you [during your meetings], he will 
not understand what you are talking about, he will not know the 
words that you put inside [your speech].' 

22a Jap buk doe t'wot n-lu. 
children(PL) retum(PL) come sit(PL) Lac-settlement 

'The children return and stay here in the villages.' 

22b A goe goe=b'e Jap=hok toe 
FOC 2SGM.I 2SGM.S=produce(PL) children(PL)=DEF EMPH 

n-k'a sak, kilt kUt=hok 
LOC-HEAD(SG):GEN BODY.2SGM.POSS talk talking=DEF 

n-d'y_oe Goemai ndoe Jap goe. 
LOC-voice:GEN <ETHNIC.NAME> CONJ children(PL) 2SGM.POSS 

'It is you, you gave birth to the children yourself, now speak in the 
Goemai language to your children.' 

23 Jap gwen ndoe sut, my_ep=kUt 
children(PL) 2PL.POSS CONJ BODY.PL.LOG.SP.POSS 3PL.S=talk 

a d'y_oe Bakwa. 
FOC voice:GEN <ETHNIC.NAME> 

'Your children1 amongst themselves~, they speak the language of 
the Hausa.' 

25 A bi goe-sa toe, moe=eep pe 
FOC thing NOMZ-make EMPH lPL.S:CONS=open(SG) place 

yi d'i py_anang n-Tudun Wilda. 
CONS LOC.ANAPH there/yonder LOC-<PLACE.NAME> 

'This is the reason why we have opened this place [for language 
classes] there in Tudun Wada [a suburb of Jos].' 

26 War jap gwen, doe gu=kilt men 
collect children(PL) 2PL.POSS come 2PL.S=find lPL.O 

n-ni. 
COMIT-3SG.I 

'Take your children, come and find us here with them.' 



27 

28 
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T'ong moe=sh'e my_ep goe 
IRR lPL.S=leam/teach 3PL.O COMIT 

Goemai goe-n-kut. 
<ETHNIC.NAME> NOMZ-ADVZ-talk 

d'y_oe 
voice:GEN 

'We will teach them to speak the Goemai language.' 

T'ong moe=sh'e 
IRR lPL.s=leam/teach 

goe-yil. 
NOMZ-write 

my_ep goe 
3PL.O COMIT 

'We will teach them Goemai writing.' 

Goemai 
<ETHNIC.NAME> 

32 Mat goepe yool, yi=doe man a 
woman(SG) THAT/WHEN rise(SG) 2SGF.S=come know FOC 

Goemai, yi=zem ni yi=d'ik ni, 
<ETHNIC.NAME> 2SGF .S=like 3SG.O 2SGF .S=build/marry 3SG.O 

to, yi=shin f(ot<ari yi=sh'e a d'y_oe=hok, 
okay 2SGF .s=do effort 2SGF .s=leam/teach FOC voice=DEF 

de yt=k'oeleng yi de 
SO.THAT 2SGF.S:CONS=hear/smell CONS SO.THAT 

yi=kUt yi. 
2SGF .S:CONS=talk CONS 

'You, woman who came [from somewhere else], you know a Goe
mai man here, you like him, you marry him, okay, make an effort to 
learn the language, so that you understand it, so that you speak it.' 

33 La tap yoe, Ia yt=wa 
COND show.ignorance 2SGF.O COND 2SGF.S=retum.home(SG) 

yi=goe kat mis yoe, kut ndoe mis 
2SGF.S=SEQ find man(SG) 2SGF.POSS talk CONJ man(SG) 

yoe, bi na n-d'e, my_ep kut d'y_oe 
2SGF .POSS thing PRES PRES-exist 3PL.S talk voice 

n-d'e-nnoe, hen=k'oeleng ba. 
ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX lSG.S=hear/smell NEG 

'When you don't understand something, when you return home and 
find your husband, talk to your husband [and say] see, the thing is 
this, they talk this language, and I don't understand it.' 
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34 To, mis yoe t'ong nyap t'ong sh'e yi 
okay man(SG) 2SGF .POSS IRR prepare IRR learn/teach 2SGF .0 

n-ni. 
COMIT-3SG.I 

'Okay, your husband will arrange it and will teach you.' 

35 La yi=yool, ko=lokashi nnoe yi=kut 
COND 2SGF .S=rise(SG) any/every=time LOC.ANAPH 2SGF .S=talk 

a d'y_oe=hok ndoe mis yoe, mim yi=kut 
FOC voice=DEF CONJ man(SG) 2SGF .POSS PROH 2SGF .S=talk 

ndoe=d'y_oe goe-k'em ba. 
SPEC=voice NOMZ(SG)-different NEG 

'When you rise, all this time, speak the language with your hus
band, don't speak any other language.' 

36 To, goe goe-mis zak, goepe 
okay 2SGM.I NOMZ(SG)-man(SG) also/however THAT/WHEN 

goe=na d'emde mat 
2SGM.S:CONS=see remainder:GEN woman(SG) 

goe-k'oeleng bi=hok ba, goe zak d'a 
NOMZ(SG)-hear/smell thing=DEF NEG 2SGM.I also/howeverCOND 

goe=wa goe=doe n-lu, 
2SGM.S=return.home(SG) 2SGM.S=come Lac-settlement 

d'u ni, sh'e ni goe d'y_oe 
cause.sitting(SG) 3SG.O learn/teach 3SG.O COMIT voice:GEN 

Goemai =hok. 
<ETHNIC.NAME>=DEF 

'Okay, you, the man, too, when you see a woman who doesn't un
derstand the thing, you, too, when you return home and come to the 
compound, set her down, teach her the Goemai language.' 

37 La boe=addu'a ma, sh'e ni n-ni 
COND HOW/WHERE=prayer also learn/teach 3SG.O COMIT-3SG.I 

n-d'y_oe Goemai, de goe 
LOC-voice:GEN <ETHNIC.NAME> SO.THAT OBLIG:CONS 

k'oeleng yi. 
hear/smell CONS 

'And if it is about how to pray, teach her it in the Goemai language, 
so that she should understand it.' 
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38 Yong Jap gwen dibit t'ong gu=t'wot, 

39 

41 

call children(PL) 2PL.POSS all IRR 2PL.S=sit(PL) 

t'at 
propel/tell.folktale(SG) 

tam tis 
folktale 

ndoe Jap gwen, 
CONJ children(PL) 2PL.POSS 

shin 
do 

kurgoede 
riddle 

ndoe Jap gwen. 
CONJ children(PL) 2PL.POSS 

'Call all your children and sit [with them], tell folktales to your 
children, play riddles with your children.' 

Tamtis goe-t'ong t'at gwen 
folktale NOMZ-IRR propel/tell.folktale(SG) 2PL.POSS 

n-d'e-nnoe t'ong sa za 
ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX IRR make child(SG) 

d'y_oe Goemai. 
voice:GEN <ETHNIC.NAME> 

k'oeleng 
hear/smell 

'These folktales that you will tell will help the child understand the 
Goemai language.' 

Hen=b'ool gwen 
lSG.S=beg/appeal 2PL.O 

dask'oom, 
elders(PL) 

hen=b'ool gwen 
lSG.S=beg/appeal 2PL.O 

moe-nda, ndoe jap, t'wot mpy_oe mpy_oe, 
NOMZ(PL)-father CONJ children(PL) sit(PL) REDUP.always 

t'ong gu=sh'e d'y_oe Goemai=hok yi. 
PROGR 2PL.S=learn/teach voice:GEN <ETHNIC.NAME>=DEF PROGR 

'I ask you, elders, I ask you fathers and children, always sit learning 
the Goemai language.' 

42 Ko n-lu, ko n-s'et, ko=la 
maybe/or Lac-settlement maybe/or LOC-bush any/every=COND 

gu =my_en a nnang. 
2PL.S=go(PL) FOC where 

'In the villages, in the bush, wherever you go.' 

44 .Amma Ia goe=na Ia goe Ia p'et 
but COND 2SGM.S=see child(SG) 2SGM.POSS COND exit(SG) 

de-goe kut n-d'y_oe goe-k'em ndoe goe, 
PUR talk LOC-voice NOMZ(SG)-different CONJ 2SGM.I 
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45 

47 

d'y_oe Bakwa=wo, yong ni del k'wam 
voice:GEN <ETHNIC.NAME>=INTERR call 3SG.O pull ear 

muk, ni goe kilt. 
3SG.POSS 3SG.S OBLIG talk 

'But if you see that your child goes out to speak in a different lan
guage with you, maybe in the Hausa language, call him, instruct 
him, he should speak [the Goemai language].' 

La wa ya n-lu, Ia goe 
COND retum.home(SG) catch LOC-settlement child(SG) OBLIG 

kat a dask'oom, wep dask'oom nd'uun 
find FOC elders(PL) respect elders(PL) INSIDE:GEN 

Goemai goepe Goemai Ia shin t'ong, 
<ETHNIC.NAME> THAT/WHEN <ETHNIC.NAME> HAB do HAB 

ni goe wep ni. 
3SG.S OBLIG respect 3SG.O 

'When he returns home to the village, the child should [be able to] 
encounter elders and show respect to the elders in the Goemai lan
guage, just like the Goemai have always done, he should show re
spect to him.' 

Misk'oom t'ong t'em ko=mmoe poe ni, de 
elder(SG) IRR tell any/every=what give 3SG.O SO.THAT 

goe k'oeleng yi. 
OBLIG:CONS hear/smell CONS 

'The elder would teach him everything, so that he should under
stand.' 

48 To, nye-goe-sek, hen=b'ool gwen 
okay because-NOMZ(SG)-BODY lSG.S=beg/appeal 2PL.O 

de gu=d'yam yi k'ek. 
SO.THAT 2PL.S:CONS=stand(PL) CONS HEADS(PL) 

'Okay, because of this, I beg you to make an effort.' 

2. Folktale: The rabbit and a famine (F04ATamtis) 

Louis Longpuan, a Goemai elder from the K'wo Goemai, narrates a popular 
folktale about the rabbit - the trickster character in Goemai - and his behavior 
during a famine. Louis Longpuan is the main speaker, and Andreas Shakum 
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occasionally adds a comment. The two speakers are represented here as "L." 
and "S." respectively. 

0 L. Tamtis noe t'oe-t'at. 
folktale lSG.POSS REDUP-tell.folktale(SG) 

'My folktale is being told. [=Opening sentence of a folktale.]' 

1 S. To. 
okay 

'Okay.' 

2 L. Dok ba ya mmuk d'em a fo-an. 
PAST.REM retum(SG) catch NOMZ.3SG.POSS this. time FOC rabbit 

'It[= tale] returned and this time caught itself a rabbit [i.e., the tale 
is aboutthe rabbit][= Opening sentence of a folktale.].' 

3 Goe =man fo-an a gurum goe-nung. 
2SGM.s=know rabbit FOC person NOMZ(SG)-bec.mature(SG) 

'You know, the rabbit is a clever character.' 

4 Fy_an nung an p'uur. 
rabbit bec.mature(SG) mind very 

'The rabbit is very clever in his mind.' 

5 Neen t'a yi dakd'y_oe lu my_ep. 
hunger:CONS fall(SG) CONS MIDDLE:GEN settlement 3PL.POSS 

'So [one day], hunger fell into the middle of their village.' 

6 K'a yil =hok dip. 
HEAD(SG):GEN ground=DEF all 

'Onto the whole land.' 

7 Ndoe=gurum goe s'oe 
SPEC=person COMIT food 

'No-one had any food to eat.' 

8 Jap bi n-zam 
DIM(PL):GEN thing LOC-field 

de-goe 
PUR 

n-s'oe ba. 
ADVZ-eat NEG 

muep=.fya dip. 
3PL.S=dry(PL) all 

'All the little things in the fields dried up.' 

9 S'wa fl. 
guineacom dry(SG) 

'The guineacom dried up.' 
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10 K'ap'a fl. 
rice dry(sG) 

'The rice dried up.' 

11 Maar fl. 
millet dry(SG) 

'The millet dried up.' 

12 Bi goe-man goe nd'uim zam dip, ndoe=bi 

13 

14 

15 

thing NOMZ-know 2SGM.POSS INSIDE:GEN field all SPEC=thing 

d'e d'i zak-yit ba. 
exist LOC.ANAPH also/however-again NEG 

'All the things that you know from the fields, nothing was there any 
longer.' 

gurum 
remainder:GEN person 

my_ep=ras. 
3PL.S=bec.thin/lean(PL) 

'Some people became lean.' 

D'emde gurum 
remainder:GEN person 

'Some people died.' 

D'emde gurum 

my_ep=my_arap. 
3PL.S=die(PL) 

my_ep=tang yim, de 
remainder:GEN person 3PL.s=search leaf SO.THAT 

my_ep t'ong p'ak t'ong s'oe, t'ong p'ak 
3PL.S:CONS IRR pound IRR eat IRR pound 

s'oe, ndoe jap my_ep. 
eat CONJ children(PL) 3PL.POSS 

t'ong 
IRR 

'Some people searched for leaves, so that they can pound and eat 
them, can pound and eat them, together with their children.' 

16 Nilan sa my_ep my_arap ba. 

17 

God make 3PL.S die(PL) NEG 

'God made it that they didn't die.' 

Fy_an 
rabbit 

d'in d'e d'i. 
PAST.CL exist LOC.ANAPH 

'The rabbit was there.' 

18a YoOI. 
rise(sG) 

'He rose.' 
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18b My_aim my_aan sh'e ji. 
go(SG) going(SG) foot/leg SGM.LOG.SP.POSS 

'He1 went for his1 stroll.' 

19 Ru dakd'y_oe s'et. 
enter(SG) MIDDLE:GEN bush 

20 

21 

'He went into the middle of the bush.' 

Tang s'oe m-pe goe-fmoe, tang 
search food LOC-place NOMZ(SG)-LOC.ANAPH search 

n-goe-fmoe, wan. 
LOC-NOMZ(SG)-LOC.ANAPH lack 

'He searched for food in this place, he searched in that one, but it[= 
food] was lacking.' 

D'uk gong muk ba n-goe-fmoe, 
pulsate nose 3SG.POSS return( so) LOC-NOMZ(SG )-LOC.ANAPH 

d'uk gong muk ba n-goe-fmoe, 
pulsate nose 3SG.POSS return( so) LOC-NOMZ(SG )-LOC.ANAPH 

kilt s'oe ba. 
find food NEG 

'He moved his nose quivering, turning to this side, he moved his 
nose quivering, turning to that one, but he didn't find any food.' 

22 Sai .fy_an doe kilt goede t'eng. 
then/until rabbit come find bottom:GEN tree 

'Then the rabbit encountered here the base of a tree.' 

23 Yuut d'yem. 
bec.accumulated stand(sG) 

'It stood branching out.' 

24 Fy_an t'a t'ong d'i n-goede t'eng. 
rabbit fall(SG) sit(SG) LOC.ANAPH LOC-bottom:GEN tree 

'The rabbit sat down there at the base of the tree.' 

25 Yin Ji=t'ong b'ak Ji=nyak yi, 
SAY SGM.LOG.SP.S=sit(SG) here SGM.LOG.SP.S:CONS=rest CONS 

de Ji=yool yi 
SO.THAT SGM.LOG.SP.S:CONS=rise(SG) CONS 
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Ji=wa n-IU. 
SGM.LOG .SP .s=retum.home( SG) LOC-settlement 

'He1 said that he 1 will sit here and rest, before he 1 rises and returns 
home.' 

26 Goe-t'a muk t'ong, sai hes nyak, 
NOMZ(SG)-fall(SG) 3SG.POSS sit(SG) then/until pierce(SG) breath 

yin hm-hm. 
SAY <QUOTE> 

'When he had sat down, then he heaved a sigh saying hm-hm.' 

27 Sai ndoe=yar lap py_anang goet'eng, yin 

28 

then/until SPEC=bird receive there/yonder above SAY 

hm-hm. 
<QUOTE> 

'Then a bird answered over there high up saying hm-hm.' 

Yi 
,,, 

a a, a wuroe d'in t'ong d'ing d'y_oe 
SAY INTERJ FOC who PAST.CL IRR imitate voice 

noe toe nnoe? 
lSG.POSS EMPH LOC.ANAPH 

'He said, what a surprise, who would have imitated my voice just 
now?' 

29 S. <laughs> 

30 L. Yar nnoe yi a wuroe t'ong 
bird LOC.ANAPH SAY FOC who IRR 

toe zak? 
EMPH also/however 

d'ing d'y_oe 
imitate voice 

'And this bird said, who else would imitate the voice now?' 

31 A'a, t'ong Ji=mang p'ang Ji=k'wak 
INTERJ IRR SGM.LOG.SP.S=take(SG) stone SGM.LOG.SP.S=knock 

k'a pa n-m. 
head(SG) SGF.LOG.AD.POSS COMIT-3SG.I 

'What a surprise, [he1 said] he 1 would pick up a stone and hit her2 

head with it.' 
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32 T'ong doe=b'as my_alam fmoe 
IRR SGF.LOG.SP.S=break.off tuber.type LOC.ANAPH 

doe=dap k'a gwa n-m. 
SGF.LOG.SP.S=slap head(SG) SGM.LOG.AD.POSS COMIT-3SG.I 

'[She1 answered] she1 would break off a bit ofthis my_alam dish and 
slap his2 head with it.' 

33 Pe fy_an k'oeleng my_alam de-goe dap k'a 
THAT/WHEN rabbit hear/smell tuber.type PUR slap head(sG) 

Ji, yi hai, pa goe dap. 
SGM.LOG.SP.POSS SAY INTERJ SGF.LOG.AD.S OBLIG slap 

'When the rabbit heard about the my_alam dish to be slapped at his 
head, he1 said, hey, she2 should slap it.' 

34 Yi, to, gwa goe k'wak. 
SAY okay SGM.LOG.AD.S OBLIG knock 

'She1 said, okay, he2 should hit her1• 

35a Mang p'ang de-goe n-lyak goet'eng=hoe. 
take(SG) stone PUR ADVZ-throw above=exactly 

'He picked up a stone to throw it high up.' 

35b Kwai, ba n-m het sek bi. 
no return COMIT-3SG.I hit body:GEN thing 

'But no, he just brought it back and hit it against something.' 

36a Masha=hok b'as my_alam ngam nd'uim t'oegai. 
lady=DEF break.off tuber. type much/many INSIDE:GEN calabash 

'The lady broke off a lot of my_alam from inside the calabash.' 

36b Ba n-m !yak bantyem muk. 
retum(SG) COMIT-3SG.I throw FRONT 3SG.POSS 

'She brought it back and threw it before him.' 

37 T'ong d'i s'oe yi, s'oe yi, s'oe 
sit(SG) LOC.ANAPH eat:CONS CONS eat:CONS CONS eat:CONS 

yi, har goegoe hoof. 
CONS even/until REDUP.OBLIG swell(SG) 

'He sat there and ate it, and ate it, and ate it, until he was eventually 
satisfied.' 
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38 Yool pat py_oe muk wa n-lu, 
rise(SG) wipe mouth 3SG.POSS retum.home(SG) Lac-settlement 

d'oot. 
slowly/quietly 

'He rose and wiped his mouth and return home to the village, quiet
ly.' 

39 La goe=k'wal goe-shint, goe-d'a 
COND 2SGM.S=talk NOMZ(SG)-today NOMZ(SG)-FUT.CL 

goed'aar toe. 
tomorrow EMPH 

'When you talk about today's events, [it is the same as] tomorrow's 
events.' 

40 Fy_an ba ba. 
rabbit retum(SG) retum(SG) 

'The rabbit returned again.' 

41-56 <The events in 26 to 38 repeat themselves.> 

57 D'e n-shin a moesek muk. 
exist PROGR-do FOC REFL.BODY 3SG.POSS 

'He is doing it all for himself.' 

58 Jap muk na n-d'e d'i, ndoe 
children(PL) 3SG.POSS PRES PRES-exist LOC.ANAPH CONJ 

mat muk. 
woman(SG) 3SG.POSS 

'See, his children are there, and his wife.' 

59 s. Nasez. 
<NAME> 

'[His wife] Nasel.' 

60 L. Nasez. 
<NAME> 

'[His wife] Nasel.' 

61 Ndoe gwen nt't. 
CONJ ASSOC.PL <NAME> 

'And [his son] Nt'i and his people.' 
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2SGM.S=see NOMZ.3SG.POSS right 
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'You can already see [how events will unfold], right?' 

63a Fy_im yool yi. 
rabbit:CONS rise CONS 

'So the rabbit rose.' 

63b My_aan fide zak-yit, my_aan goe kilt 
go(SG) one/other also/however-again go(SG) SEQ find 

masha n-d'e-nnoe shin d'u my_alam. 
lady ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX do much/many tuber.type 

'He went again another time, he went and found that this lady had 
made a lot of my_alam.' 

63c Yi to. 
SAY okay 

'He said, okay.' 

63d T'ong rang yi, ji=mang 
IRR:CONS think CONS SGM.LOG.SP.S=take(SG) 

ji=wa n-ni 
SGM.LOG.SP.S=retum.home(SG) COMIT-3SG.I 

n-lu=wa? 
LOC-settlement=INTERR 

'So would he1 even consider to take it[= the food] and return home 
with it to the village?' 

64 Yi kai, yin nasel t'ong b 'ap k'a 
SAY INTERJ SAY <NAME> IRR finish HEAD(SG) 

ji. 
SGM.LOG.SP.POSS 

'He1 said, hey, he1 said, Nasel would finish it[= the food] before 
him1.' 

65 Yin gwen nt'i, my_ep=t'ong b'ap k'a 
SAY ASSOC.PL <NAME> 3PL.S=IRR finish HEAD(SG) 

ji. 
SGM.LOG.SP.POSS 

'He1 said, Nt'i and his people would finish it[= the food] before 
him1.' 
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66 T'ong Ji=ba Ji=wa 
IRR SGM.LOG .SP .S=retum(SG) SGM.LOG.SP .S=retum.home(SG) 

n-m ndoe =pe ba. 
COMIT-3SG.I SPEC=place NEG 

'He1 won't bring it back anywhere.' 

67 Ji=t'ong b 'ak Ji=b 'ap 
SGM.LOG.SP.S=sit(SG) here SGM.LOG.SP.S=finish 

'He1 will sit here and finish it all again.' 

68a B'ap k'ek m-b'et muk. 
finish HEADS(PL) LOC-belly 3SG.POSS 

'He finished it all in his belly.' 

68b Yool bi=muk wa. 
rise thing=3SG.POSS retum.home(SG) 

'He rose in his own way and returned home.' 

69 Fy_an mang goe-n-dool. 
rabbit take(SG) NOMZ-ADVZ-bec.fat 

'The rabbit started becoming fat.' 

yit dip. 
again all 

70a Moe-gurum lu=hok dip my_ep=yi a'a. 
NOMZ(PL)-person:GEN settlement=DEF all 3PL.S=SA Y INTERJ 

'All the people ofthe village said, what a surprise.' 

70b A nd'ang? 
FOC how 

'How come?' 

70c Fy_an ba d'em d'e t'ong dool yi, 
rabbit retum(SG) this.time exist PROGR bec.fat PROGR 

71 

mutane d'e n-ras yi t'ong 
people(PL) exist PROGR-bec.lean/thin(PL) PROGR PROGR 

my_arap? 
die(PL) 

'The rabbit is getting fatter again now, while the people are getting 
leaner and are dying?' 

Fy_an 
rabbit 

yi ah, to. 
SAY INTERJ okay 

'The rabbit said, ah, okay.' 
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72 Yin ji yam naan mmuim 

73 

74 

SAY SGM.LOG.SP.I son(SG):GEN God NOMZ.SGM.LOG.SP.POSS 

mu? 
right 

'He1 said, he1 is a son of God[= he1 is lucky], right?' 

Ji goe s'oe 
SGM.LOG.SP.I COMIT food 

'Does he1 have food to eat?' 

s'oe=wa? 
eat=INTERR 

Ko d'a ji=doe s'oe 
maybe/or COND SGM.LOG.SP.S=come eat 

goe-goeme. 
NOMZ( SG )-one 

nhat, yin bi 
wind SAY thing 

'Even ifhe1 just ate the air here, he1 said, it would be the same 
thing.' 

77 T'ong Ji =dool kUut. 
IRR SGM.LOG.SP.S=bec.fat just 

'He1 would just become fat.' 

78 Nt'i nyang. 
<NAME> hate(SG) 

'Nt'i rejected [this explanation].' 

79a Nt'i yin nda d'e n-shin bi 
<NAME> SAY father exist PROGR-do thing 

n-d'e-nnoe =hoe. 
ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly 

'Nt'i1 said father3 is doing this thing.' 

79b Sai d'a ji=man bi goe-d'e muk 
then/until COND SGM.LOG.SP.S=know thing NOMZ-exist 3SG.POSS 

t'ong my_aan yi, t'ong goe shin. 
PROGR go PROGR IRR FUT .DEF do 

'If only he1 knew the thing that he3 is going for, [the thing that] he3 

will do.' 
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80 T'at ndoe=b'it kUut, p'et m-b'itlung yo de-goe 
time/day:GEN SPEC=day just exit LOC-morning rise(SG) PUR 

de my_aan yi d'i m-pe =hok. 
SO.THAT go(SG):CONS CONS LOC.ANAPH LOC-place=DEF 

'Another day, he[= the rabbit] got out in the morning and rose to go 
there to the place.' 

81 Nt'i yo kuut t'o goede k'a muk, 
<NAME> rise(SG) just lie(SG) BOTTOM:GEN HEAD(SG) 3SG.POSS 

82 

d'oot. 
slowly/quietly 

'Nt'i just rose and followed him, quietly.' 

D'a lang b'ak ni t'ong 
COND hang/move(SG) here 3SG.S IRR 

ruun gong 
insert(SG) nose 

muk b'ak m-pe nnoe t'ong p'et 
3SG.POSS here LOC-place LOC.ANAPH IRR exit(SG) 

py_anang. 
there/yonder 

'When he moved around, he would insert his nose here in this place, 
and he would come out over there.' 

83 Nt'i lang py_anang t'ong b 'y_en ni 
<NAME> hang/move(SG) there/yonder PROGR watch 3SG.O 

yi. 
PROGR 

'Nt'i moved around there watching him.' 

84 Sai dai eep k'a ji, nt'i 
then/until just raise(SG) head(SG) SGM.LOG.SP.POSS <NAME> 

ba sam goe k'a ji ba 
return(SG) descend COMIT head(SG) SGM.LOG.SP.POSS return(SG) 

n-m n-yil. 
COMIT-3SG.I LOC-ground 

'Indeed, as soon as he1 raised his1 head, then did Nt'i return and 
lower his1 head again to the ground [in order to hide himself].' 
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85 Lang t'ong my_aan yi har goegoe 
hang/move(SG) PROGR go(SG) PROGR even/until REDUP.OBLIG 

86 

wa ru d'i n-goede 
return.home(SG)enter(SG) LOC.ANAPH LOC-bottom:GEN 

t'eng=hok. 
tree=DEF 

'He moved around walking until he eventually returned back and ar
rived there at the base of the tree.' 

Goe-nyap t'a t'ong, nt'i t'a t'ong 
NOMZ-prepare fall(SG) sit(SG) <NAME> fall(SG) sit(SG) 

t'eng py_anang soe-seng t'ong na ni yi. 

goe 
PLACE 

tree there/yonder REDUP-far PROGR see 3SG.O PROGR 

'When he prepared to sit down, Nt'i also sat down there far away 
from the tree looking at him.' 

87 Yin hm-hm. 
SAY <QUOTE> 

'He said hm-hm.' 

88 Masha lap zak goet'eng yi hm-hm. 
lady receive also/however above SAY <QUOTE> 

'The lady answered again high up, saying hm-hm.' 

89 Yi wuroe boe=t'ong d'ing d'y_oe noe toe=we? 
SAY who FOC.IRR=IRR imitate voice 1SG.POSS EMPH=INTERR 

'He asked, who would imitate my voice?' 

90 Dip bi nnoe, nt'i d'e t'ong k'oeleng yi. 
all thing LOC.ANAPH <NAME> exist PROGR hear/smell PROGR 

'All of these things, Nt'i is hearing them.' 

91-102 <The events in 26 to 38 repeat themselves.> 

103 B'itlung b'itlung pyu, kafin fifan my_aan 
morning morning IDEOPH before rabbit go(SG) 

yool yitsaam=hoe, nt'i wa 
rise(SG) sleep=exactly <NAME> return.home(SG) 

ru n-goede t'eng. 
enter(SG) LOC-bottom:GEN tree 

de-goe 
PUR 

d'emt'ei 
already 

'Early early in the morning, before the rabbit had gone to rise from 
sleep, Nt'i had already arrived at the base of the tree.' 
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104 s. Kambok! 
please 

'Please [let it not be true]!' 

105 L. KambOk. 
please 

'Please.' 

1 06a Doe kat t'eng goe-d'yem. 
come find tree NOMZ(SG)-stand(sG) 

'He found here the tree standing.' 

106b T'a t'ong yi hm-hm. 
fall(SG) sit(SG) SAY <QUOTE> 

'He sat down and said hm-hm.' 

107 Masha yin hm-hm. 
lady SAY <QUOTE> 

'The lady said hm-hm.' 

108 Yi a wuroe boe=t'ong d'ing 
SAY FOC who FOC.IRR=IRR imitate 

toe=we? 
EMPH=INTERR 

'He said who would imitate my voice?' 

d'y_oe noe 
voice 1SG.POSS 

109 Masha yin a wuroe boe=t'ong d'ing d'y_oe noe 
lady SAY FOC who FOC.IRR=IRR imitate voice 1SG.POSS 

toe=we? 
EMPH=INTERR 

'The lady said who would imitate my voice?' 

llOa Yin ji=mang la=p'ang. 
SAY SGM.LOG.SP.S=take(SG) DIM(SG):GEN=stone 

'He1 said he1 would pick up a little stone.' 

llOb Yin Ji=k'wak k'a pa 
SAY SGM.LOG.SP.S=knock head(SG) SGF.LOG.AD.POSS 

n-ni. 
COMIT-3SG.I 

'He1 said he1 would hit her2 head with it.' 
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111 Yin t'ong doe=b'as my_alam fmoe 
SAY IRR SGF.LOG.SP.S=break.off tuber.type LOC.ANAPH 

zak doe=dap k'a gwa 
also/however SGF.LOG.SP.S=slap head(SG) SGM.LOG.AD.POSS 

n-ni. 
COMIT-3SG.I 

'She1 said she1 would break off this my_alam now and slap his2 head 
with it.' 

112 Yin to, hai pa goe dap. 

113 

SAY okay INTERJ SGF .LOG.AD.S OBLIG slap 

'He1 said, okay, hey, she2 should slap him1• 

Yin hai, gwa goe 
SAY INTERJ SGM.LOG.AD.S OBLIG 

'She1 said, hey, he2 should hit her1• 

k'wak. 
knock 

114a Mang p'ang goe-n-yool d'yem. 
take(SG) stone NOMZ-ADVZ-rise(SG) stand(SG) 

'He picked up a stone, standing up.' 

114b B'y_en pe d'i nd'uim, sosai. 
watch place LOC.ANAPH INSIDE well 

'He watched the place there inside, very closely.' 

114c Ba goe p'ang !yak, har yar 
retum(SG) COMIT stone throw even/until bird 

wa n-yil. 
retum.home(SG) LOC-ground 

'He brought back the stone and threw it, until the bird fell to the 
ground.' 

115 <laughs> 

116 S. Yar muut. 
bird die(SG) 

'The bird died.' 

117 L. y ar muut. 
bird die(SG) 

'The bird died.' 
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119 Til. 

122 

kill(SG) 

'He killed it.' 

To, my_ep t'ong 
okay 3PL.S IRR 

babu. 
nothing 

na yit, babu, na ndoe=bi ba, 
see again nothing see SPEC=thing NEG 

'Okay, they would look again, nothing, he doesn't see anything[= 
any food], nothing.' 

123 Mang yar wa n-ni 
take(SG) bird retum.home(SG) COMIT-3SG.I 

n-lu=hoe ru wus yi haar. 
LOC-settlement=exactly enter(SG) roast:CONS CONS gnaw 

'He picked up the bird and returned home with it to the village, he 
arrived, and he roasted and ate it.' 

124 Le, fo-an p'et wa wul. 
bit rabbit exit(SG) retum.home(SG) arrive 

'A little bit later, the rabbit came out and arrived there.' 

125 Fy_an doe t'a t'ong. 
rabbit come fall(sG) sit(SG) 

'The rabbit sat down here.' 

126 Yin hm-hm. 
SAY <QUOTE> 

'He said hm-hm.' 

121 Pe lap gai. 
place receive silence 

'The place answered with silence.' 

128 s. Gurum lap ba. 
person receive NEG 

'No-one answered.' 

130 L. Gurum t'ong lap ba. 
person IRR receive NEG 

'No-one would answer.' 
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131 Masha t'o m-b 'et nt't. 
lady lie(SG) LOC-belly:GEN <NAME> 

'The lady lies in the belly of Nt'i.' 

132 S. Gwen nt'i. 
ASSOC.PL <NAME> 

'Nt'i and his people.' 

133 L. Yin hm-hm. 
SAY <QUOTE> 

'He said hm-hm.' 

134 Pe lap gai. 
place receive silence 

'The place answered with silence.' 

135 Yin t'ong ji=shin, ava hm-hm. 
SAY IRR SGM.LOG .SP .S=do INTERJ <QUOTE> 

'He1 said he 1 would do it, ava hm-hm.' 

136 Pe lap gai. 
place receive silence 

'The place answered with silence.' 

137 Ava hm-hm. 
INTERJ <QUOTE> 

'Ava hm-hm.' 

138 Pe lap gai. 
place receive silence 

'The place answered with silence.' 

139 n hai. 
SAY INTERJ 

'He said, hey.' 

140 Mat nnoe ba m~aan a nnang? 
woman(SG) LOC.ANAPH retum(SG) go(SG) FOC where 

'Where did this woman go now?' 
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141 T'ong ji=shin d'em mpy_oe mpy_oe mpy_oe mpy_oe 
IRR SGM.LOG.SP.S=do this.time REDUP.always 

yin, hm-hm, hm-hm, ah hm-hm, ah hm-hm, 
SAY <QUOTE> <QUOTE> INTERJ <QUOTE> INTERJ <QUOTE> 

ah ina? 
INTERJ where 

'He1 would do this now on and on and on and on, saying, hm-hm, 
hm-hm, ah hm-hm, ah hm-hm, ah how come?' 

142 Dip, pe lap gai. 
all place receive silence 

'Everywhere, the place answered with silence.' 

143 Yin bi nnoe sh'it gwen nt'i d'e 
SAY thing LOC.ANAPH work:GEN ASSOC.PL <NAME> exist 

toe fmoe. 
EMPH LOC.ANAPH 

'He said, this thing is surely the work of Nt'i and his people, it is 
like this.' 

144a Ba b'y_en ma poenoe. 
return( SG) watch also thus 

'He turned around and watched like this.' 

144b Kat d'ip yar goe-t'oerep py_anang. 
find hair:GEN bird NOMZ-lie(PL) there/yonder 

'He found the feathers of the bird lying over there.' 

145 Yin to, yi sh'it gwen nt'i. 
SAY okay SAY work:GEN ASSOC.PL <NAME> 

'He said, okay, he said, this is the work of Nt'i and his people.' 

146a y 0 wa n-lu. 
rise(SG) return.home(SG) LOC-settlement 

'He rose and returned home to the village.' 

146b Doe kat nt'i. 
come find <NAME> 

'He found Nt'i here.' 
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14 7 y ong nt'i my_aan n-ni n-lu 

148 

call <NAME> go(SG) COMIT-3SG.I LOC-settlement:GEN 

daas. 
men(PL) 

'He1 called Nt'i2 and went with him to the men's hut.' 

Gwa my_aan nnang 
SGM.LOG.AD.S go(SG) where 

t'ong 
IRR 

'Where did he2 go and return again?' 

ba yi? 
retum(SG) CONS 

149 Nt'i ji=my_aan ndoe=pe shint ba. 
<NAME> SGM.LOG.SP.S=go(SG) SPEC=place today NEG 

'Nt'i1 said he 1 didn't go anywhere today.' 

150 Yin gwa haar bi mmoe shint 
SAY SGM.LOG.AD.S gnaw thing what today 

n-d'e-nnoe? 
ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX 

'He1 said what did he2 eat this very day?' 

151 Nt'i Ji=haar ndoe=bi ba. 
<NAME> SGM.LOG .SP .S=gnaw SPEC=thing NEG 

'Nt'i1 said he 1 didn't eat anything.' 

152 Tal gwen nye-tal de sek py_oe 
ask/greet ASSOC.PL matter-ask/greet DIR BODY:GEN MOUTH 

muk, nt'i, dip. 
3SG.POSS <NAME> all 

'He asked him, Nt'i, all these kinds of questions.' 

153a Yi kai. 
SAY INTERJ 

'He said, hey.' 

153b Yin gwa shin sh'it nnoe toe. 
SAY SGM.LOG.AD.S do work LOC.ANAPH EMPH 

'He1 [accused him2 and] said, he2 had done this work.' 

154 Ya nt'i dal. 
catch <NAME> strike 

'He caughtNt'i and beat him.' 
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155 Nt'i yong 
<NAME> call 

'Nt'i screamed.' 

woor. 
shouting 

156 Nuun muk p'et. 
mother 3SG.POSS exit(SG) 

'His mother came out.' 

157 Nt'i war goede /!:fan t'em poe 
<NAME> collect bottom:GEN rabbit tell give 

moe-gurum dakd'y_oe lu =hok dip. 
NOMZ(PL)-person MIDDLE:GEN settlement=DEF all 

'Nt'i1 revealed the secrets ofthe rabbit3 to all the people in the vil
lage.' 

158 Bi goe-shin muk na n-d'e: goe-lang 
thing NOMZ-do 3SG.POSS PRES PRES-exist NOMZ-hang/move(SG) 

muk t'ong s'oe yi, amma tab'a t'ei 
3SG.POSS PROGR eat PROGR but do.ever yet 

wa n-m doe n-lu ba. 
retum.home(SG) COMIT-3SG.I come Lac-settlement NEG 

'Here is what he3 has done: when he3 moved around eating, he3 

never ever returned home with the food to the village here.' 

159 .Amma goe-t'ong d'i d'a shin, my_ep b'as 

160 

but NOMZ-sit(SG) LOC.ANAPH COND do 3PL.S breakoff 

my_alam poe 
tuber.type give 

ni. 
3SG.O 

'But when he3 sat there, and when he3 did this, my_alam was broken 
off and given to him3.' 

Ji=na dip goe yit Ji. 
SGM.LOG.SP.S=see all COMIT eye/face SGM.LOG.SP.POSS 

'He1 has seen everything with his1 own eyes.' 

161 To. 
okay 

'Okay.' 
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162 Ji=my_aim n-ni zak 
SGM.LOG.SP.S=go(SG) COMIT-3SG.I also/however 

Ji=ya d't. 
SGM.LOG.SP.S=catch LOC.ANAPH 

'He1 went with it[= the knowledge], too, and he1 arrived there.' 

163 Yin ji=shin mmuun yi=yo. 
SAY SGM.LOG.SP.S=do NOMZ.SGM.LOG.SP.POSS CONS=INTERR 

'He1 said he 1 hoped to do his1 own thing.' 

164 Mmuim ba wa n-zen. 
NOMZ.SGM.LOG.SP.POSS return(SG) return.home(SG) ADVZ-wrong 

'But his1 own thing turned out wrong.' 

165 Ba Ji=na yar=hok t'a toe goe 
return(SG) SGM.LOG.SP.S=see bird=DEF fall(SG) EMPH COMIT 

k'a sek muk. 
HEAD(SG):GEN BODY 3SG.POSS 

'He1 returned and saw the bird itself, it had fallen [from the tree].' 

166 Ma zak ji=wus ji=haar. 
also also/however SGM.LOG .SP .s=roast SGM.LOG .SP .s=gnaw 

'So he1 then roasted and ate it.' 

167 Kat left Ji d'e d't 
maybe/or mistake SGM.LOG.SP.POSS exist LOC.ANAPH 

168 

169a 

169b 

nd'uun=a? 
INSIDE=INTERR 

'Maybe his1 mistake is there inside [the bird]?' 

<laughs> 

My_ep dok k'wal ndoe 
3PL.S PAST.REM talk CONJ 

'They talked to the rabbit.' 

My_ep yt to, Ia t'ong 
3SG.S SAY okay COND IRR 

.fy_an. 
rabbit 

goe=shin bi poenoe 
2SGM.s=do thing thus 

n-d'e-nnoe: goe=kat s'oe, ba 
ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX 2SGM.S=find food return(SG) 
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n-ni n-lu. 
COMIT-3SG.I LOC-settlement 

'They said, okay, it you would do it like this: if you find food, bring 
it back to the village.' 

170 D'a goe=kat s'oe, ba n-ni n-lu. 
COND 2SGM.S=find food retum(SG) COMIT-3SG.I LOC-settlement 

'If you find food, you bring it back to the village.' 

171 Man t'ong goe=t'ong py_anang nk'ong lu 

172 

PROH IRR 2SGM.S=sit(SG) there/yonder BACK:GEN settlement 

goe=s'oe yi moesak ba. 
2SGM.S:CONS=eat CONS REFL.BODY.2SGM.POSS NEG 

'Don't you sit over there behind the village to eat it alone by your
self.' 

Nye-goe-sek 
because-NOMZ(SG )-BODY 

yi my_ep b 'oot. 
CONS 3PL.S tie 

my_ep dok ya .fkan 
3PL.S:CONS PAST.REM catch rabbit 

'Because of this, they caught the rabbit and tied him up.' 

173 Dok ba my_aan yi wa. 
PAST.REM retum(SG) go(SG) CONS retum.home(SG) 

'It[= folktale] left again and returned home. [=Closing sentence of 
a folktale.]' 

3. Riddles (D04AKurgoedel, 004ANKurgoede2) 

Louis Longpuan explains the value of riddles in the Goemai culture. He (repre
sented as "L.") and Andreas Shakum (represented as "S.") then go on to illus
trate the process of riddle-telling. 

0 L. Kurgoede, n-d'y_oe Goemai, kUrgoede a bi 
riddle LOC-voice:GEN <ETHNIC.NAME> riddle FOC thing 

goepe t'ong sa jap de my_ep 
THAT/WHEN IRR make children(PL) SO.THAT 3PL.S:CONS 
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goe rimg nye-rimg yi. 
OBLIG think matter-think CONS 

'Riddles, in the Goemai language, riddles are things that cause our 
children to do some thinking.' 

1 Ndoe=bi goe-t'el d'e goebi my_ep, de 
SPEC=thing NOMZ-collect exist AS.IF 3PL.I SO.THAT 

my_ep goe rimg nye-rimg yi, de 
3PL.S:CONS OBLIG think matter-think CONS SO.THAT 

my_ep goe mim yi. 
3PL.S:CONS OBLIG know CONS 

'Things come together [in a riddle] and are similar to something 
else, so that they [ = the children] have to do some thinking, so that 
they should understand [the similarity].' 

2 My_ep t'ong k'am ndoe=bi ndoe goe-nye, 

3 

3PL.S IRR try/demonstrate SPEC=thing CONJ NOMZ(SG)-matter 

nye-goepe dakd'y_oe my_ep, my_ep p'y_at 
because-THAT/WHEN middle 3PL.POSS 3PL.S exit(PL) 

shak. 
each.other 

'They would compare something with something else, because their 
cores resemble each other.' 

K'wal=hok p'y_at shak, amma my_ep man 
talking=DEF exit(PL) each.other but 3PL.S know 

boe=k'am muk ba. 
HOW/WHERE=try/demonstrate 3SG.POSS NEG 

'Their cores resemble each other, but they don't yet know how it 
shows.' 

4 To, kurgoede t'ong sh'e my_ep n-ni, de 
okay riddle IRR learn/teach 3PL.O COMIT-3SG.I SO.THAT 

my_ep goe b 'at boe =rang 
3PL.S:CONS OBLIG gain.experience(PL) HOW/WHERE=think 

nye yi. 
matter CONS 

'Okay, riddles will teach them this, so that they should know how to 
think about matters.' 
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5 My_ep Ia k'oeleng bi goe-k'wal goe, de 
3PL.S COND hear/smell thing NOMZ-talk 2SGM.POSS SO. THAT 

my_ep rimg ndoe=bi goepe wa 
3PL.S:CONS think SPEC=thing THAT/WHEN retum.home(SG) 

nkyat ndoe bi=hok yi. 
equal CONJ thing=DEF CONS 

'When they hear the thing you say, they will then think about some
thing that is similar to this thing.' 

6 De my_ep goe lap yi n-goe. 
SO.THAT 3PL.S:CONS OBLIG receive CONS BEN-2SGM.I 

'So that they should answer you.' 

1 fide zak my_ep den Jap 
one/other also/however 3PL.S prevent children(PL) 

moe-nd'yen sek goe-p'y_at goesampe 
NOMZ(PL)-bec.small/young(PL) BODY NOMZ-exit(PL) outside 

my_en my_en sh'e yi meet meet. 
go(PL) going(PL) foot/leg CONS REDUP.aimless 

'And another thing, too, they [ = the riddles] prevent the young 
children from going outside wandering around aimlessly.' 

8 Goe=lap my_ep goe=d'war, de 
2SGM.S=receive 3PL.O 2SGM.S=cause.sitting(PL) SO. THAT 

t'em goe poe my_ep kUrgoede yi! 
tell:CONS SEQ give 3PL.O riddle CONS 

'Take them and set them down, so that [you] tell them riddles!' 

9 Kurgoede nnoe =hoe a goe-sh 'ang 
riddle LOC.ANAPH=exactly FOC NOMZ(SG)-be.pleasant 

p'uur. 
very 

'These riddles are very nice.' 

lOa Ko=la goenang zem de-goe n-lap. 
any/every=child(sG) which(sG) like PUR ADVZ-receive 

'Every child wants to answer them.' 

1 Ob Ko =Ia goenang zem de-goe n-lap. 
any/every=child(sG) which(sG) like PUR ADVZ-receive 

'Every child wants to answer them.' 
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11 S'ayo my_ep t'ong yuul p'y_at, de my_ep 
PROH 3PL.S IRR rise(PL) exit(PL) SO.THAT 3PL.S:CONS 

!eng n-my_en my_en sh'e yi ba. 
hang/move(PL) PROGR-go(PL) going(PL) foot/leg PROGR NEG 

'They would not leave home to wander around aimlessly.' 

12 My_ep t'ong t'wot yi d'i dakd'y_oe lu. 
3PL.S IRR sit(PL) CONS LOC.ANAPH MIDDLE:GEN settlement 

'So instead they would stay in the middle of the compound.' 

13a Kurgoede sa goe goe p'yaram k'a goe, 
riddle make 2SGM.O SEQ break(PL) head(SG) 2SGM.POSS 

goe=p'yaram k'a goe nt'it de 
2SGM.S=break(PL) head(SG) 2SGM.POSS well SO.THAT 

goe=man yi. 
2SGM.S:CONS=know CONS 

'The riddles make you rack your brain, you rack your brain, so that 
you understand them.' 

13b Ko goe-n-d'e-nnoe=hoe a 
maybe/or NOMZ(SG )-ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX=exactly FOC 

bi mmoe=wo? 
thing what=INTERR 

'What could this one be?' 

13c Ko goe-n-d'e-nnoe a bt 
maybe/or NOMZ(SG)-ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX FOC thing 

mmoe=wo? 
what=INTERR 

'What could this one be?' 

14 Kurgoede t'ong sa goe de goe=zem 
riddle IRR make 2SGM.O SO.THAT 2SGM.S:CONS=like 

yi de-goe ma d'emde 
CONS PUR surpass remainder:GEN 

moe-;ap-nuun goe. 
NOMZ(PL )-children(PL ):GEN-mother 2SGM.POSS 

'The riddles also make you try and want to perform better than your 
brothers and sisters.' 
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15 A ni toe de goe=mim yit 
FOC 3SG.I EMPH SO.THAT 2SGM.S:CONS=know eye/face:GEN 

nye goe=ma d'emde gurum n-ni. 
matter 2SGM.S=surpass remainder:GEN person COMIT-3SG.I 

'That is, so that you know more about it than the others.' 

16a Gurum nnoe zak shin nt'it de-goe mim 

16b 

person LOC.ANAPH also/however do well PUR know 

yit nye ma gurum n-ni. 
eye/face:GEN matter surpass person COMIT-3SG.I 

'This person, too, tries hard to know more about it than another per
son.' 

Gurum shin 
person do 

gurum n-ni. 

nt'it de-goe man yit nye ma 
well PUR know eye/face:GEN matter surpass 

person COMIT-3SG.I 

'And he also tries hard to know more about it than another person.' 

17 A boe =d'e kurgoede toe. 
FOC HOW/WHERE=exist riddle:POSS EMPH 

'This is the meaning of riddles.' 

18 A bi goe-sa toe Goemai tangoede 
FOC thing NOMZ-make EMPH <ETHNIC.NAME> start 

kUrgoede yi. 
riddle CONS 

'This is the reason why the Goemai got started on riddles.' 

L. and S. now illustrate some riddles. 

0 L. Kurgoede noe a yam kurki. 
riddle 1SG.POSS FOC son(SG):GEN <NAME> 

'My riddle is a son ofKurki. [=Opening sentence of a riddle.]' 

1 s. Hen=k'oeleng d'em. 
1SG.s=hear/smell this.time 

'I'm listening.' 
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2 L. La nk'ong goe nk'ata, 
child(sG) bec.smalVyoung(sG) COMIT hat 

nk'ata. 
hat 

'The young child has a hat, the elder has a hat.' 

5 s. A dap. 
FOC blackberry 

misk'oom 
elder(SG) 

goe 
CO MIT 

'It's a blackberry [=a type oftree that has black plum-like roundish 
fruits with a red cap].' 

9 L. D'a goe=na ko=dap goenang goe 
COND 2SGM.S=see any/every=blackberry which(sG) COMIT 

nk'ata 
hat 

n-k'a muk. 
LOC-head(SG) 3SG.POSS 

'When you look, every blackberry has a hat on its head.' 

58 Kurgoede noe a yam kurki. 
riddle 1SG.POSS FOC son(SG):GEN <NAME> 

'My riddle is a son of Kurki. [ = Opening sentence of a riddle.]' 

59 S. To. 
okay 

'Okay [I answer].' 

60 L. sum patata. 
IDEO PH 

'It is silili patata [=thin and branching out].' 

61 S. Silili patata nnoe, bi=hok t'ong 
IDEOPH LOC.ANAPH thing=DEF IRR 

hen k'een b 'e. 
1SG.O indeed EMPH 

'This silili patata, I really wouldn't know it.' 

62 T'ong tap hen. 
IRR show.ignorance 1SG.O 

'I really wouldn't know it.' 

63 Hen=poe goe lu. 
1SG.s=give 2SGM.O settlement 

tap 
show .ignorance 

'I give you a village [in return for the right answer].' 
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65 L. Goe=poe hen a fmang? 
2SGM.S=give lSG.O FOC where 
'Which place are you going to give me?' 

66 S. Ngwa. 
<PLACE.NAME> 

'[I give you] Ungwan Dad'i.' 

69a L. Hen=haar sh'arap Ngwa dip. 
lSG.S=gnaw fish:GEN <PLACE.NAME> all 
'I eat all the fish of Ungwan Dad'i.' 

69b D'emde hen=t'el goe wa n-ni. 
remainder lsG.s=collect SEQ retum.home(SG) COMIT-3SG.I 

'And the rest, I collect and bring home' 

70 S. To. 
okay 
'Okay.' 

71 L. K'wam gwaan. 
ear:GEN cocoyam 

'[The answer is:] The leaves of cocoyam.' 

75 S. Bi goe-sa moe=yong ni silili patata a mmoe? 
thing NOMZ-make lPL.S=call 3SG.O IDEOPH FOC what 
'What is the reason that we call it silili patata?' 

76 L. Goe=na k'am muk dak k'wam muk poenoe=hoe. 
2SGM.S=see twig 3SG.POSS open ear 3SG.POSS thus=exactly 

'You see, its twigs spread their leaves like this.' 

77 S. D'a yool, dak k'wam muk. 
COND rise(SG) open ear 3SG.POSS 
'[You're right] when it grows, it spreads its leaves.' 

4. Proverbs (004ANSemkwal3) 

Louis Longpuan describes the use of proverbs in Goemai culture. He (repre
sented as "L.") and Andreas Shakum (represented as "S.") then explain the 
meaning of one proverb. 
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0 L. S'em k'wal n-d'y_oe Goemai. 

1 

2 

3 

proverb LOC-voice:GEN <ETHNIC.NAME> 

'Proverbs in the Goemai language.' 

Goemai d'a buk de-goe n-k'wal k'wal, 
<ETHNIC.NAME> COND retum(PL) PUR ADVZ-talk talking 

my_ep d'a zem de-goe n-s'ok k'wal=hok s'a 
3PL.S COND like PUR ADVZ-hide(SG) talking=DEF PROH 

ndoe=gurum, k'wam my_ep ba k'oeleng, my_ep 
SPEC=person ear 3PL.POSS retum(SG) hear/smell 3PL.S 

shin sh'it goe s'em k'wal. 
do work COMIT proverb 

'When Goemai come together to talk, when they want to keep their 
speech a secret, lest somebody else's ears should overhear them, 
then they resort to proverbs.' 

s. Goe-n-b 'y_et 
NOMZ-ADVZ-cause.lying(SG) 

'[It is called] laying down [speech].' 

L. Dask'oom ndoe sharap, dip, 
elders(PL) CONJ women(PL) all 

s'em k'wal. 
proverb 

my_ep shin sh 'it goe 
3PL.S do work COMIT 

'Elders and women, all of them, they use proverbs.' 

4 A k'wal goe-n-b 'y_et. 
FOC talking NOMZ-ADVZ-cause.lying(SG) 

'It is [called] laying down speech.' 

5 Pe goe=b'y_et, s'a gurum, k'wam 
THAT/WHEN 2SGM.S=cause.lying(SG) PROH person ear 

my_ep=hok, ba man bi goe-d'e gwen t'ong 
3PL.POSS=DEF NEG know thing NOMZ-exist 2PL.POSS PROGR 

k'wal yi. 
talk PROGR 

'When you lay it down, so that nobody else's ears will understand 
what you are talking about.' 
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6 Ko=la k'oeleng d'y_oe lu gwen 
any/every=COND hear/smell voice:GEN settlement 2PL.POSS 

nd'img. 
how 

'However well he may understand the language of your homes.' 

7 Gurum Ia k'wal k'wal goe s'em k'wal, ni 
person COND talk talking COMIT proverb 3SG.S 

nin pe ni k'oeleng d'y_oe lu 
show/point THAT/WHEN 3SG.S hear/smell voice:GEN settlement 

my_ep p'uur. 
3PL.POSS very 

'If a person speaks in proverbs, he shows that he understands the 
language of their homes.' 

8 Dask'oom ndoe sharap. 
elders(PL) CONJ women(PL) 

9 

'Elders and women.' 

A Jap swaal ma nd'asoenoe=hoe, 
FOC children(PL):GEN dance also now=exactly 

man s'em k'wal, nye-goepe my_ep d'e 
know proverb because-THAT/WHEN 3PL.S exist 

t'wot yi d'i goe pe tal. 
sit(PL) PROGR LOC.ANAPH PLACE place greeting 

my_ep 
3PL.S 

t'ong 
PROGR 

'Also the young men nowadays know proverbs because they always 
sit at the meeting place.' 

10 Gurum d'a d'e n-tal tal yi, my_ep 
person COND exist PROGR-ask/greet greeting PROGR 3PL.S 

shin sh'it goe s'em k'wal. 
do work COMIT proverb 

'Whenever people are greeting, they make use of proverbs.' 

11 My_ep d'a d'e n-k'wal a k'wal ma, goelong 
3PL.S COND exist PROGR-talk FOC talking also useless 

kUut dakd'y_oe sek my_ep, goepe my_ep d'e 
just MIDDLE:GEN BODY 3PL.POSS THAT/WHEN 3PL.S exist 
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t'ong shin aram=hoe, my_ep shin sh'it goe 
PROGR do conversation=exactly 3PL.S do work COMIT 

s'em k'wal. 
proverb 

'Even when people are talking, just casually amongst themselves, 
when they are having a conversation, they use proverbs.' 

12 My_ep goe s'ok la=ndoe=bi yi. 
3PL.S:CONS OBLIG hide(SG) DIM(SG):GEN=SPEC=thing CONS 

'They should hide their little secrets.' 

l3 S'em k'wal nnoe zak n-d'y_oe 
proverb LOC.ANAPH also/however LOC-voice:GEN 

Goemai p'en goede k'wal=hok 
<ETHNIC.NAME> remove(SG) bottom:GEN talking=DEF 

d'u m-pe goe-saan. 
cause.sitting(SG) LOC-place NOMZ(SG)-bec.clear 

'These proverbs, too, in the Goemai language, they take out the se
crets of the speech and put them in the open.' 

14 De gurum goe-t'ong goe ni goe man 
SO.THAT person:CONS NOMZ-sit(SG) COMIT 3SG.I OBLIG know 

yi. 
CONS 

'So that the people who sit with him should know them.' 

15 D'emde s'em k'wal=hok my_ep toe, na n-d'e. 
remainder:GEN proverb=DEF 3PL.I EMPH PRES PRES-exist 

'Some proverbs, here they are.' 

16 To, moe=k'wal: muut a muut, lang a lang. 
okay lPL.S=talk death(SG) FOC death(SG) life(SG) FOC life(SG) 

'Okay, we say: death is death, life is life.' 

17 S. Muut a muut, lang a lang. 
death(SG) FOC death(SG) life(SG) FOC life(SG) 

'Death is death, life is life.' 

18 Gurum goepe p'et my_aan d'e nd'uun wee!. 
person THAT/WHEN exit(SG) go(SG) exist INSIDE:GEN worrying 

'A person who went out and is now in trouble.' 
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19 L. mm. 
yes 

'Yes.' 

20 S. To, bi t'a n-k'a muk. 
okay thing fall(SG) LOC-head(SG) 3SG.POSS 

'Okay, something happened to him.' 

21 Mimg boezung goe m!l_iu?ln n-ni. 
take(SG) chest SEQ go(SG) COMIT-3SG.I 

'But he picks up his strength and goes on with it.' 

22 Ko Ji=muut, ko 
maybe/or SGM.LOG.SP.s=die(SG) maybe/or 

Ji=wa. 
SGM.LOG.SP .S=retum.home(SG) 

'Whether he 1 dies or whether he1 returns back.' 

23 L. mm, 
yes 

muut a muut. 
death(SG) FOC death(SG) 

'Yes, death is death.' 

5. Songs (004AKangrangl, 004AKangrang2) 

Louis Longpuan introduces a special song genre, the kangrang genre, and then 
sings two such songs. 

Oa Gya goe-t'ong mang noe 
performance NOMZ-IRR take(SG) 1SG.POSS 

Ob 

n-d'e-fmoe nd'asoenoe a gya 
ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX now FOC performance:GEN 

kim gran g. 
group.dance 

'These songs that I will sing now are kangrang songs.' 

A gya goe-dok 
FOC performance NOMZ-past 

'They are songs of old.' 

poeb'it. 
remote.past 
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1 Moe-nda men dok poeb'it my_ep man 
NOMZ(PL )-father lPL.POSS past remote.past 3PL.S know 

gya fmoe toe. 
performance LOC.ANAPH EMPH 

'Our fathers in the old times knew these songs.' 

2 Moe=yuul moe=kilt gya=hok ma goe 
lPL.S=rise(PL) lPL.S=find performance=DEF also PLACE 

yil lu men ba. 
ground:GEN settlement lPL.POSS NEG 

'We, however, we didn't grow up to find these songs in our homes.' 

3 Nd'asoenoe=hoe, gurum Dert'eng, wa 
now=exactly person:GEN <ETHNIC.NAME> AREA 

goe-ba wa Muduut, ndoe d'emde 
NOMZ-retum(SG) AREA <PLACE.NAME> CONJ remainder:GEN 

gurum Dorok, my_ep d'e t'ong zem de-goe 
person:GEN <ETHNIC.NAME> 3PL.S exist PROGR like PUR 

buk goe gya=hok, gya 
retum(PL) COMIT performance=DEF performance:GEN 

kiln gran g. 
group.dance 

'These days, the East Ankwe, in the area up to Shendam, and some 
Dorok, they want to return to these songs, to the kangrang songs.' 

4 My_ep dok Ia mang gya=hok t'ong. 
3PL.S PAST.REM HAB take(SG) performance=DEF HAB 

'In the past, they used to sing these songs.' 

5 Nd'asoenoe dai, gurum moe-b 'at 

6 

now just person NOMZ(PL)-gain.experience 

gya=hok, goeme goeme. 
performance=DEF RED UP .one 

'But these days, the people who still know the songs are scattered 
one by one.' 

Hen=t'ong 
lSG.S=IRR 

mang vel n-ni, de 
take(SG) two COMIT-3SG.I SO.THAT 

gu=k'oeleng yi nt'it. 
2PL.S:CONS=hear/smell CONS well 

'I will sing two of them, so that you can hear them well.' 
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7 

8 

A gya goepe my_ep dok d'a mimip 
FOC performance THAT/WHEN 3PL.S PAST. REM HAB step(PL) 

t'ong goe shimt'uk n-goede. 
HAB CO MIT loincloth LOC-bottom 

'It is a dance that they used to dance with loincloths around the 
waists.' 

Na nd'asoenoe shimt'uk 
see now loincloth 

men zak-yit 
lPL.POSS also/however-again 

gya=hok d'alang. 
performance=DEF pass(SG) 

d'e goe yil 
exist PLACE ground:GEN 

ba, goepe 
NEG THAT/WHEN 

zu 
settlement 

'See, these days, there aren't any loincloths any longer in our 
homes, just like the songs have passed.' 

Louis Longpuan now sings two such songs. 

0 K'wal nye Bori Bori, Bori wa 
talking:GEN matter <NAME> <NAME> <NAME> return.home(SG) 

sam Kobo. 
descend <PLACE.NAME> 

'Talk ofBori Bori, Bori returned home to Kobo.' 

l K'wal nye Bori Bori o, Bori 
talking:GEN matter <NAME> <NAME> INTERJ <NAME> 

wa t'a Muduut. 
return.home(SG) fall(SG) <PLACE.NAME> 

'Talk of Bori Bori, oh, Bori returned home to Shendam.' 

2 K'wal nye Bori Bori o, Bori 
talking:GEN matter <NAME> <NAME> INTERJ <NAME> 

wa t'a 
return.home(SG) fall(sG) 

Moek'wo. 
<PLACE.NAME> 

'Talk of Bori Bori, oh, Bori returned home to Kwande.' 
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3 Nilan goe-nem ni goe s'oom, yool 
God NOMZ(SG)-refuse 3SG.O COMIT hom rise(SG):CONS 

yi mimg s'oom poe 
CONS take(SG) hom give 

paap. 
duiker 

'God who refused to give her horns, instead rose, took horns and 
gave them to the duiker.' 

4 Lang Ia kwap t'uur yi n-m. 
hang/move(SG) PROGR knock(SG) anthill PROGR COMIT-3SG.I 

'It now moves around knocking over anthills with them.' 

5 K'wal nye Bori Bori o, Bori 
talking:GEN matter <NAME> <NAME> INTERJ <NAME> 

wa t'a 
retum.home(SG) fall(sG) 

Moek'wo. 
<PLACE.NAME> 

'Talk ofBori Bori, oh, Bori returned home to Kwande.' 

6 K'wal nye Bori Bori o, Bori 
talking:GEN matter <NAME> <NAME> INTERJ <NAME> 

7 

wa t'a Muduut. 
retum.home(SG) fall(SG) <PLACE.NAME> 

'Talk of Bori Bori, oh, Bori returned home to Shendam.' 

Naan goe-nem ni goe s'oom, yool 
God NOMZ(SG)-refuse 3SG.O COMIT hom rise( SG) :CONS 

yi mang s'oom poe paap. 
CONS take(SG) hom give duiker 

'God who refused to give her horns, instead rose, took horns and 
gave them to the duiker.' 

8 Lang Ia kwap t'uur yi n-m. 
hang/move(SG) PROGR knock(SG) anthill PROGR COMIT-3SG.I 

'It now moves around knocking over anthills with them.' 

9 A goedekimg toe, gya kangrang. 
FOC first EMPH performance:GEN group.dance 

'This is the first one, the first kangrang song.' 

10 Goe-vel muk toe. 
ORD-two 3SG.POSS EMPH 

'Now the second one.' 
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11 Nnameni 
<NAME> 

wa K'watnimg. 
return.home(SG) <PLACE.NAME> 

'Nnameni returned home to K'watnang.' 

12 Nna dok my_aan lu dwen 
old.woman:CONS PAST.REM go(SG) settlement PL.LOG.SP.POSS 

13 

yi lang ze le k'uun. 
CONS hang/move(SG) goods/clothes goods/clothes:GEN salt 

'The old woman1 went to their1 village and carried a load, a load of 
salt.' 

Nnameni 
<NAME> 

wa K'watnang. 
return.home(SG) <PLACE.NAME> 

'Nnameni returned home to K'watnang.' 

14 Nna dok my_aan lu dwen 
old.woman:CONS PAST.REM go(SG) settlement PL.LOG.SP.POSS 

yi lang ze le k'uun. 
CONS hang/move(SG) goods/clothes goods/clothes:GEN salt 

'The old woman1 went to their1 village and carried a load, a load of 
salt.' 

15 La ba de-goe my_aan Dimkulma, ndoe=bi 
COND return(SG) PUR go(SG) <PLACE.NAME> SPEC=thing 

p'yan k'a noe goe-my_aan DimkUlma. 
break(SG) head(SG) lSG.POSS NOMZ-go(SG) <PLACE.NAME> 

'When she returns to go to Dunkulma, something breaks my head 
when going to Dunkulma.' 

16 La ba de-goe my_aan Dimkulma, ndoe=bi 
COND return(SG) PUR go(SG) <PLACE.NAME> SPEC=thing 

.fya b'et noe goe-my_aan DimkUlma. 
dry(PL) belly lSG.POSS NOMZ-go(SG) <PLACE.NAME> 

'When she returns to go to Dunkulma, something pains my belly 
when going to Dunkulma.' 

17 K'a noe Dimkulma, nd'uim noe 
head(SG) lSG.POSS <PLACE.NAME> inside lSG.POSS 

DunkUlma. 
<PLACE.NAME> 

'My head is Dunkulma, my stomach is Dunkulma.' 
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18 Ade wo ayo aya ade. 
<SONG> 

'Ade wo ayo aya ade.' 

6. Procedural text: Cooking m!J.alam (P04CMualam2) 

Maria Miaphen, a Goemai elder from the K'wo Goemai, describes how to cook 
mM_alam, a food prepared for special occasions .. 

0 Hen=zem de-goe n-k'wal la=k'wal ze 
1SG.S=like PUR ADVZ-talk DIM(SG):GEN=talking bit 

k'a nye mM_alam n-d'e-fmoe. 
HEAD(SG):GEN matter:GEN tuber.type ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX 

'I want to talk a bit about this mM_alam dish.' 

1 MM_alam, wakilam goe-shin ni d'e d'i 

5 

tuber.type way NOMZ-do 3SG.O exist LOC.ANAPH 

ngam, ndoe=wakilam boe=d'an ni de-goe 
much/many SPEC=way FOC.IRR=cook 3SG.O PUR 

n-s'oe. 
ADVZ-eat 

'MM.alam, there are many ways of making it, ways of cooking it in 
order to eat it.' 

Hen=t'ong 
1SG.S=IRR 

langoede 
start 

goe-n-b '11.ak. 
NOMZ-ADVZ-bubble 

kut k'a mM_alam 
talking HEAD(SG):GEN tuber.type 

'I will start talking about the boiled mM_alam.' 

6 MM_alam goe-n-b '11.ak mM_ep b 'Y.ak ni 
tuber.type NOMZ-ADVZ-bubble 3PL.S bubble 3SG.O 

7 

goe-yen a de moos. 
NOMZ(SG)-bec.plenty FOC DIR hospitality 

'The boiled mM_alam, they make it mostly for visiting.' 

Goebi sek d'ik. 
AS.IF BODY:GEN marrying 

'Like for marriage.' 
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8 Ko muut. 
maybe/or death(sG) 

'Or death.' 

9 Ko ndoe=bi k'yak pya. 
maybe/or SPEC=thing:GEN heart/neck bec.white 

10 

'Or some happy occasion.' 

M11.ep 
3PL.S 

Ia shin. 
COND do 

'This is when they make it.' 

11 Ko ndoe=gurum goe-moos goe-wul, 
maybe/or SPEC=person NOMZ(SG )-hospitality NOMZ(SG )-arrive 

12 

goepe goe=na ni a 
THAT/WHEN 2SGM.S:CONS=see 3SG.O FOC 

goe-sh 'uut. 
NOMZ(SG)-bec.important 

'Or some visitor who arrives, whom you consider important.' 

Goe=poe yen 
2SGM.S=give plenty 

n-ni. 
BEN-3SG.I 

'And you want to honor him.' 

13 T'ong moe =b '11.ak m11.alam de-goe n-poe ni. 

14 

IRR 1PL.S=bubble tuber.type PUR ADVZ-give 3SG.O 

'Then we will boil m!:falam to give it to him.' 

Moe=na m11.alam sh'uut, 
1PL.S=see tuber.type bec.important 

tap b i tok p 'uur. 
receive thing:GEN sauce very 

nye-goepe ni 
because-THAT/WHEN 3SG.S 

'We consider m!:falam to be important because it contains very 
many ingredients.' 

17 De-goe n-b'11.ak m!:falam, bi goepe goe=zem 
PUR ADVZ-bubble tuber.type thing THAT/WHEN 2SGM.S=like 

a ni toe: haas m!:falam goe 
FOC 3SG.I EMPH flour:GEN tuber.type COMIT 

k'a 
HEAD(SG):GEN 



sek 
BODY 

muk. 
3SG.POSS 
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'In order to boil my_alam, the things that you want are: my_alam flour 
itself.' 

18 Ndoe lwa. 
CONJ animal/meat 

'And meat.' 

19 Ko lwa goe-fl, ko 
maybe/or animal/meat NOMZ(SG)-dry(SG) maybe/or 

lwa goe-b 'arak. 
animal/meat NOMZ(SG)-bec.wet 

'Maybe dried meat, maybe fresh meat.' 

20 Ndoe sh'arap goe-fl. 
CONJ fish NOMZ(SG)-dry(SG) 

'And dried fish.' 

21 Ndoe b'y_as. 
CONJ paste 

'And locust bean paste.' 

22 Shita. 
pepper 

'Pepper.' 

23 K'uun. 
salt 

'Salt.' 

24 My_erb 'an g. 
palm.oil 

'Palm oil.' 

25 Dou goe-n-s'oe. 
onion NOMZ-ADVZ-eat 

'Edible onions.' 

27 Shen. 
beniseed 

'Beniseed.' 
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28 Ko k'onkwaim. 
maybe/or groundnut 

29 

'Or groundnuts.' 

Ko s'aar. 
maybe/or egusi 

'Or egusi.' 

30 Goe-fmoe a le bi tok 
NOMZ(SG)-LOC.ANAPH FOC goods/clothes:GEN thing:GEN sauce 

goepe goe=zem toe de-goe n-b'y_ak my_alam. 
THAT/WHEN 2SGM.S=like EMPH PUR ADVZ-bubble tuber.type 

'These are the soup ingredients that you would want in order to boil 
my_alam.' 

31 Nk'ong goepe Ia goe=fyal twa 
BACK THAT/WHEN COND 2SGM.S=boil animal/meat 

goe, goe la=k'uun ndoe magi ndoe 
2SGM.POSS COMIT DIM(SG):GEN=salt CONJ maggi CONJ 

la=albasa, t'ong goe=sam n-ni 
DIM(SG):GEN=onion IRR 2SGM.S=descend COMIT-3SG.I 

goe =d'u, goe =lang my_erb 'ang 
2SGM.S=cause.sitting(SG) 2SGM.s=hang/move(SG) palm.oil 

goe k'a wus. 
2SGM.POSS HEAD(SG):GEN fire 

'After you have boiled your meat, with a bit of salt and maggi and a 
few onions, you would take it down [from the fire], set it aside and 
put palm oil [in a pot] on the fire.' 

32 La b'aan, goerep dou goe-n-s'oe nnoe, 
COND bec.warm cut(PL) onion NOMZ-ADVZ-eat LOC.ANAPH 

goe =d'y_oe d'i nd'uim. 
2SGM.S=cause.lying(PL) LOC.ANAPH INSIDE 

'When it has become hot, cut these onions and pour them there in
side.' 

34 T'y_es muk goe-t'ong yool nnoe=hoe, gurum 
odor 3SG.POSS NOMZ-IRR rise(SG) LOC.ANAPH=exactly person 

Ia lang py_anang Ia k'oeleng, t'ong 
COND hang/move(SG) there/yonder COND hear/smell IRR 
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k'wal yi my_ep d'e t'ong nyap ndoe=s'oe 
talk SAY 3PL.S exist PROGR prepare SPEC=food 

goe-sh'ang 
NOMZ( SG )-be. pleasant 

yi. 
PROGR 

'Its smell that rises, when someone moves around over there and 
smells it, he would say, they are preparing a delicious food there.' 

36 My_er=hok Ia shin, p'y_an lwa goe, 
oil=DEF COND do remove(PL) animal/meat 2SGM.POSS 

goe =d'y_oe d'i nd'idm, lwa 
2SGM.S=cause.lying(PL) LOC.ANAPH INSIDE animal/meat 

goepe goe=fyal=hoe, p'y_an goe=loe 
THAT/WHEN 2SGM.S=boil=exactly remove(PL) 2SGM.S=put 

nd'uim my_er=hok. 
INSIDE:GEN oil=DEF 

'When the oil is ready, take out your meat and put it there inside, 
the meat that you have boiled, take it out and put it inside the oil.' 

37/39 La lang d'i ze, goebi mmuk 
COND hang/move(SG) LOC.ANAPH bit AS .IF NOMZ.3SG.POSS 

minti paat ko minti 
minute five maybe/or minute 

lwa=hok, goepe 
animal/meat=DEF THAT/WHEN 

s'ar, mang hangoed'e 
ten take(SG) water:GEN 

goe =fyal=hoe, 
2SGM.s=boil=exactly 

goe=p'iring d'i k'a lwa=hok 
2SGM.S=tum LOC.ANAPH HEAD(SG):GEN animal/meat=DEF 

'After it has been there [over the fire] for a bit, like for five minutes 
or ten minutes, take the juice of the meat, which you have boiled, 
and pour it there over the meat.' 

40 Nak hangoed'e goe-zoom. 
fetch water NOMZ(SG)-bec.cold 

'Fetch cold water.' 

41 Ko Ia goe hangoed'e goe-b 'aan, Ia 
maybe/or COND COMIT water NOMZ(SG)-bec.warm COND 

d'e d'i duk de goe, d'y_oe 
exist LOC.ANAPH NEAR DIR 2SGM.POSS cause.lying(PL) 
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d'i k'a lwa=hok. 
LOC.ANAPH HEAD(SG):GEN animal/meat=DEF 

'Or if it is warm water, if it is close to you, pour it there over the 
meat.' 

42 S'oe goe-yen goepe goe =zem 
food NOMZ(SG)-bec.plenty THAT/WHEN 2SGM.S=like 

my_alam=hok d'e goede. 
tuber.type=DEF exist BOTTOM 

'[Take] all the ingredients that you want your my_alam to contain.' 

43 La mang de-goe n-fyal, Ia kUs 
COND take(SG) PUR ADVZ-boil COND NEAR 

goe-n-fyal, le bi tok 
NOMZ-ADVZ-boil goods/clothes:GEN thing:GEN sauce 

n-d'e-fmoe goepe goe=tu, ndoe 
ADVZ-cL:exist-DEM.PROX THAT/WHEN 2SGM.S=pound CONJ 

b 'y_as, k'uun 
paste salt 

ndoe sh 'arap, ndoe shita, mang 
CONJ fish CONJ pepper take(SG) 

goe=d'y_oe 
2SGM.S=cause .lying(PL) 

d'i. 
LOC.ANAPH 

'When it starts to boil, when it is close to boiling, these soup ingre
dients that you have pounded, the locust bean paste, salt, and fish, 
and pepper, take them and pour them in there.' 

44 Shen goe. 
beniseed 2SGM.POSS 

'The beniseed, too.' 

45 Kat Ia t'ong goe=shin goe shen, Ia t'ong 
maybe/or COND IRR 2SGM.S=do COMIT beniseed COND IRR 

goe=shin a goe k'onkwaan=hoe, Ia t'ong 
2SGM.S=do FOC COMIT groundnut=exactly COND IRR 

goe=shin a goe s'aar=hoe, goe=s'am my_ep 
2SGM.S=do FOC COMIT egusi=exactly 2SGM.S=grind 3PL.O 

d'emt'ei. 
already 

'Whether you will make it with beniseed, or you will make it with 
groundnut, or you will make it with egusi, you have already ground 
them.' 
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46 Goepe goe=zem de-goe n-shin ni=hok. 
THAT/WHEN 2SGM.S=like PUR ADVZ-do 3SG.O=DEF 

' [All the things] that you want to make it with.' 

47 Le bi tok=hok Iii fyal, mimg 
goods/clothes:GEN thing:GEN sauce=DEF COND boil take(SG) 

shen=hok, ko=bi goenimg pe 
beniseed=DEF any/every=thing which(sG) THAT/WHEN 

goe=zem de-goe n-b'y_ak my_alam=hok n-m, 
2SGM.S=like PUR ADVZ-bubble tuber.type=DEF COMIT-3SG.I 

goe=d'y_oe d'i k'a wus. 
2SGM.S=cause.lying(PL) LOC.ANAPH HEAD(SG):GEN fire 

'When the soup ingredients boil, take the beniseed, or whatever you 
want to boil the my_alam with, and put them there over the fire.' 

49 De-goe hoot k'a, py_oe lang d'i, 
PUR shut head(SG) mouth hang/move(SG)LOC.ANAPH 

mmuk goebi minti s'ar ko yagurum. 
NOMZ.3SG.POSS AS.IF minute ten maybe/or twenty 

'In order to close the top [of the pot], a lid is there, for like ten mi
nutes or twenty.' 

50 D'a goe=na Ia nung, eep k'a. 
COND 2SGM.S=see COND bec.mature(SG) raise(SG) head(SG) 

'When you see that it has become ready, open the lid.' 

51 De-goe man pe nung, t'ong goe=na 
PUR know THAT/WHEN bec.mature(SG) IRR 2SGM.S=see 

hangoed'e=hok, shen 
water=DEF beniseed 

ko k'onkwaan=hok, 
maybe/or groundnut=DEF 

n-d'woor. 
ADVZ-form.excrescence 

goe-d'y_oe goe 
NOMZ-cause.lying(PL) 2SGM.POSS 

nil ni d'woor 
see 3SG.O form.excrescence 

'In order to know that it is ready, you see that the water, and the be
niseed that you have poured inside, or the groundnuts, you see them 
rising.' 
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52 

53 

La goe =na d'woor=hok, t'ong 
COND 2SGM.S=see excrescence=DEF IRR 

goepe nimg. 
THAT/WHEN bec.mature(SG) 

goe=man 
2SGM.S=know 

'When you see it rising, you will know that it is ready.' 

La 
COND 

t'ong 
IRR 

goe =lang a nd'uim wang yil, 
2SGM.S=hang/move(SG) FOC INSIDE:GEN pot:GEN ground 

goe=sam goe=d'u n-yil. 
2SGM.s=descend 2SGM.S=cause.sitting(SG) LOC-ground 

'If you have put it in an earthen pot, you will take it down and set it 
on the ground.' 

54 De goe=nak my_alam=hok yi, t'ong 
SO.THAT 2SGM.S:CONS=fetch tuber.type=DEF CONS IRR 

goe=t'it d'i, de t'ong goe=b'ap 
2SGM.S=sprinkle LOC.ANAPH SO.THAT IRR 2SGM.S=mix 

yi. 
CONS 

'Then you fetch the my_alam flour, and you would sprinkle it there, 
so that you would mix it.' 

55 T'it my_alam yi de t'ong goe =b 'ap ni yi. 
sprinkle tuber.type CONS SO. THAT IRR 2SGM.S=mix 3SG.O CONS 

'Sprinkle the my_alam, so that you would mix it.' 

56a Goe=d'e t'ong goe=t'it yi. 

56b 

2SGM.S=exist PROGR 2SGM.S=sprinkle PROGR 

'You are sprinkling.' 

Goe=d'e t'ong goe=b'ap 
2SGM.S=exist PROGR 2SGM.S=mix 

'You are mixing.' 

yi. 
PROGR 

56c Goe =d'e t'ong goe =t'it yi. 

56d 

2SGM.S=exist PROGR 2SGM.S=sprinkle PROGR 

'You are sprinkling.' 

Goe=d'e t'ong goe=b'ap 
2SGM.S=exist PROGR 2SGM.S=mix 

'You are mixing.' 

yi. 
PROGR 
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56e S'ayo gurup. 
PROH form.lump 

'Lest it forms lumps.' 

58 Moe=sam moe=d'u n-yil 
lPL.s=descend lPL.S=cause .sitting( so) LOC-ground 

59 

nye-goepe wang yil a goe-b 'iuin. 
because-THAT/WHEN pot:GEN ground FOC NOMZ(SG)-bec.warm 

'We take it down and set it on the ground because an earthen pot is 
hot.' 

La goe=shat ni k'a wus, t'ong 
COND 2SGM.S=knead 3SG.O HEAD(SG):GEN fire IRR 

nwap ma goe k'oom. 
bec.sticky surpass CO MIT strength 

'If you stir it over the fire, it would get very sticky.' 

60 Nye-goe-sek moe=sam ni yi 
because-NOMZ(SG)-BODY lPL.S:CONS=descend 3SG.O CONS 

moe=!Oe n-yil. 
lPL.S=put LOC-ground 

'That's why we take it down and put it on the ground.' 

7la T'ong goe=t'ung. 
IRR 2SGM.S=stir 

'You will stir it.' 

7lb T'ong goe=t'ung. 
IRR 2SGM.S=stir 

'You will stir it.' 

7lc T'ong goe=t'ung. 
IRR 2SGM.S=stir 

'You will stir it.' 

72 La nek, wa ru s'oe goe-zem 
COND bec.thick retum.home(SG) enter(SG) food NOMZ-like 

goe, p'en bt goepe goe=b'ap 
2SGM.POSS remove(SG) thing THAT/WHEN 2SGM.S=mix 
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fmoe nk'wa. 
LOC.ANAPH away 

'When it has become thick, when it has become the food you want, 
remove these things that you have mixed.' 

73 D'u py_anang. 
cause .sitting( SG) there/yonder 

'Set them down over there.' 

74 Mang goe=p'iring nd'uun d'a goepe 
take(SG) 2SGM.S=tum INSIDE:GEN calabash THAT/WHEN 

goe=zem de-goe my_aan moos 
2SGM.S=like PUR go(SG) hospitality 

n-ni. 
COMIT-3SG.I 

'Take them and pour them into the calabash, which you want to use 
for the visit.' 

75 Ko goe=gap, goe=loe nd'uun bi 
maybe/or 2SGM.S=divide(SG) 2SGM.S=put INSIDE:GEN thing 

76 

goepe goe=zem de-goe n-gap. 
THAT/WHEN 2SGM.S=like PUR ADVZ-divide(SG) 

'Or you share it out, and you put it into the thing that you want to 
share it out with.' 

De my_ep goe s'oe 
SO.THAT 3PL.S:CONS OBLIG eat 

'So that they should eat it.' 

yi. 
CONS 

77 Goe-nnoe a boe=t'ong shin my_alam 
NOMZ(SG)-LOC.ANAPH FOC HOW/WHERE=IRR do tuber.type 

toe moesek muk de-goe n-s'oe. 
EMPH REFL.BODY 3SG.POSS PUR ADVZ-eat 

'This is how my_alam itself is made for eating.' 



Appendix 2 
Wordlist 

This Goemai-English wordlist contains all Goemai words that appear in this 
grammar and in the text collection (appendix 2), summarizing their salient pho
nological, grammatical and semantic characteristics. The lexical entries are 
structured as follows: 

l) Lexeme (in the practical orthography, see chapter 2, section 1.5). 
2) Homonym number (if applicable). 
3) Phonology (in IPA, see chapter 2). 
4) Part of speech (using the abbreviations in table 73 below). 

Table 73. Parts of speech 

adv adverb 
cl classifier 
eli tic clitic 
conj conjunction 
dem demonstrative 
ideoph ideophone 
intelj inteljection 
interr interrogative 
mod modifier within noun phrase 
n noun 
part particle 
pi plural 
pref prefix 
prep preposition 
pron pronoun 
relator relator noun 
sg singular 
v.ditr verb (ditransitive) 
v.intr verb (intransitive) 
v.tr verb (transitive) 

5) English gloss. 
6) Plural form (if applicable). 

see chapter 5, section 2 
see chapter 3, section 5.4 
see chapter 6, section 2.1 
see chapter 6, section 1.6. 
see chapter 3, section 5.4. 
see chapter 5, section 3 
see chapter 6, section 3 
see chapter 6, section 4 
see chapter 3, section 5 
see chapter 3, sections 2 and 4 
see chapter 6, sections 1.1. to 1.5. 

see chapter 6, section 2.2 
see chapter 5, section 4 
see chapter 3, section 2.4. 
see chapter 5, section 4 

see chapter 4, section 3.1. 
see chapter 4, section 3.5. 
see chapter 4, section 3.2. to 3.4. 
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7) Variant form (if applicable). 
8) Source of the loanword (if applicable). 

The entries are listed in alphabetical order, following the Goemai alphabet 
(and including the Hausa ejectives Rand ts present in some loanwords): 

a b b' d d' e ff g h ij k k' (k) l m n ng o oe p p' r s s' (ts) sh sh' t t' u v w y z 

If a form has several parts of speech or several senses, these are listed one 
after the other within the same entry. 

If there are variant forms, full information is listed under the most common 
form (which is not necessarily the diachronically oldest form); and the variant 
form then cross-refers to this entry. Similarly, plural forms cross-refer to their 
corresponding singular forms. 

The use of subentries is restricted to (a) nominalizations (appearing under 
the nominalizing morpheme), (b) pronominal forms (appearing under the inde
pendent pronoun) and (c) postural-based forms (appearing under the basic loca
tive verb). 

A [a] 

a 1 ['Za] part. l) focus, emphasis. 2) equational copula. 
a2 ['Za] part. question tag (neutral question, either I or question). variant: wa, 

ya. 
aap ['Za:p] see eep. 
aas ['Za:s] n. dog. 
a'a ['Za'Za] inter}. oh (surprise).from Hausa. 
a'a ['Za'Za] inter}. no. from Hausa. variant: ni'm. 
addu'a ['Zaddu'Za] n. prayer. from Hausa. 
ii ['Zai] see hii. 
akwai ['Zakhwai] part. there is, there are. from Hausa. 
albasa ['Zalbasha] n. onion. from Hausa. 
amfani ['ZamfhanO n. benefit, usefulness. from Hausa. 
amma ['Zamma] con}. but. from Hausa. 
an ['Zan] n. mind, intelligence, thought. 
aram ['Zaram] n. conversation, chatting, story-telling. 
arang ['ZaraiJ] n. ashes. 
arap ['Zarap] see at. 
arap ['Zarap] n. ironwood. 
ase [?ashe] inter}. oh (surprise). from Hausa. 
at [?at] v.tr.sg. bite. plural: arap. 



ava ['Zava] see avit. 
avit ['Zavu] inter}. hey (disrespectful form of address). variant: ava. 
awa ['Zawa] n. hour. from Hausa. 
azaishe ['ZazaiJhe] n. meaning. from Hausa. 
azitfa ['Zazufha] n. silver. from Hausa. 

8 [b] 

B [b) 523 

ba1 [ba] v.intr.sg. 1) return. 2) repeat, do again. 3) do the same as someone else. 
part.sg. and also. plural: buk. 

ba2 [ba] part. negation. from Hausa. 
ba3 [ba] see wa2. 
babit [babu] part. nothing. from Hausa. 
bakwa [bakhwa] n. Hausa, muslim. 
bang [baiJ] n. long round calabash, used for storage or as floating device when 

crossing rivers. 
bankyem [ba'nkhJam] relator. in front of, before. variant: bantyem. 
bante [banthe] n. loincloth. from Hausa. 
bantyem [ba'nthJam] see bankyem. 
beel [be:l] n. type oflarge-sized fish. 
beer [be:r] v.tr. scatter something by means of scraping or scratching (e.g., 

chickens scratching at corn) or spreading (e.g., a rotten fruit). v.intr. become 
scattered or spread. 

bel [hal] see mbel. 
beng [baiJ] n. stomach. 
bi [bO v.tr. follow. from Hausa. 
bi [bl] n. 1) thing. 2) nominalizer (to derive typical activities and character 

traits from verbs). 
bi b'66t [bl66:t] n.sg. being a rascal. 
bi d'am [bl cfam] n. diving. 
bi d'an [bl cfan] n. cooking. 
bi d'ek [bl cfak] n. winnowing. 
bi d'ik [bl dlk] n. a building. 
bi d'ip [bl dip] n.sg. harvesting (with hand, small knife). 
bi d'wool [bl cfw.J:l] n. chewing. 
bi gap [bl gap] n.sg. dividing, sharing. 
bi gep [bl gap] n.sg. cutting. 
bi gun [bl g1ln] n. spearing. 
bi haar [bl ha:r] n. gnawing, eating. 
bi haram [bl haram] n. harvesting (with scythe). 
bi hes [bl has] n.sg. piercing, weaving. 
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bi hok [bl h6k] n. digging. 
bi boor [bl h6:r] n.sg. clothing. 
bi kat [bl khat] n. a surprising find, wealth. 
bi kits [bl khus] n. rubbing, softening. 
bi k'am [bl kam] n. instructing, exam. 
bi k'ang [bl kalJ] n. herded animal, domestic animal. 
bi k'ap [bl kap] n. harvesting (with hoe). 
bi k'lt [bl kat] n.sg. measuring out. 
bi k'oon [bl k6:n] n.sg. baking. 
bi lap [bllap] n. receiving charms. 
bi lyak [bl Vak] n. throwing. 
bi man [bl man] n. knowledge. 
bi nin [bl nfn] n. pointing. 
bi poe [bl pha] n. giving. 
bi p'ak [bl pak] n. pounding. 
bi p'iring [bl ptrtl]] n. exchanging. 
bi ra [bl ra] n. weaving. 
bi s'am [bl sam] n. grinding. 
bi s'eet [bl se:t] n.sg. trading. 
bi s'oe [bl sa] n. food ingredients. 
bi sh'a [blJa] n. being a wishful thinker. 
bi sh'e [blfe] n. learning, teaching. 
bi sh'ing [blJ11J] n. mixing (ofliquid porridge). 
bi tlng [bl thalJ] n. searching. 
bi t'at [bl tat] n. shooting. 
bi t'ung [bl tu1J] n. frying. 
bi VJ!ang [bl walJ] n. washing, laundry. 
bi waap [bl wa:p] n. borrowing, lending. 
bi wum [bl wl.tm] n. planting seeds. 
bi yat [bljat] n. advertizing. 
bi yil [bljll] n. writing. 

adv. in a person's own way, own right. 
bi nimoe [bf 'nma] interr. what. 
birom [blrom] n. Birom. 
booi [bo:i] n. cowrie shells, used as money in the past. 
boro [b6r6] n. Fulani. 
bool [b6:l] n. ball.from English. 
boe= [ba] clitic. l) nominalizer (forms locative 'where' and manner 'how' 

nominalizations). 2) focused irrealis modality (occurring in negative irrealis 
contexts and in questions). 

boebep [babap] n. fruit pigeon. 
boed'e [bade] n. l) whereabouts. 2) meaning. 



boega [baga] n. well. 
boelat [balat] n. end. 
boezung [bazuiJ] n. 1) chest. 2) strength, courage. 
bithu [buhu] n. bag . .from Hausa. 
buk [buk] see bal. 

B' [6] 525 

buludi [buludO n. type offish with strong spikes, lives in standing water. 
buitr [bu:r] v.tr. become rich or wealthy in something. v.intr. become rich. 
buitr [bH:r] n. type of weed that destroys guineacorn. 
byaap [bla:p] n. pumpkin, gourd. 
by3t [blat] see byet. 
byet [blat] v.tr.sg. be too weak for something. v.intr.sg. become weak or use

less. n.sg. weakness. plural: by3t. 

8' [6] 

b'331 [6a:l] n. carved stick or staff. 
b'aam [6a:m] v.tr. seize or take away by force. n. seizing. 
b'aan [6a:n] v.tr. make something warm (of material), enrage someone (of per-

son). v.intr. become warm, hot-tempered. n. warmth. 
b'ak1 [6ak] see 132. 
b'ak2 [6ak] adv. here. 
b'ilk [6ak] v.tr. disregard or despise something. 
b'al [6al] v.intr. be hard (of material), expensive (of goods), stingy or hard-

headed (of people), clear and piercing (of voice). n. hardness. 
b'M [6al] v.tr. lock, fasten. v.intr. get locked, fastened. 
b'alang [6alaiJ] v.tr. make something hot. v.intr. become hot. 
b'am [6am] v.tr. stick something (onto something). v.intr. get stuck. 
b'ang [6aiJ] v.tr. make red or clear. v.intr. become red or clear. n. redness, 

clearness. 
b'ap [6ap] v.tr. mix a sauce. 
b'3p [6ap] v.tr. fmish, destroy. 
b'arak [6arak] v.intr. become wet or damp, fresh (of plants, meat), born (of a 

newborn child). 
b'3s [6as] v.tr. break, cut a piece off. n. breaking, cutting off. 
b'at [6at] see b'66t. 
b'e [6e] see 132. 
b'e [6e] part. emphasis. 
b'em [6am] v.tr. touch, cover something. 
b'ep [6ap] v.intr. 1) repeat, do again. 2) do the same as someone else. 
b'ep [6ap] n. type oflarge-sized fish. 
b'et [6at] n. belly. relator. near the main part of an object. 
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b'etla [6atla] n. maliciousness. 
b'iling [61111]] v.tr. knead or mould soft material (e.g., food, mud) into a ball. 
b'iring [61r1IJ] v.tr. roll something. v.intr. roll. 
b'it [6ft] n. day. 
b'itlung [6ltluiJ] n. morning. 
b'66t [66:t] v.tr.sg. gain experience in, become able or capable of. plural: b'at. 
b'ou [6ou] n. arrow. 
b'661 [66:1] v.tr. 1) beg, request something. 2) appeal or pray to someone. n. 

begging. 
b'66n [66:n] n. remedy, medicine. 
b'66t [66:t] v.tr. 1) tie, wear (by tying, e.g., a wrapper, a watch). 2) imprison 

someone. n. tying, wearing, imprisoning. 
b'6erit [6aru] n. courtyard, place where people eat. adv. in the yard. 
b'u [6u] n. type of strong grass that is used for making mats and fences. 
b'yak [6~::1<\k] v.tr. cook (with beniseed). v.intr. bubble (of liquids), sizzle (of 

oil), blister (of skin). 
b'yap [6~::~<ip] see b'yat. 
b'yas [6~::l<is] n. locust bean paste, forming the base for many soups. 
b'yat [6~::l<it] v.tr. beat repeatedly, flog, play a drum or string instrument. n. 

beating, playing. variant: b'yap. 
b'yen [6Han] v.tr. watch. 
b'yet [6Hat] v.tr.sg.lay something down. plural: d'y6e. 
b'yaal [6la:l] v.tr. become angry at someone or something. v.intr. become an

gry. n. anger. 

D [d] 

daas [da:s] see mis. 
dabak [dabak] n. stomach. 
daga [daga] prep. from. from Hausa. 
dai [ dai] part. just, only. from Hausa. 
dak [dak] v.tr. open wide, spread over a large surface. v.intr. become wide 

open or spread. 
dakd'yoe [dak<fHa] n. middle, center. relator. in the middle of, between. 
dal [dal] v.tr. strike at someone. n. striking. 
dalang [dalaiJ] n. bottle-shaped clay pot or jar (for carrying and storing liq-

uids). 
dam [dam] v.tr. spoil, damage, make sad. v.intr. get spoiled, sad. 
dang [ daiJ] n. tail, ear (of grain). relator. behind, after. 
dapl [dap] n. blackberry. 
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dap2 [dap] v.tr. 1) slap something (somewhere). 2) slap at something, plaster (a 
wall). 3) mix something. n. slapping. 

dapyit [dapjft] n. name of a masquerade. 
dask'ek [daskak] see misk'a. 
dask'66m [dask6:m] see misk'66m. 
dashit [da_fhlt] n. masquerade, masquerade dancer. 
de [de] relator. in the vicinity, towards. con}. so that (introduces a purpose 

clause). 
de bi nimoe [de bf 'nma] interr. why. 
deer [ de:r] n. sasswood. 
de-goe [dega]part. to (introduces purposive linking). 
del [ dal] v. tr. pull out. 
dem [dam] v.tr. tip someone off balance, overthrow (e.g., in wrestling, in court 

case). n. overthrowing. 
de nimoe [de 'nma] interr. why. 
den [dan] v.tr. prevent, forbid, make illegal. 
dep [dap] v.tr. cultivate land through raising ridges. 
dep [ dap] n. penis. 
der [dar] relator. base (occurs only in compounds in present-day language). 
dert'eng [dartaiJ] n. East Ankwe Goemai. adv. east. 
dibit [dlbft] see dip. 
dip [dip] adv. all, entirely. variant: dibit. 
do [do] adv. very. 
d6k [ d6k] adv. past, long time ago. 
d6k [ d5k] part. past tense (before yesterday, remote past). 
doknd6k [d0k'nd6k] see ndoknd6k. 
d6le [dole] part. it is necessary that. from Hausa. 
d6r6k [ d6r6k] n. Dorok Goemai. 
dou [dou] n. onion, onion-shaped tuber (used as medicine). 
d66l [d6:l] v.tr. make fat, fatten. v.intr. become fat. n. fatness. 
d66r1 [d6:r] n. gift of beer (from the brewer to her friends), gift of cooked food 

(from the wife to her husband). 
d66r2 [d6:r] v.tr. block, cover, make deaf. v.intr. become blocked, deaf. 
door [dO:r] v.intr. limp. 
d6e [da] v.intr. come. 
d6e [da] pron. she (speaker in speech act context) (SGF.LOG.SP.subject, inde-

pendent). 
doe [da] pron. her (SGF.LOG.SP.object). 
d6e [da] pron. her (SGF.LOG.SP.possessive). 
d6e= [ da] pron. she (SGF .LOG.SP.subject). 
mmat ['nmat) pron. hers (free SGF .LOG.SP.possessive). 
moesat [mashat) pron. for, to herself(SGF.LOG.SP.reflexive). 
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sat [shat) n. herbody.pron. herself(SGF.LOG.SP.reflexive). 
'doe= ['da] see ndoe=. 
d6elek [dalak] v.tr. make something rough (of skin). v.intr. become rough. n. 

roughness. 
dii= [ du] see dwen. 
ditgut [dug1lt] n. type of wasp. 
d6k1 [duk] v.tr. put something upside down. v.intr. become upside down. 
d6k2 [duk] adv. close, near. 
duluk [duluk] v.tr. make something blunt or dull. v.intr. become blunt. 
dum [dum] v.tr. l) bend something forward (e.g., bow a head, tilt a pot). 2) put 

something upside down. v.intr. l) bend forward, bow, dive. 2) become up
side down. 

duniya [dunija] n. world. from Hausa. 
dititt [ du:t] n. Duut Goemai. 
duos [ dH:s] see itduus. 
dititsnaan [ dH:sna:n] see ndititsnaan. 
d66t [dH:t] n. spear. 
dititt [dH:t] v.tr. support something, lean something (against something). v.intr. 

become supported, leaning. 
dwen [dwan] pron. they (speaker in speech act context) (PL.LOG.SP.subject, 

independent). 
dii= [du] pron. they (PL.LOG.SP.subject). 
dwen [dwan] pron. them (PL.LOG.SP.object). 
dwen [dwan] pron. their (PL.LOG.SP.possessive). 
mmititt ['nmu:t] pron. theirs (free PL.LOG.SP.possessive). 
moesut [mashut) pron. for, to themself(PL.LOG.SP.reflexive). 
sut [shut) n. theirbody.pron. themself(PL.LOG.SP.reflexive). 

dyen [dian] part. past tense (yesterday). 
dyendyen [dlandlan] see ndyendyen. 

D' [d) 

d'al [<fa] n. calabash. 
d'a2 [<fa] part. l) future tense (tomorrow, someday). 2) progressive aspect. 3) 

habitual aspect. con}. when, if(introduces conditional clauses). variant: la. 
d'Ur [cfa:r] v.tr. make something tremble, shiver. v.intr. start to tremble. 
d'ad'at [cfacfat] see d'at. 
d'ak [cfak] v.tr. take care of an animal or dependent person, heal, mend. 
d'al [<fal] v.tr.sg. swallow something. v.intr.sg. swallow. plural: d'y6eleng. 
d'alam [<falam] v.intr. be prone to sickness. 
d'alang [<falaiJ] v.tr.sg. pass something. v.intr.sg. pass by. plural: d'6eleng. 



d'am [dam] v.tr. sink, submerge something. 
d'am [cfam] n. fever. 

D' [<f) 529 

d'an [<fan] v.tr. 1) cook, boil (crops, meat, fish). 2) warm oneself at a fire. 
d'ang [cfalJ] n. monitor lizard. 
d'at [cfat] v.intr. move fast, quick. adv. fast, quickly. variant: d'ad'at. 
'd'e ['de] v.intr. exist. variant: nd'e. 

'd'e [' cfe] v.intr. exist (progressive aspect). variant: nd'e. 
d'e- [<fe] cl. exist. 

d'ek [cfak] v.tr. move up and down (e.g., winnow grain, nod head, wink eyes, 
herd domestic animals). 

d'em [cfam] adv. this time. 
d'emde [cfamde] n. remainder, rest. variant: d'emgoede. 
d'emgoede [cfamgade] see d'emde. 
d'emt'ei [cfamtei] adv. already. variant: d'ent'ei. 
d'ent'ei [cfantei] see d'emt'ei. 
d'i [<ff) v.tr.sg. 1) urinate. 2) make someone urinate. plural: d'ya. 
d'i [dl] adv. locative anaphor. 
d'ik [dlk] v.tr. 1) build. 2) marry, build up a family (said of a woman). n. mar-

rying, marriage. 
d'in1 [<fin] n. sheabutter. 
d'in2 [<fin] v.tr.sg. tie or bind something (around something). plural: d'yan. 
d'in3 [<fin] part. pasttense (earlier today, recent past). 
d'ing [dil]] v.tr. imitate something. 
d'ip1 [dlp] n. body hair, feather, fur. 
d'ip2 [dlp] v.tr.sg. harvest, reap with hand, cut with small knife. plural: d'yap. 
d'od'oot [dO<f6:t] see d'oot. 
d'ok [dOk] v.tr. keep silent about something. v.intr. keep silent, do quietly. 
d'ong [d61J] v.tr.sg. be good or beautiful in someone's eyes. v.intr.sg. be good 

or beautiful. n.sg. goodness, beauty. part. 1) it is good that, it would be good 
if. 2) it is possible that. plural: d'oor. 

d'oon [ dO:n] v. tr. pick up, uproot one by one (grass, groundnuts). 
d'oor [<f6:r] see d'ong. 
d'oot [<f6:t] v.intr. walk slowly, linger behind, delay. adv. quiet, slow, careful. 

variant: d'od'oot. 
d'oeleng [<fah31J] see d'alang. 
d'u1 [<fu] v.tr.sg. set down. plural: d'war. 
d'u2 [<fu] v.tr. 1) smell, sniff at something. 2) make someone sniff (by emitting 

a smell). v.intr. emit a (bad) smell. n. smelling, smell. 
d'u [au] mod. much, many. 
d'uk [<fuk] v.tr. pulsate, move something in quick succession (e.g., beating of 

heart, blinking of eye, stammer of speech). v.intr. pulsate, move in quick 
succession. 
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d'ung [duiJ] v.intr. whisper, reveal a secret, spread a rumor. 
d'img [dUIJ] n. ridge, top of a furrow. 
d'y6e [<fHa] see b'yet. 
d'yoe [<fHa] n. voice, sound, language. 
d'wam [<fwam] v.tr. instill a craving in someone. v.intr. have a craving or long-

ing (for meat, fish). n. craving, longing. 
d'wang [<fwalJ] v.tr. make sour. v.intr. become sour. n. sourness. 
d'war [<fwar] see d'61. 
d'wo [<fwo] v.tr. consider or debate a matter. 
d'wool [<fw.J:l] v.tr. chew. n. chewing. 
d'woor [<fw.J:r] v.intr. form an excrescence. n. excrescence. 
d'ya [dla] see d'i. 
d'yam [dlam] see d'yem. 

d'yam [dlam] see d'yem. 
d'yam- [dlam] see d'yem. 

d'yan [dlan] see d'in2. 
d'yap [ dlap] see d'ip2. 
d'yem [dlam] v.intr.sg. l) stand, be located in a non-stable way. 2) stop, be 

stationary.plural: d'yam. 
d'yem- [dlam] cl.sg. stand. plural: d'yam-. 
d'yem [dlam] v.intr.sg. stand (progressive aspect). plural: d'yam. 

d'yen [dlan] see nk'6ng2. variant: nd'yen. 
d'y6eleng [dlalaiJ] see d'al. 

E [e] 

e ['Ze] part. question tag (expressing surprise). variant: we. 
eep ['Ze:p] v.tr.sg. l) raise, lift something. 2) open something. plural: aap. 
eer ['Ze:r] see wal. 
ees ['Ze:s] v.tr.sg. l) grind something (that is dry). 2) grind on a grinding stone. 

plural: yas. 

F [fh] 

fa [fha] part. indeed. from Hausa. 
fa [fha] part. question tag ('how about X?'). from Hausa. variant: pa. 
falak [fhalak] n. liver. 
fara [fhara] v.tr. begin. from Hausa. variant: para. 
faro [fharu] v.intr. happen . .from Hausa. variant: paru. 
fe [fhe] see goepe. 



fe [fbe] relator. owner of, source of. 
fen [fban] v.tr. make someone be surprised. v.intr. be surprised. n. surprise. 
fep [fbap] v.tr. make dirty. v.intr. get dirty. n. dirtiness, dirt, fertilizer, arrow 

poison. 
fer [fbar] v.tr. weed a field, clear land. 
fi [fb0 v.tr.sg. 1) dry. 2) make empty. 3) blow or fan at something. v.intr.sg. get 

dry, empty. n.sg. dryness. plural: fya. 
fin [fbln] n. small grinding stone. 
fit1 [fblt] n. type of strong grass that is used for thatching roofs. 
fit2 [fblt] v.tr.sg. wear, put on clothing. plural: fyat. 
fitila [fblthfh\] n. lamp. from Hausa. 
f6erem [fbaram] n. knee. 
fum [fbum] v.tr.sg. fold or wrap up something, close the mouth. v.intr.sg. get 

folded. plural: fyam. 
fung [fbuiJ] n. hole, opening, gap. 
fyaan [fb~::l<i:n] n. rain. 
fyam [fb~::l<im] see fum. 
fyan [fbHan] n. rabbit. 
fya [fbJa] see fi. 
fyat [fbJat] see fit. 

F' [f] 

f'alf'e [falfe] n. viper. 
f'ang gang [faiJ gaiJ] adv. triangular. variant: p'ang gang. 
f'er [far] num. four. 
f'iit [fi:t] n. perch fish. 
f'im [flm] n. cotton. 
f'66t [f6:t] v.tr. listen, attend to something. 
f'u [fu] v.tr. scatter, sow. v.intr. get scattered, dispersed, sowed. 
f'uut [fu:t] v.tr.sg. 1) vomit something out. 2) cause someone to vomit. n. vo

miting, vomit. plural: f'yab'at. 
f'yab'at [fHa6at) see f'uut. 
f'yel [fHal] n. yeast, stage in beer brewing (when the yeast is added, resulting in 

very bitter beer). 
f'yal [flal] v.intr. boil, sparkle. 
f'yar [flar] see f'yer. 
f'yel [flal] v.tr. make something light (in weight) or quick. v.intr. become light 

or quick. n. lightness, quickness. 
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f'yer [flar] v.tr.sg. 1) make something big (in size, importance, age). 2) be older 
or senior to someone. v.intr.sg. become big. n.sg. old age, importance. plu
ral: f'yar, nan. 

G [g] 

gada [gada] n. bridge. from Hausa. 
gad6 [gad6] n. bed. from Hausa. 
gai [gai] n. silence, quietness. 
gak [gak] n. wall. 
gam [gam] v.tr. 1) fill something (into something). 2) fill a container (with 

something). 3) become pregnant. v.intr. become full. plural: g6ereng. 
gama [gama] v.tr. finish. from Hausa. 
gang [gaiJ] n. deleb palm. 
gap [gap] v.tr.sg. 1) divide something into parts. 2) share out or distribute to 

someone. 3) get divided into parts. v.intr.sg. get divided or separated. plural: 
garap. 

garap [garap] see gap. 
gaskiya [gaskhija] n. truth. from Hausa. 
gep [gap] v.tr.sg. cut (with a knife or axe). v.intr. get cut. plural: g6erep. 
g6k [g.Sk] v.tr. make someone ill. v.intr. become ill. n. illness. 
g6ng [g.SIJ] n. nose. 
gong [gOIJ] v.tr. 1) cover, block something from view. 2) protect against some-

thing (through covering it). v.intr. 1) get covered. 2) become night. 
g66r [g6:r] see ngitmg66r. 
g6ra [g6ra] n. bamboo. from Hausa. 
gorong [goroiJ] v.intr. become crooked, bent. 
gou [gou] n. small calabash, used for drinking or fetching water, or measuring 

salt and grains. 
goot [g<):t] n. 1) cave, hollow. 2) hole, damaged thing. 
g6e1 [ga '] prep.locative (location at a place). 
g6e2 [ga '] prep. with (comitative, instrumental, accompaniment, direct and 

indirect causation). 
goe [ga] part. 1) sequential (introduces sequential clauses). 2) obligative mo

dality. 3) definite future tense. 
g6e [ga] pron. you (2SGM.subject, independent). 

goe [ga] pron. you (2SGM.object). 
g6e [ga] pron. your (2SGM.possessive). 
g6e= [ga] pron. you (2SGM.subject). 
mmak ['nmak] pron. yours (free 2SGM.possessive). 
moesak [mashak]pron. for, to yourself(2SGM.reflexive). 
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sak [ shak] n. your body. pron. yourself (2SGM.reflexive ). 
goe-1 [ga] pref nominalizer, deriving nominalized verb phrases and clauses. 
goe-2 [ga] prefsg. l) nominalizer, deriving agentive nouns, (deictic, anaphoric 

and defmite) pronouns, modifiers and headless modifiers. 2) marking deic
tic, anaphoric and definite modifiers within the noun phrase. 3) marking 
number on some (mainly human) nouns. plural: moe-. 

goe-3 [ga] pref derives ordinal numbers. 
goebi [gabO con}. as if, like. 
goeboor [gab6:r] n. hedgehog. 
goeb'oolnaan [ga66:lna:n] n.sg. Christian. plural: moeb'oolnaan. 
goede [gade] n. l) bottom. 2) origins, secrets. relator. l) at the bottom of. 2) 

following. 
goedegoekimg [gadegakhalJ] see goedekimg. 
goedekang [gadekhalJ] adv. first. variant: goedegoekang. 
goed'aar [ga<fa:r] adv. tomorrow. variant: t'oed'aar. 
goed'emen [ga<feman] mod. good, truthful. plural: moed'emen. 
goed'er [gacfar] n. place name. 
goefe [gafhe] see goepe. 
goegoe [gaga] part. do eventually. 
goegwo [gagw6] adv. silent, on and on, without end. 
goek'al [gakal] n. red-fronted gazelle. 
goek'wak [gakwak] adv. all (of a set). 
goelip [gaHp] n. type of very beautiful bird. 
goelong [gal61J] n. l) for nothing, useless. 2) proper name. 
goemii [gamai] n. Goemai. 
goeme [game] num. one. adv. same. 
goe- n- [ga- 'n-1 pref l) nominalizer (forming participles). 2) marking comple-

ments of auxiliary verbs. 
goenang [ganalJ] pron.sg. which one. mod.sg. which. plural: moenang. 
goenye [ganie] n.sg. neighbor, friend, companion. plural: moenye. 
goepe [gaphe] con}. l) that, when (introduces an adverbial temporal clause). 2) 

that (introduces a complement clause). variant: goefe, pe, fe. 
goep'.!!oe [gapHa] mod. new. plural: moep'.!!oe. 
goereng [garalJ] see gam. 
goerep [garap] see gep. 
goesampe [gashamphe] adv. outside, abroad. 
goes'em [gasam] n. rat, mouse (living within settlements). 
goes'eng [gasalJ] n. urine. 
goesha [ga_fha] n.sg. friend. plural: moeshaar. 
goeshak [ga_fhak] adv. together. 
goeshir [ga_fhfr] n. grave. 
goetokmuut [gath6kmu:t] n.sg. traditionalist. plural: moetokmuut. 
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goet'anaan [gatana:n] n.sg. Muslim. plural: moet'eknaan. 
g6et'eng [gataiJ] adv. above, upward, skyward. 
g6et'66n [gatH:n] adv. opposite, beyond, at the shore. 
gii= [gil] see gwen. 
gitda [gl:tda] n. unit. from Hausa. 
gulitk [g1lluk] see gulitp. 
gitlitng [gl:tluiJ] n. dark corner. 
gulitp [g1llup] n. type of large-sized bat. variant: gulitk. 
gulus [g1llus] ideoph. belch loudly. 
gun [g1ln] v.tr. stuff something (into a tight-fitting container). 
gitng [gUIJ] n. type of :fig tree, forest of :fig trees. 
gitritm [gl:trum] n. person, people. 
gitritp [gl:trup] v.intr. form lumps. 
gwi [gwa] pron. he (addressee in speech act context) (SGM.LOG.AD.subject, 

independent). 
gwa [gwa] pron. him (SGM.LOG.AD.object). 
gwa [gwa] pron. his (SGM.LOG.AD.possessive). 

gwUn1 [gwa:n] n. cocoyam. 
gwaan2 [gwa:n] v.tr. l) growl at someone. 2) make someone growl. v.intr. 

growl, howl, roar. n. growling. 
gwabna [gwabna] n. governor. from Hausa. 
gwam [gwam] v.tr. l) deceive, disappoint someone. 2) pacify someone. n. de

ceiving, deceit. 
gwate [gwathe] n. yam dish. 
gwen [gwan] mod. associative plural (a person and his people, several objects 

ofthe same kind). 
gwen [gwan] pron. you (2PL.subject, independent). 

gii= [gil] pron. you (2PL.subject). 
gwen [gwan] pron. you (2PL.object). 
gwen [gwan] pron. your (2PL.possessive). 
mmitk ['nmuk] pron. yours (free 2PL.possessive). 
moesuk [mashuk] pron. for, to yourself(2PL.reflexive). 
suk [ shuk] n. your body. pron. yourself (2PL.reflexive ). 

gwi [gwl] n. calabash. 
gya [gla] v.intr. become old. 
gya [gla] n. performance, dance, song. 
gyelgyel [glalglal] n. quickness, superficiality. 

H [h] 

hUm [ha:m] n. water. 
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haam d'am [ha:m <fam] n. a children's game (diving into water). 
haam haaske [ha:m ha:skhe] n. yellow. 
haam beet [ha:m he:t] n. swimming. 
haam loon [ha:m lo:n] n. blue. 
haam s'wa [ha:m swa] n. drinking, a drink. 
haamsh'ing [ha:mJ11J] n.liquid porridge. 
haam tit [ha:m thu] n. thirst. 
haam yim [ha:mjfm] n. green. 

haamd'e [ha:mcfe] see hangoed'e. 
haan [ha:n] v.tr.sg. climb something. v.intr.sg. climb, ascend. plural: hyan. 
haar [ha:r] v.tr. gnaw, eat something tough (e.g., meat, nuts). 
haas [ha:s] n. flour. 
haas [ha:s] n. egg. 
haasyit [ha:sjft] n. eyeball. 
hab'al [ha6al] see hool. 
hab'ar [ha6ar] see boor. 
hii [hai] inter}. hey (calling attention). from Hausa. variant: ii. 
hak [hak] v.tr. l) expel (hiccup, vomit). 2) make someone hiccup or vomit. 
ham [ham] v.tr. carve. 
hang [ha1J] n. type of tree. 
hangoed'e [haljgacfe] n. water. variant: haamd'e. 
bar [har] con}. until, even. from Hausa. 
haram [haram] v.tr. harvest, cut with scythe or sickle. 
hawap [hawap] n. broth, pepper soup. 
hayak [hajak] n. pregnancy. 
hayak [hajak] n. ground squirrel. 
bees [he:s] n. coarse sand. 
beet [he:t] v.tr. set something in motion, move. 
hen [han] pron. I (lsG.subject, independent). 

hen [han] pron. me (lsG.object). 
mmaan ['nma:n] pron. mine (free lSG.possessive). 
moesan [mashan) pron. for, to myself(lSG.reflexive). 
n= rn] pron. I (lSG.subject). 
noe [na) pron. my (lSG.possessive). 
san [shan] n. my body. pron. myself(lsG.reflexive). 

hes [has] v.tr.sg. l) pierce or spear at something. 2) weave soft material (e.g., 
wool) 3) name, appoint someone. 4) burst into, expel something. plural: 
hyas. 

bet [hat] v.tr. l) hit something. 2) hit against something n. hitting. 
ho [h6] inter}. greeting. 
hok [h6k] v.tr. l) dig out something (e.g., roots). 2) dig a deep hole or well. 
=hok [hok] mod. the (definite article). 
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h661 [h6:l] v.tr. swell, fill or satisfy something or someone. v.intr. become 
swollen. plural: hab'al. 

h66r [h6:r] v.tr.sg. wear something, wrap a cloth around the body (wearing it). 
plural: hab'ar. 

h66t [h6:t] n. big grinding stone. 
hot6 [hoth6] n. photo, picture . .from Hausa. 
h661 [h6:l] n. hollow, opening that is formed by one thing joining another (e.g., 

hollow under bed, space between spread legs, arms or branches). 
h66m [h6:m] v.tr. hold something, hold on to something. 
hoos [ho:s] n. tooth. 
h66t [h6:t] v.tr. shut, close something. v.intr. get shut, closed. 
=hoe [ha] clitic. exactly. 
hida [hula] n. hat, cap . .from Hausa. 
hura [huni] n. gruel, balls of cooked flour.from Hausa. 
hyan [h~::l<\n] see hUn. 
hyas [h~::~<is] see hes. 
hyoe [hHa] n. seed, grain. 
hyamma [hhimma] inter}. expressing disbelief. 

I [i] 

ibo [libo] n. lgbo. 
ilmi [?llml] n. education. from Hausa. 
ina [?ina] interr. where . .from Hausa. 
inda [?lnda] pron. where (relative clause) . .from Hausa. 
iri [?lrl] n. kind, sort. from Hausa. 

J [3] 

jUI [3a:l] v.tr. make someone belch. v.intr. belch. n. belching. 
jaan [3a:n] n. twin. 
jang [3alJ] n. carelessness. 
jap [3ap] see Ia~, yam. 
japjaan [3ap3a:n] n. place name: Namu. 
japnuun [3apnti:n] n.pl. siblings. 
jap swaal [3ap shwa:l] see Ia swaal. 
japt'eng [3aptal]] see lat'eng. 
jar [3ar] adv. straight, parallel. .from Hausa. 
jar [3ar] see jir. 
jarawa [3arawa] n. Jarawa Bantu. 
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jel [3al] v.tr. surround something. 
ji [311 pron. he (speaker in speech act context) (SGM.LOG.SP.subject, indepen-

dent). 
ji [3i] pron. him (SGM.LOG.SP.object). 
ji [30 pron. his (SGM.LOG.SP.possessive). 
ji= [311 pron. he (SGM.LOG.SP.subject). 
mmiuln ['nmH:n] pron. his (free SGM.LOG.SP.possessive). 
moes66n [mashH:n]pron. for, to himself(SGM.LOG.SP.reflexive). 
s66n [shH:n] n. his body.pron. himself(SGM.LOG.SP.reflexive). 

jik [3ik] v.intr. come from. 
jik [3lk] n. type of small savanna tree or bush. 
jim [3lm] v.intr. ferment. 
jimaar [3lma:r] n. type offish. 
jir [3lr] v.intr.sg. become jealous or envious. n.sg. jealousy, envy. plural: jar. 
jirap [3lrap] see zarap. 
jiri [3lrl] n. roan antelope. 
j6s [3os] n. place name. 
j66m [36:m] n. chin. 
jung [3UIJ] ideoph. dark red. 

kaam [kha:m] v.intr. become wide. n. width. 
kaam [kha:m] n. festival, gathering, crowd. 
kaat [kha:t] v.tr. greet someone in a casual way. n. greeting. 
kada [khada] see kede. 
kad'ak [kha<fak] ideoph. very hard. 
kafin [khafhln] con}. before. from Hausa. 
kii [khai] inter}. hey (disapproval, surprise).from Hausa. 
kM [khal] n. froth. 
kam [kham] part. resultative aspect. 
kamb6k [khamb6k] inter}. please. 
kan [khan] v.tr. bend something sideways, incline or slant something. v.intr. 

become bent, inclined. 
kang [khalJ] v.tr. join something (to something else), make a fire (by joining 

wood). v. intr. get joined or connected. 
kangrang [khaiJraiJ] n. type of group dance. 
karatu [kharathu] n. studies. from Hausa. 
kat [khat] v.tr. find, obtain, encounter. part. 1) maybe. 2) suddenly. 
katak6 [khathakh6] n. plank. from Hausa. 
kaza [khaza] adv. such and such. from Hausa. 
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ke [khe] n. chicken, hen. 
kede [khede] part. prohibitive. from Hausa. variant: kada. 
keem [khe:m] n. type of tree. 
kern [kham] part. certainly.from Hausa. 
ken [khan] v.tr.sg. l) excrete something (shit, fart). 2) make someone excrete 

plural: k6erang. 
kensuun [khanshH:n] n. late afternoon, early evening. 
kenti [khanthf) n. store. from Hausa. 
kep [khap] see kitp. 
kilip [khfl(p] n. kitchen. variant: tilip. 
k6 [kh6] con}. or, maybe. part. question tag (right?).from Hausa. 
k6= [kh6] clitic. l) any (free choice). 2) every, each (universal quantification). 

fromHausa. 
k6dashike [kh6da_fhfkhe] con}. even though. from Hausa. variant: k6dayake. 
k6dayake [kh6dajakhe] see k6dashike. 
k6ng [kh61J] n. stream, water body. 
k6ng [kholJ] interr. how much, many. 
k66m [kh6:m] n. cold, windy season, time ofharmattan (marking the beginning 

of the dry season). 
k66r [kh6:r] v.intr. become jealous or envious. n. jealousy, envy. 
k6erang [kharaiJ] see ken. 
koere [khare] n. pied crow. 
k6erem [kharam] v.tr. take a large amount. v.intr. become a large amount, in

crease. 
ku [khu] v.tr. coil something up. v.intr. get into a coiled-up position (e.g., sleep

ing coiled up because of the cold, people sitting in the presence of elders 
with their legs coiled to the side). 

kuk [khuk] v.tr. bark at something. n. barking. 
kitk [khuk] n. tree stump. 
kul [khul] see nkul. 
kulung [khuluiJ] n. wild vine. 
kum [khum] v.intr. behave foolishly. 
kitm [khum] n. name ofamasquerade. 
kuma [khuma] part. also, too, likewise.from Hausa. 
kun [khun] v.tr. count. variant: wun. 
kung [khuiJ] n. leopard. 
kitp [khup] n.lake, pond. variant: kep. 
kitr [khur] n. chieftaincy title. 
kurgoede [khurgade] n. riddle, puzzle. 
kitrki [khurkhf) n. archaic name. 
kus [khus] adv. near. from Hausa. 
kits [khus] v. tr. rub at skin or leather to make it soft, soften. 



kilt [khut] v.tr. talk about something. n. talking. 
kyet [khHat) see kwet. 
kuut [khH:t] adv. only, just. 
kwa [khwa] see nkwa. 
kwaan [khwa:n] n. Jukun. 
kwai [khwai] inter}. no. 
kwak1 [khwak] n. tibia, lower leg. 
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kwak2 [khwak] v.tr. make something smooth, polish something. v.intr. become 
smooth. 

kwalba [khwalba] n. bottle. from Hausa. 
kwan [khwan] v.tr. l) spill, throw away (many things). 2) throw at something. 

v.intr. become thrown or spilled. 
kwap [khwap] n. spear. 
kwap [khwap] v. tr.sg. knock, hit at something. n.sg. knocking. plural: kwarap. 
kwaram [khwaram] n.sg. slave. plural: sharam. 
kwarap [khwarap] see kwap. 
kwat [khwat] n. communal hunt (for bigger animals), usually lasting for several 

days. 
kwati [khwathf) n. box. from Hausa. 
kwet [khwat] n. adze. variant: kyet. 
kyak [khiak] v.tr. crack or split something. v.intr. get cracked, split. 
kyalap [khialap] see kyap. 
kyap [khiap] v.tr.sg. cut, chip off. plural: kyalap. 
kyat [khiat] see nkyat. 
kyem [khiam] n. blood. variant: tyem. 
ky6klok [khi5kl6k] adv. l) few, little. 2) small. variant: ty6klok. 
kyook [khi6:k] n. type of tree. 
kyoop [khi6:p] n. (good) health. variant: tyoop. 

K' [k] 

k'a [ka] n.sg. head. relator.sg. l) on top of, above. 2) of, on account of (stimu
lus of experiencer verbs). 3) about (content of speech act verbs). 4) be busy 
at something. plural: k'ek. 

k'a bi nimoe [ka bf 'nma] interr. why. 
k'a b'al [ka 6al] n. hardheadedness. 
k'a nimoe [ka 'nma] interr. why. 

k'ab'al [ka6al] n. crab. 
k'ab'an [ka6an] see k'oon2• 

k'af'a [kafa] see k'ap'a. 
k'am1 [kam] n. twig. 
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k'am2 [kam] v.tr. 1) try out or test something (by measuring its dimension or 
distance), compare (through measuring), aim a weapon at something 
(through measuring the distance). 2) try out on someone, demonstrate to 
someone, instruct someone. n. a measure. 

k'an [kan] see k'en. 
k'ang1 [kalJ] v.tr. make someone confused. v.intr. become confused. 
k'ang2 [kalJ] v.tr. guard, protect, look after something, wait for something. 
k'anglu [ka1Jlu] n. chieftaincy title. 
k'ap [kap] v.tr. harvest, dig up or cut with hoe. 
k'apin [kaphin] n. roof. 
k'ap'a [kapa] n. rice. from Hausa. variant: k'af'a. 
k'aram [kan\m] n. mat. 
k'at [kat] v.tr. help someone. 
k'lt [kat] v.tr.sg. 1) measure out grains. 2) distribute (grains) to someone. plu

ral: k'oereng. 
k'e [ke] v.tr. be sufficient, enough for something or someone. v.intr. be suffi-

cient, enough. 
k'een [ke:n] adv. indeed. 
k'ek [kak] see k'a. 
k'el [kal] see k'oeleng. 
k'em [kam] adv. different. variant: k'epmang. 
k'en [kan] n.sg. mother's brother, sister's child. plural: k'an. 
k'ep [kap] v.intr. become short (of sticks, roads, people). 
k'epmang [kapmalJ] see k'em. 
k'irip [kfrip] ideoph. completely face down. 
k'ong [k61J] n. type oflarge snake. 
k'onkwaan [k61Jkhwa:n] n. groundnut, peanut. 
k'oon 1 [k6:n] n. bush cow, dwarfbuffalo. 
k'oon2 [k6:n] v.tr.sg. 1) place something face down. 2) bake root crops (under a 

face-down pot). 3) become face down in relation to something. v.intr.sg. be
come face down. plural: k'ab'an. 

k'oom [k6:m] v.tr. strengthen something. v.intr. become strong, courageous. n. 
strength. 

k'oon [ko:n] n. type of large snake, non-poisonous. 
k'oeleng [kah31J] v.tr. hear, understand, smell. variant: k'el. 
k'oerek [karak] v.tr. 1) remember something or someone. 2) remind someone 

(of something). 
k'oereng [karalJ] see k'lt. 
k'ul [kul] v. tr. strike at something, hit at the top of something. 
k'um [kum] n. navel (of mammals), stalk (of fruits). 
k'umpyinlr [kumphil.t:r] n. chieftaincy title. 
k'un [kun] num. three. 
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k'ur [kur] n. tortoise, water turtle. 
k'itr [kur] v.tr. heap something up, bend something into a hook. v.intr. become 

heaped up or hooked. 
k'ut [kut] v.tr.sg. put in a coiled or crouching (e.g., snakes, humans, ropes) or 

rumpled (e.g., cloth, paper) position. v.intr.sg. coil, curl up, crouch, rumple. 
plural: k'wat. 

k'uur [ku:r] v.tr. bum something. v.intr. become burnt. 
k'uun [kH:n] n. salt. 
k'wak1 [kwak] n. type offish with strong spikes, lives in standing water. 
k'wak2 [kwak] v.tr. 1) knock, hit something. 2) knock at something. 
k'waktak [kwakthak] n. water snake. 
k'wal [kwal] v. tr. talk. n. talking. 
k'walam [kwatam] see k'wam. 
k'wam [kwam] n. ear (of animal), leaf(ofplant). variant: k'walam. 
k'wam [kwam] n. bambara nut. 
k'wat [kwat] v.ditr. pay someone something. v.tr. 1) pay back something. 2) 

pay for someone's benefit, pay for goods. n. paying, payment. 
k'wat [kwat] see k'ut. 
k'wo [kwo] n. K'wo Goemai. 
k'wozem [kwozam] n. proper name. 
k'yak [kiak] n. heart, neck. variant: t'yak. 
k'yaklang [kiaklaiJ] n. life. variant: t'yaklang. 
k'yam [kiam] v.tr. 1) taste, try, experience. 2) have never I ever done. n. test-

ing, tasting. 
k'yan [klan] n. name of a masquerade. 
k'yang [klaiJ] n. rope. 
k'yang [klaiJ] n. small hoe with triangular blade. 
k'yap [kiap] v.tr. instruct, correct, berate someone. n. quarrel. 
k'yas [kias] v.tr. 1) spit out saliva. 2) make someone spit. 
k'yong [kloiJ] n. meal. 

IC [k'] (Hausa loans only) 

&ra [k'ara] v.tr. repeat. .from Hausa. 
&uye [k'auje] n. village. from Hausa. 
K6iari [k'6k'arf) n. effort. from Hausa. 
Ku.sa [k'usha] n. nail. from Hausa. 
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L [1] 

la1 [hi] v.tr. pain someone. n. pain. 
la2 [hi] see d'a. 
la1 [h\] n.sg. 1) child, offspring. 2) small, little (diminutive). mod.sg. small, 

little (diminutive). plural: jap. variant: loe=. 
la2 [h\] v.tr.sg. produce, give birth. plural: b'e, b'ak. 
ladabi [ladabO n. respect, good manners. from Hausa. 
lal [tal] v.tr. 1) make a mistake in something. 2) make someone err. 
lang [hiiJ] v.tr.sg. hang or move something within a location. v.intr.sg. hang, be 

moving (within a location). n.sg. life. plural: leng. 
lang [laiJ] v.intr.sg. 1) hang, move (progressive aspect). 2) deliberately 

keep on doing (progressive aspect). plural: leng. 
lang- [laiJ] cl.sg. hang, move. plural: leng-. 

langoede [laiJgade] v.tr. begin something. v.intr. begin, start. variant: 
tangoede. 

lap [lap] v.tr. 1) receive. 2) answer. 
Ia swUI [la shwa:l] n.sg. young man, youth. plural: jap swUI. 
lat [hit] v.tr. finish something. v.intr. finish. part. anterior aspect. 
latk'wal [latkwal] n. proper name. 
lat'eng [lataiJ] n.sg. fruit. plural: japt'eng. 
layi [lajl] n.lane.from Hausa. 
le1 [le] n. goods, tools, load, clothes. 
le2 [le] adv. a bit, a small part. 
lefi [lefO n. mistake. from Hausa. 
lemu [lemu] n. orange. from Hausa. 
leng [laiJ] see lang. 

leng [laiJ] see lang. 
leng- [laiJ] see lang-. 

ligya [llgla] n. nightjar, nighthawk. 
liis [H:s] n. tongue. 
liit [H:t] n. lion. 
lin [Hn] v.intr.sg. become dried up, dawn (of the dry season, of a hot day). 

plural: lyan. 
16kashi [l6kha_fh0 n. time. from Hausa. 
16ng [161]] n. chief, chieftaincy. 
16ngp'yan [l61JpHan] n. proper name. 
longvilip [loiJvlllp] n. 1) cobweb. 2) paper, book. 
loon [lo:n] n. cloud. 
16e [la] v.tr. put. 
16e= [la] see 16. 
loe= [la] see la1• 



loeb'ang [la6aiJ] n. oryx. 
loet'uk [latuk] n. market. 

M[m] 543 

16 [lu] n. settlement (house, compound, village, town). adv. home. variant: 
16e=. 

lode [lude] n. calabash spoon. from Hausa. 
hi migitritm [lu mlgl:trum] n. place name: Gidan Masaka. adv. in Gidan Masa-

ka. 
lit nyu [lu nlu] n. place name: Bakin Ciyawa. adv. in Bakin Ciyawa. 
166n [lu:n] n. dry season. 
lout [lu:t] v.tr.sg. 1) be afraid of something. 2) make someone be afraid. 

v.intr.sg. be afraid. n.sg. fear. plural: lwat. 
lwa [lwa] n. animal, meat, flesh. 
lwat [lwat] see lout. 
lyak [Vak] v.tr. 1) throw something away. 2) throw at something. 
lyan [V<in] see lin. 

M[m] 

rna [rna] part. too, also, even, still. from Hausa. 
rna [rna] v.tr. surpass, exceed. n. superiority, majority. 
maamb'yal [ma:m6lal] n. place name: Biembiem. 
maar [ma:r] v.tr. farm. n. 1) farming, farm, field. 2) millet. 
magi [ magO n. maggi, instant soup mix. from English. 
makaranta [ makharantha] n. school. from Hausa. 
malak [malak] v.tr. be drawy or slimy (of okra), be silky (of cloth), be trouble

some (of a person) in relation to something. v.intr. be drawy, slimy, silky, 
troublesome. n. drawiness, silkiness. 

man [man] part. negative irrealis, prohibitive. 
man [man] v.tr. get to know or understand. 
mang [maiJ] v.tr.sg. 1) take, pick up, lift. 2) pass something on to someone. 

v.tr. 1) assume that. 2) keep on doing. 3) start to do. v.intr.sg. stop. n.sg. lift
ing. plural: war. 

man gap [ maiJgap] n. name of a masquerade. 
mangoro [maiJgoro] n. mango. from Hausa. 
marap [ marap] see mat2. 
masha [ma_fha] n. female friend, lady. variant: matsha. 
mat1 [mat] n.sg. woman, wife. plural: sharap. 
mat2 [mat] v.tr.sg. step (on a ride, vehicle, animal), dance. v.intr.sg. step on or 

over something. plural: marap. 
matsha [mat_fha] see masha. 
mbai ['nbai] n. large calabash, used for carrying or storing things. 
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mbane ['nbane] n.loincloth, made of skin. 
mbel ['nbal] n. pigeon. variant: bel. 
mb'aizwam ['n6aizwam] n. jackal. 
mb'el ['n6al] adv. a lot, much, many. 
mb'oolshat ['n66:l_fhat] n. type of bat (small, dark color). 
me1 [me] num. one (used in counting only). 
me2 [me] part. really, after all. 
me [me] n. barn, granary. 
meen [me:n] v.intr. be raw (offood), awake (ofhumans), truthful (of speech). 
meet [me:t] adv. aimless. 
mel [mal] v.tr. haunt someone. v.intr. become haunted. 
men [man] pron. we (lPL.subject, independent). 

men [man] pron. us (lPL.object). 
men [man] pron. our (lPL.possessive). 
mmen ['nman) pron. ours (free lPL.possessive). 
m6e= [rna] pron. we (lPL.subject). 
moesem [masham] pron. for, to ourselves (lPL.reflexive). 
sem [sham] n. ourbody.pron. ourselves (lPL.reflexive). 

mfet ['nfhat] n. mosquito. 
mf'QQ)> ['nfo:p] n. tsetse fly. 
mf'yel ['nfial] adv. quick, fast. 
mi [ml] v.tr.sg. be related to someone. n.sg. blood relationship. plural: mya. 
minti [mfnthl] n. minute. from Hausa. 
mis [mls] n.sg. man, husband. plural: daas. 
misk'a [mlska] n.sg. brother in law.plural: dask'ek. 
misk'oom [mlsk6:m] n.sg. elder. plural: dask'oom. 
mm [n\:] inter}. yes (male speaker). 
mmaan ['nma:n] see hen. 
mmak ['nmak] see g6e. 
mmat ['nmat] see d6e. 
mmen ['nman] see men. 
mmik ['nmlk] see y6e. 
mmit ['nmlt] see y6e. 
nimoe ['nma] interr. what. 
mmuk ['nmuk] see ni, gwen. part. belonging to, possessive. 
mmuut ['nmu:t] see dwen. 
mmyep ['nmHap] see myep. 
mmuun ['nmH:n] see jl 
ni'm [m'Zn\] see a'a. 
molo [m616] n. guitar. from Hausa. 
mong [m61J] v.tr. study something closely, aim at something carefully. 
moor [mo:r] v.intr. become oily. 



moos [rn6:s] n. hospitality, visit. 
moto [rn6tho] n. car.from Hausa.plural: motoshi. 
motoshi [rn6th6_fh0 see moto. 
m6u [rnou] part. negation. 

M[m] 545 

moor [rn6:r] v.tr. bear something, be patient with something. v.intr. be patient. 
m6e= [rna] see men. 
moe- [rna] see goe-2. 
moe- [rna] pref locative (occurs only in place names in present-day language). 
moeb'oolnaan [rna66:lna:n] see goeb'oolnaan. 
moed'emen [rna<fernan] see goed'emen. 
moeka [rnakha] n. drizzling rain. 
moekwaan [rnakhwa:n] adv. south. 
moek'wo [rnakwo] n. place name: Kwande. adv. in Kwande. 
moelep [rnalap] v.tr. wink eyes. v.intr. wink 
moemii [rnarnai] n.pl. people, strangers. 
moenang [rnanalJ] see goenang. 
moenye [rnanie] see goenye. 
moep'yoe (rnapHa) see goep'yoe. 
moerip [rnarfp] n. soul, spirit. 
moesak [mashak] see g6e. 
moesan [mashan] see hen. 
moesat [mashat] see d6e. 
moesek [mashak] pron. for, to self. 
moesem [masharn] see men. 
moesuk [mashuk] see gwen. 
moesut [mashut] see dwen. 
moesuun [mashH:n] see jl 
moeshaar [rna_fha:r] see goesha. 
moeshik [ma_fhfk] see y6e. 
moetokmuut [rnath6kmu:t] see goetokmuut. 
moet'eknaan [rnatakna:n] see goet'anaan. 
mpyoe mpyoe ('nphHa 'nphHa) adv. always. 
mp'ang ['npalJ] adv. north. 
mp'at ['npat] n. broom. 
mp'ung ['npu1J] n. dust. 
mu [rnu] part. question tag (to seek confirmation). 
mudinlt [rnudu:t] n. place name: Shendam. adv. in Shendam. 
muk [rnuk] see ni. 
muru [rnuru] n. fig tree. 
musu [rnushu] n. cat. 
mutane [rnuthane] n.pl. people. from Hausa. 
muturu [rnuthuru] n. cattle. from Hausa. 
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m66t [mu:t] v.tr.sg. die or long for something. v.intr.sg. die. n.sg. l) dying, 
death. 2) traditional religion. plural: myarap. 

mya [mHa] n.liquid (e.g., tears, milk, honey, juice). 
myaan [mHa:n] v.tr.sg. l) go or travel by some means of transport. 2) go to do 

something. v.intr.sg. go, walk, journey. n.sg. walking, journey. plural: 
myen. 

myai [mHai] n. fellow. 
myak [mHak] v.tr. suck at, eat juicy food (e.g., fruit). 
myalam [mHalam] n. type of tuber, used for producing a dish for special occa-

sions. 
myarap [mHarap) see muut. 
myen [mHan] see myaan. 
myep [ mHap] pron. l) they (3PL.subject, independent). 2) they (impersonal). 

mmyep ['nmHap) pron. theirs (free 3PL.possessive). 
myep [ mHap] pron. them (3PL.object). 
myep [ mHap] pron. their (3PL.possessive ). 
yep= [?Hap] pron. l) they (3PL.subject). 2) they (impersonal). 

myer [mHar] n. oil, fat, butter, perfume. 
myerb'ang [mHar6aiJ] n. palm oil. 
myergwer [mHargwar] n. type offish. 
myes [ mHas] n. beer, alcohol. 
m66r [mH:r] v.tr. steal. n. l) stealing, theft. 2) thief. 
mya [mla] see mi. 
myalap [mlalap] v.tr. shine, flicker the eyes. v.intr. shine, glitter (of, e.g., 

adornments, lightening). 

N [n] 

n= rn1 see hen. 
n- ['n] pref adverbializer (in demonstrative word). 
n-1 ['n] pref l) location. 2) with (comitative, instrumental, accompaniment, 

direct and indirect causation). 3) to, for (benefactive). 
n-2 ['n] pref l) adverbializer. 2) introduces new referents (presentative prefix). 
n-3 ['n] pref l) permissive modality. 2) immediate future tense. 3) progressive 

aspect. 
ni [na] v.tr. see. 
naan [na:n] n. God. 
naantwaam [na:nthwa:m] n. proper name. 
naanzem [na:nzam] n. proper name. 
nagan [nagan] n. place name: Kurgwi. 
nagu [nagll] n. cattle egret. 



naira [naira] n. Naira (Nigerian currency). 
oak [nak] v.tr. fetch (water, food), go after men (said of women). 
oak!!. [nakhH] n. 1) grandparent, great grandparent. 2) in-law. 
nak'ynsh'im [nakH'njlm] n. chameleon. 
nan- [na 'n] part. introduces new referents (presentative particle). 
nan [nan] see f'yer. 
nang [nalJ] dem. that, distal demonstrative root. 
nasel [nashal] see naser. 

N[n] 541 

naser [nashar] n. 1) grasshopper. 2) wife of rabbit (in folktales). variant: nasel. 
nayit [najft] n. mirror. 
nda ['nda] n. father. 
ndap'ya ['ndapia] n. type of :field mouse or rat. 
ode ['nde] n. another (of a specified set). adv. another, another time. 
ndokDdok ['nd0k'nd6k] adv. before yesterday. variant: dokndok. 
ndoe ['nda] con}. 1) and. 2) to, with. (addressee of speech act verbs). 
ndoe= ['nda] mod. a certain (specific-indefinite article). variant: 'doe. 
ndimi ['ndunO adv. much, many, in abundance. 
nduus ['ndH:s] n. type oflarge cricket. variant: duos. 
ndinlsnaan ['ndH:sna:n] n. type of small cricket. variant: dinlsnaan. 
ndyen ['ndian] see ndyendyen. 
ndyendyen ['ndiandian] adv. yesterday. variant: dyendyen, ndyen. 
nd'ang ['ncfal]] interr. how. 
nd'asoe ['ncfasha] see nd'asoenoe. 
nd'asoend'ennoe ['ncfasha'n<fe'nna] see nd'asoenoe. 
nd'asoenoe ['ncfashana] adv. now, nowadays, in modem times. variant: 

nd'asoe, nd'asoend'ennoe. 
nd'e ['nae] see , d'e. 

nd'e ['ncfe] see 'd'e. 
nd'in ['ndln] n. type of bat (large, black color). 
nd'oolk'uun ['n<fO:lkH:n] n. gecko. 
nd'uim ['n<fH:n] n. inside. relator. in, inside of. 
nd'yen ['ndian] see d'yen. 
nd'yerkum ['ndiarkhum] n. type of ant (small, red color). 
ne [ne] v.tr. make someone tired. v.intr. become tired. n. tiredness. 
neen [ne:n] n. hunger, famine. 
nek [nak] v.intr. become thick (ofliquid, gruel). n. thickness. 
nem [nam] v.tr. 1) refuse (to give) something. 2) refuse someone (something). 

n. refusing, refusal. 
neng [nalJ] n. cow, cattle. 
ngam ['ngam] adv. much, many, full of. 
ngan ['ngan] n. proper name. 
ngergek ['ngargak] v.intr. become round. 
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nget ['ngat] n. woodworm. 
ngok ['ng.Sk] n. type of small locust or grasshopper. 
ngolobe ['ng616be] n. type offish (long and flat, very bony). 
ngong ['ng.SlJ] n. night. adv. at night. 
ngootdugut ['ng.):tdugllt] n. place name: Ungwan Rina. adv. in Ungwan Rina. 
ngootlong ['ng.):tl61J] n. place name: Demshin. adv. in Demshin. 
ngoegim ['ngagan] n. ring. 
ngum ['ngllm] n. beetle. 
ngumgoor ['ngt.tmg6:r] n. type offish (small and round, spiky). variant: goor. 
nguul ['ngll:l] n. ground hombill. 
nguut ['ngll:t] n. type of small locust or grasshopper. 
ngwa ['ngwa] n. l) suburb, quarter. 2) place name: Ungwan Dad'i.from Hausa. 
ngwashu ['ngwa_fhu] n. type of pigeon (grey with dark markings, red rings 

around eyes). 
ngyara ['ngiara] n. black kite. 
ngyarak ['ngiarak] n. male cricket. 
nhat ['nhat] n. wind, air. 
ni1 [nf) n. elephant. 
nh [nf) pron. he, she, it (3SG.subject, independent). 

muk [muk] pron. his, her, its (3SG.possessive). 
mmuk ['nmuk] pron. his, hers, its (free 3SG.possessive). 
ni [ni] pron. him, her, it (3SG.object). 
ni= [nf) pron. he, she, it (3SG.subject). 

nik [nfk] v.intr. make an effort. 
nin [nfn] v.tr. l) draw attention to something (by pointing at it), introduce 

someone. 2) make someone attend (to something), show someone (some
thing). 

nja rn3a] n. type oftermite. 
njalang rn3ala1J] n. type ofwasp or hornet. 
njir rn3{r] n. small honeybee. 
njoon rn3.J:n] n. grey heron. 
nkang ['nkhalJ] adv. before. 
nkoeleng ['nkhalc31J] n. hawk. 
nkul ['nkhul] adv. left. variant: kul. 
nkwa ['nkhwa] part. moreover, however. from Hausa. variant: kwa. 
nkya ['nkhia] n. vulture. 
nkyat ['nkhiat] adv. equal, straight, square. variant: kyat. 
nkyem ['nkhiam] n. front. relator. in front of, before. variant: ntyem. 
nk'a nk'a ['nka 'nka] adv. continuously. 
nk'ata ['nkatha] n. hat. 
nk'een ['nke:n] n. thorn. 
nk'ong1 ['nk61J] n. back. relator. at the back, behind. 
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nk'6ng2 ['nk.SIJ] v.tr.sg. make something small, decrease. v.intr.sg. become 
young, small. plural: d'yen. 

nk'wa ['nkwa] adv. away. 
nk'wak ['nkwak] adv. all (of a set). 
nna ['nna] n. grandmother, old woman. 
nnang ['nnaiJ] interr. where. 
nnoe ['nna] dem. this, proximal demonstrative root. mod. locative anaphor. 
nnitk ['nnuk] n. whip. 
n6e [na] see hen. 
n6emyat [namHat] n. frog. 
ns'e ['nse] adv. right. variant: s'e. 
ns'een ['nse:n] adv. truly. variant: s'een. 
nshil ['n_fhl] n. bee, honey. 
nshh ['n_fhl] n. Tiv. 
nshik ['n_fhlk] n. grandchild. 
nsh'am ['nJam] n. louse. 
nsh'arap ['nfarap] n. type of ant (small, black color). 
nsh'6ng ['nJ.SIJ] n. type of sparrow. 
nsh'6ngkwarap ['nJ.SIJkhwarap] n. swift, swallow. 
nteng ['nthalJ] n. hoopoe. 
ntyem ['nthJam] see nkyem. 
nt'i ['ntf) n. proper name (son of rabbit in folktales). 
nt'it ['ntlt] adv. well. 
nt'walang ['ntwalaiJ] n. sugar ant. 
nu [nu] n. sea, large-sized river. 
nitk'upsh'ip [nukupJfp] n. kingfisher. 
nitng [nuiJ] v.tr.sg. make someone become mature or ready. v.intr.sg. become 

mature or ready (e.g., ripe of fruit, cooked of food, experienced or clever of 
humans, healed of wounds). n.sg. maturity, readiness. plural: nwang. 

nitngyit [nuiJjft] n. trick. 
noun [nH:n] n. mother. 
nwi [nwa] pron. they (addressee in speech act context) (PL.LOG.AD.subject, 

independent). 
nwa [nwa] pron. them (PL.LOG.AD.object). 
nwa [nwa) pron. their (PL.LOG.AD.possessive). 

nwam ['nwam] n. type offish (large, black color, living in muddy waters). 
nwang [nwalJ] see nitng. 
nwap [nwap] v.intr. become sticky. n. stickiness, glue, gum, wax. 
nwo ['nwo] see WO!. 

nyaal [ nla:l] v. intr. be naturally thin or slender. n. thinness. 
nyak1 [nlak] v.tr. rest oneself. v.intr. breathe. n. rest, breath. 
nyak2 [nlak] see nyang. 
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nyang [nlaiJ] v.tr.sg. 1) refuse, hate, disagree. 2) make someone be in disa
greement. v.intr.sg. hate, be in disagreement. n.sg. hating, refusing. plural: 
nyak. 

nyap [nlap] v.tr. prepare, arrange something nicely, repair something. 
nye [ nle] n. matter, word. con}. because. 
nye- [nle] pref nominalizer (to derive speech acts and cognitive acts from 

verbs). 
nyeb'66t [nle66:t] n.sg. acting rascally. 
nyed'uk [nle<fuk] n. stammering, stammer. 
nyed'ung [nleduiJ] n. secret. 
nyed'wo [nle<fwo] n. debate, advice. 
nyelal [nletal] n. erring, mistake. 
nyering [nleraiJ] n. thinking, thought. 
nyerye [ nlerJe] n. lie, falsehood. 
nyesh'a [nleJa] n. desiring, desire. 
nyetal [nlethal] n. question, asking. 
nyet'em [nletam] n. telling, report. 

nye bi nimoe [nle bf 'nma] interr. why. 
nye nimoe [nle 'nma] interr. why. 
nyefe [ nlefhe] see nyegoepe. 
nyegoefe [ nlegafhe] see nyegoepe. 
nyegoepe [nlegaphe] con}. because. variant: nyepe, nyegoefe, nyefe. 
nyegoesek [nlegashak] con}. because of this. 
nyepe [ nlephe] see nyegoepe. 
nyet [nlat] v.tr.leave or abandon something. 
nyit ['nj{t] n. worm, maggot. 
nyu [nlu] n. chieftaincy title. 
nzang ['nzaiJ] n. type oftilapia fish. 

Ng [g) 

nghang [IJalJ] n. type of small monkey. 
nghangha [IJaiJa] n. heron. 
ngh6ng [IJOIJ] n. bells. 

0 [o] 

6 [?6] inter}. yes (female speaker). 
o ['Zo] part. question tag (expecting an affirmative answer, whether I or ques
tion). variant: wo, yo. 
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oot ['Zo:t] v.tr. make someone yawn. v.intr. yawn. n. yawning. 

Oe [a] 

6erem ['Zaram] n. beans. 

pa [pha] see fa. 
pi [pha] pron. she (addressee in speech act context) (SGF .LOG.AD.subject, inde

pendent). 
pa [pha]pron. her(SGF.LOG.AD.object). 
pa [pha] pron. her (SGF.LOG.AD.possessive). 

paap1 [pha:p] n. crowned duiker. 
paap2 [pha:p] v. intr.sg. get hidden, lost. plural: pap. 
paar [pha:r] v.tr. send someone (on an errand). n. message, errand. 
paat [pha:t] num. five. 
pal [phal] v.tr. make something flower, blossom, germinate. v.intr. flower, blos-

som. n. flower, blossom. 
palata [phalala] ideoph. spread out, in disarray. variant: palalau. 
palalau [phalalau] see palata. 
pang [phaiJ] n. puffadder. 
pap! [phap] n. beard. 
pap2 [phap] see paap2. 
para [phara] see fara. 
parat [pharat] ideoph. suddenly. 
paru [pharu] see faro. 
pat [phat] v.tr. wipe, brush, rub lightly. 
pe [phe] see goepe. 
pe [phe] n. place. adv. in a place. 
pek [phak] v.tr. rub something (e.g., oil on body, feet on ground). 
pemb'et [pham6at] see penb'et. 
penb'et [phan6at] n. intestines. variant: pemb'et. 
pep [phap] n. master. 
per [phar] n. lynx. 
pil [phfl] v.tr. watch. 
pin [phln] n. hut, room. 
pis [phfs] v.intr.sg. become stingy. plural: pyas. 
pit [phlt] n. red monkey. 
p66l [ph6:l] v.tr. hide or conceal something. v.intr. get hidden, concealed. 
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poe [pha] v.ditr. give someone something. v.tr. 1) give something away. 2) let 
or allow someone to do something. 

poeb'it [pha61t] adv. remote past. 
poedok [phad6k] adv. remote past. 
poef'ar [phaf<ir] num. nine. 
poegong [phag61J] n. upper lip. 
poek'un [phakun] see puk'un. 
poemoe [phama] num. six. 
poenoe [phana] adv. thus, like this. 
poepin [phaphin] see pyoepin. 
poevel [phaval] num. seven. 
puk [phuk] n. type of tree. 
puk'un [phukun] num. eight. variant: poek'un. 
pumpo [phumpho] n. pump. from Hausa. 
pyanang [ph~::HinalJ] adv. there, yonder, far away. 
pyer [phHar] v.tr. fish, take out of water. n. fishing. 
pyoe [phHa] n. mouth. relator. at the mouth, edge of. 
pyoepin [phHaphin] n. door, entrance. variant: poepin. 
pyoesh'ip [phHaf1p] n. place name: Bakin Kogi. adv. in Bakin Kogi. 
pour [phH:r] v.tr. boil leaves. 
pya [phia] v.tr. make white or clean, make someone poor. v.intr. become white, 

clean, poor. n. whiteness, cleanliness, poverty. 
pyas [phias] see pis. 
pyer [phiar] n. type of stone (used for scrubbing the heels). 
pyu [phiu] ideoph. early in the morning. 

P' [p] 

p'aan [pa:n] n. type offish. 
p'aar [pa:r] v.intr.jump, bounce. 
p'ak [pak] v.tr. pound something moist (e.g., yam, cassava, locust bean cake). 
p'ang [palJ] n. stone, hill, mountain. 
p'ang gang [pal] gal]] see f'ang gang. 
p'as [pas] n. rainy season. 
p'en [pan] v.tr.sg. 1) remove, take out. 2) save. plural: p'yan. 
p'et [pat] v.tr.sg. 1) resemble. 2) ooze out, produce something. v.intr.sg. exit, 

go out, appear. plural: p'yat. 
p'etb'it [pat61t] adv. after tomorrow. 
p'et mp'et [pat 'npat] adv. after tomorrow. 
p'iring [pfr11J] v.tr. turn, exchange, pour from one container into another. v.intr. 

turn around. 



p'it [pit] n. fishing net. 
p'oot [po:t] v.intr. become narrow. 
p'oebit [pabft] see p'oeb'it. 
p'oeb'it [pa61t] adv. later, earlier. variant: p'oebit. 
p'oep'et [papat] ideoph. sweat profusely. 
p'uk [puk] n. calf(ofthe leg). 
p'iulr [pu:r] adv. well, very. 
p'yan [pHan] see p'en. 
p'yanka [pHankha] adv. west. 
p'yat [pHat) see p'et. 
' ''['] dv. p .!!!!S pH:s n. sun. a . tune. 

R[r] 553 

p'yan [plan] v.tr.sg. l) break, shatter something. 2) pain someone. v.intr.sg. l) 
break, shatter. 2) feel pain. plural: p'yaram. 

p'yaram [plaram] see p'yan. 

R [r] 

ra [ra] v.tr. weave. 
ring [raiJ] v.tr. thinkofsomething. 
rap [rap] v. tr. hurry something or someone along. v. intr. make hurry, haste. 
ras [ ras] see ree~. 
reep [re:p] n.sg. girl, daughter. plural: zarap. 
reep [re:p] v.tr. make something mixed up, entangled, confused. v.intr. become 

mixed, entangled, confused. n. mixing. 
reesl [re:s] n. place name. 
ree~ [re:s] v.tr.sg. make someone lean, thin. v.intr.sg. become lean, thin. n.sg. 

leanness, thinness. plural: ras. 
reng [raiJ] v.tr. make someone astonished. v.intr. become astonished. 
rep [rap] v.tr. make someone itch. v.intr. itch. n. itching, itch. 
riga [riga] v.tr. have already done. from Hausa. 
riga [riga] n. gown, robe. from Hausa. 
rok [rok] v.tr. make something sweet. v.intr. become sweet. n. sweetness. 
ru [ru] v.tr.sg. enter into. v.intr.sg. enter. plural: rw6. 
r66n [ru:n] v.tr.sg. insert, put into, put on clothing. plural: rwan. 
ruun [m:n] n. shade. 
riulnsek [m:nshak] n. shadow. 
r.!!.YP [m:p] v.tr. demolish something. v.intr. get demolished, collapse. 
rwan [rwan] see r66n. 
rwang [ rwalJ] v. tr. make someone mad. v. intr. become mad. n. madness. 
rw6 [rw6] see ru. 
rye [ rJe] v. tr. lie about something. 
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sa [sha] v.tr. 1) make, dig something wide. 2) make, cause someone to do some-
thing. from Hausa. 

saam [sha:m] v.intr. sleep, settle or sink to the bottom. 
saan [sha:n] v.tr. clear, brighten something. v.intr. become clear, bright. 
sabo ndoe [shabo 'nda] con}. because of. from Hausa. 
sai [shai] con}. then, only. from Hausa. 
sak [shak] see g6e. 
sam [sham] v.tr. 1) unload or lower something. 2) help someone unload. v.intr. 

descend, lodge. 
samsam [shamsham] ideoph. nothing at all. 
san [shan] see hen. 
sap [shap] n. axe. 
sat [shat] see d6e. 
sek [shak] n. body. relator. 1) at the body of. 2) to, with (addressee of some 

speech act verbs). pron. 1) self (reflexive). 2) intransitivizer (for verbs of 
contact and grooming). 

sek b'et [shak 6at] relator. at the body of. 
sem [sham] see men. 
sen [shan] v.tr. be prohibited, taboo, forbidden to someone. v.intr. be prohi-

bited, taboo, forbidden. 
seng [shalJ] v.intr. be far. n. distance. adv. far. 
silili patata [shfHH phathatha] ideoph. thin and branching out. 
s6 [sh6] part. and so. from English. 
s6ma [sh6ma] v.tr. begin. from Hausa. 
sosai [shoshai] adv. well, correctly. from Hausa. 
s661 [sh6:l] n. metal, money. 
s6e [sha] adv. time. 
soesak [shashak] ideoph. very white. 
, [ h'] · · . I I '-su s u v.tr.sg. run mto, excrete. v.mtr.sg. run. n.sg. runmng.p ura: swu. 

suk [shuk] see gwen. 
sushe [shu_fhe] v.tr. cheat. from Hausa. 
sut [shut] see dwen. 
syoe [shHa] v.tr.sg. make something long. v.intr.sg. become long. n.sg. length. 

plural: shak. 
s66n [ shH:n] see jl 
sititr [shH:r] adv. rectangular. 
swUI [ shwa:l] n. dance, feast. 
swar [shwar] v.tr. 1) laugh about. 2) make someone laugh. v.intr. laugh. n. 

laughing. 
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swat [shwat] v.tr. clean something by pulling out loose strands (e.g., grass from 
roof, combing hair). 

swo [ shw(>] see sit. 

S' [s] 

s'a [sa] n. 1) hand, lower arm, handle. 2) measure (length of the lower arm). 3) 
handiwork. 

s'a [sa] see s'ayo. 
s'aar [sa:r] n. egusi, melon seed. 
s'al [sal] v.intr. slip. 
s'am [sam] v.tr. 1) grind something. 2) grind on a grinding stone. n. flour, 

powder, ground paste. 
s'an [san] v.intr. 1) slip. 2) be slippery. 
s'ar [sar] num. ten. 
s'arap [sarap] see s'eet. 
s'ayo [sajo] part. 1) lest. 2) prohibitive. variant: s'a. 
s'e [se] see ns'e. 
s'een [se:n] see ns'een. 
s'eet [se:t] v.tr.sg. 1) buy. 2) sell. plural: s'arap. 
s'ek [sak] v.tr.sg. soak. v.intr.sg. become soaked, catch a cold. plural: sh'ak. 
s'em [sam] n. name. 
s'em k'wal [sam kwal] n. proverb, saying. 
s'et [sat] n. 1) bush, grass. 2) wilderness. 
s'6k [s6k] v.tr.sg. hide, lose. plural: s'wak. 
s'6nk'wa [s61Jkwa] n. maize. 
s'66m [s6:m] n. hom (of animal), trumpet. 
s'oot [so:t] n. witchcraft. 
s'6e [sa] v.tr. eat. v.intr. feed. n. 1) eating. 2) food. 
s'uk1 [suk] n. rubbish. 
s'uk2 [suk] see s'up. 
s'up [sup] v.tr.sg. wash, beat. n.sg. washing, beating. plural: s'wap. variant: 

s'uk. 
s'uun [su:n] v.tr. dream of or about something. 
s'uur [sH:r] v.intr. become old or worn-out (of things). 
s'wa [swa] n. guineacom. 
s'wa [swa] v.tr. drink. v.intr. feed water, water. 
s'wak [swak] see s'6k. 
s'walak [swalak] v.intr. become pointed, sharp. 
s'wap [swap] see s'up. 
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Ts [s'] (Hausa loans only) 

tsakani [s'akhanf) relator. middle. from Hausa. 

Sh [Jb] 

shaar [Jba:r] n. friendship. 
shagang [JbagalJ] n. place name. 
shak [Jbak] n. each other (reciprocal). 
shak1 [Jbak] v.tr. select, choose, pick out something. 
shak2 [Jbak] see syoe. 
shal [Jbal] v.intr. fight. n. fighting, war. 
shalibi [Jballbl] n. gown. 
shalyen [Jbaljan] n. proper name. 
sham [Jbam] n. type of giant turtle. 
shan [Jban] v.intr. enlarge, grow in size. 
shang1 lJhalJ] n. small bag made of string. 
shang2 lJhalJ] v.tr. glance at something. 
sharam [Jbaram] see kwaram. 
sharap [Jbarap] see mat!. 
shat [Jbat] v.tr. knead. n. l) kneading. 2) porridge, dumpling. 
shel [Jbal] n. game, play, joke. 
shen1 [Jban] n. beniseed. 
shen2 [Jban] v.tr. chase someone away. 
shi [Jbl] n. thigh. 
shik1 [Jblk] n. knife. 
shik2 [Jblk] see y6e. 
shik'a [Jblka] con}. plus (to form numerals above ten). 
shil [Jbll] n. shell. 
shim [Jbfm] n. skin (of human, animal, root crop), leather. variant: shimsek. 
shim [Jblm] n. yam. 
shimsek [Jblmshak] see shim. 
shimt'uk [Jblmtuk] n. loincloth. 
shin [Jbfn] v.tr. l) do. 2) try to do something. 3) make something happen. v.intr. 

happen. 
shind'lmg [Jbfnd31J] n. gift, present, alms. 
shing [Jbfl]] n. mortar. 
shini [Jbfni] adv. today. 
ship [Jbfp] n. type oftree. 
shita [Jbltha] n. pepper. from Hausa. 
shorn [Jbom] n. rock rabbit, hyrax. 
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shoot [fho:t] v.tr. 1) coil, roll something up. 2) coil around something. v.intr. 
become coiled up. 

shora [fh6n\] n. advice. from Hausa. 
shoom [fh6:m] n. guineafowl. 
shinlr [fhu:r] v.tr. put in a squatting or pyramid-shaped position. v.intr. 1) squat 

down, sit on heals. 2) relieve oneself. 

sh' m 
sh'a [fa] v.tr. desire something. 
sh'a [fa] n. rattle, used in masquerade dances. 
sh'aan [fa:n] n. large-sized hoe. 
sh'aat [fa:t] n. wing, shoulder. 
sh'ai [fai] v.tr. show pride in something. v.intr. show pride. n. pride. 
sh'ak [fak] see s'ek. 
sh'ik [fak] see t'at2• 

sh'akum lfakhum] n. proper name. 
sh'an [fan] v.tr.sg. 1) break (of ropes), circumcise. 2) break free, escape from 

something. v.intr.sg. break, get circumcised. plural: sh'arang. 
sh'ang IJalJ] v.tr. be pleasant to someone. v.intr. be pleasant, enjoyable. n. plea

santness, enjoyment 
sh'lng lfalJ] v.tr. hunt for animals (also for money, food), carried out by a sin-

gle hunter or small groups of hunters. n. hunting, hunt. 
sh'arang [faralJ] see sh'an. 
sh'arap [farap] n. fish. 
sh'e [fe] n. leg, foot. 
sh'e lfe] v.tr. 1) learn. 2) teach. 
sh'el[fal] n. wound, sore. 
sh'ep [fap] n. 1) wood, timber. 2) tree. 
sh'i [ll] v.tr. deny something, refuse to acknowledge something. 
sh'ilim [llHm] ideoph. very black. 
sh'im [ffm] n. iguana. 
sh'in [fin] v.tr. be pitiful to someone. v.intr. be pitiful. n. need, poverty. 
sh'ing IJ11J] v.tr. mix liquid porridge (i.e., before the flour is added to it). 
sh'ip [ffp] n. river. 
sh'it [llt] n. work, usage. 
sh'oon IJ6:n] n. fingernail, toenail, claw, hoof. 
sh'oor [fo:r] n. duck. 
sh'ool[f6:l] n. type ofbig locust, grasshopper. 
sh'oon lfo:n] v.intr. become heavy. n. heaviness. 
sh'oor IJ6:r] v.tr. make someone ashamed. v.intr. become ashamed. n. shame. 
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sh'uut [fu:t] v.intr. become important. 

tab'a [tha6a] v.tr. have never I ever done. from Hausa. variant: t6eb'a. 
tal [thal] v.tr. 1) ask. 2) greet. n. greeting. 
tamtis [thamthls] n. folktale, story. 
tAng [thalJ] v.tr. search, look for something. 
tangoede [thaiJgade] see langoede. 
tap1 [thap] v.tr.sg. 1) snap something (bones, sticks). 2) break out, burst into. 

v. intr.sg. snap. plural: tarap. 
tap2 [thap] v.tr. brew, boil drinks (e.g., gruel, beer). 
tap [thap] v.tr. 1) show ignorance, deny knowledge of something. 2) be un-

known to someone. 
tarap [tharap] see tap!. 
tasa [thasha] n. bowl. from Hausa. 
tau [thau] n. bow. 
tebid [thebul] n. table. from Hausa. 
tel [thal] v.intr. become deep. n. depth. 
tep [thap] v.tr. make black. v.intr. become black. n. blackness. 
ter [thar] v.tr. move, shift something aside. v.intr. move aside. 
tifi [thffhl] n. Tiv. 
til [thll] v.tr. make something worthless. v.intr. become worthless. n. worthless-

ness. 
tilip [thflfp] see kilip. 
tini [thfnl] n. palm (ofhand), sole (of foot). 
tip [thfp] v.tr. 1) press something down. 2) press on something. 
t6 [tho] see t6. 
t6 [tho] inter}. okay. from Hausa. variant: t6. 
t6k1 [th6k] n. sauce, stew. 
t6k2 [th6k] v.tr. practice traditional religion. 
t66m [th6:m] n. seat, chair. 
t6e [tha] part. emphasis. 
t6eb'a [tha6a] see tab'a. 
t6eb'al [tha6al] n. calabash (used for drinking). 
toeb'ap [tha6ap] n. drum. 
toetem [thatham] ideoph.lukewarm. 
tit1 [thu] v.tr.sg. 1) kill. 2) inflict on someone. n.sg. killing, murdering. plural: 

two. 
tit2 [thu] v.tr. 1) pound grains. 2) pound in a mortar. 
till [thul] n. limpet. 



tun [thun] con}. since. from Hausa. 
tyer [thHar] see twer. 
twaam [thwa:m] v.tr.sg. make something stand. plural: twat. 
twat [thwat] see twaam, twet. 
twer [thwar] n. fig tree. variant: tyer. 
twet [thwat] v.tr.sg. make something stand (by itself). plural: twat. 
two [thwo] see tit1. 
tyem [thJam] see kyem. 
ty6kl6k [thJokl6k] see ky6kl6k. 
ty66p [thJ6:p] see ky66p. 

T' [t] 

t'a [ta] v.intr.sg. fall. n.sg. falling. plural: t'ek. 
t'aan [ta:n] v.intr. fall (of rain). 
t'aar [ta:r] n. moon, month. 
t'ak'aya [takaja] n. hat. variant: t'axaya. 

T' [t] 559 

t'al [tal] v.tr.sg. harvest a crop by plucking it with hands (e.g., fruits, beans, 
okra). plural: t'ek, t'6eleng. 

t'an [tan] v.tr. pursue someone. 
t'ang [taiJ] n. bat. 
t'at1 [tat] n. time, day. 
t'at2 [tat] v.tr. propel forward (shoot, kick). v.tr.sg. tell a folktale. plural: sh'ik. 
t'atnang [tatnaiJ] interr. when. 
t'axaya [tarija] see t'ak'aya. 
t'ei [tei] adv. not yet. 
t'ek [tak] see ta, t'al. 
t'ekgoed'i [takga<fO adv. still, already. 
t'el [tal] v.tr. collect, assemble something. v.intr. get collected, assembled. 
t'em [tam] v.tr. tell or report something. 
t'en [tan] see t'6ng2. 
t'eng1 [tal]] n. tree, forest. 
t'eng2 [tal]] v.intr. become tall, high. n. tallness, height. 
t'ep [tap] v.tr. be next in line to someone. 
t'ijen [tl3an] n. fragment of a pot. 
t'ili [tllO n. saliva, spittle. 
t'ingiliit [til]glH:t] n. hombill. 
t' is [tis] n. snail, shell of a snail. 
t'it [tit] v.tr. sprinkle something (somewhere). 
t'6 [to] v.intr.sg. lie, be located so as not to project away from the ground. 

plural: t'6erep. 
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t'o [to] v.intr.sg.lie (progressive aspect). plural: t'oerep. 
t'o- [to] cl.sg. lie. plural: t'oerep-. 

t'ong1 [t61J] v.intr.sg. sit, be located in a stable way. v.intr. l) remain, be per
manently in a location. 2) be plentiful. 3) fit well into something. plural: 
t'wot. 

t'ong [to1J] v.intr.sg. sit (progressive aspect). plural: t'wot. 
t'ong- [t61J] cl.sg. sit. plural: t'wot-. 

t'ong2 [t61J] part. l) irrealis modality. 2) progressive aspect. 3) habitual aspect. 
variant: t'en, t'oe. 

t'oor [t6:r] n. flank. relator. at the side of. 
t'oork'oom [t6:rk6:m] n. courage. 
t'oornung [t6:mu1J] n. anger, annoyance. 
t'oe [ta] see t'ong2. 
t'oed'aar [ta<fa:r] see goed'aar. 
t'oegai [tagai] n. middle-sized calabash, used for eating and for carrying meals 

to the farm. 
t'oeleng [tala1J] see t'al. 
t'oerep [tarap] see t'o. 

t'orep [tarap] see t'o. 
t'oerep- [tarap] see t'o. 

t'oesek [tashak] n. hiccup. 
t'oet'ei [tatei] adv. all, everything, everywhere. 
t'u [tu] n. bottle, bottle-shaped calabash (used for carrying drinks). 
t'uksh'i [tukJO n. basket. 
t'ung [tu1J] v.tr. l) fry. 2) stir. 
t'uun [tu:n] n. hole. 
t'uim [tu:n] see t'iaias. 
t'uus [tu:s] v.tr. push at something. variant: t'uun. 
t'.!!es [tHas] n. odor, smell. 
t'uur [tH:r] n. small-sized white anthill. 
t'wot [tw6t] see t'ong1. 

t'wot [twot] see t'ong1. 
t'wot- [tw6t] see t'ong1. 

t'yak [tiak] see k'yak. 
t'yaklang [tiakla1J] see k'yaklang. 

U [H) 

!!. [?H] n. goat. 
,!!ftS [lHaS) see ees . 
.!!en [?Han] n. medicine, poison. 
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yep= [?Hap] see myep. 
yes [?Has] n. bone, stone (of a fruit). 

V [v] 

varam [ vanirn] n. type of sharp-edged grass that is used for making ropes. 
veel [ve:l] n. vein, artery. 
vel [val] num. two. 
velu [ velu] n. type of grass that is used for making whistles. 
viling [vfHIJ] v.tr. circle or fly around something. v.intr. fly around. 
voom [vo:rn] v.tr. blind someone, close eyes. v.intr. become blind. 
v6 [vu] n. type of edible tuber. 
VJ!ang [waiJ] v.tr. 1) wash, clean. 2) insult. n. insulting. 
VJ!et [wat] v.tr. 1) take one's share. 2) leave one's share. n. taking or leaving a 

share. 
vyang [vJaiJ] n. termite. 

W[w] 

wa1 [wa] v.intr. return home, return to stay. plural: yok. 
wa2 [wa] relator. in the area of. variant: ba. 
wa [wa] see a2. 
waap [wa:p] v.tr. 1) borrow. 2) lend. n. borrowing, lending. 
wai [wai] part. say (introduces reported speech) . .from Hausa. 
wakaam [waka:rn] n. way, road. 
wal [wal] v.tr.sg. 1) cry about, for. 2) make someone cry. v.intr.sg. cry. plural: 

eer. 
warn [warn] v.tr. make something wet, rotten. v.intr. become wet, rotten. n. 

wetness, rottenness. 
wan [wan] v.tr. be lacking to someone. v.intr. be lacking. 
wan [wan] n. red clay, brick. 
wando [wando] n. trousers. from Hausa. 
wang [WaiJ) n. clay pot. 
wangheen [WaiJhe:n) n. big storage pot (buried in ground). 
wanono [wanono] n. cobra. 
war [war] v.tr. 1) collect. 2) inflict upon a bodypart (plait hair, make incision). 

see mang. 
warak [warak] ideoph. boiling hot. 
watakila [wathakhfla] part. maybe, perhaps . .from Hausa. 
way6 [waj6] n. intelligence . .from Hausa. 
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we [we] see e. 
weel [we:l] v.tr. make someone worried. v.intr. become worried. n. worrying. 
wen [wan] v.tr. search, look for something. 
wep [wap] v.tr. show respect to someone or something. 
WO! [wo] n. snake. variant: nwo. 
wo2 [wo] see o1. 
woor [wo:r] n. shouting, screaming. 
witkai [wl:tkai] n. place name: Wukari. 
wul [wul] v.intr. arrive. n. arrival. 
witm [wl:tm] v.tr. bury something or someone, plant seeds. v.intr. get buried, 

sink. 
w6n1 [wun] v.tr. make someone sweat. v.intr. sweat. n. sweating. 
w6n2 [wun] see kun. 
wuroe [wura] interr. who. 
wus [wus] v.tr. roast. n. 1) roasting. 2) fire. 
witt [wl:tt] n. wild custard apple. 
witwak [wl:twak] ideoph. bright red. 

YO] 

ya1 [ja] v.tr. 1) catch, get a hold of. 2) make, cause someone to do something. 
v.intr. arrive, reach. 

ya2 [ja] see a2. 
yagitritm [jagl:trum] num. twenty. 
yam [jam] n.sg. son. plural: jap. 
yang [jaiJ] n. stalk. 
yar [jar] n. bird. 
yat1 [jat] see yit. 
yat2 [jat] v.tr. 1) call attention to goods (advertize, display, hawk). 2) advertise 

to someone. n. advertizing. 
yiuwa [jauwa] inter}. okay. from Hausa. 
yen [jan] v.tr. increase something. v.intr. become plentiful. n. plenty, honor. 
yi [i0 n. year. 
yi1 [jl] part. 1) and so (introduces a consecutive clause). 2) progressive aspect. 

3) durative aspect. 
yh [jl] see yin. 
yi [jij see y6e. 

yi= [jij see y6e. 
yigil [jfgll] see y661. 
yi11 [jll] n. ground, land, earth, country. 
yi12 [jll] v.tr. write. 



yim Ofm] n.leaf, grass. 
yin Oln] part. say (introduces reported speech). variant: yi. 
yip Ofp] n. gruel, balls of cooked flour. 

Z[z] 563 

yir Ofr] v.tr. l) tum something. 2) tum into something. 3) tum around some-
thing. v. intr. tum around, change. 

yisaam Olsha:m] see yitsaam. 
yit Oft] n. eye, face, surface. relator.sg. in the eye of. plural: yat. 
yit Olt] adv. again. variant: zak yit. 
yitk'ul Oltkul] n. round stone. 
yitsaam Oltsha:m] n. sleep. variant: yisaam. 
y6 06] see y66l. 
yo Oo] see o1. 
y6k 06k] see wa1. 
y6ng 06IJ] v.tr. l) call someone. 2) produce a sound. n. calling. 
y66l 06:1] v.tr.sg. rise as someone. v.intr.sg. rise, fly off, start. plural: yuul. 

variant: y6. 
y6e Oa] pron. you (2SGF .subject, independent). variant: yl 

mmik ['nmlk]pron. yours (free 2SGF.possessive). variant: mmit. 
moeshik [ ma_fhfk] pron. for, to yourself (2SGF .reflexive). 
shik [fhlk] n. yourbody.pron. yourself(2SGF.reflexive). 
yi= 011 pron. you (2SGF .subject). 
yoe Oa] pron. you (2SGF .object). 
y6e Oa] pron. your (2SGF.possessive). 

yiult Ou:t] v.intr. accumulate, amass. n. accumulation. 
yuul OH:l] see y66l. variant: yigil. 

Z [z] 

zak [zak] part. also, however. 
zak yit [ zak jlt] see yit. 
zam [zam] n. field, farm. adv. in the field. 
zang [zaiJ] n. barrenness. 
zarap [zarap] see reep. variant: jirap. 
zarat[zarat] ideoph. very long. 
zem [zam] v.tr. l) like, agree or accept something. 2) make someone be in 

agreement. v.intr. be in agreement. n. liking. 
zen [zan] v.intr. be wrong. 
zeng [zaiJ] n. type of parasitic plant. 
zok [zok] v.intr. become kind or generous. n. kindness, generosity. 
z6ri [z6rl] n. entrance hut, leading into the compound . .from Hausa. 
zoom [zo:m] v.tr. make something cold. v.intr. become cold. n. coldness. 
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zuwa [zuwa]prep. toward.from Hausa. 
zwaan [zwa:n] n. hook, fishing hook. 
zwam [zwam] n. viper. 
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verbal morphosyntax and seman
tics, 174, 176, 178-179, 182-183, 
203,214,222-223,247,248,249, 
281 

anterior aspect 
description of, 169, 324, 353-354, 
395, 429 (fn.86) 
origins of, 354 

apposition (see juxtaposition) 
argument structure constructions, 12-

14, 183-190, 198-200, 374-375 (see 
also transitivity and intransitivity) 

article ( defmite) 
derived pronoun, 122-123, 162 
description of, 131, 145-146, 155, 
162-165, 310 
distribution of, 68, 84, 90, 101, 123, 
137-138, 140, 146-147, 157-158, 
423 

article (specific-indefmite) 
description of, 145-150, 162-163, 
228 (fn.58), 310, 313 
diachronic developments, 110-111 
distribution of, 67-68, 90, 98, 100-
101,104-105,259 
origins of, 147-148, 261 



aspect (see anterior, durative, habitual, 
progressive, resultative) 

aspiration 
description of, 19-23, 55-56 
in practical orthography 52, 61 
origins of, 23-25 

associative plural 
description of, 68, 75, 100, 143-145 
origins of, 144-145, 453 

auxiliary verbs, 122, 134, 334-335, 
413-414, 429-430 

benefactive preftx, 201, 239, 316 
borrowing (see language contact) 

Chadic comparisons (see also Angas
Goemai group languages) 
classification, 1-3 
clauses, 178-180, 374, 375, 377, 
393,406,428,442,457,463 
nominal modifiers, 134, 147-150, 
150, 125-127, 162 (fn.41) 
nominal morphosyntax and seman
tics, 71, 103, 106, 109, 125, 165-
167,314 
other word classes (excepting nouns 
and verbs), 256-257 (fn.62), 264, 
267,283,303,305,320 
phonology and sound correspon
dences, 1-2, 23-27, 28, 31 (fn.12), 
40-41, 56, 79-80 
pronouns, 87 (fn.27), 88-89, 229, 
235,323,369 
summary of, 15-16 
verbal extensions and lexical as
pect, 178,181-183,199,207,213-
214,222-223,225-226,238,248, 
250 
verbal number, 172, 173, 176, 177 

classifiers (see posturals) 
clausal nominalizations (see also ad

verbial clauses) 
manner /locative nominalization, 
138-140, 310, 384 
nominal modifiers ("relativiza
tion"), 135-138, 185-186, 202, 384 

Index 589 

TAM particles in nominalized 
clauses, 325, 339, 358, 395, 404 

cliticization 
clitics, 187, 273-274, 310-314 
in practical orthography, 62 
phonology, 57-58,60-61 

cognate object construction 
cognate noun formation, 113-114, 
115 
description of, 177-178, 196, 208, 
244-247,250,256-257,376-377 
nominalization of, 134-135 

comitative prefix I preposition 
description of, 238-239, 241, 242-
243,316,401-402 
in causative construction, 216-217, 
220-221 
in emphatic reflexives, 231 
in possessive clauses, 383-384, 
387-388, 392-393 

comparison 
comparative "as if', 389-390, 433-
434 
in coordinate serial verb construc
tion, 148-149,242,313,406 
in transitive range construction, 207 
"surpass" verb, 112-113, 208 

complementation 
complementation strategies, 442-
443, 464-465 
complement clauses, 297, 306-307, 
413-414,424-430,445,457 

compounding, 57-58, 103 
conditional construction 

description of, 148-149, 309, 313-
314,358-360,384,414,457-463 
diachronic developments, 348-350, 
352 
origins of, 336 (fn.69), 458 

conjunctions (see coordination) 
consequence clause 

description of, 49-50, 299, 301-302, 
395,414,428,430-436,439-440 
diachronic developments, 343-345, 
351-352 
origins of, 430 (fn 87) 
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indicating phrase boundaries, 69, 
104,109,124,171,187,252-253, 
325, 358, 389-390, 404, 431 (fn.88) 

consonants (see also aspiration, labiali
zation, palatalization, prenasaliza
tion) 
description of, 19-31, 54-56, 58-59 
in practical orthography, 52-53, 61-
62 

constituent and word order 
in clauses, 12, 122, 302, 318 
in phrases, 67-68, 165, 169 
marking grammatical relations, 
183-185, 374-377 

contact (see language contact) 
coordination 

diachronic developments, 186-187, 
238, 240-242 
natural coordination, 110-111 
of clauses, 304-305, 333-334, 394-
396,413-414,417-418,459-460, 
463-467 
of phrases, 106-112, 124,259-260, 
271-272 
origins of, 110-111 
tone spreading, 47-50, 416-417 

defmiteness (see article (defmite)) 
demonstratives 

derived pronoun, 122, 125, 151 
diachronic developments, 157-158, 
161 
distribution of nominal modifier, 
68,90, 101,146-147,163-165,276 
nominal modifier, 80, 131, 150-
159,162,268-269,314,281 
origins of, 153-154, 156 

detransitivizing constructions, 132-134, 
187,225-235,250 

dialectal variation, 3, 18, 25-25 (fn.9), 
32-38,53,346,383,451,458 

diminutive 
description of, 72, 74-75, 97-99, 
310 
distribution of, 68, 100, 107, 141-
142, 144, 152-153 

origins of, 72, 97-98 
diphthongs 

description of, 28, 39-40, 54, 59-60 
in practical orthography, 53 

direct speech (see reported speech) 
ditransitive construction, 132, 133-134, 

200-203,226-227,229,249 
durative aspect 

combining with other TAM catego
ries, 350-351 
description of, 324, 350-352, 395, 
400,410 
diachronic developments, 352 
origins of, 351-352 

ejectives 
description of, 19, 22, 23-24 
in practical orthography, 52 

emphasis (clitic), 67-68, 171-172, 255, 
296,310-311,398,436 

emphasis (particles), 297-302, 311, 
385, 434-435 

equational and ascriptive clauses 
non-verbal, 383-386 
verbal, 80, 178-179, 249, 281-282, 
388-392 

existential (see posturals, locative con
struction) 

fricatives 
description of, 19-23, 26-27, 27, 54 
origins of, 23-25, 25-26, 28 

focus marking 
and consequence clause I progres
sive marking, 299, 337-338, 344, 
434-435, 435-436 
and negation, 300, 306, 338, 436-
437 
description of, 89, 244, 297-302, 
319, 320-321 
diachronic developments, 301, 383-
386 

fortis, 19 
future tense, 329-333, 363, 364-365, 

372 (see also irrealis, tense) 



gender,67, 78,80,91,451,454-455 
genitive construction 

and spatial nominals, 240-241, 259-
260, 273-274, 274-275, 285-286, 
290-291, 310 
description of, 99-103, 123, 123-
124,124-125,229-230,267,318-
319 
diachronic developments, 98, 122 

glides, 26-27, 39-40, 54 
glottalization (see ejectives) 

habitual aspect 
combining with other TAM catego
ries, 330 
description of, 169, 324, 325, 346-
350,371,383-384,395,400,458 
(fn.90), 460-461 
indicating phrase boundaries, 215, 
243, 298, 320-321 
origins of, 348-350, 362, 460-461 

ideophones, 56-57,253-254,256,281-
285, 295, 389-390 

imperative,46-47,368-369,373,447-
448, 453-454 

impersonal construction, 226-229 
implosives 

description of, 22, 23-24, 57, 58-59, 
280 
in practical orthography 52, 62 

inclusory construction, 109 
indefiniteness, 148-150, 311-314 (see 

also article (specific-indefmite)) 
indirect speech (see reported speech) 
interjections, 314-317, 396-397, 451 
interrogative (question particles) 

in clauses, 42, 148-149, 302-305, 
306, 310, 465 
in phrases, 111 

interrogative (question words) 
and indefmite I quantified expres
sions, 311-314, 
description of, 300, 317-321, 377-
378, 447-448 
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intransitive construction, 223-225, 240-
241,250 

irrealis 
combining with other TAM catego
ries,330,338-339,350 
description of, 93-95, 148-149, 169, 
324,358-362,365-366,371,441-
442, 460-461, 463 
diachronic developments, 337, 343-
345,346-347,348-350,362 
focused irrealis, 170-171, 310, 325, 
333,362,365-366,366,373,383 
in defmite and immediate future 
tenses, 363, 364 
negative irrealis, 307, 325, 366-
368,383 
origins of, 360-362 

juxtaposition 
of clauses, 48, 243-244, 306, 428, 
434-435, 463-465 
of noun phrases and pronouns, 91-
92,109,123,144-145,455-456 
of phrases, 110-112, 124,256-258 

labialization 
description of, 28-31, 39, 174-176 
in practical orthography, 52-53 

language contact (on Jos Plateau) 
lexicon and lexicalization patterns, 
84,89, 122,167,178,247,248, 
250,264 
loss of inherited categories and 
structures, 71,77-78,78,91,166 
(non-productive) morphology, 31, 
78-80, 165-166, 176-177 
phonology and phonotactics, 23 
(fn.7), 27, 41, 56, 58, 103 
serialization, 393 
summary of, 2, 4-6, 14-15 

language contact (with Rausa) 
auxiliary verbs, 122, 334-335, 429-
430 
conjunctions, 50, 111-112, 167, 
304-305,321,416,433,462-463, 
465-466, 467 
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interjections, 317 
lexicon (and its integration into 
Goemai), 22, 38, 41, 52 (fn.20), 52, 
70, 71-72, 84, 105-106, 126 (fn.34), 
264,266-267,272,283,334-335, 
421,434 
particles, 303, 304, 305-306, 308-
309,366-367,456 
prepositions, 288-289 
quantifiers, 148,311-313,321 
summary of, 14, 14-15 

laterals, 27-28 
lenis (see fortis) 
light verb construction, 113-115, 177-

178,246,250 
locative construction, 80, 157, 178-

179,343-345,351,374,377-380, 
390-391, 392-393 

locative preftx I preposition 
description of, 236-237, 252, 262-
263,285-294,314,378 
in petrified forms, 262, 271, 272, 
274-275, 275-276, 317-318 

logophoricity 
in complement clause, 425 
in possessive contexts, 95-97, 228, 
457 
in reported speech, 95-97, 363, 
446-455 
logophoric pronouns, 78, 88, 89, 
166,232 

modality (see irrealis, obligative, per
missive) 

modifying construction 
deriving headless modifiers and 
pronouns, 1 (fn.1), 72-73, 122-123, 
124-125, 150-151, 157-158, 159-
160,162,281,389 
deriving modifiers, 74-75, 90, 101, 
122-131,140-141,157-158,260, 
267,272,314 
marking modifiers, 74, 77, 131, 
150-153,317-318,320 
marking nouns, 73-74,77, 131 

motivation for, 12-14, 83, 125-127, 
166,178,248-249,411 
origins of, 125 

nasal prefix (see also benefactive pre
ftx, comitative prefix, locative pre
ftx, prenasalization) 
in adverbialization, 132-133, 279-
280 
in permissive construction, 364-365 
in presentative construction, 153, 
380,382 
in progressive construction, 335-
336 
in purpose clause, 186, 236-238, 
438-439 
petrified forms, 31, 78-80, 151-152, 
262,271,272,274-275,275-276, 
317-318, 332-333 

nasals (see also nasal preftx, prenasali
zation) 
description of, 27, 58-59 
in practical orthography, 52-53, 62 

negation 
description of, 148-149, 178-179, 
304,305-307,313-314,317,347, 
349,378-379,381,384,387 
in multiverb constructions, 249, 
300,306,306-307,413,422-423, 
427,429,431-432,436-437,439, 
441,445,447-448,461-462 
in progressive construction, 338, 
340,344 
in serial verb constructions, 169, 
395, 400-401 
prohibitive and negative irrealis, 
309,325,362,364,365-366,366-
368,369,383 

nominalization (see also clausal nomi
nalization, modifying construction) 
abstractnouns, 70, 112-113, 118-
120,122,444 
activity nouns and noun phrases, 
70, 113-120, 122, 134-135, 182, 
184,188-189,204,208-209,224-
225, 244-247 



agentive nouns, 122-131 
description of, 104-105, 106-107, 
112-140,140-141,314 
participles, 132-134, 202, 229, 429-
430 

non-verbal clauses 
complements of, 69-70, 104, 109, 
114,132-133,187,248-249,252-
253,256-257,310,318-319,420 
description of, 69-70, 89, 133, 138-
139,169-170,262,301,304,305-
306,329-330,382-393 
in multiverb constructions, 348, 
384,420-421,431,433-434,435-
436, 459, 466-467 
TAM marking, 169, 325, 347, 348, 
365-367, 383-384 

noun phrase 
coordination and listing of, 106-
112, 124, 166-167 
description of, 67-70, 165 
nominal modifiers, 68,74-75, 84, 
89-90, 97-99, 122-132, 132-135, 
135-138,140-165,167,248-249, 
260,281,326-327 

nouns 
description of, 9-10, 12-14, 70-99, 
165-166 
nominal class and class terms, 78-
84, 102-103 
nominal number, 71-78 

number marking (see also associative 
plural) 
formatives, 55, 56-51, 72, 174-177, 
282,314 
in the noun phrase, 97-99, 122-132, 
141, 150-153 
on the noun, 67,71-78,92, 107-
108,115-116,131,290-291 
on the verb, 92, 106-107, 115-116, 
173-174, 182, 187-188, 192-193, 
204,208,216-217,218,224-225, 
242-243, 401-402 

numerals, 131, 155-156, 253-254, 256-
257, 258-259, 259-260, 260-261, 
264-268,273,319-320,389 
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obligative 
description of, 169, 324, 362-363, 
365,366,372,388-389,395,399, 
404,447-448 
diachronic developments, 439-440 
origins of, 363, 442 

omission of arguments 
description of, 47, 88 (fn.28), 183-
184, 243 (fn.60), 262, 375-377 
in different argument structure 
constructions, 201, 215, 226-227, 
240 
in different clause types, 185-186, 
236-238,377,381,384,395-396, 
401,425,427-428,439 

orthography, 17-18, 52-54, 61-62, 63 

palatalization 
description of, 25-26, 28-31, 34, 
174-176 
in practical orthography, 52-53 

particles, 47, 49-50, 296-309 
permissive, 169, 324, 333, 336 (fn.69), 

364-365,366,372,395 
personal pronouns 

cross-referencing on verb, 77, 91-
95,169-171,185,383 
description of, 75-76, 78, 87-97 
syntactic functions, 87, 89-90, 91-
95 
tonal behavior, 43-49, 60, 87 

plural (see associative plural, number 
marking) 

possession (see also genitive construc
tion) 
description of, 99-106, 123, 266-
267, 318-319 
expression of arguments in nomina
lized verbs and clauses, 114-115, 
116, 136-137, 139, 178-179, 188-
189,204,208-209,224-225,325, 
339,358,404,413 
possessive clauses, 383-384, 387-
388, 392-393 
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possessive pronouns, 68, 87-90, 95-
97, 107-108,145-146, 163, 228, 
229-235, 457 

posturals 
grammaticalization to particles, 
343-345,348-350,356-357,360-
362 
in (classificatory) verbs, 120, 164, 
178-179,186,223,236-238,283, 
290, 351, 352, 377 (fn.78), 438 
in deictic classifiers, 150, 153, 154-
156,159,164,166,260-261,314 
in equational and possessive con
structions, 178-179,248-249,281-
282, 377 (fn.78), 388-393 
in locative and presentative con
structions, 153,178-179,351,377-
380,380-382 
in progressive construction, 335-
346,351 
in serial verb constructions, 247-
248,281-282,345-346,351,352, 
360-362, 406-408, 409-412 
summary of, 12-14,80-84 

prenasalization (see also nasal prefix) 
description of, 28-31, 48-49, 50, 54, 
58,86 
in practical orthography, 52-53 
origins of, 24-25 

prepositional phrases, 69-70, 89, 107-
108,130,134-135,262-263,285-
286, 318-319 (see also adverbial 
phrases) 

prepositions 
description of, 179, 236-242, 262-
263, 285-294, 383-384, 387-388, 
392-393 
diachronic developments, 186-187, 
241-242 

presentative construction, 80, 153-154, 
178,309,374,380-382 

progressive aspect 
combining with other TAM catego
ries,330,338-339,351 

description of, 80, 169, 172, 191-
195,299,324,335-346,346-348, 
371, 395, 408-409, 458 (fn.90) 
diachronic developments, 351-352 
indicating phrase boundaries, 69, 
101-102,187,215,298 
in multiverb constructions, 400, 
415-417,419-420,428,460-461 
origins of, 343-345, 362, 408 
(fn.83), 436 

proprietary construction, 99, 101, 103-
106,128,260 

purpose construction and purposive 
linking 
description of, 168, 186, 236-238, 
297-298,337,346-347,413-414, 
417-418,428,432-433,435,436-
440,440,441,442 
diachronic developments and ori
gins of, 439-440, 442-443, 463 

quantification 
in adverbs, 142, 194, 252-253, 253-
255,256-259,260-261,262,263-
268,273,279 
in nominal modifiers, 68, 99, 100-
101, 141-142, 144 
universal quantification, 67-68, 
148-150, 311-314 

reason clause, 413-414, 417-418, 423, 
443-445, 463 

reciprocal, 88, 230, 232-234 
reduplication (full), 57 (fn.23), 263, 

267-268,280-281,319,335 
reduplication (partial), 30, 57, 273, 

278,280,282,314,332 
reflexive 

description of, 86-89, 97, 229-232 
reflexive-intransitive, 234-235 

relativization (see nominalization) 
relator nouns (see spatial nominals) 
reported speech, 95, 164, 228, 284, 

309,413-414,428,445-457,463 



resultative aspect 
description of, 169, 191, 197, 324, 
354,355-357,395,400 
origins of, 357, 406-408 

secondary articulation (see labializa
tion, palatalization, prenasalization) 

sequential construction 
description of, 93-95, 168, 297, 
309,395-396,410-411,413,414, 
425-426,428,429 (fn.86), 437-438, 
440-442,443,459-460 
diachronic developments, 363, 442 
origins of, 442 

serialization 
configurational serial verb con
struction,247-248,272-273,281-
282, 395,409-412 
coordinate serial verb construction, 
168-169,240,242-243,277,333-
335,337,345-346,395,405-409, 
429 
deictic serial verb construction, 
337,346-347,395,312-413 
description of, 48, 63, 80, 168, 178, 
179,306,337,346-347,349,351, 
368,393-413,417-418,428,431, 
436-437,441,442,459-460,464 
diachronic developments, 142, 323-
324,333,354,357,360-362,395, 
404-405,406-408,446,458,466-
467 
inchoative serial verb construction, 
247-248,395,409-412 

spatial nominals 
description of, 143, 239-242, 285-
294,318,345,387,416-417,419-
420,421 (fn.84), 432-433,440 
origins of, 30-31, 285-286, 287-
288, 292-293 

stops 
description of, 19-22, 26-27, 55, 58 
origins of, 23-25 

syllabic nasal (see prenasalization) 
syllable, 54-56 
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tense 
combining with other TAM catego
ries,330,338-339,350 
description of, 169, 275-276, 324, 
325, 327-328, 329-333, 370-371, 
383-384, 398-399, 451, 458 (fn.90), 
460,461,463 

tense, aspect, modality (TAM) 
description of, 44-46, 87, 93-94, 
168-169,171-172,297,305,323-
373 
in different clause types and nomi
nalizations, 132,135,381,388-389, 
398-400,413,415,419,424,431, 
436,440,440-441,446,448,460, 
461,464,466 
in non-verbal clauses, 169, 325, 
383-384 
temporal and aspectual adverbs, 
275-277, 332-333, 333-335 
verb unmarked forT AM, 46-47, 
191,193-194,276-277,297,326-
329,332,335,347-348,359,360, 
370,400,460-461 

tone 
description of, 8-9, 30, 36, 42-51, 
62-63, 63-65, 162 
downdrift and downstep, 50, 63-64 
in clausal nominalization, 136 
in comitative and locative preposi
tions,238,290,387 
in consequence and purpose claus
es,430-431,432-436,439 
in genitive construction, 100, 103, 
285-286 
in imperative, 368-369 
in practical orthography, 53 
in progressive construction, 335-
336 
in serial verb constructions, 403 
in TAM paradigms, 369-373 

topic, 307-309 
transitive causative construction, 133-

134,203,210,214-223,239,250, 
377 (fn.78) 
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transitive patient I theme construction, 
203-207,249 

transitive range construction, 207-214, 
249-250 

transitivity and intransitivity (see also 
argument structure constructions) 
and adverbs, 256-257 
and nominalization, 117, 119, 119-
120, 132-135, 185-186, 188-189, 
415,430 
and number-marking, 173-174, 
187-188 
and purpose clause, 236-238, 438-
439 
intransitive I transitive alternations, 
205-207, 210-211, 218-220 
marking grammatical relations, 69-
70,89-90,171-172,183-185,186-
187, 236-242 
transitive I ditransitive alternations, 
201,202 
transitive I transitive alternations, 
212-213,219-221,225 

trill, 27-28 

verbs 
description of, 10, 172-180, 288-
289 

lexical aspect, 12-14, 177-178, 190-
198, 293-284, 326-327, 340-341, 
355-357 
verbal number, 57 (fn.22), 173-174, 
187-188,204,208,216-217,224-
225 

verb phrase 
description of, 77, 89-90, 91, 92, 
168-172,185,297,300,301-302, 
306,310,325,350,362,365,375 
in multiverb constructions, 94-95, 
243,323,337,396-398,399,400, 
401-402, 436-437 
nominalization of, 68, 130, 132-
135,140,417-418 

vowels (see also diphthong, vowel 
length) 
description of, 31-41, 59-61 
in practical orthography 53, 62 

vowel length 
description of, 28, 34-41, 42, 54, 
58-60,61,119,176,278 
in practical orthography, 53, 62 

word order (see constituent and word 
order) 

wordhood, 56,57-61,62-63 








